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ABSTRACT 
 

NEGOTIATING BETWEEN SHELL AND PAPER: 

WAMPUM BELTS AS AGENTS OF RELIGIOUS DIPLOMACY  

Lise Puyo 

Margaret M. Bruchac  

Marie Mauzé  

 

In a dialogue between the material and the textual, can objects speak over texts? This project 

examines nine devotional wampum belts produced as cross-cultural mediators between 

Catholic ecclesiastics and Indigenous people in northeastern North America between the 

seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. Following Haudenosaunee, Huron-Wendat, Abenaki, and 

Anishinaabe epistemologies, wampum belts have been considered as both symbols of Native 

American and First Nations sovereignty, and as non-human beings doted with agency and 

willpower. When Indigenous Christians sent wampum belts to religious communities in France, 

Belgium, and Italy, these objects embodied diplomatic requests presented to Christian saints 

worshipped at these sites. Did these wampum belts function as independent diplomatic agents, 

without the presence of Indigenous interpreters? If so, what were these belts meant to do? I 

suggest that there may be heretofore unexamined messages, embedded in the material and 

documentary record, that reveal the agency and potency of these objects. Closer engagements 

with wampum materiality can offer insights that are missing from earlier historical studies of 

missionary-Indigenous relations. To discern this, I examined construction techniques that may 

reveal Indigenous makers’ agency in articulating political demands. I conducted archival 
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research and re-examined historical translations, while consulting with the Indigenous 

communities in Canada who created these wampum belts, to assess how wampum messaging 

impacts the consciousness of humans around it. These diverse sources illuminate the transfers 

of agency that take place during wampum diplomacy, showing the embodied innovations and 

continuities that allowed these materials to “speak” across space and time. These wampum 

belts constitute an alternative archive of both Indigenous and missionary strategies. The objects 

and associated papers show savvy Indigenization of Catholic stories and practices to secure new 

alliances and territories, at the same time that religious orders recorded different 

understandings of these relationships in French colonial archives. When these belts and papers 

have survived side by side in collections, they have continued to mediate various relationships, 

the most significant being between generations of Indigenous peoples who relate to their 

ancestors through them.  
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PREFACE 
 

This project emerged from understandings of object agency I gained while doing field 

research in North American museums, archives, and Indigenous knowledge centers. From 2014 

to 2018, I was a research assistant with Stephanie Mach (Diné) on the Wampum Trail project 

directed by Professor Margaret Bruchac (Abenaki) at the University of Pennsylvania. This 

experience shaped my understanding of the agency of wampum in Indigenous contexts. The 

project centered around provenance research on wampum collections in North American and 

European museums, in consultation with Indigenous Nations (Haudenosaunee, Mohegan, 

Wampanoag, Abenaki…) and Indigenous wampum experts such as Richard W. Hill Sr. 

(Tuscarora), Alan Corbiere (Anishinaabe), tribal historian and Medicine Woman Melissa 

Tantaquidgeon Zobel (Mohegan), Chief Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson (Kanienkeha:ka Mohawk), 

Kayanesenh Paul Williams (Onondaga), Faithkeeper Oren Lyons (Seneca), and other Indigenous 

leaders.  

The Wampum Trail’s goal was to establish and reinforce connections between archives, 

museums, and Indigenous communities, where different pools of knowledge were isolated from 

one another, due to institutional mistrust and fraught relations between Indigenous 

communities and museums in particular. My main asset was my linguistic abilities: I am a French 

native speaker with classical literary training. I have a particular interest in material culture, 

especially textiles. I had just come out of an internship in textile museum collections in Paris 

where I had developed skills that helped me to examine wampum belts up close, notice details, 

and quickly learn from working with the team. 

The team director’s research method was to run a digital recorder and prompt 

discussions around wampum belts while taking pictures of the details we described out loud. 

From these conversations emerged questions, which prompted us to see more detail and helped 

us understand the connections between different material features of the belts. This created a 

feedback loop between object, eyes, and speech, eliciting emotional changes in ourselves as 

researchers, but also in the curatorial team, that stuck with us for the duration of our visit. 

In interviews with Indigenous leaders, I repeatedly heard the idea that wampum belts 

were powerful, animate, and imbued with intention and the capacity to influence the spirits of 

those around them. In the collections examined, we saw traces of Indigenous predecessors, who 

in their own visits had left quahog shells and tobacco, after negotiating with museum staff to 

leave these offerings on the shelves, near the archival boxes where wampum belts were stored 

in acid-free paper.  

In 2015, I met up with Taylor Gibson, a Cayuga scholar and faculty member at 

Deyohaha:ge Indigenous Knowledge Centre at Six Nations Polytechnic. One question he asked 

me has stayed with me ever since: “What did it feel like, being with these wampum belts?” It 

was the first time that I was directly confronted with my co-presence with wampum belts. On 

the Wampum Trail, I had observed the emotional responses of Indigenous peoples to historical 
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artifacts, and listened to stories of personal connections between the wampum belts and their 

community members, but it had never occurred to me that I, too, may have been part of these 

emotional networks. While I had heard Chief Nelson speak about wampum belts as ancestors, I 

thought that my French heritage somehow excluded me from any meaningful connection with 

these objects. But I came to realize that people in co-presence with these objects formed 

relationships with them, regardless of their cultural background. 

The agency of objects was an idea that was new to me at the time. I wrestled with 

metaphors such as “listening to” wampum belts when I was looking at them (Rath 2014). 

Anthropological theory provided me with intellectual pathways to understand what my 

Indigenous interlocutors and team members were telling me about wampum, but it did not 

entirely account for the complexities of relating to ancestral trans-national objects and 

communities. These experiences and questions set me on a path to examine the part material 

objects play in the process of relating to one another, between humans and non-humans, across 

time and space.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
 

  When Algonquian and Iroquoian peoples encountered Catholic missionaries in the 

seventeenth century, an unfathomable meeting of cultures, social structures, languages, and 

understandings of existence took place. Countless historical and anthropological studies 

attempted to make sense of the power struggles (e.g. Havard 2003; Lozier 2018; McShea 2019; 

Salisbury 1992), epistemological challenges (e.g. Saunders 1988; Olupona 2003; Robbins 2007; 

True 2015), and the redefinition of humanity (e.g. Trouillot 2003; Rozbicki and Nedge 2012) that 

resulted from these early exchanges. How do people who are apparently so different relate to 

one another? How do they find means of communicating and understanding one another? How 

do people subsume the new into their previous ways of interpreting the world? 

  Many researchers have tackled these questions, but few have looked at the part that 

human-made objects have played to help these different groups relate to one another. In 

northeastern North America, one type of object in particular played the part of cross-cultural 

mediator: wampum belts. Wampum designates tubular white and purple shell beads woven into 

belts (Orchard 1929). Wampum belts were ceremonially exchanged by Indigenous nations in 

North America to record and embody alliances, agreements, and relationships between 

different groups; from the seventeenth century onward, wampum belts have also been used in 

diplomacy between Indigenous and settler nations (Beauchamp 1901; Fenton 1998; Lainey 

2004; Stolle 2016). Among contemporary Native American and First Nations communities, 

wampum belts have been described as sacred objects, and as non-human beings doted with 

agency and willpower (Williams 1990; Hill 2001; Corbiere 2019).  

   This project examines the nine wampum belts that Wendat, Abenaki, Algonquin and 

Mohawk Christians settled in the Saint Lawrence River Valley sent to Catholic sanctuaries in 

Europe, between 1654 and 1831. If wampum belts are agentive objects, what were they 

supposed to do in these Christian settings? What effects did they have on the communities who 

made them? Who were they for, and which relationships did they help mediate? What are these 

wampum belts doing now, how is their presence and/or absence being felt and negotiated in 

descendant communities, on the sending and receiving ends of the original exchange? 

Theoretical Background 

Considering Material Culture 

 “Material culture,” or the argument for an association between peoples and their 

specific artistic expression, was implemented architecturally in museum buildings. Certain 

rooms would correspond to specific styles and areas, this approach influences the “cultural 

areas” defined and studied by anthropologists (Sturtevant 1969; Michaud 2015). German 

archaeologist Gustaf Kossinna advocated for a cultural identification of peoples based on the 

stylistic features of salient artifacts found at specific sites. Decisions in production therefore 

served as clues to draft supposed continuities among territory, ethnicity, language, culture, and 
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race (e.g. Winckelmann 1755). Archaeologists thus studied the diffusion of ideas and techniques 

among different groups through changes in their material culture (Boas 1911; Kroeber 1938). 

Gordon Childe (1925) enabled archaeologists to retain the useful aspects of the idea of material 

culture: the recurrence of objects in association with one another and with specific forms of 

dwellings and burials, for instance. Most archaeologists today use such associations of material 

features to define cultural groups. 

In this investigation of the reciprocal links between culture and material objects, two 

events captured early anthropologists’ attention: production and exchange. Material 

production, especially the transformation and manufacturing of objects, served as a major point 

to study the evolution of societies. Karl Marx’s study of production became the basis for his 

philosophy of history (1844; 1867; 1885; 1894). Max Weber (1927) held the social division of 

labor as one of the important forces driving social transformation, with an increase in 

specialization that translates into every sphere of society. Social division of labor, in its relation 

to the stratification of society and structures of hierarchical domination, was therefore seen as 

one of the main turning points in evolutionist narratives (Morgan 1877; Tylor 1871).  

The question of material exchange features prominently in the history of the discipline. 

Malinowski’s description of kula exchange rings in New Guinea demonstrated the role of 

ceremonial objects in the social cohesion between different groups, looking at productions 

made expressly for circulation (Malinowski 1922). This practice found theoretical explanation 

through Marcel Mauss’ seminal Essay on the Gift, analyzing how material objects participate in 

political, religious, and economic structures, by holding human and non-human participants (in 

the case of religious sacrifice, for instance) accountable through networks of reciprocity (Mauss 

1924). Gift-giving practices therefore contributed to relationships of subordination, contrary to 

previous assumptions regarding gifts as disinterested gratifications, and sparked interests in 

looking at modes of exchange to understand sociological relations between individuals and 

groups. This study also illuminated the rationality proper to non-capitalist and non-mercantile 

economic structures of exchange (Boas 1966; Lévi-Strauss 1967; Case 1976; Price 1978). The 

notion of possession was called into question, when considering whether objects could be 

correlated with the apparition of feelings of exclusive ownership. Following Marx’s study of 

commodity exchange—a commodity being an object or a material that can be bought or sold as 

opposed to gifted—anthropologists have also observed the political, social, and economic 

structures resulting from commodity production and exchange of objects (Marx 1867; Seddon 

1978; Ennew 1982; Goody 1982; Gregory 1982; 1997). 

From its beginnings, Anthropology also invested much attention into relationships 

between people and objects in religious contexts. The practice of interacting with physical things 

as objects of worship was associated with the past and therefore with the primitive, based on 

the shared iconoclasm of the three monotheistic religions. The forms were thought to be more 

rational and abstract than materially-grounded practices (Comte 1851-1854). Fetishism, a core 

concept of proto-anthropology, derives from the Portuguese feitiçio, designating acts of sorcery, 

etymologically liked to the Latin factitius, meaning artificial, falsified (Sansi 2007). This 

designation categorized West African (and later, New World) religious practices as unorganized, 
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irrational, and individual acts of sorcery (Bernand and Gruzinski 1988). “Idolatry” designates the 

practice of worshipping idols as representations of gods, whereas “fetishim” designate the 

worshipping of a fetissos; in this conception, the object is the god itself (Pietz 1985). The term 

“fetishism” first appeared in Charles de Brosses’ Du Culte des Dieux Fétiches (1760), and was 

conceptualized as the first step in religious organization, where things are—mistakenly, 

according to de Brosses—considered as people, and events are attributed to intentional actions 

taken by these things. Enlightenment philosophers considered fetishism as a practice “so 

disgraceful that it seems to contradict human nature” (Kant 1960, 111) and used the category to 

further racial hierarchies in which non-Europeans were described as lesser categories of humans 

(Pietz 1987; 1988).  

Anthropologists later questioned the category of fetishism as the first stage of religious 

consciousness. Tylor (1874) argued that the spirit of the object was the force being worshipped 

rather than the object itself, and used the term “animism” to describe this practice. Durkheim 

(1912) argued that “totemism” was a better way to understand the practices in which a 

collective entity expresses a relationship with a prototype, often represented by specific objects. 

 Although Durkheim and Mauss were working against the notion of fetishism in 

anthropology, Marx and Freud were productively applying it to the study of Western societies 

and psyche. For Freud (1927), a fetish worked as a dupe standing in for a repressed object of 

desire. Marx’s notion of “commodity fetishism” conveys the idea that in a modern capitalist 

society, objects are imbued with moral and vital qualities they do not truly possess, but are 

constituted through production to drive consumption, thus alienating workers who are driven to 

spend their wages to consume these false qualities that they erroneously attribute to inanimate 

objects (1992).  

On Object Agency 

This idea of unveiling the meaning tied to objects that are meaningless in themselves 

motivated semiotic approaches in the anthropology of objects. Obeying to semiotic laws, 

objects can index and signify specific values, which are created by subjects rather than 

suggested by objects themselves (Simmel 1978 [1907]). Following the Marxist theory of 

fetishism, consumption was a third location for investigating social processes of class 

differentiation, where arbitrary conventions around certain object formulations constituted a 

powerful yet irrational force aiming to reproduce domination (Bourdieu and Dardel 1966; 

Baudrillard 1968; Baudrillard 1969; Bourdieu 1979).  

Arguments against commodity fetishism conveyed the underlying assumption that 

objects were by definition inanimate, and that any behavior or thought-process aiming to imbue 

objects themselves with power was irrational or delusional, unless this power was situated in 

social conventions agreed upon and reproduced through exchange. A major intervention in this 

field called for a re-centering that focused on objects themselves rather than social contexts, to 

study how objects influence context rather than the other way around. This was partly Arjun 

Appadurai’s project in his edited volume the Social Life of Things (1986). Going away from the 

form and functions of exchange (e.g., gift, market capitalism, theft), Appadurai reoriented 
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anthropological debates towards the values embodied in commodities themselves, values 

inscribed in objects in the moment of production and exchange. Famously, Appadurai argued for 

a “methodological fetishism,” investigating objects as they travel in and out of the commodity 

formulation, to better understand their “biography” (Kopytoff 1986). Contrary to previous 

formulations of fetishism that, following Marx, aimed to reveal the arbitrary and false nature of 

values attributed to commodities, Appadurai aimed to take the object’s power of fascination 

seriously, and thus investigate how humans “enliven things” (Appadurai 1986, 5) by following 

objects in motion from one “regime of value” to another, or through different contexts 

producing different associations between objects and qualities (e.g. heirloom, sacred object, 

gift, commodity).  

Deepening Appadurai and Kopytoff’s methodological productivity for the semiotic study 

of objects, Keane proposes the concept of “bundling” (2003, 414) in which qualisigns—the 

Peircean notion referring to the “sensuous qualities of objects that have a privileged role within 

a larger system of value”—combine with one another once they are embodied in material 

things. This bundle of qualisigns enables objects to shift across contexts, depending on which 

“regime of value” will color the relevance of one specific object.  

Another major intervention pushed further the idea to take seriously the “fetishistic” 

processes that classical and Marxist anthropologists had been “exposing:” Alfred Gell’s 

posthumous publication Art and Agency: an Anthropological Theory (1998). Gell departed from 

the classical interrogations of object representations in art history and material culture, by 

focusing rather on what objects do in their social world. This also contrasts with Appadurai’s 

model, which recognized that the meaning of objects changes throughout their “lives,” but 

assumed objects to be a passive recipient upon which different meanings are assigned. 

According to Gell, art objects are not effective because of their beauty, but because of the 

causal relations they have to events that are “caused by acts of mind or will or intention, rather 

than the mere concatenation of physical events” (Gell 1998, 16). Gell applied the concept of 

“distributed personhood” (Strathern 1988; Wagner 1991) to art objects, in which agency is 

distributed in a “nexus” of agents and patients which can be the “Index” (the object), the 

“Recipient” (the viewer), the “Artist” (the maker), and the “Prototype” (that which is being 

represented by the Index). All of these elements of the art nexus can thus be patients and 

agents in relation to one another in every possible combination; this approach was 

enthusiastically followed by both anthropologists and art historians (e.g. Chua and Elliott 2013; 

van Eck 2015; Kendall and Yang 2015).  

The term “agency” in social anthropology has long been primarily attributed to humans, 

“in relation to notions of structure, resistance, performativity, motivation desire, or of praxis or 

practice” (Frank 2006, 281). Agency is evidenced by the ability to exert different strategies to 

negotiate individual practices amidst rigid social structures (Bourdieu 1977). Karp (1986, 137) 

differentiates two roles for individuals: “actors,” who follow pre-established rules and 

reproduce them, and “agents,” who engage in power exertions to cause effects. Ortner (2001) 

distinguishes two types of agency as inseparable in practice: “agency of power” and “agency of 

intention,” referring to philosophical action theory, in which “agency” corresponds to control, 
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motivation, some anticipation of results, and intention (e.g. Davidson 1980[1971]; Segal 1991; 

Mann 1994; Rovane 1998). Ahearn defines agency as “the socio-culturally mediated capacity to 

act” (2001, 112), which leaves room to include different notions of personhood and causality, 

which influence conceptions of which categories of beings are able to have agency. 

Gell’s interest thus derived from that renewed scholarship on the notion of agency, with 

an expanded notion of who and what could exert agency. Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 

contributed to this expansion, by granting agency to non-human entities and downplaying the 

difference between human and non-human agency. Spearheaded by Bruno Latour, this 

materialist and social constructivist approach to the social sciences built on the concepts of 

“translation” and “actor-network,” which emerged from the history and sociology of science in 

the 1970s and 1980s (Callon 1987; Bijker et al. 1987). Based in ethnographies of laboratories 

and engineers (Latour 1983; Latour 1988), ANT aimed to complicate the human/nonhuman and 

intentional/unintentional divides in accounting for events and actions: a vast number of factors 

(from microbiological reactions to legal codes) interact with one another. ANT leans towards 

nondualistic metaphysics, in which reality is composed of networks of translations: operations 

that transform one problematic statement (a statement that demands to take action) into the 

language of another problematic statement (which will can more effectively prompt action) 

(Callon 1980; Star 1991). The agency of problematic statements—the extent to which they will 

prompt action or further operations of translation—is therefore reciprocally defined through 

the network of ongoing operations: there is no need to distinguish between actors and 

networks, since networks act and actors originate from networks (Pickering 1995). Ascribing 

agency through the concept of “actant” (Akrich 1992), ANT focuses on material devices, aiming 

to reconstruct “programs of action” and “scripts of conducts” inspired by the anthropology of 

technology (Latour 1992). These contributions include attention to the technologies of medical 

diagnostic and bodily states, and how those devices participate in operations of translation that 

articulate the agency of microbes, technologies, tools, machines, etc. in ways that are reciprocal 

and equal to human agency (Star and Griesemer 1989; Law 1994; Power 1996; Brenna and Law 

1998; Desrosières 1998; Mol 2002). 

ANT opened a realm of theoretical possibilities that are reflected in Gell’s project, and in 

a contemporary development in anthropological theory and practice generally referred to as the 

“ontological turn.” This turn to “ontologies” as “the study of ‘reality’” (Kohn 2015, 312) emerged 

as a way to take seriously the ways in which Indigenous informants were critiquing the 

Nature/Culture divide and describing social relations with non-human agents such as animals, 

plants, and, closer to our concerns, objects (Descola 2005; Ingold 2006; Kohn 2013; Viveiros de 

Castro 2014; de la Cadena 2015; Severi 2017).  

Zoe Todd (2016) has pointed out that these ideas are largely indebted to Indigenous 

theories, either produced by Indigenous scholars in academia, or by Indigenous informants in 

the field. Although these ideas are often grounded in distinctly local practices and traditions, 

practitioners and theorists have embraced the idea that research concepts and methods 

developed by Indigenous scholars (e.g., Native American, First Nation, Inuit, Maori, Australian, 

Hawaiian) can be discussed together as a line of thought that shares conceptual elements, 
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applied or nuanced differently according to local contexts (Rigney 1997; Chilisa 2011; Moreton-

Robinson 2017). These shared concepts include: reciprocity and relationality; a deep knowledge 

of colonialism across different contexts; the recovery and epistemological use of Indigenous 

languages; and the importance of place, story, and materiality in producing knowledge 

grounded in relations that transcend colonial boundaries of human subjectivity and relationality. 

Relationality: Linking Objects, Peoples, and Places  

Relationality is “an interpretive and epistemic scaffolding” that is “grounded in a holistic 

conception of the inter-connectedness and inter-substantiation between and among all living 

things and the earth, which is inhabited by a world of ancestors and creator-beings” (Moreton-

Robinson 2017, 69, 71). Indigenous epistemologies consider one’s positionality within 

relationships between humans and non-humans (Tallbear 2016). These embodied connections, 

which are culturally and geographically specific, are then at the core of knowledge production. 

This “theoretical understanding of the world via a physical embodiment” blurs Eurocentric 

boundaries between ontology and epistemology (Watts 2013, 21), and helps understand the 

reciprocally constructed nature of agency.  

The concepts of place and land play important roles in Indigenous memories and 

methodologies (Bruchac 2005; Rubertone 2008). Scott Momaday’s novel House Made of Dawn 

(1969) narrates the experience of dispossession and recovery of traditional knowledge 

grounded in a specific place. The narrative is conceptually explored in Keith Basso’s Wisdom Sits 

in Places, which brought the major contribution of “sense of place,” practiced through quoting 

ancestors, telling traditional stories, and speaking place names in Indigenous languages to 

access the wisdom that “sits in places” (Basso 1996). This designates “a kind of imaginative 

experience, a species of involvement with the natural and social environment, a way of 

appropriating portions of the earth” (Basso 1996, 143). Sean Kicummah Teuton builds on 

Momaday and Basso to propose the concept of “geoidentity,” “a philosophically grounded 

approach to land and selfhood” (Teuton 2008, 46), echoing what Glen Coulthard (2014) calls 

“grounded normativity.” In Indigenous theories, non-humans such as plants, animals, 

waterways, and land, are entangled with political senses of identity, which Teuton calls 

“geoidentity,” a process that “operates in reference to a reality composed of material facts” 

(Teuton 2008, 49). In this intellectual history, land is the way to knowledge (Johnson & Larsen 

2013; Watts 2013) and to ethics through the concept of relationality (Moreton-Robinson 2017). 

There are specific Indigenous methodologies to study place in ways that respect principles of 

reciprocity and engage in respectful ways with non-human agents, or avoid disturbing ancestors 

(Jackson and Smith 2005; Zimmerman 2005; Tuck and McKenzie 2015).  

Some archaeologists, therefore, underwent radical methodological transformations to 

engage with land in non-destructive and non-intrusive ways in order to undo or work against 

acts of colonial erasures (Watkins 2000; Smith and Wobst 2005; Atalay 2006; Wilcox 2009; 

Colwell et al 2010; Bruchac 2014). From Hallowell’s early writings on Ojibwa ontology (Hallowell 

1960), through ANT and the ontological turn, the agency of objects became a productive debate 

in archaeology (Webmoor 2007; Witmore 2007; Olsen 2010; Olsen and Witmore 2015) and in 
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sciences and technologies studies (De Landa 1992; Law and Singleton 2005; Barad 2007; Clarke 

2012). These views framing object agency, sometimes lumped together under the school of 

“New Materialisms” (Witmore 2014; Coole and Frost 2015) go beyond Gell’s framework of 

“distributed personhood” that placed humans as primary agents and objects as secondary 

agents, at best. In works deriving from ANT and the ontological turn, objects are recognized as 

having agency “in themselves” (Knappett and Malafouris 2008; Hodder 2012).  

The archaeological community did not whole-heartedly embrace these approaches, as 

some researchers find it difficult to “equalize… the lifeless and the living” (Lindstrøm 2015, 211). 

In “Objects don’t have desires,” Alf Hornborg (2021) warned anthropologists against attributing 

agency to abiotic beings, as it could lead to missing the human processes at play in phenomena 

like capitalist exploitation or climate change. However, “object agency” does not forgo human 

agency altogether: it simply proposes to evaluate the dialogues between human processes and 

material existence.  

Practitioners of Indigenous theories deploy methods to engage with materials such as 

land and objects, in the field and in museums. Contemporary museum anthropology has been 

demonstrating the ethical and political stakes of taking seriously the conceptions of source 

communities—particularly Indigenous source communities—towards the ontological status of 

the objects housed in museums (Bell 2017; Brown and Peers 2013; Bruchac 2010; Fienup-

Riordan 2005; Matthews 2016). During the salvage anthropology era, Indigenous human 

subjects were often objectified and thereby disenfranchised; objects were similarly 

disenfranchised through removal from their source communities and reclassification as beings 

devoid of agency (Colwell 2017; Bruchac 2018b). Sometimes described as “ancestors” 

(Krmpotich 2014; Conaty 2015), these objects are seen as participants in networks of 

relationality that underlie Indigenous research methods and ethical exigencies (e.g. Wilson 

2008). As potential “teachers,” and “animate storytellers” (Farrell Racette 2017), such objects 

act as interlocutors in Indigenous frameworks, and do engage in visual forms of “storying.” 

Ethical engagements with these objects and their descendant communities—for instance, in the 

form of “repatriation”—is thus understood as “the rightful return of animate entities to their 

homeland” (Matthews 2016, 107), where they can participate in healing practices in post-

colonial contexts (Edwards, Gosden and Phillips 2006; Field and Seidner 2008; Knowles 2011; 

Lonetree 2012; Watts 2013; Hamilton 2014). In this perspective, objects are not only “reflections 

of past lives,” but “vessels that contain some essence of these lives” (Nicholas 2017, 217).  

Research Questions and Methodology 

  If wampum belts are agentive objects, what were they supposed to do in intercultural, 

specifically Christian settings? What effects did they have on the communities who made them? 

Who were they for, and which relationships did they help mediate? What are these wampum 

belts doing now, how is their presence and/or absence being felt and negotiated in descendant 

communities, on the sending and receiving ends of the original exchange? Wampum belts are 

uniquely positioned in the reviewed theoretical discussions and debates over the part that 

heritage objects play in social processes. They are Indigenous objects made with the explicit 
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intention to negotiate social realities by evoking and organizing relationships between human 

groups. Within this category, Christian wampum belts raise further questions about the depths 

and limitations of object agency.  

  Eight out of the nine belts discussed here were gifted to Catholic saints: the Virgin Mary 

and Saint Francis de Sales. Although they once walked the Earth in human form, after death 

they became powerful figures in a transcendent world (Heaven), where they have a privileged 

access to God, and can therefore perform miracles through intercession, which makes them 

more-than-human beings. What did it mean, for Indigenous communities accustomed to 

wampum diplomacy, to exchange wampum belts with Catholic more-than-human beings? 

According to Catholic beliefs, these beings had superior agency and power. Did the action of 

gifting to such entities increase, or diminish the ability of wampum belts to mediate human 

relations? 

  The reason I chose these nine wampum belts is because they were exchanged across 

the Atlantic Ocean. Locally, North American wampum diplomacy usually operated between 

human ambassadors representing the will of their community or nation. These orators 

explained the purpose of the wampum belt they gifted in oral speeches: the belt embodied the 

social relations that were proposed out loud. Agency was therefore straightforwardly 

transferred from human collective will to individual persuasive speech, to an object that would 

compel the recipient to respond, reciprocate, and hopefully comply to the message delivered. 

These nine wampum belts were exchanged across long distances: no Indigenous orator travelled 

with them. Instead, missionaries transcribed the orator’s speech in its original language 

(Wendat, Abenaki, Algonquin), translated it into a European language (usually French, 

sometimes Latin), and attached those speeches turned into letters, to the wampum belts sent 

across the Ocean. Did this fundamentally change the transfer of agency? Did this mean that 

wampum belts were entrusted, with the use of writing, to “speak for themselves”? Did 

alphabetic script compete with wampum as a bearer of speech?  

  This added level of mediation raises a fundamental question when analyzing these 

objects under the theoretical lens of agency. Previous studies on Christian wampum belts 

focused on missionary agency over Indigenous practitioners, classifying these objects as Jesuit 

inventions (e.g. Lindsay 1900; Becker 2001, 2002, and 2019). Even studies that recognized 

wampum belts as powerful objects carrying the words and spirits of Indigenous donators 

explored the missionary strategies and networks that presided over these exchanges (e.g. 

Sanfaçon 1996; Clair 2008b, 2009a). Did these wampum belts materialize the agency of Catholic 

missionaries, influencing Indigenous people to gift these precious objects to European 

churches? Since missionaries transcribed and translated Indigenous speeches, were they the 

main diplomatic agents in these exchanges?  

  Furthermore, these wampum belts were received in non-Indigenous settings, in the 

sanctuaries of the saints the belts were addressed to. Therefore, there were two types of 

recipients: more-than-human, and human. These European ecclesiastics had never witnessed a 

diplomatic wampum exchange ceremony. Did they therefore lack the cultural context and 
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perhaps competence to recognize these belts as agents of relational change? In other terms, 

were the belts successful in their endeavors? In this work, I consider success as the 

accomplishment of the requests formulated in the associated speeches, and participation in 

reciprocal gift-giving. Could agency also be measured in Gellian terms, in the emotional 

response that the objects elicited from their human interlocutors?  

  The Christian nature of these wampum belts might seem like a hindrance to their 

Indigenous agency, because of power struggles between missionaries and Indigenous peoples, 

because of the Church’s repressive attitude towards Indigenous conceptions of power and 

agency outside of God, and because of the non-Indigenous spaces where they would be 

received and interpreted. However, Counter-Reformation Catholicism was deeply invested in 

art’s efficacy to bring people closer to God, and understood that objects were powerful tools to 

enact spiritual, moral, and social change (Clair 2008b; Cardarelli and Fenelli 2017; Bailey 2003). 

Did this context actually help, rather than hinder, European Catholic practitioners (missionaries 

and local clergy alike) embrace wampum as a powerful substance? Wampum diplomacy hinges 

on kinship metaphors to define responsibilities that groups have to one another. How do they 

intersect with the kinship metaphors used in Catholic contexts? Brothers, sons, father, mother, 

all have a different cultural history: do these different affect the wampum belts and speeches’ 

ability to negotiate relationships that are mutually understood? 

  Although they have been neglected in the past because of their Christian nature, the 

nine wampum belts that crossed the Atlantic to reach Catholic sanctuaries are ideally positioned 

to examine the agency of objects in cross-cultural settings, precisely because they were made to 

bridge linguistic, cultural, geographic, and, perhaps, temporal divides. 

This is an ethnohistorical project. It aims to provide historical data to Indigenous 

communities to revisit this work in the future, and it is anthropological in its attempt to 

understand the agency of objects and people through time. It documents new cultural 

formations in the use of Christian wampum to establish communities, finding innovative 

compromises between Christian stories and traditional Indigenous political structures.  

Anthropologies of temporality (Evans-Pritchard 1939; Bloch 1977) have long discussed 

the socio-cultural variations of time, attempting to destabilize the linear, measurable, and 

unmediated conception of time associated with the Enlightenment and Euro-American colonial 

projects (Asad 1987; 1973; Wolf 1982; Fabian 1983; Chakrabarty 2000). Deborah Doxtator 

proposed a Haudenosaunee theory of history based on “relationship to place and space and 

movement, not numerical measuring units of time,” where the past is subsumed into a “process 

of accumulative, incorporative change” (Doxtator 1997, 51-52). Mark Rifkin echoed this view, 

stating that:  

Indigenous duration operates less as a chronological sequence than as overlapping 
networks of affective connection (to persons, nonhuman entities, and place) that 
orient one’s way of moving through space and time, with story as a crucial part of 
this process (Rifkin 2017, 46).  
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This overlap has allowed researchers to theorize the ever-renewed effects of 

dispossession, genocide, and marginalization onto present bodies. Past and present “leak” into 

one another, which has inspired Indigenous scholars to think about temporality in terms of 

“haunting” (Million 2009; Tuck and Ree 2016; Farrell-Racette 2017). This concept is borrowed 

from Derrida’s discussion of spectrality (1993, 1995): a spectre is present as absence, a past in 

the present, a “presence to come,” and/or “the frequency of a certain kind of visibility” (Derrida 

1993) which “haunts”—comes back repetitively in the mode of the “visit”—and that society can 

attempt “to hunt (exclude, banish, and pursue at the same time)” (Derrida 1993, 166). The 

historical events and the quotidian processes of settler colonialism can feel like haunting as they 

create figures and forces that, like ghosts, “demand justice, or at least a response” (Blanco and 

Peeren 2013, 9). Eve Tuck and C. Ree thus framed decolonization as an imperative to attend to 

ghosts that is not “exorcism… charity, parity, balance, or forgiveness” (Tuck and Ree 2016, 647-

648). Decolonizing methodologies thus attempt to recognize the relationality between the living 

and these specters, as a set of relationships that entails responsibility and accountability 

(Gordon 2008 [1997]; Brown 2001). 

Historic wampum belts resurface in different ways, as “apparitions” to use a spectral 

lexicon: they go dormant and are “rediscovered,” or they assume new forms as traces of them 

are preserved in other media. The dissertation’s subject is not exactly human beings, but rather 

a collection of historical objects, with a scale of existence (or “life expectancy”) different from  

that of human beings. As a consequence, humans from different time periods have interacted 

with these wampum belts over the course of their existence. 

The central interrogation about object agency has to contend with the permanence of 

historical objects through the impermanence of the structures and circumstances that decided 

their creation. Therefore, the temporal scale in this work oscillates between micro-historical 

attention and longue durée examinations. I thus used works in archaeology, object-based 

research, and Indigenous theory to further unsettle anthropocentric chronologies. Collection-

based research in museum anthropology has also offered important contributions to 

experiment with methodologies intertwining past and present, which inform this study. 

Material Semiotics  

This dissertation analyzes objects, their significance, their circulation, and their effects 

on people. To do so, I take the material features of these objects as potential signs, 

communicating information with interpretants in different networks of conventions and 

common references. People used wampum to communicate with one another, weaving symbols 

to transcend cultural and linguistic differences. In Chapter 1 I establish a frame of reference for 

Indigenous understandings of wampum that informed my interpretation of the specific belts in 

this dissertation. Following Sherry Farell-Racette and Mikinaak Migwan’s (2017) methodology, I 

consider visual features as the intentional expression of an Indigenous maker, and as an act of 

visual communication enacted by the object in its own right (Keane 2003). I might err in 

interpretation, but pointing out specific features can unfortunately be an act of methodological 
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rebellion against previous studies of wampum that too often attributed material features to 

chance, necessity, or error (e.g., Fenton 1971; Becker 2001, 2019). 

In addition to the specific material features of an object, I examine its “topology,” that is 

the spatial location of an object, in terms of its material and social environment (Krauß, 

Leipziger and Schücking-Jungblut 2020, 3). The wampum belts studied in the dissertation used 

polysemic signs: they made various references to sacred stories, places, and people, both within 

Indigenous and European Catholic contexts. When the belt and associated documents have 

survived, I examine the relationships between these messages and the materiality of the belts. 

What type of messages do shell beads and weaving materials encode? How do they explain the 

words recorded with the belts? Do they reinforce those messages, or complicate them? To 

notice these material clues, I engage in “close looking,” where looking is a visual dialogue 

between the eye and the object (Lemire, Peers and Whitelaw 2021). This phenomenological 

approach I learned as a research assistant on the Wampum Trail project direct by Dr. Bruchac, 

recognizes object agency in the reciprocity of sensorial questions and responses (Bruchac, 

forthcoming).  

What does the materiality of wampum signify, when compared to the materiality of 

manuscripts in seventeenth-century ecclesiastic networks? Following historians of the material 

turn, I also consider written documents as material objects that circulate and shape the ways 

people receive the information inscribed in alphabetic scripts (e.g. Chartier 1995; Krauß, 

Leipziger and Schücking-Jungblut 2020). Written correspondence is the counterpart of wampum 

semiotics in this case, and I examine when possible the aspect and physical properties of written 

documents, their topology, and the practices they created, to better understand how people 

might relate to them, past and present.  

Archival Research 

Written documents are not stable and impartial accounts. Inspired by Michel Foucault’s 

work on archives and on the production of knowledge (1966), postcolonial theorists have 

investigated how the process of selecting what evidence qualifies as a historical source shapes 

and reinforces unequal power relations (e.g. Trouillot 1995; Chakrabarty 2000; Haskins 2017). 

This is especially the case in settler colonial contexts, where “the story of the dispossession and 

dispersal of Indigenous peoples is subsumed within the story of the state” (Adams-Campbell, 

Glassburn and Rivard 2015, 110; Fournier 2011). 

Ann Stoler (2009) proposed to read archives “along the grain,” in order to grasp the 

anxieties and affective experience of settler colonial actors to better understand imperialist 

processes. In contrast, one can also read archival documents “against the grain,” by critiquing 

the archival record (although truncated and biased) as perhaps unwittingly recording the power, 

resistance, and agency of Indigenous and subjected peoples, broadly speaking (Hagan 1978; 

Fixico 1983; Hanlon 1999; Servais 2002; Trouillot 2003; Brooks 2018b; Strong 2017; Mt. Pleasant 

2018).  
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This work aims to assess the Indigenous agency of Christian community leaders and 

wampum objects in French Catholic missionary context. The main historical documents used in 

this dissertation are missionary sources. They are very rich but also problematic in that they are 

biased, incomplete, and sometimes hostile, seeking to downplay and conceal Indigenous agency 

in colonial history. Catholic missionaries cannot be trusted to give a fully sympathetic account of 

Indigenous attempts to perform diplomatic sovereignty, since the success of their missions 

depended on both the conversion and acculturation of Indigenous peoples (Codignola 1999; 

Deslandres 2003).  

The Jesuit Relations, in particular, have been a staple of ethnohistorical studies (e.g. 

Axtell 1981; Trigger 1985), and should always be used with significant caveats: they were 

propaganda texts destined to European readership of devout Catholic, potential patrons, and 

influential members of society. These texts present a truncated perspective on missionary life, 

and reflect Jesuit entanglements into imperial processes (True 2015; McShea 2019). The 

Relations are used here to provide contextual elements, and to understand events 

contemporaneous to the sending of wampum belts to European sanctuaries. Like Jean-François 

Lozier in his monograph on Indigenous miss\ settlements in the Saint Lawrence River Valley 

(2018), I focus on the complex and diverse Indigenous agendas in the region in addition to the 

intents and actions of colonial actors. 

The Relations are not the only missionary sources used in my work. The differences 

between documents created for an external audience and those created for private use and 

circulation highlight areas that were left out of the Relations. Jesuit dictionaries and phrase 

books, for instance, paint a different portrait of mission villages. They give insights into the 

mundane, the quotidian, and the subversive, which were usually omitted in the widely 

circulated publications. They also contain Indigenous cultural knowledge that sheds new lights 

on missionary narratives.  

Interrogating the context of production and the personality and positionality of the 

individuals who created these historical sources highlights their potential limitations. These 

combined sources document networks of knowledge production, and demonstrate missionary 

dependence on and (sometimes) erasure of Indigenous actors (Bruchac 2018b). This dissertation 

therefore also relies on extensive archival work conducted in private correspondence between 

missionaries. These sources reveal insights into missionary machinations that often contradict 

public stances, and reveal complex power struggles between missionary goals, competing 

imperial powers, and Indigenous agency.  

Ethnolinguistics  

A large part of the historical documents connected with these wampum belts were 

written in Indigenous languages (Wendat, Abenaki, Algonquin, Mohawk) and then translated 

into French, Latin, Italian, and English. The question of translation is therefore central to the 

understanding of the wampum belts’ mission and Indigenous intent. A translator “can artificially 

create the reception context of a given text” (Alvarez and Vidal 1996, 2), and significantly distort 

its message. Most of these translations were composed in the seventeenth century, when 
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aesthetic and linguistic standards for translation were being debated. Georges Mounin (1955), in 

his classic study of seventeenth-century literary translation in France, argued that these texts 

were expected to conform to conventions of the time rather than follow the structure and literal 

meanings of the texts being translated. Applying this assessment to North America, Gilles 

Havard (2003), warned against trusting French translations of Indigenous speeches.  

However, literary debates raged throughout the seventeenth century over the 

translator’s humility towards the source text (Ballard 1992, 150). Did Jesuit translators have 

similar towards the texts they translated to accompany wampum belts? How did they produce 

these translations? My goal is to assess these translations by looking for missionary 

interventions onto the source text, using different strategies. 

I compared different versions in the target languages I could easily read, which include 

French, English, and Italian. A few of the wampum letters examined in this dissertation have 

several different French and English versions, for instance. I look for discrepancies in translation 

choices, identifying zones of ambiguity. I identify important passages and themes in the target 

language, and observe the vocabulary used in the source language. I cross-renference these 

passages in historical dictionnaries, grammars, and phrase books in the relevant Indigenous 

languages to provide more context and information (e.g. Cuoq 1882; 1886; 1891; Rasles and 

Pickering 1833; Laurent 1884). For the Wendat language, I used seventeenth-century Jesuit 

linguistic sources that Fannie Dionne organized into a coherent corpus (Dionne 2020), in 

addition to contemporary linguistic resources and studies based on these documents (Steckley 

2007a; 2007b; Lukaniec 2018).  

I consulted with speakers and experts of the languages I do not speak. I had the chance 

to work with John Steckley who shared his translation of the 1654 Wendat letter to Paris. For 

example, I had the privilege to listen to Fred, Verna, and Sheldon McGregor while they read and 

discussed the 1831 Algonquin letter to Pope Gregory XVI. In each setting, these encounters with 

documents prompted debates, interpretations, and invaluable insights that continued in private 

after I was gone. Comparing these different versions led to different interpretations of these 

Indigenous texts, to assess the aspects that were significantly changed during translation.   

Interviews  

One of the challenges of the project is that it is not centered on a single human 

community grounded in one place or defined along social lines. Instead, my work focuses on a 

social grouping of objects, with an ontological definition changing according to stakeholders 

(inanimate or animate). The human “community” in this work is defined by their contact with 

these objects, across time, space, ethnicity, race, gender, religion, and language.  

I made a conscious decision to not select one space to conduct research at: my project 

did not focus on wampum use in churches, for instance. Instead, it focused on the objects as 

they travelled and went back and forth between communities. This led me to also travel 

between Indigenous communities, archives, churches, and museums, to acquire the various 
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forms of data needed to answer my questions. This means that I did not conduct typical 

ethnography, or participant observation of long-term social processes.  

I borrowed from Haudenosaunee scholar Audra Simpson’s concept of “ethnographic 

refusal” (Simpson 2007) defined as “an ethnographic calculus of what you need to know and 

what I refuse to write” (Simpson 2014, 105). This “calculus” is based on the recognition of the 

sovereignty of the people who are being represented (or not) through ethnographic writing, “for 

the express purpose of protecting the concerns of the community” (Simpson 2014, 105). Instead 

of present-day ethnography, I examined historical situations with an ethnographic mindset, 

looking for social and cultural negotiations, power dynamics, shared rituals, and cultural 

meaning.  

I conducted interviews with various stakeholders over the course of my research, 

sharing information, photographs, and experiences whenever possible (Bauer 2017). My 

interlocutors include: Indigenous wampum experts; people from the communities that sent 

those belts who have worked with wampum, and/or seen the belts in person; people who were 

the belts’ caretakers in Europe (patrimonial workers and clerics); ecclesiastical personnel at 

reception sanctuaries; colleagues in anthropology and history, both Indigenous and non-

Indigenous. 

  My main interlocutors specifically were: Michel Savard (former curator of the Huron-

Wendat Museum), Stéphane Picard (chief of the Picard-Lainey family, former archivist of the 

Huron-Wendat nation); Manon Sioui (artist and wampum weaver), Dr. Guy Sioui-Durand (artist 

and sociologist) at Wendake; Dr. Nicole Obomsawin (Abenaki anthropologist, former head of the 

Musée des Abénakis), Patrick Côté (historian), Mathieu Obomsawin (former head of the Musée 

des Abénakis), Richard Obomsawin (Chief of the Abenaki Nation), Florence Benedict 

(Councilwoman at the Abenaki Nation), and Thérèse Obomsawin (Abenaki elder, cantor of Saint 

Francis church) at Odanak; Chief Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson (condoled chief and wampum 

keeper) and Liz Nelson at Kanehsatake; Verna McGregor, Fred McGregor, Sheldon McGregor, 

and Dean Ottawa at Kitigan Zibi (the Algonquin community formerly located at the Lake of Two 

Mountains) in Quebec, Canada; Father Emmanuel Blondeau, rector of Chartres cathedral; Cécile 

Figliuzzi, director of the archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir; Irène Jourd’heuil, curator of 

historical monuments in the Centre region, France; Father Nicola Mapelli, curator of Anima 

Mundi, the part of the Vatican Museums housing North American materials. To this list I add the 

scholars who helped me along the way: Margaret Bruchac, Jonathan Lainey, Muriel Clair, Alan 

Corbiere, and John Steckley. 

In the spirit of reciprocity, stories, archives, names, and photographs were what I had to 

offer to our conversations about intimate, heavy and controversial topics like colonization, 

assimilation, trauma, dispossession, and repatriation. These dialogues consisted in knowledge 

sharing rather than one-way knowledge extraction: I found that oftentimes my interlocutors 

placed me in the expert’s seat and asked me for information, either museum curators in Europe, 

or Indigenous researchers in North America. This was somewhat of a strange and uncomfortable 

position to be in, but it allowed for co-creation of knowledge, as interlocutors would often 
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volunteer hypotheses. These conversations also continued during presentations of preliminary 

findings to descendant communities.  

  This dissertation offers new understandings of Christian wampum use. It documents 

how Christianity was understood, performed, and Indigenized in Northeastern North America, 

and explores attempts to export this brand of Indigenous Catholicism back to Europe. This 

research provides Indigenous communities with valuable data, as these stories overlap with 

understandings of place and politics between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. On a 

theoretical level, this dissertation explores the complex relationship between spoken words, 

alphabetic script, and material objects. It illustrates how objects are used to mediate cross-

cultural relationships, and how their circulation has helped bring forth new social realities. 

Thanks to the archival and anthropological research showcased here, this project also reveals 

how objects can disappear and yet circulate and retain some of their efficacy through different 

media. In general terms, this study shows how people relate to and through objects across long 

time periods. 

  The work I offer here is the only monograph on Christian wampum belts of this scale, 

and yet, it does not fully examine all Christian uses of wampum. I focused my interest on the 

wampum belts that had crossed the Ocean, and only mentioned other Christian wampum uses 

in passing, or as a means to contextualize what makes the transatlantic wampum belts so 

unique. Additionally, I did not examine instances where wampum might have been gifted to 

political figures in Europe without Indigenous ambassadors present. Once again, I wanted to 

take advantage of the cross-cultural complexities that Indigenous Christianity presented. 

Furthermore, these specific wampum belts came with documentary evidence that warranted a 

systematic analysis. Were any other wampum belts trusted to act without Indigenous orators 

present? It will be interesting to examine whether other wampum belts were exchanged in 

similar ways, and the present work will provide future researchers with a set of expectations 

and patterns that they might compare their findings to.  

Outline 

 Chapter 2 opens with an orientation into the materiality and semiotics of wampum. I 

present an overview of wampum uses, looking at the different paradigms that have dominated 

wampum studies and guided different understandings of what wampum is and the purposes it 

serves in Indigenous society. I adopt a cumulative approach to the topic, in an attempt to find a 

paradigm that could resolve some of the contradictions and intellectual dead-ends that an 

exclusionary approach to wampum can lead to. This will establish a frame of reference to 

understand Indigenous wampum ceremonialism in the seventeenth century. What makes a 

wampum belt Christian? Are they a separate category? Do they disrupt traditional wampum 

ceremonialism? From a critical reading of missionary accounts and linguistic insights gathered in 

French and Wendat dictionaries, I argue that Christian wampum belts only had social efficacy in 

Indigenous contexts insofar as they conformed to pre-existing protocols. 

 I then move to three case study chapters, organized chronologically and by ethnicity. In 

Chapter 3, I examine the five wampum belts made by Wendat refugees after they left their 
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traditional homelands on the shores of Lake Huron, and moved to the Saint Lawrence River 

Valley with Jesuit missionaries. In 1654, an elite group of Wendat Christians established near 

Québec City, who had a specific devotion to the Virgin Mary, sent the first wampum belt of this 

kind. It was a counter-gift to the Gentlemen of the congregation of the Jesuits’ professed house 

in Paris, France. Purple wampum beads spelled, on a white background: “Ave Maria Gratia 

Plena.” The wampum belt, now missing, was accompanied with letters in the Wendat language 

and their French translation, both published in the Jesuit Relations of the following year 

(Thwaites 1899, 41: 167-175). What was at stake here? Who were the Gentlemen of the 

Congregation in Paris? What did the Virgin Mary represent in this context? Mary’s figure is 

central to this chapter: I argue that this first belt establishes her as a Wendat mother, and that 

the following wampum belts sent to her in Europe aim to establish a kinship with other 

Christians through her. Mary’s Wendat motherhood also dovetailed with the foundation of new 

territories and political allegiances in the Saint Lawrence River Valley. This chapter examines a 

sixty-two-year-long sequence of international wampum exchanges that ended in 1716, with the 

last known Wendat belt sent away to a Marian sanctuary in France.  

 Chapter 4 focuses on three wampum belts made between 1684 and 1699, sent by 

Abenaki refugees to the Saint Lawrence River Valley, who fled New England in the 1670s and 

settled on the Chaudière River, near Québec City and near the Wendat village as well. In 1684, 

the Abenaki sent a wampum belt to saint Francis de Sales, the saint patron of their new Jesuit 

mission, to Annecy in the Duchy of Savoy. Crucially to our study, the Jesuit missionary 

documented the making of this belt in remarkable detail. Notably, this seems to be the only 

wampum belt that failed to establish an alliance between the village and the receiving 

sanctuary. What happened? Is this why they then turned their wampum diplomacy toward 

Chartres cathedral, a sanctuary that was already allied with their Wendat neighbors? This 

chapter also reveals the existence of a previously unreported wampum belt sent to Chartres in 

1691. Although it disappeared shortly thereafter, its memory found its way back to the Abenaki 

community in the nineteenth century, and was preserved there in various material forms, while 

ignored by most historians and scholars. 

 Chapter 5 examines a single wampum belt, sent in 1831 from the multi-ethnic 

community at the Lake of Two Mountains (south of Montreal), to Pope Gregory XVI in Rome. 

This wampum exchange took place over a century after the last known transatlantic Christian 

belt (the 1716 Wendat wampum belt to Saumur, France). Why 1831? What was happening at 

the Lake of Two Mountains at that time? This event took place at a Sulpician mission, while all 

the previous belts were created in Jesuit missions. More unique still, this was the only Christian 

wampum belt sent across the Atlantic that had solely a human interlocutor, albeit with a 

particular status. The belt spoke for the three ethnic groups living at the Lake of Two Mountains: 

Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk, while the other belts only spoke for one community. 

Through extensive archival work, I revealed the roles this wampum belt played in ecclesiastic 

and political intrigues, and I examined the human actors who benefitted from its compelling 

power. Notably, I uncovered the identity and significance of the man who carried this wampum 
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belt from the Lake of Two Mountains to the papal chambers in Rome. In this rich case, 

mediation and translations provide insights in the shifting agency of Indigenous wampum belts. 

 All these examples delve into the detail of historical encounters, exchanges, and 

relationships as the wampum belts first traveled. Only with the 1691 Abenaki belt to Chartres do 

I mention later connections.  

In Chapter 6, I come back to the longue durée to ask the following questions: Are the 

wampum belts still active? What relationships did they come to materialize after their initial 

exchange? How did and do people relate to these wampum belts? I examine the visitors who 

have “rediscovered” the wampum belts at Chartres cathedral throughout their long stay there, 

to illustrate the effects that co-presence might have on receptive human consciousness. This 

case culminates in an oral history of a 2017 visit by two delegates from the Huron-Wendat and 

Abenaki nations, to illuminate what do these wampum belts do today. 
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CHAPTER 2: What is Wampum? 

 

Introduction: Clearing the Path 

This dissertation focuses on nine wampum belts sent from Indigenous Christian 

communities along the Saint Lawrence River to European Catholic sanctuaries, between 1654 

and 1831. My research begins with these simple questions: What is wampum? What does 

wampum mean and what are some of the words used to describe it as beads and as woven 

objects? How did the exchange of wampum work in seventeenth century North America? What 

was its significance then, and what is it today? Did wampum use and significance change in 

missionary contexts?  

The literature review in this chapter begins with a lexicon of wampum, defining the 

terms used in English, French, and in the three Indigenous languages relevant to my case 

studies: Wendat, Abenaki, and Mohawk. Then, I offer geographic and ecological orientations 

into wampum materiality, starting with the mollusks used to make wampum: whelk and 

quahog. What is their relationship in the water, and how does it relate to the social uses of 

wampum belts? Having harvested these shells, how do artisans make wampum beads? With 

what tools? How much time does it take? Here, I provide answers from a review of experimental 

archaeology and excavation data. I then look at the materials used to weave wampum beads 

into assemblages (collars and belts), while examining the places these objects hold in Indigenous 

societies. This discussion aims to show that wampum belts were made to materialize 

representations of Indigenous territory, understood as a network of relations between human 

and non-human beings connected by land and waterways.  

With these definitions in place, I turn to the historical records and scholarship on 

wampum exchange. A vast literature exists on the topic, often organized to emphasize the 

different functions of wampum: aesthetic, economic, political, and religious. Although my main 

focus is on seventeenth century wampum use, I am interested in historical changes in wampum 

discourse over time. Two paradigms have influenced different groups of people. The monetary 

paradigm sees wampum beads as a valuable resource traded between nations, and used as 

currency in some European colonies in the seventeenth century. This paradigm also applies to 

the removals of wampum from Indigenous communities in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, when it was treated as a valuable collectible. The diplomatic paradigm focuses on 

exchanges of wampum belts in political rituals between nations. In this paradigm, wampum can 

also visually represent and embody speeches and historical events. Still, these are not the only 

uses of wampum belts. Wampum belts can also be called upon to: mediate internal problems 

within a village; assist in grieving practices and funerary rituals; as metaphorical therapeutics 

against social illnesses; and as patrimonial heritage, connecting with the past and with 

ancestors. My aim in this discussion is not to present a table of functions and then try to sort 

specific wampum belts into categorical boxes. Instead, I note that wampum belts function as 

polysemic objects, which can carry different meanings, sequentially or simultaneously. The use 
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of an exclusive approach may erase part of a wampum belt’s significance; hence, the need for a 

cumulative approach and a more inclusive paradigm, where wampum belts are defined as the 

materialization of words, intentions, and relationships. 

Having examined wampum ceremonialism in Indigenous contexts, I then interrogate the 

status of “Christian” wampum belts made by Indigenous converts to Catholicism and used by 

French missionaries and Indigenous orators alike. Previous studies have often placed these 

objects in a separate category, implying a break in wampum traditional practice because of their 

introduction by Jesuit missionaries. What is it that makes a wampum belt Christian? I suggest we 

look at their context of production and use, rather than solely focus on their iconography. 

Following a definition that conceives of wampum as the materialization of words, any wampum 

belt could be a Christian belt, if Christian words were spoken into it. Based on historical sources 

and linguistic evidence, I then identify three main types of events where wampum belts were 

made to carry Christian words: missionaries using wampum belts to evangelize; Indigenous 

Christians using wampum belts in funerary rituals; and Indigenous Christians gifting wampum 

belts to Christian more-than-human beings. I argue that these Christian wampum belts are still, 

at heart, Indigenous; they obey the same protocols and metaphors as belts used in traditional 

wampum ceremonialism.  

A Lexicon of Wampum  

The term wampum comes from the Algonquian word wampumpeag—also spelled 

wampumpeak, wompam, wampam, and other variations—designating a white shell (Hewitt 

1910, 904; Ceci 1989, 73; Trumbull 1903, 70-71). Wampum has come to be used in the English 

language to describe the tubular white and purple beads that make the objects discussed in this 

dissertation, as English colonists interacted with Indigenous peoples and their material culture in 

Algonkian territory (present-day New England) (Otto 2017, 26-30). As English influence 

expanded in North America, wampum solidified as the conventional word to call these beads, 

replacing the Dutch term sewant, and competing with the French term porcelaine (Otto 2017, 

34).  

The earliest term used by the French to describe wampum, recorded by Jacques Cartier 

in 1535, was the Native term esnogny, apparently derived from Iroquoian languages spoken 

along the Saint Lawrence (Cartier 1906, 165; Otto 2017, 4-5). By 1609, the preferred French 

term for marine shells was porcelaine used by colonist Marc Lescarbot in his History of New 

France (Vachon 1970, 260-261). The type of shell called porcelaine in French has, however, 

changed over time. Robert Estienne’s 1539 French-Latin dictionary defined porcelain as: “a large 

sea fish bone built like a horn, and that can be blown to make noise” (Estienne 1539, 472, 

translation by Lise Puyo). Buccinum, the Latin word used in this description, designates a type of 

univalve shell that closely resembles the whelk shell used to produce white wampum beads. 

Pierre Richelet, in his 1680 Dictionnaire François, noted the ceramic meaning of porcelaine first, 

before also referencing “the type of shell that is called Venus shell. . . slightly oval, flat along the 

slit, white inside” (Richelet 1680, 190, translation by Lise Puyo). This particular description 
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corresponds to a cowrie shell (Otto 2017, 11) rather than the univalve shells that porcelaine 

originally referenced.  

In France, the word porcelaine slowly lost its original meaning and progressively became 

a metaphor to describe East Asian ceramics, which were smooth, shiny, and white like the inside 

of a shell. The two meanings coexisted through most of the 1600s, coinciding with the increasing 

importation of chinaware to Europe. This lexical change from marine shell to earth-based 

ceramics caused confusion among settler colonists, so much so that in 1728, the governor of 

New France asked porcelain manufacturers in Saint-Cloud, France, to replicate wampum beads 

(Lainey 2004, 78). Writing in 1724, Lafitau was compelled to clarify the North American meaning 

of porcelaine to his readers in his Moeurs des Sauvages Amériquains comparées aux moeurs des 

premiers temps (Lafitau 1724, 1: 502). 

The term porcelaine was also applied to assemblages of wampum beads. Beads 

threaded on a single piece of fiber or leather are called wampum strings, or branches de 

porcelaine in French (Lainey 2004, 27). When they are woven together with a weft and a warp in 

a long rectangular shape, they are called wampum belts or colliers de porcelaine. Collier, 

meaning necklace in French, could describe a string, a collar worn around the neck, or a 

rectangular woven belt. The term ceinture, French for belt, was also sometimes used. The noun 

“a wampum” usually designates a wampum belt; these objects were not made to be worn 

around the waist, but were rather presented on their own, or draped across the body. Wampum 

beads were also woven into headbands, armbands and cuffs, while wampum strings could be 

worn as bracelets and necklaces, described in various vernacular terms (Otto 2017, 5-6, 25).  

Sébastien Rasles’ 1691 French to Abenaki dictionary documents a significant lexicon for 

wampum, listing words for beads and diverse woven objects. For example, dark beads were 

called seganbi, and white beads 8anbanbi (Rasles and Pickering 1833, 510). Similarly, wampum 

belts had different names according to their dominant color, with sk8ans8 for a wampum belt 

with more purple than white beads and 8anbighen sk8ans8 for a predominantly white belt 

(Rasles and Pickering 1833, 511). Comparing the two expressions suggests that dark belts were 

considered more of a norm, since only a white belt bears a qualifier in the dictionary, and since 

Rasles intimated that white belts were held in lower regard than dark ones (Rasles and Pickering 

1833, 511).  

While wampumpeag is an Algonquian word, Haudenosaunee people (Iroquoian 

speaking nations) and Wendat people have different names for wampum beads, in their own 

languages. In seventeenth-century Wendat, the roots -nnonk8arot-1 and -nnonk8ar8t- seem to 

be used to designate wampum, especially in the form onnonk8ar8ta (Steckley 2007b, 169). 

Collier was expressed through the roots -re’ns- meaning string, and -char- (Steckley 2007b, 171-

173). A word like ,arensa could designate a string of beads, like a rosary, a wampum string, or 

 
1 In seventeenth century French linguistic sources, the sign represented here as “8” is most often used to 
convey the French diphthong “ou,” often translated in English as a “w” sound. 
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the thread used to connect the beads together (Steckley 2007b, 173). Interestingly, the means 

of connection seems to be more important to the perception of the object than the material of 

the beads themselves.  

According to Jesuit missionary Jean-François Lafitau, the word gaïonni was most often 

used in the early 18th century at the Mohawk mission of Kanhawake to designate a wampum 

belt (Lafitau 1724, 1: 506). Sulpician missionary and linguist Jean-André Cuoq also recorded that 

word, which he spelled kahionni (Cuoq 1882, 160). Cuoq confirmed Lafitau’s observation that 

this word was used for wampum belts, and he further explained its etymological composition, 

asserting that it literally meant “rivière fabriquée” or artificial/constructed river. To Cuoq’s 

informants, the resemblance between a river and a wampum belt resided in their long, 

rectangular shape, and in the wampum beads evoking waves and flows (Cuoq 1882, 161). 

According to the missionary, this composition revealed a profound relationship between 

waterways as open pathways between nations, and wampum as a means of communication, a 

sign of alliance, friendship, a way to connect two hearts, and to mend divided spirits (Cuoq 

1882, 160-161).  

Lafitau noted other words used for wampum belts, such as gaouenda, meaning 

“parole,” voice or speech (Lafitau 1724, 1: 506). In Cuoq’s spelling, this word is kawenna, 

composed of the prefix ka- marking the feminine third person singular, and the root owenna, 

meaning word, speech, voice, language, order, command, etc. (Cuoq 1882, 39 and 175; Cuoq 

1866, 96). Therefore, Lafitau’s gaouenda and Cuoq’s kawenna could literally mean: “she/it is 

speech/voice,” or “she/it speaks.” The root also appears in French-Wendat dictionaries, with 

,a8enda meaning voice and speech.2 Lafitau also recorded the word gaïanderensera, which 

apparently referred to ideas of greatness and nobility (Lafitau 1724, 1: 506).  

Making Wampum  

Wampum as Mollusks 

As a research assistant on the Wampum Trail project directed by Margaret Bruchac at the 

University of Pennsylvania, I heard Tuscarora wampum expert Richard W. Hill Sr. talk about the 

importance of observing and understanding wampum as a living being. He stressed that the 

mollusks that are used to make the beads, their environment, and their interactions with one 

another are significant to understanding wampum belts and their place in Northeastern 

Indigenous cultures. These words recurred multiple times in the Wampum Trail team 

discussions between Margaret Bruchac, Stephanie Mach, and myself, when considering the 

symbolic and material implications of wampum weaving as the combination of multiple beings 

and traditional knowledge, even before a specific historical meaning might be “talked into” a 

belt. As Bruchac summarized:  

From an Indigenous ontological perspective, wampum belts embody the literal 
weaving together of thoughts from living human beings and materials from living 

 
2 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°260v. 
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marine, floral, and faunal beings. Wampum belts are thus entangled in social (and 
not just material) relationships with the non-human persons (e.g., flora, fauna, and 
mollusks) who provide the raw materials (Bruchac 2018a, 69). 

Other Indigenous scholars have similarly highlighted the need to center land-based 

traditional knowledges and multi-species approaches of localized ecosystems to better 

understand the relational entanglements of human and other-than-human beings (Brooks 2008; 

Kimmerer 2013; Watts 2016; Monani and Adamson 2017; Greeson 2019). Taking heed of their 

words, and building on insights gathered on the Wampum Trail, my discussion of wampum 

materiality begins with establishing a better understanding of the beings that were selected to 

make the beads, before looking at the beings selected to weave these beads together. 

 Early studies of wampum established that two different types of marine shells were 

used to make white and purple beads. Purple beads are made from the outer rim of northern 

quahogs, also known as hard clams, Mercenaria mercenaria (Beauchamp 1901, 327).3 White 

beads are traditionally fashioned from the columella or central column of univalve shells 

vernacularly known as whelks. Beauchamp cites several types of shells used in the Northern 

Atlantic to make white wampum, such as the knobbed whelk, Busycon carica, and the channeled 

whelk, Busycontypus canaliculatus, which live from the coast of Massachusetts to the coast of 

Florida (Beauchamp 1901, 328).  

Whelks live in shallow coastal intertidal zones, on sandy and muddy bottoms. They are 

fairly mobile creatures; Busycon carica, for instance, can move up to 40 meters per day 

(Magalhaes 1948, 393; Marquardt and Kozuch 2016, 2). Quahogs inhabit the same environment, 

but they burrow one to two centimeters under the surface of sand and mud sediments 

(MacKenzie et al. 2002, 2). Whelks are carnivorous and mostly prey upon live bivalve mollusks, 

including quahogs. Fishermen commonly observe this behavior. Evolutionary biologist Gregory 

Dietl has studied how this behavior may have influenced the evolution of both the Busycon and 

Mercenaria genus (Dietl 2003). While whelks are predators of quahogs, Dietl stressed that 

Mercenaria mercenaria is a “dangerous prey,” capable of inflicting damage to the whelk, visible 

in shell wounds and repairs (Dietl 2003, 426). The coevolution of whelk and quahog during the 

Pliocene may have influenced the two mollusks to increase in size, and for the whelk to increase 

in shell density as well, in order to better pry open the bivalve shell with its outer lip and chip its 

opponent’s shell to gain access to the soft body inside (Dietl 2003, 429).  

Wampum beads are made from these opposing shell beings, one burrowing in one place 

and the other moving on the sandy bottoms, both living in liminal spaces such as intertidal 

zones, where land meets water. The biology of these two mollusks, and their adversarial 

relationship in water seem to echo their use in wampum, as Hill pointed out to the Wampum 

Trail research team. When joined together, dark and light beads may be used to negotiate peace 

between former foes, signifying positive or negative values through the contrast of opposing 

 
3 The taxonomy of these mollusks has evolved throughout the centuries: Beauchamp called this mollusk 
Venus mercenaria, for instance, but at time of writing this dissertation, the northern quahog is classified 
as a member of the Veneridae family (Venus), genus Mercenaria, species mercenaria. 
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colors and symbols. Dietl’s research complements this Indigenous knowledge by pointing out 

the evolutionary entanglements of these two marine beings: their present form is the result of a 

biological dialogue spanning millennia. William Orchard has noted that Indigenous peoples view 

shell as “a sacred material which, coming from the water. . . symbolizes the power of that life-

giving fluid” (Orchard 1929, 19). Given the specificities of the two mollusks used to make 

wampum beads, these particular shells can symbolize death, conflict, peace, and reciprocity, in 

addition to their life-giving associations with water. In these liminal spaces, the human beings 

who encountered these mollusks used them as food, tools, and crafting material (Ingersoll 1887; 

Holmes 1883; Orchard 1929). 

Making Wampum Beads 

 Whelk and quahog are notably abundant in the homelands of Eastern Algonquian 

people in North America. The Mohegan, Wampanoag, Narragansett, and Pequot nations were 

particularly involved in the manufacture and trade of wampum beads, with a significant impact 

on human networks of relations within the Native Northeast (Brooks 2008, 54-64). On Long 

Island, Montauk and Shinnecock people were particularly entangled with whelk and quahogs for 

subsistence and for trade (Hayes 1983, 331; Burggraf 1938). In these northeastern spaces, 

women often harvested these beings on the seashore, feeling the shells in the sand with the tips 

of their feet, or diving to collect them (Nassaney 2004, 342; Ingersoll 1887, 598). Shell gathering 

and bead making are not strictly gendered activities, but some archaeologists have suggested 

that bead making may have been a masculine craft. This hypothesis followed the discovery, on 

Conanicut Island in Narragansett Bay, of an Indigenous man buried with whelk cores, quahog 

fragments, unfinished beads, and wampum-making tools (Simmons 1970, 74-75). 

Historical observers of this craft have often emphasized how difficult and time-

consuming wampum bead making is (Lainey 2004, 16-18). Marine shells are composed of 

calcium carbonate and protein layered in a crisscross pattern, like a harder form of plywood 

(Marquardt and Kozuch 2016, 14). Experimental archaeologists have attempted various 

methods to replicate the means of bead making among Indigenous makers. Vocational 

archaeologist William H. Holmes has illustrated the method for fashioning a cylindrical bead out 

of the columella of a Busycon shell, where the outer whorl of the shell is chipped away to reveal 

the central column, which is then scored and snapped into smaller sections, which are then 

drilled and polished (Holmes 1883, 214, and pl. 29 fig.1-7). Archaeologist Laura Kozuch 

experimented with ancient technology to make beads out of the columella of Busycon shells 

following this method (Kozuch 2004).4 Her work aimed to investigate tenth- to eleventh-century 

columella shell beads excavated at the Mississippian city of Cahokia, to derive insights into 

columella bead making before European arrival. Using tools accessible to Native American 

artisans in the 900s, such as a water-worn pebble hammer, chert blades, and chert microdrills, 

 
4 Because of her research area, she has experimented on bead making with Busycon sinistrum, which lives 
in the Gulf of Mexico and on the western coast of Florida (Beauchamp 1901, 328; Marquardt and Kozuch 
2016). Its geographical range and distinct growth pattern excludes it from the wampum belts examined in 
this dissertation. However, the techniques Kozuch discusses may apply to northern whelks as well. 
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she spent over five hours removing the outer whorl and cutting the columella into smaller parts, 

to go from a whole Busycon shell to a bead blank (Kozuch 2004, 148). From earlier experimental 

studies making disk beads with lithic drills, Kozuch then estimated that an inexperienced bead 

maker would take nearly six hours to make a single columella bead (Kozuch 2004, 151). Skilled 

specialists in the past were probably much faster.   

 Working with knobbed whelks, archaeologists Charles Pearson and Fred Cook also 

conducted experiments to better understand 14th-century shell bead manufacture on Ossabaw 

Island, Georgia (Pearson and Cook 2012). Using whelk hammers rather than stone ones, they 

found that chipping away the outer whorl of a knobbed whelk took about 15 minutes, but 

removing the thick upper part of the whorl took significantly more effort (Pearson and Cook 

2012, 92-93). This experimental approach challenges scholarly conceptions that Busycon beads 

are easier to make than Mercenaria ones (Buggraf 1938, 56; Ceci 1982, 100). Such assumptions 

stem from the fact that colonial documents systematically mention that purple beads were 

more valuable than white ones (e.g. Thwaites 1896, 41: 143; Williams 1643 in Simmons 1970, 

74), and it has been assumed that purple beads must be more labor-intensive.  

Quahog can also be used to make white beads, and these can be identified by the lack 

of diagonal groove typical of columella beads. Contemporary wampum makers tend to use 

quahog for both colors of wampum beads, which can illustrate this lack of groove and the 

marbled coloring obtained with these shells (fig.1). However, the material is scarcer, since the 

purple area of the quahog is located on the outer rim of the shell, and to make sufficiently thick 

beads, the quahog must be sufficiently old and large (Burggraf 1938, 56; Bruchac 2017). While a 

single whelk can yield several beads, a quahog shell might yield only one or two (Nassaney 2004, 

fig.3). 

Once European ships 

reached northeastern American 

coasts in the late fifteenth century 

(Biggar 1913), metal points (in the 

form of re-purposed awls, nails, 

etc.) could be used in bow drills in 

place of stone bits. Archaeological 

collections from wampum making 

sites show pieces of iron used as 

drill bits; including forged nails 

elongated and reworked for this 

purpose (Burggraf 1938, 56; 

Bruchac 2014). The diffusion of 

this tool has been interpreted as 

the main cause for the exponential 

production of wampum beads in 

the colonial period, and therefore its circulation throughout the Northeast (Beauchamp 1901, 

Figure 1: Contemporary wampum beads produced on the Poospatuck 
Reservation, NY. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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388; Ceci 1980, 840-841; Becker 2002, 50). In the Saint Lawrence River valley, most wampum 

beads were obtained through trade, either directly from coastal Algonquian people, or from 

Haudenosaunee intermediaries (Lainey 2004, 24-25). In some cases, intact shells were brought 

upstream and transformed into beads further away from the coast, as evidenced by the 

discovery of a wampum-making site in the Abenaki village of Odanak, Quebec.5  

European colonists also made wampum beads themselves, especially in the Dutch 

settlement in current-day New York State, to use in the fur trade an as an internal currency 

(Peña 1990, 36; Ceci 1980). Conchs imported from the Caribbean and South American colonies 

were found in early eighteenth-century archaeological strata in Albany, New York, and were 

used to make wampum beads (Peña 1990, 118). Other European settlements briefly used 

wampum as legal tender, leading English colonists to wage war against wampum-making 

nations in the Northeast, beginning in the 1630s (Beauchamp 1901, 351-356; Ceci 1980, 844-

845).  

Abenaki historian Lisa Brooks has shown how this conflict also overlapped with power 

struggles between Indigenous nations: the Pequot and their Dutch allies on one side, and the 

Narragansett and Mohegan on the other (Brooks 2008, 56-64). English colonists took advantage 

of these divisions to impose tributes on wampum-making nations in the early 1650s, payable in 

beads that would be used in the fur trade, and to facilitate political negotiations in the form of 

wampum belts (Ceci 1980, 845-847; Brooks 2008, 59-60). The wampum beads used to weave 

these belts were thus entangled in the rapid circulation of goods, people, pathogens, and 

political proposals, navigating along the waterways in spaces that Brooks identified, following 

Indigenous concepts, as “the Common Pot” (2008). The circulation of wampum beads was 

therefore a determining factor of international relations, from coastal Wabanaki territories to 

Haudenosaunee homelands in current-day New York State, to ancestral Wendat territories on 

the eastern shores of Lake Huron, to Anishinaabe territory in the Great Lakes region, and to New 

France along the Saint Lawrence River (Brooks 2008, Map 2). 

 In the early 1800s, Euro-American entrepreneurs in New Jersey developed proto-

industrial machinery to produce wampum beads in mass, creating slightly longer and more 

striated beads (Beauchamp 1901, 523-530; Orchard 1929, 83-87; Becker 2002, 50; Bruchac 

2017; Johnson 2021). Other types of beads could be used in wampum weaving, especially 

cylindrical glass beads, which were in high demand in Indigenous communities because of their 

resemblance with powerful substances infused with meaning, such as shell and rock crystal 

(Miller and Hamell 1982). Oral tradition and linguistic evidence also points to the connections 

between vitreous, reflective beads, and northeastern Indigenous words for “berries,” “soul,” 

and “eyes,” with beads often used in effigy-making to represent a character’s eyes (Miller and 

Hamell 1982, 322 and 316; Turgeon 2002, 96; Steckley 2007b, 174). Tubular glass beads were 

imported en masse from Europe, especially in white, blue or black, and red, the three colors 

used in wampum diplomacy, as will be discussed below (Turgeon 2002, 94).  

 
5 Interview with Geneviève Treyvaud, archaeologist for the Council of the Abenaki Nation, July 7, 2018. 
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Because they were cheap and easy to produce in Europe, the influence of glass beads in 

trade has caused earlier generations of scholars to stereotype and speculate about the naivety 

of Indigenous peoples who desired them (Miller and Hamell 1982, 311-313). These beads were 

woven into belts as well, sometimes in addition to shell (fig. 2). Their presence in wampum 

objects has led some scholars to dismissive assumptions about the object’s significance (e.g. 

Fenton 1971, 446; Becker 2007, 68). Wendat historian Jonathan Lainey, for example, has 

suggested that wampum belts made entirely of glass beads did not have the same function as 

shell wampum belts, based on the lack of documentary evidence pointing to their exchange in 

diplomatic settings (Lainey 2008, 419). 

Glass, horn, bone, wood, ceramic, marble, and stone beads were all, at various times, 

described in colonial literature as “counterfeit wampum” that did not fool Indigenous traders 

and were routinely refused when trading for shell wampum (Peña 1990, 61; Lainey 2004, 14). 

However, they do occasionally appear in wampum objects in museum collections. Beads made 

of materials such as bone and stone are also found in woven belts. These beads are often placed 

in a single location among shell beads, which raises questions about their potentially intentional 

inclusion (Bruchac 2017). 

Weaving Materials  

Wampum beads can be assembled using materials found on the land, from plant or animal 

sources. Loose wampum beads were typically strung on a single cord or thread, sometimes 

ending with a piece of leather (fig.3; Beauchamp 1901, pl.3 and pl.4 fig.57). Indigenous wampum 

weavers employed various combinations of plant fibers as weft and leather strands as warp. 

Figure 2: Glass wampum belts at Nicolet seminary, Nicolet, Qubec (left; inventory number Di-48) and at Lille 
Museum of Natural History, Lille, France (right; inv. 990.2.3342). Photos by Lise Puyo. 
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Wampum belts and collars were sometimes woven with plant fiber weft and warp, or with wool 

yarn as warp (Bruchac 2017; see also fig.2 on the right). The most common material used as 

warp in wampum weaving is brain-tanned deerskin; hides were soaked in water, scraped and 

rubbed using the animal’s brain, leaving the skin flexible and soft (Lafitau 1724, 2: 32; Morgan 

1962, 120n1, 361). The white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) was an extremely important 

animal to human survival in the Northeast, used for meat, clothing, and tools, traditionally 

hunted and prepared by men (Lafitau 1724, 2: 3; Gramly 1977; Trigger 1987, 41-43). 

When archaeobotanist A.C. Whitford conducted fiber analyses to identify the plants 

used in seven northeastern wampum belts, one of the most recurring fibers was milkweed, 

especially highland milkweed (Asclepias tuberosa) and common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), 

which produce a fine and strong thread (Whitford 1941, 9-10).6 Asclepias syriaca is the 

northern-most species of milkweed; in 

Canada it is mostly found in grasslands 

and river basins in southern Ontario and 

Quebec (Bhowmik and Bandeen 1976, 

580). In Indigenous contexts, the plant 

has several uses: its sprouts are edible, 

while its flowers produce nectar that can 

be transformed into syrup (Berkman 

1949, 224). Asclepias syriaca also has 

some medicinal properties as an 

expectorant and purgative (Gaertner 

1979, 119).  

This plant produces two types of 

fiber: seed hairs or floss, and bast (the 

inner bark of the stem). Once processed 

and twisted, these bast fibers resemble 

flax, but their quality depends on the type 

of soil and the amount of rainfall, making it difficult to cultivate with European agricultural 

techniques (Gaertner 1979, 120). Common milkweed can proliferate in cereal crops,7 which 

seems to suggest that, without being actively cultivated, the plant could have found a good 

community in the maize fields and other clearings made by Indigenous farmers.  

Another common source of fiber is dogbane or “Indian hemp,” Apocynum cannabium, 

used in many northeastern Indigenous textiles such as bowstrings, rope, thread, fishnets, and 

burden straps (Whitford 1949, 9). A single plant can yield up to 75 centimeters of very resistant 

fiber. It is highly adaptable and can grow in many habitats, including forest edges, intertidal 

 
6 Whitford analyzed a small sample of seven wampum belts in the collections of McGill University 
museum (now the McCord Museum in Montreal, QC) and the American Museum of Natural History. 
7 This has led to its qualification as a “noxious weed” in Ontario, Quebec, and Nova Scotia in the 1960s 
and 1970s (Bhowmik and Bandeen 1976, 580). 

Figure 3: Wampum strings (inv. 2013.0.2072) at Besançon 
Museum of Fine Arts and Archaeology in Besançon, 
France. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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zones, prairies, cultivated and abandoned fields, sand dunes, and meadows (DiTommaso et al. 

2009, 981-983). Dogbane has various medicinal properties, and was used in Haudenosaunee 

contexts as a blood purifier and laxative (DiTommaso et al. 2009, 981; Herrick 1977, 415-416). 

As a ubiquitous fiber in northeastern Haudenosaunee and Algonkian ethnographic collections, it 

is a likely candidate to be used in wampum weaving (Bruchac 2017; Whitford 1949).  

In his 1642 Relation, Jesuit missionary Jérôme Lalemant mentioned that during the 

summer, Wendat people harvested “hemp,” or “a certain wild plant, from which twine for their 

nets is made,” gathered in “untilled plains” (Thwaites 1896, 23:55). Reuben Thwaites, editor of 

the Jesuit Relations, proposed that this plant could have been either swamp milkweed (Asclepias 

incarnata) or dogbane (Apocynum cannabinum), and indeed either could have grown in that 

habitat (Thwaites 1896, 23: 335n2). Lalemant also described a dispute between the Wendat 

Christian faction and the traditional medicine man, who established ritual protocols to ensure a 

plentiful corn harvest that included burning tobacco in the fields, and refraining from gathering 

“hemp” (Thwaites 1896, 23: 55). Breaking publicly from these recommendations, two Wendat 

sisters went anyway to harvest the plant the next day, causing a significant backlash in the 

community (Thwaites 1896, 23: 55-57).8 This anecdote contains interesting ethnobotanical 

clues, suggesting a ritual significance of the plant, its importance for Wendat women, and its 

role in factional power struggles. 

Nettle (Boehmeria cylindrica) is another important plant family that repeatedly occurrs 

in Indigenous North American textiles (Whitford 1949, 12). Whitford noted that some Delaware 

and Haudenosaunee wampum belts in museum collections used stingless nettle or “bog hemp” 

(Boehmeria cylindrica), which produced a fine, soft, and strong thread once the fibers were 

properly treated (Whitford 1949, 13). This plant grows in wetlands, floodplains and forests, and 

is widely distributed from Canada throughout the United States (Kearsley 1999; Blood et al. 

2010).9  

Anthropologist Lewis Henry Morgan, working in Haudenosaunee contexts, recorded the 

use of the inner bark of slippery elm (Ulmus rubra), boiled in water mixed with ashes, and 

twined before use in various textiles, including wampum belts (Morgan 1962, 364-365; Morgan 

1954, 54). Lafitau described the use of a tree, with inner bark that was cut in long strands, 

processed in water, and reduced in very thin and small filaments that Haudenosaunee women 

twisted on their knees to make into thread (Lafitau 1724, 2:159-160). Ulmus rubra also has a 

variety of medicinal uses, including soothing inflamed mucous membranes (Herrick 1977, 304-

305; Turner and Aderkas 2012; Kruger et al. 2020). 

 This short review of materials shows that the components of woven wampum objects 

(shell, plants, leather) were made from significant, life-sustaining beings, integrated into the 

 
8 Lalemant recorded this anecdote to underline the strength and Christian faith of these Wendat women, 
and to note that Wendat Christians had a better corn harvest than those who followed the medicine 
man’s advice, which he interpreted as proof of the superiority of the Christian God.  
9 Its ethnobotanical use is less clear than for milkweed and dogbane, but some studies have shown that 
Boehmeria cylindrica has some antimicrobial properties (Al-Shamma et al. 1982). 
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social lives of the various ethnic groups who wove wampum belts. These objects constitute what 

Joshua Bell calls “bundles of relations” (Bell 2017) that materialize interactive relations between 

human and non-human beings, and that (like other items of material culture) manifest the 

generational knowledge accumulated and transmitted through centuries of entanglements with 

specific peoples and places (e.g. Burnham 1992; Loyer 2013; Matthews 2016; Farell-Racette 

2017). Rhetorician Angela Haas has examined this concept in her study of wampum as 

hypertext, identifying it as a device that “embodies memory, as it extends human memories of 

inherited knowledges via interconnected, nonlinear designs with associative message storage 

and retrieval methods” (Haas 2007, 80-81). Haas’ study focused primarily on the human 

relations that wampum belts can materialize, but we can also consider the materiality of 

wampum in its natural-cultural context, since “wampum beads are technologies, just as sinew, 

hemp, and tree bark twine are” (Haas 2007, 94). Wampum belts, on a material level, thus 

encode relational knowledge linked to survival and good relations with non-human beings in a 

specific place, in addition to their role as records of human relations.  

Weaving 
Techniques 

 Morgan 

(1954 [1851], 

54-55) described 

the process of 

weaving a 

wampum belt on 

a loom, where 

warp leather 

strands are tied 

together on 

each side of a 

wooden rod for 

tension, and 

separated by a 

piece of pierced 

bark (Orchard 

1929, fig.103). Orchard summarized the weaving technique that is most commonly encountered 

in wampum museum collections as follows: the weft thread loops around the first warp strand, 

and the weave builds on the two weft strands crossing to hold onto the warp and threaded into 

the bead (fig. 4). The process is repeated until the two weft threads reach the selvedge, where 

they can be crossed or twisted before starting another row (Orchard 1929, fig. 105). In Morgan’s 

description, all of the beads that form one vertical row are strung on the weft thread at the 

same time. The beads are placed in between the warp strands, the weft thread then goes 

around the last warp strand, and is threaded again into the beads to secure them (Morgan 1954 

Figure 4: Missing wampum beads reveal weaving patterns. Left: inv. 71.1878.32.155; right: 
inv. 71.1878.32.61. Quai Branly-Jacques Chirac Museum, Paris, France. Photos by Lise Puyo. 
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[1851], 54). With this technique, the weft cannot be crossed inside each bead. These two 

techniques have different implications. Weaving by crossing two strands of weft inside the 

beads means that the belt is constructed one bead at a time, which takes longer, but gives a 

more solid result. Threading the beads before placing them allows to weave a belt one vertical 

row at a time, which is faster, but might result in a slightly looser weave.  

In historical sources, wampum makers are often identified as Indigenous women (e.g. 

Sagard 1865, 133-134; Thwaites 1896, 40:235; 63:31-33; Rowlandson 1682, in Brooks 2018, 264; 

Beauchamp 1901, 386; Vachon 1970, 259; Fenton 1971, 442; Trigger 1987, 39; Lainey 2004, 30-

31). However, in a 1693 French to Wendat dictionary written by the Jesuits at the mission of 

Lorette, a phrase recorded a male pronoun associated with the action of weaving a wampum 

belt.10 Some eighteenth-century documents also seem to indicate that both Indigenous and non-

Indigenous people were paid for making wampum belts (Lainey 2004, 31; Beauchamp 1901, 

386). The existence of such mentions may give the impression that “just about anyone could 

make wampum belts” (Lainey 2008, 421, translation by Lise Puyo), regardless of gender or 

cultural background, as long as a teacher was available.  Wampum weaving techniques are not, 

however, self-evident, as shown by some repairs performed on wampum belts outside of 

wampum-weaving communities (fig. 5). Wampum objects that do not follow traditional 

techniques stand out, as evidenced by a late nineteenth-century wampum belt at the Royal 

Ontario Museum (inv. 911.3.130.B) woven with a very different technique by someone who was 

a skilled artisan, but not a regular wampum weaver (Bruchac 2017). These historical mentions 

and material clues 

confirm that wampum 

weaving required 

training and 

experience, and were 

carried out by 

specialists.  

In the context 

of Catholic missions, 

missionaries never 

mentioned weaving 

wampum themselves: 

instead, they either 

described the 

Indigenous women 

who made them (Thwaites 1900, 63: 31-33), or they mentioned that they had “someone” make 

wampum belts for them (Chaumonot 1869, 70-71). One notable exception is the mention of a 

wampum belt being travaillé or “worked” by the Ursulines of Quebec in the 1660s (Thwaites 

1899, 47: 189). At the time, the Ursulines were hosting Wendat and other Indigenous women in 

 
10 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°203r: “Il fera vg ce collier de la même longueur.” 

Figure 5: Repairs made in red thread that do not follow traditional wampum 
weaving techniques suggest that wampum weaving was a specialized skill. Inv. 
71.1878.32.155, Quai Branly-Jacques Chirac Museum, Paris, France. Photo by Lise 
Puyo. 
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their monastery, suggesting that perhaps an Indigenous Ursuline made this belt, or that an 

Indigenous resident taught wampum weaving to Ursuline nuns, at a time when weaving and 

embroidery were an important part of life in the cloisters.11 This separate craft constitutes a 

location of Indigenous agency that raises questions regarding the kinds of relationships 

necessary to “have a belt made,” and underlines the importance of Indigenous women in 

wampum diplomacy.   

Using Wampum 

 This section examines the traditional uses of woven wampum objects throughout 

history, with a focus on wampum use in the past, descriptions of wampum in seventeenth- and 

eighteenth- century documents, and interpretations in nineteenth- to twentieth-century 

historical, ethnographic, or anthropological analyses that illuminate wampum use and 

circulation in North America. This allows me to contextualize and assess the similarities and 

differences the transatlantic Catholic wampum belts might exhibit, when compared to more 

common traditional uses. Because this dissertation examines the use of wampum belts in 

Catholic missions, the historical sources were mostly produced by ecclesiastic observers and 

writers, including Joseph-François Lafitau and the numerous missionaries writing the Jesuit 

Relations. These are far from the only sources for wampum studies. Jonathan Lainey (2004) and 

Nikolaus Stolle (2016), for example, have compiled many useful references to seventeenth- to 

nineteenth- century military and commercial reports, travelogues, and memoirs that confirm 

and complete missionary descriptions.  

My review includes insights gained from my experiences working within and between 

museums, archives, and Indigenous communities, first as a research assistant on the Wampum 

Trail project, and then during my own investigation of the transatlantic Catholic wampum belts. 

This experience taught me that scholarly definitions have had material consequences on 

wampum objects. Richard Hill and Margaret Bruchac have underlined the legacy of colonial 

documents and academic interpretations utilized to justify Indigenous dispossession of 

wampum belts, and to transfer both stewardship and property to museums, archives, and 

historical societies (Hill 2001; Bruchac 2018b).  

While I acknowledge the significant challenges and ruptures imposed on Indigenous 

cultures in the Northeast throughout time, I do not subscribe to the hypothesis that wampum 

ceremonialism was entirely reinvented in twentieth century (see, e.g., Fenton 1971; Becker 

2002).12 Instead, I follow Indigenous scholars who have documented and experienced the 

continuities of wampum ceremonialism in their communities (e.g. Williams 1990 and 2018; Hill 

2001; Corbiere 2014 and 2019; Bruchac 2018a and 2018b; Bruchac and Peers 2021). In this 

 
11 It is also possible that this belt used wampum beads arranged in a non-traditional manner, since the 
text only described the belt as “beautiful” and ornamented with small pleasing details; it does not provide 
us with much material information (Thwaites 1899, 47: 189). 
12 The primanry proponents of this notion were William Fenton and Marshall Becker, whoargued that 
wampum ceremonialism had completely died out by the early twentieth century, utilizing the loss of 
wampum belts from tribal custody as supposed evidence. 
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process, I build on Mohawk historian Deborah Doxtator’s theory of history as “accumulative 

incorporative change” (Doxtator 1997, 51). Instead of viewing contemporary understandings 

and practices as inauthentic creations, I attempt to underline the long-term continuities in 

attitudes towards wampum and its use, while underlining change as “an inherent and expected 

element of social life, not a disruption” (Doxtator 1997, 51). Insights from contemporary 

theorists and contemporary Indigenous practices might then reframe and foster new 

understandings of wampum use in the past and its significance in the present.  

 My overview is organized to focus on functional uses, an approach favored in past 

explanations for its clarity (e.g. Beauchamp 1901; Speck 1919; Ceci 1982; Snyderman 1954 and 

1961; Lainey 2004, 27-76; Stolle 2016, 31-91). After discussing wampum objects used as 

adornment, I present the monetary paradigm as a sometimes useful but incomplete way of 

understanding wampum. I insist on recognizing wampum as a significant material, while 

acknowledging its agency as an other-than-human being capable of carrying meaning and used 

to perform actions expressed in spoken words. This is explained further through political or 

diplomatic paradigms showing wampum belts as objects that mediate relationships between 

groups. I expand the meaning of “diplomacy” to include different groups within a nation, where 

wampum belts were/are also used to mediate specific relations. Tied to this concept, I then 

examine the links between wampum and grief, in condolence and funerary contexts. This leads 

to discussing the therapeutic use of wampum as a means to cure social illnesses. These 

overlapping aspects then provide a framework to understand the patrimonial function of 

wampum belts, as material repositories of Indigenous history, whose presence is understood as 

beneficial and healing.  

All of these different functions and uses of wampum work together, add onto one 

another, and can shift according to their spatial, temporal, or cultural context. The goal of this 

section is to show that wampum belts necessitate a cumulative definition to grasp their complex 

cultural significance. This provides a framework that will enable us to understand the ways in 

which Catholic wampum belts differ or resemble their ‘regular’ counterparts.   

Wampum as Adornment 

 In historical sources, wampum beads are often mentioned as body adornments. Lafitau 

described Haudenosaunee and Wendat men and women wearing wampum beads in their hair 

and dangling from their ears, with some men wearing “a kind of tiara out of a small porcelain 

collar” on their forehead for special occasions (Lafitau 1724, 2: 54-55, translation by Lise Puyo). 

Wampum ornaments cut into different shapes (round beads, long and large tubular beads, 

smaller cylinders, and arrowhead shapes) are mentioned as worn around the neck, head, and 

wrists, either strung or woven (Lafitau 1724, 2: 59). Wampum has been used to adorn the edges 

of clothing or garters, as shown on surviving dolls, figurines, and garments in museum 

collections. Historical documents often mention men and women wearing porcelain collars on 

their bodies (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 55: 23). Baby carriers were also adorned with wampum beads 

(fig.6; Lafitau 1724, 1: 594). 
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 These accounts of wampum as adornment do not easily fit into the typology and 

classification of European conventions. The notion of ‘ornament’ could lead European observers 

to believe that such objects were frivolous, meaningless, or unimportant, based on European 

attitudes towards jewelry, fashion, and other bodily adornment (Beauchamp 1901; Speck 1919; 

Becker 2010, 150). This view is unnecessarily reductive, and hinders the understanding of the 

significance of wampum in Indigenous settings. A piece of ornamentation can carry profound 

meanings relating to identity, status, belonging, or beliefs, and can also have political or 

protective effects.13  

 For instance, in 1653, an Abenaki orator offered wampum belts during a diplomatic 

council with Algonquin peoples in the Saint Lawrence River valley, but he also gave a few 

wampum strings explicitly described as earrings: 

 . . .pour percer vos oreilles, afin que nous puissions nous parler les uns les autres, 
comme font les amis, & que nous assistions aux conseils les uns des autres (Thwaites 
1898, 40: 204). 

. . .for piercing your ears, in order that we may speak to one another as friends are 
wont to do, and that we may take part in one another’s councils (Thwaites 1898, 40: 
205). 

Earrings, in early modern 

European epistme, belong to 

the category of superfluous 

bodily ornaments, or jewelry. 

However, the speech shows 

that for this Abenaki 

ambassador, earrings were 

more than inert adornment: 

they would enable the two 

participants to speak to one 

another as friends. 

Beyond“opening the ears” (a 

cleansing metaphor often 

used in condolence wampum 

rituals), these objects were intended to be worn, to physically “pierce” the ears. This placement 

suggests that the wampum would continue speaking after the ambassadors had left. In this 

sense, the beads would “hear” what happened in council, and could also be sent back to call for 

a council meeting. In this sense, the earrings served a function similar to wampum strings used 

as “invitation wampum,” called kanętshatiròtha, “it pulls the arm,” in the Mohawk language 

(Michelson 1991, 112). An equivalent term in Cayuga had a similar meaning: “that which 

stretches a person’s arm,” as well as in the Onondaga language: “they lead them by the arm 

 
13 As a point of comparison, European ornamental objects (e.g., crowns, rings, scepters, or rosary beads) 
can signify social status or religion, while also being crafted as aesthetically pleasing. 

Figure 6: Miniature baby carrier with glass beads serving as miniature 
wampum beads. Inv. 114505, Chartres Museum of Fine Arts, Chartres, 
France. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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with it” (Michelson 1991, 112). Wampum earrings thus had the power to speak, listen, clear 

one’s ears to receive a message with more awareness, and also compel people to travel long 

distances to be together. 

Wampum as Currency 

 The understanding of wampum as a primitive form of currency is still the most prevalent 

interpretation in non-specialist circles. This conception of wampum is so pervasive that it 

constitutes a paradigm for wampum studies, inherited from the first descriptions of wampum in 

European accounts, theorized in nineteenth-century scholarship, catalogued in museum 

collections, and nuanced in the twentieth century. Today, the consensus among wampum 

scholars is that wampum belts were not used as currency, and that Europeans introduced the 

understanding of wampum as money in the early seventeenth century. Yet, the persistence of 

the monetary paradigm contributes to the over-simplification of wampum exchange and 

wampum ceremonialism. 

 In early European historical accounts, wampum was routinely compared with materials 

and objects that were highly valued in European contexts, in order to convey its importance in 

North America to European readers. In 1609, French traveler Marc Lescarbot compared “vignols 

or porcelaine” to “pearls, or gold, or silver” (Lescarbot 1914, 3: 157). During his 1613 trip, 

Champlain compared Wendat reverence to their wampum strings to European attitudes 

towards “gold chains” (Champlain 1966, 3: 24). Dutch observers similarly compared “zeewan” or 

wampum to “jewels” (Jameson 1909, 86). In 1632, Jesuit missionaries described wampum as the 

only valuable thing Indigenous people could possess: “their gold and silver, their diamonds and 

pearls, are little white grains of porcelain which do not seem to amount to much” (Thwaites 

1896, 5: 61). The comparison with the materials deemed valuable in Europe contains a touch of 

irony; the Jesuit author still concluded that the intrinsic value of wampum was lower than that 

of gold and diamonds. 

 In 1636, Jesuit missionary Jean de Brébeuf used the same comparison to describe the 

importance of wampum exchange and wampum ceremonialism in a Wendat context:  

as all affairs of importance are managed here by presents, and as the Porcelain that 
takes the place of gold and silver in the Country is all-powerful, I presented in this 
Assembly a collar of twelve hundred beads of Porcelain (Thwaites 1897, 10: 29).  

The comparison to gold and silver comes again as shorthand for the metropolitan readership, so 

they can understand the importance of wampum in international settings. Pierre-Joseph-Marie 

Chaumonot, Brébeuf’s successor as missionary to the Wendat, often used pearls to explain 

wampum value to his European readers (Thwaites 1899, 41: 145, 165; 42: 49; 52: 257). He also 

described wampum as currency: “instead of money, porcelain, which is the currency of their 

country” (Thwaites 1899, 53: 117). The Jesuit Relations include mentions that wampum belts 

were sometimes lost while gambling, further confirming an ethnocentric view of wampum as 

currency (Thwaites 1897, 10: 81). The Jesuit Joseph-François Lafitau, in his 1724 comparison of 

Indigenous American customs to European Antiquity, identified wampum as one of many 

valuable commodities, along with seeds, furs, mats, tobacco, and moose hair embroidery 
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(Lafitau 1724, 2: 332). He also pointed out that these commodities circulated through 

ceremonial gift exchange, differently from European practices (Lafitau 1724, 2: 333).  

In New England, where Indigenous nations along the coast produced wampum beads, 

colonists used them as legal tender, and requested wampum beads strung as “fathoms” to pay 

for tributes and for captives (Pulsifer 1968, 2:193-194; Bradford 1953, 291; see Ceci 1990, 61; 

Becker 2010; 141-150; Stolle 2016, 47-58). In 1643, Roger Williams even described wampum 

necklaces and bracelets as “strings of money” (Williams 1971, 149). The ubiquity of these 

comparisons in European texts shaped both scholarly and amateur understandings of wampum 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when the reputation of wampum as “Indian 

Money” solidified in print (Woodward 1880, 16-17; Hale 1886, 296; King 1895, 193; Moore 

1913, 273-174; see Lainey 2004, 209n43). American historians and anthropologists, working 

with Haudenosaunee nations in particular, tended to treat the monetary use of wampum as a 

separate topic, largely tied to European practice in North American colonies (e.g. Beauchamp 

1901, 351-356).  

Throughout the twentieth century, scholars willing to highlight the ceremonial and 

symbolic significance of wampum noted that this monetary use had been “overemphasized” in 

colonial documents (Snyderman 1954, 470). Lynn Ceci (1977; 1980; 1982), James Bradley (1987, 

178-180), and Elizabeth Peña (1990) used acculturation theory to suggest that European uptakes 

of wampum as currency in Dutch and English colonies changed the local meaning of wampum, 

adding its monetary function to its existing ceremonial ones. These works also served to 

distinguish strung wampum beads circulating as currency from woven wampum beads 

circulating in ritual settings (e.g. Peña 1990, 29-30). Yet, the monetary paradigm gained 

importance as European settlements increasingly displaced Indigenous communities and 

shunned their practices (Snyderman 1954, 493; Bradley 1987, 180). 

Casting wampum as ornament or as currency, within European concepts, also placed 

wampum objects in the realm of private property. Once a wampum belt could be understood as 

owned by one person, it was easier for antiquarian collectors to purchase them from individual 

owners and produce receipts to legitimize their purchase (Bruchac 2018b, 71). As Bruchac 

pointed out, the casting of wampum belts as private property could theoretically sanction the 

legality of transactions between individuals and collectors (2018b, 66). The connection between 

a wampum belt and an individual could also motivate its theft or collection as the spoils of war. 

The seventeenth century Wampanoag leader Metacom (King Philip) wore a particularly 

beautiful wampum belt that was sent to England after he was killed in battle; this belt is still 

associated with his memory to this day (Bruchac and Peers 2021). 

Jonathan Lainey’s 2004 study on wampum pointed out the role of the monetary 

paradigm in the nineteenth century collecting of Indigenous wampum belts, especially in 

Canada (Lainey 2004, 207-212). In his investigation of wampum belts at the Museum of 

Civilization in Québec City, Lainey studied the numismatic scholar Cyrille Teissier and his interest 

for wampum in the late nineteenth century (Lainey 2004, 91-138). Numismatics (the study of 

currency and medals) categorizes wampum as a primitive form of currency belonging to the 
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history of money, much like an antique coin. Teissier and other collectors donated wampum 

belts to the numismatic museum at Laval University, rather than the ethnographic museum 

(Lainey 2004, 207n42). Although belts were not used for monetary purposes in Indigenous 

contexts, this numismatic interest also explains the presence of wampum belts at the Bank of 

Canada Museum in Gatineau, Quebec.  

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Indigenous individuals were 

trying to survive at a time when traditional subsistence patterns, territories, and opportunities 

had been significantly disrupted by settler colonialism in the Northeast. Private collectors and 

scholars took advantage of museum collections and published theories as logics that 

conceptually, as well as physically, removed wampum belts from their original context (Bruchac 

2018b, 71-74; Lainey 2004, 121-130).  

The rise of ethnohistory, with its emphasis on re-examining colonial sources through 

ethnographic and anthropological data and methods (Lurie 1961; Fenton 1966; Axtell 1979; 

Fixico 1997), played a large role in disassociating European and Indigenous uses and attitudes 

towards wampum. Daniel Richter clarified the misunderstandings of colonial descriptions by 

explaining that trade and diplomacy were different realms in seventeenth-century European 

episteme, but tended “to be identical for people of the Five Nations” (Richter 1992, 48). Like 

Lafitau noted, commerce was ceremonial, and the exchange of goods aimed to solidify 

relationships more than lead to individual accumulation of material goods (Lafitau 1724, 1: 507-

508 and 2: 333). Ethnohistorians and anthropologists therefore looked to analyzing wampum 

within Marcel Mauss’ framework of gift exchange (e.g. Druke 1985, 89; Jaenen 1985; Cook 1995; 

Sanfaçon 1996, 452-453; Lainey 2004, 62-63). 

In his Anthropological Theory of Value, David Graeber (2001, 117-149) reiterated that 

wampum was operating within “two profoundly different regimes of value” (Graeber 2001, 

119): Marxist and structuralist. For Graeber, wampum resembles money only in a Marxist 

understanding, as a “representation of a value that could only be realized through its exchange” 

(Graeber 2001, 131). With a structuralist approach, he saw wampum exchange as 

Haudenosaunee men “exchanging an essentially feminine substance,” or the mirror image of 

kinship, where Haundenosaunee women were “exchanging men” within a matrilineal society 

(Graeber 2001, 145). These different types of exchange and circulation made wampum the ideal 

mediator “between a commercial system dedicated to the accumulation of material objects, and 

a social system whose great imperative had increasingly become the accumulation of people” 

(Graeber 2001, 149). 

 Shaped by European perceptions and metaphors, the monetary understanding of 

wampum formed a paradigm that is still operative today, especially outside of the purview of 

wampum specialists and specialists of Indigenous North American cultures. The construction of 

this understanding was ongoing during the time that Indigenous Christians were sending 

wampum belts to Europe. The letters that accompanied those wampum belts often bore 

references to the value of wampum. While this understanding has had a tremendous impact on 

the perception, use, and later collection of wampum belts in intercultural relations, it is not the 
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only or most accurate way to represent wampum objects and their use in Indigenous contexts. 

Instead, this literature review aims to showcase the cumulative functions of wampum belts, 

which simultaneously or successively serve different purposes in their object lives. 

Political and Diplomatic Wampum 

European documents recorded the political use of wampum belts in diplomatic settings, 

especially in French sources that chronicled colonial settlements and missionary expeditions to 

Abenaki, Wendat, and Haudenosaunee communities in the Saint Lawrence River Valley (e.g. 

Lafitau 1724, 1: 507). The political paradigm in wampum studies developed in writing and 

analyses alongside the monetary interpretation, especially amongst historians, ethnologists, and 

anthropologists focusing on the Haudenosaunee/Six Nations Iroquois (e.g. Morgan [1851] 1954, 

51-54; Hale 1897b; Hewitt 1907).  

This focus on Iroquoian cultures created the impression that wampum belts were only 

used in political settings by Iroquoian peoples (e.g. Becker 2010, 137-138). However, by the 

1650s, descriptions of international councils involving Eastern Algonkian ambassadors giving and 

receiving wampum belts (e.g., Thwaites 1898, 40: 203-209) showed that this type of wampum 

use was known and commonly practiced by multiple Indigenous nations in the Northeast. 

Ethnohistorians and anthropologists have re-examined wampum use among Algonkian peoples, 

emphasizing its political and ceremonial importance outside of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy 

(e.g. Speck 1919; Brooks 2018, 109, 264; Bruchac and Peers 2021). In the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, wampum diplomacy was also well-established amongst Anishinaabe 

peoples in the Great Lakes region (Corbiere 2019). Since the ten wampum belts studied in this 

dissertation were created between 1654 and 1831, my discussion will align with the historical 

evidence that wampum ceremonialism was a shared practice for international diplomacy for 

Iroquoian, Algonquin, and Algonkian peoples in the Northeast.  

How were diplomatic wampum belts prepared, exchanged, and curated by Indigenous 

people? In this brief overview, I focus on wampum ceremonialism at councils and in 

international diplomacy, whether “international” means between Indigenous nations, or 

between Indigenous and European nations. This provides a frame of reference to which the 

transatlantic Catholic wampum belts can be compared. This overview emphasizes three points:  

that wampum belts are the materialization of words spoken during political negotiations; that 

these spoken words, once supported by wampum, enact the proposition that they utter; and 

that these propositions were phrased as culturally-situated metaphors.  

Wampum Colors and Messaging  

When combined into strings and belts, wampum beads are used to materialize words, 

understandings, stories, and relationships. Alternating white and purple beads create signs or 

patterns that can hold conventional meanings (Corbiere 2019, 115-146; Fenton 1998, 234). This 

makes wampum a highly effective mnemonic device, a way to materialize and store information 

outside of the human body, while still leaning on cross-generational transmission to maintain 

access to this meaning (Lafitau 1724, 1: 505-507; Hale 1897b; Haas 2007). 
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 The two colors of wampum beads—white and purple—are associated with related but 

opposing concepts. The symbolic opposition of white and purple beads, as a general convention 

(Lainey 2004, 167), appeals to the fundamental dualism of Haudenosaunee thought, embedded 

in a system where opposite sides hold reciprocal responsibilities and complement one another 

(Doxtator 1997, 61). Archaeologist and historian George Hamell has pointed out that these 

concepts were shared throughout the Northeast by both Iroquoian and Algonkian peoples 

(Hamell 1992, 452-453). White shell beads, because of their color, sheen, and reflective 

properties, were associated with light, life, and “positive states of physical, social, and spiritual 

well-being” (Hamell 1992, 455). In the Wendat language, the words ,ang8ista and oug8ista8ask 

describe the reflective light produced by a well-polished or varnished surface such as shell 

wampum beads.14 Art historian Muriel Clair has underlined the sensorial implications of seeing a 

fabric of white, reflective beads, draped outside in the sunlight, gently shimmering (Clair 2006, 

80). Clair has also stressed the correspondences between Catholic and Iroquoian conceptions of 

light as the source of life, by highlighting that in Christianity, God is light (Clair 2006, 80-81). 

The dark color of purple wampum, according to Hamell, functions as the opposite of 

light and its symbolic associations, conveying notions of asocial states such as death (Hamell 

1992, 456). In Haudenosaunee wampum ceremonialism and oratorical conventions, light is 

opposed to “the darkness of grief;” therefore “dispelling the clouds” is an important concept 

and practice to restore the “good mind” and conduct diplomacy (Fenton 1998, 31, 180-190; Hill 

Williams 2018). The third color likely to appear in wampum diplomacy is red, which was 

achieved either through red ochre, or, depending on European trade, vermillion (Lafitau 1724, 2: 

35). Rubbing red paint or pigment on wampum belts conveyed declarations of war (Beauchamp 

1901, 405; Snyderman 1954, 477; Fenton 1998, 232-235). 

Preparing Diplomatic Wampum Belts 

The act of accompanying a diplomatic speech with a present of wampum would show 

that the proposal was serious; proposals made without it remained ineffective (Lafitau 1724, 1: 

507). The words embedded in the beads remained as a set understanding, as long as the belt 

remained in its original form (Lafitau 1724, 1: 506). Woven wampum could also be “kept as a 

memorial,” moving from a value placed in the future potential of wampum, to a valued 

wampum object that is significant in itself, having “derived from a unique history of human 

action” (Graeber 2001, 131-133).  

In 1674, Jesuit missionary Pierre Millet observed an Oneida diplomatic delegation as 

they prepared wampum belts that would serve as material supports for political speeches 

(Thwaites 1899, 58: 185-189). Each family15 provided one or several wampum belts, with a 

 
14 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°105v. Personal communication with Muriel Clair, July 7th 
2021. 
15 The term “family” is ambiguous in today’s anthropological standards. As I discuss later, “family” could 
also mean “clan segment” (a woman’s lineage within a longhouse) or a “clan” (a larger unit of matrilineal 
descent from a common ancestor like the Bear, Wolf, or Turtle). See Chapter 3 for a discussion of 
Iroquoian “family” and clans.  
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speech uttered by an elder or by their most eloquent speaker (Thwaites 1899, 58: 185). Millet 

did not describe the weaving of these wampum belts, but he discussed the procedures of 

assigning meaning to already woven belts. There was an overlap between wampum and speech, 

since an orator could characterize a wampum belt as his “voice” (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 52: 229; 

Lafitau 1724, 1: 506). These overlaps and historical explanations show that wampum belts, 

when exchanged in diplomatic contexts, were meant to materialize spoken words. Based on his 

nineteenth-century observations in Seneca contexts, Morgan also observed that words were 

“talked into” wampum objects (Morgan 1962, 120). In the mid-seventeenth century, 

international diplomatic meetings could feature between twenty and thirty wampum belts, each 

with a specific meaning (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 42: 49). To keep up with the demand, wampum 

belts were sometimes re-woven or re-purposed (Lainey 2004, 76-78). 

In Haudenosaunee society, the wampum for diplomatic meetings was provided by the 

“Agoïanders,” a class of men and women designated the women’s council who “shared 

sovereignty” with the chiefs; European writers often called them “nobles” (Lafitau 1724, 1: 474-

475, 506; Thwaites 1899, 42: 99, 58: 185). The Agoïanders, then, were the people investing the 

belts with specific words, and empowering them to realize the speech they materialized. Millet 

described how one of these orators, at the conclusion of his speech, showed:  

all these collars as so many deceased persons, formerly people of note, who come 
back to life to urge all present to preserve the country for which they, of old, gave up 
their lives and shed their blood (Thwaites 1899, 58: 187). 

Using similar language to requickening and naming rituals (when a living person took on the 

name and soul of a deceased individual), the Oneida orator described the wampum belts as 

“persons” that he had brought “back to life,” before they could be sent away with an 

ambassador to negotiate with another nation. This description suggests that diplomatic 

wampum belts were invested with intentionality and even personhood (Thwaites 1899, 58: 

187). 

 Here, it is useful to mention that wampum belts were also used for the election of 

Wendat and Haudenosaunee chiefs, during ceremonies where certain names that functioned as 

titles were bestowed upon individuals (Lafitau 1724, 1: 469; Richter 1992, 42-44; Williams 2018, 

300-301). In Iroquoian contexts, political responsibilities are designated by various names that 

need to be “taken back up” when their bearer passes away, or when “the tree falls” (Lafitau 

1724, 2: 471-472). In such settings, the women’s council chose the person’s successor to take on 

this name and position, and this choice was brought to the village and Elders’ council with 

wampum belts (Lafitau 1724, 1: 473; Thwaites 1899, 57: 63-65). 

According to Irving Hallowell, working in an Anishinaabe context, the capacity for 

perception and intentionality is what defines a ‘soul,’ and all souls have the capacity to be heard 

through speech or sound (Hallowell 1967, 180). In his discussion of Haudenosaunee oral 

traditions and theories of creativity, Graeber notes that speech acts are acts of creation 

(Graeber 2001, 134). The creation of the world is retold in Thanksgiving addresses as a series of 

declarations from the Creator (Chafe 1961, 17-24), and in a version of the Sky Woman story, she 
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becomes pregnant by exchanging breaths with the Creator as he is speaking to her (Converse 

1908, 167-168). The creative power of speech is evident in wampum use, when words are 

spoken into beads that will then serve as both media and agents of this creative power. 

Millet’s seventeen-century account of Oneida practice noted that once every family had 

contributed their belts, they were displayed next to one another, with community members 

identifying who had gifted what, before the belts were given to the Elders who restated the 

belts’ message during their council (Thwaites 1899, 58: 187). The council then instructed 

ambassadors on the meaning of each belt, using the patterns created by alternating white and 

purple beads as mnemonic devices, or using small pieces of wood to remember the particulars 

of each proposal (Lafitau 1724, 2: 311). A diplomatic encounter effectively mobilized every 

segment of the village, from individual families to the Elders’ council. These transfers and 

political affairs warranted constant oversight, following Haudenosaunee practices of 

deliberation and consensus (Lafitau 1724, 1: 456-484; Richter 1992, 44-45; Williams 2018, 281-

294). 

Exchanging Diplomatic Wampum Belts 

 Exchanges of wampum typically took place during councils with another village or 

another nation. A preliminary step was to meet at the edge of the literal or conceptual “woods” 

(the space the delegation was travelling through), before entering the “clearing” (the 

destination village or meeting place) (Thwaites 1899, 58: 187). During this ceremony at wood’s 

edge, words of condolence, materialized in wampum strings and sometimes belts, were 

exchanged to open lines of communication between the two parties (Fenton 1998, 180-189). 

Mohawk historian Deborah Doxtator notes that the concept of meeting in the “middle of 

things,” or “the spatial concept of dividing things into two parts,” is fundamental to 

Haudenosaunee culture, “from longhouses to music to language construction” (Doxtator 1997, 

52). Here, the wood’s edge acted as a liminal space between the clearing and the forest, where 

parties could exchange wampum in the “middle of things,” to negotiate on re-ordering their 

shared worlds. 

 These diplomatic councils usually took place after a day of rest (Thwaites 1899, 58: 189). 

For example, the narrative of a 1645 council at Trois-Rivières (among the Haudenosaunee, 

French, Algonquin, Innu, Attikamek, and Wendat) offers a description of a stage where different 

nations sat opposite one another, forming a square or a circle. 

In the center was a large space, somewhat longer than wide, in which the Iroquois 
caused two poles to be planted, and a cord to be stretched from one to the other on 
which to hang and tie … seventeen collars of porcelain beads, a portion of which 
were on their [Haudenosaunee] bodies. The remainder were enclosed in a small 
pouch placed quite near them. (Thwaites 1898, 27: 253). 

The central space played a key role, with the wampum belts holding that place, waiting to be 

shown for each diplomatic speech, which would be accompanied by gestures, movements, 

dances, and songs (Thwaites 1898, 27: 253). 
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In her 2006 analysis of sensory experiences in Jesuit missions to the Haudenosaunee, art 

historian Muriel Clair underlined the importance of multi-sensory performances at these 

diplomatic meetings. The feasts, dances, and songs performed around the council fire before 

and after the presentation of presents involved all five senses (Clair 2006, 73). In these settings, 

wampum belts were closely associated with bodies, remaining close to them and visible by all 

the attendants, whether displayed on strings and poles (e.g. Thwaites 1898, 27: 25; 1899, 42: 

55), handled by the orator (e.g. Thwaites 1898, 27: 253), or laid down on the mat during council 

(Lafitau 1724, 2: 314, pl.15). The visibility of wampum, especially its revelation to an audience, 

seems to be a moment of great importance, a “quintessential creative act, by which new 

political realities could be brought into being” (Graeber 2001, 133). In contrast, wampum belts 

exchanged in secret were said to be circulating “underground,” not meant to be seen publicly 

(Frontenac 1690, cited in Lainey 2004, 48). 

A proposal backed with wampum aimed to produce a specific effect “upon the minds 

and hearts of others” (Thwaites 1899, 42: 49), and to perform specific actions expressed 

through metaphors. They were used in association with carefully crafted speeches, as Brigit 

Rasmussen remarked in her analysis of a Jesuit description of the 1645 council between the 

French and the Haudenosaunee at Trois-Rivières. The ambassador Kiotseaeton’s speech was 

described as “moving, eloquent, and carefully organized,” which, Rasmussen points out, “is the 

verbal equivalent of the wampum belts themselves, well-organized, beautiful, and coherent 

wholes” (Rasmussen 2012, 57). This eloquence and organization reflect “the Good Mind” that 

wampum helps to achieve and represent in Haudenosaunee society; its weaving patterns evoke 

ideas of order and thoughtfulness. 

Diplomatic speeches used a repertoire of shared metaphors to express political realities 

and relationships between groups. Ending war could be expressed as lowering weapons or 

taking them from the enemies’ arms (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 42: 51). The act of opening lines of 

communication and encouraging travel was often expressed as clearing and leveling a path (e.g. 

Thwaites 1897, 10: 219). Inviting a guest could be expressed as “setting a mat” for them (e.g. 

Thwaites 1899, 42: 55). This metaphorical register built on significant concrete realities of 

maintaining relationships and building kinship over vast territories. Kinship metaphors abound 

in the records of wampum diplomacy, as historian Daniel Richter explained:  

Kinship was the paradigm that integrated Northern Iroquoian populations into 
successively larger geosociopolitical entities: beginning with the longhouse 
matrilineage, to the clan (and moiety), to the village, to the confederated villages 
comprising the tribe, and to the tribes comprising interregional confederacies 
(Richter 1992, 41).  

In that context, kinship metaphors in diplomatic speeches encoded the “reciprocal 

responsibilities” contracted through alliances (Hamell 1992, 452). These negotiations would 

often refer to and build upon Indigenous practices of adoption as a structural way to pacify and 

socialize foreignness (Thwaites 1899, 42: 95; 44: 31; Fenton 1998, 31). As historian Peter Cook 

(2015, 171-172) pointed out, the specific responsibilities behind these terms were culture-

specific and subject to historical changes. A relationship described as between “brothers” or 
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“siblings” reflected equal footing; groups designated as such would share the responsibilities for 

one another that brothers would have in a longhouse (Richter 1992, 41; Cook 2015, 167; 

Williams 2018, 125). In New France, the metaphor of brotherhood dominated diplomatic 

meetings in the 1640s, after a decade of ideological work by Jesuit missionaries to redefine 

brotherhood by installing God as a father figure (Steckley 1992, 500-502; Cook 2015, 176). A 

relationship between father and child implied a generational divide with more authority for the 

elder figure, encoding a greater responsibility for the parent to protect and provide for the child 

(Havard 2003, 367-368; Williams 2018, 131).  

Wampum belts were designed to establish and modify relations between groups, by 

naming them in kinship terms that encoded reciprocal duties (Williams 2018, 125-136). Such an 

effect was considered achieved if the present was accepted, meaning if the receiving party 

touched and handled the wampum belt (Fenton 1998, 232; Stolle 2016, 83). The receiving party 

was expected to reciprocate with another wampum belt, or with a gift of equal value (Lafitau 

1724, 1: 507). Wampum specialists have noted that this principle aligns with Mauss’ definitions 

of gift exchange, which emphasize the importance of enacting reciprocity (Sanfaçon 1996, 453; 

Lainey 2004, 62-64).  

Curating Political Wampum Belts  

 The Indigenous wampum belts that materialized agreements, relationships between 

nations, and historical events were kept in common as a “public treasury” (Lafitau 1724, 1: 505; 

the expression is also found in Thwaites 1898, 41: 165; Thwaites 1899, 57: 61). In the 

seventeeth-century Wendat language, this common reserve was called: “achennonk aon.”16 This 

treasury included other objects and resources, such as furs, corn, and meats used for public 

feasts and other community events (Lafitau 1724, 1: 508). Each wampum belt in the treasury 

represented a different “affair” or agreement, considered current as long as the belt remained 

materially intact (Lafitau 1724, 1: 506). Wampum belts could otherwise be recycled or re-used 

to encode other messages, either by unraveling and re-stringing the beads in different patterns, 

or by reusing the belt in a different context with a different message (Bruchac 2022; Lainey 

2004, 76-78).  

Wampum belts were described as being transported and stored in leather pouches 

(Thwaites 1898, 27: 253; Becker 2013, 28-30; Stolle 2016, 88-91). In some seventeenth-century 

Jesuit dictionaries, “sac” (bag, pouch) was also used as a metonymy for wampum.17 The belts 

preserved for the public were typically placed in a Chief’s longhouse, and transferred to another 

longhouse every few years (Lafitau 1724, 1: 508). Women in Iroquoian societies were the ones 

entrusted with keeping this public treasury, since they held authority in the longhouse (Lafitau 

1724, 1: 72). From Lafitau’s descriptions of the arrangement of a Mohawk longhouse, 

possessions were placed at the top of the side platforms, where everyone could see them 

(Lafitau 1724, 2: 13; Steckley 2007b, 158-159). In this context, although the belts would not 

 
16 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°367r. 
17 Ibid., f°12r, 285r, 365r. 
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necessarily be deployed, their containers would remain visible and accessible to longhouse 

inhabitants and visitors. Lafitau explained that burying something under the platforms was akin 

to hiding it, echoing the metaphor of “underground” wampum belts designating secret 

negotiations and agreements (Lafitau 1724, 2:15-16; Creese 2016, 21-22). 

 According to Jesuit writings about the Haudenosaunee, Agoïanders were entrusted with 

remembering and periodically reciting the words embodied in specific wampum belts (Lafitau 

1724, 1: 506-507). The remembrance of wampum meaning in Indigenous contexts was then tied 

to oral intergenerational transmission. Observers of such rituals compared the speakers 

handling the wampum belt to reading, “as with us taking a glance at the pages of a book or 

pamphlet” Heckewelder 1881, 108). These public performances aimed to reaffirm communal 

history and narratives (Hewitt 1917, 324).  

Wampum belts could also be re-animated with new speeches and a new mission. The 

periodic re-reading of wampum points to this process of re-animation by remembering and 

speaking again, publicly, the agreements and stories materialized in the woven beads. Wampum 

belts also experienced moments of rest or dormancy in-between such events, when not 

interacting with humans. Here, the “two directions” in Haudenosaunee thought (referring to 

seasonal expansion and contraction around a center) (Doxtator 1997, 52-64) can also be applied 

to wampum belts preserved in the “treasury.” They were periodically deployed (expansion), 

made visible in the light for the public to interact with, and then rolled or folded up inside a 

pouch (contraction) to rest.  

In her study of wampum communication mechanics, Angela Haas used the framework 

of hypertext, or “interconnected nonlinear designs with associative storage and retrieval 

methods” (Hass 2007, 80-81). In order to access information stored in wampum belts, “an 

individual must be a part of the community with the cultural context for accurate retrieval of 

that information” (Haas 2007, 86). Belts and strings encoded messages and knowledge that 

were culturally and spatially situated, and that depended upon pre-existing networks of 

transmission and relations. Haas sees, in the regular re-reading of wampum belts, layers of 

interaction that accumulate from the moment the first words are spoken into a belt, to the 

multiple moments when the belts will be spoken with again, to the interactions between 

different speakers and their public, to the interaction between the belt and the public. Belts 

were woven with technologies that “have communicating agency,” such as colors and design 

patterns (Haas 2007, 90-91). Information was then stored in materials and in different bodies: 

the weaver’s, the orators’, and the attendants’ (Haas 2007, 93). Drawing from a comparison 

between hypertext links online and the hypertextual mechanics of wampum, she pointed out 

how communities ensure that the links are not “dead,” by using a wampum belt in re-reading 

rituals as a means to “keep it alive” (Haas 2007, 92).  

In discussions of wampum agency, this point is important: removal from a cultural 

context where wampum hyperlinks are maintained can hinder future attempts to retrieve its 

message. Regular access is an important factor in retaining the messages woven into these belts. 

A belt could be enlivened with a new message, since belts were often repurposed and recycled, 
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but the shutting down of nonlinear interconnections could jeopardize the belt’s original 

message. So, in those instances when wampum belts travelled to a different context, where 

periodical re-reading was not the norm, and where the technologies of this culturally-situated 

hypertext were not known, how was wampum information stored?  

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Europeans used written memos to 

document the diplomatic proposals voiced during international councils. However, European 

secretaries often placed the emphasis on the contents of the speech, rather than the materiality 

of the belts. The “paroles” attached to each belt were often neatly separated in writing, but the 

wampum belt itself was only designated by a generic term, such as “1 collier” (e.g. fig.7), and its 

size was expressed as a rough estimate of the number of beads (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 42: 77). 

From time to time, an observer would remark that a belt was particularly “beautiful,” but 

without explaining why (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 42:105). The specific patterns achieved by 

alternating purple and white beads are almost never described in detail in these documents, and 

examples where belts are drawn next to texts explaining their meaning are very unusual in the 

archival record.18   

In her study of 

Indigenous diplomatic 

speeches in French 

colonial archives, 

literary scholar 

Catherine Broué 

pointed out that these 

texts often failed to 

interpret metaphors 

and contextual clues, 

while some translation 

choices aimed to please 

the ultimate readers of 

these documents: 

French royal 

administrators (Broué 2016, 149-158). Some documents were embellished with colorful 

decorative frames, with rococo floral motifs, or with European takes on Indigenous patterns 

(fig.7).19 Indigenous agency was often removed from the production, curation, and 

 
18 One notable exception survives in a 1712 document that lists and sketches 34 wampum belts carried by 
Lenape delegation to a meeting with the Haudenosaunee. One sketch depicts a zigzag wampum belt used 
as a sort of passport, indicating that this belt signals: “That when they arrive, they would fully hear and 
understand them, and that they may have liberty to pass and re-pass in all places” (Bruchac and Peers 
2021, 118). Minutes of the Pennsylvania Provincial Council, May 19, 1712; original at the American 
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, PA, USA. 
19 “Paroles des Sauvages Iroquois a M. le Marquis de Beauharnois … 1716 a Montreal.” Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Nouvelles Acquisitions Françaises (NAF) 2550, f°36-41. 

Figure 7: Highly embellished example of a Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) speech in 
French colonial archives. The text is in French, organized in numbered “Paroles” and 
“Colliers,” meaning speech and wampum belts. The patterns on the belts are not 
described. NAF 2550, f°36r, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Photo by Lise 
Puyo. 
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interpretation of these documents, as they were not created for Indigenous consumption. In 

this regard, the letters accompanying Christian wampum belts provide an interesting contrast, 

since missionary scribes often made references to the process of creating these documents, 

indicating how they were directed by, or worked in tandem with Indigenous input. 

In Indigenous longhouses, wampum belts were displayed or stored in leather pouches. 

In French colonial contexts, belts were often stored in the King’s warehouse, alongside supplies 

of loose wampum beads and other trade goods (Lainey 2004, 79-80). The documents that 

recorded diplomatic speeches were stored separately, in the administrative offices of colonial 

leaders who customarily took these papers with them as they left (regarding them as their 

personal records) (Rule and Trotter 2014, 321). Some of the speeches that were folded and sent 

away to the mainland were bundled, bound with thread or ribbon, kept in cardboard portfolios 

and in furniture drawers (Rule and Trotter 2014, 324 and 644n30).  

Historians John Rule and Ben Trotter pointed out that in late seventeenth-century 

France, the State finally implemented processes for long-term preservation of contextualized 

narratives of political negotiations. Minutes and drafts were copied by secretaries trained for 

their legible and pleasant handwriting, arranged together in leather bindings, and organized 

geographically and chronologically with index tables for easy reference (Rule and Trotter 2014, 

322-24). These documents were stored in spaces like ministerial offices in Versailles and in the 

Louvre (Rule and Trotter 2014, 328-329; Houllemare 2018, 373-374). Access was limited to 

male, higher-class individuals who could read and write, and had undergone significant vetting 

to reach these positions (Rule and Trotter 2014, 225-228). Officials were careful with recording 

diplomatic speeches, but they failed to keep these speeches connected with specific wampum 

belts, despite their goal of preserving information about distant territories on which the French 

crown had colonial claims. Shell and paper, the two materials enclosing the records of 

international agreements and understandings, were cared for separately, with a preferential 

interest shown for paper. 

This brief overview describes the historical use of Indigenous wampum belts as material 

supports for speeches exchanged in diplomatic settings, serving as reference for comparison to 

the wampum belts sent to Catholic sanctuaries in Europe. Wampum belts gifted in international 

contexts will henceforth be referred to as “political” or “diplomatic” wampum belts, following in 

the footsteps of the long scholarship about the role that wampum played in international 

relations in the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries (Morgan 1854; Beauchamp 1901, 430-438; 

Fenton 1998, 224-235; Lainey 2004, 38-80; Corbiere 2019). This political or “diplomatic” 

paradigm has had the most influence over my own understanding of wampum.  

Relational Diplomacy 

Wampum belts were also exchanged to materialize alliances between families, a 

category that I have separated from international relations for more clarity. Here, I expand the 

concept of “diplomacy” to go beyond international relations, using this term as a way to 

describe the dynamic process by which groups reach an agreement through discussion, 

seduction, coercion, reasoning, or persuasion, depending on their particular strategies and 
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goals. In this larger sense of diplomacy, I include any wampum belt exchanged with the purpose 

of changing relationships within or between groups. This includes: agreements between families 

in the context of marriage proposals; requests for captives or adoptions; or the giving of 

wampum belts to settle murders. In these cases, wampum belts mediated relations between 

families to join them in alliance, prevent further violence between them, or to incorporate 

foreign individuals. All of these belts can be better understood within a diplomatic paradigm. 

The use of wampum to change an individual’s mental state (i.e., condolence wampum) also has 

a place within this expanded understanding of diplomacy. As Paul Williams points out in his 

analysis of the Haudenosaunee Great Law of Peace, achieving peace within oneself is a way to 

pacify and order relations with others (Williams 2018, 265). 

Marriage Proposals  

Writing about Wendat and Haudenosaunee practices, Lafitau described that the parents 

of the groom sent presents (including fur blankets and wampum belts) to the bride’s longhouse 

as soon as the marriage agreement was reached between the two female heads of the 

longhouse (Lafitau 1724, 1: 565). To the Jesuit observer, this present of fur and wampum belts 

materialized how the groom “bought an alliance with” his bride’s longhouse, showing the 

proximity between monetary and diplomatic paradigms of wampum exchange (Lafitau 1724, 1: 

568).  

Families could establish similar alliances and strengthen a bond between two men 

through athenrosera, also established through gift exchange (Lafitau 1724, 1: 608). Through 

these wampum exchanges, the two families contracted reciprocal responsibilities and 

obligations to share resources, including food, animal skins, labor, and military assistance 

(Lafitau 1724, 1: 577-579). In the case of athenrosera, a special friendship that might include a 

homosexual alliance,20 similar privileges related to food, hunting, and military assistance were 

established between the two longhouses after presents were exchanged (Lafitau 1724, 1: 609). 

Wampum belts, in this case, marked the moment when the relationship between the two 

families changed; accepting the gift was agreeing to these new terms.   

In an Eastern Algonquian context, wampum was also used to broker alliances between 

families and accompany marriage proposals (Beauchamp 1901, 429-430). In 1919, for example, 

Frank Speck drew specific examples from his ethnographic research with the Penobscot in 

Maine. He recorded that wampum was used for marriage proposals, where the groom’s family 

gifted “a quantity of wampum in whatever form it may be available, to the parents of the girl” 

(Speck 1919, 42). To him, this wampum was “a mnemonic or symbolical document, the 

combinations of colors sometimes symbolizing the textual meaning of the speech” made by the 

groom to his marriage intermediary (Speck 1919, 42). Wampum also established the “sincerity” 

of the speech, and served as “a ceremonial instrument of negotiation” (Speck 1919, 42).  

 
20 I use this term as Lafitau noted that Catholic missionaries banned this practice in their mission villages 
due to the abus or “misuse” that it could entail, and his comparison to male alliances in Ancient Greece 
make relatively clear that athenrosera was more than platonic friendship (Lafitau 1724, 1: 603-610). 
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 This type of wampum belt could also be analyzed with the classical anthropological 

notion of “bridewealth,” a material contribution made by the family of the groom to the family 

of the bride (as opposed to the dowry, where the family of the bride offers a financial payment 

to the groom). Here, I choose to use “bridewealth” rather than “brideprice,” following the 

anthropological debates that distinguish exchanges “that superficially resemble familiar 

commercial transaction in market economies” from “commercial exchanges [which] are 

regarded by the participants as different” (Dalton 1966, 737). While I acknowledge the 

economic importance of wampum in these exchanges, I favor the diplomatic paradigm, to think 

of these belts as the materialization of an engagement and alliance between two families. 

Looking at wampum with a cumulative approach can better help to grasp its complexity.  

Speck also noted connections between the continuing practice of materializing marriage 

proposals with wampum, and the loss of historic wampum belts in Indigenous communities. In 

the absence of new wampum beads circulating in the Northeast in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century, some of the existing wampum belts in tribal custody were repurposed to 

serve in marriage proposals, either by removing beads, or by using a belt that had a different 

meaning in the past (Speck 1919, 27, and 47-48). Speck’s careful explanation of the different 

uses of a wampum belt then in the custody of the New York State Museum, a belt that had 

entered the lives of Malecite and Penobscot families in Old Town for marriage proposals, 

showed how wampum could accumulate meanings as it circulated between families (Speck 

1919, 48). These intra-village and inter-village relations are also “diplomatic,” but this was not 

how most anthropologists conceived of Indigenous “diplomacy.” 

This interest in a historicized and socially contextualized understanding of material 

culture, later theorized as a “biographical” approach to objects (Kopytoff 1986), shows the 

importance of a cumulative and situated understanding of wampum meaning. It demonstrates 

that wampum continued to be used and exchanged within Indigenous communities, even 

though anthropologists wrote about these exchanges as though they were deviations from the 

belts’ original purposes. Here, it seems that the diplomatic paradigm might also be used to 

justify wampum removal, by suggesting that the diplomatic use of a belt in international 

relations was its original use worthy of preservation. In the context of salvage ethnography, 

these observations might explain Speck’s insistence on collecting wampum belts for museums, 

as a means to retain their historical meaning and maintain their material integrity.  

Request for Captives and Adoptions  

The metaphors of wampum diplomacy mirror the lexicon of adoption into a family. 

Unsurprisingly, wampum belts are mentioned and evoked when describing individuals adopted 

into a new family. Wampum was also used in council to decide what to do with war captives, 

whether to spare and adopt them, torture them, sell them, or ransom them back to their 

families (Thwaites 1898, 40: 133, 139). Even non-Indigenous people adopting Indigenous 

children followed this practice, like the Mother Superior of the Ursulines of Quebec City, who 

adopted the young Marie Anne Garihonnentha as her daughter in 1674 (Thwaites 1899, 58: 

143). 
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In Wendat and Haudenosaunee contexts, women at the head of a longhouse had the 

authority to ask their sons and grandsons to “raise the tree,” or “put back on the mat” someone 

who had died in the family, meaning to replace that person with an adopted captive (Lafitau 

1724, 2: 163). A wampum belt materialized such a request to her relative, who would then 

assemble a war party to satisfy her (Lafitau 1724, 2: 164). The war leader used this wampum 

belt to enroll his men, “as a sign of his and their engagement” (Lafitau 1724, 2: 167, translation 

by Lise Puyo). When the war party came back, the most prominent captive would wear this 

wampum belt as they entered the village (Lafitau 1724, 2: 166).  

 Adoption in this context is closely related to the Iroquoian practice of taking up the 

names of the dead. After a feast and in a ceremony, the name of a deceased person is bestowed 

upon a community member or a captive, designated to take the place of the missing person. The 

adoptee would assume the deceased’s name, and would also agree to taken on their 

responsibilities and alliances, “feeding his children as if he were their own Father—in fact, they 

call him their Father, and he calls them his children” (Thwaites 1898, 22: 289). The ceremony 

included hanging a wampum collar around the neck of the person taking the name and social 

position of their predecessor (Thwaites 1898, 22: 289). 

Settling Murder Disputes  

 In a seventeenth-century Wendat context, murder disputes between families were 

settled with gift exchange, especially with wampum belts. Brébeuf described how such affairs 

involved the entire village, which had to provide presents to the grieving family, in order to 

“take away from their hearts all bitterness and desire for vengeance” (Thwaites 1897, 10: 217). 

Brébeuf numbered nine wampum belts typically gifted by the village to the grieving family by a 

chief, each belt comprised of about a thousand wampum beads. With the first belt, the orator 

“withdraws the hatchet from the wound, and makes it fall from the hands of him who would 

wish to avenge this injury” (Thwaites 1897, 10: 217). With subsequent wampum belts, he “wipes 

away the blood from the wound,” “restores the country,” puts “a stone upon the opening and 

the division of the ground that was made by this murder,” and “smooth[es] the roads and 

clear[s] away the brushwood” (Thwaites 1897, 10: 217-219).  

Within the monetary paradigm of wampum analysis, this function has been interpreted 

as either a “bribe” (Speck 1919, 59) or a payment for murder (Morgan 1954 [1851], 53), but this 

is an oversimplification driven by Eurocentric interpreters (Snyderman 1954, 493-494). In 

Brébeuf’s account, wampum belts serve to accomplish particular actions, expressed in elaborate 

metaphors. “Lowering the hatchet” and “wiping away the blood” concern mental states that 

wampum belts and spoken words (sometimes accompanied by literal actions) can alter in 

unison, restoring peace after deadly violence has occurred. The social division is expressed 

through land-based metaphors: a rift formed in the ground, and the wampum belt is placed on 

it like a bridge to mend it. The wound in the body is mirrored by the wound in the land 

(Thwaites 1897, 10: 217). Rather than a simple payment, wampum belts are, in this context, the 

tools of restoration and healing within a community. Gifted in public, these belts are not merely 

“damages paid” to the family of the victim (to borrow from a contemporary legal register). They 
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are materialized forms of public declarations that accomplish the metaphorical actions 

described in their associated speech. Their creation and their public appearance serve to heal 

the grieving family and reunite the divided village.  

Condolence Wampum 

This section focuses  on the deep relationship between wampum and grief. Brébeuf’s 

description of a 1636 murder settlement in Wendat territory mentions how the village gifted a 

wampum belt to the grieving mother “to stretch a mat for her, on which she may rest herself 

and sleep during the time of her mourning” (Thwaites 1897, 10:  221). Another belt was gifted to 

“restore completely the mind of the offended” party (Thwaites 1896, 10: 219). This phrase, 

“restore the mind,” often comes up in association with wampum objects, as it describes the first 

step of meeting protocols among allies, where wampum is used to “wipe away the tears” of 

those who are grieving for their dead (Thwaites 1897, 10: 219, 271; 36: 217; 60: 41). In a 

Haudenosaunee context, wampum is also used to condole a grieving party. In the Mohawk 

language, condolence wampum is called yontate’nikonhrontahkwá’that’, which Michelson 

translated as: “people detach each other’s mind by it” (Michelson 1991, 112). 

This practice of condolence is linked to the core principles and protocols of the original 

League of Five Nations/Haudenosaunee Confederacy (Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga and 

Seneca). The oral tradition recounting the formation of the League ties wampum with important 

points in the narrative, which translate into sociopolitical protocols (Richter 1992, 41-49; Fenton 

1998, 60-93; Lainey 2004, 35-38; Williams 2018, 190-215). The epic tells the story of the Great 

Peace Maker (Deganawi:dah) and his spokesman Hiawatha, and their quest to end the bloody 

conflicts between nations, and unite them all in the Confederacy (Hale 1963 [1883]; Hewitt 

1892; Gibson et al. 1992; Fenton 1998, 60-93). When Hiawatha’s daughter is killed, he leaves 

Onondaga to grieve for her. In multiple versions of the epic, Hiawatha encounters wampum 

when he reaches a lake where a large number of water birds fly away, taking all the water from 

the lake, leaving behind a large number of shells, which Hiawatha gathers to make wampum 

(Fenton 1998, 60-61; 75-76; 93-93; Williams 2018). 

 From this interaction, wampum protocol is established to condole grief and ensure the 

restoration of the “Good Mind” to conduct productive councils. This ceremony is the Welcome 

at Wood’s Edge, described many times in historical documents (Fenton 1998, 182-189). This 

ceremony is performed at the threshold between the ‘woods’ and the ‘clearing’ (either the 

destination village or the designated meeting location). Three steps or “burdens,” each 

materialized by a wampum string or belt, are given by one group to the other, each wampum 

object aiming to “restor[e] fully the faculties of seeing, hearing, and speaking, which had been 

destroyed or at least impaired” (Hewitt 1944, 68). The three elements that invariably came up 

were the words “tears, ears, and throat” (Fenton 1998, 180, 190). Wampum is used to wipe the 

tears, unplug the ears, and clear the throat of the mourning party.  

This ceremony took place before diplomatic meetings to ensure that the parties at play 

could listen to one another and be well-disposed to move forward together (Thwaites 1899, 58: 

189). Historian Jean-Pierre Sawaya called wampum a “sensorial purifier” when used in this 
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ceremonial context (Sawaya 1998, 120). This use also highlights the therapeutic function of 

wampum in overcoming grief to achieve the “Good Mind.” As Kayanesenh Paul Williams 

explained: 

The act of putting beads in a string, for Hiawatha, was a physical manifestation of his 
desire to gather his scattered thoughts and feelings and to restore a sense of orders. 
Stringing beads, as any beadworker knows, is a way to impose coherent order and 
direction upon chaos. It is an act of reunification. (Williams 2018, 197). 

These metaphors can serve as reference points in future analyses: “wiping away the tears” is a 

common utterance in such rituals, associated with wampum beads, either strung on a cord, or 

woven into a belt. In this case, wampum associated with speech serves to modify someone’s 

mental state, thereby restoring physical health.  

Funerary Wampum 

Historical sources mention that wampum belts were used in Wendat funerary rituals. In 

his 1636 Relation, Brébeuf described how presents offered to a deceased community member 

were presented while their body was being prepared for inhumation (Thwaites 1897, 10: 271). 

These presents included beaver robes, axes, and wampum belts, but not all were interred with 

the dead person. As Brébeuf noted, “sometimes a porcelain collar is put around his neck,” but “a 

large share goes to the relatives, to dry their tears; the other share goes to those who have 

directed the funeral ceremonies” (Thwaites 1897, 10: 271). If a community member drowned or 

froze to death, Wendat women would place wampum beads in the mouth of the men 

processing the body of the deceased, while encouraging them to serve the greater good 

(Thwaites 1897, 10: 165).  

 Brébeuf provided a famous account of the Wendat feast of the dead, during which a 

village exhumed ancestral remains to care for the bodies and bones, before re-interring them in 

a shared pit (Thwaites 1897, 10: 279-317). During the festivities, Brébeuf observed wampum 

belts being displayed on the poles on each side of the longhouse (Thwaites 1897, 10: 289). 

Guests of the feast came into the village bearing the bones of their ancestors on their back; the 

bones were stored in fur robes, some “arranged in the form of a man, ornamented with 

Porcelain collars, and elegant bands of long red fur” (Thwaites 1897, 10: 291). People caring for 

the bones of their family members also placed wampum objects inside these fur robes, as 

Brébeuf described a mother sliding wampum bracelets onto the wrists of her dead children 

(Thwaites 1897, 10: 293). Brébeuf’s account shows that wampum in funerary contexts played 

overlapping roles. Belts were used to condole grieving families, as acknowledgement of services 

to the community, and as gifts to funeral organizers. Wampum was also used as ornaments for 

the bodies, evidencing cross-generational care for ancestors and descendants.  

 For Canadian historian and ethnologist Laurier Turgeon, the funerary use of wampum 

aimed to provide wampum belts to the dead in their afterlives, removing them from further 

circulation in what Turgeon called an act of “radical appropriation” (Turgeon 2005, 29). 

However, I would suggest that funerary wampum belts, although removed from circulation in 

the world of the living, were still meant to circulate in the world of the dead. Missionary 
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accounts of Wendat conceptions of the Village of Souls, the western place where the dead went 

to after death, adds context to post-mortem wampum exchange. In one story, when two 

Wendat men talk about visiting the village of Souls, they meet Aataentsic, the woman who fell 

from the sky in the Wendat creation story. In this version, the walls of Aataentisc’s longhouse 

are covered with: “an infinite quantity of porcelain collars, bracelets, and other objects, which 

the dead, who are her dependents, gifted her when they arrived” (Lafitau 1724, 1: 401, 

translation by Lise Puyo). The story seems to suggest that wampum belts buried with the dead 

were gifted to Aataentsic, as part of the request to be adopted into her longhouse in the village 

of souls. These funerary wampum belts were, in effect, diplomatic, having been exchanged 

among dead people as they entered the Village of Souls.  

Writing from his 

experience at the 

Mohawk mission of 

Kahnawake/Sault Saint-

Louis in the 1710s, Lafitau 

noted that, due to 

European influences and 

the demand for wampum 

that surpassed the 

available supply, far fewer 

wampum belts were 

being interred with the 

dead (Lafitau 1724, 2: 

432). He also mentioned 

that a few individuals 

“resorted to dig through 

the ashes of their 

ancestors to retrieve this porcelain, dull and somewhat eaten away, which people can recognize 

and also tell the difference [from regular wampum]” (Lafitau 1724, 2: 432, translation by Lise 

Puyo). While the beads could still re-circulate in exchange networks, their origin would be 

noticeable to their handlers. This observation also describes my experience on the Wampum 

Trail project, where I saw examples of excavated wampum beads that exhibited those same 

material features (fig.8). The beads had lost their shine, their texture was rough and somewhat 

grainy, their color was dulled and veering towards gray. Lafitau wrote that the motive for such 

grave-robbing was greed, drawing comparison with Europeans profaning the tomb of their 

former Kings to retrieve gold items (Lafitau 1724, 2: 433). This anecdote suggests that the 

practice of retrieving funerary objects was new to the early eighteenth century, linked to a 

sense of scarcity amid a high demand for wampum.  

Turgeon pointed out that burial goods also re-entered circulation in the world of the 

living when archaeologists and anthropologists excavated them in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries (Turgeon 2005, 29). Stored in university collections and museums, funerary wampum 

Figure 8: Dessiccated wampum beads recovered from archaeological excavations. 
Private collection. Photo by Lise Puyo for the Wampum Trail. 
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took on an additional function and became an object of scholarly knowledge, used to investigate 

the cultural practices of Indigenous peoples, who were then believed to be on the brink of 

extinction. Funerary wampum could then circulate between individual researchers, and, as they 

passed on, between different institutions hosting their collections. This removal of human 

remains and funerary objects was by no means diplomatic; in fact, it caused profound 

intergenerational trauma in Indigenous communities, as was often expressed to us during 

interviews with the Wampum Trail team. In 1990, after decades of Indigenous activism and 

public demands for the return of artifacts and human remains collected during this time (Hill 

2001), the United States Congress passed the Native American Grave Protection and 

Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), which required all institutions receiving federal funding to report 

any Indigenous human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and items of cultural heritage 

in their collections.21 Funerary wampum thus became an item that Indigenous communities 

could request to repatriate. This extended its possible circulation and return trip back into the 

Indigenous world.  

Therapeutic Uses of Wampum  

In its relation to grief and its use to restore peace, wampum is often described as a 

therapeutic substance that accompanies and actualizes soothing words. In the 1630s, during 

Wendat funerary rituals, one wampum belt given to the mother was identified as “a drink … to 

heal her as being seriously sick on account of the death of her son” (Thwaites 1897, 10: 221). 

The Onondaga ambassador at Québec City in 1655 offered a wampum belt to the Wendat and 

Algonquin, as “a medicinal draught to expel from their hearts all the bitterness, gall, and bile 

with which they might still be irritated” (Thwaites 1899, 42: 51). He offered a similar wampum 

belt to the French “to serve … as a medicine, and as a draught sweeter than sugar and honey” 

(Thwaites 1899, 42: 53). When a French man wounded an Onondaga man in 1657, a wampum 

belt was offered as “a plaster” applied “upon the wounded man” (Thwaites 1899, 43: 41).  

Medicine people also received gifts of wampum for their services (e.g. Thwaites 1897, 8: 

259). Wampum was not literally used as a component of Indigenous medicine, beyond these 

spoken performances. Lafitau did, however, describe with great admiration the techniques used 

to heal wounds, showing that Indigenous people had plenty of efficient techniques at their 

disposal (Lafitau 1724, 2: 365).  

Healing metaphors often accompanied the gift of wampum to cure social types of 

illnesses, such as violence, distrust, or attrition due to grief (as discussed in the use of wampum 

to settle murder disputes and offer condolences). In a circa 1693 French and Wendat dictionary, 

the verb tionharenron simultaneously means “to make someone sick” and “sorrow,” which 

illustrates the understanding of mental discomfort as a type of illness.22 This function of 

wampum also applied to international diplomacy. In 1682 for instance, the Onondaga 

ambassador offered a wampum belt to French governor Frontenac to appease his stomachache, 

 
21 On the importance of wampum belts for the precursors of NAGPRA in the 1980s and its inception in 
1990, see Bruchac 2018b, 92-95. On the history of NAGPRA, see Nafziger and Dobkins 1999. 
22 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°52r. 
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a metaphor for the suspicion and distrust Frontenac could have vis-à-vis the Five Nations (Broué 

2016, 152).23 In that sense, wampum seems to serve a therapeutic function at another level, 

addressing mental wellbeing and the health of society in general.  

This function of wampum is especially relevant to understand its importance in 

contemporary contexts, where communities are increasingly demanding the return of wampum 

from museums (Bruchac 2018b). Such demands resonate with other issues of cultural recovery 

in Indigenous communities, and illustrate what Paul Williams identified in 1990: wampum belts 

in community context can have a “healing and encouraging effect” (Williams 1990, 35). This 

“healing” function is perhaps one of the most salient uses of wampum in the twenty-first 

century, when new wampum belts are being woven to address and heal from historical trauma. 

For example, Marcel Petiquay and Louisa Biroté, from Wemotaci, QC, and Moïse Dominique and 

Marie Baselich from Mashteuiatsh, QC, all survivors from Canadian residential schools where 

they were abused as children, developed a public education project where they travelled to 

different cities with a wampum belt made by Wendat artisan Michel Savard to speak about their 

experience.  

For Petiquay, this wampum belt represents his experience as a residential school 

survivor, “the suffering of a people, and then the healing of a people” (Petiquay in Vollant 2021, 

translated by Lise Puyo). For Louisa Biroté, this belt “is like a reconciliation between a mother 

and her child,” and represents the long work ahead to achieve understanding between all the 

different nations (Biroté in Vollant 2021, translated by Lise Puyo). The wampum belt thus aims 

to address past events in the present and future, bringing truth into the light, compelling 

audiences to listen, restoring the Good Mind, and bringing forth better understanding and 

peaceful relations.  

Wampum as Patrimony  

 In previous sections, I underlined how some scholarly conceptions and cultural uses of 

wampum have influenced their removal from their communities of origin and circulation 

amongst non-Indigenous collectors. The separation between Indigenous communities and their 

wampum belts has often caused pain, regret, and trauma (Hill 2001, 127). Such feelings were 

expressed as removal was occurring, as evidenced in surviving correspondence between 

anthropologists and Indigenous informants asking for help in recovering lost wampum belts 

(Bruchac 2018b, 78). Indigenous efforts to find these lost belts illuminate their patrimonial 

function. In this context, “patrimony” describes cultural heritage, or the objects, territories, and 

immaterial practices that compose and support a community’s culture, history, and traditions. 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth century, patrimonial associations were expressed in 

descriptions of the “public treasury” and in the ritual repetition of messages held in wampum 

belts. Described as “annals” and records of the past, wampum belts were transmitted through 

generations to teach and materialize a community’s collective history (Lafitau 1724: 1: 506). 

 
23 Paroles du député des cinq nations iroquoises à M. le Comte de frontenac du unze septembre 1682. 
Archives Nationales d’Outre-Mer, COL C11A 6/fol.30-32, f°31r. Consulted online on the digitized resource 
of the Library and Archives Canada, at http://nouvelle-france.org, database item n° 30722. 
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In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, some collectors conceived the removal of 

wampum belts from Indigenous communities as a necessary precaution to preserve their 

existence, during a significant decline in the transmission of oral tradition (Fenton 1971, 448, 

456; Lainey 2004, 213-214). Although non-Indigenous scholars insisted that museums were ideal 

places for wampum safekeeping and study, the removal of these objects interfered with 

traditional continuity (Hill 2001, 130-133; Bruchac 2018b, 70-72). Wampum belts were also 

increasingly framed as American (and also Canadian, French, British, etc.) historical scientific 

patrimony, belonging to an abstract universal “public” composed of “all citizens” (Fenton 1971, 

437). Despite such removals, twentieth-century Indigenous activists fought for the repatriation 

of culturally affiliated wampum belts (Hill 2001, 129-131). In response to intense negotiations, a 

major success came in 1988, when eleven wampum belts from the Museum of the American 

Indian-Heye Foundation were returned to Onondaga (Bruchac 2018b, 123-138; Fenton 1989; Hill 

2001, 134-136). When NAGPRA was passed in 1990, Congress used “the Wampum belts of the 

Iroquois” as an emblematic example of “objects of Native American cultural patrimony” which 

would be subject to repatriation under the law.24  

The return of wampum to Indigenous communities raised much resistance from 

scholars who doubted the sincerity of repatriation claims (Fenton 1971; Becker 2002, 64). As Hill 

poignantly wrote, this resistance further hindered transmission and recovery: “hundreds of 

longhouse elders have passed away as museums and scholars argued over their rights to our 

heritage” (Hill 2001, 136). Scholars pointed out the great difficulties in identifying the cultural 

provenance of wampum belts in collections (Lainey 2004, 191-200; 2008, 423-424). This 

difficulty, which reflected the separation between wampum belts and the written records of 

their meaning (starting in early practices of European curation), resulted in what Bruchac 

analyzed as “strategic alienation,” where wampum belts were “interpreted as inherently 

mysterious” (Bruchac 2018b, 74-75). Researchers thus proposed mixed methods of oral and 

archival investigation anchored in collaboration with Indigenous communities to guide museums 

in their identification and repatriation process (Williams 1990, 34; Hill 2001, 137; Bruchac 

2018b, 66-67; Bruchac and Peers 2021). Decolonizing methodologies also pushed museum 

practitioners to orient their collaboration with Indigenous communities towards greater respect 

for tribal sovereignty (e.g., Smith 2003). Through these efforts, wampum belts were again 

invested with diplomatic and political functions, as an object of potential contention or 

agreement between wampum repositories and Indigenous communities.  

In the late twentieth century, Indigenous observers have noted the “healing and 

encouraging effects” of wampum repatriation (Williams 1990, 35). The return of Confederacy 

wampum belts from the Museum of the American Indian and the New York State Museum 

enabled Haudenosaunee communities to engage in public readings of nationally significant belts 

at the annual recitation of the Great Law of Peace, a community event where wampum belts, 

sovereignty, and the political structure of the Haudenosaunee are deeply intertwined (Mach 

2015). New wampum belts with patrimonial significance are also being woven to materialize 

 
24 NAGPRA, US Senate Report 101-473, 26 Sept. 1990, p.5. 
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historical events, such as the Residential School survivors’ belt shown by Marcel Petiquay and 

Louisa Biroté (Vollant 2021). In 2020, the Wampanoag Nation responded to the long-standing 

loss of patrimonial wampum by creating a new wampum belt in response to the 400th 

anniversary of the Mayflower voyage to North American shores. The belt, which represents the 

Wampanoag creation story, was woven by Wampanoag tribal members, and presented in 

travelling exhibits, as well as in digital formats online (Bruchac and Peers 2021). These examples 

show new initiatives to use shell wampum belts as repositories for Indigenous history, 

illustrating innovations and continuities in the making and sharing of patrimonial wampum. 

This context is important to understand my own introduction to wampum studies. 

Before I started focusing on transatlantic Christian belts, I heard many complaints from our 

Haudenosaunee, Mohegan, Wampanoag, Wendat, and Anishinaabe interlocutors, who stressed 

the difficulties of accessing their heritage in museum collections, and the suspicion they had 

towards the museums that held this heritage. Because the moments of wampum removal were 

so often presented as ruptures caused by illegitimate sales, acts of theft, or complex power 

imbalances, I wondered how my interlocutors would feel about wampum belts that had been 

voluntarily sent away in the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries.  

Conclusion: Polysemic Objects and Simultaneous Paradigms 

 This overview of wampum literature and representation revolves around two main 

paradigms, the monetary paradigm focusing on wampum as a form of currency, and the political 

or diplomatic paradigm focusing on wampum belts as repositories of agreements between 

groups. Within this conception, wampum belts materialize words spoken at meetings during 

oratory performances, which codify relationships, most often through the language of kinship. 

In this sense “diplomacy” needs to extend beyond international relations to encompass 

relations between and even within families, who are themselves different groups. Wampum 

exists as the material testimony of the relations defined in spoken words. Presenting a wampum 

belt helps the mind focus and reorder around the conceptual “middle line” that connects 

distinct groups and reorders their relation. The functions of wampum outlined here are 

uncontroversially deemed “traditional;” they span centuries, with the historical variations we 

have outlined. 

By going beyond the ornamental use of wampum, I do not wish to deny wampum beads 

their beauty and ornamental function, but wish to reiterate that this function does not preclude 

wampum from carrying words, memories, and meaning for their wearers. For example, in 2014, 

when I first met Kanesatake Mohawk Condoled Chief Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson, I noted that 

he was wearing a wampum bracelet of white and light purple beads. He told me: “the bracelet I 

wear is medicine and protection therefore alive.”25 In June 2017, he told me that he had given 

that bracelet to UN secretary Ban Ki-moon when he met him during a diplomatic function. A few 

wampum beads worn as a bracelet can therefore overlap with other functions of wampum: it 

can be decorative, it can circulate through exchange, and it can be used to lift the spirits and 

 
25 Tehanakarine Curtis Neslon to Lise Puyo, 11 June 2014. 
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restore the mind. The story of Chief Tehanakarine Nelson’s bracelet illustrates the need for a 

cumulative definition for wampum, and acknowledges that a single object could perform several 

functions simultaneously or successively. 

 The therapeutic function of wampum demonstrates its use to heal social illnesses such 

as depression and anger resulting from grief. The patrimonial function of wampum shows the 

connection between the political function of belts to preserve and materialize history, and as 

the healing effects enabled by the return of wampum to its communities of origin. These returns 

can have healing effects on social illnesses described in historical documents and in 

contemporary ethnography alike: depression, anger, addiction, and despair.  

 The different functions of wampum can overlap. One wampum belt can simultaneously 

represent a “tribute” from one nation to another (something that Europeans would understand 

as a monetary payment), while at the same time defining a political relation of reciprocal 

responsibility. Later, this belt could have been passed down through a community and used to 

materialize marriage proposals. Later yet, this belt could have been purchased by a numismatic 

collector or an anthropologist, and sold to a state museum, lending it a scientific and 

patrimonial function, symbolically representing the history and patrimony of universal mankind, 

while in practice being only accessible to the elite few who could secure appointments to 

examine it. Meanwhile, that belt might retain its patrimonial function to its Indigenous nation of 

origin, becoming the focus of legal and diplomatic negotiations with the museum. After 

repatriation, such a belt might then be shown in a tribal museum, recounting its history as well 

as the political negotiations that enabled its return. Its presence in that community, showing a 

link to the ancestors and the material continuity of history, could be seen as a powerful 

medicine with the ability to soothe minds and give hope for the future.  

My point is this: ascribing only one function of wampum, or hyperfocusing on its original 

meaning, can lead to missing significant parts of its story. The definition of wampum must 

therefore be cumulative to account for the fact that one belt can perform different things to 

different audiences, can have more than one purpose, and can embody more than one 

meaning, at the same time, or throughout its existence. The functions outlined here serve as a 

frame of reference to understand and analyze Christian wampum belts that appear to be “non-

traditional.” In what ways are these belts different? In what ways are they similar? Do Christian 

wampum belts belong to an entirely different category? 

Christian Wampum Belts: a Separate Category? 

Defining Christian Wampum 

Some scholars have used the existence of wampum belts woven and used in Indigenous 

Christian communities as a means to differentiate between “secular” and “religious” wampum 

belts (Becker 2002, 54; 2006, 90). Having used a cumulative and polysemic approach to 

understanding wampum belts in Indigenous contexts, I am reluctant to strictly separate these 

functions, or to apply these categories exclusively. The “Christian” category can be useful to 

highlight a wampum belt’s specificity, and to quickly form an idea of its message and context. 
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However, contrary to assertions by Marshall Becker, I will show that Christian wampum belts 

served similar purposes and were used in relatively similar ways to “traditional” wampum belts. 

Christian wampum belts were, in many ways, utterly “traditional” and “secular,” and they 

became a crucial medium through which Christianity could become intelligible in Abenaki, 

Wendat, and Haudenosaunee societies. 

At their core, wampum belts materialize spoken words that encode relationships 

between groups, and aim to enact the words that are spoken into them. With this fundamental 

function in mind, I propose that a wampum belt can be categorized as “Christian” once words 

embracing Christianity are spoken into it. Historical documents, the Jesuit Relations in particular, 

mentioned many of such belts, used by Indigenous orators and French missionaries alike, 

presented at Indigenous councils. Following the work of André Sanfaçon (1996) I emphasize that 

Christian wampum belts also held political and diplomatic functions.  

Muriel Clair, in her studies of Catholic material culture in seventeenth-century 

Indigenous missions (2008a; 2008b; 2009a; 2009b; 2014), analyzed the points of overlap 

between Indigenous and Jesuit practices that framed evangelizing strategies. Her insights from 

Jesuit correspondence showed that the pre-existing spiritual significance of wampum made it 

both possible and desirable to use it as a Christian object. The Jesuits missionaries who lived 

among Wendat, Haudenosaunee, and Abenaki groups were engaged in the Catholic Counter-

Reformation, embracing a baroque spirituality where objects were powerful supports of faith 

and connections to the divine (Clair 2008b).  

The transatlantic wampum belts examined in this dissertation were not the only types of 

Christian wampum belts. In his wampum typology, Becker divided Christian wampum belts into 

two sub-categories, based on patterns: those with Latin texts, and those with Latin crosses 

(Becker 2006, 90). Nikolaus Stolle made a similar distinction between Latin crosses, which he 

placed in his “figurative patterns” category, and “Votive/Ecclesiastic belts” with Latin texts, 

which he placed in his “Textual patterns” category (Stolle 2016, 168-169 and 196-199). Yet, 

other belts could have served similar purposes; while a Latin cross might be a solid indication of 

a Christian wampum belt, other belts without such obvious symbols could also be made to hold 

Christian words. 

While working with the Jesuit Relations, I found it helpful to distinguish Christian 

wampum belts based on their purpose and context of use, regardless of the patterns they 

depicted (since visual descriptions were rarely available). In this subsection, I discuss wampum 

belts used for three distinct (and sometimes overlapping) purposes: to evangelize; to serve in 

Indigenous Christian funerary rituals; and to be offered as gifts to Catholic more-than-human 

beings. My goal is to paint a nuanced portrait of wampum use in Indigenous Christian contexts, 

showing both the continuities and the innovations that Christian wampum can reveal, as 

Wendat, Haudenosaunee, Algonquin, and Abenaki individuals incorporated some Catholic 

beliefs and practices into their cultural doings. Establishing these Indigenous perspectives on 

Christian wampum allows us to highlight the significance and the specificities of transatlantic 

wampum belts, before delving into a series of case studies. 
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Evangelizing with Wampum 

 I have defined “Christian wampum belts” as any wampum belt carrying Christian 

messages. The earliest documented use of such wampum belts seems to be in political settings, 

where European ambassadors used Indigenous diplomacy to promote Catholicism. In the Jesuit 

Relations, especially in 1633 and 1634, wampum belts expressed connections between 

embracing Christianity and becoming allies with the French (Thwaites 1897, 6:7 and 7:217). As 

noted by Clair, the Jesuit missionaries sent to Canada started incorporating their Christian 

teachings into preexisting rituals of councils and gift exchanges in the 1630s, and their 

missionary success was tied to their savvy use of material culture (Clair 2008b, 154-155). 

Learning Indigenous languages and customs, they adapted their oratory style to Indigenous 

conventions, and took advantage of councils to speak to the public, which was difficult to 

assemble otherwise (Thwaites 1897, 10: 15; 12: 249-255). Wampum belts were conceived as the 

materialization of speeches, expressed in various Indigenous languages in the lexical overlaps 

among “wampum belt,” “speech” or “word” (parole), and “affair” (see e.g. Lafitau 1724, 1: 506). 

In the spring of 1636, for example, Brébeuf spoke at the council of the Wendat Nation of 

the Attnia8enten (Bear). He used a wampum belt “of twelve hundred beads” to preach about 

Heaven and Hell, telling the Wendat Council “it was given to smooth the difficulties of the road 

to Paradise,” consciously using the metaphor of “clearing the path” routinely employed in 

Indigenous diplomacy (Thwaites 1897, 10: 29). This wampum belt was a Christian belt in the 

sense that it materialized Brébeuf’s religious teachings, but it was also a political belt gifted 

during a public assembly, using the same metaphors that would be heard at a regular council.  

The overlap between political councils and Christian assemblies translated into the 

Wendat language. In the 1693 French-Wendat dictionary, the word for council is ,ahacha, which 

also means “flame,” denoting that the fire is the central place around which participants 

assemble to speak and listen to one another. ,Ahacha is also the Wendat word used to translate 

the Catholic mass, establishing a set of equivalences between fire, council, and mass.26 Along 

those lines, the Wendat word for Bishop, hari8a8ai, translates as “the one who carries the 

affair,” once again borrowing from diplomatic registers to place priests as ambassadors for God 

and Jesus, able to speak in those assemblies around the fire.27 An entry describing the Jesuit 

missionaries reads: “nous portons la parole de Dieu” meaning: “we carry God’s word.”28 In the 

same dictionary, the phrase “I carry word from the people at the Sault” (“Je porte la parole des 

Sauteurs”),29 shows how this metaphor of carrying someone else’s word was borrowed from 

diplomatic registers. Mass was a council and priests were God’s ambassadors. 

The distinction between secular and religious—or political and ecclesiastic, to use 

Becker’s terminology—therefore seems too rigid to accurately describe Wendat Christian 

practices in the seventeenth century. This artificial distinction even obscures the central 

 
26 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°53v and f°221r. 
27 Ibid., f°133r. 
28 Ibid., f°107r. 
29 Ibid., f°260v. 
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importance of Indigenous political rituals to the Jesuits teaching their religion in Iroquoian 

contexts.  

From Wendat dictionary entries, the nature of the Christian God seems to be deeply 

connected with the concept of speech, voice, and word (parole). “To be the master of 

something” is translated in Wendat as ,a8endïo, which the Jesuits explained as the combination 

of “voice” or “word” (,a8enda, voix and parole), with “great” or “master” (ïo, grand and maître); 

they glossed the word ,a8endïo as literally meaning “master voice” (maîtresse voix in French).30 

The grammatical construction of this concept is not “the master’s voice” (i.e., la voix du maître); 

rather the voice itself is what exudes mastery, as expressed by the feminine agreement in the 

French maîtresse voix.  

The Jesuits used Dïo, sometimes spelled di8 in the Wendat language, as a happy 

accident: ïo, meaning “great,” overlapped with the pronunciation of the French dieu and Italian 

dio. Throughout the dictionary, the word ha8endïo or ,a8endïo appears as the combination of 

,a8enda as “voice,” ïo “great,” and/or dïo “God.” ,a8endïo is often used in Wendat as a 

translation for God, which neatly overlaps with his European denomination as “the Lord,” and it 

was used for “master” in non-religious contexts.31 It also served to translate “God’s 

word/speech” (la parole de Dieu) in sentences like these: “I would not have gone to Heaven, had 

I not kept God’s word,” and “war is detrimental to the mission, it cuts off God’s word.”32 The 

entry “good Christians do not value all that is on Earth, they only value God’s word,” also seems 

to suggest that the concept of “God’s word” was profoundly connected to what it meant to be 

Christian in Indigenous contexts.33  

The conceptual importance of God’s spoken words, to both Indigenous Christian 

practice and missionary teachings, helps to culturally explain the Christian use of wampum belts. 

In 1656, Chaumonot, Brébeuf’s successor, was sent as an ambassador to Onondaga.34 During the 

council at Onondaga, Chaumonot spoke and offered wampum belts in the name of the French, 

but also in the name of Christ: 

Then, taking up a very fine collar of porcelain beads, artistically made, he continued: 
“For the sake of the Faith, I hold this rich present in my hand, and I open my mouth 
to remind you. . .You solemnly promised to lend ear to the words of the great God. 
They are in my mouth; listen to them; I am but his spokesperson” (Thwaites 1899, 
43: 175; emphasis mine) 

 
30 Ibid., f°208r, “Etre maître de qqch. (etre maitresse voix), ,a8endïo (ïo grand).” 
31 The Sulpician linguist Cuoq noted that the Wendat name of the Sulpician priest Jacques Lemaître, killed 
in 1661, was Rawendio, a translation of his French name (le maître means “master”) into the Wendat 
language, and later in Haudenosaunee, Rawenniio (Cuoq 1882, 212-213). This is the same word, ,a8endïo, 
in a different spelling. 
32 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°163r and f°171r. 
33 Ibid., f°129r. On the word ,a8endïo, see also True 2008, 27-33. 
34 Chaumonot was not the only Jesuit to serve in such capacity; the fact that missionaries periodically lived 
in Indigenous villages, that they spoke Indigenous languages, made them useful intermediaries for both 
Indigenous diplomats and colonial administration. Jesuit missionaries Simon Le Moyne and Pierre Millet, 
for instance, were also active participants in diplomatic councils (Thwaites 1899, 43:40; 58:185-189). 
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In this passage, Chaumonot clearly borrowed from the conventions of Indigenous diplomacy: he 

was a spokesperson carrying a wampum belt that embodied a speech, “the words of the great 

God,” which he could have said with the Wendat word ,a8endïo. Thwaites used “spokesperson” 

to translate the French organe, which lent an embodied component to Chaumonot’s position. 

He spoke as God’s voice, using the bodily metaphor of his mouth or vocal chords, in a speech 

that was then materialized in the “very fine,” “artistically made” wampum belt he held up. He 

carried God’s words, to borrow from the Jesuit’s self-descirption in their 1693 dictionary. 

Chaumonot was the mouth that could speak the wampum belt’s message, which aimed to 

transform the audience’s state of mind. The impassioned speech that followed informed the 

Onondaga council of the main beliefs of Christianity, and urged the listeners to convert 

(Thwaites 1899, 43: 175-177). This wampum belt thus embodied and materialized ,a8endïo, 

God’s words, the master voice. 

Earlier in that same council, Chaumonot used a similar technique to speak in the name 

of the French governor (called Onontio by Indigenous people), referring to himself as “the 

mouth of Onontio,” and giving wampum belts in Onontio’s name (Thwaites 1899, 43:173). Since 

the means of evangelizing espoused Indigenous diplomatic protocols, these evangelizing 

speeches were well-received. “He was listened to with admiration and with the acclamations of 

all those peoples, who were delighted to see us so well-versed in their ways” (Thwaites 1899, 

43:173, emphasis mine). In these settings, the early Christian wampum belts were purposefully 

indistinguishable from other diplomatic belts used in political councils.  

Just as a wampum belt would act as proof of the existence (and political presence) of 

the French to the Onondaga council, Chaumonot’s wampum belt made God’s existence manifest 

and tangible to the Onondaga audience. Chaumonot was God’s ambassador, someone who 

“carried God’s words,” suggesting the existence of God and his relevance in Haudenosaunee 

rituals. Wampum belts were proof that there was a community and a being to ally oneself with. 

After this wampum belt was added to the “public treasury” and kept in an Onondaga longhouse, 

it would have continued to embody God’s word, God’s request to follow his laws, and his 

promise to lead Christians to Heaven and non-Christians to Hell (Thwaites 1899, 43:177). By 

materializing Chaumonot’s performance as a spokesperson, the belt could become the 

materialization of God’s words, just as another wampum belt was the materialization of the 

French governor’s words.  

Wampum thus appeared as an ideal medium to express the idea that God’s voice was a 

master voice, ,a8endïo. As local means of materializing solemn spoken words, wampum belts 

were fundamental to lend gravitas and materiality to the Christian God, as he was defined by his 

parole, also a synonym for wampum belt. The feedback loop of power from spoken words to 

woven beads, as it occurred in wampum ceremonialism, was used to explain and lend power to 

Christian words within Indigenous ontologies.  

The use of wampum belts to materialize God’s voice was also maintained in mission 

villages where Christianity was more of the norm. In 1673, the Wendat leader Jacques 

Onnha’tetaionk returned to the mission village of Notre-Dame de Foy near Quebec City, after 
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having accompanied the Jesuit missionary Simon Le Moyne in Haudenosaunee territory 

(Thwaites 1899, 57:63). Wendat matrons or clan mothers elected Onnha’tetaionk as chief, giving 

him several wampum belts (Thwaites 1899, 57:63). Chaumonot mistakenly used a monetary 

metaphor to describe these belts as a financial transaction between the matrons and the new 

chief, “to establish a fund for Him, from which he might draw whatever was necessary to be 

Munificent” (Thwaites 1899, 57:63). However, this gift of wampum corresponds to a transfer of 

authority from the clan mothers to Onnha’tetaionk, in keeping with traditional Iroquoian 

practices (Lafitau 1724, 1: 471-472; Anderson 1991, 106-110; Labelle 2013, 159-175).  

Perhaps Chaumonot intended to downplay this political transfer of authority, casting it 

as a monetary transaction to emphasize his own use of wampum belts to implore Jesus to lend 

authority to Jacques Onnha’tetaionk:  

I restored him, with a porcelain Collar, the Captain’s voice … I spoke as follows: “It is 
not I—Echon—who restore thy voice to thee this day. … it is Jesus who has so happily 
withdrawn thee from so treacherous a country, who places once more in thy mouth 
the voice of a Christian Captain” (Thwaites 1899, 57:65, emphasis mine) 

Here, Chaumonot used a wampum belt to materialize Jesus’ voice, to make Christian beliefs and 

laws tangible in the Wendat community. “The Captain’s voice” was given to Onnha’tetaionk 

with/as a wampum belt, linking the chief’s status to the quality and potency of ,a8endïo, the 

master voice. Chaumonot explained that this transfer of voice/wampum was not with his human 

self, but between Jesus and the new Wendat chief, portraying Jesus as the donor of the belt 

gifted that day. Interestingly, Chaumonot insisted that Onnha’tetaionk would be “a Christian 

captain,” perhaps suggesting that Notre-Dame de Foy also had non-Christian chiefs. The 

anecdote shows that women leaders still retained the authority to nominate Christian chiefs, 

although Chaumonot called upon Jesus as the higher spiritual authority in this case.  

The missionary added that by imitating Christ as a leader, Onnha’tetaionk would 

become “the colleague of God’s Lieutenants, and thou wilt strengthen their word” (Thwaites 

1899, 57:65, emphasis mine). Once again, the metaphors of politics, diplomacy, and religion 

overlapped in the use of wampum. Steckley has pointed out that the Jesuits relied heavily on 

the lexicons of war in their sermons in Iroquoian languages (Steckley 1992, 485-489). Here, in 

the political context of electing a new chief, Jacques Onnha’tetaionk is cast as an equal to the 

Jesuits, “God’s Lieutenants.” Chaumonot’s metaphor of strengthening someone’s words (parole 

in the original French) is also borrowed from Indigenous diplomacy, where wampum performs 

the role of making spoken words firm, tangible and concrete (affermir in the original French).  

This anecdote can raise a few contradictions. Both belts embodied a speech, yet only 

the one related to the Christian religion and carried by the missionary was given a voice, 

significance, and efficacy. Why were the Wendat matrons not granted the same powers in 

enacting wampum ceremonialism? Why did Chaumonot tell a story where only his wampum 

belt materialized a speech? The fact that clan mother gave wampum to Jacques Onnha’tetaionk 

as the first step of his election as chief suggests that traditional structures, where matrons 

decide the identity of village chiefs, were still in place at the Wendat mission, alongside with 
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Christian practices. My hypothesis is that in literary representations aimed at a European 

readership of ecclesiastics and devout Christians, such as the Jesuit Relations, the monetary 

paradigm served as a way to reduce the significance of wampum in order to paint the picture of 

a Christian community where political power is derived from God and Christ, rather than from 

female leaders.  

In this particular anecdote, wampum is clearly described as material support for God’s 

word. When missionaries wrote about other instances where they deemed that wampum was 

not significant, they focused on the sacredness of the words rather than the materials 

embodying them, perhaps similar to the relationship between the Holy Scriptures and the paper 

that contains them. Literary representations created a separation and hierarchy of importance 

that appears to misrepresent Wendat understandings and attitudes towards their wampum 

belts. Yet, ethnohistorical clues from the Wendat language and from early evangelization 

strategies show that Christian wampum belts took their efficacy from Indigenous wampum 

ceremonialism as practiced in diplomatic encounters and village councils.  

In this sense, were Christian wampum belts really new and different? The messages 

they held and the people whose speech they materialized were foreign, but the way they spoke 

was seamlessly integrated into the traditional languages, protocols, practices, and metaphors of 

diplomacy. They were traditional objects carrying non-traditional messages in a traditional way. 

The missionaries needed the stability of Indigenous languages and wampum protocols to explain 

foreign ideas. They utilized the representational power of wampum belts, and the fact that they 

could materialize words and act as voices detached from their speakers, to make Christian ideas 

and speakers powerful in Indigenous contexts.  

This ethnohistorical review indicates that Christian wampum belts first emerged in 

political councils, and that Jesuit missionaries adapted to Indigenous ceremonial culture by 

speaking at Indigenous councils and presenting wampum. The reference to Catholic mass as a 

council in the Wendat language further documents the conceptual overlap between religious 

and political speeches. Through these existing practices, missionaries could act as their God’s 

ambassadors, and could manifest his existence by presenting villages with God’s words in the 

form of woven wampum. The importance of the voice in Iroquoian settings and serendipitous 

phonetic correspondences allowed wampum belts to materialize ,a8endïo, the master voice, 

and also God’s word (maîtresse voix; la parole de Dieu).  

The fundamental overlaps between political and religious-Catholic registers makes the 

secular-religious distinction inapplicable in this case. It seems as though Wendat and Onondaga 

people only considered Christian wampum belts efficacious because they were used in 

conformity with their own protocols. This suggests the importance of the cultural 

brokers/translators who trained and explained those subtleties to Jesuit missionaries. This also 

highlights the creativity and willing participation of wampum weavers who imagined these 

cross-cultural wampum belts. While these brokers were not credited or documented in Jesuit 

publications in their relation to wampum use, their input was essential to the Jesuits’ success in 

the Northeast. 
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Wampum in Christian Funerary Practices 

 In the mission villages along the Saint Lawrence River, funerary practices changed to 

incorporate Christian practices, although these changes seemed to result from Indigenous 

uptakes of missionary speeches rather than top-down coercion. Traditionally, wampum belts 

and other presents had long been used in funerary rituals, interred with the body, gifted to the 

grieving family, and given to those who organized the funerals (Thwaites 1897, 10: 271). While 

the Jesuit Relations chronicle many Indigenous deaths, they rarely provide ethnographic 

accounts of funerary practices. The main transformations that missionaries noticed (and 

encouraged) in Christian villages was to stop burying wampum belts with the bodies, and to, 

instead, give wampum belts to religious groups to pray for the souls of the dead.  

For example, in 1669, Cécile Gannendâris, a Wendat woman belonging to the Marian 

congregation of the Holy Family in Quebec City, bequeathed a large wampum belt of 6,000 

beads to the ladies of the congregation, with the request to pray for her soul (Thwaites 1899, 

52:257).35 A month later, her brother gave a feast at the Wendat mission near Quebec City, a 

continuation of traditional Wendat practices (Steckley 2014, 124-125); he offered a wampum 

belt to the public treasury in order to “keep fresh the memory of Gannendâris, his sister, and 

cause people to pray God for her soul” (Thwaites 1899, 52:257). A similar protocol was followed 

in the spring of 1670 when the Wendat chief Ignace Saouenhohi died. His widow Marie 

Oendraka gifted a wampum belt of over 4,000 beads to the Bishop of Quebec, asking the Jesuits 

to pray for his soul (Thwaites 1899, 53:111-113). The 1693 Jesuit dictionary made at Lorette also 

recorded this practice of gifting wampum for the soul of the departed, in this entry: “Χondaie 

on,ati est. ondeion, ierhe âhonahachentak8en de son8aâtontion,” meaning: “I throw this, e.g. 

this wampum belt in Mary’s chapel to have a prayer said for the dead person.”36 Other entries 

show that the deceased’s belongings were distributed for the same purpose. 

The use of wampum belts to pray for the dead seemingly became common practice in 

other Indigenous mission villages along the Saint Lawrence. The Jesuit Claude Chauchetière, 

missionary at Kahnawake (Sault Saint-Louis), described the 1673 village council during which 

Mohawk funerary practices were changed. His Narration annuelle de la Mission du Sault, which 

recorded the chronological history of the mission, emphasized this as one of the main events 

that marked the community’s progressive conversion to Christianity (Busseau 2020, 62). After 

Catherine Gandeaktena died, her husband, who was the main chief at Kahnawake, proposed to 

the Elders’ council to stop practicing the old customs, and instead:  

. . .to adorn the dead woman’s body with her most precious goods, since she was to 
rise again; and to employ the rest of what had belonged to her in giving alms to the 
poor (Thwaites 1900, 63: 185).   

 
35 See Labelle 2021, 13-32 for a biography of Cécile Gannendâris. See chapter 3 for the significance of 
Marian congregations for Wendat Christians. 
36 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°183r: “Je jette cela v.g. collier dans la chapelle de Marie pour 
faire prier dieu pour le defunt.”  
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Chauchetière mentioned that this proposal was adopted and followed by the rest of the 

community, except for the practice of richly dressing the dead. He observed that these Mohawk 

Christians preferred burying their dead with a plain outfit, arguing that “the deceased will prefer 

to have prayers said for them out of their own riches” (Thwaites 1900, 63: 185). 

Was this really such a radical change from earlier practices? It would seem that, to 

abandon old practices, wampum would be banned from Christian graves altogether. However, 

Chauchetière’s narrative reported that individuals still had their say in how many personal 

belongings were placed with the body, with either elaborate or plain outfits. Lafitau, a 

missionary at Kahnawake in the 1710s, noted that the practice of interring bodies with wampum 

had decreased, but not disappeared (Lafitau 2: 432). Was the decision to distribute the 

deceased’s belongings in exchange for prayers the main shift away from traditional practices?  

Chauchetière accompanied his account of these changing practices with a drawing titled 

On bannit les superstitions des enterremens, or “we banish superstitions from burials” (fig.9). In 

his drawing, a man draped in a dark cloak and leggings stands behind a table near a coffin, and a 

woman wrapped in a fur blanket kneels at the head of the coffin. With eyes closed, she is 

holding a rosary, her thumb placed on a smaller bead materializing the Ave Maria prayer. A 

larger bead, materializing the Pater Noster, is visible on the side of her hand. The objects 

displayed on the table, which appear to be the dead person’s belongings, include strings of large 

black beads 

(perhaps the 

deceased’s 

rosary), four large 

round objects, 

and a wampum 

belt. Catherine 

Gandeaktena’s 

belongings were 

distributed with 

the ritual 

repetition of the 

phrase: “Pray for 

the dead woman” 

(Thwaites 1900, 

63: 185). In the 

drawing, two 

people kneel near the coffin, and one of them is ostensibly praying.  

What did it mean to pray for the deceased, in an Indigenous Christian context? Was it a 

significant departure from distributing gifts of wampum to relatives and funeral organizers? In 

the 1693 French to Wendat Jesuit dictionary, the entry for “prayer” explained the composition 

of the verb atrendaent (to pray), as the combination of ,aen (to put, to be there, to place there) 

and ,arenda (dance, ceremony). Aligning with Indigenous traditions of enacting beliefs and 

Figure 9: “On bannit les superstitions des enterremens,” drawing by Claude Chauchetière in 
Narration annuelle de la mission du Sault depuis sa foundation jusqu’en 1686, f°12r. 
Archives Départementales de Gironde (Bordeaux, France), F10. 
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desires, the Wendat verb to pray was literally glossed as the performative action of “placing 

one’s ceremony.”37  

According to the Relations, prayers for the dead were focused on helping the soul out of 

Purgatory (Thwaites 1899, 52:257; 53:111-113). In Catholic beliefs, Purgatory is an intermediate 

place between Earth and Heaven, where souls are placed after death to atone for the sins they 

committed on Earth; the length of one’s stay depends on individual practices of penance during 

their life. Their stay could be shortened “through the process of direct intercession through 

Christ, and the mediation of the saints and the Church” (Tingle 2020, 40). The practice of 

indulgences, or shortening Purgatory sentences in exchange for financial donations, became 

increasingly common during the 1500s.38 

The practice of distributing wampum after death could, therefore, overlap with 

common European practices related to intercession, indulgences, and donations (Clair 2008b, 

243; Rideau 2010, 100-101). This Christian practice likely reinforced the monetary paradigm of 

wampum in European minds. From the perspective of French missionaries and readers of the 

Relations, this semantic shift – from gifting wampum belts to community members, to gifting 

wampum belts in exchange for prayers — may seem like an important victory against traditional 

beliefs and practices  

However, exchanging wampum at the time of death was already normalized in 

Indigenous communities, building on the existing connections between wampum and grief and 

its importance during funerary rituals. With wampum as a common denominator, these 

Christian practices do not seem to present too much of a rupture with earlier rituals, when 

understood within a paradigm where wampum was already used to materialize spoken words 

and agreements. Using wampum belts to ask for the Church, Christ, and saints to free a soul 

from Purgatory also aligned with common practices used to free captives during Indigenous 

warfare and diplomacy. 

There is another layer of correspondence between Indigenous practices and Christian 

belief systems. The iconography of Hell, in seventeenth century Europe, corresponded to a fiery 

underground world where demons tortured immortal souls, with no hope for the unbaptized, 

apostates, and those who died in a state of mortal sin (Tingle 2020, 40, 55-58). “Demon,” in the 

Wendat language, was expressed as oki or “spirit,” and as ondechonronnon or “one who lives 

inside the earth” (Steckley 1992, 487). Jesuits turned to Ignatius Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises to 

visualizing Hell as a place with “. . .les ames renfermées dans des corps de feu, comme dans des 

prisons,” the souls locked up in fiery bodies, like in prisons (Loyola 1672, 81). Catholic 

 
37 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°295r. 
38 This belief in Purgatory is closely tied to Catholic teachings, as it was encoded as doctrine during the 
Council of Trent in 1563 (Tingle 2020, 64-65). In the seventeenth century, Purgatory became an important 
theme in Counter-Reformation teachings, with many publications and devotional practices related to the 
doctrine, especially paying for masses to be said after death, either individually or through the common 
treasuries of Christian confraternities and congregations (Tingle 2020, 67-69). 
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missionaries in North America and Indigenous Christians both described Purgatory as a “prison 

of flames” located underground, close to Hell (Thwaites 1899, 52:257).  

The connections between death, fire, and captivity take on another dimension when 

placed within the context of Iroquoian warfare, where warriors took prisoners from other 

villages and tortured them with fire before either executing them or allowing them to be reborn 

as one of them. Missionaries consciously made efforts to build on Iroquoian captivity practices 

in their descriptions of Hell and Purgatory (Steckley 1992, 489-492). This suggests an important 

overlap between death and captivity, which missionaries took advantage of in their 

evangelization speeches, making “Christian spirit figures such as God, Jesus, the Devil and his 

demons, into ultimate warriors, surpassing in their power and potential cruelty their Iroquoian 

counterparts” (Steckley 1992, 483).  

The Wendat community, which had followed similar traditions of captivity and warfare, 

expressed physical captivity as “I am dead, I am no longer living, says a slave being taken from 

his country.”39 Spiritual captivity was expressed as oki sandask8aenk, “you are a demon’s slave, 

he took you.”40 In sermons, baptism was compared to “escaping the demon” (Steckley 1992, 

488). Hell and Purgatory, when described through captivity metaphors, corresponded to the 

fate of prisoners in an enemy village. The Wendat phrase: “may I preserve you, may I withdraw 

you from Hell,” was constructed on the phrase for withdrawing a person from fire,41 showing 

the strong connections between Hell and experiences of torture and captivity.  

As discussed earlier, wampum belts were used in traditional context to mediate and 

decide the fate of prisoners, to adopt captives, or to stop a prisoner’s ordeal by withdrawing 

them from fire (Thwaites 1898, 22: 289; Thwaites 1898, 40: 133-139; Lafitau 1724, 2: 163-167). 

The practice of giving wampum to rescue a family member from Purgatory then reflects both 

continuity and innovation among Indigenous Christians. With the understanding that the 

Christian afterlife is akin to torture and captivity, wampum belts appear as an ideal material to 

negotiate with. As a polysemic object, wampum could satisfy the cultural demands of both 

Indigenous Christians and their European interlocutors and observers, communicating between 

community members and the dead, between Indigenous Christians and ecclesiastical personnel, 

and between Indigenous Christians and the more-than-human saints of Catholicism. 

Votive Wampum 

 The Christian wampum belts offered to the Virgin Mary or other Catholic saints are 

often described as ex votos. Scholars have used the term “ex voto” to categorize the two 

wampum belts sent to Chartres Cathedral by the Wendat of Lorette in 1678 and the Abenaki of 

Saint François de Sales in 1699 (Gobillot 1957). Historian André Sanfaçon, who endeavored to 

stress the Jesuits’ creative approach of borrowing from Indigenous ceremonial practices, used 

the term “votive” to describe Christian wampum belts (Sanfaçon 1996, 452). Similarly, Muriel 

 
 
40 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°125r: “Tu es esclave du demon, il t’a pri.”  
41 Ibid., f°293r. 
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Clair used the term “devotional wampum” (Clair 2009a). Although Sanfaçon and Clair stressed 

the multicultural nature of votive wampum belts, the category of “votive” and “ex voto” should 

be re-examined. Is it the most productive evocation of the relations among wampum belts 

gifted to more-than-human beings?  

“Devotion” etymologically relates to the Latin devovere, the act of consecrating by a 

vow. Ex voto derives from the Latin phrase: ex voto suscepto (from the vow made) (Weinryb 

2016, 1). Ex votos, as donations to a powerful entity capable of supernatural intervention, are 

gifted either to ask for an intervention, or to thank the entity for an intervention. Ex votos might 

take the form of paintings representing a miracle or the donor, small sculptures of the body part 

healed or in need of healing, inscribed plaques, shackles, crutches, candles, or other objects 

(Weinryb 2016, 5). 

Art historian Hugo Van der Velden distinguishes between votive gifts that are physical or 

mental acts—such as fasting or dedicating one’s whole person to a saint—and votive gifts that 

are material (dividing utilitarian from non-utilitarian items) (Velden 2000, 203; Weinryb 2016, 5). 

“Non-utilitarian” ex votos include artworks, such as paintings, inscriptions, or sculptures meant 

to be placed on display in the sanctuary of the Church. “Utilitarian” ex votos include useful 

substances such as money, textiles, wood, baked goods, or livestock meant to be consumed by 

the Church.  

Within this classification, should wampum belts gifted to Catholic saints be sorted as 

utilitarian or non-utilitarian ex votos? As an assemblage of beads with exchange value, they 

could be considered as utilitarian ex votos. Just as silver or gold liturgical vessels could be 

melted down in times of need (Leader-Newby 2018, 243), wampum belts could be taken apart 

and the beads reused for other purposes. Wampum belts might also fall in-between these 

categories, being simultaneously or successively utilitarian and non-utilitarian. For instance, 

when Wendat Chief Jacques Onnha’tetaionk was reinstated at Notre-Dame de Foy in 1673, he 

gifted a wampum belt for the erection of Mary’s house, which became the chapel of Notre-

Dame de Lorette (Thwaites 1899, 57: 65). It is unclear whether this wampum belt was a “non-

utilitarian” token of the promise to help build the chapel, or a “utilitarian” gift to partially fund 

the endeavor by exchanging the beads in the belt for manual labor. Wampum could easily be 

adapted to either purpose. 

However, for a Christian wampum belt to be considered as an exclusively utilitarian ex 

voto, the beads would need to exist in a context with the realistic potential for exchange and 

future use. In seventeenth century France, wampum, in and of itself, had little to no monetary 

value. I suggest that when wampum belts were sent to Europe as ex votos, they became “non-

utilitarian” votive gifts, meant to remain within the Church and sanctuary that received them.42   

 
42 So, for example, the non-utilitarian nature of the wampum belts in the Chartres cathedral treasury 
could explain why they were spared from destruction or sale during the French Revolution, while 
reliquaries made of gold regained their utilitarian value by being melted down. 
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Scholars of material ex votos have often focused on pre-Christian European antiquity 

and later Catholic practices. In classic anthropological writing, such as Mauss’ Essay on the Gift, 

offerings to deities and more-than-human beings are referred to as “sacrifices” rather than ex 

votos, and as gifts designed to “buy peace” and establish a “contract” between humans and 

their deity (Mauss 2016, 81). This transactional understanding of gifts across ontological realms 

(from human to more-than-human) can help explain how wampum ceremonialism could be 

easily compared to votive giving by Catholic observers and practitioners. French anthropologists 

and historians Pierre Dittmar, Pierre-Antoine Fabre, Thomas Golsenne and Caroline Perrée have 

proposed the following definition of ex-votos: “a physical gift to a supposedly active power in a 

specific place, and the expression of a formulated or an already fulfilled desire” (Dittmar et al. 

2018, 16; translation by Lise Puyo). This implies that votive offerings present a material 

expression of speech—interior, oral, or written. The gift’s efficiency therefore revolves on the 

combined effects of material substance and intention elaborated through language. 

In seventeenth-century Europe, giving ex votos to specific sanctuaries was a ubiquitous 

practice shared by commoners and nobility alike. Propitiatory ex votos (offered before divine 

intervention) were quite rare after the medieval period; the most common practice was to offer 

ex votos after divine intervention, as a token of thanks (Cousin 1979, 108; Garnett and Rosser 

2018, 51fn11). Pilgrimage shrines were covered with these disparate offerings, as evidenced by 

Michel de Montaigne’s early 1580s description of the Santa Casa of Loreto, where he struggled 

to find a place to hang his own ex voto, a silver representation of his family praying to the Virgin 

Mary (Montaigne 1889, 349). The accumulation of gifts in pilgrimage sites prompted 

ecclesiastical staff to regularly clean out and curate ex votos, a practice that is still deemed a 

necessary routine in pilgrimage sites today.43 While ecclesiastics might have had mixed feelings 

towards the practice, they also had incentives to tolerate and welcome it in their sanctuaries. In 

colonial contexts, missionaries could also build on these traditions to transform non-Christian 

and non-European “gifts” or “sacrifices” into “ex votos.” 

Art historian Clara Bargellini mentioned that the Jesuits’ arrival in New Spain in the 

sixteenth century, with their use of material culture such as images, relics, and devotional 

objects, played an important part in developing the narrative art form of ex voto paintings 

depicting miracles (Bargellini 2016, 198). In New France, French colonists also offered ex votos 

in such churches as Saint Anne de Beaupré where, starting in the 1650s, sailors and merchants 

gifted model boats to thank the saint after safe passage across the Atlantic (Gagnon 1999, 165; 

Clair 2008b, 249). In these votive practices, material objects and explanatory texts were 

associated, both addressed to the Virgin Mary or other saints and to a human community of 

believers (Bargellini 2016, 201).  

 
43 Interview with Sister Marie-Josèphe at Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, Saumur, France, October 8th 2018. 
Scholars have interpreted these regular clean-outs as the expression of clerical distaste for this practice, 
which could document a direct relationship between believers and the divine, without the mediation of 
the Church (Cousin 1979, 112; Garnett and Rosser 2018, 47). However, the proliferation of donations was 
also the sign of a vibrant sanctuary holding efficacious images that could attract more pilgrims, and more 
donations. 
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Jesuit missionaries in northeastern North America identified other pre-existing 

Indigenous votive practices, noting that substances like tobacco were regularly offered to spirits 

(Thwaites 1898, 33: 55). In the early eighteenth century, Lafitau recorded that Abenaki people 

held a specific tree in great regards, hanging “their vows” on its branches, and that the French 

military derided and ultimately repressed this custom (Lafitau 1724, 1: 149-150). Lafitau also 

mentioned seeing people at Kahnawake offering wampum strings and belts to the sun: 

Nos Iroquois exposent quelquefois à l’air au sommet de leurs Cabanes des branches 
& coliers de porcelaine, des tresses de leur bled d’Inde, & des Animaux même, qu’ils 
consacrent au Soleil. (Lafitau 1724, 1: 179-180). 

Our Iroquois sometimes place outside on the top of their longhouses some wampum 
belts and strings, some braids of their maize, and even animals, which they 
consecrate to the Sun. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

Jesuit dictionaries also record other Indigenous Christian votive practices, such as attaching 

memorial sticks and wampum collars to the statue of the Virgin Mary to solidify a promise.44 

Contrary to votive paintings, wampum gifts were not made after miracles had occurred. Rather, 

they acted as requests to divine and/or human actors. 

The distinction between votive and political wampum seemingly resides in the nature of 

its recipients. Jesus, the Virgin Mary, and other saints (Saint Anne, Saint Michael, Saint Francis 

de Sales, etc.) are all more-than-human beings; they are entities who used to be human, but 

who now enjoy a special status, closer to God and his power. They live in Heaven, they can 

perform miracles, or (to be more orthodox) they can persuade God to perform miracles. During 

the late 1200s and 1300s, when the cult of saints solidified in medieval Europe, the dominant 

understanding of these mechanics was that saints enjoyed a special relationship and proximity 

to God (Vauchez 1981, 539-540). The image of “Heaven’s court” was often used in to describe 

the protocols of intercession, where God was compared to a King, and the saints to his close 

friends, advisors, and courtiers (Vauchez 1981, 539).45  

These religious concepts overlapped with the political structures of Early Modern 

France. Missionaries could use ex votos (symbols of entering into relationships with power 

brokers in the court of Heaven) as cultural bridges between the intricacies of European 

monarchical power and Indigenous peoples’ modes of representation and negotiation. Giving 

wampum belts to specific saints could therefore represent entering into a diplomatic 

relationship with God by fostering privileged relationships with European more-than-human 

 
44 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°43v: “votre parole, votre promesse est attachée a la 
personne de Marie v.g. quand on attache le collier ou l[es] buchettes de quelque resolution solennelle a 
l’image de Marie. sk8a8endannentai.” 
45 After the Protestant Reformation, which criticized the cult of saints, the Council of Trent established 
that the saints reign with Jesus Christ, but only address their prayers to God, which might cause God to 
fulfill them (Bossuet 1671, 21). This doctrine maintained the idea of a complex hierarchy of spokespersons 
speaking to interlocutors increasingly close to a unique source of power. Protestant critiques of the cult 
argued that saints were believed to be the protectors of a “Province” in God’s “Empire,” observing the 
often very localized areas of influence for specific saints or miraculous images (Basnage 1699, 1004). 
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cultural beings. We have examined how missionaries used wampum belts to introduce 

themselves as God’s ambassadors, and votive wampum could serve as the reciprocal relation 

between Indigenous believers and Catholic saints. 

In this setting, the category of votive wampum seems limiting, since it does not 

encompass the economic or political aspects of wampum exchange from Indigenous 

perspectives. From a European perspective, looking at the recipients alone, a wampum belt 

gifted to a French ambassador would be regarded as a political belt, whereas a wampum belt 

gifted to the Virgin Mary would be considered a votive belt. Yet, the rituals surrounding these 

gifts may be similar, and the physical person receiving them may be the same. To revisit Jacques 

Onnha’tetaionk’s 1673 election ceremony, he gave two wampum belts to the Jesuit missionary 

Chaumonot: one for the French governor, and one for the Virgin Mary (Thwaites 1899, 57: 65). 

The belt gifted to the Virgin appears to be votive, but it was gifted during a political ritual to 

establish relationships among the Wendat clan mothers, the French colonial government, and 

the Church. Chaumonot described the Jesuits as “God’s lieutenants” (Thwaites 1899, 57: 65), 

further borrowing from the political lexicon to explain the relationship between God and the 

Church. Although the scene took place in a mission, the specifics of the rite conveyed the 

continuing relevance and power of traditional wampum diplomacy.  

The evidence of this Indigenous practice reveals more than a mere adoption of routine 

Catholic ceremonialism. Wampum belts gifted to Catholic sanctuaries deserve a layered analysis 

that takes into consideration the multiple functions of wampum ceremonialism in addition to 

their expression of a message to a Catholic more-than-human being. A complex network of 

influence and intent circulated within devotional gifts and contracts. Although received and 

understood as ex votos in Europe, Christian wampum belts were designed to be relational 

objects carrying intentions of alliance with human and more-than-human actors.  

Wampum, Alphabetic Script, and the Significance of Transatlantic Wampum 
Belts 

I began this section by questioning the apparent dichotomy between wampum and 

“writing,” in order to reframe distinctions of technological mastery. Who mastered which 

technologies of communication on the senders’ and recipients’ sides of the exchange? What are 

the complexities and specificities of the messaging performed by these wampum belts? 

The nine wampum belts discussed in this dissertation were all voluntarily sent to 

Catholic sanctuaries in Europe, accompanied by written documents, and were woven with 

alphabetic script. The Latin phrases woven into these belts prompted Muriel Clair to call these 

“wampums latinisés” (Clair 2009a).46 Since my focus is on the particular protocols of remote 

exchange, I call these “transatlantic wampum belts,” defined by these common features: 

Indigenous communities sent them voluntarily across the Atlantic; they travelled without 

Indigenous diplomats; they travelled with written materials to explain their meaning. This 

 
46 This category could include other votive belts, such as the ones found in the Wendat chapel of Lorette 
and drawn by Samuel Douglas Smith Huyghue in 1862 (Lainey 2004, 67). 
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resulted in the creation of a complex corpus of texts spanning several media (shell beads, glass 

beads, birch bark, paper) and several languages (Wendat, Abenaki, Algonquin, Mohawk, Latin, 

French, Italian).  

Wampum is often compared to writing and text, in that wampum belts are used to hold 

information that is retrieved at a later date by an interpretant (e.g. Walker 1984). 

Communication scholar Angela Haas proposed an analysis of wampum as hypertext, meaning 

“nonlinear, webbed networks of knowledge” (Haas 2007, 87). Hypertext theory typically deals 

with modern computers and information technologies, but Haas convincingly applied it to 

wampum as a connected system of information and knowledge. She notes that “wampum 

beads are technologies, just as sinew, hemp, and tree bark twine are,” insisting on Indigenous 

peoples’ “long-standing intellectual tradition of multimediated, digital rhetoric theories and 

practices” (Haas 2007, 94). The different elements of wampum, its materials, colors, and 

symbols, are therefore combined and function as text. 

 In her study of Indigenous literacies, historian Birgit Brander Rasmussen proposed a 

comparative analysis of wampum writing and alphabetic script writing based on Jesuit accounts 

of a Haudenosaunee diplomatic council held in Trois-Rivières in 1645 (Rasmussen 2012, 49-78). 

She pointed to the difficulties of alphabetic script in producing stable and comprehensive 

representations of speeches and events, and studied the negotiations between these two forms 

of writing, defined as: “communication of relatively specific ideas transmitted across space 

and/or time by use of a conventionalized system of visual or tactile marks understood by a given 

community of readers” (Rasmussen 2012, 32). Some Indigenous individuals were trained in both 

forms, learning their nation’s oratorical arts and wampum ceremonialism in addition to 

alphabetic script in various languages.47 During the seventeenth century, both of these 

culturally-specific forms of writing coexisted in the Saint Lawrence River Valley, but neither was 

hegemonic, making these negotiations particularly important in understanding colonial 

encounters (Rasmussen 2012, 76).   

In a French colonial context, efforts to teach Indigenous peoples’ alphabetic script were 

sporadic, due to power struggles between royal and religious authorities in New France. Jesuit 

missionaries had become indispensable mediators for colonial officials, but the French 

government hoped to train bilingual and faithful Indigenous assets in order to undermine Jesuit 

influence on the political life of the colony (Lozier 2018, 168). Frontenac, the Governor of New 

France, wanted to send the sons of Indigenous leaders to colonial schools where they would 

learn to read and write, assimilate French culture, and learn to be loyal to the French throne 

(Lozier 2018, 166-168; Dubois 2020, 85-90). Jesuit missionaries disagreed with this project, 

arguing in favor of keeping Indigenous and French people separate, since they saw French 

influence as a corrupting force that would wreak havoc onto mission villages (Lozier 2018, 183). 

 
47 Scholars of early American literature have examined how Algonkian people in New England learned 
these techniques to produce sermons, tribal histories, and travelogues (Wyss 2000; Brooks 2008; Mifflin 
2009; Lopenzina 2012). Additionally, Indignous peoples also created their own scripts and forms of writing 
in other contexts, see e.g. Déléage 2013. 
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During the 1660s, a few Wendat boys from Notre-Dame de Foy took writing and reading lessons 

in Quebec City (Dubois 2020, 85-86). A few Wendat girls are also mentioned as current or 

former residents of the Ursuline monastery in Quebec City, where they received a French 

education that included reading and writing (Thwaites 1899, 54: 289; 58: 139-141; Dubois 2020, 

148-152). These mentions establish that missionaries were not the only people capable of 

reading alphabetic script in Wendat villages, enabling at least some of them to access the texts 

that were woven with wampum beads as well as those written in ink on paper. 

 Wampum belts woven in mission villages and sent across the Atlantic embody even 

deeper negotiations between different forms of literacy (the ability for written material to be 

read) and iterability (the ability for written material to be understood outside of its context). The 

project to send wampum belts to a European sanctuary raised several communication 

questions. Could Catholic saints read alphabetic script, and could they read wampum? The main 

recipient of Christian wampum belts was the Virgin Mary. Renaissance paintings of the 

Annunciation depicted the Virgin reading a book of hours when the angel appeared to her, as 

both sign of her piety and a material “symbol of the ‘Word made flesh’” (Bergmann 2011, 

246).48 This suggests that she learned to read alphabetic script during her life on Earth. Once she 

ascended into Heaven, she arguably obtained more-than-human abilities to hear prayers, 

whether they were spoken publicly or privately, in a sanctuary, in a home, or in other places in 

the world (even North American fields and forests) (Clair 2014, 290-293). As an entity with 

more-than-human perception, she could have access to Indigenous interiorities and know her 

followers’ “hearts,” a metonymy that often appears in Wendat and Abenaki letters to the Virgin.  

 If these more-than-human recipients could read alphabetic script, what languages did 

they speak? The transatlantic Christian wampum belts are multilingual endeavor using Wendat, 

Abenaki, Algonquin and Mohawk languages, as well as French and Latin. In the Gospels, the Holy 

Spirit gave the Apostles and the Virgin Mary the ability to speak every language on Earth (Acts 

2:1-4); Christians celebrate this event on Pentecost. The Virgin Mary would therefore be literate 

not only with alphabetic script, but also with other forms of communication, transcending 

linguistic barriers. Francis de Sales was also literate, having been trained as a bishop and 

missionary during his lifetime. As a Saint in Heaven, he also received the ability to hear prayers 

in multiple languages, suggesting that he could similarly access Indigenous speech without the 

need for translation. 

 These highly perceptive beings were not the only audience for these wampum belts, 

however. These gifts needed the mediation of ambassadors and intermediaries, the 

ecclesiastical personnel of specific sanctuaries who had not received interpretive powers from 

God. Because these belts were intended to land in Europe without being accompanied by 

Indigenous translators, Europe mediators needed writing that they could retrieve, 

geographically far from its context of production.  

 
48 The image of Saint Anne teaching the Virgin Mary how to read became popular in the Middle Ages 
through painting and sculpture, even though the scene was not part of the Gospels (Sheingorn 2003, 71). 
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With this concern in mind, it seems understandable that the transatlantic wampum 

belts were over-saturated with different types of writing. The woven wampum belt itself was a 

hypertext embodying community relations and mapping the limit of a territory where the 

materials were gathered (a network of human and non-human relations). Latin words were 

woven into the belts using alternating quahog and whelk beads, addressing the more-than-

human recipient as well as a human audience in the sanctuary.  

Then there are the texts: an Indigenous speech transcribed in its original language on a 

piece of paper, materializing the Council’s spoken words; a French or Latin translation of that 

speech on another piece of paper, so that human mediators, illiterate in Indigenous languages, 

could access the speech in a comprehensible form. These transatlantic wampum belts are thus 

examples of Indigenous artisans writing across languages, placing beads to form Latin texts, 

while composing Indigenous hypertexts, following traditional wampum making techniques. The 

gestures of the Indigenous women who wove language into these belts were mirrored in the 

gestures of male missionaries writing in alphabetic scripts on paper. On both sides, the other’s 

language was created within traditional and innovative cultural complexes. 

  The letters that accompanied these belts must also be interrogated as historically 

constructed cultural media. The epistolary genre as sacred writing takes on a particular 

significance within Christianity, even before the text of the Gospels were clearly established 

(Boureau 1991, 129). The epistles, which were believed to carry God’s words, have been read 

out loud during mass since the seventh century.49 A letter as a receptacle of sacred and 

powerful words is therefore deeply linked to Christian history. 

 The various rhetorical norms used to compose letters in Europe built on the Ciceronian 

organization into exordia, discourse, and conclusion. The beginning and ending parts of 

epistolary discourse employed elaborate salutation phrases that respected absolute social 

hierarchies, mapping the position of the letter sender vis-à-vis the recipient (Boureau 1991, 

141). Parallel hierarchies in the secular and the clerical worlds further complicated these maps 

of social positions that commanded which terms to use in letters (Boureau 1991, 141-142). 

Seventeenth century epistolary manuals dictated that letters should be written according to 

bienséance (propriety), respecting the accurate position on the relative scales of rank, age, and 

social situation of the sender, the recipient, and the person being written about (Chartier 1991, 

174). The use of conventional compliments and specific registers would also convey ideas of 

humility, respect, familiarity, or degrees of separation between sender and recipient (Chartier 

1991, 175). These European epistolary norms encode complex sociological data that speak to 

European hierarchies and social structures, from the Middle Ages to the nineteenth century.  

Thus, when missionaries used the epistolary genre to frame communication between 

Indigenous Christians and European sanctuaries, they had to weigh the relative social positions 

of all actors to compose letters that would follow propriety norms. These documents therefore 

 
49 The liturgy of Christian mass revolved around public readings of the Gospels and the Epistles in different 
spaces of the church, influencing architectural choices. 
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call for close analysis of the enunciation: who is speaking, to whom, from what position of 

status? How many groups of recipients were there, between the saint, the clergy of that 

sanctuary, the Indigenous village, the missionary, and other readers or listeners? How many 

people were speaking at the same time, and who were they speaking for, between the 

missionary transcribing and translating for the orator, the orator speaking for the council, and 

the council speaking for the village?  

Boureau and Chartier’s work also point to an interesting dichotomy and 

complementarity between oral and written aspects of the epistolary genre. From Antiquity, 

letter-sending conceptualized two parts of the message: epistola, the thing-emissary, and 

nuntius, the human emissary (Boureau 1991, 130). The human messenger carried parts of the 

message that were not written on paper, such as personal news or practical instructions. In the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, letters were conceived as texts that were composed orally, 

and written down either by their author directly or by a secretary (Chartier 1991, 164). This 

setting evokes the context of production of these Indigenous letters, where an orator requested 

the presence of a missionary to write down his oral speech. Symmetrically, letters were often 

read out loud by their recipients, which would imply that French, Italian, or Walloon clergymen 

spoke the words that were written with and on the wampum belts. While these belts travelled 

without an Indigenous nuntius, alphabetic script allowed the oratorical message of the wampum 

belt to exist several times, as it would circulate within a community of readers. 

The transatlantic wampum belts therefore appear as complex entanglements of two 

media: shell and paper, with writing on both. The relationship between woven shell beads and 

paper and ink therefore presents a vast array of questions: were they redundant with one 

another, did they complement each other, did they compete with or contradict one another? 

The paper letter seems to have been included so that the wampum belt could have a voice and 

could be a voice (hence the importance of having the Indigenous language as a reference text). 

But then, why did the belt itself also have a different set of writing in alphabetic script, which 

was often not included in the paper speech? This is one of the most puzzling and compelling 

innovations of these transatlantic wampum belts. Travelling without Indigenous orators, a 

wampum belt nonetheless acquired an ability to speak in Indigenous contexts, without 

Indigenous people present; the human actors trusted that their messages would be effectively 

re-activated when the belts arrived at their European destinations. Yet, I wonder whether these 

strategies were effective. How did people receive these belts, and what did these objects 

prompt them to do in return? How did human relationships to wampum belts compare to their 

relationships with paper letters, and how did those relationships change over time? These 

questions will be examined in individual case studies, as different belts left different amounts of 

material and documentary traces.  

Indigenizing Christian Wampum Belts 

In this discussion, I have defined Christian wampum belts as any wampum belts bearing 

Christian messages, regardless of their iconography. This shift in perception revealed that 

Christian wampum belts were used in a wide variety of contexts for political, funerary, or 
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condolence purposes. The function of Christian wampum belts therefore remained the same as 

their “ordinary” counterparts: they embodied words, agreements, and relationships, either 

between humans or between humans and more-than-humans. 

This overview also shows that Christian wampum belts first emerged as diplomatic belts, 

existing within a pre-established set of protocols, rules and rituals. Missionaries appropriated 

these protocols to make their God exist within Indigenous societies, as evidenced by behaviors 

and lexical choices. Christian wampum belts were used to embody ,a8endïo, the master voice, 

also God’s voice through homophony, using Indigenous understandings of wampum as the 

materialization of a voice or speech. Wampum ceremonialism, in effect, made God and his 

agents (Mary and the saints) real, establishing God as a more-than-human diplomatic partner. 

Votive wampum belts given to more-than-human beings, therefore, appear as a continuation of 

relationship-building and alliance-building, both on Earth and in Heaven. 

Missionaries left written descriptions whenever they used wampum belts as evidence of 

Indigenous conversions and transition towards a Christian lifestyle that was more palatable to 

Europeans. In those descriptions, the monetary paradigm was sometimes used to make 

wampum ceremonialism less foreign to European readers. By making wampum resemble 

European practices (e.g., funding memorial services, donating to a church), missionaries might 

have attempted to downplay its symbolic significance, treating wampum giving as innocuous 

Catholic practice. Yet, missionaries also recognized and encouraged apparent connections 

between wampum ceremonialism and Catholic practices (e.g., indulgencies, the belief in 

Purgatory, the cult of saints), to illustrate the success of their missions. Wampum belts and 

wampum speeches were also adopted as potential teaching tools to introduce European notions 

of imperial hierarchies and top-down delegated power to Indigenous practitioners. 

However, wampum belts used in Christian spaces show strong continuities with 

tradition. Wampum belts were still being used to select and recognize leaders, were given to the 

dead and the grieving, and mediated relations with more-than-human partners. The 

continuation of wampum use in Indigenous Christian contexts shows how traditional structures 

were maintained, even in mission villages, despite the societal and structural threats posed by 

colonial settler and missionary societies. Even further, this research shows how Catholicism 

depended upon the protocols of wampum ceremonialism to sustain itself within Indigenous 

communities. Although Christian missionaries brought violent disruptions to Indigenous 

lifestyles, Christian wampum belts, in contrast, supported Indigenous concerns. They allowed 

Christian beliefs to become intelligible and significant within Indigenous ontologies, and they 

enabled Indigenous communities to communicate with distant human and other-than-human 

allies. The transatlantic Christian belts do not, therefore, reflect the fracturing of tradition; 

instead, they illustrate the savvy appropriation of Catholic beliefs and stories within Indigenous 

objects and ontologies. 

Conclusion: a Relational Paradigm 

 This chapter aimed to answer some basic questions, clearing the path before delving 

into individual case studies of Indigenous Catholic wampum belts. What is wampum? By design 
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and definition, it is comprised of beads made from quahog and whelk, two mollusks that have 

shared a territory for millions of years, that co-evolved due to their adversarial relationship in 

the water. When woven together with plants and animal skin gathered from the land, wampum 

belts in their materiality represent alliances, trade relations, and ecological networks across 

large territories.  

 Noted for their beauty and their value, wampum beads became entangled with 

comparatives and metaphors in seventeenth-century European literature; they were like pearls, 

diamonds, silver, gold, and as such they captured the attention of scholars and collectors eager 

to understand the origins of currency and money. The monetary paradigm to understand 

wampum beads is sometimes useful, but it does not encompass wampum belts, and it is 

incomplete and limiting to understand the social relations at stake in wampum exchange.  

Groups of people in the Northeast exchanged wampum belts to materialize speeches, 

engagements, and historical events. Belts are diplomatic actors in that they represent and enact 

the speech they materialize; accepting a wampum belt and reciprocating the gift is accepting 

the terms expressed in speech. In this chapter, I have insisted on this political or “diplomatic” 

paradigm, and have attempted to extend it beyond the international relations which 

generations of historians and anthropologists have studied. I focused on relations between 

groups, even within the same village, to show that wampum could change participants’ 

emotional state, social status, or relation to a territory.  

However, conversations with wampum experts alerted me to the limits of the 

“diplomatic” paradigm. Perhaps these limits become obvious when closer attention is paid to 

the word “diplomacy,” which “takes its name from the diploma (folded letter) of the Greeks” 

(Black 2010, 20). After our foray into the complex relationship between shell and paper, perhaps 

the term “diplomatic” and its implicit centrality of paper and alphabetic script can feel 

conceptually narrow. From an Indigenous perspective, “political” does not necessarily render 

the full experience of relating with and through wampum, to non-human relatives (plants, 

animals, waterways), to human relatives in and out of this realm (with ancestors, for instance), 

or to more-than-human beings. 

Perhaps a “spiritual” paradigm is more appropriate? I write “spiritual” rather than 

“religious,” to avoid ethnocentric understandings of wampum as rigorously belonging to one 

religious world (either Catholic or Indigenous). Yet, I am wary of placing a spiritual paradigm in 

contradiction with either the political or monetary paradigms, or of glossing over the 

performative activities of wampum exchange. My research works against separating processes 

to show the aggregative logic that Catholic wampum belts have contributed to. Wampum belts 

can exist within each paradigm simultaneously, or successively during the course of their 

existence. 

In order to encompass all of these different understandings, it has been helpful to think 

within a relational paradigm. I borrow this concept from Indigenous theories that focus on 

existence as relationships to kin (e.g. Watts 2013; Tallbear 2015; Moreton-Robinson 2017; Tynan 

2021). The relational paradigm ties together multiple meanings and encounters: the spatial 
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significance of materials brought together as materializations of territory and community; the 

economics evoked through exchange theories; and inter-tribal and international relations. It also 

helps us understand the “religious” uses of wampum in the Durkheimian sense of religion as 

religare/religere, where wampum belts are used to mediate immanent and transcendent social 

relations. This review of wampum belts carrying Christian words shows that missionaries 

adapted to traditional wampum ceremonialism to make their proposals less foreign and more 

compelling. Within this relational paradigm, wampum exchange aimed to perform ritual efficacy 

through visual, auditory, and tactile engagements with human bodies, even in a Christian 

context. It brought new relationships into being, and it continues to embody these relations as 

long as it survives. The relational paradigm allows for an encompassing and cumulative view of 

wampum as a mediator for relationships with the self and others, one being among many other 

kin-makers that order a world conceived as social relations.  
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CHAPTER 3: Clan-Making with the Virgin Mary:  
Wendat Wampum Belts across the Ocean 

 

The Wendat who had adopted Catholicism and relocated in the Saint Lawrence River 

Valley after the collapse of Huronia in the late 1640s were the first ones to enter wampum-

mediated relations with Catholic sanctuaries located in Europe. These five wampum belts cover 

a long chronological sequence, from 1654 to 1716. This time is one of several Wendat 

resettlements in the Saint Lawrence River valley: in 1649, after suffering crushing military 

defeats in their traditional homelands on the eastern shore of Lake Huron, the Wendat 

dispersed into different territories, merged with other nations through adoption and captivity, 

and enacted different strategies for survival (Trigger 1987, 789-840; Labelle 2013). A group of 

five to six hundred Wendat people decided to migrate to the Saint Lawrence River valley with 

Jesuit missionaries: their adoption of Catholic rituals ensured access to food, resources, and 

political support from French colonists (Thwaites 1899, 41:137; Lozier 2018, 108-109). This 

Wendat community created several villages, including those where the wampum belts discussed 

in this chapter were woven: they settled near Quebec City, on the island of Orleans in 1651, 

moved to Quebec City in 1656, then to Notre-Dame de Foy in 1669, to Notre-Dame de Lorette in 

1673, and to Notre-Dame de la Jeune Lorette in 1697 (Linsday 1900; Lozier 2018, 154). This 

chapter centers on the wampum belts themselves, to better understand the communities that 

they aimed to connect; therefore the detail of these migrations will become clearer as they 

relate to those events of wampum diplomacy. Looking at these transatlantic Christian wampum 

belts in their historical, social, and cultural contexts will illuminate the social transformations 

and continuities that the generations of Wendat Christians experienced during this sixty-two- 

year period. What can these wampum belts say about Wendat and European relations towards 

materials, humans, and more-than-humans? What roles did wampum play in mediating 

ontological differences, geographical distance, and linguistic barriers?  

These five wampum belts embodied ritual innovations, compared to traditional 

wampum exchange: they were sent without Indigenous human interpreters. Were they trusted 

to speak on their own, through the appropriation of writing, woven into the wampum belts, and 

by sending the transcriptions and translations of the speeches on paper? Were shell beads and 

paper saying the same things? The ways in which the effects of wampum and the effects of 

words were described in these speeches can bring new insights and perspectives on the 

historical relationships between humans and powerful objects, whether they were wampum 

beads, wooden statuettes, or silver reliquaries. 

This chapter takes seriously the diplomatic function of these specific wampum belts: 

their context of production, in Catholic missions, only expanded the ways in which wampum 

could redefine kin relations among Indigenous and European participants. Were these efforts to 

reshape kin relations successful? These objects and texts were used in ritualized settings where 
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they performed for different audiences, human and more-than-human. All five belts in this 

historical sequence were addressed to the Virgin Mary. This specificity lies at the center of this 

chapter: who was she to the Wendat community settled in the Saint Lawrence River valley?  

Why would a group of Wendat Christians seek an alliance with her? Why at those European sites 

in particular? 

 In her work on the Marian congregation on the island of Orleans near Quebec City 

(2008b, 229-239), and on the Wendat chapel of Lorette built in 1674 (2008a), Muriel Clair has 

shown how Catholic practices of devotion were used to build new kinship bonds. The Virgin 

Mary and the Holy Family offered a new structure that meant to overcome the troubles of war, 

disease, and disagreements over conversion, while also valuing Wendat practices and traditions 

(Clair 2008b, 235). Muriel Clair and Jean-François Lozier both sensed the connection between 

these Catholic kinship metaphors and the kinship metaphors used in wampum diplomacy (Clair 

2009a, 172-175; Lozier 2018, 129). I bring these remarks further by analyzing the connections 

between wampum materials and the speeches sent with these wampum belts. The metaphors 

of adoption had political consequences: the routine Christian language of universal brotherhood 

collided with the metaphors of wampum diplomacy, to offer a political relationship based on a 

shared mother, the Virgin Mary (Puyo 2021).  

Conversations with Muriel Clair pushed me to investigate the meaning of this kinship 

even deeper: Clair proposed that the first Wendat Marian congregation on the island of Orleans 

was “Mary’s clan,” a new formation that coexisted with other Wendat clans. Her phrasing, 

which she has allowed me to use in this work, triggered a line of investigation into the linguistic, 

territorial, and social significance of the Wendat Christian wampum belts that I would not have 

seen otherwise. While Clair saw only the 1654 congregation as Mary’s clan, I argue that this 

conceptual framing bear consequences that illuminate the wampum belts that followed that 

first transatlantic wampum belt. Examining the letters that accompanied the belts to Marian 

sanctuaries in Europe, I argue that the mother of Christ overlapped in her duties and powers to 

those of a Wendat clan mother, especially as a keeper of a territory organized around a village. I 

believe that this interpretive framework illuminates the transatlantic Wendat wampum belts as 

diplomatic initiatives aiming to secure their existence, place, and autonomy within the 

increasingly colonized space of the Saint Lawrence River valley, and to conceptually access 

European spaces as well. This framework illuminates the contribution and participation of 

Wendat women in this process, and how their creativity allowed the Virgin Mary to become one 

of them. 

Beyond this central thesis (that the Virgin Mary, as a Wendat clan mother, opened 

networks of kin and territories to the Wendat community in the Saint Lawrence River valley), 

this chapter also has to contend with complex issues surrounding the iterative power of 

wampum and its relationship to written alphabetic script. Three of these five wampum belts 

used powerful words spoken to the Virgin or by her according to the Gospels, woven in 

alternating white and purple shell beads. How did wampum connect these different more-than-

human interlocutors, and what roles did they assign to these different actors? How did 
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wampum and associated speeches go about accomplishing the social transformations they 

spoke of?  

The answers to these questions are complex and vary according to each event of 

wampum exchange. Each wampum belt will be discussed individually, as the sources pertaining 

to them vary based on what has survived and what disappeared. This approach will highlight the 

process of selecting diplomatic partners: although all the belts were addressed to Mary, they 

were all sent to different places, and to slightly different versions of the same being, with 

specific place-based histories. What considerations went into selecting these partners? What 

relationships were being negotiated and mediated in these exchanges? What roles did Jesuit 

missionaries play as additional mediators of these exchanges, and what were their motivations? 

Between 1654 and 1673, the transatlantic Wendat wampum belts acted as counter-

gifts. They acknowledged a relationship that was initiated by the reception of various resources 

from overseas patrons: a gift from the Gentlemen of the congregation of the Professed house in 

Paris, and a miraculous wooden statuette from Notre-Dame de Foy in the Spanish Netherlands. 

These two belts explored the themes of the Virgin’s kinship, and the networks that the Wendat 

could enter through her shared lineage. The 1673 wampum belt sent to Loreto marked a shift as 

it was a Wendat initiative, and elicited material response from their new European partners. As 

the Wendat were building their own reproduction of Mary’s House, they engaged in local and 

international wampum diplomacy. The two remaining belts after this date were also Wendat 

initiatives, facilitated by missionaries’ personal ties.  

Of these five wampum belts, only the one received at Chartres Cathedral in 1678 survived in the 

original intended location. The other four made their absence knowable through other 

materials: manuscripts, prints, digital collages, or lines in inventories. Yet, the stories of these 

belts illuminate the ways in which humans relate with one another through things, by redefining 

kin relations, client networks, and the relationship to a place. 

Weaving Networks of Kin: the 1654 Wampum Belt to the Congregation of 
the Professed House in Paris 

The First of its Kind 

 The first Wendat wampum belt to cross the Atlantic Ocean was made in 1654, at the 

Jesuit mission on the Isle of Orleans, near Québec City. It was sent to the noblemen members of 

the congregation of the Jesuits’ professed house in Paris, France. The object has since 

disappeared, but it was described in print. The Jesuit Relation of 1654 narrated the process and 

context in which this belt was made, and included a copy of the text sent with the belt in the 

Wendat language, followed by a French translation by the Jesuit missionary Joseph Chaumonot. 

This Wendat text consists in two letters, one addressed to the French noblemen of the 

congregation in Paris, and the second a very short letter addressed to the Virgin Mary directly 

(Thwaites 1899, 41: 167-175). These sources provide the first stage in which to broach the 

question of Indigenous agency in the processes of transatlantic wampum diplomacy.  
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A few scholars working on Catholic wampum belts have assumed that they were the 

result of missionary schemes, rather than Indigenous initiative (e.g. Farabee 1922; Becker 2001). 

Did the Jesuits manipulate Wendat neophytes to make and send these objects? Did the Jesuits 

write the letters that accompanied them? They certainly translated these texts, so where might 

one see their influence in the translation process?  

 To answer these questions, it seems important to situate the actors involved in 

producing the remaining traces of the wampum belt. Who was Joseph Chaumonot, the 

missionary and translator? Who else authored the Wendat letter? The linguist John Steckley was 

graceful enough to share with me his own translation of the same 1654 text; how do the two 

translations compare? These two translations were made with different goals and for different 

audiences; situating what the text and wampum belts were supposed to accomplish in 1654 will 

extract the nuances necessary to differentiate Jesuit goals from the Wendat speech. I am 

grateful to John Steckley for his word-for-word translation and linguistic analysis of this speech, 

but the cultural and political implications that I deduct from these linguistic details are my own 

interpretation. 

 To better understand what the wampum belt and its associated speech were supposed 

to do, one must understand who were the Gentlemen of the Congregation of the Jesuits’ 

professed house in Paris. What was a Marian congregation, in France and in Canada? The first 

transatlantic Wendat wampum belt was made by the members of the first Wendat Marian 

congregation, established by Chaumonot at the Isle of Orleans in 1653 (Thwaites 1899, 41: 147). 

In this community of “elite Christians,” Wendat women created material ways to manifest and 

anchor their kinship to the Virgin Mary. Through their traditions tied to wampum beads and 

wampum weaving, the women of the Isle of Orleans appropriated certain aspects of Catholic 

mythology and to craft localized, Indigenized devotional practice that aimed to cement 

networks of social relations, a few years after the traumatic events of the 1640s. How was the 

Virgin Mary understood and incorporated into Wendat practice? The 1654 wampum belt and its 

accompanying text offer compelling linguistic and literary evidence that the Virgin somehow 

related to a Wendat clan mother. What is a Wendat clan, and what are the duties and 

responsibilities of a clan mother? 

Weaving wampum in a diplomatic setting usually serves to weave relationships, by 

changing the status of entire groups through the spoken words that are materialized in shell 

beads. I argue that the 1654 wampum belt not only carried a message, but also aimed to change 

the ties between those at each end of the exchange, those on either side of the wampum belt. 

Specifically, I propose that the 1654 wampum belt to Paris aimed to establish the Virgin Mary as 

a clan mother, and establishing Marian congregations as “Mary’s matrilineal clan.” This opened 

up all of Europe as potential kin to the Wendat, starting with the powerful men who formed the 

Congregation of the Jesuits’ professed house in Paris. This belt therefore established running 

themes in Wendat transatlantic wampum diplomacy: the political consequences of a kinship 

with Mary, the utilization of the Jesuits’ professional and devotional networks, and the 

fashioning of a Wendat brand of elite Catholicism. 
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What is a Marian Congregation?  

The Wendat group settled at the island of Orleans near Quebec City formed what 

French Jesuit François-Joseph Le Mercier called a congregation dedicated to the Virgin Mary 

(Thwaites 1899, 41: 147). According to his account, this was a missionary initiative, led by Pierre-

Joseph-Marie Chaumonot. This group of very devout Christians first consisted of “ten to twelve 

people” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 147) and grew as people who felt excluded asked to become 

members as well. This was a minority group, as the rest of the village counted about five to six 

hundred people in 1654 (Thwaites 1899, 41: 139). Membership depended on exemplary 

behavior.  

The 1654 Relation used two different names to describe the members: the first, 

emphasized in capital letters, was the title of: “SERVANT OF THE VIRGIN” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 

147). This name seemed to signal a straightforward cultural transfer from Europe to the island 

of Orleans: a Marian congregation there would follow the same cultural rules as in France, with 

a devotion shaped after feudal bonds of service. The second name used in the Relation to 

describe the Wendat group was “children of the Virgin,” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 149), a title that, 

for European readers, would have neatly fitted into the metaphorical kinship shared by all 

Christendom. This title also potentially bore more importance in the matrilineal Wendat society. 

Later in the Relation, Le Mercier described how female congregation members used this kin 

term to differentiate themselves from the rest of the village, to deflect unwanted advances or 

derogatory language: “I am a daughter of the blessed Virgin,” “she is a daughter of Mary” 

(Thwaites 1899, 41: 151). 

To better understand the significance of this group in its historical context, it is 

important to explain the existence and structure of Marian congregations in Europe, as it is to 

explain the organization of Wendat clans. A Marian congregation is an organization of Catholic 

practitioners who meet regularly to perform enhanced devotional acts under the patronage of 

the Virgin Mary, often in one of her more localized versions. Marian congregations emerged out 

of the Jesuit order in Rome during the 1560s (Châtellier 1989, 3). Jesuit priests then organized 

similar groups throughout Europe, following the principles for piety listed in Francis Coster’s 

Libellus Sodalitis (Châtellier 1989, 33). At their beginnings, these organizations included women, 

but by the end of the sixteenth century Marian congregations in Europe were exclusively male, 

and could be comprised of both ecclesiastics and laypeople (Châtellier 1989, 17).  

Marian congregations had two main authority figures: a Father (a priest directing the 

congregation in their devotions) and a prefect (a congregation member elected by the group). 

Following traditional practice inherited from the sixteenth century, members nominated three 

individuals for the position of prefect. Election officers selected the three names that came up 

more often and those became the candidates. The man winning the most votes became prefect, 

and the two other his assistants (Châtellier 1989, 11). The prefect’s role was to lead the 

meetings, say prayers, sing canticles, be a model for the rest of the group, and lead them in 

other ways (Châtellier 1989, 11). Le Mercier’s Relation of 1654 described a system in the 

Wendat congregation that was similar to their European counterparts. The Wendat prefect, 
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Jacques Oachonk, was “chosen by themselves [the Wendat group],” and he was a devout 

Christian both leading and commenting on prayers (Thwaites 1899, 41:149-151). According to 

the Wendat letter to the Gentlemen in Paris, he was also working with two assistants, Louis 

Aθarat8annen and Joseph Sondouskon (Thwaites 1899, 41:168). The tripartite structure of 

leadership would have signaled to a European audience that the Wendat congregation operated 

under the same rules and principles as a European one. A crucial difference was that the 

Wendat congregation at the Island of Orleans also counted women in their membership.  

To join a Marian congregation, the practitioner had to perform a ritual donation of the 

self to the Virgin Mary, often recorded in writing. This process, called an act of consecration, 

consisted in a speech addressed to the Virgin Mary, in which the postulant offered himself as “a 

perpetual servant” to his “Lady and Mistress, Patron and Advocate” (Congregation of Notre-

Dame 1674, 2, translation by Lise Puyo).50 These acts of consecration form interesting echoes 

with some passages of the texts accompanying wampum belts to European churches. These 

similarities illustrate missionary efforts to transform Indigenous societies and modes of relations 

to conform to European standards. However, these similarities should not be examined 

uncritically in North American contexts: who were these speeches for? When were they 

performed? How many layers of potential meaning did they carry for their diverse audiences? 

Marian congregations formed a network of devout Catholics aiming to reform society. 

Through strict discipline, congregation members aimed to sanctify their existence through 

attentive control of time, which was organized around sacred festivals, ceremonies, prayers, and 

personal rituals. The congregation functioned as a social structure to keep up with this 

discipline, applied to members’ minds and bodies. In a search for purity, bodily postures and 

thought processes were given religious meanings. Acts of mortification and the close monitoring 

of one’s interiority aimed to suppress sinful or impious thoughts and acts, voluntary or 

involuntary. Through this deep and far-reaching reform of the self, congregation members were 

hoping to model a better society that would influence mainstream behavior (Châtellier 1989, 

33-46).  

All of these elements were also described in the multiple Wendat congregations created 

in the Saint Lawrence River valley from the 1650s onward (Jetten 1994, 103-107). Historians in 

the twenty-first century have highlighted the permanence of Wendat traditional practices in this 

context of enhanced Catholic devotion, especially through funerary rites, horticultural practices, 

and material culture (Clair 2008b, 235-256; Lozier 2018, 128-129). Transatlantic wampum 

diplomacy is an example of the strong permanence of Wendat culture within this disciplinary 

framework. But why would the Wendat send a wampum belt to the members of a Marian 

congregation in France? Who were the Gentlemen of the professed house in Paris and why were 

they selected as diplomatic partners and potential kin? 

 
50 Original French: “Je vous choisis aujourd’huy pour Dame & Maitresse, Patrone & Advocate (…) qu’il 
vous plaise me recevoir pour vostre serviteur pendant toute ma vie.” 
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Selecting Influential Partners 

 A professed house is the place where priests prepare for their ministry after completing 

their studies (Châtellier 1989, 18). In 1630, the Jesuits created a Marian congregation of 

“Messieurs” or Gentlemen headquartered in their professed house of Paris (Châtellier 1989, 93). 

From its inception, this congregation of Notre Dame was comprised of influential noblemen, 

often the Jesuits’ former students, spanning across lay and religious powers: financial 

intendants, members of the King’s council, abbots and bishops (Châtellier 1989, 94-99; 106-

108). Famous actors of French political and literary history, such as Nicolas Fouquet and François 

de La Rochefoucault, were part of this Parisian congregation.  

 Marian congregations were a place for devotion but also aimed to have an influence on 

the world around them. The Gentlemen’s congregation focused on charitable work, funding 

hospitals and missionary efforts in France and abroad. Many members were connected to 

Canadian missions: several members of the Montreal Society also belonged to the congregation 

of Gentlemen. Sébastien Cramoisy, the printer who published the Jesuit Relations and other 

texts related to North America, was also the procurator for the Compagnie de la Nouvelle-

France in 1633, and one of the first members of the congregation. Jean de Lauzon, Governor of 

New France from 1651 to 1656, also belonged to the Gentlemen of the professed house in Paris 

(Châtellier 1989, 103).  

This organization had far-reaching ties and looked to use the power of its members to 

reform institutions and society based on a rigorist understanding of Catholic religious practice 

(Châtellier 1989, 108). This echoes the Jesuits’ efforts with the Wendat mission, and their 

description of the Wendat Marian congregation on the Island of Orleans. Le Mercier mentioned 

in his Relation that the Gentlemen of the professed house in Paris had made a charitable 

contribution to the Wendat congregation. The Jesuits had decided to include this donation to 

the treasury, “achennonk aon,”51 that the Wendat congregation had been building through 

weekly donations of wampum beads. This indicates that the traditional modes of communal 

curation of resources were still ongoing in the Christian Wendat community. The foreign 

donation apparently prompted Wendat leadership to weave a wampum belt as a reciprocal gift 

defining this relationship (Thwaites 1896, 41: 165).  

 While Le Mercier’s text explained that the Gentlemen’s contribution was one of many, 

the 1654 Wendat letter attached to the wampum belt stated that the Gentlemen were 

perceived as long-term benefactors, who had made several commitments of support over the 

past few years (Thwaites 1899, 41:170). Interestingly, these contributions were described as “de 

riches présents” (valuable presents) in French translation (Thwaites 1899, 41:171). However, the 

Wendat letter only acknowledged that the Gentlemen had been compassionate, giving the 

Wendat “stan iesta,” “all kinds of things.”52  

 
51 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°367r. 
52 Translation by John Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
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The relatively vague term in Wendat was translated into a French locution that 

recognized the monetary and symbolic value of these gifts. This decision highlights Chaumonot’s 

role as translator across languages and cultural norms. He adapted the Wendat text to fit social 

conventions, especially the epistolary norms described in Chapter 2. In the Translator’s 

Invisibility: A History of Translation (1995), Lawrence Venuti distinguished between two 

opposing methodologies of translating a text across languages. “Domestication” describes the 

process to make foreign lexicons and registers fit European norms, while “foreignization” 

describes the choices to remain close to the source language through literal translations or 

neologisms. In a seventeenth-century letter to noble patrons, it seems that it was important to 

Chaumonot to adopt a very deferential tone. In an example of domesticating translation, he 

chose to be more precise and flattering than Steckley in his translation of “stan iesta.” The 

discrepancy between the two versions (“valuable presents” vs. “all kinds of things”) could also 

raise the question of uneven knowledge of these gifts: it is possible that the Jesuits, as 

administrators, managed these resources with little transparency.  

The letter addressed to the Gentlemen briefly mentioned that the Wendat had gathered 

information about their interlocutors before sending them a wampum belt. The speaker Jacques 

Oachonk recalled learning, when the Wendat created their own congregation, that assemblies 

worshipping Mary existed “everywhere in the world” and that the congregation of the professed 

house was well-regarded and well-known: 

Ce fut lors qu’on nous dit ; qu’il y avoit en tous les lieux du monde, des assemblées 
qui se formoient pour luy dire dans le fond de l’ame, oüy, Mere de Jesus, tu vois mon 
cœur, & tu vois qu’il ne ment point, quand il te dit, Marie je te veux honorer ! On 
nous dit qu’à Paris, où vous estes honorez des hommes, il y a plaisir de vous voir, que 
vous mettez tout vostre honneur à honorer la Vierge. (Thwaites 1899, 41: 170) 

We were then told that there were in all parts of the world societies formed to say to 
her, out of the depth of the soul: “Yes, Mother of Jesus, thou seest my heart; and 
thou seest that it does not speak falsely when it says to thee, ‘Mary, I wish to honor 
thee.’” We are told that in Paris, where you are honored by the people, it is a 
pleasure to see you, for you count it your sole honor to honor the Virgin. (Thwaites 
1899, 41: 171) 

By mentioning their interlocutors’ reputation, the Wendat orators, Jacques Oachonk, Louis 

Aθarat8annen, and Joseph Sondouskon, demonstrated diplomatic know-how that translated 

well into the propriety conventions of seventeenth-century French culture. They also 

demonstrated that they knew whom they were speaking to.  

 As a congregation of influential men, the Gentlemen of the professed house in Paris 

could be perceived as a trove of potential powerful allies that could help the Wendat 

congregation in mediating a relationship not only with the Virgin Mary, but also with colonial 

officials. Among the various benefactors of the Jesuit mission, the Gentlemen seem to have 

been the only ones at this point to receive a wampum belt in response to their material support. 

This choice reflects the conscious selection of allies by the Wendat congregation, based on 

information gathered about the congregation of the professed house in Paris. Although the 
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letter did not mention the powerful colonial officers who belonged to this group, the fact that 

the Governor of New France was a member might have pushed Jesuit missionaries and Wendat 

diplomats to see the value in cultivating a relationship with this particular congregation, already 

overseen by the Jesuits in France.  

The previous extract also contains a stunning piece of information regarding Wendat 

understandings of Marian congregations. The translation reads: “in all parts of the world 

societies formed” to honor Mary (Thwaites 1899, 41: 171). These “societies” or “assemblées” in 

Chaumonot’s translation, are expressed in the Wendat language as “ondikiok8i chiach otiok8ato 

eti,” which John Steckley identified as meaning literally: “they make a matriclan,” or “they are of 

a true matriclan.”53 Historians such as Muriel Clair and Jean-François Lozier have both remarked 

on the adoption of the Virgin Mary as an ancestor figure, and a foundation for new paths of 

kinship, especially with European interlocutors (Clair 2008b, 272-273; Lozier 2018, 129), but this 

linguistic insight adds a more precise understanding of the words and thoughts deployed to 

articulate the concept of a Marian congregation in a Wendat context. In the case of Clair, this 

piece of evidence could support her intuition that the 1654 Wendat congregation was akin to 

“Mary’s clan.” 

What is a Wendat Clan? 

Before going back to the locution “ondikiok8i chiach otiok8ato eti” and its potential 

implications for the Wendat Christian community, it is necessary to examine Wendat clans and 

their organizations. Within a human community, a clan is a group of individuals descending from 

a common ancestor through the male line or through the female line, in which case it is called a 

matriclan. This anthropological notion is used to describe social organizations that were not 

necessarily called a “clan” by those who observed seventeenth-century Wendat society, and 

who may have used other terms such as lineages, nations, and families instead. Nevertheless, 

historical sources reviewed by ethnohistorians working on seventeenth-century Wendat society 

all concur to describe an organization based on matrilineal descent systems. 

Anthropologist Bruce Trigger called clan segments the “basic unit of Huron political 

organization,” and defined a clan segment as a group of individuals descending from a common 

female ancestor and who inhabited a single community (Trigger 1987, 54). The term “clan” 

describes a larger social group linked by a common ancestor. Linguist John Steckley established, 

based on historical accounts and Jesuit dictionaries, that the Wendat had eight clans: bear, deer, 

beaver, turtle, wolf, sturgeon/loon, hawk, and fox (Steckley 1982, 29-31). These could be found 

across villages and Wendat nations, solidifying kinship ties over vast territories through relations 

of hospitality, trade, and rituals.  

In Wendat society, clan membership determined who could hold political office and 

become a “chief” or “captain,” since political offices were transmitted through the matrilineal 

lineage (Trigger 1987, 55). Clans produced two types of male leaders, one overseeing military 

affairs, and the other overseeing civil matters pertaining to the village (Trigger 1987, 55; Tooker 

 
53 Translation by John Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
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1991, 43). The clan mothers or matrons elected civil leaders. Clans also held reciprocal 

responsibilities to bury the dead of the opposite group, known as the aiheonde relationship 

(Steckley 2007b, 55-58). 

These eight clans were also confusingly called “families” and “nations” in historical 

documents (Thwaites 1898, 33: 243 and 247; Thwaites 1898, 38: 287; Steckley 1982, 30). The 

word “nation” evolved in the eighteenth century to describe the people living in the same 

country, a political community ruled by the same laws, but in the 17th century, the term in 

French derives from the verb naistre (to be born) (Le Guern 1996, 161). There were four Wendat 

“nations” in the more modern sense of the term, larger groupings with distinct dialects of the 

Wendat language, allied in a confederacy, which could be confused with clans bearing the same 

names: Bear, Cord, Rock, and Deer, to which Steckley added the Bog based on his review of 

Jesuit linguistic materials (Steckley 2007b, 28).  

Further confusing later scholars, seventeenth-century authors often saw clan segments 

(maternal lineages living in a village) and clans (larger groups of people across multiple villages 

and nations) as interchangeable notions. Trigger suggests that the additive logic of clan-making 

was a historical development, from local clan segments to geographically far-reaching symbolic 

and ritual clans (Trigger 1987, 154). As Mohawk historian Deborah Doxtator highlighted, clans 

and populations were dynamic, which meant that: “under certain circumstances the metaphor 

of clan can contract to fit exactly the maternal family,” and further explained that these 

groupings would “expand outward or contract inward depending upon the spatial context or 

purpose to which the must be used” (Doxtator 1996, 36). 

This double movement of expansion and contraction is profoundly linked to clan 

organization and its relation to the land, according to Doxtator. She saw two complementary 

and interdependent movements: one focused on the clearing as a compact “center,” with the 

village and its fields, which was often linked in Iroquoian languages and governance to the 

mother’s matrilineage; and the movement focusing outward on the forest, the space of hunting, 

trade, war, and diplomacy, where the clan could expand, where those responsibilities fell to the 

father’s matrilineage (Doxtator 1996, 53-69). Belonging to a clan land base (a clearing, a 

longhouse) gave people their social identity and ensured their survival. Adopting more people 

into the clan, through mourning wars, reproduction or diplomacy, allowed the clan to maintain 

control over their territories, to keep the relationship between people and the land (Doxtator 

1996, 55). Based on a linguistically embedded understanding of clans as a verb rather than a 

noun, she explained that a Iroquoian clan was “more easily understood as a pattern of activity—

specifically that of sharing land as a group” (Doxtator 1996, 58).  

Doxtator saw this organization in the five types of clan leaders Lafitau described in late 

eighteenth century: the clan matrons, notable women or oitander, who corresponded to the 

conceptual space of the clearing and maintained contacts with other clearings; clan war chiefs, 

who corresponded to the forest; local clan chiefs or howakowan-eh, who formed the council of 

the clearing; Confederacy clan chiefs or royaner, who were referred to as “trees” (the 
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conceptual world of the forest); and respected elders, both men and women (the conceptual 

world of the clearing) (Doxtator 1996, 86).  

Wendat clan matrons yielded political responsibilities in Wendats contexts: their council 

designated village chiefs (Thwaites 1899, 57: 63-65). In Chapter 2, I discussed the roles of 

Wendat and Iroquoian women in “raising the tree,” asking for captives to replace a dead family 

member, and in weaving wampum for diplomacy. This active role further highlights the 

interdependence between genders to perform clan-making, through warfare, adoption, and 

reproduction. A clan mother was the main authority in a longhouse, in charge of managing food 

resources that included corn, beans, squash, meats, and other objects including wampum beads 

(Labelle 2021, 6-7). The accumulation of wampum beads in a communal treasury (located in one 

of the longhouses) was an important description in the 1654 Relation, linked with the Marian 

congregation gathering every week to pool together as many wampum beads as they said the 

rosary prayers that week (Thwaites 1899, 41: 139, 149). As Clair noted, this accumulation of 

culturally significant resources also signaled that the community was re-establishing a common 

treasury that enabled political relations (Clair 2008b, 231-232). It was noted in Chapter 2 that 

the Jesuit Relations sometimes downplayed female leadership, especially when wampum belts 

given to a Wendat new chief by the clan matrons were described as a mere financial 

transaction. However, the Relations also mention that missionaries needed female allies in 

order to maintain their authority and credibility within mission villages (e.g. Thwaites 1899, 54: 

293).  

With this understanding of clans as dynamic matrilineal groups, contracting and 

expanding to relate to a land base, I return to the 1654 Wendat letter accompanying the 

wampum belt to Paris, and especially the expression “otiok8ato eti.” According to Steckley’s 

study of words used for “family” in the Wendat language, the verb root -,entio- seemed to refer 

to clan segments in Jesuit dictionaries, where honditio,e was defined as “they are parents on the 

mother’s side” (Steckley 1992, 495-496). The verb -,entiok8-, also spelled esendio’k8-, and 

otiok8- in the 1654 letter, was used in Jesuit dictionaries to ask about someone’s clan,54 but also 

as a word for band or group (Steckley 2014, 27-28; Steckley 1992, 496). It is this verb root that 

Stekley recognized in the 1654 Wendat letter’s “otiok8ato eti,” used to describe a Marian 

congregation as: “they are of a true clan, a destined clan, group.”55  

Steckley noted that in early Jesuit explanations of Christianity in the Wendat language, 

the -,entio- root explicitly referring to clan segments was rarely used. Instead, the Jesuits 

preferred to focus on the root -h8atsir-, which referred to the close matrilineal lineage (Steckley 

1992, 496). They used that root to speak about the Holy Family and Mary’s house, a motif that 

becomes more important later on.56 In the 1654 Wendat speech, Jacques Oachonk used the 

metaphor of clans as parents on the mother’s side to describe these “assemblies” and “groups” 

that were Marian congregations. At a time when the Wendat community was rebuilding after 

 
54 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°141r. 
55 Translation by John Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
56 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°141r. 
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significant losses, this metaphor of clan-building and its aggregative dynamic can put in 

perspective the creation and expansion of the Marian congregation on the island of Orleans as 

“being parents on the mother’s side” with the Virgin Mary being this common female ancestor. 

The existence of Marian congregations around the world could have been understood in a 

Wendat context as so many segments of Mary’s clan, living under her tutelage and authority, in 

her clearings, and seeking out new members throughout the conceptual forest of the world. 

This explanation would indigenize European territories in the Wendat community’s eyes, and 

also explain the very presence of the Jesuits amongst them, and explain their material, spiritual, 

and ritual help, especially to bury their dead. 

The Virgin Mary, Wendat Clan Mother 

In the second half of the 1654 Wendat letter, Jacques Oachonk deployed a horticultural 

metaphor to describe the status of the Wendat as Christians. He contrasted unripe ears of corns 

to ripe ears of corn. The trouble a cultivator felt upon seeing uneven ripeness in their field was 

compared to Mary’s “sadness” upon seeing that all believers were not evenly advanced on the 

path to Christian faith: 

Un laboureur est content, quand il voit tous les epys de son champ bien meurs. Cela 
l’atriste, s’il en voit quelques-uns qui ne soient pas meurs, quand il faut les cueillir. 
Vous autres, qui honorez la Vierge de tout vostre cœur, elle vous regarde comme des 
epys de son champs meurs pour le ciel. Nous autres qui n’avons pas encore d’esprit, 
& qui ne faisons que commencer à servir la Vierge, elle nous regarde comme les epys 
qui ne sont pas encore meurs. Cela l’atriste. Puisque vous l’aimez, demandez à Jesus 
que tout le champ de la Vierge soit meur comme il faut, pour le ciel, afin qu’elle soit 
contente. (Thwaites 1899, 41: 172; Chaumonot’s translation). 

A husbandman is gratified when he sees all the ears of his cornfield well ripened; but 
he is troubled if he sees some that are not ripe when harvest-time comes. You, who 
honor the Virgin with all your heart, are regarded by her as ears of her field which 
are ripe for heaven. We, who have not yet sense, and are only beginning to serve the 
Virgin, are regarded by her as ears not yet ripe; and that grieves her. Since you love 
her, ask of Jesus that all the field of the Virgin may be ripe, as it should be, for 
heaven, in order that she may be pleased. (Thwaites 1899, 41: 173; Thwaites’ 
translation of Chaumonot’s translation) 

 European readers might have understood this metaphor as a reference to similar 

agricultural images in the Gospels, such as the parable of the sower (Matthew 13:3-8) and the 

metaphor describing Christians as ripe grains (Mark 4:26-29). Perhaps in alignment with these 

references, the metaphor started from a male point of view in the letter, both in Wendat and in 

French.57 Oachonk’s speech then shifted to Mary’s point of view, arguing that among the field 

that she had planted, she saw the Gentlemen as “the very good ears of corn,” which were “ripe” 

 
57 Steckley’s translation establishes “hoenχ8i” as “he has cultivated,” which Chaumonot translated in 
French as “laboureur” or plower (Thwaites 1899, 41:172). 
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and “will be stored in the sky.”58 The letter argued that Mary looked at the Wendat “as corn not 

yet ripe, and that troubles her.”59  

In Wendat society, planting maize, tending to the fields, and harvesting them had been 

categorized as women’s work (Trigger 1987, 34-36). This metaphor thus seemed to have evoked 

a gendered experience, conveying the status of Mary as a Wendat mother, whose responsibility 

it was to feed her family with the product of her fields, and to manage resources after the 

harvest. Throughout the seventeenth century, Wendat people increased their reliance on maize 

in their diet, as numerous disruptions challenged access to traditional hunting and fishing sites 

(Pfeiffer et al. 2016).  

Since horticultural practices were so central to survival, the metaphor used in the letter 

was profoundly linked to Wendat existential preoccupations. This metaphor also underlines the 

importance of a relationship to a land base. If the Wendat are like ears of corn, they are planted 

in Mary’s fields, in her clearing. As she looks upon them, she is also looking at the land that she 

established for their growth and nourishment.  

“Aronhiae e8ateh8aten” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 168), which literally means: “in the sky it 

will be stored,”60 conveys this image of storing the corn ears in heaven. In a Wendat longhouse, 

storage was either subterranean or above ground, and starting from the 13th century when 

longhouses became larger, the end vestibules of the longhouse were used as communal, above-

ground storage areas (Creese 2016, 21). Maize was also braided and hung from the rafters to 

dry (Creese 2016, 20). While the metaphor clearly operates within Christian ideas of the afterlife 

in heaven, it also speaks to the mundane work of a Wendat woman placing braided corn ears 

above ground, close to the roof of the longhouse, and therefore close to the sky. Once again, 

Mary was presented with the duties and responsibilities of a Wendat woman, a clan mother 

managing resources for the longhouse. 

Survival in this world and togetherness in the afterworld were at stake in establishing 

this maternal relationship to Mary. The Gentlemen in Paris, who had been part of Mary’s clan 

for longer than the Wendat at the island of Orleans, could therefore be interpreted as important 

intermediaries to confirm this recognition of a shared connection to Mary. Chaumonot 

domesticized his translation by choosing the vague “assemblées” over the culturally specific 

“they form a matriclan.” While this surely made for a more straightforward read for the 

Gentlemen of the congregation in Paris, he erased this insight into Wendat perceptions of 

Mary’s role. The missionary crafted his text with its addressees in mind; he made sure that 

Wendat conceptions would align with the Gentlemen’s understanding of themselves as an 

“assembly” rather than a clan.  

The social relations that were materialized by the 1654 wampum belt were articulated 

more clearly later in the Wendat letter, through the conventions of wampum diplomacy, 

 
58 Translation by John Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
59 Idem. 
60 Idem. 
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expressed in kinship metaphors. Chaumonot’s translation explained: “We are brothers, since the 

mother of Jesus is our mother as well as yours” (Thwaites 1899, 41:178). Steckley translated the 

Wendat phrase “kwatakhen onne ien a,enrhon onwa en asei,” by: “we are siblings, brothers, it is 

such because she adopted us as children.”61 Mary’s agency in voluntarily becoming an ancestral 

figure to the Wendat congregation—explained with the same word as being parents on the 

mother’s side—is therefore deeply tied to the clan relations opened in Europe. A declination of 

that term was also used in as the letter’s first word and in the final phrase: A8ataken, meaning: 

“we are siblings.”62 

In wampum diplomacy, the title of sibling or brother designates a relationship between 

equals (Corbiere 2014). While register clues adopted by Chaumonot in translation might have 

conveyed modesty, humility, and maintained the social hierarchies that might have existed 

between Chaumonot and the noblemen of the Paris congregation, the Wendat seem to have 

viewed themselves as members of the same matrilineal clan. Superseding the stratifications of 

seventeenth-century French society, the metaphors of Wendat clan structures could have 

provided a means of forming kin across the Atlantic with this influential group of men united in 

their relationship to the Virgin Mary. The 1654 wampum belt was the materialization of this 

demand.  

The Wendat tasked the Gentlemen in their letter to act as their representatives and 

human agents in front of the Virgin Mary: “Present this collar to her and tell her that we wish to 

honor her. We would like to honor her as highly as you do” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 173). This 

highlights how the status of brothers was rooted in actions and behaviors. Enrolling the 

Gentlemen as their agents, the Wendat orators trusted them not only with their precious and 

powerful wampum, they also trusted them to perform their ceremonies by conducting wampum 

diplomacy on their behalf.  

While Chaumonot’s translation did not get into much detail of the particular protocol, 

the Wendat text was apparently more specific. John Steckley’s translation had the word 

“Tsi[c]haraenχ8as”63 as “Give her a string of wampum to make her like a prepared field.” The 

“prepared field,” according to Steckley, was a metaphor for “calm,” and evokes the diplomatic 

metaphor of “clearing the path,” meaning removing brushes and obstacles preventing the travel 

of the mind towards understanding and agreement. It also calls back to the horticultural 

metaphor deployed in the letter, associating the mind with a cultivated field. The “string of 

wampum” is related to the root -‘charo- meaning “to be a shell necklace,” translated into 

“collier” in Jesuit dictionaries (Steckley 2007a, 72).  

In the following lines, the Wendat gave instructions to the Gentlemen: “Say ‘they honor 

your name with this instrument, the Wendat.’”64 Embedding speech into this speech, the 

 
61 Idem. 
62 Idem. 
63 The word in print has an “e” instead of the “c,” which Steckley identified as a potential typographic 
error. 
64 Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
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Wendat voiced the Gentlemen in their anticipated ceremonial speech to Mary. This potentially 

blurred the lines between the two groups, united within the same clan, thinking the same 

thoughts, speaking the same words. Within this passage of embedded speech, another request 

was spoken: “we wish that we honor your name, like they honor your name” (Thwaites 1899, 

41: 171). The translations into French and English allocated the pronouns “we” to the Wendat 

and “they” to the Gentlemen of the congregation. However, in the absence of punctuation in 

the Wendat text, this allocation could perhaps be more ambiguous. Since this is a passage of 

reported speech, where the Gentlemen are speaking to Mary, boundaries are not so clear-cut. 

By offering the wampum belt to Mary, one could argue that it was actually the Gentlemen who 

would be honoring Mary’s name in the Wendat fashion. Once again, the logic of clan-making 

indigenized European catholic practices, where the “them” could become a little bit more like 

“we.”  

The seventeenth-century translation eliminated this ambiguity. Chaumonot added 

punctuation that severed the passage of reported speech to only include “tell her that we want 

to honor her,” and changing the third person plural “them” into a second person plural “you,” 

resulting in these sentences: “Present this collar to her and tell her that we wish to honor her. 

We would like to honor her as highly as you do” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 173).65 These changes made 

for a simpler message, which reinforced social hierarchies and maintained boundaries between 

the two groups. Once again, this choice underlines Chaumonot’s priorities to craft a message 

that would be intelligible to his audience of French noblemen, who for the most part had never 

met a Wendat person. 

The 1654 letter points to fascinating ceremonial instructions that embodied and 

enacted the Gentlemen and the Wendat congregations becoming siblings: they could speak for 

one another to the same mother, who had adopted the Wendat on the island of Orleans. In the 

Wendat letter accompanying the wampum belt, the Virgin Mary was specifically depicted as the 

ancestor of a vast maternal line that unified all the congregations devoted to her throughout the 

world. This figure of clan ancestor was given a tangible image in the letter, that of a Wendat 

woman, tending to her fields of maize, managing communities of people as ears of corn that she 

would braid together and hang onto the rafters of her longhouse, and store “in the sky.”  

Beads to Communicate with the Lady of the Sky  

The Wendat creation story focuses on a female figure, Aataentsic, who falls from the sky 

onto the back of a turtle, and later gives birth to two sons who create land features, plants, and 

animals (see e.g. Trigger 1986, 77-78; Barbeau 1915, 37-50 and 288-316). Micah True, in his 

discussion of the Jesuit retelling of this story in the Relations, demonstrated that missionaries 

believed that this myth was a deformed version of multiple Christian creation stories from the 

Old Testament (True 2007). Jean de Brébeuf, the Jesuit missionary telling the myth in the 

Relation, pointed to what he thought were discrepancies in the story, questioning for instance 

 
65 Original French: “Presentez-luy ce collier, & dites luy que nous la voulons honorer. Nous voudrions bien 
l’honorer autant que vous” 
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how Aataentsic could have become pregnant if she was by herself after she fell from the sky. If 

the Jesuits conceived of Wendat myths as degraded versions of Christian ones, the nominal 

similarities between Aataentsic, the female ancestral figure of the Wendat fallen from the sky, 

and Mary, mother of Christ and queen of the Heavens, could have easily been exploited to offer 

an appealing version of Christianity to a Wendat audience.  

In the letter to Mary accompanying the 1654 wampum belt, the Wendat called Mary 

“Dame du Ciel” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 174), literally: “Lady of the Sky.” “Aronhia,” the Wendat 

mention of the sky, comes up several times in the Wendat letter, associated with the angel 

Gabriel, with the souls of the dead, and with the Virgin herself. As Bruce Trigger remarked, the 

sky was an important figure in Wendat ontologies, and perhaps the overlap with Christian 

symbolism was another locale where transfers of meaning could safely occur (Trigger 1986, 76). 

The words written on the 1654 wampum belt, with alternating white and purple beads, 

were “Ave Maria Gratia Plena” according to Le Mercier’s Relation (Thwaites 1899, 41: 167). 

These words, meaning “Greetings, Mary, full of Grace,” correspond to the episode of the 

Annunciation (Luke 1:26-38). These words were spoken to the Virgin Mary in her house in 

Nazareth by the angel Gabriel, who then proceeded to explain to her that she would birth the 

son of God (Luke 1:29-33). Mary replied: “I am the Lord’s servant, may your word to me be 

fulfilled” (Luke 1:38), which traditionally marks the moment of the Incarnation, the conception 

of Jesus inside Mary’s womb (Briede 2014: 233-245). In other Christian interpretations, the 

moment of the Incarnation corresponds to Gabriel’s words: “gratia plena,” “you who are highly 

favored,” arguing that the perfect tense in the original Greek indicated that Mary’s pregnancy 

had already occurred (Welzen 2011, 29-30). In both cases, spoken words have a concrete 

efficacy in this biblical myth: they perform the act they speak. 

In How to do Things with Words (1962), J.L. Austin distinguished different types of 

speech acts: locutionary acts, or utterances; illocutionary acts; and perlocutionary acts. Behind 

the utterance is an intention, which Austin called an illocutionary act, that can be modulated by 

its force, in the case of declarations, orders, requests, prohibitions, promises, etc. The effects 

that these speech acts have on human mental state are called perlocutionary acts. A 

performative sentence, in Austin’s framework, occurs when “the uttering of the sentence is, or 

is a part of, the doing of an action” (Austin 1962, 5). In the case of the Catholic mystery of the 

Incarnation, Gabriel’s utterance “Greetings, Mary, you who are greatly favored,” and Mary’s 

response “I am the Lord’s servant, may your word to me be fulfilled” according to different 

exegesis traditions, are performative speech acts, in that the words that were uttered created 

Jesus without going through biological reproduction. The Incarnation refers to the Word taking a 

body inside Mary’s, when divine speech was transformed into Jesus.  

Commenting on Austin’s theory, Bourdieu noted that beyond the words themselves 

performing these “acts of social magic,” the efficacy of such declarations in the social world 

depended on the social dispositions of such utterances. In order to have any weight, 

performative speech acts need to be uttered by the right spokespersons, in the right location, to 

the right audience who believes in the legitimacy of the performer, of the institution the 
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performer represents, and of the ritual itself (Bourdieu 1982, 62-63). In this particular story, 

Gabriel is the messenger of an omnipotent God, and therefore Mary’s acceptance also founds a 

miracle that is at the core of Catholic faith, and that is ritually re-iterated and replayed by 

believers to reaffirm the institution of their religion. 

 The story of the Annunciation thus holds several utterances that have, in a Christian 

ontology, changed the meaning of the world and given a direction to history. The words of this 

dialogue between Gabriel and Mary therefore hold immense power, and it is not surprising that 

they were incorporated into ritual prayers. The Ave Maria prayer starts by repeating Gabriel’s 

salutation to Mary: “Hail Mary, thou that are greatly favored,” before asking for her protection. 

In this sense, the Ave Maria prayer is both a commemoration and an appropriation of the 

biblical episode’s power. 

As Muriel Clair has shown in her analysis of Jesuit use of objects in their mission chapels, 

the individuals who came to Canada also brought their own understanding of the agency of their 

own religious material culture. Jesuit missionaries in New France were convinced that their 

images and objects had efficacious properties, an “autonomous power” that would “conquer 

and civilize” Indigenous peoples, reflecting their own relationship with sacred objects “and [their 

own] conviction that they have a power that is equal to speech” (Clair 2008a, 98).  

 In Catholic practice, this prayer found a material support in the form of rosary beads. 

Since the fifteenth century, Catholic rosaries have adopted a conventional form alternating 

between larger and smaller beads (Malgouyres 2017, 21). Larger beads represent the Pater 

Noster prayer and they are set apart between ten smaller beads, which represent the Ave Maria 

prayer. The rosary was easily incorporated into Wendat Christian practices, as its function as a 

material support for spoken words overlapped so neatly with wampum (Friant 2011; Leavelle 

2010). At the Wendat village on the island of Orleans, rosary recitation and wampum 

ceremonialism seemed to come together. 

 Le Mercier’s Relation of 1654 described that the recitation of the rosary held a central 

place in Wendat devotion, and was also central to the communal practices of the Wendat 

congregation (Thwaites 1899, 41: 139, 149). Saying and singing the rosary prayers marked the 

ritual passing of time throughout the day and throughout the week (Thwaites 1899, 41: 151, 

165). Every Sunday, Le Mercier explained, members of the congregation donated as many 

wampum beads as they had said the rosary during that week, which sometimes amounted to 

seven or eight hundred beads (Thwaites 1899, 41: 165). Le Mercier added that the community 

curated these wampum beads as a “public treasury,” and that they were sometimes woven into 

wampum belts to “write what they wish to say in honor of the Virgin” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 

165).66 This passage documents the relationship between rosary prayers—greetings to the Virgin 

Mary—and wampum beads, the traditional medium to carry performative words and establish 

social relationships. 

 
66 Original French: “leur devotion des a porté à en faire quelques colliers, en espece de broderie, où 
meslant les grains de porcelene violette, avec les blancs, ils escrivent ce qu’ils desirent dire en l’honneur 
de la Vierge. Ils ont fait comme un fiscque public, composé … de leurs petits presens” (Thwaites 1896, 41: 
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 Le Mercier’s account found interesting echoes in the Wendat letter to the Gentlemen of 

the Notre-Dame congregation in Paris. Jacques Oachonk and his assistants explained to their 

interlocutors that the wampum belt, which carried the first words of the Annunciation, also the 

first words of the rosary prayer to Mary, had been woven with as many wampum beads as the 

number of times the Wendat congregation had said the rosary in two months: 

envoyons leur un collier de nostre Porcelene, où est escrit le salut qu’un Ange du Ciel 
apporta à la Vierge. Nous avons dit autant de chapelets, en l’espace de deux lunes, 
qu’il y a de grains dans le collier, un grain de porcele noire en vaut deux de blanche. 
(Thwaites 1899, 41: 170).  

Let us send them a collar of our Porcelain, whereon is written the greetin that an 
Angel from Heaven brought to the Virgin. We have recited as many rosaries, in the 
space of two months, as there are beads in the collar—one bead of black porcelain 
being worth two of white. (Thwaites 1899, 41: 171). 

This suggests that the very beads used to weave this wampum belt had been imbued with the 

words “Ave Maria gratia plena” in individual practice, and donated by various community 

members over a period of two months. John Steckley pointed out that there was no linguistic 

distinction between wampum strings and rosary beads in the Wendat letter from 1654, since 

the noun root -re’ns- was used in the words “on8arenso tra8i,” “we go over a string of 

wampum, recite it” (Steckley 2007b, 171-172). 

 This could suggest that wampum strings were used as rosaries within the Wendat 

community, explaining why Wendat practitioners would ritually give these strings to Mary, since 

they held powerful words addressed to her. In particular, it seems that the theme of the 

Annunciation dovetailed with the motifs of kinship and diplomacy. The angel was an envoy of 

God, or as the Wendat letter described, a “doki Aronhia erronnon,” a spirit and “person of the 

sky,”67 perhaps borrowing from Wendat mythologies of the sky world to appropriate Christian 

stories. Gabriel’s salutation to Mary was described as “te onnonronk8anionti,” a formula that 

was also used in opening and closing the Wendat letter, meaning literally: “to oil one’s scalp 

many times,” meaning to greet someone with great respect.68  

As Gabriel met and greeted Mary in the Gospels, he proposed new kin relations to her: 

to become the mother of Jesus, who would rule over mankind (Luke 1:31-33). This resembles 

wampum diplomacy, where the use of kinship metaphors reorganizes and redefines the political 

relations between groups. Jacques Oachonk, the Wendat diplomat, described the wampum belt 

sent to the Gentlemen in Paris, bearing Gabriel’s words, as such: “it is an instrument of writing 

that the spirit in the sky uses to greet Mary with great respect.”69 This could suggest that in a 

Wendat version of the Annunciation, Gabriel may have presented a wampum belt to Mary. 

Muriel Clair (2009a, 171; 2008b, 509) has pointed out the iconographic resemblances between 

pictorial representations of the Annunciation where Gabriel carries a speech scroll and wampum 

 
67 Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
68 Idem. 
69 Idem. 
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belts bearing Latin words. In both cases, speech is materialized on long flexible rectangular 

supports carried by the angel and presented to Mary. In both cases, words that were spoken out 

loud are contained in a material form and released by an interpreter, Gabriel, the Wendat, or 

the Gentlemen presenting the belt to Mary.  

The iconographic resemblances between Gabriel carrying words materialized by a scroll, 

and Gabriel carrying a wampum belt to greet Mary with great respect should also remind us of 

Bourdieu’s insights and lead us to examine the social contexts necessary to utter performative 

speech acts. In Chapter 2, we have seen how the changes of status and relationships between 

Indigenous people necessitated wampum belts. Wampum exchange also called for condolence 

ceremonies at the edge of the wood, feasts, the presence of ambassadors, and other elements 

for the social efficacy of diplomatic speeches to be taken seriously and recognized by 

participants. We also explained that Jesuit missionaries used wampum belts as early as the 

1630s to materialize “God’s speech” (la parole de Dieu/,a8endïo). In this case, a wampum belt 

carrying Garbiel’s words to Mary also materialized ,a8endïo. Contrary to a European context, 

where the story of the Annunciation had long been accepted as a mystery and a miracle, the 

Wendat context needed a specific protocol and institutions to actualize the Annunciation’s 

social proposal.  

This protocol followed diplomatic conventions. In the Wendat letter, the Gentlemen 

were asked to present the belt to the Virgin, as explained earlier, “to make [Mary] like a 

prepared field.”70 In this perspective, wampum as materialized speech was expected to perform 

the perlocutionary act of soothing the interlocutor, and, similarly to the speech act it refers to, 

expand the interlocutor’s understanding of kinship to include the Wendat as part of Mary’s clan. 

The words of the Annunciation being central to Marian devotion, the Gentlemen of the 

congregation in Paris were also probably expected to experience similar feelings. Additionally, as 

siblings speaking the same words, and doing the same gestures by offering the wampum belt to 

Mary, they were expected to share “the same mind” as their Wendat partners, as was often the 

goal of wampum diplomacy and exchange. 

In the letter to Mary, the Wendat briefly explained what their wampum was to the 

Virgin and asked her to receive it. In translation, Chaumonot did not shy away from showcasing 

the power held in the material through the words it carried. The belt was “animate, and 

enriched with the Voice, and Greeting given to you by the Angel Gabriel before.”71 Facing 

Chaumonot’s French word “animé,” meaning in its literal sense following its Latin root: “being 

instilled with life,” Thwaites’ translation shied away from potential controversies by using the 

participle “inspired” instead of “animate” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 175).  

Similarly, when Chaumonot translated “c’est un Collier plein de mystere” (which I would 

translate into English as “it is a Collar that is full of mysteries”), Thwaites’ edition chose to 

translate “mystery” into “hidden meaning” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 175). This translation overlooks 

 
70 Idem. 
71 Translation by Lise Puyo. Original French: “Il est animé, & enrichy de la Voix, & du Salut, que l’Ange 
Gabriel vous a fait autrefois.” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 174). 
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the religious meaning of the word “mystery,” which might have driven the seventeenth century 

Catholic priest’s decision to use the word rather than another. In Catholic doctrine, a mystery is 

an event beyond human understanding that can only be apprehended through religious belief. 

Events that were due to God’s intervention, such as the Incarnation or the Eucharist, are 

theological mysteries. The term “mystère” in French therefore implies great power imbued into 

the “collar” or wampum belt.  

Because the belt held the angel’s words, it was safe for Chaumonot to yield these 

words; “mystères” could easily refer to the mystery of the Incarnation, which was referenced in 

the words woven into the belt. The power of these words in a Catholic ontology also justified 

using “animé” without appearing to condone idolatrous beliefs. As wampum was infused with 

Christian references to divine speech, its animate nature could be perceived as a reorientation 

of traditional beliefs towards Christian dogmas. From a Wendat perspective, it could also have 

been a space where wampum agency, power, and life could continue to be celebrated, whereas 

many other traditions, such as medicinal societies or dream-guessing were suppressed in the 

Christian community on the island of Orleans (Thwaites 1899, 41: 141-143).  

Being animated with this powerful and sacred speech, the wampum belt proposed a 

new form of international kinship, based on a shared female ancestor, the Virgin Mary. The 

medium for this demand made perfect sense within traditional Wendat society: wampum beads 

mediated adoptions, marriages, and alliances. Catholicism was therefore aggregated under the 

same logic of clan-making, subsumed within existing practices, structures and traditions, to fulfill 

a purpose, that of establishing new kin relations across the Ocean. 

Whose Alliance? Agency in Christian Wampum Diplomacy 

Questions of intent, which are difficult to ascertain from biased sources, raise a series of 

interrogations that will resonate throughout this work. Who had the initiative in these 

diplomatic endeavors, European missionaries, or Indigenous men and women? This research 

comes after centuries of oppression of Indigenous peoples by colonial powers in the form of 

land appropriation, cultural genocide, and various forms of abuse that influence contemporary 

views of the strained relationship between Indigenous peoples and the Catholic Church. The 

ongoing trauma of settler colonialism influences my gaze into the past, placing the Jesuits and 

the Wendats as antagonists in their fight over land, survival, cultural practices, etc. While, with 

the hindsight of history, onlookers realize that the two groups had different interests and 

opposing goals, the realities on the ground were more complicated than an ongoing 

confrontation and struggle. Strategies for survival, for the preservation of land, resources, and 

cultural practices also included collaboration and cooperation, as this work aims to carefully 

parse out.  

Who wanted to send a wampum belt to Paris: the Jesuits, or the Wendat? This question 

might be answered by looking at Indigenous agency in the process. The Jesuits did not have the 

technical knowledge to weave a wampum belt, therefore the creative participation and 

leadership of Wendat women was necessary. Women were influential in acquiring the wampum 

beads necessary to weave the belt that would be sent to the Gentlemen of the congregation. In 
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the absence of the material object however, male authors, both Wendat and French Jesuits, 

dominate the written records that remain. Assessing authorship of this document illustrates the 

complex entanglements of Jesuit and Indigenous agencies, as Wendat words were framed 

within Jesuit media, the Relation of 1654 and a missionary’s quill. 

 While the 1654 Wendat letter did not delve into the wampum belt’s material 

characteristics, it evoked the process that led to its creation. The Wendat orators mentioned 

having ceremonies during council meetings, where they discussed the Gentlemen’s gifts and 

decided: “We should give them all kinds of things, those who are Mary’s people.”72 

Chaumonot’s translation represented these as “assemblies,” which belonged to a political 

register and conveyed the collective discussion described in the Wendat text (Thwaites 1899, 

41: 170-171). This highlights Wendat agency in deciding to weave wampum and send it to Paris. 

Summarizing the council meeting, the Wendat letter mentioned the council having 

considered that the Gentlemen were “rich” or “great in spirit” and did “not need anything.”73 

Chaumonot’s translation echoed this, seemingly insisting on the economic disparity between 

the Wendat and the Gentlemen of the congregation: “they need nothing from us, for they are 

rich” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 170-171). Yet, Chaumonot insisted to add elements in his translation 

that would attribute economic value to wampum: in the letter to Mary, his translation specified 

that the belt was made out of the Wendats’ “finest pearls” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 175). In the 1654 

letter, when the Wendat discussed saying as many rosaries in two months as there were beads 

in the belt, Chaumonot added a detail that often came up in colonial discussions of wampum: 

“one bead of black porcelain being worth two of white” (Thwaites 1899, 41: 171). According to 

John Steckley, however, this precision was not in the original Wendat text.74 Chaumonot might 

have wanted to add this detail to explain that wampum was locally considered a valuable 

material with an exchange rate, but in doing so, one might consider how Eurocentric notions of 

value could have influenced the reception of the object in Paris, or how it reflected on local 

attitudes vis-à-vis wampum. There, this written element, absent from the oral speech, was 

perhaps intended to elicit positive associations and create reverence for the material itself. 

Next, the Wendat council decided: “we should give them a wampum collar,” with the 

added explanation: “it is an instrument of marking, writing, that the spirit in the sky uses to 

greet Mary with great respect.”75 The belt was not described as the monetary counterpart to the 

Gentlemen’s past donations. Instead, the belt had another function: transmit words, and 

establish relationships. Like Chaumonot stressed the materiality of the beads as valuable 

resources, Jacques Oachonk and his assistants referenced writing, something they knew was 

valued in a French context, to explain to the Gentlemen and the Virgin Mary what wampum, in 

their opinion, is: something that holds words and is used in ceremonial meetings. Thus, the main 

 
72 Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
73 Idem. 
74 Idem. 
75 Idem. 
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author of the 1654 could be identified as the Wendat council, supposedly of the Wendat Marian 

congregation, or Mary’s clan. 

The notion of authorship can be applied to specific Wendat and French individuals in 

this case. Three Wendat men signed the 1654 letter: Jacques Oachonk, Louis Aθarat8annen, and 

Joseph Sondouskon. Jacques (spelled Chiaχa in the Wendat version) Oachonk was identified as 

the “Prefect of the Congregation.” In Wendat, this charge was described as “Warie harih8a 

sennik,” which John Steckley translated as “he takes the matter” on Mary’s “behalf.”76 This 

formulation also borrows from diplomatic registers: in French and Wendat dictionaries, 

diplomats and ambassadors were described as those who “carry the matter” on someone’s 

behalf, as one dictionary from 1693 reads: “Tu seras son agent, son lieutenant / tu tiendras 

l’affaire pr lui…ehechrih8a8as.”77 Similarly, the French word for bishop was translated in the 

Wendat language as “the one who carries the matter,” “harih8a8â,i.,”78 with the same root as 

the Wendat word used to describe Jacques Oachonk’s function in the Wendat Marian 

congregation.  

Jacques Oachonk was described in Le Mercier’s Relation as “a Christian of rare virtue 

and filled with holy zeal” (Thwaites 1899, 41:149). Le Mercier’s evocation of Jacques Oachonk’s 

leading of the Congregation prayers underlined his dedication to purity—avoiding “sin”—and to 

the idea of “serving” the Virgin (Thwaites 1899, 41: 149-151), a notion that comes up again in 

the letters’ French translation. He was also, according to his Wendat title, the spokesperson and 

agent who “carried the affair/matter” for Mary, Wendat clan mother and political figure. 

The two other Wendat men who signed the 1654 letter were described as “assistants” 

in French translation, following European tradition of having three candidates to be the prefect 

of a Marian congregation, with the two unsuccessful candidates ascending to the role of 

assistant prefects. John Steckley identified meaning in their last names. Louis Aθaratwannen 

meant: “he does great deeds of good,” and Joseph Sonduskon meant: “it rains for him 

frequently.”79  

The fact that the Wendat language was accessible in the original package sent to Paris 

seems to indicate that the three Wendat leaders wanted to be heard directly in their own 

words. In the 1655 French publication of these texts (Le Mercier 1655), this language might have 

been used as an exotic artifact to demonstrate the converts’ otherness and highlight their 

conversion as an extraordinary feat. However, the fact that the original language was presented 

before its French translation suggests that even Jesuit missionaries were eager to show that 

Wendat Christians were active participants who had not been coerced, and who were using 

their own traditions to reach out to European benefactors (Thwaites 1899, 41: 167).  

 
76 Idem. 
77 Archives du séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°8v. 
78 Ibid., f°133r. 
79 Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
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The man who wrote down Jacques Oachonk’s speech and translated it in the letters 

accompanying the wampum belt was identified in Wendat as “Echon,” the name the Wendat 

then used to call their Jesuit missionary Pierre-Joseph-Marie Chaumonot (1611-1693).  

Chaumonot is an important actor for the Wendat transatlantic wampum belt, and it is 

helpful to share a brief summary of his life. The son of a vinedresser in Burgundy, grandson of a 

schoolteacher, Chaumonot was placed with various family members where he learned how to 

read and write, including in Latin (Chaumonot 1869, 2). When he was a teenager, Chaumonot 

stole money from his priest uncle to fund travels to a city where he could pursue his studies. 

Part way, he changed course to Rome. This initiated a wandering life of poverty, asking for 

charity, posing as a soldier to be fed on royal rations, sleeping in barns, and forging passports 

(Chaumonot 1869, 6-11).  

By the time he arrived in Italy, Chaumonot’s body in a state of decay, with a head injury 

rotting and infested with worms (Chaumonot 1869, 11). The most important step along his way 

was Loreto, a pilgrimage site hosting the relic known as the Holy House, the house where the 

Virgin Mary had lived and received archangel Gabriel’s visit, miraculously transported from 

Nazareth to Italy in 1291 (Nagel and Wood 2010, 208). Visiting the Holy House for the first time, 

Chaumonot experienced what historian Muriel Clair called an “ontological revolution:” this 

location was the stage for a series of events that led Chaumonot to the Jesuits, which he 

experienced as miracles (Clair 2008a, 3). Writing his autobiography in his late seventies, 

Chaumonot thanked the Virgin to have adopted him as a son, and offered her protection 

(Chaumonot 1869, 12), a theme that strikes a particular chord throughout this chapter. After 

fleeing from his family, he was re-introduced into a new form of kinship founded in spirituality 

(Clair 2008a, 3-4).  

In 1638, while he was studying theology and philosophy with the Jesuits in Rome, 

Chaumonot met the French Jesuit Joseph Poncet, who showed him Jean de Brébeuf’s 1636 

Relation of the Wendat mission (Chaumonot 1869, 29). This text convinced Chaumonot to 

abandon the last year of his studies and leave for Canada to become a missionary. Before his 

departure, he and Poncet walked from Rome to Loreto to vow to build a reproduction of the 

Holy House in New France (Chaumonot 1869, 35). Loreto’s importance to Chaumonot will come 

up again when discussing the Wendat village of Lorette.  

The missionary arrived in Canada in 1639, and was sent to assist Jean de Brébeuf, whose 

Wendat name was Echon. Smallpox epidemics were raging in Wendat territory when 

Chaumonot joined, and his interlocutors were often hostile to the Jesuits, seen as sorcerers who 

had brought disease with them (Greer 2011, 113). After achieving fluency in the Wendat 

language, he was put in charge of the mission at the Wendat village of Ossossané, where the 

most influential clan had converted to Christianity (Greer 2011, 115).  

In the spring of 1649, after the Haudenosaunee invasion of Wendat homelands and Jean 

de Brébeuf’s capture and execution, Chaumonot accompanied Wendat Christians in their 

migration from their former homelands to the Québec region, echoing the events of wandering 

and destitution he lived through in his youth, an experience that potentially fostered a sense of 
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equality and kinship with the Wendat experiencing similar hardships (Clair 2008a, 5). In this 

sense, however, Chaumonot believed that salvation was only achievable through religious 

conversion and the kinship it offered, which was tied to material advantages such as access to 

food and vital commodities that were refused to non-Christian Indigenous people (Trigger 1987, 

699-700; Lozier 2018, 108-109). 

Chaumonot was also a linguist who produced several dictionaries and grammars to 

teach the Wendat language to new generations of Jesuit missionaries. Chaumonot also worked 

to evangelize Haudenosaunee peoples, leading the mission at Onondaga, where he doubled as a 

diplomatic envoy presenting wampum belts and other presents on behalf of the French. During 

his stay there, he also learned the Cayuga and Seneca languages, before he went back to 

Québec in 1658 when Franco-Iroquoian wars resumed (Greer 2011, 116). 

As historian Alan Greer has pointed out, Chaumonot had many different names during 

his life, each profoundly connected to the languages he was speaking and to his “shifting 

allegiances and affiliations” (Greer 2011, 121). From Pierre Chaumonot in Burgundy to Pietro 

Calmonotti in Rome, and Petrus Calmonottus with his Latinist peers, he took the religious name 

Giusepppe-Maria (Joseph-Marie), a reflection of his devotion to the Holy Family, he who never 

saw his parents again after he ran away as a child. His first Wendat name was Aronhiatiri, and in 

1650 he was ceremonially renamed to take on Jean de Brébeuf’s former name: Echon (also 

spelled Héchon), which Chaumonot then used to sign his letters to other missionaries (Greer 

2011, 121). 

The 1654 letter accompanying the wampum belt to the Gentlemen of the congregation 

of the professed house in Paris mentioned “Echon” as the one who was writing on behalf of 

Jacques Oachonk, Louis Aθarat8annen, and Joseph Sondouskon, whose names were added 

under the text. In translation, Chaumonot kept his name as Echon: “This is what we have asked 

Echon to write to you for us; for we can speak, but we cannot write” (Thwaites 1899, 41:173). 

This meta-discursive sentence allows the reader to make a difference between Chaumonot as a 

scribe and the three Wendat men as authors. The inclusion of the original Wendat language also 

perhaps aimed to convey the impression of authenticity and dispel the notion that the 

missionaries had fabricated the text.  

The Wendat text even seems to playfully point to Chaumonot’s subservient role, as John 

Steckley translated “io sehiaton” as “come on! Write.”80 This imperative call could perhaps 

unsettle clear-cut notions of power imbalance at the Wendat mission. As the one with the voice, 

yielding the rhetorical powers of orality in the performance setting of a diplomatic speech, 

Jacques Oachonk was the one in power as the message’s originator. However, in this long-

distance exchange, writing would be the medium (and arguably, French would be the language) 

through which this wampum belt would be understood and related to in Paris. 

This biographical sketch highlights the fact that Chaumonot had spent many years with 

Wendat Christians, had accompanied them from their ancestral homelands to the island of 

 
80 Idem. 
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Orleans. As a priest, he had been present for births, deaths, burials, weddings, diplomatic 

embassies, harvests, and long travels. As a fluent speaker of the Wendat language, Chaumonot’s 

deep involvement as longstanding relationship with Wendat individuals should be taken into 

consideration when thinking about the conditions in which he produced his translation. He was 

living with the community on the island of Orleans (Chaumonot 1869, 50-51), where he was 

outnumbered, and dependent on Wendat men and women to perform his duties. The 1654 

letter even described that he was only summoned at the end of a council meeting, to transcribe 

the speech that had been agreed upon. Did Jacques Oachonk and his two assistants look over 

Chaumonot’s transcription? Did they ask Chaumonot to read the text back to them, checking for 

its accuracy? Did they help him in his translation? Did the missionary ask for additional meaning 

or context for sentences he hadn’t quite grasped yet? He was, after all, among his language 

teachers and those who continually made his Wendat better.  

Contrary to political embassies where secretaries had to transcribe the interpreter’s 

words in real time, Chaumonot transcribed the Wendat language directly, and had the option to 

work on the translation as a separate task, on a longer schedule that the same-day interactions 

of traditional wampum diplomacy. Most translations of Indigenous speeches were produced on 

the spot, and recorded only in their destination language (Rasmussen 2012, 49-78; Broué 2016). 

Contrary to most documents, the 1654 speech was first recorded in its original language. The 

translation into French was thus derived from this first text, rather than improvised directly from 

an oral performance. This indicates that Chaumonot had potentially more time to ponder and 

produce such a document, which he would have written physically close to those who were 

teaching him the Wendat language. Thinking in practical terms about the conditions in which 

Chaumonot produced his translation blurs clear-cut power dynamics. The fact that Chaumonot 

kept “Echon” in French translation could support the idea that his role was that of a secretary 

and translator belonging to a Wendat community.  

Nevertheless, the action of writing a speech down, transforming it into a letter, entailed 

stylistic, tonal, and political changes to adhere to strict epistolary norms. Thanks to Steckley’s 

translation, some aspects of Wendat cultural understandings are more salient than in 

Chaumonot’s French translation. The reference to Marian congregations as a matriclan, and the 

presentation of Mary as a Wendat clan mother, added to the description of the council meeting 

and the accumulation of wampum beads in the Wendat congregation, all of these cultural 

aspects point to the agency of Wendat men and women in this process, to their deep 

appropriation of the exchange with the Gentlemen in Paris. While the convenience of this 

relationship to the Jesuits is obvious, the evidence pointing to the Wendat congregation’s 

control over the process and specifics of the relation is also undeniable. 

Appropriating Catholicism  

 The central demand of the belt was for the Gentlemen to perform wampum diplomacy 

with the Virgin on the Wendat’s behalf, as “siblings” who belonged to the same matrilineal clan. 

In this framing, the belt was not supposed to act and be efficacious by itself: the Gentlemen 

were recruited as intermediaries, mediators, and human agents who could cater favors from the 
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Virgin Mary as influential practitioners. Doing so, the Wendat indigenized the French 

Gentlemen, including them in their kinship network, teaching them to speak to the Virgin with 

their words and following their own practices. The wampum belt independently held the 

powerful words of Gabriel, words that the Wendat said repeatedly and materialized in wampum 

beads. “Animated and enriched with” these powerful words, the belt took on the illocutionary 

force of the angel’s speech act that changed the rules of kinship for humanity, according to 

Catholic myths. The combination of these elements—the Wendat diplomatic speech, Gabriel’s 

words, and the Gentlemen’s performance following Wendat protocols—would establish the 

kinship described in Jacques Oachonk’s speech, placing Mary as the head of a clan that 

potentially covered the entire world. It placed the Wendat community inside Mary’s 

metaphorical and literal fields, in her clearing. From there, the Wendat congregation could claim 

similar hospitality, protection, and responsibilities that clan members would carry for one 

another. New relations were made possible in the Saint Lawrence River Valley and in Europe. 

 The 1654 Wendat wampum belt therefore wove Catholic mythology, stories, and 

material culture, within Wendat networks of meaning and political rituals. The Wendat 

congregation at the Island of Orleans used Jesuit networks for Wendat diplomacy, choosing the 

most influential partners out of a variety of benefactors. Their endeavor also relied on the 

leadership of Wendat women, who offered wampum strings as rosaries to the Virgin Mary, and 

wove the belt to the Gentlemen of the Congregation. Wendat initiative and participation in this 

process is impossible to ignore. However, Jesuit intervention in this process is also undeniable. 

While Chaumonot was described in Jacques Oachonk’s speech as a mere scribe, some of his 

translation choices did impact the Wendat message. Notably, by translating “ondikiok8i chiach 

otiok8ato eti” as “assemblées” rather than “they form a matrilineal clan,” Chaumonot replaced 

Wendat understandings of Marian congregations with his European understanding. His addition 

of an exchange rate for purple and white wampum, absent from the Wendat text, was another 

way in which his understanding of diplomacy, however well-intended, might have stirred away 

from Oachonk’s message.  

The 1654 wampum belt was a collective being, brought into existence through council 

meetings, communal sourcing of wampum beads, imbued with both human and more-than-

human speech, both Wendat and non-Wendat. A response to a gift, this first transatlantic 

wampum belt was the first of its kind, and reflected the Wendat’s innovative approaches to 

Christianity, technology, diplomacy, and kinship.  

Relating through Things: the 1671 Wampum Belt in Notre-Dame de Foy 

 In the Spring of 1656, following diplomatic negotiations between the Onondaga and the 

French, the Mohawk attacked the Wendat settlement on the island of Orleans. Their objective 

was to take captives to forcibly incorporate the Wendat into their nation, a project that the Five 

Nations had pursued since their major military victories against the Wendat in their homelands 

(Lozier 2018, 132). French colonists, who had painstakingly negotiated peace with the Mohawk 

and had sent missionaries to Onondaga, refused to aid their Wendat allies against the 

aggression (Lozier 2018, 133).  
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 Jacques Oachonk, the Prefect of the Wendat Congregation, “he who takes the matter on 

Mary’s behalf,” was taken captive during this raid, tortured and executed. The Wendat 

abandoned the village on the island of Orleans after the raid, relocating to Sillery and Québec 

City, but they continued to use the fields they had planted on the island (Lozier 2018, 134). 

Historian Jean-François Lozier has explained how in this period, Mohawk and Onondaga 

pressures on the Wendat to join them on their territories intensified, and that some Wendat 

clans decided to join them, while the Attigneenongnahac or Cord clan refused and fought, 

suffering a major defeat in 1660 (Lozier 2018, 136-143). Lozier argued that the loss of many 

warriors prevented the community to use the traditional means of capture to process grief, and 

reinforced the appeal of Christian practices to make sense of the incommensurable loss 

experienced by this group since the end of the 1640s (Lozier 2018, 144). 

The advent of Louis XIV on the French throne in 1661, and the state’s takeover of New 

France in 1663 from the private company that had administered it until then seemed to signal 

change in French colonial policy. More soldiers were deployed, and Wendat warriors in Québec 

City, though few in numbers, strategically positioned themselves as experts and advisors to aid 

new troops adapt their fighting strategies to Indigenous warfare (Lozier 2018, 146-147). The 

goal of assimilating Indigenous nations into French society resurfaced, as evidenced by the 1664 

decision to submit Indigenous allies to French criminal law, rather than keeping separate judicial 

systems (Lozier 2018, 167). After a raid where French, Wendat, and Algonquin troops 

devastated Mohawk fields, peace was established in 1667. 

This peace allowed Wendat people from different territories to converge towards 

mission villages in the Saint Lawrence River valley (Lozier 2018, 154). In the spring of 1669, after 

having spent a year north of Québec on the Jesuit seigneurie of Notre-Dame-des-Anges, the 

Wendat settled on new lands, in the Jesuit seigneurie of Sillery, at a place called “coste de Saint 

Michel” (Lozier 2018, 170; Thwaites 1896, 54: 287). Jesuit missionaries did not live in this village. 

Instead, they delegated prayers and devotions to Indigenous leaders, who used wampum belts 

in their chapel dedicated to the Annunciation, a powerful theme to the Wendat mission since 

1654 as previously discussed (Clair 2009a, 175; Lozier 2018, 176; Thwaites 1899, 52: 237; 53: 

97).  

The Jesuit Relations for those years mentioned that wampum belts were often given to 

the Church at the time of their relative’s death (Thwaites 1899, 52: 113, 127). Chaumonot 

seemed to interpret these gifts as payments for future prayers for the departed soul, rather 

than the materialized commitment to say prayers to aid the soul’s transition. This distinction 

might seem inconsequential, but Chaumonot’s representation illustrated how the Jesuits 

considered and interacted with wampum as a currency that was also used in diplomatic settings. 

In the Wendat letter to the Gentlemen of the congregation of Notre-Dame in Paris, Chaumonot 

had already added economic considerations that were not part of the original text, by citing the 

exchange rate for white and purple wampum. This attitude might be helpful in understanding 

colonial uptakes of wampum as local equivalents of gold and silver, prestige materials with 

symbolic associations as well as materials used in currency and economic exchanges. 

Chaumonot documented that hunters traded a large part of their pelts for wampum beads, 
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“which they keep in reserve, in order to apply [them] to these good works” of requesting 

prayers for their dead (Thwaites 1899, 53: 129). This observation suggests that wampum 

reserves, including those kept at the Church as donations to the dead, were increasing at the 

Wendat village on cote Saint Michel.  

In 1669, the Superior of the Jesuits in New France 

received a small wooden statue from Claude de Veroncourt, a 

Jesuit in Nancy, in the Duchy of Lorraine, in eastern France 

(Thwaites 1899, 53: 130; fig. 10). This statuette was intended for 

both an Indigenous and French audience, as explained in a letter 

Veroncourt sent along with the object explaining its significance 

and attest to its authenticity (Lindsay 1900, 133).81 This figurine 

was  described as “Our Lady, made of wood (…) holding on her 

right arm her small child Jesus,” and made “entirely out of the 

true wood of the first oak where the Miraculous Image of Our 

Lady of Foy was found several years ago” (Lindsay 1900, 133, 

translation by Lise Puyo).82 

This statuette was transported to the Wendat village at 

cote Saint Michel, which was then renamed Notre-Dame de Foy 

after the statuette’s place of origin (Thwaites 1899, 53: 125). 

After Chaumonot and Veroncourt exchanged letters and 

Veroncourt sent more devotional objects to the Wendat mission, 

the Wendat community sent a wampum belt to the original 

location of Foy, where it was received in 1672. Much like the 

wampum belt sent to the Gentlemen of the professed house in 

1654, the actual belt disappeared, leaving only written evidence 

in the form of the letter that the clergy of Notre-Dame de Foy in 

Europe sent to thank the Wendat for the belt in 1672 (Lindsay 

1900, 158-160), and in the recollection Chaumonot shared in his 

autobiography (Chaumonot 1869, 68-71). The wampum belt was 

once again addressed to the Virgin Mary, and it bore the words “Beata Quæ Credidisti,” 

(“Blessed is she who has believed”). This is the first in the series of Wendat belts that was 

addressed to a pilgrimage site, a trend that continued in subsequent exchanges.  

 
81 Claude-Alix de Véroncourt to Claude Dablon, 5 February 1669. Original French: “pour l’envoyer en 
Canada ; pour y estre honnorée et Invoquée ; pour La Conversion des Pauvres Sauvages et Canadois, a la 
Foy de JESUS Christ.” André Sanfaçon labeled the original manuscript as: Canadian Archives, Jesuit 
collections, CA ANC MG18-E18. In my work, I reference Lionel Lindsay’s transcriptions, published in 1900 
and more readily available. 
82 Ibid. Original French: “que La Nostre Dame, faicte de bois, cy Jointe, tenante, sur son bras droict, son 
petit enfant JESUS, (…) Est entierement du vray bois du premier chesne, dans lequel fut trouvée (Il y a 
plusieurs années) L’Image Miraculeuse de Nostre Dame de Foy”. 

Figure 10: Notre-Dame de Foy 
statuette (inv.1982.859) at the 
Huron-Wendat Museum, 
Wendake, Quebec. Photo by Lise 
Puyo. 
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In the absence of the Wendat letter, however, I cannot go into the same level of analysis 

as with the 1654 wampum belt and associated speech. The questions of Wendat intent and the 

specific mission of the belt must be sidelined. Instead, what can this exchange, of a miraculous 

statuette and a wampum belt, say about the relations that were materialized through powerful, 

active objects? How did these objects enter local performances and local networks with human 

beings? How does the ways of relating to these objects—a miraculous statuette made of wood, 

and a wampum belt woven with particular words—can speak to human understandings of 

power, kinship, and responsibility? 

First, the European devotion to Notre-Dame de Foy must be contextualized and 

explained, in order to understand how the statuette came to the Wendat mission. Once again, 

Wendat Christians navigated through international Jesuit networks that were trying to 

implement new alliances. The statuette shows how European Jesuits used objects within their 

own ontology to establish these networks. How was the object received and perceived by 

Wendat Christians? What shifts in ways of relating were taking place at the time? With this 

question in mind, it is important to see how the Wendat wampum belt was used in Europe. The 

remaining documents described the ceremony in which the Wendat gifts were carried to Notre-

Dame de Foy in Europe, where theatrical performances seemed at odds with written 

declarations of kinship and brotherhood.  

Notre-Dame de Foy and Jesuit Networks 

Véroncourt referenced the place-based devotion of Notre-Dame de Foy in the Southern 

United Provinces (also called Spanish Netherlands), near the town of Dinant, in present-day 

Belgium. The wood that the statuette was made of was described as “the true wood of the first 

oak where the Miraculous Image of Our Lady of Foy was found (several years ago)” (Lindsay 

1900, 133). In 1609, a carpenter cutting into a large oak tree found a small statue of the Virgin 

Mary inside of it, along with a braid of human hair, several fluorite crystals, and the iron rods 

that previously protected the devotional assemblage (Bouille 1629). This unusual discovery was 

deemed miraculous. The figurine was then placed in a second oak tree to be offered to popular 

devotion, before being transported into the home of the baron of Celles for safekeeping. The 

baron ordered the construction of a proper church to host this miraculous statue, which was 

transferred away from his castle in November 1618. That same year, the bishop of Liege ordered 

an official investigation into the miraculous healings that the figurine had performed in the nine 

years since its discovery (Delfosse 2009, 154-155).  

Historian Annick Delfosse (2009) has explored the intricate connections between the 

specific devotion at Notre-Dame de Foy and the Jesuits. In 1608, one year before the miraculous 

discovery, the Jesuits re-opened their school in Dinant after a hiatus of thirty-four years 

(Delfosse 2009, 153). In 1614, Pierre Bouille became the headmaster of the renewed Jesuit 

school, and in 1618 he was personally charged by the bishop of Liege to investigate the miracles 

performed by the statue. In the procession transferring the miraculous statuette to the newly 

constructed chapel, the students of the Jesuit school were tasked with carrying the artifact to its 

new destination. The students were also charged with carrying other prestigious votive gifts to 
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Notre-Dame de Foy. In 1618, Bouille started mentioning the growing pilgrimage to his superiors 

in Rome, making sure that the connection between the Jesuits and the pilgrimage was not only 

a local affair, but also an international one involving the whole Company of Jesus (Delfosse 

2009, 155). 

Although Bouille was later reassigned to become the headmaster of the prestigious 

Jesuit school in Liege, he continued to act as an advocate for the statuette’s efficacy. In 1620, he 

sent a reproduction of the statue and a few of the local fluorite crystals to the Superior General 

of the Jesuits in Rome (Delfosse 2009, 155). Pilgrims turned these crystals into rosaries and 

rings, and used them for healing, protection, and purification. They became a prestigious 

commodity that circulated also in high levels of society: the monarchs of the Low Countries 

asked for some and sent them to the king of Spain (Delfosse 2009, 156). In 1620, Bouille 

published his account of the discovery and miracles of Notre-Dame de Foy in French and in 

Latin, sending copies to his Superior General in Rome. The sanctuary therefore enjoyed a high 

visibility with European nobility and high clergy. As Delfosse has argued, the new pilgrimage was 

leveraged to ensure that the new college of Dinant would receive a steady stream of competent 

and dynamic recruits, in order to manage the spiritual needs of pilgrims at Notre-Dame de Foy 

(Delfosse 2009, 156). 

The sanctuary’s situation on a frontier between the Catholic and Protestant Low 

Countries also highlights its importance. In Bouille’s narrative, the miraculous statue of the 

Virgin Mary was presented as a weapon against “image-breakers” (Bouille 1629). The cult of the 

Virgin was then a way to strike a stark contrast between Catholic and Protestant faiths.  

Processions of the Foy statue, as well as sending reproductions made out of the original 

oak, out of the second oak, and out of local clay enriched with fluorite, all increased the 

artifact’s visibility and prestige. These reproductions were first sent to neighboring regions in 

French-speaking Low countries, and to Flanders after the translation of Bouille’s narrative in 

1624 (Delfosse 2009, 158). They performed miracles of their own, and spurred local pilgrimages. 

Duplicate statues of Notre-Dame de Foy were used by Jesuit missionaries in rural parts 

of Europe, as material catalysts of devotional affects (Delfosse 2009, 164). Reproductions were 

found in Austria, Germany, France, Holland, and Luxemburg, all sent by Jesuit associates (Fries 

1909, 94-95). Jesuit missionaries brought Foy statuettes to their farther assignments: in 1638, 

the French Jesuit Pierre de Marcq brought one to Paraguay that was described in 1643 as being 

honored by Indigenous peoples for its protection in the face of epidemics (Delfosse 2009, 165).  

While the distributed avatars of the Virgin of Foy enjoyed their own popularity, the 

original sanctuary declined as a pilgrimage site in the 1650s, and the Jesuits of Dinant ceased to 

mention it in their correspondence to Rome (Delfosse 2009, 158). As the miraculous oak 

proceeded to enact miracles far away from its place of origin, it is important to pause and 

consider how these objects were empowered in their original context. 
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Materiality and Object Agency from a Jesuit Perspective  

The original miracle of Notre-Dame de Foy consisted in a carpenter finding a statuette of 

the Virgin Mary inside an oak tree trunk. As the tree had grown around and encased the 

artifacts of a previous devotion, the encounter with this statuette was sufficient to qualify both 

the tree and the statue as miraculous (Bouille 1629). The miraculous properties of the statuette 

were also transferred to the two trees it had been in contact with.  

The statues of Notre-Dame de Foy offer an interesting example of the ways in which 

French-speaking Jesuits articulated their relationships with miraculous objects. They used them 

as ways to establish relationships with foreign territories and leaders, as props in ceremonies 

displaying their influence over a city, and as attractions to receive visits from pilgrims. They also 

expressed their faith in the statues’ power. In trying to explain these powers, Jesuit writers were 

trying to carefully balance Catholic orthodoxy with the elements of this devotion that 

overlapped with pagan beliefs and practices. 

The idea of a wooden image of the Virgin being able to perform miracles was nothing 

new in the 1620s (Fassler 2010; Whitehead 2013; Vélez 2018). Cared for in rituals, Marian 

statues had been adorned with clothes and jewels, kissed and paraded through streets and 

roads since the Middle Ages (Allen Smith 2006). Following the Protestant Reformation and the 

Council of Trent, the Catholic Church formulated theories explaining how images could receive 

special powers to perform special acts (Holmes 2011). These treatises helped priests distinguish 

between the orthodox treatments of religious images and the idolatrous practices and beliefs 

that they were trying to replace in missionary settings. Some aspects of the devotion to Notre-

Dame de Foy, involving statues made from a powerful tree, overlapped with ancient religious 

practices that the Church had worked to suppress for centuries. The Jesuits operating in favor of 

this devotion were cognizant of these grey areas, and used them to their advantage.  

For instance, Pierre Bouille started his chapter on the miraculous oak of Notre-Dame de 

Foy with citing ancient Pagan religions where trees were considered sacred, alive, or powerful in 

significant ways (Bouille 1629, 11-15). He used these ancient practices as described in classical 

literature to draw a teleological line between ancient religions and Catholicism: the Church, 

according to him, did not want to abolish all ancient customs, rather to supply a superior 

explanation for their existence (Bouille 1629, 13; 15). This prestigious lineage allowed Bouille to 

discredit Calvinist attitudes towards images. The presence of statuette inside the tree and local 

toponyms were used as evidence to prove the existence of an ancient cult to the Virgin that re-

emerged from the tree trunk (Bouille 1629: 7-8). The connections between pagan beliefs and 

Foy devotion were instrumental in demonstrating the validity and authority of Catholic faith as 

the “ancestral” faith, as opposed to the Protestant faith cast as new and unreliable.  

These similarities, overlaps or grey areas also probably helped in missionary settings. 

When interacting with rural European populations, and with various foreign ontologies where 

trees were sometimes socialized as people (including many Indigenous societies in the 

Americas), the power of a miraculous wooden statue could resonate with existing relations 

between humans and non-humans. Attitudes vis-à-vis sacred objects could overlap beyond what 
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Catholic theologians would be comfortable with in writing. As Muriel Clair pointed out, the ways 

Jesuit missionaries described the efficacy of their own devotional objects to convert Indigenous 

peoples also reflected the confidence they had in these objects’ autonomous powers (Clair 

2008a, 98). In the case of Notre-Dame de Foy, this cognitive dissonance can also be seen in the 

Jesuits’ attitude towards the fluorite crystals used to purify drinks and to make rosary beads 

(Bouille 1629, 34-41). 

To distance himself from unorthodox understandings, Bouille undermined these animist 

beliefs linked to trees through explicit dismissal, contempt, and mockery, using words like 

“idolatry,” “superstitions,” or “foolishness” (Bouille 1629, 12-13, translation by Lise Puyo). In the 

Jesuits’ theory, the wood was only animated with the will and power of God, mobilized through 

the Virgin Mary’s intercession. This reflected a hierarchical structure of agency: from God to 

Mary to the original statuette to the oak tree, clay, and crystals and to the other statuettes. 

These objects were efficacious because of divine intervention. In Alfred Gell’s (1998) 

terminology, the primary agent in these cases was God. In a Jesuit perspective, God acted in a 

particular place, electing a statuette inside an oak in a field near a Calvinist frontier. Through 

principles of contamination articulated in the cult of relics, this power was transferred not only 

to the statuette, but also to what it touched: the first and second oak trees, the hair, the 

crystals. In turn, the trees sanctified the soil and thus the clay and fluorite crystals that would be 

found in Notre-Dame de Foy’s fields afterwards. Materials, in this perspective, carried an 

autonomous power derived from divine delegation, and could be turned into miraculous objects 

of their own. 

Caring for European Artifacts in Wendat Contexts 

Removed from the careful exegesis of trained priests, these objects could potentially 

relate very differently to practitioners. In the Huron-Wendat Museum collections in Wendake, 

one wooden statuette of Foy remains (fig. 10).83 It follows the iconographic conventions of the 

original object:84 the Virgin Mary is standing on an architectural feature with arches and 

columns. She is wearing a long-draped gown and a tall crown on her veil. She is holding baby 

Jesus on her right arm, grabbing his little foot with her left hand. Jesus is holding a round object 

in his hand, described in the early seventeenth century as an apple (Bouille 1629, 27). On the 

back of the figurine, a diagonal scar cuts through Mary’s veil. This scar was allegedly caused by 

the carpenter’s knife when he found the original statuette (Bouille 1629, 28), and was diligently 

imitated in its reproductions (Pacco 2009, 133). 

 
83 De Véroncourt’s 1669 letter identified Nicolas du Rieu as the master artisan who carved this 
reproduction out of the oak piece. Du Rieu’s workshop was in Dinant, the city near Notre-Dame de Foy 
where the Jesuits had their school. There is a clear possibility that the statuette in the Huron-Wendat 
museum collections is not from 1669: the mission received another Foy statuette from the cities of Nancy 
and Bar-le-Duc between 1669 and 1674 (Thwaites 1896, 60: 87; Clair 2008, 258-260), and another in 1902 
from abbot Félix Fries (Fries 1909, 118n2). 
84 See Reesing and Hoyle (2008) for the stylistic characteristics of the statuette and Pacco (2009) for a 
material discussion of the original statue of Notre-Dame de Foy. 
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 During its time in the Wendat 

community, the statuette went 

through one noticeable modification 

that I have not seen on any other 

reproductions of the Foy Virgin. At the 

corner of her mouth, the Virgin Mary 

has a circular hole. Upon seeing this, I 

was reminded of the seventeenth or 

eighteenth-century wax or resin 

figurines of Indigenous peoples in 

Chartres Cathedral’s collections, now 

at the Musée des Beaux-Arts de 

Chartres (Joubeaux 2002). Two 

individuals in this group have similar 

perforations in their mouths, 

seemingly to hold a tobacco pipe, to 

blow or to suck smoke (fig. 11). Such 

depictions of human figures are also a 

common feature on certain smoking 

pipe bowls found in Iroquoian and 

Wendat sites (Creese 2016, 25 fig.7b). 

Was Mary’s mouth opened to 

receive offerings of tobacco smoke? 

Offerings to effigies of the Virgin Mary 

are part of usual devotional practices 

(Whitehead 2013, 153-178). We have 

seen that wampum beads and 

wampum belts were part of these 

materials ways of relating to the Virgin 

at Wendat missions. The statuette’s 

modification would suggest that tobacco played a role in these relationships between Wendat 

people and this foreign representation of the Virgin Mary. Tobacco smoke was and still is used in 

ritual offerings to spirits (Thwaites 1896, 10: 165; 23: 55; Trigger 1987, 76-79). Believed to have 

a calming and enhancing effect on the mind, tobacco was also consumed at diplomatic meetings 

and for spiritual events (e.g. Thwaites 1896, 10: 219; Dorland 2017, 15). Examining the place of 

tobacco in the Wendat language, John Steckley mentioned that tobacco was used as an offering 

to a vulture spirit with the phrase: “It is a present I give you to make you peaceful (lit. ‘to make 

you like a field’)” (Steckley 2007b, 128). The expression “to make like a field” was also used in 

the 1654 Wendat letter to describe the offering of wampum to Mary, highlighting the 

continuities in Wendat ways of relating to more-than-human beings.  

Figure 11: Top: Miniature faces with round mouth openings for 
miniature pipes (inv. 114505, Chartres Museum of Fine Arts). 
Bottom: face of the Foy figurine at the Huron-Wendat Museum 
(inv. 1982.859). Photos by Lise Puyo. 
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Jesuit sources sometimes point to missionaries’ repressive attitudes towards the 

spiritual use of tobacco. In 1641, Wendat Christians in Ossossané resisting traditional practices 

refused to burn tobacco to help with their corn crops (Thwaites 1896, 23: 55-57; Trigger 1987, 

715). A Jesuit dictionary from 1697 recorded that Wendat converts should not smoke before 

communion, thus advising against mixing ways of relating to more-than-human beings (Steckley 

2007b, 130). In opposing dynamics, Jesuits also saw the similarities between tobacco and 

incense, and sought to harness the olfactive stimulation tobacco could procure in their own 

ceremonies (Winter 2000, 265-304; Kettler 2016). 

Opening Mary’s mouth still constituted a visible alteration that was not a routine 

treatment of miraculous images in the Early Modern period. Modification was acceptable in the 

case of renovation or maintenance, but these would often be performed in secret (Nagel and 

Wood 2010, 71-83; Burdette 2016). Any visual change to a miraculous object was subject to 

intense scrutiny and departures from the form worshipped could lead the object to lose its 

powers and could cause public devotion to falter (Scheer 2002, 1435; Burdette 2016, 360). The 

fact that the alteration on Mary’s mouth remained visible suggests that it made sense in the 

context of a Wendat village. Such a departure from the Notre-Dame de Foy prototype points to 

the Indigenization of Catholic practices by the Wendat. Offering tobacco to Mary and allowing 

her to inhale the smoke by opening her mouth showed a localized way of paying respects and 

relating to the statue that went beyond missionary teachings. Out of its European context, the 

statue was re-contextualized and included in new reciprocal networks that exceeded its literary 

representations. 

These ways of relating to Mary’s statuette also included building a chapel in her honor 

and recording the miracles it performed (Clair 2009a, 177-178). Chaumonot, in his Relation of 

1669-1670, mentioned that the Wendat mission had been relatively spared from a smallpox 

outbreak that had badly impacted the neighboring Innu and Algonquin mission. He attributed 

this to Notre-Dame de Foy “who, having deigned to choose their little Church for the place of 

her abode, was pleased also to take them all under her protection” (Thwaites 1896, 53: 125). In 

his autobiography, Chaumonot recounted that the statue cured a French soldier from epilepsy, 

and helped a woman deliver her baby after difficult labor (Chaumonot 1869, 69).  

Chaumonot apparently reached out to Claude de Veroncourt to tell him of the wonders 

his statuette was performing in New France. The Jesuit responded from Nancy, sending more 

materials from Notre-Dame de Foy: pieces of powerful wood and rosary beads made out of 

fluorite. Véroncourt encouraged Chaumonot to dip the beads in drinks, and to give them to the 

possessed, to warriors leaving for battle, or to travelers having to tread dangerous paths 

(Lindsay 1900, 135). This kind of advice underlines the trust that individual Jesuits placed in their 

material culture. 

In his Relation of 1670-1671, Chaumonot explained that the new church, named Notre-

Dame de Foy after the statuette’s place of origin, started attracting Indigenous and French 

pilgrims from around and beyond Québec City (Thwaites 1986, 53: 131-133). Offerings took 

place at the chapel, and the French hired Wendat Christians to perform prayers on their behalf, 
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designating the Wendat as model converts in Jesuit literature (Thwaites 1896, 54: 287-289). 

Clair has shown that this development reflected Jesuit strategies to organize the religious 

landscape of the Saint Lawrence River valley along missionary models rather than metropolitan 

models, organized in parishes, under a bishop’s authority (Clair 2009a, 177). In this system, 

Wendat Christians and their sacred space play an important role as an attractive pole for the 

rest of the colony (Clair 2009a, 178). 

Marian Devotion and Female Wendat Leadership at Notre-Dame de Foy 

In this context, a new practice and theory of devotion emerged at the Wendat 

settlement, the “bondage to the Blessed Virgin,” inspired by a Wendat woman “reared in the 

Convent of the Ursuline Nuns and married to a Frenchman” (Thwaites 1899, 54: 289). According 

to Chaumonot’s narrative, it was this unnamed Wendat woman and her relatives who 

petitioned Chaumonot to formally institute this devotion. He decided to include the Wendat 

group into the existing congregation or “confraternity” of the Holy Family established among 

the French at Quebec. Chaumonot had the Wendat “admitted as slaves of the Blessed Virgin” 

(Thwaites 1899, 54: 289). 

The term “slave” raises some questions: did Wendat and French Christians mean the 

same thing when they called a person a “slave” of the Virgin?  The expansion of a devotion to 

Mary along the metaphorical lines of slavery overlapped with the expansion of the enslavement 

of African bodies and their deportation to French Caribbean colonies of Martinique, 

Guadeloupe, and Saint Christophe (Geggus 2001). Slavery was also an important economic and 

political phenomenon in New France, where enslaved individuals served as diplomatic gifts and 

displays of military powers, acting as “both agents and objects of intercultural relations” 

(Rushforth 2012, 19).  

In the Wendat language, the concept was expressed by the noun root -ňdask8- 

(“domestic animal, prisoner”) and the verb root -sennen- (“to have as domesticated animal, pet, 

slave”) (Steckley 2007a, 144, 238). Since Wendat peoples had lived dispersed and incorporated 

in other Indigenous nations as prisoners, perhaps the title translated as “slave” was addressing 

this recent history (Lozier 2018, 176). The settlement of Notre-Dame de Foy received an 

increase in Indigenous population coming from the Great Lakes, from Western Haudenosaunee 

territories, and from Mohawk villages, areas where Wendat people had relocated to for survival 

(Trigger 1987, 818; Lozier 2018, 177). This extreme form of devotion could have appealed to 

some as a way to reclaim and overcome the trauma of captivity. 

In the context of a mission settlement, elite Christian practices could also yield 

recognition and political power. Wendat members of that new congregation designated two 

male and two female representatives and leaders, empowering them with “ample power and 

authority … to prevent disorders settle such differences as may arise among them, remedy 

abuses” (Thwaites 1899, 54: 291). This structure of power is a departure from the exact mirror 

of the European Marian congregation model followed on the island of Orleans in 1654, where 

leadership was completely male, embodied in one Prefect and his two assistants. The two 
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leaders also echo the practices of clan-based leadership, with each clan producing a civil leader 

and a war chief, as well as a clan mother (Trigger 1987, 55).  

Unfortunately, the Relation for 1670-1671 did not provide any names for these elected 

leaders. Interestingly, Chaumonot admitted to delegating most of his own powers and duties 

onto these four elected leaders in his absence (Thwaites 1896, 54: 295). They also mentored him 

in his missionary work and provided him with diplomatic guidance: 

It is not unusual for me to employ them with much success in bending and winning 
some obstinate spirits, and in thus bringing them more gently to a sense of their 
duties. Sometimes they even give me very good advice for the guidance of my new 
Christians, and I never succeed better than when I adopt it. (Thwaites 1899, 54: 293) 

The same year 1670-1671, a Wendat woman named Marie Oendraka offered a 

wampum belt made of two thousands beads to Saint Anne, the Virgin Mary’s mother, on behalf 

of the Wendat Nation (Thwaites 1899, 54: 299). Chaumonot did not specify whether Marie 

Oendraka was one of the leaders of the Wendat congregation of the Holy Family, but her gift to 

the Virgin’s mother might suggest so. Her late husband, Ignace Tsaoenhohi, was described as 

the “captain” of the Wendat at Notre-Dame de Foy, and Marie Oaendraka had given a wampum 

belt of four thousand beads to the bishop of Quebec to ask him to help her husband’s soul reach 

Paradise (Thwaites 1899, 53: 113). Other passages of this Relation also mention that she was 

generous with her wealth, despite having lost her husband and her daughter in 1669or 1670, 

that she gave away blankets, maize, and pumpkins (Thwaites 1899, 54: 249-251). This suggests 

that she was a woman of considerable influence at the village.  

Chaumonot took her wampum gift to Saint Anne seriously: he delivered it with the main 

Wendat chiefs, in front of the worshippers at Sainte Anne de Beaupré sanctuary, six leagues 

away from the Wendat village (Thwaites 1899, 54: 299-301). Marie Oendraka had also required 

that a text written in alphabetic script would accompany this wampum belt, in order to 

document the reasons behind this gift (Thwaites 1899, 54: 301). This suggests that she was a 

driving force, not only as a maker of wampum, but also in requesting that the gift be 

accompanied with paper material as well. Her insistence could complicate the assumption that 

Jesuits were sole masters over alphabetic processes: instead, the injunction to write came from 

an Indigenous woman, just like the injunction to write had come from the council’s request in 

1654.  

Oendraka’s involvement in wampum ceremonialism nuances the documents of 1654 

that highlighted male involvements in these processes. In the 1671 case, one Wendat woman 

gifted this wampum belt, but she gifted it in the name of the whole “nation,” and was 

accompanied with a written speech, just like the transatlantic wampum belt two decades 

earlier. Marie Oendraka was potentially one of these powerful clan mothers, in that she had 

command over ample resources: food, clothes, and wampum. She had a close relation to 

Chaumonot, in that she could request things of him and task him with diplomatic missions, such 

as the one that took him to saint Anne’s sanctuary. Furthermore, it was a different Wendat 

woman who asked to install a more rigorist form of devotion, the bondage of the Holy Virgin, 
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which led to the reformation of a Wendat congregation. Such a group was described in 1654 as 

a matrilineal clan, and its name this time around insisted even more on kinship ties, being called 

the congregation of the Holy Family. The Virgin Mary might have still acted as an ancestor, but 

in this configuration, she was also a member of a larger unit, acknowledged by Marie 

Oendraka’s gift to saint Anne, the Virgin’s mother.  

Female leadership seems to have been deeply involved in wampum diplomacy with the 

Virgin Mary and her family. In a community where death and trauma were still ongoing, these 

ways of relating to Catholic more-than-human beings might have provided women with ways to 

cope with loss, condole one another, and tie mystical bonds to female more-than-human 

beings. Was the wampum belt to Notre-Dame de Foy also a result of female Wendat leadership? 

The 1671 Foy Wampum Belt in Written Documents 

The only sources that mention the Wendat wampum belt sent to Notre-Dame de Foy 

are Chaumonot’s autobiography, which he wrote in 1688 (more than ten years after the event), 

and a letter from the Jesuits of Dinant, thanking the Wendats for their gifts (Chaumonot 1869, 

70-71; Lindsay 1900, 153-154). That letter was dated July 12th 1672, suggesting that the belt was 

sent in the fall of 1671 or towards the end of winter 1672, so not that long after Marie 

Oendraka’s gift to saint Anne. This wampum belt was therefore woven after the Wendat had 

constructed the church of Notre-Dame de Foy and after the pilgrimage had taken shape there. 

Based on the dynamics of the previous transatlantic wampum event, one could suggest that the 

existence of a Marian congregation at the village, like the Wendat congregation of the Holy 

Family, gave the community the leadership and dynamism to send this gift. 

Chaumonot’s narrative of the event should be evaluated critically. The temporal gap 

between the events and their being written down, and the stylistic exercise of the 

autobiography add to the usual shortcomings of seventeenth-century European ecclesiastic 

representations of Indigenous peoples, their actions, and motivations. Chaumonot insisted on 

his own influence and initiative in this wampum exchange, shifting from a collective “we” to an 

individual “I”:  

Nous crûmes que nous devions remercier le P. de Véroncourt de nous avoir envoyé 
une N.D. de Foye. Pour cela je lui fis faire un collier de porcelaine blanche et noire où 
étoient ces paroles : Beata quæ credidisti : le fond du collier estant de porcelaine 
blanche, et les lettres de noire. Nous prions le P. de le présenter de la part des 
Hurons, à l’originaire de N.D. de Foye, près de Dinan. (Chaumonot 1869, 70)  

We thought we had to thank Father de Véroncourt for having sent us a Notre-Dame 
de Foy [statuette]. For that purpose I had a black and white porcelain collar made for 
him with these words: Beata quæ credidisti. The collar background was in white 
porcelain, and the letters in black. We asked the Father to present it on the Hurons’ 
behalf to the original [statuette] in Notre-Dame de Foy, near Dinant. (Translation by 
Lise Puyo)  

Who was “we” in this scenario? This collective pronoun emerged in Chaumonot’s text 

after evoking the miracles performed by the Virgin of Foy and the devotional gifts they inspired. 
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The pronoun is ambiguous, and could refer to the colony of New France in general, to the Jesuits 

missionaries in the region, or to the Wendat village in conversation with its missionary.  

The second letter from Véroncourt would suggest that the belt would have had to come 

as thanks not only for the original statuette, but also for the additional pieces of wood and 

fluorite beads that were sent in later correspondence. Established as a trustworthy ally, 

Véroncourt was recruited as an intermediary to ship the wampum belt and its associated letters 

to the pilgrimage church in the Spanish Netherlands.  

The extract from Chaumonot’s autobiography placed himself as the commissioner of the 

Foy wampum belt. The material details of the belt, its color scheme and the words it carried in 

its weave, were described right after the phrase “I had a … porcelain collar made” (Chaumonot 

1869, 70). This could give the impression that Chaumonot was the decision maker behind these 

material choices. He did not add any further indication regarding the context in which the belt 

was made. The absence of the belt itself and the associated letters in Wendat and French make 

it difficult to counterbalance this unreliable narrative. Nevertheless, Chaumonot was not a 

wampum weaver. Based on the precedent set in 1654 and on the other events examined in this 

dissertation, he would have relied on the skills and creativity of the Wendat women at Notre-

Dame de Foy, on its communal fund of wampum beads to create the pool from which to weave 

the belt, and on Wendat leaders to produce a speech after council meetings. 

The choice of words on the belt is interesting in this perspective. Beata quæ credidisti is 

a citation from the episode in the New Testament that directly follows the Annunciation (Luke 

1:42). After the angel Gabriel announced to Mary she was pregnant with Jesus, Mary went to 

her relative Elizabeth’s house, who was pregnant with John the Baptist.85 Elizabeth received the 

Holy Spirit and came to know that Mary was pregnant with Jesus; she confirmed the miracle in 

her speech, ending with: “Blessed is she who has believed that the Lord would fulfill his 

promises to her!” (Luke 1:45). This episode is called the Visitation, and functions as a 

confirmation of the miracle of the incarnation of Jesus in Mary’s body. It also serves to underline 

and praise Mary’s faith in God. “Blessed is she who has believed” is the English translation of 

Beata quæ credidisti, the words on the wampum belt. Once again, powerful words uttered by 

powerful beings were woven into wampum. Once again, the themes of generation, of 

pregnancy 

Interestingly, the wampum belt references the interaction between two holy women: 

Mary and Elizabeth. This choice reinforces the material condition of wampum weaving, a 

women’s art. It echoes the descriptions of female leadership at the Wendat mission of Notre-

Dame de Foy: the new confraternity was a Wendat woman’s initiative, its leadership was 

comprised of two men and two women, and a powerful Wendat woman had sent a wampum 

belt to another female relative of Mary’s just a year or two prior.  

 
85 Luke 1:36 indicates that Mary and Elizabeth are related, but their exact kinship bond is unclear, with the 
term “cousin” usually preferred. 
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Just like the 1654 belt had referenced speech uttered to Mary, this 1671 wampum belt 

also used words that the Virgin had heard, this time from her female kin. The angel was “a spirit 

in the sky,” typically genderless in Christian theology and iconography, but that espoused 

masculine roles in Wendat conceptions of diplomacy, where men were usually chosen as 

ambassadors. The 1671 wampum belt, in contrast, embodied a female voice, by spelling 

Elizabeth’s speech to Mary. While the previous transatlantic wampum belt had spoken to Mary 

as an ambassador (Gabriel), this one was speaking to her like her pregnant cousin (Elizabeth), 

signaling a closeness that marked a progression from 1654. Although the Wendat were 

communicating with a new human group, their relation to the Virgin was no longer one of 

strangers. Just like clan members from different nations, the Wendat and Notre-Dame de Foy 

could relate to one another through their shared kinship with the Virgin, expressed in the words 

of the Visitation, Elizabeth’s words to her cousin Mary. 

The Visitation was a motif that fits neatly with wampum diplomacy, as two relatives 

came to meet to share some news about their family expanding. Chaumonot’s narrative failed 

to explain why this episode was chosen as a framing reference to guide the interaction between 

the Wendat mission and the sanctuary at Notre-Dame de Foy. In the absence of the materials of 

this exchange, the words spoken can suggest that this belt was centering women, their 

devotion, and their power as kin-makers in a profound way. In contrast, the belt circulated in a 

network of male interpreters and was used in male performances. 

Captive Ambassador: the Wendat Wampum Belt in European Pageantry 

From Nancy, France, the Jesuit de Véroncourt sent the letters, the wampum belt, and 

apparently “some other Huron works” to Dinant in the Spanish Netherlands. From there, the 

Jesuits guided the protocols to present the belt to the sanctuary in Notre-Dame de Foy. Along 

with their letter of thanks, they sent to Chaumonot a printed Relation of the ceremony they 

organized to carry the wampum belt to its destination (Chaumonot 1869, 71). During my 

archival research in Quebec and in Belgium, I was unable to find a surviving copy of this print. 

The 1672 letter from Notre-Dame de Foy (Lindsay 1900, 158-160),86 in combination with 

Chaumonot’s account of the print, will serve as sources to examine the reception of the 

wampum belt in the Meuse River valley (fig. 12).  

The letter from Foy was signed on July 12th 1672, by all the local dignitaries: the Baron of 

Celles and the Abbot of Leffe, who were charged with the administration of Notre-Dame de Foy; 

the Jesuits in Dinant; the local priest; and two representatives of the State. The letter’s author 

was the local priest Henry Jacquet, aided by his secretary Jean Lamber Colart (Lindsay 1900, 

160). This myriad of interlocutors is reflected in the ceremony described in this letters, where all 

the different factions of regional power participated in the ceremony to carry the wampum belt 

to the sanctuary of Foy. This highlights the reception of the wampum belt as a political event in 

Dinant (Clair 2009a, 179-181). 

 
86 The original is at the Huron-Wendat Museum in Wendake, QC, inv. 2013.1.7. 
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According to the letter, the ceremony took place on July 2nd, the feast day celebrating 

the Visitation. 

This aligns with 

the words the 

belt carried, 

referencing the 

Visitation of 

Mary to 

Elizabeth, and 

suggests that the 

clergy waited for 

the most 

appropriate 

moment to 

present the belt 

to the public and 

to the Virgin of 

Foy. The letter 

described two 

processions on 

that day: one 

started from the Jesuit school in Dinant, and the other from Notre-Dame de Foy church. When 

the two processions met halfway, the writer described: 

ce fut là que Monsieur le Pasteur, de Foy, estant monté sur le Char de Triomphe, 
entre deux Canadois, donna la Bénédiction à un peuple innombrable, qui couvrait 
une vaste campagne, avec l’Image de Nostre Dame de Foy. Lors la Compagnie, de 
Celles, (elle porte 500 hommes), avec la Cavallerie des Ecoliers des Pères Jésuittes, 
de Dinant, salua Nostre Dame de Foy, qui estait venue rencontrer vos beaux 
présents, par une descharge générale : Cela fait, des deux processions, on n’en fit 
qu’une, et on vint droit à Foy, ou pendant la grande messe, au fanfar de quattre 
trompettes et au tintamar des grosses boëttes, on offrit vos chers Présents ; on lut 
votre Vœu ; on bénit les bontés de MARIE, qui vous a fait tant de faveurs, et on 
admira vostre Dévotion, qui la révérez tant et de si loing, par les honneurs que vous 
lui rendez, et les rares Présents que vous lui faites. (Lindsay 1900, 159) 

It was there, that Sir the Pastor of Foy, having climbed onto a chariot of triumph 
between two Canadians, gave his Benediction to an innumerable crowd, which 
covered the large countryside, with the Image of Our Lady of Foy. Then, the 
Company of Celles (it has 500 men), with the cavalry of the Jesuit Fathers’ students’, 
from Dinant, greeted Our Lady of Foy, who had come to see your beautiful presents 
with a gun salute. When it was done, these two processions were made into one, 
and went straight to Foy, where during the great mass, to the fanfare of four 
trumpets and to the beating of the drums, we presented your dear Gifts; we read 
your Vow; we blessed the kindness of MARY, who did you so many favors, and we 

Figure 12: The letter sent by Notre-Dame de Foy in the Spanish Netherlands to Notre-
Dame de Foy in Canada, July 12th 1672. Huron-Wendat Museum, Wendake, Quebec  
(inv. 2013.1.7). Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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admired your Devotion, you who worship her so much and from so far away, through 
the honors you pay her, and the rare Presents you give her. (Translation by Lise 
Puyo) 

 In that letter, the Jesuit procession is described as a “chariot of triumph,” evoking the 

ceremony of the Roman Empire celebrating military victories. The presence of soldiers, their gun 

salute, and the trumpet and drums—both military musical instruments—playing throughout the 

procession suggest that this rite also referenced military conventions. The Roman triumph 

ceremony featured floats to display captive generals and plundered treasures (Beard 2007, 143-

186). The Spanish Netherlands were part of the Holy Roman Empire, which may explain why 

these practices were perhaps encouraged to maintain historical and cultural ties to its symbolic 

ancestor. Clair also noted that the military registers of the ceremony pointed to Dinant’s 

vulnerable position at the beginning of the Franco-Dutch war; the wampum reception was 

therefore a way to unite the community around a sense of national or local pride (Clair 2009a, 

181). 

In his autobiography, Chaumonot slightly elaborated on this ceremony, based on the 

printed document that he had received with the letter: 

Les Jésuites qui ont là un collège [Dinant], se servirent de cette occasion pour exciter 
de plus en plus le monde au culte et à l’amour de la Sainte Vierge. Ils firent donc faire 
un char où le collier et quelques autres ouvrages des Hurons étoient portés comme 
en triomphe et soutenus par deux hommes couverts de peaux d’ours pour 
représenter nos sauvages qui faisoient ce présent. (Chaumonot 1869, 70). 

The Jesuits, who have a school there [Dinant], used this occasion to encourage more 
and more people to the cult and love of the Holy Virgin. They had a float made 
where the collar and a few other Huron works were carried as in triumph and carried 
by two men covered in bearskins to represent our savages who were making this gift. 
(Translated by Lise Puyo) 

The fact that the float carried the wampum belt and unspecified items of Wendat 

material culture seems to directly borrow from the Roman tradition. In the absence of Wendat 

captives, two male inhabitants of Dinant played their part instead. Garbed in bearskin, they 

stood in stark contrast to the clergy and military donning their ceremonial attire, conveying the 

difference between the two worlds through costume. The wampum belt thus acted in a 

theatrical performance articulating religious devotions and political agendas reminiscent of 

similar representations of Indigenous Americans in early modern European parades (Wintroub 

2006; Briesemeister 2007). Decontextualized from its original community, the wampum belt was 

re-contextualized for consumption by a European audience. Turned into a prop, the belt came 

to partake in a spectacle of conquest and victory for a religious order (the Jesuits) and for a local 

pilgrimage site (Notre-Dame de Foy) (Clair 2009a).  

In 1672, the pilgrimage to Notre-Dame de Foy was dwindling (Delfosse 2009; Pacco and 

Gaud 2009). Through the reproduction of the miraculous image, space could be added to a 

sphere of influence and control, becoming the Virgin Mary’s land, a process that echoed the 

high stakes of the Calvinist frontier and reflected catholic missionary strategies in the 
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seventeenth century (Julia 2000). As Dinant was under the threat of conquest by France, the 

statuettes network allowed the city to acquire a small territory within a French colony (Clair 

2009a, 181). 

The Statuettes as Kinship Icons 

Kinship terms in the 1672 letter offer some insights into the type of relationship that the 

notables of Dinant and Foy wanted to weave with the Wendat. They greeted them as “our 

dearly beloved Brothers in Faith, which made that Mary is the Mother of God and ours; We, her 

children and all brothers in Jesus and Mary” (Lindsay 1900, 158, translation by Lise Puyo). The 

motif of kinship was articulated under Christian metaphors, where Mary acted as a mother 

figure under which humanity shared kin bonds. This language might reflect the kinship 

metaphors used by the Wendat in their own letter, especially the insistence on being all 

“brothers” under Mary’s expansive motherhood.  

In the 1672 text, it seems that Mary was distributed in her statuettes, in that her 

essence seems slightly different depending on the statuette’s origin:  

la fille de Notre Dame de Foy, en Canada, est si libérale, envers sa Mère, nostre 
Dame de Foy, près Dinant (Lindsay 1900, 159). 

the daughter from Notre Dame de Foy in Canada is so generous to her mother, Notre 
Dame de Foy near Dinant (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

Although they both represented the same prototype, the kinship terms placed the two 

statuettes in a hierarchy that aligned with local understandings of authority and authenticity. 

The original Virgin of Foy, the one worshipped near Dinant, found in the oak, was the model for 

its reproduction in wood from the same tree, and therefore the reproduction was conceived as 

its descendent. The “Mother” statuette near Dinant addressed “her beloved daughter and her 

new children,” a phrase repeated twice in the letter (Lindsay 1900, 159, translation by Lise 

Puyo). The two communities were personified through the statuette they possessed, and the 

communities given their kin standing based on the age of the statuettes. Thus, relations to 

objects predicated kin relations between humans. 

In the absence of the Wendat letter, it is difficult to ascertain whether this theme was 

used in response to some aspect of the Wendat speech, or if this was Notre Dame de Foy’s own 

symbolic innovation. In French, this metaphor was expressed through the feminine grammatical 

gender, since Mary and both the words for “image” (the word used for a representation of the 

Virgin Mary, whether two or three-dimensional) and the city are feminine in French. The theme 

interestingly echoes the story referenced in the wampum belt: the Visitation is a meeting 

between two female relatives. The sentence on the belt, written in white and purple shell 

beads, references the words a woman had for her female relative. Could the Wendat speech 

have sketched a metaphorical equivalence between the Visitation of Mary to Elizabeth, and the 

two female statuettes carved from the same tree?  

Although the letter established the Wendat and the population of Dinant and Foy as 

“Brothers,” the Europeans described themselves as “elder brothers” (Lindsay 1900, 159, 
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translation by Lise Puyo) based on the fact that they had a relationship with the original statue, 

after which the wooden statue at the Wendat mission was created. The degree of connection to 

the Virgin Mary was therefore qualified along the artifacts that she had elected to represent her. 

The authors of the 1672 letter seemed to believe that there was an older, more powerful 

connection to Mary in their statuette, and that gave them precedence over the Wendat. Despite 

being “brothers,” the two communities were not considered equal. After all, the Jesuit Claude 

de Véroncourt had taken the initiative for this relationship, when he sent the reproduction 

statuette to New France in 1669. Relating through the statuettes was an efficacious way to build 

kinship, but seemingly placed the Wendat at a disadvantage. 

As a counter-gift, Notre-Dame de Foy sent three dresses for the Virgin and a rosary 

made of fluorite beads (Lindsay 1900, 159). The priest asked the Wendat to use the rosary as a 

necklace for the statuette, and to hang the dresses near it, just like he had presented the 

wampum belt to the statue in Notre-Dame de Foy and hung the Wendat presents near it.  

This gift interestingly echoes the gendered dynamics at play in this event of wampum 

diplomacy. Since the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, statues of the Virgin Mary and other 

saints in Europe were ceremonially dressed with sumptuous coats and dresses (Delaruelle 1993; 

Albert-Llorca 1995). In the Southern United Provinces, this practice reflected the influence of 

Spanish devotions brought by the archdukes Albert and Isabella Habsburg (Delfosse 2004). This 

practice suggested new proximities to the Virgin, with specialized personnel authorized to 

handle her and change her outfits, a responsibility sometimes entrusted to female-only 

congregations (Albert-Lorca 1995).  

These garments were often gifts from community members, especially from wealthy or 

noble women, as well as from female religious orders (Delfosse 2004, 202). Miraculous Virgins, 

like the one at Notre-Dame de Foy, typically received more ornate outfits, embellished with 

gold, silver, and jewels (Delfosse 2004, 204). Missionaries, including Chaumonot, often used 

these materials as comparison to explain wampum beads to European audiences. Made by 

women for the Virgin, these dresses and the wampum belt echoed one another as products of 

women’s work mediated and exchanged by men. None of the 1672 letter signatories were 

women, and the modalities of public engagement with the belt were largely restricted to male 

performances. In this case, however, women’s work made the reciprocity of the exchange 

possible. 

Spectral Presences 

 The 1672 letter gives tantalizing evidence of not only a Wendat wampum belt, but of 

other items of Wendat material culture. Where did they go? This section aims to trace the 

possible displacements these objects might have suffered, looking at the institutions and people 

entrusted to care for them, and at the events that might have impacted their long-term survival 

in the sanctuary. The sanctuary of Notre-Dame de Foy was co-administered by the Baron of 

Celles and the Abbot of Leffe (Hayot 1939, 38-42). In 1674, France and the Holy Roman Empire 

entered into an armed conflict, which led French armies to lay the siege of Dinant in 1675 

(Satterfield 2003, 30). The abbey of Leffe and the castle of Celles were both used for 
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safekeeping the treasure of Foy (Hayot 1939, 32-33). As mentioned earlier, the pilgrimage was in 

decline in the later parts of the seventeenth century, and administrators regularly sold items 

from the treasury to maintain a priest on site (Hayot 1939, 43). The wampum belt did not 

appear in the scarce inventories of the Foy treasury I was able to study, dated 1717 and 1721.87 

These lists of items from Notre-Dame de Foy in the possession of Leffe abbey only mentioned 

objects made of precious stones and metals. Made of exotic shell beads, the wampum belt 

could not easily re-enter the status of currency in a European context, like gold and silver could. 

This might in part explain its absence from these registers, chronicling the sanctuary’s financial 

troubles. 

 During the French Revolution, the church and its possessions were seized and auctioned 

off (Fries 1909, 47). In February 1793, Leffe abbey was exhaustively inventoried, but the 

wampum belt was not in its possession.88 Similarly, I found no mention of it in documents 

regarding the Jesuit school or the other religious communities of Dinant and its surroundings.89 I 

was not able to find archival traces of the wampum belt paraded through the streets and hung 

in the church of Notre-Dame de Foy. Its heightened existence in such a theatrical setting was 

followed by a quiet existence and a discreet disappearance, in a region subject to regular 

turmoil and in a sanctuary that was chronically mismanaged (Hayot 1939).  

 After its appropriation in European pageantry, the Beata quæ credidisti wampum belt 

became a literary artifact. The Jesuit Relations, Canadian scholarly publications of the 1669 

letter from Claude de Véroncourt and Henry Jacquet’s letter of thanks from 1672 (Lindsay 1900), 

combined with a new and dynamic local clergy, renewed local interests in the sanctuary at the 

end of the nineteenth century. Abbot Félix Fries, who took over the sanctuary in 1892, managed 

to have the church registered as a national monument and worked towards its restoration 

(Hayot 1939, 47). In 1902, Fries sent a wooden statuette believed to be from the original oak to 

the priest of Sainte-Foy near Québec city, and to the priest at Jeune-Lorette, where the Wendat 

community had moved to at the end of the seventeenth century (Fries 1909, 112-113; 118n2). 

Fries’ 1909 discussions regarding Foy devotion in Canada were based on Lindsay’s 

monograph, documents in Canadian archives, and correspondence with Canadian clergy (Fries 

1909, 100-118). This further suggests that material evidence of the wampum belt in Belgium had 

faded away: what had remained on the European side was the memory and practice of the Foy 

statuettes’ network. The wampum belt, in the seventeenth-century parade and in its twentieth-

century textual form, was only considered as a tribute to the efficacy of this Catholic material 

network. 

At Wendake, in 2018, I saw the Beata quæ credidisti wampum belt in the curator’s office 

at the Huron-Wendat Museum. It had taken on another form, a two-dimensional avatar on a 

doorframe that startled me as it caught my eye from across the room (fig. 13). It was not an 

 
87 Liege Diocesan Archives: E III 2 “Suppliques et correspondance avec le Vicaire Général à propos de 
Notre-Dame de Foy.” 
88 French National Archives, F/1e/24. 
89 Idem. See also: Namur State Archives, 37401 
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image of the original historical belt, rather a digital collage pieces together from a photograph of 

the 1678 Wendat wampum belt at Chartres cathedral. Once the beads had turned into pixels, a 

graphic designer reorganized the shell and glass to write the words of the lost belt. The digital 

collage echoed wampum weaving in eerie ways, where belts could be disassembled and woven 

in new patterns to serve new relationships. This recomposed wampum had a red porcupine quill 

border, and like in Chaumonot’s description it had purple beads as letters on a white 

background. Made by a graphic designer for an exhibit on Wendat catholic patrimony at the 

Huron-Wendat museum, it served as an evocation of lost Wendat patrimony. This hyper-realistic 

yet artistic rendition of a lost belt was printed on a sticker and draped across double-doors, 

visible to Huron-Wendat Museum staff members once the office doors were closed.  

The 1671 wampum belt to Notre-Dame de Foy was therefore more intensely 

memorialized in Wendat contexts. Currently, the Huron-Wendat Museum retains the 1672 

letter from Foy, the miraculous statuette from the original oak, and a digital collage of the Beata 

quæ credidisti wampum belt. Lionel Lindsay’s 1900 monograph was the means through which 

the European clergy at Notre-Dame de Foy in Belgium re-ignited their memory of the object, 

centuries after its disappearance.  

In the absence 

of the original Wendat 

letter, my analysis of 

this belt revolved 

around the reception 

and appropriation of 

foreign objects. On the 

one hand, the 

Indigenized Virgin with 

an open mouth in 

Wendat territory; on 

the other hand, the 

captured wampum belt 

carried on a float 

triumph by two 

caricatures of Wendat 

men, surrounded by a military parade that seemed to celebrate the conquest of a distant land. 

The two ways of caring for and preserving each others’ objects could perhaps be evocative of 

their attitudes towards foreign substances of power: one adopted, transformed, and cared for in 

new ways, the other appropriated, absorbed, and forgotten. 

The performance stood in contrast to the language used in Foy’s letter to the Wendat, 

referred to as brothers in faith. The Wendat’s specific place in the Virgin’s lineage was 

articulated through their relation to the statuettes of Foy: the church in the Spanish 

Netherlands, having the original, was thought as the “mother” of the statuette sent to the 

Wendat in 1669, and therefore dictated the prevalence of Foy’s clergy over the Wendat 

Figure 13: Digital collage of the “Beata Quæ Credidisti” wampum belt based on 
the Wendat 1678 wampum belt at Chartres, displayed in the Huron-Wendat 
Museum curator’s office. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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congregation. In this instance, powerful objects were used to establish and define kinship: the 

Wendat used their wampum belt, and the clergy of Foy used their statuettes. Relating to one 

another through material culture, the two communities created uneven bonds, before the 

Wendat community moved once again, away from Notre-Dame de Foy. 

Mary’s Clearing: the 1673 Wampum Belt to the Holy House of Loreto 

From Notre-Dame de Foy to Lorette 

In the summer of 1673, the Wendat community started building new longhouses one 

league and a half away from Notre-Dame de Foy, with the intent of spending their first winter 

there (Thwaites 1899, 58: 147). Two main reasons for this move were mentioned in the Jesuit 

Relations. First, the “need for land and wood,” and second, the influx of newcomers from 

Haudenosaunee territories, adopted into Wendat families (Thwaites 1899, 58: 131-133; 

Chaumonot 1869, 72). Wendat families went back and forth between their fields at Notre-Dame 

de Foy and the new settlement, which they had selected for “the purity of the air, the level 

surface of the land, and the goodness and convenience of the water-supply” (Thwaites 1899, 58: 

147; 60: 71). 

Historians Alain Beaulieu, Stéphanie Béreau, and Jean Tanguay saw in the rushed 

relocation from Notre-Dame de Foy to Lorette an increase in the Jesuits’ control over the 

Wendat community, as missionaries seemingly forced this displacement (Beaulieu, Béreaud and 

Tanguay 2013, 107-108). The relocation allowed the Jesuits to claim the lands that the Wendat 

had already cleared out, in order to rent them out to French colonists, guaranteeing a steady 

income (Beaulieu, Béreaud and Tanguay 2013, 105-108; Lozier 2018, 181). With this relocation, 

the Wendat community left the cote saint Michel in the seigneury of Sillery, which had been 

allotted to Indigenous Christian chiefs rather than the Jesuits; this ensured that the Jesuits 

would regain administrative control over these lands (Boily 2006, 47-55; Lavoie 2010).  

The Jesuits’ attitude regarding the lands occupied by Indigenous Christians illustrates 

the role of missionary orders in colonial processes. There were imperial intermiedaries, ho 

would shield Wendat Christians from taxes due to the French crown, but at the same time tied 

Indigenous presence to their abiding to Jesuit rules (Beaulieu, Béreaud and Tanguay 2013, 108). 

This type of behavior shows that regardless of individual Jesuits’ attitudes towards, or 

relationships with Wendat individuals, colonial structures and ideas of racial hierarchies placed 

the two groups in complex power dynamics, and that their long-term interests did not always 

align. Behaving within the feudalistic frameworks of their upbringing, the Jesuits as a group did 

not consider the Wendat as their political equals, and cast them as their flock, in a subordinate 

position to colonial powers (McShea 2019). 

However, these processes might have been harder to perceive in the quotidian 

experience of living in the mission village, as the Wendat simply pursued their traditional mode 

of relating to the land, by moving their village every ten to fifteen years as soil nutrients 

depleted due to horticulture (Trigger 1987, 36). Having lived at Notre-Dame de Foy since 1669, 

the Wendat relocation of 1673 was perhaps early in the schedule. In this case, the economic and 
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political aspects of founding a new village were also interwoven with religious and symbolic 

motives. The relocation dovetailed with the project to build a replica of the Holy House of 

Loreto on that new site. What was the significance of this project? What did the Holy House 

represent, and for whom? How did it relate to Wendat conceptions of land use, and territorial 

authority? 

The relocation from Notre-Dame de Foy to this new site prompted an unusual amount 

of wampum diplomacy with more-than-human beings, taking place both on the local stage and 

across the Atlantic. This aspect was not mentioned in Beaulieu, Béreau and Tanguay’s discussion 

of the relocation. In 1673, the Wendat Christian community sent a wampum belt in the Holy 

House of Loreto in Italy. What role did this transatlantic wampum belt had to play in this 

complex process? The material belt went missing, but three documents mention its existence: 

Chaumonot’s autobiography, the receipt that the Jesuit at the Holy House sent in 1674 to 

document the belt’s arrival at the Holy House, and the French translation of the Wendat speech 

that accompanied the belt in 1673. What was this belt supposed to accomplish, and how? 

Looking at these documents and the descriptions of the belt itself will highlight Wendat 

strategies in referencing and appropriating Catholic speech and stories. In this instance, the 

devotion and involvement of individual actors—Joseph Chaumonot, Marie Oendraka, and Louis 

Taondechoren—will illustrate the potentially conflicting or competing affects moving through 

the belt. 

The Holy House and Mary’s House 

The relocation was framed around a shared project to build a replica of the Holy House 

of Loreto (Lorette in French) in Italy, near the Adriatic sea. This project needs once again some 

contextualization regarding its European history, and its potential significance for the Wendat 

community leaving Notre-Dame de Foy. The Holy House is considered to be the relic of Mary’s 

house, transported from Nazareth by two angels in the 1290s (Nagel and Wood 2010, 208). Two 

main objects are believed to hold sacred significance and power at Loreto: the Holy House relic 

itself, and a wooden statue of the Virgin Mary. The Holy House is a rectangular building of 9.52 

meters by 4.10 meters (31 by 13 feet), with red sandstone walls looking like bricks, three doors, 

and one window (Vélez 2018, 12). Several layers of external walls were built around it during its 

presence in Loreto. Notably, a marble sheath was erected in the sixteenth century. These added 

layers of stone served as reliquary for the few bricks supposedly brought from the Holy Land 

(Nagel and Wood 2010, 198; Bercé 2011).  

Primary relics are usually pieces of a saint’s body. According to Catholic doctrine, the 

Virgin Mary ascended to Heaven, which means her body was not available for veneration. As a 

result, Marian relics consisted of her bodily secretions, such as her maternal milk, and material 

objects that had contained and physically touched her body. Relic and reliquary at the same 

time, the Holy House had been a “container” of Mary’s absent body (Vélez 2018, 14-15). This 

sacred space was believed to be the place where the Annunciation and the Incarnation took 

place, themes that had been explored in the previous two wampum belts the Wendat had sent 

to Mary overseas (Clair 2008a, 15). 
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As discussed earlier, the Holy House of Loreto played a major role in Chaumonot’s life: 

he experienced his personal conversion there when he was in dire straits, and believed he owed 

his career as a Jesuit to this sacred place. Before leaving for New France, Jesuit missionaries 

Chaumonot and Antoine Poncet both vowed to build a replica of the Holy House in Canada 

(Chaumonot 1869, 35; Clair 2008a, 18). The stability the Wendat mission had acquired in the 

outskirts of Québec City encouraged him to put his plan to execution. In his autobiography, 

Chaumonot recalled that it was reading the 1672 narrative of the wampum’s reception at Notre-

Dame de Foy that prompted him to send a wampum belt to Loreto (Chaumonot 1869, 71). 

In her monograph on the Holy House and its replicas, historian Karin Vélez compared 

the Jesuit chapel of Sainte-Marie-among-the-Huron, built at the end of the 1630s, to the Holy 

House replica built in 1674 (Vélez 2018, 148-149). The late 1630s building, placed in Wendat 

homelands, embraced the shape of a Wendat longhouse, where converts sat on the ground 

around the fire. It was also Muriel Clair’s remark, when analyzing Jesuit descriptions of the first 

mission chapels in Iroquoian longhouses, where the domestic and sacred spheres completely 

overlapped, a significant departure from European practice at the time (Clair 2008a, 18-19). 

In 1673, executing the plan to relocate and build the Holy House was not possible 

without the support and participation of Wendat Christians at the mission of Notre-Dame de 

Foy. The Relations identified specific actors who had been “eager for the establishment at 

Lorette,” and others who showed “some opposition,” highlighting debates among community 

members (Thwaites 1899, 58: 149; 159). Marie Oendraka—the influential Wendat woman who 

had gifted a wampum belt to saint Anne in 1670—and her brother François Athoricher were 

mentioned as prominent members of the faction that supported the move to Lorette (Thwaites 

1899, 58: 149). In the winter of 1673, Marie Oendraka offered her own longhouse to use as a 

chapel before the Holy House replica was built at the new settlement of Lorette (Thwaites 1899, 

58: 149). Since she was a head of cabin with access to enough wampum beads to weave an 

entire belt, and gave up her house to become the Virgin Mary’s house, Marie Oendraka appears 

to be a powerful actor in Mary’s Wendat clan. For a few months, the Virgin Mary’s house was a 

Wendat woman named Marie’s longhouse. 

The Holy House replica of 1674, placed on the outskirts of the colonial capital Québec 

City, apparently “showed no modifications for Huron preference” (Vélez 2018, 149). The 

architect followed the plan of the Holy House of Loreto, down to the measurements, the 

number of windows, and the placement of the bell tower, where the angel came in to give the 

Annunciation (Thwaites 1896, 60: 68). Wendat longhouses were organized all around the chapel 

of Lorette in a square pattern, contrasting with village patterns at previous settlements (Lozier 

2018, 182). When the Jesuits shared the plans for the church during a public meeting, Louis 

Taondechorend, a Wendat chief and dogique—a delegate of the Jesuit authority among the 

converts, often in charge of policing religious behavior (Roeber 2008, 104)—described how the 

Wendat longhouses around the chapel would look like the basilica that enclosed the Holy House 

of Loreto:  
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While relating, among other things, what he had heard of Our Lady of Loretto in 
Italy, he said that it seemed to him that all the cabins, which he saw ranged about 
the chapel, represented in his eyes the great temple enclosing the sacred house of 
Loretto; that thus they were to consider the whole of their village as a great church, 
of which all their cabins constituted as many different parts. Hence he concluded 
that the fathers and mothers of families should regard themselves in their 
households as so many posts and places confided by Mary to their fidelity, —to be 
defended against the enemies, which are sins, especially those of drunkenness and 
impurity.  ‘Thus,’ he said in concluding, ‘our village will truly be Mary’s village, while 
no vice disputes with her its possession and sovereignty.’ (Thwaites 1899, 58: 149-
151)  

By calling the new settlement “Mary’s village,” Louis Taondechorend also echoed the 

metaphors used in 1654 to describe Mary as a clan mother tending her fields. The architectural 

and military metaphor he used to qualify Wendat heads of cabins as “posts and places” to 

defend also underlined the importance of the architecture of a Wendat village, defended by a 

wooden palisade. It also highlighted the importance of the longhouse as a social and ritual space 

(Clair 2008a, 14-15). 

This reported speech could illustrate the ways in which some of Wendat Christian 

leaders translated their own knowledge of Catholic pilgrimage sites and sanctuaries into cross-

cultural concepts that potentially pleased the Jesuits while creating a space for Indigenous 

sovereignty. When Taondechorend described the village as a church, it aligned with the 

missionaries’ goal to found a reduction, a mission site entirely ruled by religious discipline (Clair 

2008a, 13).  

I owe later understandings of this theme of the “chapel as a longhouse” to 

conversations with Muriel Clair about the 1693 French-Wendat dictionary. In the Wendat 

language, the word for “church” was constructed as a “chosen longhouse” (“chapelle, cab[ane] 

choisie, s[ain]te. Onnonchiato,èti.”)90 Taondechorend’s speech thus encased houses within one 

another: if the Wendat village was supposed to be “a great church” in translation, in the original 

Wendat language it could have been expressed as “a great, chosen/holy longhouse.” As Clair 

remarked, there is no word for “Loreto” in that 1693 collection of Wendat words: instead, the 

Holy House and the village chapel are simply described as Mary’s chosen longhouse: 

“onnonchiato,èti de Marie.”91 

This causes a potential discrepancy between Taondechorend’s speech as it was 

represented in the Jesuit Relations, as an already translated item, and the ways his metaphor 

would have been expressed in the Wendat language. Rather than a large church, the new 

Wendat village was a collection of houses organized around Mary’s longhouse. It was, like he 

said in his conclusion, “Mary’s village,” an important political entity established through Wendat 

wampum diplomacy with human and more-than-human beings in 1673. While researchers often 

point to the 1674 village to describe a deep Wendat assimilation into European catholic culture, 

 
90 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°57r. 
91 Ibid., f°30r 
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looking at these wampum events might give a more nuanced portrayal of the forces at play to 

establish “Mary’s village.” 

Grounding Lorette: Wampum Diplomacy and More-than-Human Beings 

The relocation from Notre-Dame de Foy to Notre-Dame de Lorette was a diplomatic 

endeavor negotiated with more-than-human agents through wampum belts. Before the transfer 

to Lorette, the Wedat community presented one wampum belt to the saint archangel Michael in 

Sillery, as a sort of “pilgrimage” involving the whole village; they gifted another belt to saint 

Anne at Lorette during a general communion (Thwaites 1899, 58: 147).  

Saint Michael is an angelic being depicted in Scriptures in the roles of protector, 

guardian, and warrior (Smith 2004, 26). Seen as the leader of God’s armies against the Antichrist 

(Rev. 12:7), Saint Michael was also associated with enforcing hierarchies, a symbol for princes 

and popes’ power (Leyva-Gutiérrez 2014, 425-426). As a non-human, non-corporeal being, saint 

Michael was most likely understood in the same way as Gabriel, the angel who announced her 

pregnancy to the Virgin Mary. In the 1654 letter to the Gentlemen of the congregation of Notre-

Dame in Paris, Wendat orator Jacques Oachonk referred to Gabriel with the phrase “doki 

Aronhia erronnon,” “the spirit in the sky.”92 This title was likely laden with powerful meaning in 

Wendat cosmologies, since Aataentsic had fallen from the sky-world (Trigger 1987, 52, 76-77).  

This choice also likely spoke to territorial dynamics at the time the Wendat just started 

their relocation process. The Wendat village at Notre-Dame de Foy was located at a place called 

cote Saint Michel, suggesting that the Wendat community was living on sky-spirit Michael’s 

territory, at least from a toponymic point of view. In the 1675 Relation, this belt to Saint Michael 

was described as dedicated to “the Holy Angels for the happy establishment of the house,” 

evoking Loreto’s legend of the Holy House carried by angels from Nazareth to Italy (Thwaites 

1896, 60: 75). Additionally, Saint Michael church at Sillery was located in the Jesuits’ 

headquarters, and the Jesuits had been in charge of obtaining a new seigneury from the French 

colonial government (Lozier 2018, 67). After the 1660s, Sillery mainly served as a parish church 

for the French, but it had been a very important mission site for Algonquin and Innu Christians 

and diplomats in the 1630s to 1650s (Lozier 2018, 53-85). Although the Sillery mission, 

Kamiskouaouangachit, was no longer in its heydays, it had remained an important ritual and 

diplomatic site for Algonquin and Innu people (Lozier 2018, 229). While the Jesuit Relations did 

not mention any Indigenous presence at this event, this history is important to consider: who 

else had authority over the territory around Québec City, besides sky-spirits and the French? 

From Lozier’s work (2018), it seems obvious that Indigenous people from different nations also 

negotiated with one another to be integrated into new communities and settle on new lands in 

the Saint Lawrence River Valley. This wampum belt to saint Michael likely had all of these 

audiences (the Jesuits, French churchgoers, and passing Algonquin and Innu leaders) as human 

interlocutors. 

 
92 Translation by John Steckley, personal communication, 6 September 2020. 
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The second Wendat wampum belt was addressed to Saint Anne, and gifted to her 

directly at Lorette. Since we have seen that the Wendat female leader Marie Oendraka had a 

special devotion to saint Anne, it seems important to consider her potential role in this process. 

The community asked the Virgin’s mother to grant them: 

the grace of seeing before long, in the middle of their village, the house of the 
Blessed Virgin, her daughter,—built on the  model and under the name of that which 
she had left to her at Nazareth, and which the angels transported to Loretto in Italy 
(Thwaites 1899, 58: 149). 

Saint Anne, as Mary’s mother, was potentially significant in the context of Wendat 

matrilineal society: she had authority over the Holy House, both symbolically and materially. The 

situation perhaps echoed Marie Oendraka giving up her longhouse for the Jesuits and the 

community to use as a temporary chapel: saint Anne was asked to offer her and Mary’s house 

for the Wendat to use for their rituals. In addition, the bricks used in the construction of the 

Lorette chapel were produced at the côte de Beaupré, near saint Anne church on the Saint 

Lawrence River (Thwaites 1896, 60: 81).93 Therefore, saint Anne was also responsible for lending 

the physical material that would compose the walls of Mary’s house at Lorette.  

These two wampum belts gifted in New France in 1673 therefore go beyond simple ex 

votos, or gifts to Catholic saints. While they do bear witness of specific devotions and of the 

Wendat’s deep knowledge of secondary characters of Christian mythology, their context of use 

suggests that they were fully diplomatic objects. They aimed to request new territories from 

Christian more-than-human beings, and from the humans witnessing these gifts. The belt to 

saint Michael asked for a successful transfer from Notre-Dame de Foy to their new village in 

front of a powerful audience, and the belt to saint Anne asked for a successful transfer and 

construction of Mary’s house in the new Wendat village, in front of the assembled Wendat 

community. Both of these requests used these more-than-human beings to lend authority to 

the Wendat’s new territorial claim. The construction of Lorette was therefore a public affair, 

performed for the Wendat community who resolved their internal debates with wampum, but 

also performed within the religious landscape of the region, in the presence of different 

communities of worship, including Haudenosaunee newcomers to Notre-Dame de Foy, French 

laypeople, clergymen, and potentially Algonquin and Innu Christians.  

This illustrates how the Wendat community had created a network of sanctuaries—

onnonchiato,èti, chosen longhouses—based on their relation to the Virgin Mary. These 

wampum initiatives could be seen as active clan-making, the action of relating to a shared land 

base that Deborah Doxtator described (Doxtrator 1997, 58). This territory where the Wendat 

wanted to build Mary’s house was not empty: permissions were requested from human and 

more-than-human actors to ensure that the land would be shared in accordance to Indigenous 

and colonial protocols. While much has been written about the administrative processes the 

Jesuits undertook to secure grants to these lands, the role of Christian Wendat wampum 

diplomacy has been neglected.  

 
93 Today, this sanctuary is called Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupré. 
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The Wendat Wampum Belt to the Holy House of Loreto: a Timeline 

It was around that time that a third wampum belt was woven, and sent away to the Holy 

House of Loreto, in Italy. For Muriel Clair, the Wendat wampum belt to the Holy House did not 

circulate within gift exchange, but rather served as an invitation to the Virgin to come inhabit 

the space the Wendat were building for her (Clair 2008a, 19-20). Clair’s work thoroughly 

explored Chaumonot’s personal relationship with Loreto and his own agency in Wendat 

wampum diplomacy, where wampum belts were used as props in his own devotion and his own 

missionary projects. Here, I focus on Wendat initiative, to understand the Wendat wampum belt 

to Loreto as part of this series of wampum diplomatic events that took place while the Wendat 

community was in the process of relocating their village from Notre-Dame de Foy to Notre-

Dame de Lorette. To better situate this transatlantic wampum belt, it is important to locate it 

precisely in the timeline of the establishment at Lorette and ceremonies performed there.  

With help from Wendat labor and resources, as well as donations from French elites 

(Chaumonot 1869, 73), construction of the brick chapel at Lorette started in July 1674, with 

feasts and ceremonies for the Jesuits and Wendat Christians (Thwaites 1896, 58: 155). The 

building was completed and consecrated on November 4th 1674, with a procession attended by 

Wendat Christians, Haudenosaunee and Abenaki newcomers recently settled in the Saint 

Lawrence River Valley, and their French neighbors. The procession apparently served as the 

official reception of a copy of the miraculous statue venerated at the Holy House of Loreto, sent 

from Italy; the original had touched the copy, contaminating it with its sacred power (Thwaites 

1899, 58: 155-157; Chaumonot 1869, 79; Clair 2008a, 22). Claude Dablon’s account of the years 

1673-1674 did not explain how the statue came to be sent from Loreto in Italy to Lorette in New 

France, but Chaumonot mentioned that Antoine Poncet, his Jesuit friend with whom he had 

vowed to build a new Loreto in New France, had sent these gifts (Chaumonot 1869, 79). Clair 

has shown that Poncet was working at the Holy House of Loreto in Italy in the 1660s until his 

deployment to Martinique in 1671, and therefore he might have sent these items before this 

date (Clair 2008a, 20).  

Three written sources have survived about the Wendat wampum belt at Loreto: the 

French translation of the 1673 Wendat letter sent alongside the belt; a 1674 written receipt 

from Loreto; and Chaumonot’s autobiography. Chaumonot’s account, written in 1688, 

contradicts the contemporaneous documents, and creates significant confusion about the 

Wendat wampum belt at the Holy House of Loreto.   

Chaumonot’s autobiography explained that he had a wampum belt made by the Wendat 

to be sent to Loreto after receiving the 1672 letter from Notre-Dame de Foy, and described the 

Loreto belt as bearing that same words as the 1654 Paris belt (Ave Maria Gratia Plena):  

Ayant appris par un imprimé la manière dont on avoit reçu notre présent à N.D. de 
Foye, je formai le dessein d’en envoyer autant à N.D. de Lorette. … Je fis donc faire 
par mes Hurons un beau grand collier de porcelaine ; la blanche en composoit le 
fond et la noire en lettres bien formées exprimoit ces divines paroles : Ave Maria 
Gratia Plena etc. (Chaumonot 1869, 71) 
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Having learned through a printed document the way in which our present had been 
received at Notre-Dame de Foy, I formed the project to send the same to Our Lady of 
Loreto … Thus I had my Hurons make a large beautiful porcelain collar; the 
background comprised of white porcelain, and black porcelain expressed these 
divine words in well-formed letters: Ave Maria Gratia Plena etc. (Translation by Lise 
Puyo)  

In 1819, the archbishop of Quebec, Joseph-Octave Pleissis, visited the Holy House of 

Loreto and saw the Wendat letter, in French and in Latin, hung on the walls of the treasury 

(Pleissis 1903, 219; Lindsay 1900, 164-166). The fact that a Wendat version was not mentioned 

is unusual, as versions in the original language were often provided along with translations. The 

fact that a Latin version was provided also points to the perceived audience at the Holy House, 

where ecclesiastics from all of Europe converged for work and pilgrimages: in Latin, the Wendat 

words would reach a larger audience. Pleissis transcribed the French letter in his travel log, and 

that letter dated this wampum belt from 1673 (Pleissis 1903, 219). 

Pleissis tried to learn more about the wampum belt, but the oldest staff members of the 

Holy House told him they had never seen it (Pleissis 1903, 220). This gives a set date of the 

wampum belt disappearing sometimes before 1819. The two letters apparently also 

disappeared by the turn of the twentieth century, when Lionel Linsday inquired about them for 

his monograph on Notre-Dame de Lorette in Canada (Lindsay 1900, 164). Pleissis’ copy of the 

French translation is therefore, to this date, the only available version of the 1673 letter from 

the Wendat accompanying their wampum belt to the Holy House. 

A receipt from Loreto written in Latin, dated July 17th 1674, survived in the 

departmental archives of Eure-et-Loir in Chartres, France.94 These two documents (the French 

translation of the Wendat letter and the receipt from Loreto) both contradict Chaumonot’s 

description of the belt. Writing the receipt after seeing the wampum belt, the chancellor of 

Loreto Bartholomeus Guisson described it in arguably more accurate detail: 

I, the undersigned Bartholomy Guisson, chancellor, certifies that the Reverend 
Father Quentin Quenisset, apostolic plenipotentiary for the French nation in the 
cathedral church of the Holy House of Loreto, gave me for the aforementioned 
House, in the name of the pious and fervent Huron mission in New France, a votive 
present made of porcelain, namely an oblong object, made with black and white 
beads, fashioned with remarkable artistry by this barbaric nation so that these words 
from the Blessed Virgin to the angel would be shaped in capital letters: “Ecce ancilla 
Domini fiat mihi secundum verbum tuum.” 

To attest to this I gave this letter signed by my hand and featuring the seal of the 
Holy House of Loreto. Loreto, the 17th of July 1674. 

 
94 Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. This text was also published and translated into French 
in: Merlet 1858, 6n1; Lindsay 1900, 162n3.  
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I, Botholomeus Guissonus, chancellor, signed with my own hand. (Merlet 1858, 6n1, 
translation by Lise Puyo).95 

 This document described the wampum belt as bearing a different set of words from 

what Chaumonot recalled in his autobiography. The chancellor at Loreto indicated that the 

alternating white and purple wampum beads spelled: “Ecce Ancilla Domini, Fiat Mihi Secundum 

Verbum Tuum.”  

From this review, the Wendat wampum belt at Loreto was made and sent along with a 

speech in 1673 (Pleissis 1903, 219), the same year the Wendat started their relocation from Foy 

to Lorette, and engaged in wampum diplomacy with saint Michael at Sillery and saint Anne at 

their new village (Thwaites 1899, 58: 147). This also means that this belt was made and sent out 

before the construction of the brick replica of the Holy House even started. The belt was 

received at the Holy House of Loreto on July 17th, 1674 (Merlet 1858, 6n1), one day after the 

construction of the chapel of Lorette started in Canada (Thwaites 1899, 58: 155). The Wendat 

therefore did not wait for a response from Loreto to carry on with their project. As Clair noted, 

the gifts from Loreto preceded the 1673 wampum belt, and materialized the friendship between 

Chaumonot and Poncet rather than an alliance between Loreto and Lorette that would have 

been established through wampum diplomacy (Clair 2008a, 20). What was at stake in this 

wampum gift, then? What did this wampum belt have to say to the Virgin Mary, in the house 

where she had received the Annunciation, and where Jesus was formed inside her womb? 

Speaking as Mary herself, “Servant” and “Queen” 

“Ecce Ancilla Domini, Fiat Mihi Secundum Verbum Tuum,” the phrase written on the 

wampum belt with purple and white beads, was another reference to the Annunciation. These 

words correspond to the Virgin Mary’s response to the angel Gabriel, translated as: “I am the 

Lord’s servant, may your word to me be fulfilled” (Luke 1:38). This vocal consent from Mary is 

often considered to mark the moment when the Incarnation happened in Mary’s womb, making 

this sentence a powerful example of performative speech, as we discussed earlier. It also aligns 

with Indigenous conceptions about the power of spoken words: “may your word to me be 

fulfilled” are the words that accomplished God’s speech and turned Mary into a mother. 

According to tradition, Mary uttered this sentence in the Holy House of Loreto (since 

this was her house transported from Nazareth). Weaving a wampum belt carrying these words 

at the space where Mary’s house would be built created echoes of the story on both sides of the 

Atlantic. The date of 1673 on the Wendat letter to Loreto indicates that the brick replica of the 

Holy House did not exist in New France yet: instead, the places of devotion would have either 

been the church at Notre-Dame de Foy, or Marie Oendraka’s longhouse at the new settlement 

of Lorette, where the Jesuits performed mass for ten months (Thwaites 1896, 58: 149). 

Repeating Mary’s answer to the angel from inside her house finds another remarkable echo 

when considering that her Wendat namesake had given up her own longhouse to perform the 

holy sacraments.  

 
95 The original in Latin is at the Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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The reference to Mary’s words is also confirmed in the Wendat letter sent along with 

the wampum belt and displayed in Loreto’s treasury. The letter was addressed to the Virgin 

Mary herself, without any reference to the intermediaries at the Holy House who would 

mediate the relationship on behalf of the Wendat. Perhaps there were two different letters (one 

to the Holy House staff and the other to Mary), just like the 1654 letter had two sections, one to 

the Gentlemen and the other to the Virgin Mary. Compared to the 1654 letter, however, the 

address to Mary was much longer in 1673, and is the only part currently left of the Wendat 

speech. The letter starts this way: 

Vœu de la nation Huronne, envoyé à Lorette, pour supplier la Bienheureuse Vierge 
de procurer la conversion des sauvages de toute la Nouvelle-France, l’an 1673 : 

 O Marie, servante de Dieu par excellence, comme nous avons appris que toutes les 
nations qui ont eu, avant nous, le bonheur de se soumettre à votre domaine, vous 
envoient, pour marque de leur reconnaissance, quelque régale de ce qui est le plus 
estimé parmi elles, nous avons cru que nous étions obligés de les imiter en vous 
offrant ce que nous avons parmi nous de plus précieux ; et comme notre pauvreté ne 
nous fournit rien qui le soit davantage que notre porcelaine, laquelle est parmi nous 
ce que sont les perles parmi les peuples les plus riches, nous avons tous conspiré 
ensemble, par un consentement général, de vous en préparer un collier et d’y graver 
vos propres paroles, qui vous sont élevée à la dignité de mère de Dieu. (Pleissis 1903, 
219-220) 

Vow from the Huron Nation, sent to Loreto, to beg the Blessed Virgin to provide the 
conversion of savages of all of New France, the year 1673: 

O Mary, prime example of God’s servant, since we have learned that all the nations 
who before us have had the joy to submit themselves to your domain have sent you 
some tribute of what is the most valuable among them as a mark of their gratitude, 
we have thought that we had to imitate them by offering you what is most valuable 
among us; and since our poverty does not provide us with anything more valuable 
than our porcelain—which is among us what pearls are in the richest nations—we 
have all decided together, with general consensus, to make you a collar and to 
engrave there your own words, which have elevated you to the dignity of mother of 
God. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

 This letter contradicts Chaumonot’s autobiography, where he indicated that he came up 

with the idea and commissioned a wampum belt for Loreto. Instead, the Wendat letter gave a 

more nuanced narrative, and described collective endeavor. The Wendat letter mentioned that 

missionaries told them that it was customary for people worshipping Mary to send a gift to the 

Holy House. In response to these precedents, the Wendat “decided together,” and reached a 

“general consensus” to make a wampum belt. Rather than recounting a commission, the letter 

described a response to learning about specific protocols to correctly relate to the Virgin Mary. 

Contrary to the letter to the Paris Gentlemen in 1654, Chaumonot was not even 

mentioned in the 1673 letter, and his influence seemed to recede into the background of the 

narrative, as a mere guide into European customs and practices. Yet, his influence as translator 
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does seem to surface in lexical choices in the French text.96 Without the original Wendat letter, 

it is more difficult to access the nuances that John Steckley’s translation opened up for the 1654 

document. Nevertheless, the choice of words belonging to legal registers should raise questions 

relating to the Wendat words they were supposed to translate, and might appear as 

Chaumonot’s interventions onto the text.  

In the first sentence addressed to the Virgin Mary, the Wendat orator referenced other 

nations that had “submit[ted] themselves to [the Virgin’s] domain.” In French, the term 

“domaine” refers to a territory or goods owned by a person or an institution (Furetière 1690). 

The term is tied to French systems of domination, conflating the figure of the Virgin with the 

authority figures of French visions of feudal hierarchy. The same mechanism is at play with the 

title of “Queen” used for Mary in the second half of the letter.  

What Wendat term or concept was “domain” supposed to translate? The French word 

does not appear in the c.a. 1692 French-Wendat dictionary, however the expression “I am the 

master of the land/earth/soil” (“Je suis maître de la terre. Endi,onh8entsïo”)97 does exist. The 

Jesuits writing the dictionary indicated that onh8entsa was translating the French “terre” (earth, 

soil, land). Onh8entsa appears in other constructions, as a synonym for terre as in land, soil and 

village, for instance: 

Le village va se dissiper, la terre va s’effacer. Onsah8atonh8entsaton,8a.98 
The village will disperse, the land will fade away. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

La terre de nos champs est vieille, usée. Aonh8ensta,aondi d’etion,8aenχ8i.99 
The soil from our fields is old, depleted. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

Ils ont diverses terres, païs. Onh8entsennondachen.100  
They have various lands, countries. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

The Wendat word onh8entsïo therefore seems like a construction with onh8entsa-, terre, and 

the –ïo morpheme, meaning “to be great,” and used to convey ideas of greatness, beauty, 

authority and mastery over something (Lukaniec 2018, 238 and 251).101 In its construction, it 

evokes the word ,a8endïo, the master-voice, and also God’s word, often used by missionaries 

when evangelizing with wampum (see Chapter 2). Here, onh8entsïo describes authority over 

land, understood in other contexts as the village’s territories, as nourishing fields, and as a 

country. The Virgin Mary’s “domain” in translation, might have been this onh8entsa, the space 

of the clearing with its village and its fields, but also more generally a country, in the sense of 

national belonging. 

 
96 Another French Jesuit missionary could perhaps have translated this letter, but Chaumonot’s personal 
connection to Loreto and his insistence on his role in his autobiography tends to suggest that he was still 
translating on behalf of Wendat Christians. 
97 Archives du séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°359r. 
98 Ibid., f°100r. 
99 Ibid., f°359r. 
100 Ibid., f°358v. 
101 Ibid., f°169r. 
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In the 1673 letter, the French term “régale” also belongs to a peculiarly specific legal 

vocabulary that seems out of place in a letter dictated by the Wendat. I have translated this 

word by “tribute” in English, but “régale” designates a type of royal tax on benefits coming from 

episcopal lands (Furetière 1690). As this term belonged to highly specialized registers, it seems 

unlikely that the Wendat would have seamlessly referred to these foreign financial practices. 

This contributed to the explanation of wampum as a pecuniary resource, reinforced by its 

comparison to what “pearls” were “in the richest nations.”  

Comparing Chaumonot’s text to Steckley’s literal translation of the 1654 Wendat letter 

showed that Chaumonot added economic definitions and explanations of wampum value that 

were absent from the Wendat version. He had also emphasized the economic differences 

between the Wendat and the gentlemen of the congregation, notably by referring to their 

presents as rich gifts, whereas the Wendat letters only mentioned them as “all kinds of things.” 

Here, the equivalence drawn between wampum, tax payment, and pearls, was perhaps meant 

to increase the desirability of wampum to a culturally uneducated audience in Europe.  

The comparison between the two cultures—one rich, the other, poor—could have been 

used to place the value of wampum within Wendat society, in relation to European conceptions 

of valuable marine materials—“pearls”—and materials used to signify a relationship with higher 

powers. Currency exchange and the circulation of prestige goods such as gold and pearls was 

indeed a way to codify, materialize, and reinforce the bonds between hierarchical strata. When 

witnessing Indigenous wampum diplomacy, Chaumonot might have thought that the best way 

to represent its meaning to a European audience was to describe it as a transfer of economical 

resources like paying the “régale,” seigniorial rights, and other types of taxes. Simplifying 

wampum diplomacy as commodity exchange could then lend the signifiers of these 

commodities to wampum beads, which had no contextual value in Europe, to make wampum 

look valuable in European contexts. However, it also worked to erase the specificities of 

wampum as active matter carrying words and intentions. By collapsing the differences between 

the functions of wampum and the circulation of prestige goods in Europe, Chaumonot 

influenced the ways in which wampum belts would be received in these sanctuaries: it elicited 

desires based on conceptions of value aligned onto attitudes towards materials like gold and 

jewels, paving the way for later collection and removal of wampum from Indigenous 

communities, which were outlined in chapter 2. 

The belt’s context of production warrants increased scrutiny over these translation 

choices. The Wendat community was in the process of relocating, moving away from a colonial 

seigneurie promised to Indigenous leaders to a seigneurie put in the Jesuits’ name (Beaulieu, 

Béreau, Tanguay 2013, 107; Lavoie 2010). The overly fiscal and territorial vocabulary could 

manufacture the impression that Wendat Christians consented to land alienation due to their 

commitment to the Virgin Mary. Entering the Virgin’s “domain” could be construed as entering 

the Church’s feudal domain. In this case, the Jesuits could use their translation as a way to 

construct the wampum belt as a land deed in their favor. This would stress once more the 

necessity to go back to the original Wendat text. However, it bear noting that, even in its French 

translation, the Wendat deferred to a more-than-human being for such transfers, rather than 
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the human members of the Company of Jesus. The Wendat “had the joy to submit themselves” 

to Mary’s “domain,” not the Jesuits’.  

Aiming to secure consent and approval from these more-than-human beings (Michael, 

Anne, and Mary) could have even been one way to supersede the Jesuit’s oversight while still 

adhering to Catholic rituals and celestial hierarchies. In 1654, the Wendat congregation 

articulated themselves as Mary’s clan, and became the relatives of the Gentlemen in Paris. In 

1671, they explored these clan relations, as members of a female lineage, speaking the words of 

Mary’s cousin in a reference to the Visitation at Notre-Dame de Foy in the Spanish Netherlands. 

In 1673, after being joined by old and new relatives from Haudenosaunee territories, they set 

out to establish a community on par with Loreto, describing their organization as Mary’s village, 

where the most influential clan would be Mary’s. In that perspective, the Wendat could have 

conceived their wampum diplomacy as a way to secure lands for themselves within Catholic 

rituals. If the Wendat community had obtained permissions from Saint Michael (and his Jesuit, 

French, Algonquin and Innu attendants), from saint Anne, and from Mary herself at the Holy 

House, they might have claimed that they had secured permissions from higher authorities that 

the Jesuits, and arguably even higher than the King of France.  

In this framing, even the odd reference to paying the “régale” could function as the sole 

recognition of the Virgin Mary’s authority, since the Wendat paid their taxes directly to her, 

rather than to colonial authorities. They were Mary’s village, on Mary’s “domain,” meaning that 

she was the higher authority (onh8entsïo) regimenting their life, rather than the French state or 

even individual Jesuits. This might have been an internal compromise to convince the rest of the 

community that the move from Notre-Dame de Foy to Lorette was a way to establish an 

onh8entsa, a terre that was really and truly theirs.  

Chaumonot’s conspicuous translation choices could simultaneously convey opposite 

social realities. On the one hand, the Wendat village was showing utter submission to European 

colonial norms by bounding themselves to the Virgin’s domain, adopting the expressions of 

feudal subjects, and paying taxes, as peasants were wont to do under the French Ancien 

Régime. On the other hand, the Wendat diplomats were cleverly using the Virgin Mary’s 

authority to establish a new national domain for themselves, which would be materialized in the 

three wampum belts accepted and received by clergy authorities and the relevant more-than-

human beings.  

In the second half of the 1673 letter, the Wendat orator elaborated on this idea of 

belonging to Mary’s kingdom, rather than New France: 

Nous désirons que ces caractères de porcelaine tiennent la place de nos cœurs et 
qu’ils soient un témoignage immortel de la part que nous prenons à toutes vos 
grandeurs. Souffrez donc, Sainte Vierge, que nous vous fassions ce petit présent. Ce 
sont tous vos sujets de ce nouveau monde qui viennent vous rendre hommage et 
vous reconnaître pour Reine dans la maison où vous ne vouliez être que servante. 
Vous ne verrez jamais ce collier répétant les plus nobles et les plus puissantes 
paroles que vous ayez prononcées, que vous ne pensiez aux intentions et aux désirs 
de ceux qui vous l’ont présenté, et que cette vue ne vous excite à les regarder d’un 
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œil favorable et à les secourir en toutes leurs nécessités. Ainsi soit-il.  (Pleissis 1903, 
219-220) 

We want these porcelain characters to stand in for our hearts and be an immortal 
testimony to the part we take in all your greatness. Please allow us, Holy Virgin, to 
make you this small present. Those are all your subjects from this new world who 
come to honor you and recognize you as Queen in the house where you only wanted 
to be a servant. Never will you see this collar repeating the most noble and most 
powerful words you have ever uttered, without thinking of the intentions and desires 
of those who have presented it to you, and without, upon seeing it, causing you to 
consider them favorably and help them in all their necessities. So be it. (Translated 
by Lise Puyo) 

Remarkably, this letter did not qualify Mary as the Wendat’s mother, only as God’s mother. The 

French translation of this letter had the Wendat giving her the title of their “Queen.” This 

phrasing comes in a puzzling self-reference as Mary’s “subjects from this new world.” Why 

would the Wendat experience the only land they had known as a “new world”? Unless they 

were making a reference to their new territory, their new land established with Mary as 

“onh8entsïo.”  

In that same sentence, the terms “subjects” belonged to European political registers, 

designating people under the domination of a sovereign (Furetière 1690). This sentence, where 

the Wendat recognized Mary as their “Queen,” would be one that would crucially need to be 

examined in the original language. What images did the Wendat orator use to convey this idea? 

Did he use kinship metaphors, or draw from the lexicon of captivity and slavery, like some 

Wendat Christians had done when joining the bondage of the Holy Virgin? Once again, the word 

“sujet” did not have a Wendat translation in the 1693 French-Wendat dictionary. 

The title of “Queen” was bestowed upon Mary “in the house where you only wanted to 

be a servant.” This is a clear reference to the words on the wampum belt, “Ecce Ancilla Domini, 

Fiat Mihi Secundum Verbum Tuum,” translated as: “I am the Lord’s servant, may your word to 

me be fulfilled” (Luke 1:38). This is confirmed by the following sentence: “this collar repeating 

the most noble and most powerful words you have ever uttered.” This suggests that the Wendat 

thought of their wampum belt as acting in situ in the Holy House, the place where Mary had 

originally uttered sentence “Ecce Ancilla Domini.” But who was speaking these words, in this 

performance? The first person singular, female gender could restrict the speech act to one 

female actor. However, the rest of the letter is written in the first-person plural “We.” Sharing 

the same words in a diplomatic sense was sharing the same mind, speaking with one voice, just 

like the Wendat had taught to their Parisian interlocutors in 1654. This completed a series of 

closer wampum utterances: the 1654 belt used Gabriel the ambassador’s words, the 1671 belt 

used Elizabeth the relative’s words, and the 1673 belt used the Virgin Mary’s own words. By 

repeating the Virgin’s words, the Wendat signified that they were at one with her. 

This also served to reference and underline the apparent contradiction of this whole 

wampum belt: by proclaiming herself as God’s servant, Mary had become a “Queen.” By 

proclaiming themselves as the Virgin’s subjects, the Wendat community could become 
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sovereign on her lands. By re-playing the miracle of the Incarnation (repeating Mary’s words to 

her), the Wendat village could be a “mother” too, to house newcomers from other nations, and 

to keep on generating its own. 

The lack of reference to the human intermediaries at the Holy House also highlights the 

importance of wampum as material standing in for human actors. In the letter, wampum beads 

were described as the equivalents of the Wendat Christians’ hearts, suggesting that the beads 

embodied human interiority and life essence. Upon interacting with the wampum belt visually, 

Mary would inevitably be moved to “think of the intentions and desires of those who presented 

it to you.” This seems to suggest that wampum in itself would be able to visually communicate 

these intentions and desires directly to her. As a result, the intimacy the object would create 

between Mary and the Wendat community would necessarily prompt her to “consider them 

favorably and help them in all their necessities.” These requests evoke the social role of a 

mother, which was articulated in the 1654 letter.  

Having examined this document, one can remark that its content contradicts its title: 

nowhere did the Wendat ask “for the conversion of all the Savages in New France,” as the title 

suggested. Instead, the letter documented the relationship between the Wendat community, 

the Virgin Mary, and the material objects that mediated it: wampum beads, materialized words, 

and the mirrored houses where those conversations took place. 

Conclusion: the Ambiguities of Mary’s “Domain” 

In the transatlantic wampum diplomacy events of 1654 and 1671, the Wendat 

community had responded to external gifts—the Paris Gentlemen’s financial contributions, and 

Véroncourt’s wooden statuette. Although Chaumonot had received statuettes and other sacred 

items from the Holy House of Loreto, this specific wampum belt responded to a different logic, 

as part of a series of wampum exchange aiming to accompany the Wendat community in their 

move from Notre-Dame de Foy to a new place in 1673.  

While the chronology of events makes it seem like the Wendat showed initiative, 

potentially under the leadership of specific leaders like Marie Oendraka and Louis 

Taondechoren, this initiative seems at odds with the overly submissive language used in the 

letter. Even in the absence of the original Wendat text, Chaumonot’s translation choices are 

strange, using highly specialized registers that borrow from the lexicons of French taxation 

systems and feudal hierarchies. There were discrepancies between Chaumonot’s autobiography 

and the contemporaneous materials surrounding this particular wampum belt: the message on 

the belt was not the same in these sources, and the description of Chaumonot’s personal 

involvement also differed. This demonstrates that Chaumonot is not always a reliable narrator 

when it comes to Wendat wampum diplomacy. Could his own personal relationship with the 

Holy House of Loreto have led him to intervene more heavily in this particular event, or to at 

least represent himself that way? 

Despite its suspicious vocabulary, the 1673 letter shows continuity in the conceptions of 

wampum as a spokesperson, and perhaps as a speaker itself. The wampum belt was described 
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as a stand-in for hearts, a representative of human intentionality and interiority. The belt was 

active in that it repeated the Virgin Mary’s own words to her. In these words, Mary placed 

herself as God’s servant, and by this act of humility, she became the mother of Christ and Queen 

of the Heavens. By speaking these words themselves, did the Wendat also attempt to subvert 

power hierarchies? 

The use of this suspicious vocabulary could indeed work both ways: by paying tribute to 

Mary directly, submitting to her “domain,” and recognizing her as their “Queen,” the Wendat 

village of Lorette could establish itself as a sovereign religious community, under the sole 

authority of celestial beings. While the French used conversion to Catholicism to cast Indigenous 

peoples as the King of France’s subjects, this interpretation suggests that the Wendat tried to 

use Catholicism as a way to potentially escape these rigid constructs, while remaining in useful 

networks of kin with the French and other Indigenous nations.  

This shift built on previous wampum diplomacy, where the Virgin Mary was articulated 

as a Wendat mother, as an ancestor of a matrilineal clan. Through these previous wampum 

belts, the Wendat Christians had accessed the status of brothers and siblings to prestigious 

European communities who were also related to the Virgin. In the 1673 wampum belt, the 

connection to Mary was defined in political terms: paying a tax of wampum to Mary directly, 

and establishing her house, her village at Lorette could serve as the establishment of a religious 

community on par with Loreto.  

By voicing Mary’s own words, the Wendat wampum belt could signify that the Wendat 

community formed only one mind and one heart with Mary. Her house was named and built like 

her own in Nazareth, obtained with permission from the angels who had carried it, and with the 

permission of saint Anne who had gifted the clay to make the bricks that would form the walls. 

With this clever use of speech, the wampum belt represented Mary’s spoken word, making the 

Wendat orator her ambassador, “Warie harih8a sennik,” the one who carries the affair 

(materialized as a wampum belt) on Mary’s behalf. With this remarkable wampum belt, the 

Wendat doted themselves with a territory, with a “Queen” (perhaps an onh8entsïo?) whose 

words they could represent in wampum, and whose will they could interpret. Just like the 

Jesuits had used wampum diplomacy to explain that they carried “God’s word,” the Wendat 

Christian community used their relation to Mary, as an ancestor figure, a Wendat clan mother, a 

mistress of the village, to anchor an authority over their lands.  

Unfortunately, this process did not convince the Jesuits to relinquish colonial control 

and property over the land at the new settlement of Lorette. The missionaries still pursued 

administrative routes to be granted lands on behalf of Wendat Christians. In November 1674, 

when the brick replica of the Holy House was first opened at Lorette, the Jesuit superior Claude 

Dablon gave a feast and a series of gifts to the Wendat assembly (Thwaites 1900, 60: 89). He 

presented “the contract of concession for the lands which had been granted” to the Wendat 

(Thwaites 1900, 60: 89). The fact that Dablon was the one gifting suggests that he was in the 

position of asking for Wendat consent and approval over the terms of the “contract of 
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concession,” a document that has not yet been recovered (Beaulieu, Béreau, Tanguay 2013, 

108). According to the Relations: 

The principal clause of this contract is, that the Savages are obligated, by way of 
dues, not to take liquor to excess; and that those who shall henceforth become 
intoxicated shall be driven from Lorette and shall lose their fields, whatever work 
they may have accomplished. This condition being accepted by the Savages, to 
whom it was explained,—not only by the Reverend Father Chaumonot, but also by 
Pierre Aondechette, Marie Félix Awonhontwa, and others who know French,—this 
condition, I say, being accepted in due form, and all the speeches being made on 
both sides, this glorious and happy day was ended with the Benediction of the 
Blessed Sacrament. (Thwaites 1900, 60: 89)  

Interestingly, the Relations mentionned that Chaumonot translated this contract in Wendat 

during the feast, but he was not the only translator: “Pierre Aondechette, Marie Félix 

Awonhontwa, and others who know French” also translated this document. This adds another 

piece of evidence that some Wendat orators were bilingual, and attentive to the nuances of 

translation, especially when it came to binding political speech.  

This short representation of the Jesuits’ land deed made no reference to the complex 

status of Lorette territories within colonial administrative processes, as a grant to the Jesuits, 

rather than the Wendat. Instead, the only condition to remaining on this territory, from this 

short extract, was to never consume alcohol. Looking at the three 1673 wampum belts and at 

the 1673 speech to the Virgin of Loreto, has offered much more insights into the local 

negotiations and conceptualizations around the nature of Lorette territory. Using Christian 

wampum diplomacy, Christian Wendat leaders were crafting new protocols to coexist with 

Catholic more-than-human beings, Indigenous ontologies, and Christian colonial powers. The 

1673 wampum belt to Loreto, one of three belts that established Lorette in New France, was 

therefore an incredibly creative and subversive political proposal. At the same time, it was easily 

misunderstood by French and Latin speakers as a routine act of consecration to the Virgin, like 

there were many in the 1670s, another ex voto to line the walls of the Holy House with. The 

three 1673 wampum belts were a tremendous success in the Saint Lawrence River Valley, in that 

they established Mary’s village, Mary’s longhouse, her clearings and her fields, for the use of 

Mary’s extended clan, meaning Wendat and Haudenosaunee Christians. It was, however, a 

failure in the longue durée: the paper apparatus of land ownership remained unchanged in the 

colony, with the Jesuits owning the land that by wampum’s right belonged to the Virgin Mary, 

and which they would in turn rent out to French colonists, and eventually lose to the colonial 

state. 

Another Wendat Wampum Belt at Loreto 

In the midst of this chronological examination of the Wendat wampum belts, I pause to 

consider a question brought by Christian Feest (1995, 339). In 1709, the Jesuit Filippo Bonanni, 

director of the museum of the Roman College, published a catalogue of the collections of 
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curiosities gathered by his former teacher Athanasius Kircher.102 In those pages, he seemed to 

mention one wampum belt in the Kircher collections, and a different wampum belt, which he 

apparently saw at the Holy House of Loreto: 

Alius cingulum bino pollice latum ex nova Francia, feu Regno Canadensi Americæ. 
Populi Hurones dicti mirabili artificio illud componut, ex minutis particulis, & quidem 
æqualibut ossium diversarum volucrum anserino calamo minorum. Eas particulas 
diverso colore primùm saturatas præparant ; deinde alternatim seligunt, & filo tali 
arte connectunt, ut flores, characteres, volucres, atque alia foliata opera effingant ; 
quod in Musæ est ex nigris tantùm, & candidis ossibus constat. Vidi aliud 
semipalmari latitudine ex quatuor coloribus compositum, in quo legebantur verba 
salutationis Angelicæ : Ave Maria gratia plena, dono missum a Christifidelibus ejus 
Regionis as Donum Lauretanam Beatissimæ Virginis sacram. (Bonanni 1709, 225) 

Another belt two thumbs wide from New France or from the Canadian Kingdom of 
America. The people called Hurons make it with wondrous skill, from tiny and indeed 
equal little pieces of the bones of various birds smaller than a goose quill. They 
prepare (in advance) these little pieces which have first been dyed with varied color; 
then they separate them in an alternating manner and they connect them with such 
skill that they represent flowers, characters, birds, and other foliate artworks; The 
one which is in the Museum is made up of black and white bones only. I have seen 
another one half a hand wide composed from four colors, on which could be read 
the words of the Angel’s greeting: Ave Maria Gratia Plena, sent as a gift by the 
Christian believers of this region to the House of Loreto sacred to the Most Blessed 
Virgin. (Translation by Michael Anderson) 

Before delving into this text’s implications for the wampum belts previously examined, 

some remarks should be made about this passage. Bonanni’s explanation and material 

description of the object in this paragraph could evoke North American crafts that are not 

wampum weaving. The fact that he wrote about bird bones being dyed with various colors and 

used to represent flowers and foliate patterns might lead to believe that he was actually 

describing porcupine quill or moose hair embroidery, which uses natural dyes, or that he may be 

referring to other types of beadwork. Bonanni was an early specialist in the study of marine 

shells (Bonanni 1681), so it is surprising that he would confuse shell beads for “little pieces of 

bones of various birds.” However, the objects he described, made of small units resembling 

sections of bones, implying a cylindrical shape, woven by alternating colors to make different 

symbols, do seem to evoke wampum. The object in the Kircher collections was only “black and 

white,” evoking dark purple and white wampum beads. 

The other object Bonanni discussed in this paragraph was not in the Kircher museum: 

the Jesuit had seen it at the Holy House of Loreto, at an undisclosed date. The fact that Bonanni 

mentioned both the Wendat by name and the inscription on the object, Ave Maria Gratia Plena, 

strongly suggests that he was describing a wampum belt, although his description of the object 

bearing “four colors” can be puzzling. This might suggest that this wampum belt had a porcupine 

 
102 See Feest 1995 for a discussion of American objects in the Kircher collection. For more recent studies 
of the Kircher Museum in Rome, see Mayer-Deutsch 2010 and Lallemand-Buyssens 2012. 
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quill decoration, like the Wendat belt at Chartres, which has red, white and orange porcupine 

quill edgings. 

Bonanni’s note raises questions regarding wampum belts at the Holy House of Loreto. 

His memory does not reference the 1673 Wendat wampum belt, which carried the words Ecce 

Ancilla Domini fiat mihi secundum verbum tuum. Instead, Bonanni’s text calls back to 

Chaumonot’s autobiography, which we flagged earlier for its inaccuracy:  

Ayant appris par un imprimé la manière dont on avoit reçu notre présent à N.D. de 
Foye, je formai le dessein d’en envoyer autant à N.D. de Lorette. … Je fis donc faire 
par mes Hurons un beau grand collier de porcelaine ; la blanche en composoit le 
fond et la noire en lettres bien formées exprimoit ces divines paroles : Ave Maria 
Gratia Plena etc. (Chaumonot 1869, 71) 

Having learned through a printed document the way in which our present had been 
received at Notre-Dame de Foy, I formed the project to send the same to Our Lady of 
Loreto … Thus I had my Hurons make a large beautiful porcelain collar; the 
background comprised of white porcelain, and black porcelain expressed these 
divine words in well-formed letters: Ave Maria Gratia Plena etc. (Translation by Lise 
Puyo) 

The documents accompanying the 1673 Wendat belt to Loreto contradicted this 

inscription, but Bonanni’s account gives new credence to Chaumonot’s narrative. Was there 

more than one wampum belt that the Wendat made for the Holy House of Loreto? In 

Chaumonot’s narrative, there is a temporal gap between this Ave Maria belt to Loreto and the 

building of the Wendat chapel of Lorette in Canada: “a few years after, [the Virgin] gave me the 

opportunity and the means to build a Lorette in the forests of New France” (Chaumonot 1869, 

71, translation by Lise Puyo). This Ave Maria wampum belt might have preceded the 1673 Ecce 

Ancilla Domini belt we discussed in this chapter.  

Chaumonot wrote this text in 1688, over a decade after the events, and could have 

merged two belts into one. However, the chronology of events as recorded in the text and the 

correspondence does not give much room for this interpretation: the letter that the clergy of 

Notre-Dame de Foy sent to the Wendat mission was dated July 1672, which suggests that 

Chaumonot would have received it at best in early fall of 1672, not leaving much time to send 

two wampum belts to Loreto by 1673, the date that was on the Wendat letter accompanying 

the Ecce Ancilla Domini belt. The 1674 receipt by Bartholomeus Guisson only mentioned this 

specific belt, but perhaps there could have been a separate receipt for an Ave Maria belt, that 

was lost later on. 

Another possibility would be that the 1654 Wendat wampum belt to the French 

Congregation of the Jesuits’ professed house, which bore the words Ave Maria Gratia Plena, 

was transferred from Paris to Rome sometimes between 1654 and 1709. In his 1709 catalog, 

Bonanni did not mention when he saw this object. Most of his career was spent in Rome, but 

from 1669 to 1676, he was teaching philosophy at the Jesuit college of Ancona, about thirty 

kilometers (eighteen and a half miles) away from Loreto (Giornale de’ letterati 1725, 364-366). 
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While he could have gone to Loreto from Rome as well, it seems probable that he visited the 

sanctuary during his seven-year tenure at Ancona, which might have been when he saw this 

object. From this interaction, he remembered the inscription, some of the object’s dimensions, 

the fact that it was somewhat colorful, and the identity of its makers. 

From 1664 to 1671, the Jesuit Antoine Poncet was working as the confessor for French 

pilgrims at the Holy House of Loreto (Clair 2008a, 19).103 He was Chaumonot’s close friend: 

Poncet was the one who first showed him Brébeuf’s Relation (Chaumonot 1869, 29). According 

to Chaumonot’s autobiography, Poncet had been nominated to become a missionary to the 

Wendat, when Chaumonot declared his “ardent desire to be his partner” (Chaumonot 1869, 30, 

translation by Lise Puyo). Chaumonot was not as advanced as Poncet in his training, and yet he 

interrupted his studies to follow him to Canada, with his superiors’ permission (Chaumonot 

1869, 30-31). Before they left, Poncet and Chaumonot walked together from Rome to Loreto—a 

journey of about 280 kilometers or 176 miles—and together they made a vow to build a replica 

of the Holy House in New France (Chaumonot 1869, 35). It was after this trip that Chaumonot 

took the religious name of Joseph-Marie, while Poncet had already taken the religious name of 

Joseph (Chaumonot 1869, 35). All of these elements point to the deep bond that the two Jesuits 

shared.  

Additionally, Poncet had long-reaching networks that helped fundraising for the Holy 

House project and for New France in general throughout his career: he was the son of 

aristocrats; he was the confessor of noblewomen; he once was the teacher of Marie de 

l’Incarnation’s son; and his brother was a member of a Catholic society of influential men 

comparable to the Gentlemen of the Professed House (Clair 2013). Poncet was a missionary to 

the Wendat, he then became vicar of Québec City, was taken captive by the Haudenosaunee in 

1653, and returned to Québec City in November 1653 (Thwaites 1896, 40: 153-155; Clair 2013). 

This means that he was likely aware of the Ave Maria Gratia Plena wampum belt that the 

Wendat sent from the island of Orléans, where Chaumonot was posted, in 1654. Due to his 

aristocratic connections, Poncet could also have been a potential intermediary in this 

relationship, although he was not mentioned in the documents surrounding this exchange.  

Poncet was deployed back to France in 1657 (Chaumonot 1869, 29n1). He could have 

served as an intermediary or a carrier, if this wampum belt was indeed transferred from Paris to 

Loreto. The 1654 wampum belt could have reached the Holy House through other means, but 

Poncet’s ties to the Wendat mission, to Chaumonot, to devout Parisian aristocrats, to the Jesuits 

professed house, and to the Holy House of Loreto make him an ideally positioned actor to 

undertake such transfer. This could explain Bonanni’s description of a Wendat Ave Maria Gratia 

Plena wampum belt at Loreto.  

Bonanni’s recollection could point to a potential circulation of the 1654 wampum belt 

after its initial exchange in Paris. The belt might have been re-gifted and re-activated in different 

 
103 The account of Antoine-Joseph Poncet’s involvement in this situation would not have been part of my 
analysis without Muriel Clair sharing her historical research on Poncet with me. Our exchanges about this 
wampum belt and Poncet’s network of relations have considerably shaped my understanding. 
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circumstances, for a different purpose compared to its original function with the Gentlemen in 

Paris. While it is unusual in the context of the wampum belts sent to European Catholic 

sanctuaries, the practice of re-using and repurposing wampum belts in diplomatic contexts is 

well documented (Lainey 2004, 76-78; Hale 1897a, 237; Fenton 1971, 445). The words of the 

Annunciation spelled out on the 1654 belt could have been re-activated in the setting of the 

Holy House of Loreto, where the angel Gabriel uttered these words to the Virgin Mary. The Ave 

Maria wampum could have been gifted and interpreted orally, while the 1673 Ecce Ancilla 

Domini belt was a specific gift, sent with a transcribed and translated Wendat speech.  

If Poncet was responsible for this transfer, he would have acted as not only a carrier but 

also an ambassador, interpreter of Wendat material culture in Europe. He might have acted 

simultaneously as an agent of wampum diplomacy, and as an agent of Jesuit imperial projects. 

He was also an individual negotiating his own devotion to the Virgin Mary, his own unfulfilled 

promise to her, and his own separation from Chaumonot and the Wendat group he knew back 

in Québec City. Poncet tried relentlessly and unsuccessfully to go back to New France (Clair 

2008a, 20). On a personal level, he might have used this wampum belt as a relational object of 

his own, materializing numerous of his personal relationships and bonds to human and more-

than-human beings, to Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. 

United at the Holy House, the two wampum belts could have reenacted the dialogue 

between Gabriel and Mary that caused the Incarnation. For Chaumonot, the Ecce Ancilla Domini 

inscription was perhaps also an answer to Poncet’s bringing the Ave Maria wampum belt to 

Loreto, since his autobiography shows that he knew that there was an Ave Maria belt there 

(albeit confusingly for modern readers) (Chaumonot 1869, 71). Unfortunately, Poncet never 

heard this response from the Wendat and from his friend, as he left Loreto to be deployed in 

Martinique in 1671 (Clair 2008a, 19), three years before the Ecce Ancilla Domini belt reached the 

Holy House. Both objects had disappeared by 1819, when Pleissis visited the sanctuary, with 

only the 1673 belt being memorialized on site through the display of the Wendat letter. While 

more research is needed to fully understand the origin of the Wendat Ave Maria wampum belt 

at Loreto, Bonanni’s 1709 testimony brings a more complex understanding of the Holy House as 

a space of wampum ceremonialism and dialogue. 

Material Dialogues with Mary’s most Ancient House: the 1678 Wampum 
Belt to Chartres Cathedral 

In 1678,104 five years after sending their wampum belt to Loreto, the Wendat 

community at Lorette wove and sent a wampum belt to the cathedral chapter at Chartres, 

France (fig. 14).105 Contrary to most of the wampum belts discussed in this dissertation, the 

material object is still available today. This specimen is currently the earliest wampum belt to be 

 
104 Two dates are related to this belt: 1676 and 1678. Vincent Sablon (1619-1693), who lived through the 
events discussed here, apparently misremembered the correct date, since the letter sent with the 
wampum belt was dated from 1678. Sablon (1687, 142) noted that the belt was made in 1676; this was 
then repeated in Merlet (1858, x).  
105 An earlier version of this text was published in an edited volume (Puyo 2021). 
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dated with certainty that remains in French collections. Measuring 143 centimeters (56 inches) 

long, this particular belt features more than three thousand five hundred beads, and bears the 

words: VIRGINI PARITVRÆ · VOTVM HVRONVM (“Offering from the Huron to the Virgin who 

Shall Give Birth”). 

The canons of Chartres cathedral received it on March 3rd, 1678.106 This constitutes a 

remarkable case among wampum collections today, as archival evidence documenting its 

provenance and meaning is still linked to the object. Letters sent by Jesuit missionaries at 

Lorette to the chapter at Chartres and a speech in the Wendat language yield precious 

information regarding the date when the belt was made, where and how it was displayed, and 

what the chapter sent in return. The correspondence regarding this particular belt, spanning 

over two years (1678-1680), was printed by the chapter at the turn of the eighteenth century 

(De la Dévotion 1700). 

Due to the exceptional permanence of the object and its associated letters side by side, 

the Wendat wampum belt has generated a large body of scholarship (Doublet de Boisthibault 

1857; Merlet 1858; Farabee 1922; Gobillot 1957; Sanfaçon 1996; Clair 2008b). To add to these 

important studies, I now focus on an aspect that was perhaps overlooked in these previous 

works: the connections between the wampum belt’s materiality remains and its message. I first 

consider the discursive strategies the Wendat community at Lorette used to address the 

recipient of this message: the chapter of Chartres. Beyond those rhetorical devices, the 

materiality of the beads are then questioned as the physical embodiment of oral utterances 

made by both human and divine interlocutors. This provides an analytical framework to 

understand how the belt aims to weave an alliance between religious communities anchored in 

significant places, illustrating the Wendat converts’ savvy navigation of Catholic symbolism to 

secure powerful partners. 

 

A Request Tailored to its Audience 

 
106 Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G340, book M., p.14. 

Figure 14: The 1678 Wendat wampum belt at Chartres. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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The Wendat message sent to Chartres consists in a text in the Wendat language, and its 

translation into French (fig. 15).107 They were written on separate pieces of paper. Today, the ink 

of the French version had faded into a light brown color, while the Wendat version has 

remained dark 

and black, 

suggesting 

that two 

different inks 

were used to 

write these 

texts. The 

Wendat text 

was centered 

on the page, 

leaving large 

margins that 

would allow 

the text to be 

framed and 

hung on the 

wall if needed. 

However, 

these texts were 

stored folded up, 

as evidenced by the traces of such folds on the paper. Today, a few areas of paper are missing 

due to paper deterioration. To help us piece together the areas missing today, we refer to the 

1700 edition of these letters (De la Devotion 1700), and to Lucien Merlet’s transcriptions from 

the mid-nineteenth century (Merlet 1858, 3-6).  

My understanding is that Chaumonot did not transcribe the Wendat speech: a 

comparison with Chaumonot’s 1680 letter to the canons of Chartres shows a completely 

different handwriting (fig. 16). The 1678 scribe has a very legible hand, with well-separated 

letters and very few mistakes in its text, which suggests that it was copied from a previous draft. 

Additionally, the Wendat transcript uses the letter “g” where previous Jesuit notations used 

other diacritic characters. Chaumonot did not use “g” in his transcript of the 1654 Wendat 

speech (Thwaites 1899, 41: 166-168). Unfortunately, comparing the handwriting to Jean or 

Jacques de Lamberville’s, Martin Bouvart’s and Nicolas Potier’s, who also wrote to the canons of 

 
107 Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 

Figure 15: The beginning of the Wendat transcript and its French translation. Archives 
départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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Chartres in 1680, did not reveal the author of the 1678 transcript (fig. 17).108 Nevertheless, 

Chaumonot took credit for this initiative in his autobiography: 

pour allumer de plus en plus le feu du divin amour, surtout dans le cœur de mes 
sauvages, je leur fis faire un collier de porcelaine semblable aux autres dont j’ai 
parlé, si ce n’est que sur celui-ci il y avoit écrit : Virgini Parituræ, parce qu’il devoit 
être présenté à Nostre Dame de Chartres. (Chaumonot 1869, 81). 

in order to light the fire of divine love even brighter, especially in my savages’ hearts, 
I had them make a wampum belt similar to those I have talked about, only this one 
had this written on it: Virgini Parituræ, because it was to be presented to Our Lady of 
Chartres. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

Once again, this claim needs to be examined with a critical lens, since Chaumonot was not the 

person who transcribed the Wendat speech. This very short mention did not explain why 

Chartres was chosen as a focus of Wendat wampum diplomacy. The Wendat letter offers many 

clues that suggest Wendat orators had selected the cathedral, by referencing its specific local 

history. 

 The Wendat letter had several recipients: the belt was addressed to the Virgin Mary, in 

the specific way she is worshipped at Chartres cathedral. The letter written in the Wendat 

language and its translation into French was addressed to Mary, but mentioned the canons of 

the cathedral, and communicated with them as secondary interlocutors. This message was 

mediated through several objects. The wampum belt itself depicts text by alternating white and 

purple beads; as a wampum belt, its existence materialized words that were pronounced during 

a speech. The oral speech was accessible in writing and in French translation, through the 

correspondence associated with the belt.  

In the 1670s, the Chartres cathedral was indeed a powerful and prestigious sanctuary. It 

was an important pilgrimage destination, due to housing the relic of the Virgin’s Holy Chemise, 

 
108 Out of the three, Lamberville could be a likely candidate: his 1680 letter is the French translation of the 
Wendat response to Chartres, and there he used one word that he kept in its original language (see 
fig.18): “ontoüagannha.“ Using the letter “g” corresponds to the Wendat transcript sent in 1678. 
However, in 1678, Jean de Lamberville was a missionary in Onondaga, and his younger brother Jacques de 
Lamberville  was posted in Mohawk territory (Thwaites 1900, 61 : 237). How could either of them 
translate the Wendat letter, then? 

Figure 16: Comparison between the Wendat transcript received in 1678 (top), and Chaumonot’s letter to Chartres, 
dated 11 November 1680 (bottom). Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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gifted to the chapter by Charles the Bald in 876 (Lautier 2003, 23; Balzamo 2012). In the 

seventeenth century, this relic was described as the garment that Mary was wearing when she 

received the Annunciation and when she gave birth to Christ, and that she kept until she died 

(Lautier 2003, 14).109  

The Latin inscription depicted on the 1678 wampum belt, Virgini Parituræ Votum 

Huronum, could be translated as: “Vow (or offering) from the Huron to the Virgin who will give 

birth.” Interestingly, this is the first time in the Wendat sequence of transatlantic belts that the 

words spelled in shell beads did not voice a character from the Gospels. Instead, the belt was 

spelling words that were first and foremost spoken by “the Wendat,” as evidenced by the Latin 

Huronum on the belt, and the title of the letter:  

8endat Lorétronon Teiatontarigè haon Gonastaenχ8indik Deχa gacharandiont Marie 
Chartreske ondaon.110 

Voeu des hurons de Lorette en la Nouvelle-France a nostre Dame de Chartre (1678 
translation)  

Here, a comparison between the original Wendat and the French translation warrants a few 

remarks. The suffix –ronnon often denotes inhabitants of a place.111 In the 1678 letter, the 

people of Chartres are called “Chartréronnon,” while in the 1654 letter, the angel was called 

“doki Aronhia erronnon,” the spirit in the sky. 8endat Lorétronon was translated into “Hurons de 

Lorette” in French. The following word “Teiatontarigè,” was seemingly translated as “en la 

 
109 The term “chemise” here describes the shift or undergarment worn against the skin, following E. Jane 
Burns (2006). 
110 The transcript in Wendat has been published in Merlet (1858, 3-4) and the original manuscript can be 
found at Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445.  
111 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°234r., has a series of entires relation to nations and asking 
about one’s national identity. Nation names designated as coming from a particular place are constructed 
with this –ronnon morpheme: “De quelle nation etes vo? annenronon”; “ceux du saut. ,anda8a,eronnon”; 
“ceux de la montagne. Andechata,eronnon.” See also f°199v, where Jewish people (“Israelites”) are 
described as “israeronnon.” 

Figure 17: Comparison between the Wendat transcript received in 1678 (top), and in order: Nicolas Potier; 
Martin Bouvart, and [Jean or Jacques?] de Lamberville’s letters to Chartres, dated 11 November 1680 
(bottom). Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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Nouvelle-France” (in New France), but it actually is the Wendat name of Québec City: 

“Te,iatontari,e” (Lozier 2012, 154 n97).112 Imperial desires appear in this translation discrepancy: 

French missionaries only retained Québec’s status as a colonial capital, while the Wendat 

language spoke of a landscape that the Wendat knew through their own toponyms.  

The following word, “Gonastaenχ8indik” is the conjugation of the verb “to give a 

present,” ,astaenχ8i, and this form was specifically used in Jesuit dictionaries to describe 

presents given to God.113 This was translated in French as “voeu” (vow), which insisted on the 

act of dedication and routine religious devotion, while the Wendat text conveyed the idea of a 

material present of a wampum belt: “gacharandiont” used the Wendat root for wampum belts, 

,achar- (Steckley 2007b, 173).114 The belt was therefore explicitly mentioned as a present to 

“Marie Chartres ondaon,” which was translated as “Notre-Dame de Chartres.” In Jesuit 

dictionaries, the verb “ondaon” was defined as “avoir une cabane,” (to have a longhouse).115 

“Ondaon” also meant “its place” according to John Steckley (2007b, 16). The Wendat orators 

therefore literally addressed the Virgin as: “Mary she has a longhouse in Chartres,” or “Mary in 

Chartres, her place.” 

What was at stake, then, in establishing a relationship with Chartres? From the words 

spelled in the wampum belt, the Wendat knew the community they were speaking to. Virgini 

Pariturae (“to the Virgin who will give birth”) is an important inscription at Chartres cathedral. 

According to a tradition that was vibrant in the seventeenth century and known in Jesuit circles, 

the cathedral was constructed at the location of a Celtic ceremonial site, where druids were 

worshipping a “virgin mother” long before Christianity even reached this location (Chaumonot 

1869, 81; Rouillard 1609; Balzamo 2012). The prefiguration of the Virgin at Chartres translated 

into iconography: the Virgini Parituræ image was usually represented as a Sedes Sapientæ 

statue in a cave-like setting, situated above an altar that echoed the one used in Christian rituals 

(Clair 2008b, 303-305). 

The acts of looking for prophecies or resemblances to enhance the significance of a 

Christian site and appropriating powerful locations for new religious practices have long been a 

common evangelization strategy (Hahn, Emmel, and Gotter 2008). Jesuits missionaries in 

seventeenth-century Canada used similar tactics to legitimize Christianity to their interlocutors: 

they looked for mythological proximities between Indigenous and Catholic more-than-human 

beings, as a means of appropriating and subverting pre-existing powerful myths, stories, and 

practices to Christianize them (Deslandres 2003, 307-308; True 2007; Clair 2008b, 306; Martin et 

al. 2010). From the missionaries’ point of view, the local history at Chartres could provide a 

 
112 This is the spelling found for Quebec City in: Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms.60, f°103r, 122r, 
240r, 242r. This word also shows that the diacritic character “,” was marked as the letter G in the 1678 
Wendat text. 
113 Ibid., f°292r. “Faire present. ,astaenχ8i. deo, v. spiritib. ,astaenχ8indi, dik, χ8as, ext C.” 
114 Ibid., f°117r, 272r, 367r. 
115 Ibid., f°45r. See also f°30r: “vas balaier la chapelle. seskarah8aχa onnonchiato,èti de Marie ondaon.” 
(Go sweep the chapel, with the Wendat construction for “chapel” being onnonchiato,èti de Marie 
ondaon)  
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significant example of a pagan community gaining prominence through its conversion to 

Christianity; for the Wendat village, the symbolic stature of Chartres in the European Catholic 

network made its cathedral chapter a desirable group to seek an alliance with (Sanfaçon 1996).  

The Wendat orators referenced this local tradition in the beginning of their letter 

addressed to Mary, by referring to the inhabitants of Chartres as the Virgin’s first servants:  

que nous avons de joye, de ce que meme avant vôtre naissance, la Ville de Chartres 
vous a bâty une Eglise, avec cette Inscription à la Vierge qui doit enfanter; O que 
Messieurs les Chartrains sont heureux, & qu’ils méritent de gloire d’être vos 
premiers serviteurs ! (De la Devotion… 1700, 1-2) 

How joyful we are, that even before you were born, the City of Chartres built you a 
church with this Inscription to the Virgin who shall give birth; How happy the 
Gentlemen at Chartres are, and how much glory they deserve to be your first 
servants! (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

Identifying the worshippers at Chartres as the Virgin’s oldest followers perhaps aligned with the 

kinship principles of wampum diplomacy, placing them in a superior position compared to other 

Catholics.  

Martin Bouvart, one of the Jesuit missionaries present at Lorette, was himself from 

Chartres, and as such, he was likely very familiar with this local history (Clair 2008b, 300). 

Chaumonot and Bouvart both seemed to claim ownership of the idea of weaving and sending 

the belt to Chartres (Chaumonot 1855, 206). They certainly held the necessary relations and 

networks to connect the two communities. In addition, we must examine the Wendat makers’ 

agency in this process, by looking especially at the weaving techniques and the use of specific 

materials, over which the Jesuit missionaries had little to no control. Since Indigenous women 

selected the material and carefully wove wampum belts, the materiality of this object is more 

likely to provide evidence of the Wendat’s active participation in the diplomatic process with 

Chartres. 

Strategic Material Decisions 

The Wendat belt at Chartres is woven together with thin leather warp and twined plant 

fiber weft. Each edge is embellished with red and white porcupine quill, added to the belt after 

weaving. The technique used to weave the beads together is very consistent with early 

wampum collections dated from the seventeenth and eighteenth century, with two strands of 

fiber weft crossing inside each bead and separating to grasp the leather warp strands. The short 

thick shell beads are very similar in size and thickness to other seventeenth-century wampum 

beads. This belt’s specificity lies in the inclusion of about 193 round black and white glass beads 

(fig. 18), rather than tubular glass beads, which more closely resemble the shape of shell 

wampum beads. 
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The published scholarly 

tradition on wampum tends to 

undermine the significance of 

glass beads in wampum 

diplomacy. Jonathan Lainey, 

interpreting archival sources 

documenting Haudenosaunee 

negotiations with the French 

administration, noted instances 

where belts made of glass 

beads were refused during 

diplomatic encounters, because 

the material did not bear the 

same significance as shell 

wampum (Lainey 2004, 22; 

2008, 419). A certain 

ethnocentric disregard for glass 

beads, seen as a cheap 

commodity exported by Europeans for the fur trade, perhaps also played a role in the idea that 

glass beads decreased the level of authenticity of a wampum belt and were undesirable in 

wampum weaving (Miller and Hamell 1986). The presence of these round glass beads in the 

Chartres belt has been interpreted by some scholars as “replacement for indigenous beads,” 

suggesting that the belt had been repaired (Stéfani 2002, 91). Yet, my close examinations of the 

visible weft and warp in the belt at Chartres indicate that these round glass beads were part of 

the original weave. Curators and historians suggested a second explanation as the easiest way to 

account for the presence of these unusual beads: perhaps Wendat makers simply lacked shell 

wampum beads. I propose that these beads were used deliberately, regardless of a putative 

shortage of shell beads. 

The Jesuit Relations do mention food shortages, but there are no references to any 

wampum shortages in the years before 1678. There are, instead, references to the large-scale 

communal collecting of wampum beads. In 1675, Father Francis Vaillant recorded an anecdote 

from 1674, when Paule Gaiaenhinnon (also spelled Paule Gaiachinon), a Wendat woman at the 

newly consecrated chapel of Lorette, suggested implementing collecting wampum beads after 

mass, a tradition that Wendat Christians were already following in previous mission settlements 

and that was regularly attested in the Jesuit Relations (Thwaites 1900, 60: 41). Paule 

Gaiaenhinnon donated four hundred wampum beads, followed by other members of her 

community. The church collected more than four thousand beads in a single day, which Father 

Vaillant highlighted by writing: “All of these gifts are even more significant that they were facing 

such food scarcity that they had to sell almost everything they had to survive” (Thwaites 1900, 

60: 41-43).  

Figure 18: Example of glass beads placements in the 1678 Wendat 
wampum belt at Chartres. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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This anecdote describes the implementation of a ritual practice at Lorette to create 

collective resources of wampum beads to weave into belts. This attests to the collective 

management of wampum resources in a common treasury, achennonk in the Wendat 

language.116 The Jesuits admired this practice, as it aligned with their values of charity 

performed not only in moments of affluence, but continued even in times of extreme poverty 

(Thwaites 1900, 60: 41-43). This collective management of wampum resources is reflected in the 

materiality of the belt itself: the length and width of each bead vary throughout the belt, likely 

signaling that they came from different batches, were made at different times and were owned 

by different people. As such, the belt would embody and represent the community as an agent 

carrying multiple voices, through these individual variations and irregularities in the beads. 

When glass beads were used, tubular glass beads were usually preferred, because they 

mimicked the shape and shine of shell wampum, and as such did not disrupt weaving patterns 

(Turgeon 2002, 94). There is material evidence that tubular glass replacement beads would have 

been readily available in 1678, not only in the region of Lorette but also in the chapel itself. In 

1674, the Ursulines in Quebec City made and donated an altarpiece for the consecration of the 

new chapel. This embroidered piece of textile has remained with the Wendat community in 

their church at Wendake, QC.117 The altarpiece included a mix of floral wool embroidery with a 

background entirely beaded with white tubular glass beads. The use of such beads is attested in 

the seventeenth century as a common technique to mimic silver and gold (Saint-Aubin 1770, 23; 

Farcy 1890, 37-38). Yet, this choice seems also tailored to please Wendat tradition and interests, 

by evoking wampum beads. Tubular glass beads were thus available at Lorette as early as 1674 

on the altarpiece, and in Québec City at the Ursulines monastery, where these loose beads are 

still in collections today.118 This evidence suggests that the round glass beads were intentionally 

selected among available resources, because they were deemed preferable to these tubular 

glass beads. The round glass beads should not be dismissed as mere replacements, and the 

choice to include them should be taken seriously. 

In the Chartres belt, glass beads were only placed in textual shapes (fig. 19), constructed 

by alternating white and black beads. In these motifs, glass beads were used in circles, semi-

circles, and diagonals, which were harder to convey with tubular units. Even if unexpected 

circumstances somehow influenced these choices of glass beads, one can easily notice that the 

weavers took advantage of this constraint by using the features of the material to make thinner 

and curvier shapes than tubular beads would allow.  

Here, it seem necessary to question the potential symbolic implication of this choice. 

While examining my photographs of this belt, Margaret Bruchac noted that the round glass 

beads bear a resemblance to rosary beads in their shape, size, color, and shine. I then explored 

the hypothesis of an Indigenous inclusion of rosary beads into a wampum belt, as a means to 

materially convey diplomatic demands to the Virgin Mary and the chapter at Chartres. 

 
116 Ibid., f°367r. 
117 Interview with Michel Savard at Wendake, QC, May 29th 2017. 
118 Musée des Ursulines, Québec City, inv. 1995.4300. 
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Is it possible to verify whether these beads were ever mounted as rosaries before being 

included into the belt? From having examined many collections of early modern rosaries in the 

Saint Lawrence River valley, there seems to have been a large variety of materials used to make 

rosary beads. I have encountered mother-of-pearl, rose paste, wood, amber, glass, and even 

shell wampum beads119 in these collections. Composed of all shapes and sizes, these rosaries 

were only signaled as such by their bead count, and in most cases, the separation of beads 

mounted on metal pieces rather than cord or thread.120 In these very diverse collections, 

however, one type of rosary showed more consistency: those worn by missionaries, nuns, and 

ecclesiastical personnel on their robes were remarkably similar. Usually larger than the varieties 

mentioned earlier, these “professional” rosaries were either made of wood or bone, had 

consistently spherical beads, and had a specific shine due to the dye and varnish on the wood, 

or to the polish on the bone. The round, opaque, and shiny glass beads in the Chartres belt 

remarkably resembled this aspect.  

While more research is needed to find similar beads mounted as rosaries, this physical 

resemblance nevertheless links the two objects, down to the colors used: white (like the bone 

rosaries) and black (like the wood rosaries), instead of the dark blue glass beads that came 

closer to the color of purple wampum and that were sometimes used in wampum weaving. 

Rather than speaking of “replacement” wampum to describe the glass beads in the Chartres 

belt, we suggest calling these beads “potential” rosary beads. 

During the discussions of the 1654 wampum belt to Paris, I have examined the tight 

relationship between rosary beads and wampum, as both materialized spoken words. The 

rosary is primarily an instrument to count prayers. Its usual form, set in the fifteenth century, 

includes at least two types of beads carrying different sets of words: larger beads represent the 

Pater Noster, and between each large bead, groups of ten smaller beads represent the Ave 

Maria (Malgouyres 2017, 21). The 1654 wampum belt made this superposition through the 

ritual recitation of the words of the Ave Maria on the very beads that were gifted to weave the 

1654 wampum belt. Including smaller rosary beads into the 1678 Chartres belt would reinforce 

the relationship between the object and its recipient, the Virgin Mary.  

As discussed previously, the words “Ave Maria Gratia Plena” are associated with the 

Incarnation, the moment when Jesus was conceived in Mary’s womb. The first three verses of 

the Ave Maria prayer cite the Angel Gabriel’s words to Mary: “Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord 

is with thee, blessed are thou amongst women.” They are therefore materialized in smaller 

rosary beads (Malgouyres 2017, 23). The words commemorated by and held in rosary beads 

were necessary for the “Virgin who Shall Give Birth” (Virgini Parituræ) to exist, since the words 

of the Annunciation made Mary pregnant. In the Chartres wampum belt, the glass beads 

referencing the words of the Annunciation materially compose the words Virgini Parituræ, since 

they were only used in letter shapes. Those glass beads were strategically placed only in the 

 
119 In the Huron-Wendat Museum collections, Wendake, QC. 
120 These two features identify one of the shell bead objects at the Huron-Wendat Museum in Wendake, 
Quebec, as a wampum rosary rather than a wampum string.  
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words regarding Catholic doctrine, whereas the word “Huronum,” representing the Wendat, is 

entirely made of shell beads, perhaps signaling their Indigenous identity in their material 

selection. 

According to the letter they sent with the belt, the Wendat of Lorette were asking Mary 

to give birth to them the same way she gave birth to Christ:  

Cela n’empêchera pas, qu’à l’exemple des Chartrains, nous ne vous honorions meme 
à présent, sous le titre de la Vierge, qui doit enfanter. Puisqu’il ne tient qu’à vous, en 
demeurant toûjours Vierge, de nous avoir pour vos enfants. (De la Dévotion 1700, 3) 

It will not prevent us from honoring you, following the Chartrains’ example, under 
the title the Virgin who shall give birth. For it is only up to you, while still remaining a 
Virgin, to have us for children. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

Just like in the 1654 letter, sharing a mother also ensured that the Wendat of Lorette and the 

people of Chartres would be siblings. This request expanded their alliances by creating a set of 

obligations from the chapter at Chartres that would benefit Wendat Christians. In this passage, 

the Wendat voiced a request to Mary to keep having them as her children, a continuation of the 

role that she held to the people of Chartres. “The Virgin who shall give birth” insisted on a long-

lasting, future-oriented relation: Mary will be a mother to the Wendat, again and again. In their 

speech to the Virgin at Chartres, the Wendat further insisted on this notion, looking towards the 

Virgin’s future generations:  

Comme nous vous honorons icy dans une Chappelle semblable à la maison, où vous 
avez donné à Dieu une vie humaine, nous esperons que vous nous y donnerez une 
vie spirituelle. Ce sera ainsi, qu’étant toûjours Vierge, vous serez aussi Mere, non 
seulement, qui a enfanté ou qui enfante; mais qui enfantera toujours, jusqu’à ce que 
Jesus soit parfaitement formé en nous-tous. (De la Dévotion 1700, 3-4) 

As we worship you here in a Chapel similar to the house where you gave God a 
human life, we hope that here you will give us a spiritual life. It will be so, that while 
still being a Virgin, you will be a Mother, not only who has given birth or is giving 
birth; but who will always give birth, until Jesus is perfectly formed in us all. 
(Translated by Lise Puyo) 

 Once again, the Wendat speech insisted on Mary as a mother across 

generations, and across time and space. The Wendat spoke from the same house where 

Mary became pregnant with Jesus: the Wendat letter uses “onnonchiatoguehitgué,” 

constructed from the Wendat root for longhouse, -nnonchi- (Steckley 2007b, 150). In 

that space, Mary was asked to become a mother again and forever, reinforcing her 

social role as an ancestor who could be a mother to each generation of Wendat 

Christians. 

This particular passage echoed a very similar line written by the Chartrain missionary 

Martin Bouvart in his 1675 account of the foundation of Lorette:  
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God grant that Mary, having given in her womb a human life to Jesus in the former 
Loretto, may in the new one give him a spiritual birth in the hearts of all the French 
and all the Savages of America! (Thwaites 1900, 60: 72). 

Although this similarity between the Wendat letter and Bouvart’s account could perhaps 

strengthen an argument in favor of the Jesuits’ authority over the Wendats’ diplomatic 

enterprise, it still underlines how two discourses were interwoven in the Wendat letter and in 

the wampum belt. In these passages, Mary was asked to be a mother to the Wendat, and to give 

birth to Christ within each one of the Wendat converts. Both of these demands referenced the 

mystery of the Incarnation, by pointing out that the Virgin would be a mother once again. The 

use of rosary beads, charged with the words that caused the Incarnation, reinforced the 

compelling power of the wampum belt and echoed this discourse in a material form. 

In summary, the 1678 wampum belt explicitly asked Mary to be “the Virgin who Will 

Give Birth” again by becoming a mother to the Wendat, and to give birth to Christ in all of them, 

suggesting an ongoing process linked to generations of new community members. Chartres 

mirrored Lorette a place that had recognized Mary as an ancestor, but Chartres had done so 

even before Mary was born. This highlighted Chartres as a place of life-affirming power, where 

Mary was known for her long ongoing, ever-renewed generative powers. The letters that traced 

the Latin text into the belt include both shell wampum beads as an Indigenous medium carrying 

the Wendat request, and glass beads embodying God’s words that made Mary pregnant, words 

she would recognize. This performative speech act was taking place at the Canadian version of 

the house where she first heard those words, where the Incarnation happened.  

The relation between Mary as a mother and Lorette as Wendat territory has become 

clear throughout this chapter. From the understanding of Marian congregations as Mary’s 

“matrilineal clan,” to the establishment of “Mary’s village” in 1673, the figure of the Virgin 

mother became synonymous with Wendat territories in the Saint Lawrence River Valley. In this 

wampum belt, the word “HVRONUM” spelled in shell 

wampum beads reinforced the idea of a community united 

under Mary’s motherhood. The “O” in the word was shaped 

as a hexagon, the conventional symbol to represent a group, 

a village, or a community on wampum belts. The central 

figure of the wampum belt is a small dot, situated between 

the words “Parituræ” and “Votum,” which could also evoke 

traditional wampum imagery (fig. 19). As Margaret Bruchac 

has suggested, this figure could perhaps refer to the 

traditional “dish with one spoon” symbol used in wampum 

diplomacy to represent a shared territory (Lytwyn 1997). It 

is composed of two purple wampum beads, two black glass 

beads, and two white glass beads. This choice could perhaps 

materially represent the Christian Wendat territory obtained 

through Mary’s motherhood evidenced in the potential 

Figure 19: The figure at the center 
of the 1678 Wendat wampum belt 
at Chartres. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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rosary beads, as a Wendat appropriation of Catholic materials (glass beads) into traditional 

Wendat materials and concepts (shell wampum beads). 

Relics in Translation: Chartres’ Response 

Was the chapter of Chartres able to grasp this complexity, despite their likely ignorance 

of the subtle details of Indigenous wampum diplomacy? Following a similar protocol to the 

Wendat diplomats, the chapter issued both a letter and an object in response to their 

proposition. The chapter also chose an Incarnation program on the object it sent in return: a 

reliquary in the shape of the Holy Chemise. The front of the reliquary depicted the Annunciation, 

representing why the Holy Chemise was so significant. On the back, a Virgini Parituræ statue in 

her cave-like setting illustrated the status of Chartres as a pre-Christian sanctuary (Sanfaçon 

1996, 459).121 

The Holy Chemise echoed the motif of the Holy House, in that they both were empty 

containers of the Virgin’s body, and spaces where the Incarnation took place (Clair 2008b, 304). 

With their present, Chartres allowed the Wendat at Lorette to nest reliquaries within each 

other: a rendition of the chemise in which Mary miraculously carried Jesus’ body, inside the 

image of the house of the Incarnation. This gift was also a tertiary relic, as it had been placed in 

contact with the reliquary of the Holy Chemise for nine days, which corresponds to the number 

of days between the Ascension of Christ and the descent of the Holy Spirit on the Apostles 

during Pentecost, (a powerful unit of time): 

Nous vous prions donc aussi, M. que vous ayez agréable de recevoir le présent que 
nous vous envoyons, il paroit peu considérable à la vérité, cependant nous pouvons 
vous assûrer qu’il est très-saint, puisqu’il renferme les Reliques de plusieurs Saints, 
qu’il représente la Sainte Chemise que nous conservons religieusement dans nôtre 
Eglise, & qu’il a reposé pendant neuf jours sur la Chasse qui renferme ce prétieux 
Trésor. (De la Dévotion 1700, n.p.) 

We ask you also, Sirs, to gracefully receive the present we send you, truly it does not 
seem very considerable, but we can assure you that it is very holy, since it holds the 
Relics of several saints, and represents the Holy Chemise that we are keeping 
religiously in our Church and that it laid for nine days on the reliquary that holds this 
valuable treasure. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

The silver representation of the Holy Chemise was contaminated with its miraculous 

power, similarly to other objects in the Lorette chapel that had been in contact with originals 

from Loreto. Inside the reliquary, small labels identified eleven remains of men and women in 

similar proportions, ranging from important historical figures of the Church like Saint Paul or 

Saint Ambrose, to the more contemporaneous Saint Jeanne-Marie Bonomi.122 It seems likely 

that the chapter sent a sample of several relics to represent the power and particularity of its 

 
121 However, the reliquary did not enclose a fragment of the Holy Chemise, since its reliquary at Chartres 
was not opened until 1712 (Lautier 2003, 17). 
122 Born in 1606, she died in 1670 and was beatified in 1783, a century after some of her remains were 
sent to Lorette (Baudot 1925, 371). 
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sanctuary, a practice that was common between religious communities in Europe (Sanfaçon 

1996, 460-461; Freeman 2011, 28). 

The canons elegantly negotiated the Wendat’s performance of modesty and humility, by 

elevating their status as newly converts to a place of spiritual privilege: 

n’ayant été envoyez dans la vigne du Pere de famille que vers l’onziéme heure du 
jour, vous ne laisserez pas d’obtenir la meme recompense que ceux qui en auront 
supporté tout le poids & toute l’ardeur en travaillant depuis le matin jusqu’au jour. 
Ne vous persuadez donc pas que nôtre pieté et nos oeuvres soient de plus grande 
consideration que les vôtres auprés de Dieu & de la Sainte Vierge […] Car nous avons 
grand sujet de craindre que si nous avons été assez heureux pour recevoir ce grand 
don les premiers dans ce monde, nous n’en recevions la recompense que les derniers 
dans le Royaume des Cieux. (De la Dévotion 1700, n.p.) 

having been sent to the Lord’s vineyard only around the eleventh hour of the day, 
you will still receive the same reward as those who will have supported all its weight 
and all its zeal by working from dawn till day. Do not persuade yourself that our piety 
and our deeds are of greater value than yours to God and the Blessed Virgin. (…) For 
we greatly fear that, if we were fortunate enough to be the first ones in the world to 
receive this great gift, we will receive the reward last in the Kingdom of Heaven. 
(Translated by Lise Puyo)  

As the Chartrains identified with the heritage of their mythical ancestors, they applied the 

principle from the Gospel (Matthew 19:30) that the first shall be last, and the last shall be first.  

Therefore, Wendat Christians were placed in a position where their recent conversion 

gave them an advantage. This passage illustrates how this alliance truly involved a reciprocal set 

of responsibilities and underlines why forming those ties with the community at Lorette would 

be desirable from the chapter’s perspective: 

nous avons tant de confiance dans la grandeur de cette foy qui est encore toute 
nouvelle dans vos coeurs, & dans les ardeurs de la charité dont vous êtes embrasez 
que nous esperons par vos merites & par vos prieres obtenir le pardon de nos fautes 
& le renouvellement de nôtre vie. (De la Dévotion 1700, n.p.) 

we have so much trust in the greatness of this faith that is still brand new in your 
hearts, and in the zeal of the charity that ignites you that we hope we will obtain the 
forgiveness of our sins and renewal of our lives through your merits and your 
prayers. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

The chapter of Chartres seemed to confirm Louis Taondechorend’s earlier description of 

the Indigenous Lorette as a sacred space on par with Loreto. The new faith of the Wendat 

converts balanced the precognizant Christian faith at Chartres. This balancing act highlighted 

that the faith of these relatively new Christians was especially powerful to this old sanctuary, 

since the prayers and devotion of the Wendat would mean that the Chartrains had allies who 

would reach paradise first and could advocate for the Chartrains’ eternal life. In their letter to 

the Wendat, the canons seemed to have made a point in writing the name of both communities 
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on the same line: Huronum Ecclesiæ Nascenti Antiqua Carnatum Ecclesia, echoing the symmetry 

between the new and the old they drafted in the text.123 

Wendat Conceptions of Relics 

The reliquary’s arrival at Lorette was also described in a follow-up letter sent by Nicolas 

Potier on November 11th 1680 (De la Dévotion 1700, 5-13).124 The letter consisted in a long 

speech by an unnamed Wendat orator addressed to the canons of the Cathedral. Contrary to 

the previous letter, though, Potier only shared his Latin translation and did not include the 

transcript in Wendat. The orator described the relics in this way: 

Il y a, dites-vous dans cette Chemise des ossemens des bons Chrétiens, dont l’âme 
est allée au Ciel après avoir bien vêcu, en suivant la voix du grand Maître de nos vies, 
que ïessous nous est venu du Ciel raconter en terre. En voyant ces Ossemens, nous 
avons pensé que de vôtre pays vous avez apperçu que nos cabanes réünies en Village 
étoient incessamment environnées des Nations venuës du fond de la terre pour nous 
y entraîner & nous y traitter en Esclaves dans des creux horribles, où le feu ne 
s’éteint point. (De la Dévotion 1700, 8-9) 

You say in this Chemise there are bones from good Christians, whose soul went to 
Heaven after having lived well, following the voice of the great Master of our lives, 
which Jesus came from Heaven to tell us about on Earth. Upon seeing these bones, 
we have thought that you saw from your country that our cabins united as a village 
were surrounded at all times with Nations coming from the bottom of the Earth to 
take us there, and to treat us like Slaves there in horrible pits, where the fire is never 
out. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This passage shows the orator’s knowledge of missionary teachings, with an orthodox 

understanding of what saints are in Catholic doctrine. Interestingly, the orator immediately gave 

a localized meaning and function to these relics, relating them to a problem that could be 

interpreted as both metaphorical and literal. Speaking about surrounding “Nations” aiming to 

take the Wendat to ever-burning fire pits, one can recognize Catholic depictions of hell: its 

location underground, the fire motif, and the prospect of a life of suffering all correspond to the 

iconography of hell.  

Simultaneously, these words also evoke Indigenous warfare: taking captives, burning 

them in ritualized torture, and treating them as slave labor also spoke to the lived experiences 

and anxieties of Wendat Christians regarding their Indigenous enemies (Trigger 1987, 70-74). 

The “Nations coming from the bottom of the Earth” could describe groups from farther regions, 

or even evoke belonging to specific figures, like the Mohawk to flint, or the Oneida to granite 

(Morgan 1962, xxi). They could also describe customs and traditions that had become 

unbearable for Indigenous Christians, the metaphorical enemies to a sanctified lifestyle. But in 

 
123 The original parchment is housed in collections of the Huron-Wendat Museum in Wendake, QC. 
124 The original letters (its Latin version by Nicolas Potier and its French translation by the Jesuit de 
Lamberville, former missionary to Canada) are at the Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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any case, this mention tied the relics to anxieties and concerns about enemies who would take 

the Wendat away from their lands.  

The orator further elaborated: 

Vous avec eu pitié de nous en nous donnans par ces Ossemens précieux un excellent 
préservatif contre le poison, dont ces ennemis de nôtre bonheur se servent pour 
nous corrompre, nous infecter & nous perdre. Cette nation sortie des entrailles de la 
terre, ne pourra souffrir la présence de ces Ossemens qui serviront de palissade à 
nôtre Village contre leurs attaques. Les bons esprits qui animoient ces os précieux 
viendront à nôtre secours, & nous feront vivre doucement d’oresnavant sous leur 
bouclier, & sans être troublez de la crainte. (De la Dévotion 1700, 9) 

You showed us mercy by giving us, through these precious Bones, an excellent 
antidote against the poison that these enemies of our happiness use to corrupt us, 
infect us, and doom us. This nation coming from the bowels of the Earth will not 
stand the presence of these Bones, which will serve as a palisade to our village 
against their attacks. The good spirits that animate these precious bones will come to 
our rescue, and will allow us to live peacefully under their shield, without being 
troubled with fear. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

With these words, the orator continued to enmesh the reliquary in military metaphors. The 

saints’ remains would serve as defenses (a “palisade” and a “shield”) against enemies of the 

Wendat. They were depicted as animate remains, carriers of the spirits of the dead saints that 

would protect the village against hostile incursions, whether metaphorical or literal. 

Interestingly, this language was allowed to stay in the letter despite its translations into Latin 

and into French. This shows the Jesuits’ tolerance for aspects of Wendat ontologies that would 

ease their adoption of Catholic doctrines. This passage also demonstrates how Catholic objects 

and teachings were adapted and transformed to fit Wendat needs.  

The reliquary was also described as binding the Wendat to the land of Lorette: 

Quand le mauvais esprit venu des creux de la terre voudra nous gâter l’esprit & nous 
faisant penser que quitter nôtre village (devenu saint par la demeure de ces os parmi 
nous), pour aller courir comme des bétes vagabondes dans les bois ; alors le souvenir 
que nous aurons de ne pas abandonner nos protecteurs en les laissant seuls, nous 
retiendra comme avec une corde bien forte dans le lieu où nous devons être 
attachez au service de ïessous & de Marie (De la Dévotion 1700, 9-10) 

When the evil spirit coming from the pits of the Earth will want to spoil our spirit and 
will make us consider leaving our village (which has become holy through these 
bones’ presence among us), to go and run through the woods like vagrant beasts; 
then, the thought we will have, not to abandon our protectors and leaving them 
alone, will, like a strong rope, keep us tied to the place where we shall be attached to 
the service of Jesus and Mary (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This passage seems to reference a recurring pull to leave and perhaps join other Indigenous 

communities. To “run through the woods like vagrant beasts” could be a derogatory reference 

to non-Christian Indigenous people, or to nomadic modes of subsistence. As we will discuss in 
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Chapter 4, Abenaki refugees from New England had settled near Quebec from 1675 onwards. In 

1676 and 1677, new, mostly Haudenosaunee missions were established south of Montreal, at 

Kanesatake (La Montagne) and Kahnawake (Sault-Saint-Louis), where a few Wendat families had 

relocated from Lorette (Lozier 2018, 186-188). In 1675, Lorette had about 300 inhabitants, but 

only 146 in 1685, suggesting an important pull away from the village to these new communities 

upriver (Lozier 2018, 190). As Lozier suggests, the 1680 speech might illustrate Wendat 

resistance against the seductions of relocation to spaces where Haudenosaunee were in a 

majority, perhaps in bitter remembrance of Wendat experiences of warfare and captivity. 

In 1677, the Wendat of Lorette had sent an ambassador to Kahnawake and gifted a 

wampum belt, with a speech that also referenced demons working against Indigenous Christian 

villages: 

a hortatory collar which conveyed the voice of the Lorette people to those of the 
Sault, encouraging them to accept the faith in good earnest, and to build a chapel as 
soon as possible; and it also exhorted them to combat the various demons who 
conspired for the ruin of both missions. (Thwaites 1900, 63: 193) 

As Lozier remarked, this 1677 wampum belt took after the patterns of the Hiawatha belt that 

memorialized the foundation of the Haudenosaunee league of five nations, with connected 

white squares on a purple background, and a tree of peace in the middle. The 1677 belt 

depicted seven connected squares, with a large cross at the center, where the tree of peace 

stood on the Hiawatha belt (Lozier 2018, 189-190). The belt was kept in the church at 

Kahnawake until the twentieth century, when several attempts were made to sell it in the 

1920s, before it was eventually stolen in the 1970s (Lainey 2022, 112). This anecdote suggests 

that Lorette positioned itself as an elder community vis-à-vis other Indigenous Christian villages 

in the Saint Lawrence River valley. 

This elder status is mentioned in another anecdote. In 1740, the Wendat chief Vincent 

Onehatetaionk travelled from Lorette to Kanesatake (Lake of Two Mountains) to see the twelve 

wampum belts that the Wendat of Lorette had gifted to light a council fire there (Lozier 2014, 

111). As Lozier showed in his 2014 work on the Wendat origins of Kanesatake, the Wendat had 

played an active role in settling the new mission in the outskirts of Montreal in 1676-1677 

(Lozier 2014, 105-110). In 1693, when Kanesatake relocated to its second site, François Vachon 

de Belmont named the mission “Notre-Dame de Lorette,” a name that was again used at the 

Lake of Two Mountains, where “Arx Lauretana” (the fort of Lorette) was engraved in the 

chapel’s cornerstone (Lozier 2014, 110; Ladouceur 2003, 26). Although these names were only 

briefly associated with the mission, they could have satisfied both the personal devotions of 

individual missionaries, as well as Indigenous traditions to carry a name from one village to the 

next (Lozier 2014, 111). In light of the transatlantic wampum belts establishing Mary’s clan and 

Mary’s house, this short-lived name could also point to Wendat initiatives to establish their 

ideas of the Virgin Mary as a Wendat clan mother, and place another village under her ancestral 

influence, to claim kin access to the territory.  
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This local religious diplomacy suggests that Lorette wanted to position itself as an 

important center for Indigenous Christian political, religious, and diplomatic power. The appeal 

to Chartres’ authority as an elder place could convey the idea that Lorette would act as Chartres’ 

equivalent in the Saint Lawrence River Valley, as Mary’s ancestral village, with authority as elder 

children of Mary’s. The reliquary could add credence to these claims, by evoking traditional 

Wendat ossuaries (Clair 2009a, 791-792; Seeman 2011). The relics would thus sanctify the 

Wendat village, but also anchor the Wendat in a specific place.  

As seen with the 1673 wampum belt, much wampum diplomacy went into insuring that 

the foundation of Lorette was approved by more-than-human beings, and recognized by the 

Virgin Mary, in her avatar of Loreto. Calling back to the divisions and debates that animated the 

community in 1673, regarding the move from Notre-Dame de Foy to Lorette, this speech seems 

to imply that the reliquary (and the recognition form Chartres that it materialized) was a 

powerful means to claim the territory of Lorette, and to assert a position of elderly importance 

in a growing network of Indigenous catholic communities in the Saint Lawrence River valley.  

When the canons of Chartres cathedral received this letter, they were seemingly 

fascinated with the Wendat framing of their reliquary, so much so that they made a note of it in 

their catalog of relics: 

ils regardoient cette Chemise comme le bouclier et le boulevart de leur nation qu’ils 
la porteroient en guerre comme un estandart formidable a leurs ennemis ; et enfin 
temoignerent qu’ils consideroient toutes les Reliques qu’elle renferme comme 
autant de Protecteurs et de Patrons qui venoient prendre possession de leur pays 
pour les deffendre et les conserver dans la foy de Jesus Christ. 125 

they considered this Chemise like the shield and the defense tower of their nation, 
they would carry it into war as a banner scaring their enemies; and finally they 
testified that they considered all the Relics inside as a number of Protectors and 
Patrons who came to take possession of their country to defend them and maintain 
them in Jesus’ faith. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

The European clergyman reading the 1680 letter therefore noted some of the Wendat 

appropriation of the silver reliquary, but ultimately believed that the relics were stronger in 

their colonizing power. In the 1680 letter, it seems that a Wendat understanding of the relics 

sanctified Wendat lands, giving a new responsibility to the Wendat Christians to remain and care 

for that land. In the mind of the Chartres clergyman who wrote this passage in the catalog of 

relics, however, European saints took possession of the Wendat country. This conception aligns 

with feudal ideologies of relating to land: a Lord owned land based on a higher authority (e.g. 

the king), and his ability to protect it with military force (Greer 2017, 15-17). In this clergyman’s 

perspective, the saints, embodied in the relics that Chartres had sent, had become the lords 

protecting Lorette. These parallel understandings further illustrate the different modalities of 

relating to things and to people, and the impact these conceptions might have had on material 

questions of land ownership. 

 
125 Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G403, f°36-37. 
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Was the Belt a Successful Diplomatic Agent? 

At Lorette, Jesuit missionaries presented the Chartres reliquary on All-Saints’ day, 

November 1st 1680, during a public council:  

tout le monde estant assemblé dans la chapelle de la Vierge, le P. Potier, qui a soin 
avec moy de la mission, fit un discours aux François de l’estime que l’on devoit faire 
des reliques que nous avons receues de vous [the canons of Chartres], et de la 
chemise qui les renferme ; il dit le mesme en huron aux Sauvages, en adjoustant 
qu’ils vous avoient une troisième obligation de ce que vous les aviez comme adoptés, 
en leur donnant part à tous vos biens spirituels, comme à leurs vrays enfants. 
(Merlet 1858, 12) 

everybody having gathered in the chapel of the Virgin, Father Potier, who cares for 
the mission with me, made a speech to the French on the esteem one should have 
for these relics that we received from you, and of the chemise that holds them; he 
said the same in Huron to the Savages, adding they had a third obligation to you, 
since you had somewhat adopted them, giving them part to all your spiritual assets, 
like to their real children. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

This cultural translation also used kinship metaphors, and suggests that the chapter accepted 

the Wendat’s proposition for an alliance, as they were now linked by a set of responsibilities.  

However, the exact understanding of these responsibilities might be questioned. The 

Wendat letter asked Mary, not the canons, to adopt them. Being adopted by Mary herself would 

have made the Wendat the canons’ siblings, suggesting a relationship on a relatively equal 

footing, according to the conventions of wampum diplomacy. The chapter’s gracious letter, 

establishing a balance between the young Wendat faith and the ancient Chartrain faith, actually 

came very close to this proposal. Did Potier’s translation to the Wendat establish a hierarchy 

that was absent from the canons’ letter? Being adopted as children by the chapter suggests a 

relationship that entailed reciprocal responsibilities, but based on unequal grounds, with more 

authority to the parent figure. Potier’s addition further reduced Chartres’ obligation to only 

sharing “spiritual assets,” not to sharing material goods that parents would have to provide to 

children in these kinds of alliances.   

In sum, the material and documentary sources demonstrate that the 1678 Wendat 

wampum belt used Catholic symbols in a remarkably savvy, powerful, and deliberate way. 

Instead, through this belt and the associated archives, the seventeenth-century Wendat of 

Lorette displayed their very astute knowledge of Catholic dogmas. They effectively used this 

knowledge to communicate their political and spiritual demands, by deliberately using the 

means at their disposal. The belt, as a material diplomatic agent supported by its written 

paraphernalia, seems to have successfully convinced the canons of the Chartres cathedral to 

enter into a powerful alliance with the Wendat converts of Lorette. 

In the wealth of documents about the Wendat-Jesuit relationship, objects created by 

Indigenous women, such as this 1678 wampum belt, supply information that sheds a new light 

on well-known texts. The close examination of this belt and the interrogation of the unusual 
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choice of round glass beads, potential rosary beads, allows us to revisit this history with a new 

appreciation for the complexities and depths of the Wendat’s maneuvering. This approach also 

better contextualizes and illuminates the European Catholic side of the exchange, highlighting 

once more the crucial position of the Jesuit missionaries as intermediaries, mediating the 

Wendat’s diplomatic endeavors as translators strategically selecting their words. This wampum 

belt, like so many other Indigenous objects, was designed to impact the consciousness of human 

actors through time, prompting them to remember, re-ignite, or re-evaluate these 

relationships.126  

Wampum Cures and Wampum Loss: the 1716 Wampum Belt to Notre-
Dame des Ardilliers  

A Generation Later 

 The Wendat community moved one last time, resettling Lorette to a new site on Saint-

Charles River, near Kabir Kouba falls. The community first attempted this move in 1696 

(Beaulieu, Béreau and Tanguay 2013, 108). A Jesuit dictionary from the early 1690s bears 

witness to these processes, with the entry: “nos péres st en peine pr nò, v.g. pr nò trouver une 

belle terre. Onχiateiachi8tandik haon,8a,isten” (Our fathers are trying hard to find us some 

beautiful lands).127 That year, governor Frontenac offered a land deed to the Wendat 

community rather than the Jesuits, only on the condition that the Wendat would pay rent to the 

Crown after twelve years of occupation (Beaulieu, Béreau and Tanguay 2013, 109-110). Instead, 

the Wendat settled on the Jesuit’s seigneury once more (Lozier 2018, 280; Beaulieu, Béreau and 

Tanguay 2013, 110). The relocation took place during the fall of 1697, and the former Wendat 

village of Lorette became a French parish under the authority of the bishop of Québec (Lindsay 

1900, 35-36). The Jesuit missionary who participated in this transfer was Michel-Germain de 

Couvert, who had taken over the mission after Chaumonot’s death in 1694. Similar to all the 

previous Wendat missions, the land owned by the Jesuits was ultimately transferred to French 

colonists.  

The village, present-day Wendake, QC, was called “Jeune-Lorette” to contrast with the 

previous village, but the toponymic continuity should inform us that the people who lived there 

were still Lorétronnon, the heirs of decades of wampum diplomacy that had established their 

territory around the Virgin Mary’s house. This was visible during the relocation, since Couvert 

took all the elements from Lorette’s church to transfer them to the new sanctuary at Jeune-

Lorette. In 1700, Martin Bouvart accused him of having taken the church’s “ornaments, altars, 

locks, windows, and hinges” to the new village (quoted in Lindsay 1900, 36, translation by Lise 

Puyo). Those objects included the reliquary that the Wendat had received in 1680; at least one 

of the wooden statuettes from Notre-Dame de Foy; and the rest of the correspondence received 

from transatlantic wampum diplomacy.  

 
126 Since the Wendat wampum belt was joined by an Abenaki wampum belt in 1700, the two objects 
acted in tandem to influence later visitors of the Cathedral. Their long diplomatic lives are examined in 
Chapter 6. 
127  Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°269r. 
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Meanwhile, Abenaki Christians settled on the Chaudière River had carried on their own 

transatlantic wampum diplomacy with European sanctuaries in 1684, 1691, and 1699, as will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. Their involvement underlined the shifts in French-Indigenous relations in 

the last decades of the seventeenth century, where war against Britain placed Abenaki warriors 

as indispensible allies (Lozier 2018, 222-257). Warfare between the Five Nations 

Haudenosaunee and Haudenosaunee Christians established in the missions south of Montreal 

escalated in the early 1690s; to solve the violence, both sides requested the other’s relocation 

towards traditional homelands or in Christian villages (Lozier 2018, 258-260). These relocations 

worried English officials who saw the majority of Mohawk population moving to Canada (Havard 

2001, 65). However, these newcomers did not integrate into the Wendat community at Lorette, 

which counted about 152 people in 1695 (Lozier 2018, 280).  

Lozier argued that the 1701 Great Peace of Montreal was “a product of Christian 

Iroquois intervention,” as leaders from Kahnawake and Kanesatake played important roles as 

cultural brokers and diplomats between the different nations who ratified the peace treaty 

(Lozier 2018, 260; Havard 2001, 66-78). Kahnawake therefore demonstrated its increasing 

influence on diplomatic processes in the Northeast, while the influence of Lorette remained 

disproportionally strong in Franco-Indigenous relations, relative to the village’s population 

numbers (Lozier 2018, 300-301).  

1701 was also the year when Cadillac founded the French colony of Detroit in the Great 

Lakes, with Odawa and Wendat allies already established at Michilimackinac between Lake 

Huron and Lake Michigan. This Wendat community descended from Wendat groups that had 

relocated west after the 1649 defeats against the Haudenosaunee; they are now known as the 

Wyandot (Steckley 2014, 24). Intense wampum diplomacy took place between different 

Wyandot groups to ensure relocation from Michilimackinac to Detroit from 1701 to 1703 

(Margy 1883, 5: 290-293; Steckley 2014, 69-72). However, the Wyandot’s relation to the 

Wendat of Lorette is not very well documented (Lozier 2014, 111). In 1713, the Wyandot of 

Detroit sent a beaver robe to request military aid from the Wendat living at Kanesatake and at 

Lorette, suggesting that there had been exchanges between the two communities (Lozier 2014, 

111). In the late 1720s, these links would become slightly easier to track through missionary 

connections. Lorette and Detroit came to hold complementary roles for Jesuit missionaries, who 

trained in the Wendat language at Lorette before being sent to the new mission in the Great 

Lakes (Steckley 2014, 75-76). 

The early eighteenth century saw the transition between different generations of 

Jesuits, and the passing of influential actors in transatlantic wampum diplomacy. Martin 

Bouvart, who had brokered the relationship between the Wendat and Chartres cathedral, died 

in 1705. Michel-Germain de Couvert died in 1715, the same year as king Louis XIV, who was 

succeeded by his five-year-old grandson, Louis XV. A year later, in 1716, the Wendat at Jeune-

Lorette wove a wampum belt and sent it across the Atlantic Ocean. This happened thirty-eight 

years after their last transatlantic gift to Chartres cathedral. Was this an attempt, by a new 

generation of Wendat and Jesuit missionaries, to reassert Lorette’s place in international 

religious diplomacy, in reaction to the reorientation of trade and warfare towards Montreal and 
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the Great Lakes in the early eighteenth century? Did this belt address local issues at Jeune-

Lorette instead? 

This wampum belt was received at Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, a church in Saumur, 

France, at the beginning of 1717. The letter of reception, signed by the Oratorian priest Jean 

Mérindol, dated from February of that year, mentioned that the wampum belt was presented to 

the Virgin Mary on Purification day, February 2nd, 1717 (Lindsay 1900, 176-177).128 This indicates 

that the belt itself was most likely woven and sent out in the year 1716.  

Mérindol’s letter is one of the very few primary sources to mention this wampum belt. 

Compared to the earlier wampum belts that crossed the Atlantic, this eighteenth-century 

example was not as carefully documented. The material belt went missing, along with the 

letters sent alongside it. Furthermore, this wampum belt was never properly described: 

although the rest of the missing belts are known at least through the expressions spelled in 

white and purple beads, the 1716 belt to Saumur does not even have this textual existence. It is 

likely that some text was woven into it, like in the previous examples, but it is a difficult exercise 

to imagine what it could have looked like. This absence of direct textual and material evidence 

presents a significant challenge to examine the intentions and effects this wampum belt had on 

its intended audiences.  

Nevertheless, I will endeavor to present the rare available sources left to document this 

event of Wendat Christian wampum diplomacy. My goal in this section is to propose a few 

hypotheses to consider, relating to the reasons why the belt was sent out, why Notre-Dame des 

Ardilliers was chosen as a sanctuary, and where the belt might have gone afterwards. 

Healing and Weaving a Community Back Together 

An important piece of the 1716 Wendat wampum belt puzzle lies in the writings of the 

Jesuit missionary Pierre Potier, who learned the Wendat language at Lorette in the 1740s.129 His 

language teacher and mentor at the mission was the Jesuit Pierre-Daniel Richer, who came to 

Lorette in 1715 and became the superior of the mission in 1716, the year this wampum belt was 

made and sent to Saumur. Richer inherited the name Héchon, which had previously been 

carried by Brébeuf and Chaumonot, and was linked to profound knowledge of the Wendat 

language (Steckley 2014, 90). Potier recorded many miscellaneous anecdotes in his notes, 

adding the letter “R” when Richer was his source (Toupin and Lagarde 1996, 1: 66). One of these 

notes offers the most contextual information about the 1716 wampum belt available to date: 

Les sauv: de Lorette furent attaqués d’une maladie qui etoit une espece de 
possession.. faisoient des contorsions, grimpoient sur Les maisons & ils envoierent 
un Collier à N: D: de Saumur, après un vœu et La maladie cessa (R). (Toupin and 
Lagarde 1996, 1: 280). 

 
128 The original 1717 letter from Jean Mérindol is housed at the Huron-Wendat Museum, Wendake, QC. 
129 I owe my knowledge of this source to André Sanfaçon, who identified Potier’s note in his unpublished 
manuscript on Christian wampum belts, consulted with his family’s permission. 
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The Savages of Lorette were struck with an illness that was some sort of possession.. 
[they] were doing contortions, were climbing on top of the houses and they sent a 
Collar to Our Lady of Saumur, after a vow and the illness stopped (R). (Translation by 
Lise Puyo)  

 Potier’s note assigned a resolutely therapeutic function to the 1716 wampum belt sent 

to Saumur. Woven in response to a strange “maladie” or illness, the wampum belt gifted to the 

Virgin Mary in Saumur somehow cured the Wendat community at Lorette. Its effect was 

seemingly quick: the illness stopped after making the belt and sending it away, apparently 

treating the few symptoms that Potier had listed in his short note. 

What was the strange “illness” sketched in Potier’s writings? Three elements indicated 

unusual and apparently concerning behavior: Indigenous bodies were out of place, seemingly 

“possessed,” “doing contortions” and “climbing on top of the houses.” They were exhibiting 

symptoms that a then relatively inexperienced missionary like Richer in 1716 associated with 

demonic “possession.” Interestingly, all these years later, Richer did not seem to have a better 

word or explanation when he recounted this “sort of possession” to Potier.  

 The spectacular contortions and bodily disorder could evoke ergotism (also often called 

Saint Anthony’s fire), a disease that caused convulsions, hallucinations, and psychoses, which 

could explain the symptoms described in Potier’s note, but this seems unlikely.130 André 

Sanfaçon, in his unpublished manuscript on devotional wampum belts, suggested that these 

words described a crisis of generalized drunkenness at Lorette, as alcohol consumption had 

become a destructive force amongst Indigenous communities, but was generally banned from 

Christian missions. However, missionaries were well acquainted with the symptoms and effects 

of drunkenness. We have seen that not consuming alcohol was one of the requirements for 

keeping the lands at Lorette in 1673 (Thwaites 1900, 60: 89). A vow of temperance was well 

inside the realm of possibilities in the early eighteenth century, however, this was not how 

Richer described the crisis to Potier. 

 Another possibility would be to understand this note as describing social disorder, or 

behaviors that Richer could not understand at the beginning of his tenure at Lorette. When I 

shared this passage with Teharihulen Michel Savard at Wendake, he mentioned that these 

elements reminded him of rituals and dances performed by traditional medicinal societies.131 

 
130 Ergotism was also often accompanied with some kind of skin lesions or gangrene, which was not 
mentioned in Potier’s note. Furthermore, the disease results from consuming Claviceps purpurea, a 
parasitic mushroom that grows on cereals like rye and barley. This would entail that the Wendat at 
Lorette had substantially changed their subsistence patterns from Indigenous maize to European crops: 
the ergot fungus of maize, Claviceps gigantea, was apparently limited to high altitudes in Mexico (Braggs, 
Maust, and Panaccione 2017, 10703). European peasants and naturalists knew of the fungus and of the 
disease from the sixteenth century, and French doctors investigated and regularly published about 
ergotism starting from the 1670s (Poitou 1976). Richer might have been able to recognize and even name 
the disease, had he identified it at Lorette, but Potier’s note insists on an elusive nature of the “illness” 
that took over the village. 
131 Personal communication, 11 May 2018. 
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Indeed, the contortions, possessions, and climbing onto houses evoked other passages in the 

Jesuit Relations, where missionaries described Iroquoian rituals to European audiences.  

In the Jesuit Relation for 1655-1656, Claude Dablon and Joseph Chaumonot described 

the ceremony of Ononharoia at Onondaga. This winter ceremony, also performed by Wendat 

people before their migration to the Saint Lawrence River valley, consisted in a three-day 

celebration, which “began with people breaking into houses, where they proceeded to upset 

furniture, break pots, toss firebrands around” (Trigger 1987, 83). This festival aimed to cure 

social ills through communal guessing of dreams and the exchange of presents; it was targeted 

early on in the Jesuits’ Christianization attempts as they proposed alternatives to this traditional 

practice (Thwaites 1897, 15: 113-119; 23: 103-105; 30: 61-63). In the 1650s, Chaumonot and 

Dablon described a man and two women, wearing ceremonial costumes made of cornhusks and 

wolf skins, going through their longhouse singing and howling; “then, climbing to the roof, [the 

man] went through a thousand antics, with an outcry as if the day of destruction had come.” 

(Thwaites 1896, 42: 161). In the same description, the two Jesuits also mentioned seeing groups 

of people “perform dances with contortions of body that resemble those of men possessed” 

(Thwaites 1896, 42: 165). 

The phrases used to describe Ononharoia to a European audience in 1656 and to 

describe to the newcomer Pierre Potier what happened at Lorette in 1716, are remarkably close. 

“Climbing to the roof,” “contortions of body,” and “possession” seems to point to a common 

Jesuit experience to convey strange rituals to someone who has not seen them yet. It should not 

seem illogical that someone like Pierre-Daniel Richer, who would have read the Relations of 

Chaumonot and Dablon, his predecessors working at the Wendat missions, used these 

narratives to make sense of what happened in 1716, and to prepare Potier to what he could 

likely see in Detroit.  

As mentioned earlier, since their establishment at Lorette in 1673, Wendat Christians 

had seen significant population fluctuations, with people coming from and going to 

Haudenosaunee and Tionnontaté territories, where many Wendat families had relocated to 

after the 1640s (Lozier 2018, 182). Is it possible that newcomers to Jeune-Lorette, either from 

the Great Lakes region or from Haudenosaunee territories, performed traditional Iroquoian 

rituals at the Christian mission, where these rites had been suppressed for decades? Was the 

belt supposed to “cure” the Wendat Christian community of an unwanted revival of traditional 

practices?  

A look into a Jesuit dictionary from the early 1690s could also give some perspective into 

the vocabulary used in Potier’s note. Climbing on top of a longhouse was recorded in the 

manuscript: “est ce toi q as monté sur la cab. Isa sataθennen ,annonchia,e”132 (is it you who 

climbed on top of the longhouse?). The fact that this was phrased as a question could suggest 

that it was out of the ordinary, but its presence in the dictionary indicates that it did happen at 

the mission. This manuscript also features entries related to possession: “le diable s’est mis dans 

 
132 Archives du Séminaire de Québec, ms60, f°230r. The same phrase is recorded f°45r. 
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son corps. Oki hotientandi v. hotennontrah8indi”133 (the devil put himself in his body). This 

phrase follows the expression: “se mettre dans qq’un” (to put oneself in someone else), and the 

Wendat verb used there is the same as in this other entry: “tu es possédé du diable. Oki 

satênnontrah8indi,”134 (you are possessed by the devil). From the elements offered in the 

manuscript, it seems that this expression literally means: “a spirit (oki) placed itself inside your 

body.” However, the dictionary did not expand on the kinds of circumstances where this 

expression would be used.  

This dictionary also recorded the relevant vocabulary to describe several traditional 

practices, which can also suggest that they did take place at Lorette from time to time. The 

wendat word “endiâ8ich” is defined as: “Tortue avec quoi les jongleurs jouent pr amuser les 

maladies”135 (Turtle [shell rattle] that medicine men play to entertain illnesses). The dismissive 

tone suggests that the Jesuits did not like the practice, but its presence in this phrase book 

suggests that Jesuits expected to see such objects and practices. Two phrases also allude to 

ceremonies that the Jesuits apparently disliked, but still took place: “ils préferent le festin du 

démon. skona,entandik  nondèchonronnon iochien” (they prefer attending the demon’s 

feast).136 The word translated into demon is ondechonronnon: “one who lives inside the earth” 

(Steckley 1992, 487). The manuscripts does not elaborate on those ceremonial practices that 

were associated with demons and the devil in Jesuit perspectives. Their presence amongst the 

vocabulary needed to function at Lorette does suggest that such ceremonies persisted despite 

Jesuit disapproval. 

Another entry could also describe traditional ceremonies that persisted, despite Lorette 

being depicted as a strictly Christian community in the Relations. The word “,annon8aienda” is 

defined as:  

la foire des sauvages q. se fait la nuit… allant les uns chez les autres acheter en 
chantant ce qu’ils desirent137 

Savage fair that takes place at night… going to each other’s place to buy what they 
desire while singing. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This short entry seems to describe a commercial event, a “fair” where people “buy” items from 

one another. However, the nocturnal setting, the addition of songs and the mention of acquiring 

the objects of one’s desires, all seem to point to ritual and ceremonial elements that go beyond 

trade.138 Is “,annon8aienda” a watered-down version of Iroquoian Ononharoia, the dream-

guessing festival, where community members visit each other’s longhouse to make other people 

guess what they desire, and acquire it? This dictionary entry may seem innocuous, but could it 

 
133 Ibid., f°224r.  
134 Ibid.f°287r. 
135 Ibid., f°363r. 
136 Ibid., f°145r and f°290r. 
137 Ibid., f°153r. 
138 My gratitude to Muriel Clair, as it was our conversations around this manuscript that yielded such 
precious insights. 
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point to the permanence of traditional structures that other sources affirm had disappeared 

from Christian Wendat communities in the seventeenth century? 

 This overview complicates the image of a “converted” Wendat community at the turn of 

the eighteenth century. The presence of these phrases in this Jesuit dictionary made at Lorette 

in the early 1690s (Dionne 2020, 346-348) suggests that traditional feasts, medicinal practices, 

and festivals were still taking place in the periphery of the Jesuits’ field of vision, or 

reinterpreted in less threatening ways. In 1716, Richer had access to these documents and 

linguistic resources at Lorette, and yet what he told Pierre Potier decades later still described an 

important and scary “illness” at Lorette. If Iroquoian ceremonies still happened at Lorette from 

time to time, why would Richer experience them as such a threatening force in 1716?  

Having examined several possibilities to explain what the “illness” cured by the 1716 

Wendat wampum belt might have been, but I have not yet found any satisfactory answer yet. 

For another piece of the puzzle, it is necessary to examine the letter sent in response to the belt 

in 1717 from Saumur, France. 

Jean Mérindol’s 1717 Letter 

Jean Mérindol was the local superior of the French Oratory, a society of Catholic priests 

who were in charge of Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, an elegant church on the banks of the Loire 

River, in the outskirts of Saumur, France. In February 1717, he wrote back to the Wendat 

thanking them for their “Collar” or wampum belt. This text was published in Lindsay’s 

monograph on the history of Lorette (Lindsay 1900, 175-179). The original letter remains in the 

collections of the Huron-Wendat museum in Wendake, QC, after it was found in the Wendake 

chapel attic along with other manuscripts and church documents.139  

The 1717 letter is a sheet of 

parchment folded in half and written 

on all four sides. This is unusual in all 

the archives I have consulted for this 

project, which were almost entirely 

written on paper. Another exceptional 

feature is that the letter is illustrated 

with plant motifs such as flowers and 

trees, and other flourishes made in 

black, red, and gold ink (fig. 20). Most 

of the text was written in black ink, but 

some words (the names of 

ceremonies, festivals, and more-than-

human beings) were written in red and 

gold ink. This level of ornamentation is 

unique, and could signal the 

 
139 Marie-Paule Robitaille, personal communication, July 13th 2018. 

Figure 20: Jean Mérindol’s February 1717 letter to the Wendat of 
Jeune-Lorette. Inv. 2013.1.5, Huron-Wendat Museum, Wendake, 
Quebec. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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ceremonial care and attention the ecclesiastic brought to the interaction with the Wendat 

village. 

In the absence of the Wendat letter, Mérindol’s offers clues hinting at its content. The topics 

he chose to address could respond to specific items brought up in the Wendat letter, as we saw 

in the correspondence between Lorette and Chartres. The beginning of Mérindol’s letter 

described the ceremonies with which the wampum belt and its associated Wendat letter were 

received at Notre-Dame des Ardilliers: 

A nos tres chers frères En Jesus Christ Les hurons De Canada… 

Nous avons reçu avec vôtre Lettre nos chers frères, le beau Collier que vous avéz 
Envoyé icy pour ètre mis aupié de La très Sainte Vierge, en consequence du voeu que 
vous en aviez fait. Nous avons contribue avec plaisir de nôtre côté à L’accomplir en 
faisant brûler une flame devant son image tout Le long du jour de la Purification, ou 
nous offrîmes a vôtre Intention Le Saint Sacrifice de la Messe nous ferons la meme 
ceremonie a la premiere Fête que nous Celebrerons De La Sainte Vierge140 (Lindsay 
1900, 177) 

To our very dear brothers in Jesus Christ The Hurons of Canada… 

We have received with your letter our dear brothers, the beautiful Collar that you 
have sent here to be placed at the feet of the Most Blessed Virgin, following your 
vow to have this done. We contributed with pleasure on our end to accomplish it by 
lighting a flame before her image throughout the day of the Purification, when we 
performed the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass for you [;] we will have the same ceremony 
on the first holiday that we will celebrate for the Blessed Virgin (Translation by Lise 
Puyo) 

 Father Mérindol addressed his Wendat interlocutors as “brothers in Jesus Christ” and 

his “dear brothers.” The use of such kinship terms is not out of the ordinary in Catholic 

correspondence as seen in other cases examined in this chapter. The modifier “in Jesus Christ” 

marked the metaphorical and religious realm in which this bond could exist and be performed. 

The use of this terminology, however, could hint at the vocabulary used in the Wendat letter: 

did Wendat diplomats call the Oratorians of Notre-Dame des Ardilliers “brothers”? Did their 

wampum belt aim to establish this relationship? Did it refer to the Virgin Mary as a shared 

mother, like in 1654 and 1678? 

 Mérindol also evoked the ceremonial treatment the Oratorians gave the wampum belt. 

Following Wendat wishes, the priests laid the belt at the feet of the Virgin Mary in the Ardilliers 

church. This offering took place on the feast of the Purification of the Virgin, also called the 

Presentation of Jesus in the Temple, celebrated on February 2nd, forty days after Christmas (Luke 

2:22-33).  

Mérindol further expanded on the reception of the wampum belt in Saumur, stressing 

how exceptional and valuable this gift was to the local community: 

 
140 Jean Mérindol to the Wendat of Lorette, February 1717, Huron-Wendat Museum. 
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Vous ne scaurez croire nos Chers freres Combien ce Collier a parû magnifique, Et 
Precieux en ce paÿs, et combien il a été Estimé au deça du grand Lac, ce qui 
augmente de beaucoup le cas que nous en faisons. C’est le motif qui Vous la fait 
envoyer, la devotion Enver la Mere de Dieu, la Reyne des Anges Et des hommes141 
(Lindsay 1900, 177) 

You would not believe dear brothers how magnificent and precious this Collar 
appeared in this country, and how esteemed it was beyond the great lake, which 
greatly increases the importance we give it. It is [due to] the intention that made you 
send it, the devotion towards the Mother of God, the Queen of Angels and men 
(Translation by Lise Puyo) 

Mérindol used hyperbolic adjectives underlining the economic cost of such a gift. The term 

“magnificent” (“magnifique”) qualified an action or object that had cost a lot, a sumptuous and 

expensive thing made to impress (Furetière 1690). Added to the adjective “precious” 

(“précieux”), also qualifying things of great value, the term could suggest that wampum had 

been explained and contextualized in that way in the written documents that accompanied the 

belt.  

Interestingly, Mérindol used the same vocabulary as he would, had he received valuable 

materials from a European standpoint: he did not use the “curiosity” lexicon that would have 

exoticized wampum as a non-European object. Instead, he used exotic locutions such as 

“beyond the great lake” to mean the Atlantic Ocean or “black robes” to mean the Jesuits. He 

perhaps borrowed these phrases from the Wendat letter he received with the wampum belt. 

This draws attention to the fact that Mérindol was aware he was addressing people who had a 

different culture: he repeated the appropriate expressions to facilitate communication between 

them. Despite the fact that his tone could be construed as paternalistic throughout the letter, it 

seems noteworthy that he participated in the linguistic play that would make him sound like a 

cross-cultural diplomat. This stylistic choice echoes the care and ceremony he put in the 

material aspect of his letter, choosing parchment rather than paper, using three types of ink 

including gold, and adding illustrations. 

 Mérindol then pivoted to the religious reason why the wampum belt was so valuable: 

the intention (“motif”) that motivated the making of the belt, which Mérindol referenced as 

feelings of devotion towards the Virgin Mary. Her title in Mérindol’s letter also echoes the ways 

she was described in previous Wendat speeches: “Mother of God, Queen of the Angels and 

men.” The title of queen highlighted Mary’s authority over the sky world (Angels being 

understood as spirits in the Sky) and of humans on Earth, as the Wendat had articulated in their 

1673 speech to Loreto.  

From this point forward, Mérindol’s letter took on the register of a religious sermon, 

with a series of advice for the Wendat to make their devotion to Mary “equally solid and useful” 

to them. This sermon mentioned specific issues that could suggest Mérindol was responding to 

elements mentioned in the written documents that accompanied the wampum belt. From 

 
141 Idem. 
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general advice to imitate Christ and the Virgin Mary and to obey the Jesuits, Mérindol 

transitioned to the specific issue of discouraging the Wendat to move to Indigenous territories: 

Il faut nos Chrs. freres ne rien faire qui puiße déplaire a Jesus Ch. Son Divin fils, 
comme Elle na vêcu sur la terre que pour se rendre de plus en plus agreable a Luy, en 
accomplissant toutes ses Saintes Volontés, et en imitant toutes ses Divines Vertus, 
vous devés aussi la prendre en cela pour vôtre modelé écouter et suivre les bons 
Conseils des robbes Noires, Eviter les compagnies de ceux qui voudroient Vous en 
empêcher, Et sur tout n’aller point dans les terres de vos Frères qui sont retombez 
dans L’apostasie, Et dans L’Infidelité…142 (Lindsay 1900, 177) 

Dear brothers do nothing to displease Jesus Christ Her Divine son, as she only lived 
on Earth to make herself more and more pleasant to Him, by accomplishing all of his 
Holy Will, and by imitating all of his divine virtues, you also have to take her as a 
model for you, listen to and follow the good advice of the black Robes, avoid the 
company of those who would want to prevent you from doing so, and above all do 
not go to the land of your Brothers who have fallen back into apostasy and into 
infidelity (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 The last piece of advice on this list, stressed by the adverb “surtout” (“above all”) is a 

remarkably specific reference. While “avoid bad company” was a rather standard requirement 

to remain in the rigorous practice of Catholicism that was rewarded at Jesuit missions, Mérindol 

showed that he had more information by referencing the “Brothers who have fallen back into 

apostasy and into infidelity.” “Apostasy” designates the public renunciation of one’s religion, 

and “infidelity” refers to the belief in “false religions,” particularly non-Christian beliefs 

(Furetière 1690). This very specific reference suggests that the written materials accompanying 

the belt mentioned that there was a temptation in the Wendat community to leave and join kin 

members that were not or no longer Catholic.  

This external pull was referenced several times in the Jesuit Relations regarding the 

community at Lorette, as we previously discussed in 1680 with the reception of Chartres’ 

reliquary. In 1683, the superior of the Jesuit missions Thierry Beschefer made another reference 

to the fact the Wendat Christians had received seductive offers to leave Lorette: “it has been 

found impossible to induce them to leave there whatever advantages may have been promised 

Them elsewhere” (Thwaites 1896, 62: 257). Meanwhile, the Jesuit missionary in charge of 

Kahnawake noted that “the Lorette mission, where father Chaumonot is, steadily diminishes” 

(Thwaites 1896, 62: 169), suggesting that outside of core Christian practitioners, community 

members at Lorette did respond to these calls to leave.  

In 1710, Louis Davaugour, one of the Jesuit missionaries in charge of Lorette, sent a 

letter highlighting the piety of Wendat Christians and their resistance to traditional practices 

such as torturing and executing captives (Thwaites 1896, 66: 169). Despite a very optimistic 

portrayal of the mission, Davaugour referenced pressures that pulled the Wendat away from 

Lorette:  

 
142 Idem. 
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nothing else than religion retains the savages in their fidelity to the French; that 
being lost they will flock to the neighboring heretics, from whom they make a much 
greater profit than from the French, and much more easily dispose of their goods. 
The motive of eternal salvation is the only one to prevent them from dealing with 
those with whom, they know, there is no hope in that direction. (Thwaites 1896, 66: 
173). 

Here, the term “heretics” could refer to the Protestant neighbors of the French, with increased 

tensions between English and French colonies in the Northeast in the early eighteenth century. 

Davaugour’s description nonetheless speaks to the Christian Wendat’s relentless commitment 

to keeping their village in the same region, despite potential economic benefits elsewhere.  

In his response to the 1716 wampum belt, Mérindol urged the Wendat to resist joining 

their relatives in apostate and infidel territories, echoing the recurring Jesuit comments 

regarding the temptation to leave. Mérindol advised the Wendat to maintain a Christian lifestyle 

to achieve reunification with their kin in the afterlife, rather than this life: “so that…you could 

one day be all reunited by the infinite merits of Jesus Christ in glory” (Lindsay 1900, 178, 

translation by Lise Puyo).  

In 1716, there could have been another instance of a demographic pull away from 

Lorette that manifested in the performance of traditional ceremonies described in Potier’s note. 

While the 1710s are poorly documented in the history of the Wendat in Lorette, many 

important transitions seem to have taken place then, when the Wendat envisaged relocating 

the village following traditional practices (Beaulieu, Béreau, and Tanguay 2013, 143-144). In 

1716, the Wendat had spent nineteen years at Jeune-Lorette, and the productivity of their fields 

was decreasing (Charlevoix 1744, 3: 84).  

Yet, the Jesuits could no longer obtain lands from the colonial administration to house 

the Wendat, and could not condone their independence either, which might have prompted 

them to encourage the Wendat to take deeper roots at Jeune-Lorette (Beaulieu, Béreau, and 

Tanguay 2013, 145). At some point between 1711 and 1721, the Wendat of Lorette transitioned 

from living in their traditional longhouses to living in European-style houses (Thwaites 1900, 66: 

205; Charlevoix 1744, 3:83). This could have signaled a new type of commitment to the land and 

its Christian material markers, and a significant departure from traditional subsistence patterns 

that had further impacts on family structures (Beaulieu, Béreau, and Tanguay 2013, 94-96). 

Mérindol’s advice to avoid going to the territories of non-Christian kin could therefore 

suggest that the wampum belt made in 1716 aimed to materialize this resolve and commitment 

to staying at Lorette. In the face of the maladie or illness described in Potier’s note, and in the 

face of what Mérindol called malheur or distress, the Wendat community used a powerful 

tradition of their own to reach a communal resolution. Materializing this commitment in 

wampum and in front of the Virgin Mary, the community at Jeune-Lorette could have reiterated 

notions of cultural stability that were anchored in the spatially specific tradition of Catholic 

wampum diplomacy. The 1716 wampum belt could have reiterated that Mary was a Wendat 

ancestor and therefore anchor to the land, at a time when crucial decisions were debated over 
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the future of the community. In response to the behaviors that missionaries interpreted as 

demonic possessions, the Christian Wendat who wanted to remain at Lorette showed that they 

had strong spiritual traditions that made sense for their community, where wampum remained 

as a material substance to carry words and negotiate relations, including with the Virgin Mary. 

Sixty-two years after the first transatlantic wampum belt to Mary, this belt could signal a sense 

of continuity and specificity that wove the Wendat Christian community more tightly together. 

Storied Landscapes: Selecting Notre-Dame des Ardilliers 

If this wampum belt aimed to solve an internal conflict at the Wendat community of 

Jeune-Lorette where different uptakes of “tradition” faced one another, why send it to Saumur, 

France? Why send the materialization of a public commitment away to a foreign land? Who was 

the Virgin Mary worshipped at Saumur, and why was this Oratorian church selected to receive 

this gift? 

In the absence of the 1716 wampum belt and its associated written materials, these 

questions are difficult to answer. In their previous diplomacy with European sanctuaries, 

Wendat Christians had shown their knowledge of the traditions and stories linked with the 

sanctuaries their were sending their wampum belts to. The Wendat letters to the Gentlemen of 

the congregation of Notre-Dame, to the Holy House of Loreto, and to Chartres cathedral all 

contained pointed references to the specific identity of their interlocutors. In the case of Notre-

Dame des Ardilliers in Saumur, three factors could have played a role in selecting this church: 

the personal experience of Jesuit missionaries at Jeune-Lorette, the story of this sanctuary, and 

the political ties of this particular church. 

 Surprisingly, there does not appear to be an obvious Jesuit connection at the core of this 

exchange. The church of Notre-Dame des Ardilliers was managed by the French Oratory, a 

society of Catholic priests created in the 1610s that mostly focused on teaching (Krumenacker, 

Pellegrin, and Quantin 2013). Unlike the Jesuits and the Sulpicians, the Oratorians did not have a 

missionary presence in North America, and this makes their involvement in wampum diplomacy 

rather unique. However, the three Jesuit missionaries at Jeune-Lorette in 1716 could have had 

personal ties to the sanctuary.143  

Much like Notre-Dame de Foy, the Holy House of Loreto, and Chartres cathedral, Notre-

Dame des Ardilliers was a prominent pilgrimage site throughout the seventeenth century 

(Viguerie 1986; Maès 2003). Situated on the Loire River, the church attracted pilgrims from all 

over France, especially from the Loire Valley and the Poitou regions (Maès 2003, 324).  

Louis Davaugour, who was the superior of Jeune-Lorette until 1716, was born in Nantes, 

a city on the Loire Valley, about 150 kilometers (about ninety-three miles) from Saumur 

(Mélançon 1929, 9). Pierre-Daniel Richer, who became the superior of Jeune-Lorette in 1716, 

was born in Angers, another city in the Loire Valley located even closer to the sanctuary, about 

forty-two kilometers (about twenty-six miles) from Saumur (Mélançon 1929, 66). Pierre de 

 
143 André Sanfaçon was the first to point out these potential biographical ties to the Ardilliers church, in 
his unpublished manuscript on Christian wampum belts, consulted with his family’s permission.  
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Lauzon, his assistant in 1716, was born in Poitiers (Mélançon 1929, 46), a city that paid a yearly 

pilgrimage to Notre-Dame des Ardilliers after the Virgin cured the city from an epidemic in 1613 

(Grandet 1884 [1705], 384; Maès 2003, 247-248).  

All the missionaries active at Jeune-Lorette in 1716 were therefore likely to have known 

the sanctuary, its history, and its potential to cure illnesses experienced by a social group like a 

village or a city. This situational knowledge likely played an important role in describing Notre-

Dame des Ardilliers as a site worthy of receiving a sumptuous donation to cure the “illness” that 

was plaguing Jeune-Lorette.  

What were these stories and why were they potentially compelling to Wendat 

Christians? A small statuette is at the core of the devotion to Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, a 

representation of the Virgin holding the body of Jesus Christ after his crucifixion. This detail 

presents a remarkable contrast with the type of representations of the Virgin to whom the 

Wendat had previously sent wampum belts. The Virgins of Foy, Loreto, and Chartres were all 

holding baby Jesus; the Virgin of Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, instead, is holding Jesus’ adult, dead 

body.  

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, narratives about Notre-Dame des 

Ardilliers recounted the discovery of the miraculous statuette in a field located on the banks of 

the Loire River in 1454 (Grandet 1884 [1705], 377-378). 144 The worker who found it repeatedly 

brought it home, but he repeatedly found again in the ground the next day. This was recognized 

a miracle, and a popular devotion coalesced around the statuette. It started to perform 

miraculous healings and other miraculous returns to its place of origin (Grandet 1884 [1705], 

378-380). 

According to the legendary narratives attached to the sanctuary, the statuette did not 

miraculously appear in the mud in the first place: a monk named Absalon was credited for 

having left the statuette behind, in the 900s. At the beginning of the tenth century, according to 

these stories, Scandinavian peoples raided the monastery of Saint-Florent, near Saumur. The 

monks fled the premises, carrying with them the bones of Saint Florent who was their patron. 

They sought refuge in the eastern region of Burgundy, and were taken in at the abbey of 

Tournus. Years later, the monks of Tournus refused to give back the bones of Saint Florent to 

Absalon, the sole remaining monk of Saint-Florent abbey. He stole the bones and returned to 

Saumur, where he stayed in a cave along the Loire River, waiting for the construction of a new 

monastery for the bones of Saint Florent. When Absalon finally moved into the new building, he 

left behind the statuette that was later found in the ground and performed miracles (Grandet 

1884 [1705], 375-377; Maès 2003, 55-56). 

 
144 See also the narrative recounting a similar version placed at the beginning of a seventeenth-century 
manuscript, “Inventaire General des Biens et Revenus de La maison De nostre Dame des Ardilliers Pres 
Saumur,” 96H6, Archives Départementales de Maine-et-Loire, Angers, France. For an overview of 
seventeenth and eighteenth century sources on the origins of the statuette, see Viguerie 1986, 233-235; 
Maès 2003, 56n25. I chose to rely primarily on Joseph Grandet’s 1705 version, as it was the source closest 
to the 1716 event. 
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Anchorage to one particular place is a recurring theme in these stories. Absalon 

returned to Saumur with the bones of Saint Florent, and the statuette miraculously returned to 

its location when it was taken by the original worker, and later by unscrupulous actors (Grandet 

1884 [1705], 379). The attachment to bones, especially, strikes an interesting echo with the 

1680 speech describing Chartres’ reliquary, where bones acted as strong ropes that would tie 

Wendat people to the land of Lorette. There could be a connection between these stories and 

the possible debates at the Wendat mission over following kin relations to non-Christian lands, 

or to remain at Jeune-Lorette. Out of the myriad of pilgrimage sites available to receive a 

wampum belt, perhaps the stories that were associated to Notre-Dame des Ardilliers served as a 

factor in the sanctuary’s election for wampum diplomacy.  

In the absence of the Wendat letter, this aspect is difficult to prove, but another, more 

political aspect linked to the sanctuary’s history might have played an additional role in the 

Wendat’s selection. Notre-Dame des Ardilliers was a site of royal pilgrimage, and its history was 

tightly woven with the French royal family and powerful state figures. The Queen of France 

Louise of Lorraine sent a silver statue there in the sixteenth century, and a long list of female 

members of France’s royal family sent valuable gifts to this church (Grandet 1884 [1705], 389-

390). The building was itself shaped by the donations and patronage of men close to the throne. 

In 1634, Cardinal Richelieu, chief minister to Louis XIII, funded the construction of the Virgin’s 

chapel, where the miraculous statuette was later displayed (Grandet 1884 [1705], 380). An 

important advisor to the King also funded the second chapel in 1651 (Grandet 1884 [1705], 

381). These public displays of devotion likely served as ways to cater favor with the King: Louis 

XIII made his first pilgrimage to Notre-Dame des Ardilliers in 1614, renewed in 1621, when his 

younger sister had her first communion there (Maès 2003, 279-280). In 1646, Louis XIV’s 

mother, Anne of Austria, gifted a golden heart to the sanctuary on his behalf (Maès 2003, 288-

289).  

Although these personal practices of royal devotion declined during the second half of 

the seventeenth century (Maès 2003, 386-389), Notre-Dame des Ardilliers maintained a 

particular prestige that was still recorded in the early eighteenth century (Grandet 1884 

[1705]).145 The sanctuary maintained the public articulation of the alliance between the Virgin 

Mary, the royal family, and France (Maès 2003, 415). By sending a wampum belt there, perhaps 

the Wendat community wanted their gift to join royal donations, with the intent of creating 

more proximity with the Virgin and the King, at a time when young Louis XV was still grieving for 

his grandfather the King, much like the Virgin holding the body of Christ. However, the absence 

of any reference to condolence rituals in Mérindol’s letter only makes this connection between 

the church and the Crown another theory to better understand why Notre-Dame des Ardilliers 

was selected amongst many other options. 

 
145 See also the 1722 manuscript “Description de la Ville et Election de Saumur,” p.4. Ms. Fr. 11870, 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. 
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Saumur’s Counter-Gifts 

 Mérindol described in his ornate letter to the Wendat the kinds of regard that their 

wampum belt received in Saumur. According to a provision that apparently was in the Wendat 

letter, the belt was “laid down at the feet of the Virgin,” likely in front of the miraculous statue, 

on the day of Purification. The wampum belt then took part of the celebrations for that day, as 

Mérindol added that the priests contributed candles and illuminations that often accompany the 

rituals of Candlemas taking place on February 2nd. Increased candlelight might have contributed 

to enhance the shiny properties of shell wampum beads, placing the object in a spectacular 

setting.  

 In response to this gift, Mérindol wrote that his church sent the Wendat a copy of the 

miraculous statuette worshipped at Notre-Dame des Ardilliers: 

Vous Recevrés avec cette Lettre un petit present de nôtre part, une Copie de L’image 
de La Sainte Vierge Que nous honorons icy, Et que vous conserverez dans Vôtre 
Chappelle en la voyant vous vous souviendrez de la puissante protection quelle vous 
a accordée autemps de vôtre malheur, et de la promesse que vous Luy avez faite de 
la servir fidellement146 (Lindsay 1900, 178). 

You will receive with this Letter a small present from us, a Copy of the image of the 
Blessed Virgin That we worship here, And that you will keep in Your Chapel by seeing 
it you will remember the powerful protection she granted you during your distress, 
and the promise you made to serve her faithfully (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This counter-gift was explicitly described as the material reminder of the events that compelled 

the Wendat to make the wampum belt in the first place. This phrasing suggests that the crisis 

had already been resolved by the time Mérindol received the Wendat gift, as the protection he 

mentioned was set in the past.  

Previous events of transatlantic wampum diplomacy showed that Wendat diplomats 

often addressed the staff at local sanctuaries as diplomatic partners in addition to the Virgin. In 

this case, Mérindol’s ritual help might evoke the 1654 letter asking the Gentlemen in Paris to 

repeat what the Wendat wanted to say to the Virgin Mary. Here, Mérindol’s response cast the 

Oratorians as mere mediators in a relationship that concerned the Wendat and the Virgin Mary, 

and perhaps the Wendat and their Jesuit missionaries. On his way to exhort the Wendat not to 

follow their non-Christian kin, Mérindol wrote: “you have to follow her [the Virgin Mary] as your 

model[,] listen to and follow the good advice of the black robes.”  

Material gifts from Notre-Dame des Ardilliers further accentuated the Jesuits’ mediating 

position, as Mérindol wrote: 

nous avons joint quelques chapelets, et quelques Medailles, que la robbe noire 
distribüera a ceux Ceux qui se distingueront d’Entre Vous par leur piété par leur 
temperance, par leur éloignemnt. des mauvaises Compagnies, en un mot par la 
pratique de touttes les Vertus Chrétiennes. Tous ces petits presents de devotion tant 

 
146 Jean Mérindol to the Wendat of Lorette, February 1717, Huron-Wendat Museum. 
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le Tableau que les autres, ont touché A L’image De La Sainte Vierge Vous ferez fort 
bien de porter des derniers sur vous.147 (Lidsay 1900, 178) 

we added some rosaries and some medals, which the black robe will distribute to 
those among you who will distinguish themselves by their piety and temperance, by 
their removal from bad company, in sum by practicing all the Christian virtues. All of 
these small devotional presents including the image and the others have touched the 
image of the Blessed Virgin[.] You will do well to wear these on you person. 
(Translation by Lise Puyo) 

When he sent powerful objects, contaminated with the miraculous efficacy of the Virgin 

statuette, Mérindol entrusted Jesuit missionaries to control access to these desirable 

substances. If the wampum belt aimed to re-center Wendat Christians around their own 

practices and traditions, in contrast to those at Jeune-Lorette who were “climbing onto houses” 

and acting as though they were “possessed,” the response from Notre-Dame des Ardilliers made 

clear that the Wendat Christian lifestyle needed the Jesuits to access the material benefits of 

transatlantic wampum diplomacy.  

The Way Things get Lost 

 From Mérindol’s letter, one might expect the 1717 arrival of the Wendat wampum belt 

in Saumur to have been a noteworthy public event. Unfortunately, I could not find any 

contemporaneous description of the belt’s reception. Jean Mérindol travelled to Paris in 

September 1717 to participate in the Oratorians’ general assembly, but the annals of these 

meetings did not record any discussion of the noteworthy events that happened that year in 

Oratorian houses and sanctuaries.148 In 1722, an anonymous writer provided a description of the 

city and region of Saumur. They penned a description of Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, mentioning 

that offerings to the Virgin came from “the farthest countries.”149 The Wendat wampum belt 

would fit this category, but the author did not elaborate any further. 

 In November 1789, the French Revolution and its National Assembly declared that the 

Church’s possessions in France would belong to the Nation, and issued the order to inventory all 

of those assets, including real estate and moveable objects (Bodinier and Teyssier 2000, 26-32). 

Notre-Dame des Ardilliers was therefore inventoried, and the inventory was updated on July 

27th 1790. Nested between lists of paintings, chairs, and silverware was an immensely valuable 

piece of information: 

 
147 Idem. 
148 “Actes de la vingt-neuvième assemblée générale de la Congrégation de l’Oratoire…Septembre 1717,” 
Archives de l’Oratoire, Paris. 
149 Original French: “La Devotion que les fidelles ont pour la Vierge rend la ditte Eglise recommendable 
dans toute l’Europe et les pays les plus Eloignez, d’où l’on y raporte des offrandes.” “Description de la 
Ville et Election de Saumur,” p.4. Ms. Fr. 11870, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. 
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Deux Reliquaires, une croix de bois, peinte en rouge, un colier des hurons, un 
chapelet de fruits, et quelques autres petites pièces de peu de valeur.150 

Two reliquaries, one wooden cross painted red, a huron collar, a fruit rosary, and a 
few other pieces of little value. (Translated by Lise Puyo). 

There the Wendat wampum belt still was, seventy-three years after its reception in early 1717, 

finally seen and noted by someone in a document that has survived to this day. Those eyes 

belonged the Oratorian Superior who had embraced the Revolution, voluntarily supplied the 

church’s silver objects in 1789, and who was providing a more detailed list of everything the 

Oratorians owned, from books to towels and gardening tools.  

The inventory placed the belt inside the sacristy, a room that was not accessible to the 

public, but rather reserved to the church’s staff. Located behind the main altar, this room was 

also different from the treasury, situated in a different building, behind the church. The Wendat 

belt was thus kept in proximity to the statuette of the Virgin, but away from public view, and 

separate from the most valuable donations to the sanctuary. Did the Oratorians move the 

Wendat wampum belt to the sacristy right after its display in front of the Virgin on February 2nd 

1717? This would explain why it was so difficult to find mentions of it in contemporaneous 

sources.  

Unfortunately, the 1790 inventory did not describe the 1716 wampum belt in further 

detail. The fact that the Superior was able to identify the wampum belt as a “huron collar” 

shows a remarkable precision, which similar inventories from the French Revolution usually 

lacked, especially when they listed non-European objects (Feest 1995 and 2007; Hamy 1899, 

325-327, 383). There are two obvious possibilities that might explain such specificity. The first 

would be that the Wendat letter and its French translation were still associated to the wampum 

belt at this time, and that the memory of this gift had been passed down through generations of 

Oratorian priests at Notre-Dame des Ardilliers. The second possibility, which does not exclude 

the first one, is that the name of the Wendat was woven into the belt, similarly to the Wendat 

belt at Chartres. Samuel Douglas Smith Huyghue’s drawing documenting the wampum belts that 

were inside the chapel at Lorette in 1846 also point to this being a common design choice: the 

four belts he drew all bore Latin words, and all of them mentioned the nation who had donated 

them (reproduced in Lainey 2022, 110). The two Wendat belts on this drawing used the 

abbreviation “HVR,” evoking the word “HVRONUM” spelled in wampum beads on the 1678 

Chartres belt. 

What happened to the Wendat belt after 1790? In October 1792, municipal agents 

visited Notre-Dame des Ardilliers to check the contents of the church against the 1790 

inventory, and noted that all of the items listed in the sacristy were still there.151 In 1794, most 

 
150 “Inventaire du Mobilier de la Maison de l’oratoire de Nostre Dame des Ardilliers a Saumur, 27 juillet 
1790,” 1 Q 723, Archives Départementales de Maine-et-Loire, Angers. 
151 10 October 1792, 1 Q 723, Archives Départementales de Maine-et-Loire, Angers. 
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of the valuable objects were carried out of the church to be sold or disposed of.152 However, I 

did not locate the Wendat wampum belt in the otherwise fairly detailed accounts of these 

transfers.153 In the following years, Notre-Dame des Ardilliers was repurposed as a storage 

facility for ammunition.  

In 1796, the Daughters of Jeanne Delanoue (a different religious order), moved into the 

Oratorians’ quarters to set up a hospital (Viguerie 1986, 65). The church was reopened to the 

public in 1799, apparently without any of the objects that made its past splendor; even its 

miraculous statuette had been scarred by Revolutionary attempts to destroy it (Viguerie 1986, 

64, 66). In January 1837, the Daughters of Jeanne Delanoue provided a very detailed inventory 

of all of their belongings, including the contents of their church and sacristy, without any 

mention of the Wendat wampum belt.154  

The wampum belt therefore left the church sometime between 1792 and 1837, likely in 

the 1790s. When Lionel Lindsay reached out to the priest at Notre-Dame des Ardilliers at the 

turn of the twentieth century, he learned that all traces of the Wendat gift had disappeared 

from the church and its archives (Lindsay 1900, 178-179). When I travelled to do this archival 

research in 2018 and 2019, most of the relevant archives were located in Angers and Paris 

rather than Saumur; the Daughters of Jeanne Delanoue held ancient documents related to the 

Ardilliers, but none of those that I consulted were related to Marian devotion or gifts to the 

sanctuary. 

A Wendat Christian Wampum Belt with a Story but no Material Form; a Wendat 
Christian Wampum Belt with a Material Form but no Story 

One puzzling coincidence kept intriguing me throughout this research. On the one hand, 

the 1716 wampum belt was never described. The majority of the belts discussed in this chapter 

are lost, but there are traces of what they said, either through a description of the words they 

spelled in white and purple beads, and/or through copies of the speeches that accompanied 

them. In this case, the 1716 wampum belt is now doubly mute, and this lack of description 

makes it difficult to even imagine it. Based on all the elements examined here, one could 

imagine this belt as bearing Latin words; likely some mention of the Virgin Mary; and perhaps it 

was bearing the Wendat name, according to the potential clue in the 1790 inventory. On the 

 
152 Etienne Bouhier, the guardian of Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, sent a letter to the administrators of the 
district of Saumur, dated 29 Fructidor An 2 (15 September 1794), stating that everything valuable had 
been carried out of the church, and that only ordinary objects remained: “Maintenant que tout ce qu’il y 
avoit de précieux en or, argent, métaux, linges et autres choses, a été transporté, soit au District soit à la 
Municipalité, et qu’il n’existe plus dans cette maison que des choses très communes…” 1 Q 1592, Archives 
Départementales de Maine-et-Loire, Angers. 
153 The transfers of objects made of precious metals were well documented; see for example 1 Q 740 and 
1 Q 741, Archives Départementales de Maine-et-Loire, Angers. Other registers list municipal sales of 
numerous textiles and furniture pieces acquired in the 1790s from churches and noble estates. However, I 
did not find any record of any item resembling a wampum belt in those sales. 
154 “Inventaire du Linge, vêture et mobilier de l’Hospice de la Providence, au 16 janvier 1837,” 3Q2, 
Archives Municipales de Saumur. 
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other hand, one wampum belt in French collections obviously was a Wendat wampum belt 

gifted to the Virgin Mary, but its inscription was never mentioned in any records I could find. 

This could be a wampum belt that was woven for the Virgin at a Wendat village in New France, 

and discreetly brought over by a missionary, or by another individual. It could have been a 

different belt sent on purpose, but never mentioned in the sources that have reached us. And 

yet, this coincidence kept coming back to me: one wampum belt has a story but no material 

shape, while the other has a material shape but no story. Here, I want to explore the hypothesis 

that these two wampum belts may be one and the same. 

This undocumented wampum belt is now at the Quai Branly-Jacques Chirac Museum in 

Paris, and it spells the following Latin words: “VIRGINI. IMMAC. HVR. D. D.” (inv. 71.1878.32.155; 

fig. 21). This wampum belt is seventy-seven centimeters long (two feet and six inches), with 

twelve rows of beads. Missing beads show that the belt was woven with two strands of plant 

fiber thread crossed inside each bead. White beads display the diagonal groove of the center 

column of the whelk, and purple beads are made of quahog shells. The beads in this belt are of 

irregular shapes and sizes, some bearing the traces of red pigment. This suggests that the beads 

were sourced from different batches and perhaps recycled from previous wampum 

assemblages, which overlaps with the documented Wendat practice of collecting wampum 

beads from different community members to weave these wampum belts to the Virgin Mary. 

The “Virgini Immac.” wampum belt shows evidence of damage and multiple repairs. 

One row of purple beads follows the horizontal edges, but missing areas make it difficult to 

know whether they once formed a rectangle (serving as a frame while echoing conventional 

representations of a village), or if they were simply two lines (evoking the imagery and 

symbolism of the Two Row wampum belt, two parallel lines going side by side, see Muller 2007). 

Red pigments on a significant number of beads concentrates on the surfaces that are in contact 

with these leather strands, which could indicate that the warp was colored red. This coloring 

agent likely degraded the leather over time, as it is now quite dry and brittle, and ruptured in 

several places. Warp strands were cut at each end of the belt, although these strands usually 

extend past the beads in wampum weaving. In one area, undamaged leather strands were 

placed and haphazardly maintained with a red thread that was considerably thinner than the 

plant fiber used as weft throughout the belt (fig.5). This repair seems to have made by someone 

who lacked the weaving skills to produce a wampum belt. A photo from 1897 shows that this 

area was already damaged and suggests an even larger knot was applied to this area at the time 

(Hamy 1897, reproduced in Nùñez-Regueiro and Stolle 2022, 82). Further damage occurred 

Figure 21: Unprovenanced Wendat Christian wampum belt at the Quai Branly-Jacques Chirac Museum in Paris. 
Notice the only letter rendered with two rows of bead is the initial of “HVR,” the abbreviation for “Huron.” Inv. 
71.1878.32.155. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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between this photo and the current state of the belt, suggesting that the red-thread repair was 

done while it was in museum custody, sometimes in the twentieth century. The damage 

documented on the late nineteenth-century photograph suggests that this belt went through 

somewhat rougher handling than other belts in the same museum collection, most of which are 

in remarkable shape. 

The Latin words on this wampum belt: “VIRGINI. IMMAC. HVR. D. D.” clearly identify its 

Wendat origin. The last two letters likely stand for “Dono Dederunt” (Hamy 1897, 2), “Dedicavit” 

or “Dedicarum,” a conjugated form of the verb “Dedicare,” meaning to consecrate to a divinity. 

The abbreviation “Immac.” likely stands for “Immaculata,” the honorific title referencing the 

Catholic doctrine of the Immaculate Conception of Mary, which declares that the Virgin Mary 

was conceived without the original sin, and that she never sinned during her lifetime. This 

concept was debated throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance in Europe, but adopted in 

French courts in the fifteenth century (Lamy 1997; Fournié and Lepape 2012). It was a popular 

devotion in the seventeenth century, including in New France (Clair 2008b, 124, 267; Thwaites 

1897, 11:67; 15:226). In 1708, Pope Clement XI established the Feast of the Immaculate 

Conception as an official feast celebrated on December 8th, signaling a certain dynamic in favor 

of the doctrine in the early eighteenth century, but it was not established as a Roman Catholic 

dogma until 1854. The inscription on the belt could therefore be translated as “Gift from the 

Wendat to the Immaculate Virgin.”  

Mérindol did not reference the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, nor did he 

mention Jesus or Mary being conceived without sin, which could weaken the link between the 

1716 and the “Virgini Immac.” wampum belts. However, he did use the Virgin as an example of 

purity and abstinence, especially against disorderly consumption: 

La sainte Vierge n’a jamais commis aucun excès dans le boire ny dans le manger : il 
serait donc bien indigne de vous, nos chers frères, que vous usassiez de liqueurs et 
de boissons capables de vous enyvrer et de vous rendre par là semblable aux bêtes. 
[…] Nous vous exhortons instamment d’honorer et d’imiter la très sainte Vierge 
(Lindsay 1900, 177). 

The blessed Virgin never did any excessive eating or drinking: it would therefore be 
unworthy of you, our dear brothers, to use liquor and beverages capable of making 
you drunk and making you similar to beasts. […] We now urge you to love and 
imitate the most blessed Virgin (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

This passage could also refer to the events at Lorette, with the looming specter of alcoholism 

and perhaps traditional feasts, with the reference to excessive eating. In this context, it was the 

Virgin’s moderation and sinless behavior that Mérindol used to address the issue. This would 

not contradict the reference to Mary as “Immaculate” on the belt, since she apparently was a 

model for a life without sin, whether those sins were apostasy, excessive eating, and drinking.  

The belt was presented to the Virgin in Saumur on the day of the Purification of the 

Virgin, which could reinforce this theme of Mary without sin, and strikes as another puzzling 

coincidence. The purification is a Jewish ritual allowing a woman to re-enter the temple forty 
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days after giving birth, bearing gifts to sacrifice (two doves in this case, see Luc 2:22-24). For 

Catholics, however, this anecdote is intimately tied to the doctrine of the Immaculate 

Conception: 

La Vierge Marie n’avait pas à se soumettre à cette loi de purification, puisque sa 
grossesse ne venait point d’une semence humaine, mais de l’inspiration divine. 
Cependant elle voulut se soumettre à cette loi, pour quatre raisons : 1° pour donner 
l’exemple de l’humilité ; 2° pour rendre hommage à la Loi, que son divin fils venait 
accomplir et non point détruire ; 3° pour mettre fin à la purification juive, et pour 
commencer la purification chrétienne, qui se fait par la foi, purifiant les cœurs ; 4° 
pour nous apprendre à nous purifier, durant toute notre vie. (Voragine 1910, 135; 
my emphasis). 

The Virgin Mary did not have to comply to this purification law, since her pregnancy 
did not come from human seed, but from divine inspiration. However, she consented 
to submit herself to this law, for four reasons: 1° to give an example of humility; 2° to 
honor the Law, which her son had come to accomplish, not destroy; 3° to end Jewish 
purification, and to inaugurate Christian purification, which happens through faith 
purifying hearts; 4° to teach us to purify ourselves, all throughout our life. 
(Translation and emphasis by Lise Puyo). 

The ritual of the Purification did not have to take place, since Jesus had been conceived without 

sin, but Mary followed through with it anyways, highlighting her purity, humility and obedience 

that served as an example to all believers (see the same idea in Ormesson 1652, 78-82). The 

connections between the Purification and the elements in Mérindol’s letter are obvious: 

obeying God’s law and following the missionaries’ commands, living a life without sin, and 

following the Virgin’s example of purity and humility. Mérindol’s choice to present the belt on 

February 2nd and to tell a Purification-themed sermon therefore does not negate the possibility 

of the 1716 wampum belt bearing a reference to the Virgin as “immaculate.” In fact, the specific 

connections between the Purification and the doctrine of Immaculate Conception might support 

my hypothesis that the 1716 and “Virgini Immac.” belts may be the same one. 

The fact that the “Virgini Immac.” belt bears the abbreviation “HVR.” for “Huron” could 

give a clue regarding its general date. The Wendat wampum belts sent across the Atlantic before 

1678 all bore quotes from characters in the Gospels, without any mention of the senders’ 

origins. The Wendat wampum belt at Chartres was the first in our corpus to spell the word 

“HVRONVM” in purple beads. The subsequent 1684 and 1699 Abenaki wampum belts to Annecy 

and Chartres also spelled the words “ABNAQ.” and “ABNAQUÆI” respectively (see chapter 4). 

This trend therefore suggests that the “Virgini Immac.” wampum belt could have been made 

sometime after 1678, which would include the 1716 wampum belt sent to Saumur. 

Another clue regarding dates is located in the object’s institutional history. The Quai 

Branly Museum collections bearing the inventory code 1878.32 correspond to the objects 

amassed in Paris during the French Revolution (Hamy 1889; Vitart-Fardoulis 1979; Feest 2007; 

Puyo 2015; Nùñez-Regueiro and Stolle 2022). These items were pulled from royal collections 

and from properties confiscated from the clergy and aristocratic fugitives in the 1790s (Bodinier 
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and Tessier 2000, 26-32). They were transferred to the medal and antique cabinet of the 

National Library in Paris, which constituted the first French national collection of ethnographic 

objects, joining archaeological remains, antique coins, and items of European decorative arts.  

The National Library transferred its ethnographic objects to the Paris World Fair in 1878, 

and the Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro opened in 1880 with this collection. It became the 

Musée de l’Homme in 1937, and the Quai Branly Museum in 2006, where the inventory 

numbers mark this long provenance history (Feest 2007; Puyo 2015; Nùñez-Regueiro and Stolle 

2022). The “Virgini Immac.” belt, with its inventory number 71.1878.32.155, belongs to this 

collection coming from the National Library, which indicates that it was made and reached 

France before 1790, and that it reached the Paris Library during the French Revolution.155 This 

history also overlaps with the timeline of the 1716 wampum belt’s disappearance from Notre-

Dame des Ardilliers, sometime after 1792.  

 Historian Thierry Sarmant, who did an extensive study on the medal and antique cabinet 

at the National Library in Paris, highlighted that the transfer of objects from the newly 

nationalized collections to the cabinet did not happen automatically: curators actively engaged 

with inventories coming from all over France, looking for and requesting pieces they were 

interested in (Sarmant 1994, 228). Curators specifically monitored church treasuries they knew 

had important pieces of antiquity, decorative arts, archaeology, and ethnographic objects 

(Sarmant 1994: 204-206). For instance, on September 17th 1793, antique cameos that were in 

Chartres’ treasury were transferred to the National Library (Sarmant 1994: 213; Aghion 1989), 

but the two wampum belts were left behind. The years 1792 to 1794 were a time of important 

yet very poorly documented growth for the cabinet, with a staggering amount of acquisitions 

that were not properly recorded (Sarmant 1994, 212). Once again, this timeline tantalizingly 

aligns with the documented time when the wampum belt mysteriously disappeared from Notre-

Dame des Ardilliers. 

 At the National Library, the collection of ethnographic objects was almost entirely due 

to André Barthélemy de Courçay, who exhibited the most interest in this topic amongst his 

colleagues (Sarmant 1994, 181; Hamy 1899, 322-323). This would indicate that Courçay was 

responsible for acquiring the National Library’s wampum collection, amongst other non-

European objects. Courçay was a clergyman who was hired by the head of the cabinet (his 

uncle) in the 1770s (Sarmant 1994, 148). He stayed in place during the French Revolution, 

except for the time he was temporarily imprisoned, from August 16th to December 28th 1793, 

due to his former aristocratic status (Sarmant 1994, 208-209n31). Interestingly, it was during his 

imprisonment that the transfer from Chartres’ treasure to the National Library took place, 

during which the two wampum belts stayed at the cathedral. At his uncle’s death, Courçay was 

placed at the head of the cabinet from 1795 until his own death in 1799 (Hamy 1899, 335; 

Sarmant 1994, 330). In 1795, he proposed the project of a large comparative display of Antique 

 
155 This specific wampum belt was not the only one in the National Library’s collection, but the others are 
not relevant to this study. For a discussion of French wampum collections, see Feest 2007; Puyo 2015; 
Nùñez-Regueiro and Stolle 2022. 
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and non-European material culture (Guillaume 1907, 6: 259-262; Daugeron 2011, 66-67). His 

death marked a stark decrease in acquisitions of ethnographic materials, which mostly remained 

in boxes without being exhibited.  

 Regardless of my hypothesis about the “Virgini Immac.” and Saumur wampum belts, 

Courçay was a central actor in the acquisition of the “Virgini. Immac.” wampum belt for the 

National Library. But once again, a coincidence grabbed my attention while looking into his 

personal networks. Courçay was a clergyman with an obvious passion for history and historical 

objects (Sarmant 1994, 148-149). He took his name and his status from a title his uncle had 

transferred to him: he was prévôt of Courçay, a small town near the city of Tours on the Loire 

River (Sarmant 1994, 148). This made him a de facto member of the chapter of Saint-Martin de 

Tours, which was a powerful and wealthy sanctuary before the Revolution (Maillard 2007; 

Arnault 1893, 55n1). Notre-Dame des Ardilliers is about sixty kilometers (thirty-seven miles) 

downstream from Tours, on the Loire River, and it was still a well-known pilgrimage site in the 

eighteenth century (Maès 2003). As such, Courçay was most likely aware of Notre-Dame des 

Ardilliers, and might have been interested in the Church patrimony in the region.  

Courçay’s ties to the Loire valley, his interest for non-European objects, his ecclesiastical 

networks, and the active monitoring that curators like him at the National Library engaged in 

towards the inventories of churches in and out of Paris, make him an interesting figure to 

pursue the hypothesis of a transfer from Saumur to Paris in the 1790s. His position, knowledge, 

and interests suggest he could have been receptive upon seeing the mention of the “Huron 

collar” in the July 1790 inventory of the Ardilliers church. He could have sent for it, since it was 

the way the medal and antique cabinet at the National Library had obtained the rest of its 

ethnographic collections. The timeline of the wampum belt’s disappearance from Saumur 

certainly would allow for such a scenario to play out, and could explain the undocumented 

apparition of the “Virgini Immac.” wampum belt in the National Library’s collections. More 

archival research is needed to test this hypothesis. 

Whether or not Courçay drew this wampum belt from Notre-Dame des Ardilliers, he 

severed this Wendat belt from its previous context, where it could have been associated with 

letters, or with an oral tradition of its provenance. In her typology of “strategic alienation” of 

wampum through museum collecting, anthropologist Margaret Bruchac defined this process as:  

Exoticization: Wampum belts were interpreted as inherently mysterious, thereby 
detaching them from historical records, oral traditions, and other identifying data 
and representing them as foreign to themselves. (Bruchac 2018b, 75) 

As it joined a collection of similarly decontextualized wampum belts, the Wendat 

“Virgini Immac.” wampum belt became the illustration of a type: the devotional wampum belt, 

emerging from missionary space, and different from other wampum objects (Hamy 1892, 2). Its 

material form was enough to tell this flawed story, explaining perhaps why the texts and oral 

traditions that accompanied it did not follow the belt to the National Library. But, in telling only 

this story of classification and wampum typology, the belt’s specific history became much 

harder to access. By further investigating the links between this object and the belt that left 
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Saumur in the 1790s, the Wendat wampum belt at the Quai Branly Museum could perhaps 

regain a location, a place in time and space that could speak to the ambiguous legacy of the 

Wendat alliance with the Virgin Mary and her international family. 

Conclusion: Kin Makers and Speech Carriers 

 This chapter examined the five Wendat belts deliberately sent to European Catholic 

sanctuaries. What were they intended to do? On whose behalf? What did they accomplish? 

These questions directed these five case studies, to untangle the different roles played by a 

network of actors in the relationships that the belts materialized.  

 Some scholars have considered Christian wampum belt as evidence of Indigenous 

populations adopting foreign traditions, and therefore losing their own: these belts served as 

example of assimilation and acculturation (Hamy 1887; Farabee 1922; Becker 2001). That 

conception undermines the strength and flexibility of Indigenous ideas of alliance, kinship and 

governance, especially when they were expressed through cross-cultural media. 

Archival and material data showed that the Wendat Christians who wove these 

wampum belts appropriated and navigated Catholic mythologies in deliberate and strategic 

ways. Missionary teachings about religious communities located in France, in the Spanish 

Netherlands, and in Italy, were actualized to fit Wendat aspirations to a wide network of 

supportive kin. The wampum belts and the innovative speeches that accompanied them 

materialized these savvy negotiations.  The speeches they carried also documented that these 

objects were the results of careful public councils, attesting to the continuity of Wendat political 

structures and rituals. 

The 1654 wampum belt sent to Paris established the Virgin Mary as the head of a 

matrilineal clan, which situated Wendat Christians as the siblings of the powerful and influential 

members of the Congregation of the Professed House in Paris. With Mary as a shared ancestor, 

Wendat Christians could elaborate the dynamics of this new family along the lines of wampum 

diplomacy, enrolling the Gentlemen as intermediaries to honor the Virgin together, through 

wampum. Appropriating Catholic performative speech (Gabriel’s salutation to Mary) 

materialized in wampum beads ritually used and collected at the mission on the island of 

Orleans, Wendat leaders showed a deep understanding of Catholic doctrine in their persuasion 

techniques. With words that Europeans would recognize as world-altering, they communicated 

the fact that wampum, too, was animate with world-altering properties, and had the capacity to 

change human relations, just like these speech acts did in Catholic ontologies. 

 In this chapter, I have examined the ways in which Wendat Christians received and 

cared for powerful European objects sent by these diplomatic partners. The circulations of 

wampum belts and their foreign equivalents (miraculous wooden statues and potent relics) 

showed the place objects took in human transatlantic relations. The statuette from Notre-Dame 

de Foy was considered as a relative of its prototype in the Spanish Netherlands, a view 

reinforced through a wampum belt that referenced Saint Elizabeth’s words to the Virgin Mary 

when she visited her kin. The relics from Chartres cathedral were protective spirits that 
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anchored the Wendat community to a specific place and defended them against both literal and 

metaphorical enemies. These stories showed how Catholic beliefs also relied on the distributed 

agency of objects, despite official rejections of animism and idolatry. The processes of relating 

to objects showed the double consciousness and the opportunistic plasticity that Catholic 

priests and missionaries showed when relating to their own material culture. This plasticity 

allowed for slivers of Wendat perspectives to seep through missionary translations, and in their 

original texts. Wampum was described as “animé” in 1654, and as a stand-in for human hearts, a 

direct window into human intentions and interiority in 1673. 

 Each transatlantic wampum belt affirmed the status of Wendat Christians in their 

specific mission village, especially at Lorette. Simultaneously strengthening their commitment to 

Catholicism and to the traditional practice of wampum diplomacy, Wendat Christian leaders 

seemed to walk a fine line between submission and asserting their own power. As the 1673 

wampum belt to the Holy House referenced, the figure of the Virgin Mary was a prime example 

of performed humility that led to a place of power and privilege. While the translations used 

sometimes suspiciously self-deprecating language, they also showed how direct devotion to 

more-than-human beings could place the Wendat village as a religious community on par with 

its European partners. In the case of the 1678 wampum belt to Chartres, the cathedral chapter 

mirrored this performance of humility, and made Lorette Chartres’ counterpart and equal. This 

coincided with locale efforts from Lorette Wendat Christians to act as elder siblings to other 

Christian nations in the Saint Lawrence River valley, and offered an occasion to materialize their 

territory, their existence, and their nation in the purple wampum shells spelling the word 

“HVRONVM” in the wampum belt. 

However, the Jesuits did not seem to recognize the belts’ subversive potential, or 

rather, they seemed to purposefully ignore it in certain contexts. The Wendat participation to 

international Catholic networks, their adoption of European-inspired urban forms, and their 

Marian devotion were interpreted and described as the success of their evangelization policies. 

Although the 1673 and 1678 wampum belts could have cemented the Wendat Christians’ 

position as equals under the same faith and matrilineal clan, the Jesuits and French colonial 

authorities never ceased to see the Wendat as ever-remaining neophytes, just newly converted, 

subjects to the Crown, on French seigniorial lands, and pupils of their missionaries.  

Even though these transatlantic wampum belts demonstrated the Wendat’s deep 

understanding of Catholic dogmas, colonial structures often underestimated the communities 

these wampum belts spoke for. The most salient example was the capture of the Wendat 

wampum belt at Notre-Dame de Foy, carried onto a float of triumph by students in bearskins. 

Discrepancies between written professions of brotherhood (which in wampum metaphors 

described an equal relationship) and performances of superiority have reoccurred throughout 

the chapter; when Potier said that the canons of Chartres had adopted the Wendat as children 

rather than brothers, or when the canon writing the cathedral’s catalog wrote that the relics 

sent to the Wendat had “taken possession of their country.” These objects were therefore also 

used as means to assign social roles to people. Rather than making kin, like wampum belts and 

the Virgin Mary did, these active objects and performances made subjects. These wampum belts 
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were therefore ambiguous agents, sometimes successful, sometimes misunderstood and 

misappropriated.  

Still, the new elements presented in this chapter illuminate the profound indigenization 

of the Virgin Mary, understood and described as a Wendat clan mother with similar duties and 

powers. This creative uptake opened new ways for the Wendat to foster a deep relationship to 

the land around Québec, by conceiving their mobile village as Mary’s village, organized around 

her longhouse, and enmeshed in a network of Mary’s other longhouses, in other villages across 

Europe. Mary’s shared ancestry could have been a creative political project brought forth 

through local and international wampum diplomacy. 
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CHAPTER 4: Speaking to Kin: Abenaki Wampum Belts across the Atlantic 

 

This chapter focuses on three shell bead wampum belts made by Abenaki Christian 

converts to send to European sanctuaries in 1684, 1691, and 1699. Only one of these three 

objects remains in a collection today: the belt sent to Chartres cathedral in 1699. The presences, 

disappearances, and transformations of the missing shell bead objects are recorded in other 

materials, including ink and paper manuscripts, printed books, paintings, and songs. Through 

these metamorphoses, I intend to make apparent the diachronic travels of these objects, 

showing how memory processes enable even “ghost belts” to speak, sometimes in new forms 

and new languages, to mediate new relations. These three case studies illuminate these objects’ 

historical trajectories by examining the social relations they embody, the ways they 

communicate with their audiences, and the places where they have exercised influence. The 

question of situated agency runs throughout this Abenaki corpus, not only due to the successive 

relocations and reshaping of this Christian Abenaki community, but also because these 

transatlantic belts, when asked to mediate local relations, exemplify material entanglements of 

shell, paper, and place. 

The January 1684 belt was made at the Abenaki mission of Msakkikkan on the 

Chaudière River (Quebec, Canada), a refuge for families escaping violence in New England. 

When this belt was sent to the tomb of Saint Francis de Sales in the Visitation convent in Annecy 

in November 1684, it marked the first attempt at transatlantic religious diplomacy from the new 

composite community under the spiritual direction of the Jesuit Jacques Bigot. The missionary’s 

detailed records of the belt’s creation process give remarkable insights into women’s 

contributions and leadership at Msakkikkan, and their involvement in wampum diplomacy with 

European more-than-human beings. As the only Abenaki belt known to have been sent to a 

female religious community, it offers interesting insights into the gender dynamics surrounding 

these objects. What was this belt supposed to do? Was it expected to act in Annecy, or in 

Abenaki territory? 

The 1691 belt (now missing) also came from Msakkikkan (at a second location on the 

Chaudière River), when the local missionary was sent, with a letter and a present, to Chartres, 

France. This event is usually not associated with a wampum belt in historical scholarship 

(Langlois 1922, 297-298; Gobillot 1957, 44; Sanfaçon 1996; Becker 2006, 119; Clair 2008, 482; 

Lozier 2018, 250). However, local history at Odanak and written records suggest that a belt 

accompanied the letter that Chartres cathedral received in January 1692. The questions I 

address here concern the transmission of memory. How does one resolve the discrepancies 

between scholarly and community knowledge? How do lost objects continue to speak to 

Indigenous communities?  

In 1699, just before moving the Abenaki mission to the Sokoki village on the Saint 

Francis River, WHERE?, the Abenaki community sent another wampum belt to Chartres; this one 

survives in that same location today. While the other belts and their letters were addressed to 
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more-than-human beings, this last belt came with a speech addressed directly and explicitly to 

human interlocutors: the canons of Chartres cathedral. This belt served as the continuation of 

an existing relationship, prompted by the reception of Chartres’ counter-gift, a silver reliquary, 

in 1694. Jesuit missionary Vincent Bigot (Jacques Bigot’s brother) oversaw the exchange and 

produced long documents in Abenaki and in French accounting for the belt’s purpose. How did 

wampum beads and words on paper negotiate their respective agencies? Which medium was 

best understood to represent the Abenaki community? Are there discrepancies between 

materials that raise questions as to the influence of missionary teachings? By tracing a 

continuity between the missions on the Chaudière River and the Saint Francis River, this 

diplomatic event also documents historical transitions in the Christian Abenaki community in the 

early eighteenth century.  

From the Abenaki to Saint Francis de Sales, Annecy, 1684 

Wampum and Missionaries in Abenaki Context before 1684 

Following the liberation of Abenaki captives in 1653, Abenaki diplomats rekindled 

alliances with the Algonquin converts living at Sillery (Thwaites 1898, 40: 203-209).156 The Jesuits 

recorded each of the speeches linked to wampum gifts presented at this occasion, giving 

noteworthy descriptions of seventeenth-century Wabanaki wampum use and its perception by 

French ecclesiastics. The ceremony, which took place in the Jesuits’ house, involved the 

ritualized gifting and public interpretation of several wampum belts given to the Algonquin. The 

diplomatic conventions and metaphors used echo elements covered in Chapters 2 and 3, but 

provide culturally specific contextual details that also be applied to the belts sent later to 

Annecy and Chartres.  

In 1653, the Abenaki orator described the belts he had brought along as material 

representations of his and his community’s heart: “there was not a single fold in them. . .in his 

words were seen their inmost thoughts” (Thwaites 1898, 40: 203). His oration started with a belt 

that represented the territory between the Abenaki and the Algonquin, describing “the lakes. . 

.the rivers. . .the mountains and valleys that must be passed; and. . .the portages and waterfalls” 

(Thwaites 1896, 40: 205). This belt, meant as a map and mnemonic device to navigate through 

space, also served as insurance that Algonquin travelers would not be attacked on this road. 

Such messages were conventionally expressed in path symbols, with straight or crooked lines 

going along the length of the wampum belt (Corbiere 2014, 55).  

According to the Jesuit writer, the Abenaki orator talked about one of the wampum 

belts he had brought as “the book, or the paper, wherein are painted the orders and 

commissions that I have received from my country” (Thwaites 1896, 40: 205). The translator’s 

hesitation between book, paper, and painting finds an explanation when compared to the 

Abenaki concept of awikhigan, derived from the roots “awigha-” “to draw,” “to write,” “to 

 
156 Indigenous people identified as“Abnaquis” were present in French colonial sources since the 1640s, 
especially through Jesuit descriptions of diplomacy with Algonquin people (Thwaites 1896, 21: 66-70). 
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map,” and “-igan,” an instrument (Brooks 2008, xxi; Rasles & Pickering 1833, 477).157  As Brooks 

writes: “Awikhigan is a tool for image making, for writing, for transmitting an image or idea from 

one mind to another, over waterways, over time” (Brooks 2008, xxii). The Abenaki orator 

presented this awikhigan with a warning: “Whoever shall lightly esteem the purpose of this 

painting or writing deserved to have his head broken” (Thwaites 1896, 40:205), indicating the 

solemn importance and power of both the object and the speech it materialized.  

The next belt presented an invitation to “hunt the Elk and the Beaver” together. This 

simple phrase opened a multi-layered alliance that would include sharing food, territory, and 

resources. The two species embodied sustenance and reciprocity: elk was large game consumed 

in winter that could sustain an entire family, while beaver tail, a highly caloric delicacy, was 

often used in diplomatic metaphors to represent ecological resources shared equally and 

peacefully. These concepts were often communicated in wampum through the “dish with one 

spoon” motif (Brooks 2008, 32-35; Corbiere 2014, 57-60; Lytwyn 1997). In a context of increased 

competition for beaver furs destined to the European trade, evoking these species took on the 

additional meaning of fostering commercial alliances while curtailing violent competition. Since 

Abenaki and Algonquin hunting grounds already overlapped, international cooperation and 

collaborative resource management was essential to mutual survival.  

The next gift consisted of six large belts “for the six Nations with whom these 

Ambassadors were renewing their alliances,” and these were described as “robes with which 

these nations ought to reclothe themselves.” The orator explained his metaphor in these terms:  

As we have henceforth only one heart, we need only one kind of coat or robe, in 
order that all who shall see us may understand that we are all brothers, clothed in 
the same costume, and that he who shall offend one of us will offend the others. 
(Thwaites 1898, 40: 207). 

“Brothers” evoked an equal relationship that entailed solidarity in both resource-sharing and 

military pursuits.158 This 1653 diplomatic mission was a success: the Algonquin leaders accepted 

the Abenaki belts and the relationships they materialized. 

After the great Migrations: Abenaki Christians in the 1670s 

Wabanaki presence in the Saint Lawrence River valley increased significantly after 1675 

due to the first Anglo-Wabanaki war, also known as King Philip’s War or Metacom’s War 

(Thwaites 1900, 60: 135, 233; Brooks 2018a; DeLucia 2018). Although Wabanaki families had 

dispersed across northern New England, the French colonial records focused most intensely on 

those who joined the Jesuit mission of Sillery, south of Québec City. Some of the Algonquin and 

Innu people residing at the mission village adopted them, through traditional ceremonies as well 

as Christian baptisms (Lozier 2018, 229-230; Morrison 2002, 131-146). These new bonds 

 
157 Rasles’ definition, in French: “LIVRE, lettre, image, peinture, écriture, a8iχigan.”  
158 Wabanaki wampum diplomacy (similar to Iroquoian wampum diplomacy) negotiated relationships 
through kinship metaphors. Jesuit missionaries, who increasingly used wampum in their evangelization 
techniques, would have noted these continuities between these different cultural groups. 
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encouraged migrations to continue, with families travelling back and forth after the end of the 

First Anglo-Wabanaki war in 1678 (Morrison 1984, 111-114). Jesuit writers noted that Abenaki 

individuals transmitted Christian knowledge to their kin during those travels: 

For no sooner were They Convinced of the truth of our Religion than their only 
thought was to make their kindred who were still in acadia participate in their 
happiness; for they could not bear, without profound grief, to see the persons most 
dear to them separated from them for all Eternity. This soon made these Neophytes 
New Apostles. Several returned to acadia: some to bring hither their fathers and 
mothers; some their brethren; others their best friends, and even all their 
countrymen, if they could, and with such eagerness for Their salvation that, on Their 
arrival, the missionary found Them already Instructed in most of our mysteries. 
(Thwaites 1900, 62: 261) 

 In 1679, the French Jesuit missionaries and brothers Jacques and Vincent Bigot, from 

Bourges, France, participated in evangelization efforts in New France. Jacques Bigot became a 

major actor in Sillery, where he primarily interacted with Wabanaki newcomers, recording the 

intense mobility of these groups, some of which stayed “only a month or two” (Thwaites 1900, 

62: 37). Increasing numbers and demands to grow corn—a demand that might have come from 

women in particular (see, for example, Brooks 2018a, 17-23)—led the Jesuits to obtain land 

deeds for the newcomers to officially settle on (Lozier 2018, 233).  

The missionaries obtained lands already claimed by French colonists in seigniorial 

tenures for the use of Abenaki inhabitants. Most of them already lived on these lands and 

traded with the French. The elected site, granted to the Jesuits in the summer of 1683 by the 

French colonial governor, was situated on the Chaudière River, “fifteen leagues or fifty 

kilometers” upstream from Sillery (Lozier 2018, 234; Boily 2006, 182-183).159 According to the 

Sillery registers, this site was called Msakkikkan, likely “a regular site of encampment,” as its 

name meant “many fields” (Campeau 1983; Lozier 2018, 234). It was situated on fur and 

wampum trade routes, as canoes travelled from Wabanaki territory to the Saint Lawrence River 

via the Kennebec and the Chaudière Rivers (Brooks 2008, map 2). This was the settlement that 

Jacques Bigot dedicated to Saint Francis de Sales in late December 1683; this was the place 

where Abenaki women wove a large wampum belt to send to the saint’s tomb in 1684.  

Making a Wampum Belt for Saint Francis de Sales 

In his 1684 Relation, Jacques Bigot did not explain why he chose Saint Francis de Sales, 

the former bishop of Geneva, canonized in 1665, as a patron for Msakkikkan. His account 

nevertheless laid out his methods for presenting the idea to Abenaki Christians through 

storytelling and relying on women’s influence at the new mission. Over the course of several 

weeks at the end of 1683, he introduced the saint and specifically devoted prayers linked with 

meaningful dates. On the day of Francis de Sales’ death, December 28th, he solemnly announced 

that the community would elect this saint as the “protector” of their mission. This was 

 
159 See also the original deed: BANQ-Q, TP1, Series 36, 1960-01-347/16, “Acte de concession des terres du 
Sault de la Chaudière,” 1 July 1683. 
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anticipated by at least some community members, as the previous day had been spent 

preparing an altar to the saint in the mission church (Thwaites 1900, 63: 26). Bigot highlighted 

Abenaki contributions to the décor in his Relation, as Muriel Clair pointed out in her analysis of 

the arrangement (Clair 2008b, 405-410). She noted the choice of luminous and significant 

materials that would have appealed to an Indigenous audience: wampum beads strung in 

colliers (either strands or belts), glass beads, and porcupine quills, to which Bigot contributed a 

printed portrait of the saint (Thwaites 1900, 63: 28).  

While a European audience might have understood these Indigenous ornaments on the 

altar as markers of individual patronage, the contributions took on another meaning in the 

Abenaki context, when the community adopted this dead European as a spiritual “Father.” 

Wampum was more than just a visual embellishment to Francis de Sales’ portrait (being 

equated with gold and silver in European sources); it was also the accepted medium to carry 

speech to someone’s ears. The sender and receiver would remain connected through that 

medium.  

Bigot’s account of the December 28, 1683 ceremony described how the saint was 

woven into regular patterns of prayers to Mary and Jesus. He taught a prayer specifically to saint 

Francis, which was quickly added to the Abenaki repertoire. After mass, Bigot gave a 

hagiographic lecture, recounting Francis de Sales’ noticeable actions. Bigot then spent a month 

continuing this storytelling in individual homes “to inspire all with a tender confidence in the 

protection of St. Francis de Sales” (Thwaites 1900, 63: 29). This process was similar to the 

preparations for a diplomatic embassy, when envoys would gather information on their future 

partners. Bigot’s primary audience was female, since the men were away hunting, and they only 

participated in the second ceremony on January 29th (Thwaites 1900, 63: 30). How did Bigot 

introduce saint Francis de Sales in these Abenaki homes? 

 In France, de Sales was one of the main figures of Catholic counter-reformation. 

Between 1594 and 1598, he served as a missionary in the hostile province of Chablais, between 

the Alps Mountains and Lake Geneva, where the Calvinist reformation had drastically reduced 

the number of Catholics (Deslandres 2004). Perhaps this embattled landscape evoked Wabanaki 

homelands, where Wôbiadenak (the White Mountains) and Betobakw (Lake Champlain) were 

prominent features (Brooks 2008, 17). The Savoyard setting, in its similarity to the fratricidal 

aspects of North American colonial wars, might also have struck a chord with refugee Native 

families escaping war waged by English Protestants colonists (Nash 1997, 245). Bigot largely 

modeled his evangelization style on de Sales (Clair 2008b, 456-457), who was described in 

seventeenth-century literature as expressing: 

une douceur nompareille & bonté attraiante, & un zèle brûlant d’amour & desireus 
du salut des ames, bien éloigné de toute ardeur, impatience d’esprit, & beaucoup 
plus, de colere & d’indignation, une grande souplesse & dexterite à traiter 
delicatement ces esprits portez non moins à la rebellion contre leur Prince, qu’à la 
revolte contre Dieu, & ne point effaroucher, & falloit leur faire voir qu’on cherchoit à 
les sauver, & non pas à les convaincre, ou les confondre. (Saint-François 1625, 86) 
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unmatched gentleness and attractive kindness, and a zeal burning with love, and 
wanting souls’ salvation, far removed from any kind of passion, impatience, and 
more, from anger and any type of indignation, a great flexibility and dexterity to 
treat delicately these minds susceptible to rebellion against their Prince and against 
their God, and to not frighten, demonstrating that he was trying to save them, and 
not convince or confront them. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

For the second ceremony, held on the saint’s feast day, January 29th, a second altar was 

prepared with a better portrait of the saint gifted by the Superior of New France missions 

Thierry Beschefer, placed on a satin backing with a gold and silver frame (Thwaites 1900, 63:28). 

The Abenaki preparations included weaving a “very large porcelain Collar, adorned with 

porcupine quills” (Thwaites 1896, 63: 31). Bigot noted that the converts “have had the Devotion 

of sending [the belt] to the Tomb of their Holy Father and Patron at Annecy, where the Body of 

St. Francis De Sales lies” (Thwaites 1896, 63:31). The naming of Indigenous artisans is extremely 

rare in historical sources, but in this case, Bigot named the three Abenaki women, starting with 

Ursule, who provided a large amount of wampum beads. There was also “Tall Jeanne, who 

made the whole Collar, and Colette, who set the porcupine quills in it” (Thwaites 1896, 63:31).  

Women’s Work 

In his account, Bigot notes that he tried to thank Ursule for the “some hundred” 

wampum beads she gifted to make the belt (Thwaites 1900, 63:31). Where did the other 

wampum beads come from? Were they collected regularly, as described in Wendat missions? 

Did Bigot contribute beads from his own or from his order’s wampum supplies? Ursule’s 

contribution and Bigot’s description suggest the belt was on the larger side. This “very large 

porcelain Collar. . .the most beautiful Collar I have seen made here,” would likely have required 

several thousand beads (Thwaites 1900, 63:31).  

Ursule was lauded for her contribution, which would have been read by a European 

audience in the context of charity, one of the three theological virtues of Christianity. Bigot also 

deemed her reaction noteworthy because she refused to be compensated, and humbly 

downplayed her contribution: “She begged me to give her nothing, and told me that she was 

expecting her recompense from her Father, to whom she was making this little present” 

(Thwaites 1896, 63:31). This reaction underlines the fact that Ursule was aware the belt was not 

intended to create an alliance with Bigot; instead, the gift was designated for Saint Francis de 

Sales. Ursule was likely mentioned in Bigot’s account to muster emulation from European 

leaders who would, in turn, support the new mission. Yet, her mention raises questions about 

the origin of her wampum resources. 

Who had more access to wampum beads in these communities, and why? If these beads 

came from a dismantled belt, or from objects of personal adornment, Ursule’s gift might signal a 

willingness to repurpose previous agreements or transfer personal power. The availability of 

hundreds of beads might also make visible kin networks that could provide privileged access to 

these powerful substances. If Ursule was a well-connected Abenaki woman with kin who could 

procure either mollusks or beads, her networks could materially enter the belt and the alliance 
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it materialized. Msakkikkan was situated on intensely travelled waterways, where both finished 

beads and live mollusks were carried from Wabanaki coastal waters (Brooks 2008, map 2). 

Archaeologist Geneviève Treyvaud porposed that fresh whelk and quahog could be transported 

upriver, consumed, and their shells transformed into beads on site in northern villages, since 

recently uncovered in her research at the Abenaki reserve of Odanak.160 

In his 1681 Relation regarding the mission at Sillery, Bigot mentioned that two Abenaki 

women named Jeanne had been living there; one is likely the “Tall Jeanne” who wove the belt. 

He admired both for their ability to control themselves and to express their interiority to their 

confessor with great accuracy (Thwaites 1900, 62:34). One of these Jeannes, along with her 

sister, gave Bigot “some ornaments that they wear on their clothes,” interpreted as a sign of 

austerity, linked to efforts to “conquer themselves” morally and behaviorally (Thwaites 1900, 

62:51). Since Wabanaki clothing was often embellished with beads, dyed quills, wampum, and 

other decorations made by women, this suggests that Jeanne and her sister might have been 

skilled artisans (see e.g. Bourque and LaBar 2009).  

To a European readership, this anecdote would have mirrored noblewomen’s charitable 

gifts of their sumptuous gowns to be recycled as church ornaments, or nuns’ vows to renounce 

sumptuous clothing. To the Jesuits, these were self-sacrificing acts on a path towards humility 

and self-control. But in a Wabanaki context, this was a daring gesture. Since everyone in the 

village would see that these women were wearing plain unadorned clothing, their decision was 

a public performance of power through self-discipline, what Alice Nash calls “the power to hold 

one’s own,” a central articulation of Wabanaki individual, social, and spiritual power (Nash 1997, 

151-152).  

In his 1682 Relation, Bigot mentioned the two Jeannes again, distinguishing between 

“Jeanne la plus jeune,” “Jeanne the Younger” (Thwaites 1900, 62: 126-127) and “Jeanne 

l’Aînée,”  “Jeanne the Elder” (Thwaites 1900, 62: 140-141). The latter exercised self-control 

while battling to rise above the poor opinion that some non-Christian community members had 

of her. Bigot also commended her for exerting positive influence on her second husband, Paul 

Itaouinon, instructing him in the Catholic doctrine, and molding his behavior to fit her will 

(Thwaites 1900, 62:141).  

Here, an interpretation of the French text is necessary: “grand” can mean “tall” (as 

Thwaites translated it), but it can also apply to siblings to differentiate the elder (grand) from 

the younger (petit). “La grande Jeanne” could therefore refer to “Jeanne the Elder,” 

differentiating her according to age. This would suggest that the woman who wove this 

wampum belt was one of the most devout community members. Bigot had praised her for her 

insights during confession, for her self-discipline (a Wabanaki expression of spiritual and 

temporal power), and as a missionary agent herself, influential in converting her husband. The 

fact that non-Christians slandered her could also indicate that, as a powerful figure in the 

Christian faction, she had made vocal enemies. Jeanne the Elder may have been more than just 

 
160 Interview with Geneviève Treyvaud, archaeologist for the Abenaki nation in Quebec, on July 13, 2018. 
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a devout artisan; as a central ally to Bigot, she could have been an important agent in creating a 

Wabanaki form of Christianity at Msakkikkan. 

Her name is significant, given that Bigot had so carefully instructed people individually 

about Francis de Sales. In the saint’s life, the first name “Jeanne” is generally associated with 

Jeanne Françoise Fremiot, Baroness de Chantal (1572-1641), a noblewoman who met Francis de 

Sales in Annecy, and took him as her spiritual director. In 1610, they created the congregation of 

the Visitation in Annecy, which in 1618 was recognized by Rome as a cloistered religious order, 

and soon opened convents throughout Europe. Jeanne de Chantal subsequently exerted 

considerable power as the head of over eighty convents, presiding over the spirituality of 

hundreds of nuns throughout Europe. Bigot might not have emphasized a woman’s impact on 

Saint Francis’ legacy, (especially since she was not canonized until 1767), but in his time, Jeanne 

de Chantal’s name was associated with the creation of the Visitation order (Saint François 1625, 

200). She lived in its first convent, where the wampum belt was sent to, and where Saint Francis 

de Sale was entombed.  

Given this, it seems useful to consider how Jeanne the Elder, a powerful head of cabin at 

the new Christian Abenaki community on the Chaudière river, might have conceptualized that a 

woman bearing the same Christian name had been Francis de Sales’ main ally. Did she choose 

the baptismal name Jeanne with this in mind? It seems even more significant when one 

considers that she was the maker of the powerful object that would materialize her village’s 

alliance with the saint. Since “naming was an act of power in Wabanakia” (Nash 1997, 220), one 

should not underestimate the spiritual power that would come from connecting with holy 

European namesakes and godparents through receiving a baptismal name. 

The creation of this belt involved a collaborative process between Jeanne and Bigot; it 

bore the inscription: “S. franc salisio Abnaq. D.” This is an abbreviation of: “Sancto francisco 

salisio Abnaquiis Donatum—Presented to St francis de sales by the Abnaquis” (Thwaites 1900, 

63:31). This choice of words explains the wampum’s purpose by identifying its function, its 

sender, and its recipient. “D.” standing for donatum, the perfect passive participle of the verb 

donare (to give), would signify to a European audience the belt fit the familiar category of 

devotional presents to a saint. “Salisio,” the only complete word represented on the belt with 

six letters, was flanked by two words of five letters, themselves framed by two initials. Unlike 

the Wendat belts, there was no apparent attempt to use text to capture speech that was holy in 

a Christian context, words uttered by more-than-human beings. It was the belt itself, in its 

materiality, along with the transcribed speech, that would carry Indigenous demands to the 

saint’s ears. 

This generic text might reflect the fact that the speech to the saint had not been 

finalized during the weaving process or at the January 29th ceremony. Bigot wrote about the 

January ceremony in March, “two months” after it took place (Thwaites 1900, 63:33), and he 

was still waiting for “the assembly of all the savages,” when the men would return from hunting, 

to “ascertain their sentiments and their expressions, in order to write the letter which is to 

accompany this collar to the tomb of St. Francis de Sales” (Thwaites 1900, 63:31). Bigot’s letter 
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to the Superior at the Visitation convent in Annecy was dated November 9th 1684, suggesting it 

took another several months to gather a community consensus on the words the belt would 

utter to the saint before sending it across the ocean.  

These elements provide an understanding of the temporality at play in this process, on 

spiritual and diplomatic levels. Eleven months passed between the announcement of saint 

Francis de Sales being elected as patron saint of the mission, and the wampum belt being sent 

to him at Annecy. On a spiritual level, Bigot proceeded slowly in weaving this new devotion into 

the fabric of Abenaki ceremonialism, by relying on Abenaki contributions of wampum and other 

products on the first altar (December 28th), encouraging and rewarding women’s contribution of 

the large wampum on the second altar, and then turning Francis de Sales’ day fest into a 

traditional feast that lasted for several days (January 29th onward).  

At this occasion, Bigot mentioned that an Abenaki man who had been baptized François 

de Sales took a major part at this feast, distributing two large loaves of blessed bread (Thwaites 

1900, 63:33). Like Jeanne, the fact that the saint’s namesake had such a prominent role in 

establishing this spiritual alliance is probably no coincidence. The Abenaki François de Sales, by 

publicly performing the role of distributing food to the community, exhibited the type of 

leadership a diplomatic “Father” would take on. However, bread was not a product created by 

men; it resulted from women’s labor, both in growing corn and transforming it into flatbread 

(Nash 1997, 163-166). In this ceremony, as in others, male performances were made possible by 

women’s participation.  

Potential Kin in Savoy 

Bigot wrote that the community’s interest remained high during and after the feast, and 

that Abenaki people asked him to share details of the saint’s life on a regular basis. By the time 

Bigot signed his letter to Annecy, the community at Msakkikkan had been hearing stories about 

Saint Francis’ life for almost a year. During that time, Bigot might have mentioned his family 

connections to Francis de Sales and Jeanne de Chantal’s legacy. Indeed, Jacques and Vincent 

Bigot had two sisters who were nuns in a Visitation convent in Bourges (the Bigots’ hometown): 

Madeleine-Agnès and Marie-Séraphique Bigot (Clair 2008b, 442).161 At the time, the Bigot 

women, like all of the Visitandines, understood themselves to be the spiritual “daughters” of 

Francis de Sales and Jeanne de Chantal.162  

The Abenaki understood Jacques Bigot as part of a larger kinship network, and the fact 

he was separated from his brother Vincent (while they were evangelizing on different sites) 

 
161 They both entered the Visitation convent in their hometown of Bourges. Madeleine-Agnès was born in 
1650, became a nun in 1667, and died in 1692; Marie-Séraphique was born in 1652, became a nun in 
1670, and died in 1725. Confirmed by Jean Fosselon, director of the Visitation Museum in Moulins, 
France, who was kind enough to send me extracts of the obituaries written after their death. 
162 The Superior of the Visitation convent in Annecy described the Visitandines as being “in the loveable 
quality of Daughters of such a holy Father,” and of “our venerable Mother de Chantal,” my translation. 
Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinges, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation Convent, December 10th 1685. Archives 
de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, p.38. 
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perhaps struck a chord with Abenaki families who experienced separations due to wars, 

migrations, and religious differences (Clair 2008b, 402; Nash 1997, 216). As an unmarried man, 

Jacques Bigot was also separated from female kin who would otherwise have provided food for 

him (Nash 1997, 161-162). If bachelor Bigot had two sisters who were understood to be the 

daughters of Saint Francis de Sales, how did the Abenaki understand his relationship with the 

saint? Was Bigot part of saint Francis’ spiritual household? Did Madeleine-Agnès and Marie-

Séraphique Bigot have a more direct spiritual connection to the saint, and were they perhaps 

better positioned to ask for protection on behalf of their brothers? The act of becoming kin with 

Francis de Sales could have been perceived, by the Abenaki converts, as also entering into the 

Bigots’ extended family network, where family ties and spiritual alliances were expressed in the 

same vocabulary. As Muriel Clair and Jean-François Lozier have pointed out, this personal 

connection with the Visitandines might have also raised Bigot’s expectations to receive relics of 

Saint Francis in exchange for wampum, as had happened between the Wendat at Lorette and 

Chartres cathedral (Clair 2008b, 446-447; Lozier 2018, 234).163 

Letters to Annecy 

Jacques Bigot’s November 1684 Letter 

At Annecy, the documentary records of this interaction are rather scarce: the wampum 

belt, the Abenaki speech that accompanied it, and the letter sent by Madeleine-Agnès and 

Marie-Séraphique Bigot are now missing. However, Jacques Bigot’s letter accompanying the gift 

survived. Dated November 9th 1684 and sent from Sillery, this short message was kept with 

papers regarding Francis de Sales himself in the Visitation archives in Annecy, and published in 

the mid-nineteenth century (Bigot 1858). Due to its relatively short length, I reproduce it here 

entirely, before translating and analyzing it: 

a Sillery ce 9 Novemb. 1684.    
Ma Rde Mere 
La Paix de N.S. 

Vous serez peut estre surprise de la liberté que prend de vous ecrire une personne 
qui vous est tout a fait inconnüe. C’est assez que dieu vous ayt donné quelque 
charge dans la maison ou repose le corps du grand Saint Francois de Sales pour 
attendre de vostre charité et de celle de vostre communauté que vous 
recommenderez instament à ce grand saint cete nouvelle mission qui l’a choisy pour 
Saint protecteur, elle envoye au tombeau de ce Saint son petit presens, pour luy 
demander une seule grace qu’il veille tellement sur la Vie de ses nouveaux enfans, 
qu’il n’en meure aucun sans une veritable douleur de ses pechez, et sans les 
sacremens de l’eglise. Vous apprenderez des nouvelles de cete mission par la lettre 
que iay prié qu’on vous envoyast de vostre monastere de Bourges. Je me 
recommende à vos Saintes prieres, ie vous envoye la formule de l’offrande que font 

 
163 In November 1683, Bigot suffered the loss of his main benefactor, Marguerite-Marie d’Allègre, whose 
family was connected to Francis de Sales (Clair 2008b, 447). Her death meant that Bigot had to look for 
new allies in Europe who would materially support the new mission settlement on Chaudière River. 
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d’eux mesmes à St Francois de Sales nos chers Sauvages, que vous ferez mettre s’il 
vous plaist avec le presens. Je suis avec respect ma Rde Mere 

Vostre tres humble et tres  
obeissant serviteur en N.S.  

Jacques Bigot  
de la Comp. de Jesus164at Sillery this November 9 1684 

Reverend Mother, Peace of Our Lord. 

You will perhaps be surprised by the liberty a person who you absolutely do not 
know takes to write to you. It is enough that God gave you responsibilities in the 
house where lies the body of the great saint Francis de Sales to expect from your and 
your community’s charity that you will urgently recommend to this great saint this 
new mission who chose him as saint protector. It [this Abenaki mission] sends to this 
saint’s tomb its small present [the wampum belt], to ask for only one grace, that he 
would watch over his new children’s life so much that none would die without a true 
pain for their sins, and without the Church’s sacraments. You will learn news from 
this mission through the letter I asked your monastery in Bourges to send you. I 
commend myself to your holy prayers, I am sending you the speech of the offering 
that our dear Savages make on their own to saint Francis de Sales, which you will 
please have put with the present. I am with respect Reverend Mother, 

Your most humble and most obedient servant in Our Lord,  
Jacques Bigot from the Company of Jesus. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 This short letter was apparently devised to work in conjunction with other missives: the 

Abenaki letter (which Bigot attached to his own), and a letter sent from his sisters’ convent in 

Bourges. The latter, containing “news from the mission,” might have been the text of the 

Relation he wrote in 1683 and 1684, where he described the construction of the wampum belt 

and the adoption of Saint Francis as the mission’s protector. His account also underlined the 

state of material destitution the mission was in (Clair 2008b, 447), potentially hinting at the 

need for material donations.  

Bigot’s letter is so brief that he did not name the Abenaki nor describe the gift; this 

information would have been supplied by other documents no longer extant at Annecy. Nor did 

Bigot spend too much ink speaking to the Mother Superior or the house she oversees: the 

esteemed first convent of the Visitation order, the very one founded by Francis de Sales and 

Jeanne de Chantal themselves, is only called “the house where lies the body of the great saint.” 

This oversight might be attributed to the Jesuit’s self-effacing humility, but it was a remarkable 

departure from seventeenth-century epistolary norms, especially considering the relative 

positions of the letter writer and his addressee. Bigot was a male priest of the third estate 

writing to a female aristocratic nun at the head of a prestigious institution. Although the gender 

balance was in Bigot’s favor, his interlocutor outranked him in every other way. The lack of 

proper deference in his letter could have been an epistolary faux pas.  

 
164 Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Carton Saint François de Sales, liasse C, n°1. 
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The translated Abenaki Letter 

 The 1685 annual letter, sent by Annecy to other Visitation convents to report 

noteworthy events, indicated that the now-missing materials had been received. This letter 

noted that Bigot had two sisters at the Visitation convent in Bourges, and that the present was a 

“porcelain collar,” “deemed valuable” in Wabanaki country.165 This letter also copied the French 

translation of the Abenaki speech addressed to Francis de Sales: 

Traduction des paroles des habitans d’Abnaquis, sur le present qu’ils font à saint 
François de Sales. 

Grand saint François de Sales qui estes au ciel, nous choisissons tout à fait vôtre 
personne pour estre nôtre Pere, nous vous rendons nos respects, prenez pour 
toujours soin de nous ? mais sur tout nous vous demandons une grace, parlez pour 
nous ? nous sommes indignes de nous-mêmes de rien demander à nôtre grand 
Maître le grand Genie. Voilà ce que nous pensons. Hâ ! que ce seroit un grand bien 
pour nous, que personne ne mourut parmy nous, sans avoir une veritable douleur de 
tout ce qu’il a peché, sans estre tout à fait bon ; si vous parlez pour nous, nous 
serons êcoutez de nôtre grand Maître le grand Genie. Il aura cette pensée de nous ; 
non, il ne mourra plus personne là, sans un veritable repentir [38] d’avoir peché, & 
sans avoir quitté tout à fait le mal. Tous mes enfans qui sont là, je les conduiray au 
ciel, quand ils auront cessé de vivre sur la terre. Voilà certainement la bonne pensée 
qu’aura de nous le grand Genie ; vous, ô nôtre Pere ! grand saint François de Sales, si 
vous parlez tout de bon pour nous. C’est pour cela que nous vous presentons nos 
personnes ; gouvernez nous pour toujours ? Ainsi soit il. Ce collier qui est nôtre 
parole que les navires portent demeure toujours dans le lieu, où vous estes 
particulierement honoré.166 

Translation of the speech from the inhabitants of Abnaquis, on the present they 
make to saint Francis de Sales. 

Great saint Francis de Sales who are in heaven, we completely choose your person to 
be our Father, we pay our respects to you, take care of us forever? but above all we 
ask you a favor, speak for us? we are unworthy of asking anything ourselves to our 
great Master the great Spirit. Here is what we think. Ha! What a great benefit it 
would be for us if nobody died amongst ourselves, without having a true pain for all 
they have sinned, without being completely good; if you speak for us, we will be 
heard by our great Master the great Spirit. He will have this thought for us; no, 
nobody else there will die without truly repenting from having sinned, and without 
having abandoned evil completely. All my children who are here, I will lead them to 
heaven, when they have ceased to live on earth. Here is surely the thought that the 
great Spirit will have for us; you, o our Father! Great saint Francis de Sales, if you 
speak well on our behalf. This is why we present you our persons; govern us forever? 

 
165 Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation Convent, December 10th 1685. 
Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, 
p.35-39 
166 Ibid., p.37-38 
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So be it. This belt that is our speech that the ships carry stays in this place forever, 
where you are particularly worshipped. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 The fact that the original Abenaki is unavailable poses several problems, mainly that the 

accuracy of Bigot’s translation cannot be evaluated. Similar to other materials analyzed in this 

dissertation, however, several elements do suggest that the translator made efforts to 

“foreignize” (Venuti 1995) his French text through the phrases he chose. The French “le grand 

Genie,” which I have translated as “the great Spirit,” is one of the translation choices that 

maintains an exotic flair, while also being likely closer to the original language.167 Some 

redundancies in the French version could also signal the text as a literal translation of a foreign 

language. However, other passages do use a specialized, potentially “domesticating” lexicon, 

especially the two instances of the word “sin.”168  

While lexical closeness might be achieved, the translator had control over the letter’s 

tone. In this message, Bigot used punctuation in a peculiar way, ending propositions in the 

imperative with question marks. In French, only the indicative and conditional modes can form 

interrogations. The imperative is used to convey orders, directions, interdictions, and advice. 

Question marks could therefore soften the French imperative and make it somewhat more 

respectful—albeit less elegant in French—to address saint Francis de Sales.169 Their first demand 

regards protection or care (“prenez pour toujours soin de nous ?”) from the saint, the second his 

intercession through speech (“parlez pour nous ?”), and the third his guidance (“gouvernez-nous 

pour toujours ?”).170 This punctuation choice highlights the Abenakis’ specific demands to the 

saint, but it also signals their expectation of receiving an answer to their queries. They were, in 

effect, initiating what they expected to be a continuing conversation. As Abenaki anthropologist 

Margaret Bruchac commented, the wampum belt was expected to have ongoing, active effects 

at Annecy: 

Abenaki gift-giving and discourse, when framed in this way, fits into familiar 
diplomatic patterns that constitute an expectation of reciprocity: a gift is sent with a 
message; the message is answered and another gift is sent; and so on until mutual 
resolution is reached. Even the statement that says “This belt that is our speech that 
the ships carry stays in this place forever” is not a one-way statement; the 
expectation is that the belt will stay as a witness to the new relationship, and as a 
reminder that there will be obligations forever into the future.171 

 
167 See, e.g.: in Desfossés 1832, 19, “God” is “kechiniuasuk,” “great-spirit.” Cited in LeSourd 2015, 307.  
168 Sébastien Rasles’ French-Abenaki dictionary has an entry for “péché,” which equates sin with a motive 
for complaint and with “impurity.” See Rasles and Pickering 1833, 502. 
169 Rasles’ dictionary has entries for a polite demand or supplication: see Rasles and Pickering 1833, 463: 
“De grâce, attens” and 532: “supplier (…) on s’en sert dans les conseils lorsqu’on veut, etc.”  This could 
indicate that the message to saint Francis de Sales did not include polite flourish in Abenaki. 
170 Rasles’ dictionary has an entry for “gouverner,” which does not clarify which sense is given to the 
French term, that originally means “lead” or impose directions, and by extension, administer.    
171 Margaret Bruchac, personal communication, 21 September 2020. 
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Spokespeople: Carrying Thoughts to Increasingly Powerful Agents 

The framing of the Abenaki speech clarifies the effects that Saint Francis de Sales’ 

intercession was supposed to have on God, and spells out God’s desired reaction. This rhetorical 

device called prosopopoeia—making the absent speak in the first person—as it is used in this 

speech resembles a chant with call and response. The sentence “Here is what we think. . .what a 

great benefit it would be for us if nobody died amongst ourselves without having a true pain for 

all that they have sinned”  is mirrored by the expected answer: “He [the Great Spirit] will have 

this thought for us; no, nobody else will die without truly repenting from having sinned.” In 

between the two speakers (the Abenaki and the Great Spirit) stood saint Francis de Sales 

speaking “for” the Abenaki. In this case, the act of speaking “for us” (“parlez pour nous”) is at 

the same time speaking on behalf of the Abenaki while repeating the Abenaki’s words, so that 

they could better penetrate God’s thoughts and become reality.  

This transfer of thought, from the Abenaki to Saint Francis to God, seems to be at the 

core of the letter. Introduced by “Here is what we think” and concluded by “This is why we 

present you our persons,” a transactional exchange was clearly laid out where thoughts 

travelled through agents with increasingly more agency. The Abenaki humbly described 

themselves as “unworthy” of asking God directly, an attitude also recorded by Bigot in his 

Relations (Thwaites 1900, 63:40-42). Their thought, if taken on by saint Francis de Sales, would 

be augmented by his power in his privileged relationship with God, as both entities were 

existing in the same place: “Great Saint Francis de Sales who are in heaven.” By performatively 

taking on the role and position of an Abenaki ambassador, saint Francis could use his power of 

persuasion to interact with God on behalf of the Abenaki. The thought that was embodied and 

materialized in the wampum belt therefore could travel upwards and through higher spheres of 

power, to become actualized as more powerful kin relations back in Wabanaki territory. 

The central thought of avoiding death without repentance for sins seems to point to the 

profound rifts that Christianity introduced in Wabanaki kinship networks. Virtually all Christian 

missionaries used the idea of eternal separation after death as an argument for conversion. The 

hope of reuniting with dead loved ones in a time of war, disease, and displacement was an 

attractive offer, but it implied that everyone had to adopt behaviors and beliefs that would 

enable them to reach the common place after death. This explains the Jesuit Relations’ accounts 

of Abenaki converts taking it upon themselves to teach Christianity to their whole kinship 

network (Thwaites 1900, 62: 261). In their letter, the Abenaki shared the words of God, thinking 

in the first person, to elaborate on this theme: “All my children who are here, I will lead them to 

heaven, when they have ceased to live on earth.”  

Wampum, People, and Territory 

This begs the question: where is “here?” Is it to be taken narrowly as referring to 

Msakkikkan, or more broadly as referring to the whole of Wabanaki territory? Curiously, the 

letter was titled “paroles des habitans d’Abnaquis,” “speech from the inhabitants of Abnaquis,” 

strangely breaking with the usual French presentations of the Abenaki as a nation or a people. In 

this context, “Abnaquis” is a place. If the phrase “inhabitants of Abnaquis” was on the original 
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document the Mother Superior had in her possession, was this, as André Sanfaçon suggested, a 

mistake?172 During the colonial era, the overlap between peoples and place was a common way 

to assign nationhood to groups sharing a language, culture and territory. Since an 

anthropocentric framing would assign personhood to humans rather than land, the land should 

be called: “le pays des Abnaquis.” However, even in a European context, the co-dependence of 

land and people was often stressed: noble families were named after places, and specific 

suffixes linked people to territory. The terms “Wabanaki” and the ethnonym “Abnaqui,” in 

French colonial uses, designated both a smaller subset and all the multiple nations emerging 

from this space.  

Since the village on the Chaudière River was a place of refuge for a fluctuating 

population linked to different parts of Wabanaki territory, this phrase could highlight a sense of 

Abenaki identity that was profoundly linked to place-making and place-sharing (e.g., Brooks 

2008; Bruchac 2005; DeLucia 2018). Signing the speech as coming from “the inhabitants of 

Abnaquis” would convey a wider political and spiritual project, if “all my children who are there” 

meant all of Wabanaki territory. This would engage the fate of more than just the individuals 

dwelling at or passing through Msakkikkan, since Wabanaki kin networks reached far beyond 

Bigot’s mission; the Sokoki living between Trois-Rivières and Sorel were not being evangelized, 

and even at Saint Francis on the Chaudière River, not everyone was converted (Thwaites 1900, 

62:24-52; Lozier 2018, 240). 

Mending Relations 

While the belt’s message potentially bypassed this religious diversity, it did not exactly 

ask for universal conversion. Instead, the core demand of the speech was for a shared space in 

heaven. This distinction points to the standard the speech set to reach this place: “having a true 

pain for all they have sinned.” In the context of European Christianity, the term “sin” meant an 

action taken against God’s law—the original sin being Adam and Eve’s first act of rebellion that 

got them evicted from the Garden of Eden. Relying on Jesuit Sebastien Rasles’ dictionary, “sin” 

in Abenaki meant bad actions committed against someone and against purity taboos (Rasles and 

Pickering 1833, 502).173 In this context, a sin was an action that hurt social, physical and 

metaphysical relations in an interconnected network of human and other-than-human beings.  

Recent scholarship on relationality in place-specific Indigenous ecological networks 

invites us to re-examine this concept of “sin” as it applies to Wabanaki intellectual and spiritual 

practices of maintaining good relations between interdependent beings (e.g. Brooks 2008; 

Bruchac 2018, 3; George 2019; Mitchell 2018). The transformation this belt called for is an 

 
172 André Sanfaçon, in his unpublished manuscript on catholic wampum belts, proposed that this was a 
mistake due to the Visitandine Mother Superior’s unfamiliarity with the North American context. 
However, the title she gave to the Abenaki letter must have come from either the text itself, or from the 
explanatory letter she received from Bigot’s sisters in Bourges, since Bigot did not mention the Abenaki by 
name in his 1684 letter. 
173 In Rasles and Pickering 1833, 502: “PÉCHÉ, matsena8akes8angan; grief, l’impureté, 
pa’tansé’kan8angan.” “Grief” in French means a motive for complaint against something of someone. 
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intimate, individual and psychological one, echoing Druillettes and Bigot’s descriptions of 

Abenaki spirituality as introspective. This transformation could happen regardless of baptism or 

conversion. Repenting for “sins” before the end of life need not imply subscribing to French 

Jesuit conventions; it could simply mean acknowledging and regretting any pains inflicted to 

one’s relations with human and other-than-human kin, and desiring to reconnect with them 

through this thought.174  

To secure a shared place in the 

afterlife, the Abenaki speech asked for 

intervention at several levels. Was God 

asked to modify individual thought 

processes, or was he asked to wait until 

individuals come to this repenting state by 

themselves before he allowed death to 

meet them? The emphasis was laid on not 

dying without having felt remorse. The 

French formulation is ambiguous and does 

not clearly spell out the agents of this 

transformation, but God and humans are 

entangled, with God helping humans 

operate their own intimate spiritual 

transformation before death. 

The wampum belt thus carried 

community anxieties and trauma regarding 

separation and broken relationships, while 

laying down the steps towards unification 

in this life and the next. It aimed to enroll 

Saint Francis as a diplomat in the realm of 

heaven, in exchange for the privileged status of Father. Saint Francis, “speaking for” the 

Abenaki, would transfer their thought to the Great Spirit, who would assist in unifying all the 

inhabitants of Wabanaki in a shared afterlife. Through divine intervention, the belt ultimately 

aimed to recognize and atone for bad actions that have hurt and jeopardized their relations here 

and hereafter. 

The message carried by this wampum belt was therefore deeply connected to a sense of 

Wabanaki place and kinship; it differed from Wendat religious diplomacy in that it made no 

reference to any potential alliance with Annecy as a sanctuary, or with the Visitandines as a 

community. Kinship terms were only used to qualify relations with Saint Francis de Sales (“we 

 
174 There is an Abenaki ritual to this effect practiced to the present day, as part of a New Year’s Greeting, 

the recitation of the words: "Anhaldamawi kasi palilawalian,” which translates into: “Forgive any wrong I 

may have done to you” (Bruchac n.d.).  

Figure 22: Saint François de Sales church in Annecy, 
France, where the first Visitation monastery was 
located before the French Revolution. Photo by Lise 
Puyo.   
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completely choose your person to be our Father”) and with God (“All my children who are 

there”). The belt’s destination was evoked only as “the place where you [Saint Francis] are 

particularly worshipped.”  

Reception at Annecy 

Annecy, one of the largest cities of the Savoyard state in the orbit of the kingdom of 

France, became an important religious center due to Saint Francis de Sales’ influence. The 

congregation of the Visitation was founded in 1610 by Francis de Sales and Jeanne de Chantal 

and recognized as a cloistered religious order by the Pope in 1618 (Devos 1973, 20, 35). The 

church became a pilgrimage site after Francis de Sales’ death in 1622, as he was entombed 

there, on the right side of the altar. Jeanne de Chantal was entombed there as well in 1641, on 

the left side of the altar. The church was rebuilt in 1644 (Devos 1973, 47-48), and it would be 

this baroque version that housed the Abenaki wampum belt in 1685 (fig. 22). Around fifty nuns 

and ten boarders lived at the convent at that time (Devos 1973, table 2). The Abenaki letter 

failed to mention any of this important history. 

Every year, convents of the Visitation sent out a letter to share noteworthy events that 

had occurred, such as deaths, high-profile visits, new members, and the state of the treasury. 

The Visitation’s annual letter composed by Mother Superior Aimée Bénigne de Lucinge at 

Annecy is the main written source to document the wampum belt’s reception. The Visitation 

archives preserve bound volumes of these annual letters, along with later manuscripts titled 

“Annals of the First Visitation Convent.”175 The annal entries overlap with information in the 

annual letters, with complementary information on ceremonies, apparently compiled from 

different manuscripts. Regarding the wampum belt, the annals match the annual letter almost 

word for word, while also noting that it was received “around the time” when Sister Charlotte 

Cécile Favre passed away, on April 17, 1685.176 Because the account of the belt’s reception in 

the annals seems to take after the annual letter, my analysis of the Visitandines’ understanding 

of the belt will focus on this source in more detail. 

An Aristocratic Nun’s Perspective on Indigenous diplomacy and Kin-Making 

Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge was a noblewoman from an old and prestigious Savoyard 

family. Her brothers occupied powerful offices in the military and high clergy, and two of her 

sisters also joined the Visitandines in Annecy.177 She joined the convent in 1651, and later 

became the Superior not only of Annecy, but also of Thonon and Aoste (Devos 1986). This was in 

 
175 It was unclear to me whether the annals had been copied word for word from an older manuscript, or 
if they were the result of historical work in the convent’s archives, compiling disparate documents in a 
narrative for every year. See Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Annales du Premier Monastère de la 
Visitation Sainte Marie d’Annecy 1681-1705, t. 6. The year 1685, when the belt was received, is found on 
pp.158-174. 
176 Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Annales du Premier Monastère de la Visitation Sainte Marie 
d’Annecy 1681-1705, t. 6, p.165-167.  
177 Her brother Pierre-Marc Charles de Lucinge became the King of France’s almoner (Devos 1986). 
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keeping with the first Visitation convent’s history of recruiting primarily among noble families 

and the wealthy urban bourgeoisie (Devos 1973, 109-111).  

In her 1685 annual letter, the narrative regarding wampum is situated at the beginning 

of a segment regarding the convent’s financial state and the remarkable donations it received 

that year. Immediately before mentioning that the “Savages of New France” had chosen Saint 

Francis de Sales “as their special Protector,” she comments on European visitors to the saint’s 

tomb:  

si ces devots Pelerins avoyent esté aussi riches en biens temporels, qu’ils en ont 
emporté de spirituels, (…) nôtre Sacristie en serait mieux accommodée.178 

If these devout pilgrims had been as rich in temporal goods as they took away of 
spiritual ones. . .our sacristy would be better equipped. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

Perhaps, before discussing a gift from abroad, she felt the need to highlight the discrepancy 

between French peoples’ devotion and their material contributions to the convent’s treasury. 

This was from that thought that she pivoted to evoking the Abenaki gift, either as a counter or 

an illustration of her previous point. 

Lucinge noted that wampum was “deemed valuable” in its original context, and that it 

was “equally rare” in Europe. She made it clear, however, that the most valuable aspect of this 

donation was the Abenaki speech:  

mais rien n’est plus touchant que la forme de leurs prières, qui a beaucoup des 
expressions de la bonne foy, & de la simplicité des premiers Chrétiens.179 

nothing is more touching that the form of their prayers, which possess many 
expressions of the first Christians’ good faith and simplicity. (Translation by Lise 
Puyo) 

The term “simplicity” would have been a profound compliment coming from a Visitandine, given 

their ideal of achieving a straightforward relationship to God, through the active renunciation of 

intellectual achievement and mystical affect (Rapley 2007, 156-157).180 This compliment, 

however, seems couched in thinly veiled feelings of superiority. Commenting immediately after 

the Abenaki letter, Lucinge wrote:  

N’est-il pas vray, ma tres-chere Sœur, que les expressions touchantes de ces bonnes 
gens des païs plus eloignez, & nez dans l’aveuglement, nous doivent faire estimer 
infiniment le bon heur que nous trouvons dans l’aimable qualité de Filles d’un Pere si 

 
178 Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation Convent, December 10th 1685. 
Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, 
p.37. 
179 Ibid.  
180 Elizabeth Rapley, in her analysis of Visitandines’ writing in the last decades of the seventeenth century, 
showed that this simplicity was often painfully acquired, by humiliating novices who showed wit, wished 
to acquire knowledge, or pursued any type of intellectual activity (Rapley 2007, 158-159). 
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saint qui est veneré presque par toute la terre, & dont la protection est si douce & 
consolante à tout le monde ?181 

Is it not true, my dearest Sister, that the touching expressions from these good folks 
from the farthest countries and born in blindness, must make us infinitely grateful of 
the good fortune we have to be in the loveable quality of Daughters of such a holy 
Father who is worshipped almost on the entire Earth, & whose protection is so sweet 
& consoling to everyone? (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This comment is interesting on several levels. First, it points to a crucial absence in both 

Bigot’s letter and the Abenaki speech: neither document articulates the structural position of 

the Visitandines at Annecy vis-à-vis saint Francis de Sales. Here, Lucinge articulated that this 

aspect was missing from the letters she received from abroad: since Annecy was the first 

convent that saint Francis de Sales and Jeanne de Chantal created, its residents should be 

respected as the founders’ elder Daughters. Second, with this remark, Lucinge reaffirmed her 

kinship with the other Visitation convents, by reveling in their shared identity as Saint Francis de 

Sales’ daughters. This comment excluded the new believers from this kinship. Lucinge did not 

rejoice at the idea of having new brothers and sisters in these “farthest countries,” but instead 

meditated on the “good fortune” to have been born in Europe rather than in Wabanaki 

territory. The Abenaki’s devotion, while praised for its simplicity, was marked as different and 

separate from saint Francis de Sales’ religious family. Membership in that family could be only 

obtained by undergoing initiation as a Visitandine nun, or, apparently, through more efficacious 

donations. 

Right after this comment, Lucinge asked her correspondents for special ceremonies to 

be held in honor of Jeanne de Chantal’s biological daughter, Françoise de Toulougeon, who had 

died in 1684.182 Another special ceremony was to be held in honor of all of the community’s 

patrons. Lucinge cited several benefactors’ biological kinship links to nuns in her convent, 

highlighting their gifts.183 She also mentioned one long-time benefactor who, despite the lack of 

biological connections, was mentioned as a “Brother” to the community: 

Nous devons par reconnoissance procurer une méme faveur, à un grand devot de 
nôtre Pere saint François de Sales, qui dés long-tems a bien voulu se qualifier de 
nôtre Frere, pour avoir plus de part aux bonnes œuvres qui se pratiquent dans nôtre 
saint Institut, & qui nous a donné 26 aunes de satin violet à grand ramage aurore.184 

We must, out of gratitude, provide the same favor [hold a specific ceremony] to a 
man greatly devout to our Father saint Francis de Sales, who for a long time has 
designated himself as our Brother, to participate more in the charities we provide in 

 
181 Ibid., p.38.  
182 Ibid., p.38. French: “nôtre communauté (…) suplie avec nous vôtre Charité de nous accorder encore 
deux communions generales ; une pour Madame la Doâirière de Tolonjon, à qui la qualité de Fille de nôtre 
venerable Mere de Chantal nous oblige de rendre ce devoir pour le repos de son Ame.” 
183 One nun’s brother, from the aristocratic Savoy family, gifted a sculpted cathedra for the church, and a 
nun’s father gifted 100 pounds. 
184 Ibid., p.38.  
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our holy Institute, and who gave us 26 ells of purple satin with large yellow-gold185 
foliage. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

This satin conveniently compared to the wampum belt the convent received the same year. 

Both are textiles, alternating purple and white in one case, purple and gold in the other. Their 

material qualities are similar in their sheen, as both silk satin and shell have reflective qualities. 

Twenty-six ells186 of purple satin with dawn-colored pattern was not only a sumptuous gift, it 

was also a useful one, which could be cut and transformed into something else that would be 

activated in the church, enhancing a body, the altar, or an architectural feature. The unnamed 

benefactor’s gift, and his devotion to Saint Francis de Sales, was mediated through the nuns by 

catering to their needs. This entitled him to claim kinship as a “Brother” to the Visitandines.  

The wampum belt, in contrast, was a complete object: the text it spelled was fixed in its 

form, curtailing the Visitandines’ agency over it. By gifting it directly to Saint Francis de Sales’ 

tomb without mentioning his daughters at all, the Abenaki and Jacques Bigot may have 

attempted to circumvent any role the nuns could play as gatekeepers, or even as potential kin. 

While listening to Bigot’s stories, Abenaki converts had developed a direct relationship with 

Saint Francis de Sales, reflected in their own religious practice as interiorized visions and 

connections with more-than-human beings.187 The Visitandines were the custodians of his 

remains, but they were not part of this alliance. 

Material Engagements and Disavowals: Donations, Relics, and Religious Diplomacy  

Among the “offrandes considerables” or “noteworthy offerings”188 described in the 

1685 annual letter, the Abenaki wampum belt was the one that warranted the longest 

discussion. However, the descriptions of the other gifts—a sculpted chair with wood marquetry, 

the twenty-six ells of purple satin, and six silver vases—underlined how little Lucinge took 

interest in wampum materiality. In his Relation, Bigot at least described the belt by citing the 

text represented through alternating purple and white wampum beads (although he did not 

mention which color was dominant), and noting that it had been embellished with porcupine 

quills. Despite being apparently drawn to textiles and surrounded by seamstresses, 

embroiderers, spinners and weavers in her convent,189 Lucinge did not show any apparent 

interest in the exotic colors, materials and techniques used to create the belt.  

 
185 In the seventeenth-century, “aurore” (usually “dawn” in English) also designated a color described as 
bright yellow gold, evoking sunrise. See Furetière 1701, “Aurore.” 
186 One ell is approximately 0.45 meters or 18 inches. 
187 See Clair 2008b, chapter 3, for a discussion of Abenaki spirituality as described in the Jesuit Relations.  
188 Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation Convent, December 10th 1685. 
Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, 
p.38.  
189 Ibid., p.39. The Mother Superior mentioned that spinning and weaving were major economic activities 
at the convent: “si nos Sœurs (…) ne travailloient point avec une assiduité édifiante à filer le chanvre & la 
laine, & à faire la toile, & les étoffes necessaires à nôtre usage.” 
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Instead, she focused on the written material. Of the belt itself, she only said that: “the 

name of this great Saint is written all across it,”190 before quoting the French translation of the 

Abenaki letter. This process was the exact opposite of her engagement with other donations, 

where she focused on material details without mentioning whether any particular text 

accompanied them. Were wampum and porcupine quill too foreign for her to engage with? 

Perhaps she had no frame of reference. Whereas Bigot could say it was comparatively very large 

and the most beautiful wampum belt he had seen made in Abenaki missions (Thwaites 1900, 

63:30), it is as though Lucinge could only see the belt as a vehicle for the written words it was 

carrying.  

I could find no record that she or anyone else at the Visitation convent ever wrote back 

to Bigot, or reached out to the Abenaki. Perhaps the Visitation did not reciprocate because this 

was not considered a financially valuable donation. Bigot had hoped for a diplomatic exchange 

between the Abenaki mission and Annecy, but nothing was sent in return. Relics of Saint Francis 

de Sales did eventually reach New France, but they were used for colonial churches rather than 

missions.191   

Another missed opportunity for material engagement with the belt was the visit of the 

second bishop of Quebec, Jean-Baptiste la Croix de Chevrières de Saint-Vallier, to the Annecy 

convent in 1687.192 Saint-Vallier’s interview with Lucinge ended with a plea for the Visitandines 

to send the daughters of Saint Francis de Sales to Canada.193 From this “fairly long” discussion, 

Lucinge noted that “the most consoling” element, and Saint-Vallier’s argument for recruiting 

Visitandines to go to New France, was the Abenaki: 

entre tout ce qu’il nous en dit de plus consolant, c’est leur devotion à S. François de 
Sales ; ils veulent tous avoir de ses Images dans leurs cabanes, & la premiere chose 
qu’ils font quand leur Evéque, ou quelques autres les vont visiter, c’est de leur dire, 
en leur montrant cette Image ; tiens, voilà celui que j’aime ; il y en a méme quelques-
uns d’entre eux qui ont pris le nom de François de Sales194 

Amongst everything he said about it that was most consoling, is their devotion to S. 
François de Sales; they all want to have his portrait in their cabins, & the first thing 
they do when their bishop or someone else goes to visit them, is to tell them, 

 
190 Ibid., p.38. French: “un collier de porcelaine où le nom de ce grand Saint est écrit tout au long” 
191 A church on the island of Orléans (years after the Wendat had departed and their lands had been sold 
to French colonists) dedicated to saint Francis de Sales had relics dated from 1678, and Charles de 
Glandelet, the superior of foreign missions in Quebec, obtained some in 1698 for his seminary in Quebec 
City (Clair 2008b, 454). 
192 Recorded in the 1687 annual letter, this visit started like a farce: Saint-Vallier asked to say mass and 
give communion, which was refused by the nuns’ confessor, who did not believe Saint-Vallier when he 
said he was the “Bishop of Canada.” Saint-Vallier was taken to the courthouse, where he was formally 
identified by the Bishop of Geneva. Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation 
Convent, September 27th 1687. Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la 
Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, p.44-45. 
193 Ibid., p.45.  
194 Idem.  
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showing that portrait; see, here is the one I love; and some of them even took the 
name of François de Sales (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

While Saint-Vallier was very likely speaking about the Abenaki living on the Chaudière 

River, where Bigot’s convert named Francis de Sales took a major role in the January 29th 1684 

ceremony, Lucinge seemingly failed to mention the wampum belt she had received from that 

very mission two years prior. If Saint-Vallier ever saw the belt, Lucinge did not record his 

reaction. This missed opportunity could give more context to Lucinge’s reaction to the prospect 

of Visitandine nuns in New France:  

si cela arrive, ce sera une suite des miracles que la Toute-puissance de Dieu opere 
dans ces païs là195 

if that happens, it will be one of the miracles that God’s All-mighty power operates in 
these countries (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

This rather skeptical comment suggests that she would not take direct action to send any of her 

nuns there, but would rather default to divine Providence. Neither nun nor relic left Annecy with 

Saint-Vallier, but Lucinge did not categorically discard the possibility. Using the hypothetical 

mode in French, she mentioned that:  

bien de nos Sœurs se sacrifieroient tres-volontiers, pour aller porter à ces pauvres 
Sauvages de nouvelles connoissances de JESUS-CHRIST, & de la vie de leur S. 
Protecteur196 

many of our Sisters would sacrifice themselves very gladly to bring new knowledge of 
Jesus Christ and of their holy Protector’s life to these poor Savages. (Translation by 
Lise Puyo) 

In the same breath as this remark, Lucinge changed the topic from Canada to the 

Kingdom of Sicily, where a “great princess of Messina” had also expressed the wish to receive 

Visitandine nuns and saint Francis de Sales’ relics. Contrary to Saint-Vallier’s in-person demand, 

the princess of Messina’s written request was immediately granted: two Sisters were sent to her 

kingdom with relics.197 This illustrates Lucinge’s priorities in terms of diplomacy and her 

preferring to weave alliances with European nobility rather than Abenaki people. adding to the 

impression that Lucinge wanted to keep her distance from Canada and its inhabitants. 

Wampum Presence and Use at Annecy’s Convent 

Lucinge’s lack of engagement with the materiality of the belt and apparently sole focus 

on written words prompted some later researchers to suggest that the belt had never reached 

Annecy (Clair 2008, 443-446).198 Lucinge’s 1685 annual letter only mentioned “the Savages of 

 
195 Ibid. 
196 Ibid. 
197 Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation Convent, September 27th 1687. 
Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, 
p.45.  
198 André Sanfaçon, in his unpublished manuscript, also suggested that Lucinge’s words did not confirm 
beyond any doubt that the belt had reached Annecy. 
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New France. . .sent us a porcelain collar where the name of this great Saint is written,”199 with 

no material description. So, during my research at the Visitation’s archives, I looked for evidence 

of the wampum belt’s past presence at the convent, starting with inventories made in 1683, 

1689, and 1700.  

The 1683 inventory listed a number of everyday objects used in the monastery, such as 

towels and wooden bobbins. It bears added marginal notes of the some of the gifts received in 

1685, notably the purple satin with yellow-gold foliage pattern, added to the page listing the 

eight purple vestments owned by the convent.200 That fabric was also used to make a veil, an 

altarpiece, a pavilion for the tabernacle, and a cover for Saint Francis de Sales’ tomb.201 A 

marginal note added mention of the silver vases recounted in the 1685 annual letter.202 The 

wampum belt could have been noted in the margins of the 1683 inventory, but I found no 

mention of it. Nor was there any mention of the elaborate wooden chair described in detail in 

Lucinge’s 1685 letter.  

The 1689 inventory listed only what was inside the sacristy and convent. It mentioned 

nothing that was in the church, although there were large margins for later additions and 

mentions of some assets being gifted or leaving collections. 

The inventory made in 1700 was the only one in this period to list the contents of the 

church. Therein lies the most convincing piece of evidence to confirm that the Abenaki belt 

reached Annecy. The church’s inventory starts with the main altar, listing two paintings: a large 

portrait of Saint Francis de Sales, and a painting of the Annunciation, located above the retable. 

The inventory then lists what is “au Chœur,” meaning in the church choir, where the main altar 

is located, separate from the sisters’ choir. The list starts with “1 Painting where are the three 

Bishops of the house of Sales, with their family,” and continues by omitting the term “painting” 

in the following entries: “1 of St Geneviève,” etc. Eight paintings are listed in the choir, and the 

last entry is this: “1 des Abnaquis,” or “1 from the Abnaquis”203 (fig. 23). 

The French word translated as “painting” when applied to portraits and religious scenes 

is actually “tableau,” which can designate any type of pictorial work on a relatively flat surface 

 
199 Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinges, Annual letter from Annecy Visitation Convent, December 10th 1685. 
Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Circulaires du Premier Monastère de la Visitation d’Annecy 1680-1740, 
p.38. 
200 Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Inventaire Général des Meubles du Premier Monastère de la 
Visitation d’Annecy, “Invantayre general de Tous les meubles de ce monastere, fait cette anne 1689 apres 
la mor de feu not tres honoré de unique mere Filiberte Emanuelle de Montout,” p.12. French: “ogmenté 
d’une [chasuble] de satin violet à grand ramage couleur dorore.” For reference, the phrasing De Lucinge 
used to describe this textile in the 1685 annual letter was: “satin violet à grand ramages aurore.” 
201 Ibid. p.16, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26.  
202 Ibid. p.2. French: “ogmenté de sept beaux vases d’argent qui ont esté offert par Mr du Soleil marchand 
de Lyon.” In De Lucinge’s 1685 annual letter: “un Marchand de Lyon (…) a aussi offert six vases d’argent.” 
203 Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Inventaire Général des Meubles du Premier Monastère de la 
Visitation d’Annecy, “Invantaire general de tous les meubles de ce monastere, refait en cette année mille-
sept-cent, à la fin des deux Triennaux de nôtre tres honoree Mere Marguerite Joseph Costa,” p.193. 
French: “1 Des Abnaquis.” 
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and usually made to be hung. Flowers, metal, mosaics, marble, seashells and other materials can 

be worked and arranged to compose a “tableau.” The wampum belt had a Latin inscription that 

encouraged its European recipients to engage with it as a two-dimensional object, and the fact 

that wampum belts like this were hung up on the walls in other churches would explain how the 

belt could have been loosely classified as a “tableau” by the unstated repetition of the list.  

The Abenaki letter, if Lucinge 

had followed Bigot’s request, would 

have been hung with the belt, 

allowing the person who made the 

inventory to identify this foreign 

object’s origin. The item would have 

been described differently if only the 

letter was on display, with a mention 

such as: “1 lettre des Abnaquis.” The 

vague description matches with 

Lucinge’s lack of engagement with 

the “collier de porcelaine.” As she 

was unsure how to interact with this 

foreign substance, the sister doing 

the inventory in 1700 might have 

been unsure of what to even call it. 

Interestingly, what was 

recorded was the object’s origin. The 

Abenaki letter was apparently titled 

“paroles des habitans d’Abnaquis” 

which would have helped with the 

inventory. The wampum belt itself 

spelled the words: “S. franc salisio 

Abnaq. D.” further confirming its 

origin. Even thought the nun left a 

blank rather than naming what she saw, deferring to the list of tableaux above, the 

identification would be enough for future generations to know what she was referring to. 

Facing the altar, Saint Francis de Sales’ tomb was located on the right-hand side, in the 

saint Innocents chapel (Oursel 1963).204 Therefore, it seems significant that the Abenaki 

wampum belt was placed in the main choir rather than directly above the casket, where many 

ex votos were displayed over the years. Noticeably, the belt was hung in the most sacred and 

prestigious part of the church, with the main altar. The Abenaki belt was therefore displayed in a 

 
204 Rebuilt in the 1640s, the relatively small church adopted a baroque style (Oursel 1963, 13-14). The 
choir was separated from the nave by a metal choir screen embellished with cast iron hearts, flowers and 
vases to hold torches (Devos 1963, 59). 

Figure 23: The Visitation monastery inventory dated from 1700, 
with the mention of the Abenaki “tableau,” p.193. Archives du 
monastère de la Visitation, Annecy, France. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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semi-public space, where it could be seen up close by the ecclesiastical personnel performing 

mass, but also seen through the grid by laypeople attending celebrations or pilgrims visiting the 

church to pay their respects to Saint Francis de Sales. Integrated into the church’s décor, the 

belt participated in the sensorial stimulation meant to bring visitors to an altered emotional 

state to practice devotion. Its inscription, bearing a Latin mention of the Abenaki donors, would 

have testified to the saint’s influence in far-away lands.  

Situated Agencies 

One of my recurring questions regarding these wampum belts is: as agents, what were 

they supposed to do? If evaluated within the same parameters as the Wendat belts, this 

Abenaki wampum sent to Annecy seems to have failed as a diplomatic agent. Its presence did 

not compel the Visitandine Mother Superior to send relics of saint Francis de Sales back to 

Msakkikkan. She did not acknowledge any new relationship with the Abenaki, with Bigot, or with 

the new mission on the Chaudière River; she failed to uphold protocols of gift exchange.205 

However, I argue that Bigot’s letter and the Abenaki speech did not explicitly mention any 

expected reciprocal action. Annecy’s annual letters suggested that diplomatic partners had to 

ask for relics in order to receive them.  

Jesuit Expectations of Wampum Agency 

The records suggest that colonial diplomatic partners in Europe—including Jesuits and 

Sulpicians—understood and were able to engage with Indigenous people cross-culturally. Bigot 

could not have escaped awareness of the Wendat-Chartres exchange, spanning from 1678 to 

1680, a well-known case of transatlantic Catholic wampum diplomacy. He could reference the 

letters sent by the Wendat, and he might have heard, through the Jesuit networks, about the 

ceremony of All Saints’ Day in 1680 when the Chartres reliquary was elevated and explained in 

the Wendat language at the church of Lorette. Bigot might have read the Chartrains’ letter, 

where they declared themselves brothers and equals to the Wendats based on theological 

arguments. He would likely have known that the wampum belt the Wendat sent was a record of 

relations with the Virgin Mary as a mother to the Wendat and to the religious communities they 

were in contact with. The sending of a wampum belt to saint Francis de Sales at Annecy 

followed a similar logic.  

By analyzing the depiction of church décor in the Jesuit Relations, Muriel Clair has 

convincingly demonstrated that Jesuit missionaries in New France were convinced that their 

images and objects had efficacious properties, an “autonomous power” that would “conquer 

and civilize” Indigenous peoples. She has pointed out that Jesuit missionaries, when describing 

and overstating Indigenous fascination with Catholic imagery, were in fact reflecting their own 

relationship with sacred objects “and [their own] conviction that they have a power that is equal 

to speech” (Clair 2008b, 98).206 In Indigenous missions where Catholic relics were absent, 

 
205 This idea of diplomatic failure is also expressed in Clair 2008b and Sanfaçon’s manuscript. 
206 My translation. Original French: “Ce qu’entend démontrer le jésuite à son lectorat européen, c’est que 
pour conquérir et civiliser les Amérindiens, il faut des “images.”” “leur pouvoir autonome,” “Ce qu’il [Paul 
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Indigenous objects (e.g., tobacco, wampum beads) were often used to sanctify the altar. In the 

absence of the expected Catholic substances, Bigot used the belt to saint Francis de Sales as a 

“relic by anticipation” (Clair 2008, 464).207 As a gift to saint Francis de Sales’ tomb, the belt might 

even have been put in contact with his sepulcher, thereby being transformed into a tertiary 

relic.  

Jacques Bigot seemingly understood wampum as a substance so compelling that it could 

make his expectations known to its interlocutors, as the Wendat wampum belts had done for 

Chaumonot and Bouvart earlier. By sending the belt without much explanation or without 

outlining the protocol, he might have trusted wampum and paper alone to move the 

Visitandines, just as the Wendat wampum had moved religious communities in Paris, Notre-

Dame de Foy, Loreto and Chartres. This belt, the most beautiful wampum he had seen, could 

efficaciously carry both the Abenaki’s words and the Jesuit’s inarticulate expectations. 

Anticipating the belt’s impending consecration, the missionary would have relied on its presence 

as a replacement for European substances imbued with divine agency.  Bigot’s religious 

approach in the New World had become increasingly syncretic, interpreting wampum power 

from his perspective as a Jesuit convinced of the autonomous powers of sacred objects. 

Departing drastically from religious orthodoxy at this time (but not too far from Jesuit practices 

in New France), he included wampum ceremonialism into his own liturgy (Clair 2008b, 463-473). 

The ceremony, destined to seal a bond between Abenaki converts and Saint Francis de Sales, 

constituted a negotiation with sanctioned catholic practices as well as a direct negotiation 

between the community, the saint, God, and other inhabitants in Wabanaki homelands. 

Intended Places of Action 

Considering the written records of this belt, I suggest that it was primarily an agent of 

spiritual diplomacy destined to transform human and more-than-human consciousness in 

Wabanaki territory. The letters did not point to the Visitandines as desired diplomatic partners, 

even though they had the theoretical tools to be moved by this Indigenous substance. The 

kinship metaphors the Visitandines were using in their own spiritual alliances were easily 

transferable to Indigenous contexts. Instead, the wampum belt was used to foster vertical 

relationships (between Abenaki converts and God through saint Francis de Sales) and horizontal 

relationships only among the Abenaki who wished for a reconnection with kin through 

repentance.  

Once in Annecy, the belt was able to carry its message to saint Francis de Sales’ body, 

and by 1700, it was hanging in the most sacred part of the church, next to religious paintings 

 
Le Jeune] voit dans la réaction des Amérindiens (…) c’est sa propre relation aux décors des églises et sa 
conviction qu’ils ont un pouvoir égal à la parole.” 
207 In her analysis of the 1684 Abenaki chapel décor, Muriel Clair has remarked that, from a European 
Catholic perspective, the altar on which mass as celebrated at Msakkikkan lacked sanctifying elements. 
The Eucharist would have been the only substance there capable of creating a sacred space in a European 
perspective, as the sanctuary did not have any relics, and yet they were necessary to properly consecrate 
altars.  
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gifted by wealthy patrons. In that aspect, the belt, which had been used to confer power to a 

chapel on the Chaudière River, could potentially exhibit similar power in the Visitation church. 

However, its ability to sanctify a place was not acknowledged in this European context. To the 

Visitandines, the Abenaki “prayers” were more “touching” and compelling than the wampum 

belt itself.  

Here was a missed opportunity. The Mother Superior could have used this exotic 

material and written testimony from overseas as a map of converted souls, expanding 

Christianity and saint Francis’ territory, reaffirming her authority over his kin networks. Yet 

Lucinge was attuned to the difference between being part of an aristocratic family, and being 

part of the common folk under its protection. She valued class and social prestige in aristocratic 

networks, but neither Bigot nor the Abenaki seemed to have sufficient status to pursue equal 

relations. So, the belt’s display in the church did not signal any reciprocal responsibility vis-à-vis 

the Abenaki. Instead, it evoked saint Francis de Sales’ client relations in distant lands in material 

form, made with a locally valuable substance that was rare in Europe, but financially worthless. 

Less efficacious in this regard than the paintings amongst which it was displayed, the Abenaki 

belt only spoke to Saint Francis, who, if he ever responded, did not send any message through 

his daughters. 

Disappearing Acts 

At some point in the late 1700s or early 1800s, the Annency wampum belt went missing, 

leaving only a paper trail. It continued to speak in the preserved texts of Bigot’s letter and 

Lucinge’s annual letter that captured Bigot’s translation of Abenaki words. The original Abenaki 

speech, which Bigot requested to be put with the belt, may have disappeared at the same time 

as the object. 

When the Wendat and Abenaki wampum belts at Chartres were “re-published” in 1857 

and 1858 (see Chapter 6), French and American scholars familiar with the Jesuit Relations 

inquired about the fate of the Abenaki belt at Annecy. John G. Shea asked Henry de Courcy de 

Laroche-Héron to contact the Bishop of Annecy to find out if the Visitation convent still had it. 

The Bishop answered: 

J’ai fait chercher dans les Archives de la Visitation s’il y auroit quelques restes du 
Collier des Abnakis. Helas! la Revolution a tout dévoré. On n’a pu lui arracher que les 
reliques de nos grands Saints. Cependant nous avons retrouvé une lettre du père 
Bigot parfaitement conservée et qui est relative a ce collier. (Bigot 1858, 6) 

I had the Visitation Archives searched, to see if there was any remains of the Abenaki 
belt. Halas! The Revolution has devoured everything. We could only rip our great 
Saints’ relics from its grasp. However we have found a letter from father Bigot 
perfectly preserved and which pertains to this belt. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This was the November 1684 letter from Bigot, which is still in the Visitation archives in Annecy 

today. The “Revolution” was most likely the French Revolution of the 1790s, which had 

devastating effects for the Church’s holdings in France and its annexed territories. This 
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traumatic event, still invoked in contemporary interviews with clergy stakeholders, was often 

referred to when trying to account for disappearing collections.  

Other events could have caused the belt to disappear. In 1752, for instance, a fire 

destroyed part of the convent, the bell-tower and the church’s roof (Devos 1973, 53), but the 

inventories recorded no losses of objects linked to this incident. Subsequent inventories (which 

were updated every three years from 1700 on) do not record losses, but they do acknowledge 

objects that were “worn out” (“usé” in French) were “removed” and “replaced.” Textile 

ornaments make the vast majority of these updates, often described in some detail, both to 

keep an accurate count of the sacristy’s holdings, and to record the nuns’ productions and 

craftsmanship.  

One inventory entry in 1706 stood out, given the details on offerings made to Saint 

Francis de Sales. The Mother Superior wrote that the monastery was “augmented with some 

ornaments in the sacristy and generally with silver votives gifted to our saint Founder that 

deserve to be in the present inventory.”208 The silver ex votos were displayed in the sacristy and 

in the church, in golden frames with black velvet backings; in the 1700 inventory, they had been 

classified as “tableaux.” Some represented portraits or full scenes fashioned in silver relief, 

others represented body parts made of silver.209 Some had not been properly counted in 

previous inventories, evidencing that offerings to Saint Francis were not systematically counted 

or closely monitored. The offerings that “deserved” mention were made of silver, suggesting a 

wider range of ex votos left at the sanctuary and dealt with off the record.  

After listing these valuable donations in the sacristy, the nun added that there were a 

hundred and fifty three other donations on display inside the church, on the wall of the choir, 

where the Abenaki belt had been placed according to the 1700 inventory. These objects were 

hung in two locations: above the bars that separated the nuns’ choir from the rest of the church, 

and on the opposite wall, which separated the church choir from the sacristy.210  Both locations 

were inaccessible to any nun seeking a closer look. There was no mention of the Abenaki belt or 

the paintings that had been listed in the 1700 inventory. In the face of a growing collection, the 

belt might have been brought down to make space on the choir walls. In any case, its absence 

from later discussions of noteworthy donations to Saint Francis de Sales makes it seem to have 

disappeared in plain sight, outshone by donations made of precious metals. 

 
208 Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Inventaire Général des Meubles du Premier Monastère de la 
Visitation d’Annecy, p.245. French: “augmenté de quelqes ornements a la sacristie et generallement des 
vœux d’argent offert à nôtre St Fondateur qui méritte destre sur le present Invantaire.” This distinction 
highlights the fact that some donations did not deserve such mentions.  
209 The 1706 addendum listed a very realistic leg and foot, a stomach, a breast, an eye and a kidney, but 
most of them were shaped like a heart. Some were dated from earlier years (1648, 1668, 1687, 1700), and 
yet had not been properly counted in previous inventories. 
210 Ibid. p.245-253. 
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Revolutionary Moments of Instability 

In September 1792, when French revolutionary armies invaded Savoy, nobles and high 

clergy fled to Turin, the capital of the Savoy states (Nicolas 1989). In October, an assembly 

proclaimed the end of feudal rights and the clergy’s civil constitution, following the reforms 

undertaken in the rest of France. Following revolutionary procedures, the Church’s belongings 

became national property and revolutionary personnel made inventories of the moveable goods 

and real estate owned by the many congregations and religious orders present in the city 

(Bodinier and Teyssier 2000, 26-32). Some departmental archives have thorough documentation 

of these processes, with detailed registers of nationalized patrimony and auctions of church 

objects. However, in 1815, at the fall of Napoleon’s empire when Annecy reintegrated the 

kingdom of Sardinia, records of the French Revolution were publicly destroyed, as they 

chronicled the dispossession of aristocratic families and the Catholic Church.211 Luckily, the 

revolutionary inventory made for the Visitation convent at Annecy survived, and accounts of this 

tumultuous period, told from the Visitandines’ perspective, remain in the convent’s archives.  

Revolutionary agents decided to inventory the Visitation convent on November 17th 

1792. The Mother Superior stalled the process for a few days, arguing for authorizations she 

needed to secure before introducing men into the convent. When the agents set up their office 

in the convent’s infirmary, they asked for inventories, account books, and property titles, 

reflecting a simultaneous interest for real estate, financial records, and moveable objects. Inside 

the church, the inventory focused on metalwork, starting with the two silver caskets of Saint 

Francis de Sales and Saint Jeanne de Chantal, the candelabras, the organ, and the silver ex-votos 

on display in the choir.212 Remarkably, the inventory did not mention any painting or retables 

inside the church. Nor was there any mention of the Abenaki wampum belt.  

In the Visitandines’ annals, the nuns documented their resistance to this process. Prior 

to the agents’ arrival, they had sent away their most valuable silver and gold ex-votos gifted by 

European royal families, to protect these important assets. In the 1792 inventory, the 

Revolutionary agents commented on this noticeable absence, as these silver sculptures had 

been previously displayed on the choir walls (like the Abenaki belt) and were well known by all 

in the city. When they confronted the nuns, the Visitandines replied that they had not updated 

their inventories in years, and lied about selling these pieces years prior (rather than smuggling 

them abroad in an attempt to save them).213 

 
211 Julien Coppier, directeur adjoint, Archives Départementales de Haute-Savoie, personal communication, 
28 November 2018. 
212 Archives Municipales d’Annecy, 4P3 “Proces verbal de la municipalité d’Annecy au sujet de l’inventaire 
des avoirs des dames de la visitation d’Annecy, premier monastere.” November 17th 1792. 
213 Compare the report from the Revolution to the internal documents at the Visitiation monastery: 
Archives Municipales d’Annecy, 4P3 “Proces verbal de la municipalité d’Annecy au sujet de l’inventaire 
des avoirs des dames de la visitation d’Annecy, premier monastere.” November 17th 1792. Archives de la 
Visitation d’Annecy, Annales du Premier Monastère de la Visitation t.9, 22 Nov. 1792. 
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The nuns had actually hidden most of the contents of their sacristy before the 

Revolutionary agents arrived. “An unfaithful worker” later shared this information with the 

agents, prompting a second visit. The Visitandines wrote: 

we had the pain of seeing exposed in the middle of a courtyard, by impious hands, all 
the objects destined to the cult of God; a silver monstrance with four angels lifting a 
ducal crown embellished with 21 large fine pearls, which had been a gift from the 
Court of Turin; a silver tabernacle gifted by the duchess of Bavaria, Adélaïde de 
Savoy; another tabernacle embellished with jasper columns, embellished with six 
sterling silver angels, holding gold palms, gifted by princess Tasson; a crown of solid 
gold with five gold hearts dangling around, gifted by Royal Madame Christine de 
France; three gold monstrances one of which is carried by two angels, garnished with 
precious stones and fine diamonds, was a gift from king Victor Amédée; a diamond 
cross, attached to the sun of a monstrance, had been a gift from a lady of Chambéry; 
6 tall beautiful sterling silver candelabras, gold-plated, gifted by Alexander VII; 14 
smaller, gifted by pious people; 26 sterling silver lamps; a diamond of great price, 
gifted by Madame the Countess of Touloujon; a large number of chalices, all silver, 
several gold-plated, also cruets, basins, silver pitchers and plates, several lavabo 
baskets, etc., etc. We had to resign ourselves to seeing everything that piety had 
consecrated to the cult of God taken away.214 (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

These objects – which reflected the generosity of high-status donors and were deemed valuable 

enough to lie to Revolutionary agents for – were in jeopardy due to both their material 

substance and their connections to noble families. Precious metals were needed by the new 

regime to solve an economic crisis inherited from the monarchy (Pons 2020, 14-18). As the 

Revolution had put an end to the feudal system and declared all men equal, tokens of 

aristocratic domination were prized for their symbolic value as well.  

Was the Abenaki belt part of that courtyard haul? Or was it still on the walls of the 

church when, in March 1793, municipal workers came to take down all of the ex votos that 

covered the choir walls and chapels? Was it taken later, as they were preparing the monastery 

and the church for its conversion into barracks for the Revolutionary army? When the 

Visitandines were told to evacuate their convent, they were allowed to take the strict 

necessities for their community life. The nuns took this opportunity to gather the clothes of 

Saint Francis de Sales and Saint Jeanne de Chantal, along with their manuscripts, the records of 

their canonization, and the most important documents in their archives. Amongst these crucial 

papers was Bigot’s 1684 letter announcing the Abenaki wampum gift to Saint Francis.215 

Memories Receding into the Land 

During my research visits at Annecy, France, and Odanak, Canada to gather information 

on the Abenaki wampum belts, I found that the memory of the Annency relationship had not 

been well-preserved. At Annecy, this history had not been transmitted to the nuns I spoke to, 

 
214 Archives de la Visitation d’Annecy, Annales du Premier Monastère de la Visitation t.9, 22 Nov. 1792.  
215 See: Ibid., 21 Mar. 1793, and Archives Municipales d’Annecy, BB Délibérations du Conseil Municipal 54, 
1792-1794, f.57v, f.78v, f.80r. 
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including the archivist sister. At Odanak, while Saint Francis de Sales’ name and presence was 

still very vivid in toponyms, architectural features, material culture and local history (including 

the designation of the original mission village as “St. Francis”), the 1684 wampum belt to Annecy 

was not widely known or recognized.  

The belt’s material disappearance and the absence of a counter-gift might explain why 

stories of other seventeenth-century wampum belts, which had material supports, were more 

readily included in local articulations of national histories and patrimony. In its spectral 

existence as a ghost belt, it seems that the Annecy belt has reached and moved the emotions of 

scholars more often than ecclesiastics and Indigenous stakeholders. 

Based on the original written records, the belt was intended to exert more lasting 

influence at home, in the Msakkikkan winter chapel, than abroad. Its message and plea did not 

concern the mountains of Savoy, but it spoke to the inhabitants of a changing Wabanaki 

landscape grappling with profound challenges. If the Annecy belt carried diplomatic demands, it 

seemed to mainly engage with more-than-human beings (Saint Francis) to request the 

restoration and maintenance of good relations among Wabanaki people in Wabanaki space. The 

belt’s construction history also underlines the importance of female leadership at the Abenaki 

Catholic settlement of Msakkikkan on the Chaudière River. This might partly explain why, after 

electing a male saint to protect them and receiving no substantive answer, the Abenaki turned 

instead to a female protector, a powerful “head of cabin” in Christian mythology, the Virgin 

Mary, mother of Christ. 

Recovering Loss through the Abenaki Language: the 1691 Abenaki 
Wampum Belt to the Virgin of Chartres. 

Saint Francis de Sales Mission, from Msakkikkan to Néssawakamighé   

 In the years following 1684, Abenaki settlements grew along the Chaudière River, and 

Wabanaki warriors became increasingly important to the French in their western wars against 

the Seneca. In 1686, the Jesuits bought another plot of land where the Chaudière River meets 

with the Saint Lawrence in a series of waterfalls. This site was called Néssawakamighé, meaning 

“double place” or “second place” (Lozier 2018, 236, 353-354 n47; Rasles & Pickering 1833, 458, 

542; Turnbull 1870, 22). The Saint Francis mission relocated to this second site as the Abenaki 

population grew and as it became increasingly intertwined with colonial politics. 

 In 1688, when France and England took opposite sides in the global conflict known as 

the Nine Years’ War. Governor Frontenac, thinking of using Wabanaki warriors as security for 

the French colony in Canada, thought that their villages would be better situated in Acadia, 

where they could operate as a line of defense against English colonies. Yet, increased military 

pressure in Acadia forced more Wabanaki migrations towards the Saint Lawrence River valley. 

To manage this increase in population, the Jesuits obtained another grant from the colonial 

government in 1689, a narrow plot of land that followed the Chaudière River almost down to 

Msakkikkan (Boily 2006, 187-188; Lozier 2018, 246-247).  
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In the Fall of 1691, the Jesuit missionary Jacques Bigot sailed back to France, leaving his 

brother Vincent Bigot at Néssawakamighé. Jacques Bigot’s stay in France would be used to raise 

funds and muster support for the Saint Francis Abenaki mission (Lozier 2018, 250). Seven years 

after the unsuccessful attempt to gain Annecy’s interest in the Abenaki, Bigot perhaps saw the 

limitations to the power of letters and objects to negotiate over such long distances alone; 

personal diplomacy was needed. During his three-year stay, Jacques was housed at the Jesuit 

college in Paris, where he acted as a liaison with Canadian missions in the Saint Lawrence River 

Valley. From there, he focused his diplomatic interest on established allies: the canons of 

Chartres cathedral. Martin Bouvart, the Jesuit missionary working with Wendat Christians at 

Lorette, had been instrumental in mediating the relationship between that community and the 

cathedral. His elder brother Jean Bouvart, an important figure in Chartres’ financial and judiciary 

administration, was the brother-in-law of the vicar general at Chartres cathedral, Louis Patin.216 

Patin seems to have been Jacques Bigot’s main interlocutor in Chartres during his stay in 

France.217  

Either in late 1691 or in the first weeks of 1692, Bigot transmitted a “present” and a 

“vow” coming from the Abenaki mission to Chartres cathedral (Merlet 1858, 25). The Jesuit 

Relations made no mention of this diplomatic initiative, which was likely discussed at 

Néssawakamighé before Bigot’s departure for France. Archives of this exchange remain at 

Chartres, where Bigot’s January 27th 1692 letter thanked Patin for his favorable response and 

generosity. Another letter of thanks confirmed that the chapter of Chartres cathedral had 

promised to send a silver reliquary in the shape of the Holy Chemise, like the one sent to the 

Wendat in 1680. An archived letter in Abenaki, titled: “Vœu des Sauvages abnaquis de la 

Mission de Saint françois de Sales en la nouvelle france” (Vow from the Abenaki Savages from 

Saint Francis de Sales mission in New France), is believed to have been received in 1691 and to 

explain this gift (Merlet 1858, xiv).218 Only the Abenaki text remains; Bigot’s original letter of 

introduction is also missing (Merlet 1858, 24).  

 The exact nature of this present has fueled some scholarly speculation and debate. 

Merlet wrote that in 1691, “the Chapter received a painted tin box with these words: Votum 

Abnaquiorum, where was the vow that the Abenaki made to the Virgin of Chartres” (Merlet 

1858, xiv, translation by Lise Puyo). Merlet did not mention any wampum belt.  

There was, however, an Abenaki wampum belt sent to Chartres in 1699, a monument of 

purple quahog beads with the words “Matri Virgini Abnaquæi D.D.” written in white shell beads 

(Merlet 1858, xv). The archival record unequivocally supports this claim, as contemporaneous 

documents described this belt and its arrival in detail. This 1699 belt is generally considered to 

be the only Abenaki wampum sent to Chartres (Langlois 1922, 297-298; Gobillot 1957, 44; 

 
216 André Sanfaçon uncovered all this genalogical data in his unublished manuscript, chap. XV-XVI, p.28. 
217 Letter from Jacques Bigot to Louis Patin, January 27th 1692. Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, 
G445. 
218 Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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Sanfaçon 1996; Becker 2006, 119; Clair 2008, 482; Lozier 2018, 250), and it will be discussed 

subsequently.  

When I started doing research at Odanak, with this date in mind, I was perplexed to see 

that my interlocutors and several historical markers in the village associated the Chartres belt 

with the date 1691 rather than 1699. This suggested the potential existence of another belt, 

preserved in Abenaki memory for generations but unknown to non-Abenaki scholars. This led 

me to reassess the assumption that the 1699 belt was the only wampum the Abenaki sent to 

Chartres.   

Materializing Memory on the Land  

 Between 2017 and 2019, during multiple visits to Odanak, QC, I observed how the 

history of the Chartres belt has been displayed for the Abenaki community and its visitors. 

During interviews with cultural experts, including Dr. Nicole Obomsawin (Abenaki 

anthropologist, former head of the Musée des Abénakis), Patrick Côté (historian), Mathieu 

Obomsawin (former head of the Musée des Abénakis), Richard Obomsawin (Chief of the 

Abenaki Nation), Florence Benedict (Councilwoman at the Abenaki Nation), and Thérèse 

Obomsawin (Abenaki elder, cantor of Saint Francis church), I noticed that the date 1691 was 

often cited in association with the Abenaki belt at Chartres. At first, I first overlooked these 

mentions, interpreting the will to refer to 1691 rather than 1699 as a way to accentuate the 

belt’s importance as “the oldest” remaining example of Abenaki wampum in the world. I noticed 

a material marker inside the Saint Francis church that dated the Chartres belt to 1691, and 

thought that the marker might have confused my interlocutors (fig. 24). 

In 2018, I attended the Odanak Pow-Wow, and during the Sunday mass in Saint Francis 

church, I listened to Abenaki chants, including a version of the 1691 Abenaki letter to Chartres 

Figure 24: Painting of the 1691 wampum belt inside Saint Francis church at Odanak, Quebec. Photo by Lise 
Puyo. 
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that had been put into music in the 1980s.219 Thus integrated into the fabric of Abenaki Catholic 

religious life, the memory of the 1691 exchange with Chartres had been repurposed to create a 

locally and culturally specific expression. Abenaki community members could simultaneously 

worship the Virgin Mary, transmit the Abenaki language, and signify to insiders and outsiders 

cultural continuities in an Indigenous village surrounded by a settler colonial state. At the pow-

wow, Dr. Bruchac introduced me to Dr. Alice Nash, who told me that the 1691 letter had been 

translated from Abenaki into several different versions in the nineteenth century by local 

Abenaki leaders and a couple of missionaries. When I investigated these sources, I realized that 

the 1691 Abenaki gift was, indeed, the first of two wampum belts this community sent to 

Chartres. 

Texts as Material Markers of Memory  

 Most of the religious 

wampum belts studied in this 

dissertation have seen their 

materiality transform from shell and 

leather, to ink and paper. As seen at 

Annecy, the textual form can be 

duplicated and assume a distributed 

presence in difference spaces, (e.g., a 

convent’s archives or a scholar’s 

library). Its tenuous presence might 

be buried amongst other materials, as 

Visitation inventories demonstrate. 

These paper manifestations can shape 

engagements with the living, and 

influence the efficacy the belts may 

have in their distributed forms. The 

1691 Abenaki belt to Chartres is such 

a story of shifting visibility, depending 

on where its viewers are standing. 

The publication of Merlet’s 1858 work on the Chartres wampum belts stirred 

considerable interest, in North America, prompting an investigation into the Annecy belt, and 

sparking the curiosity of scholars working on Algonquian languages.220  Merlet only published 

one of the two documents in the Abenaki language that survive in the Eure-et-Loir 

Departmental Archives in Chartres. His choice might be explained by the fact that the first 

document, likely written in 1691 when Jacques Bigot was still in Canada, had lost its 

accompanying translation (Merlet 1858, 24n1). The second document, accompanying the 1699 

 
219 Interview with Thérèse Obomsawin, 24 July 2018.  
220 For a discussion of the emotional encounters that most likely motivated Merlet’s monograph, see 
chapter 6. 

Figure 25: Beginning of Jacques Bigot’s 1691 Abenaki 
transcript. Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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Abenaki belt, retains both the Abenaki and the French versions in the departmental archives, 

but its length might have prompted Merlet to omit the Abenaki version from his publication.221  

The original manuscript is a small and modest object: a sheet of paper folded once, 

covered on two pages in Jacques Bigot’s rounded handwriting, leaving the next two pages blank 

for later annotations (fig. 25). Surprisingly for a document that would convey important 

devotional sentiments and diplomatic demands, some words are struck through, and others are 

interlined. No date or signature was added, and the title is the only sentence in French: “Vœu 

des Sauvages abnaquis de la Mission de Saint françois de Sales en la nouvelle france.”222 Some 

documents accompanying wampum belts have a translation written on the opposite side of the 

page (e.g. the 1699 Abenaki letter to Chartres), but this letter is written on each side of the 

same folio, the remaining folio being left blank. This indicates that the translation was provided 

on a separate document. No ornamentation beyond an initial cross above the title was added. 

After the wampum belt had disappeared, this modest object remained its only trace. Merlet 

simultaneously duplicated and erased this trace by transcribing the one piece of evidence 

documenting the belt’s existence, while identifying that the 1691 Abenaki gift as a tin box rather 

than a wampum belt (Merlet 1858, xiv). 

 In 1866, the American missionary Eugene Vetromile published the Abenakis and their 

History (Vetromile 1866). Aimed at a North American audience, the book offered the text of the 

1691 Abenaki letter in appendix. Vetromilewent beyond Merlet by proposing another 

transcription, suggesting he had access to the manuscript in Chartres’ archives. Vetromile’s 

version used all of the diacritic characters in Bigot’s spelling, and adds a word sequence that 

Merlet had omitted. His translation was the first published text to explicitly confirm that the 

1691 Abenaki letter mentioned the gift of a wampum belt. Although Vetromile’s book was fairly 

widely circulated in North America, it did not appear to reach French-speaking scholars, who still 

relied on Merlet. 

 The Nicolet seminary archives contain a file with several different translations of the 

1691 Abenaki letter, in both English and French. Vetromile’s version was copied by hand around 

1885, and a note in French indicates that the unnamed writer had reached out to the Bishop of 

Portland to inquire about Vetromile, who had since passed away.223 In the same file, three other 

handwritten texts wrestled with the 1691 Abenaki letter, by first translating it into modern 

Abenaki, before translating it into French. One version is anonymous,224 but the other two were 

produced in July 1881 by Joseph Laurent (chief at Odanak from 1880 to 1892),225 and by Thomas 

 
221 Since the 1691 Abenaki text contains a foreign orthography that was likely unintelligible to most of 
Merlet’s audience, his transcription also made adjustments for the printing press he had available. He 
changed the special characters used by Bigot, most notably the letter resembling the number eight noting 
the sound |w|, which he replaced by the diphthong “ou,” and the dieresis placed on some of the N 
letters, which he deleted. 
222 Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
223 Archives du Séminaire de Nicolet, F249/J6/21/3. 
224 Ibid., F249/J6/21/4. 
225 Ibid., F249/J6/21/13. 
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Wawanolet,226 another fluent Abenaki speaker at Odanak. Written on lined paper, these two 

versions use alternating lines of ancient Abenaki, modern Abenaki, and French (fig. 26). Both 

writers relied on Merlet as a primary source. 

Despite his omissions, Merlet’s transcription brought a message about Abenaki 

patrimony that was only legible to Abenaki speakers. At Odanak, the three new translations 

produced by 

bilingual 

Abenaki and 

French 

speakers 

may have 

sparked the 

local 

remembran

ce of the 

1691 belt, 

whereas 

scholars 

familiar with 

the French 

studies of Chartres would only recognize the second belt, sent in 1699. 

Artistic Memories and Place-Making 

This intra-community memory took other material forms. Although Laurent and 

Wawanolet’s translations left Odanak to enter into the Nicolet seminary’s archives,227 a painting 

displayed inside the Saint Francis church of Odanak carries their findings forward. The church, 

rebuilt several times over the centuries, is a large rectangular beige stone building, with a silver 

colored roof, pierced with a single bell tower. It sits at the center of the mission village, with the 

priest’s house and the Catholic school—now the Musée des Abénakis—erected on either side of 

it.  

Inside, a nave faces the altar and choir, and the arched ceiling and wall are covered in 

cream paint and white wallpaper, embossed with fleur de lys and neoclassic ornamental motifs. 

The retable of the main altar, facing the entrance, is made of wooden columns painted cream 

and gold, with a statue of Mary wearing all white with pale blue trims. The altarpiece is a 

polychrome wooden bas relief, its dark wood and bright colors standing out in the otherwise 

cream décor. Two decorative panels of yellow lilies—the flower usually associated with the 

Virgin Mary—frame the scene of the last supper. The Abenaki artisan and community leader 

Théophile Panadis (1889-1966) produced much of the church décor, including this altarpiece 

 
226 Ibid., F249/J6/21/12. 
227 They were collected by Henri Vassal, a mixed-race Indian Agent working at Odanak between 1873 and 
1889, who had attended school at Nicolet Seminary (Audet 2011, 21).  

Figure 26: Joseph Laurent’s 1881 translation of the 1691 Abenaki transcript. On the left, the 
finalized translation in French. On the right, the first line corresponds to Merlet’s publication, 
the second line is a translation into modern Abenaki, and the third is a word-for-word 
translation into French. Centre d’Archives Régionales Séminaire de Nicolet, Fonds Henri Vassal 
F249/J6/21/4. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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(Nash and Obomsawin 2003, 83). He took inspiration from Da Vinci’s Last Supper, substituting 

the faces of community members.228 

This is not the only visual indication of Abenaki place-making inside the church. Panadis 

also made two wedding chairs displayed next to the main altar, decorated with sturgeons, 

symbols that simultaneously communicate in two different symbolic regimes. Christians will see 

the Ichthys, the Greek acronym for “Jesus Christ Son of God,” while Abenaki onlookers might 

see a symbol of fertility and family lineage. Community members today request these chairs for 

their patrimonial value as well as good luck for their marriage.229 Wood panels sculpted by 

Claude Panadis in 1981 are displayed in addition to the Stations of the Cross. Each of these 

represents allegorical scenes captioned with Christian aphorisms, illustrated with Indigenous 

characters wearing long hair, feathers, and deerskin robes. The portrait of Mary, “the Queen of 

Heavens,” for example, is the profile of an Indigenous woman wearing a headband with two 

feathers pointing down. A larger panel represents “Grandmother Moon,” “Mother Earth,” “Elder 

Brother Sun,” and three scenes depicting a corn harvest, picking flowers and fruits, and “the 

spiritual Talk of good hunting in the cold months ahead.”  

This décor articulates an Indigenized approach to Christianity, one that is compatible 

with Abenaki traditions and practice by highlighting reciprocity and the conceptual overlaps 

between God, sacredness, and other-than-human beings. Unsurprisingly, saint Kateri 

Tekakwitha is present in multiple forms. Her icon is displayed on the Christ altar, she is 

represented as a life-size statue, made of a single woodblock, adorned in deerskin, and with a 

very realistic face. Her relics, very small pieces of human remains, are displayed in a metal 

medallion, protected under a small piece of glass, and encased in one of Panadis’ wood panels, 

with a cross and four arrows evocative of the Four Directions. 

 The décor also memorializes the Abenaki relationship with Chartres cathedral and its 

wampum diplomacy. Right next to the door, a wooden framed sign displays an artist’s rendition 

of the Chartres belt (fig. 25). A text in Abenaki, written in black paint on a white background, 

and framed with cascading four-petal flowers, reads: 

Mali nigawesna io kisokw nto’ncmawina asid’-nemolak kisi’toak nikisi-li Peguatoak. 
Kisi Odaînon natosta-wa-onik ta matanaski ana-wi-tawa-onik niona kedawon-sismak 
negaha-lômi-na-menana akuambi wawasi-nowi-an. Niona atsi n’tostawina ta 
olobatlina.  

Underneath the text, a colorful rendition of a wampum belt is painted along the full 

length of the plaque. This painted belt has a white background, with beads suggested by 

regularly placed dots of grey and green paint, and words are represented in clusters of red dots, 

figuring beads, to form: “Matri. virgini. WAbAN-AKI’OI-1691.” Along the length, alternating red 

and green triangles and black lines frame this phrase. In the very center, two orange triangles 

connect in an hourglass figure. Symmetrical floral motifs embellish the white spaces on the left 

 
228 Interview with Patrick Côté, 7 July 2018. 
229 Idem. 
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and right of the red phrase: a flower with four petals, its two leaves, and a separate blue bird 

with its wings open. The ends are embellished with large bands of fringed brown leather, 

embroidered with two rows of alternating white and red beads, each featuring the profile of a 

deer, looking in opposite directions. A caption written in black paint indicates:  

.Le collier. de. Wampum. Don des Abenakis. A. N-D. De Chartres .Eure et Loire. 
France.  

the wampum collar. Gift from the Abenaki to Our Lady of Chartres, Eure et Loire, 
France. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

 This painting (fig.24), although said to represent the 1691 wampum belt, seems to have 

been inspired by the 1699 belt still housed at Chartres. The 1699 text “Matri Virgini Abnaquæi” 

appears to have been transformed into an Abenaki version reading: “Matri Virgini WAbAN-

AKI’OI.” This departure from Latin and French spellings follows spelling conventions that were 

preferred in twentieth-century language revitalization efforts. The use of capitals might also 

convey the importance of this word, insisting on the nation that sent the belt rather than its holy 

addressee.  

The addition of so many decorative elements is unusual compared, to extent wampum 

belts. Generally, text and punctuation are the only elements requesting contrasting beads. Here, 

the shapes and colors the artist chose evoked nineteenth-century glass beadwork, or porcupine 

quill weaving, rather than the strict purple and white and geometric patterns prevalent in 

seventeenth century wampum weaving. Notably, the color purple was not featured on this 

artist’s rendition, although it is the dominant color on the surviving 1699 belt.  

This painted belt bears little resemblance to the historical objects woven from white 

whelk and purple quahog beads. It reflects a desire and an interpretation, rather than an exact 

representation, of the object that would have been received at Chartres. Given the widespread 

removal of wampum belts from Indigenous communities in the Northeast, during late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century (Bruchac 2018b; Lainey 2004, 139-162; Lainey 2022), 

this artist may have chosen to reject the black and white renditions in scholarly publications and 

exert even more creativity to compensate. Infused with traditional-coded motifs such as flowers 

and thunderbirds (Bourque and LaBar 2009, 116-117; Speck 1914, 4; Lenik 2012, 168-169), this 

representation evokes both Abenaki and pan-Indian culture in forms recognizable to viewers in 

the present day. The wooden plaque, placed next to the church’s doors, is seen by church 

attendees and tourists alike, memorializing an international alliance spanning across centuries, 

bearing witness to Abenaki continued existence despite settler colonialism.  

The date 1691 is directly inscribed on the belt, which was sometimes done on historic 

wampum belts, especially in the eighteenth century (Becker and Lainey 2004). The date links the 

Abenaki to Chartres in 1691, the text testifies to another linkage in 1699. While it might confuse 

non-Abenaki viewers, this sign memorializes local Abenaki memories, attesting that the 

“present” accepted by Chartres in January 1692 was indeed a wampum belt. This offers clues 

into the state of historical knowledge among Abenaki cultural keepers. Although the precise 
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design of the belt was apparently lost to memory, the surviving texts, along with this material 

marker, helped the belt maintain a living presence in the Abenaki community, even in abstentia. 

Translation as Memory Work: Transmission, Recovery, Distortion 

Following Merlet’s 1858 publication, the 1691 Abenaki letter was translated several 

times into English and French, by North American missionaries and by Abenaki leaders at 

Odanak.230 The five different translations present significant variations, and their discrepancies 

illustrate the ways in which translation is inevitably enmeshed in argumentative processes and 

power dynamics (Álvarez and Vidal 1996; Tymoczko and Gentzler 2002). As revealed below, 

each translator aimed to produce different effects, relying on different strategies to present 

credentials that would confer more power to their own version. These translations include: 

Eugene Vetromile’s 1866 version; the versions produced by the Abenaki leaders Joseph Laurent 

and Thomas Wawanolet at Odanak in July 1881; a variation on these translations proposed by 

the missionary at Odanak Ovide Sicard de Carufel in 1882; and an undated and anonymous 

version.  

1866: Eugene Vetromile’s version 

In 1866, Eugene Vetromile published a transcription of the Chartres letter and his own 

translation into English (Vetromile 1866, 169-171). The spelling indicates that he did not work 

from Merlet’s publication, but either saw the original in Chartres archives or something close to 

it, and that he attempted to match its orthography. Even so, this effort was a construction and a 

literary performance that did not necessarily result in a more accurate translation. 

 In his version, the letter’s dominant tone is self-deprecation and regret, with the 

Abenaki locutors expressing shame and repentance over their former pagan lifestyle. Vetromile 

used the word “sin” six times, and the phrase “we feel ashamed” appears twice. Comparing with 

the translations produced at Odanak in the 1880s, it seems that Vetromile expanded on themes 

with a literary flair rather than provided a word-for-word interpretation. Yet, reading Vetromile 

in isolation, one might believe his translation to be a rigorous exercise in Algonquian linguistics. 

Some words are kept in the original Abenaki with explanatory notes, such as “Sangman,” 

defined it as: “the Title of the Governor or Governess. It is the highest title the Indians can give” 

(Vetromile 1866, 170) and “Skwansu” defined as an “an obsolete word for wampum” (Vetromile 

1866, 171).  

By over-stating the Abenaki’s detestation of their past way of life, Vetromile also 

conveyed his opinion on the various problems that Indigenous peoples in Maine faced in the 

nineteenth century. In Chapter 13 of his book, he described the racist discrimination 

experienced by the Penobscot (Vetromile 1866, 97-98), and denounced the forced removal of 

Indigenous peoples from their hunting grounds (Vetromile 1866, 147-148). His book was, 

according to its front page, “sold for the benefit of the Indians,” and the conclusion focused on 

the lack of judicial consequences for White people killing Indigenous people in North America 

 
230 Centre d’Archives Régionales Séminaire de Nicolet, Fonds Henri Vassal F249/J6/21.  
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(Vetromile 1866, 161-164). His advocacy, however, was still framed within a version of the 

Noble Savage narrative, where Indigenous people, like children, were irresistibly influenced and 

shaped by the Europeans they met.  

In Vetromile’s interpretation, meeting representatives of the Catholic Church had only 

benefitted Indigenous peoples, while meeting with lower-class Protestants had corrupted them: 

When the Indians first met with the Catholic missionaries, they diverted themselves 

of many savage customs and vices, and learned many moral and Christian virtues. 

They improved their condition, and learned some civilization under the standard of 

the Cross. But these missionaries were virtuous people, and the proper persons to 

teach them good moral habits. Afterwards these Indians unluckily came in contact 

with people of the loosest habits, of no manners, without religion, or disgracing the 

religion which they professed. From these they have learned swearing, cursing (It is 

worth noticing that the Indian language has no word or expression to swear or curse. 

When the Indians swear or curse they do it in English.), stealing, drinking, 

licentiousness, disrespect and contempt for God, his ministers, and for religion, 

thereby their faith becomes weak. (Vetromile 1866, 100) 

This view, which drastically undermines Indigenous agency and sidelines the role of the 

Church in settler colonialism, explains some of his translation choices. By overstating Abenaki 

shame for their past way of life, Vetromile displayed his own understanding of the Church’s role 

in Abenaki history: a force that would bring progress as long as it would govern Abenaki lives. In 

his version of the letter, the Abenaki community says: “He [God] went to work to save us by 

buying us” (Vetromile 1866, 170), suggesting (improbably) that the Abenaki saw themselves as 

God’s material possession. He located the Chartres letter as the last appendix, at the end of a 

sweeping history of the Abenaki, from the Bering Strait theory to the author’s present time, 

conveying an impression of geographical as well as linguistic authority over Abenaki history. 

1881 and beyond: Four Versions produced at Odanak 

In 1881, Joseph Laurent, who was then Chief of the Abenaki reserve of Odanak, and 

Thomas Wawanolet, another prominent Abenaki speaker, both translated the Chartres letter, 

working from Merlet’s transcription.231 Their versions differ slightly, but both used a similar 

methodology, translating first from seventeenth-century to nineteenth-century Abenaki word 

for word before proposing a French equivalent in the line below the new Abenaki text. Laurent 

also proposed a more fluid French translation in the margins of his document, to complement 

the verbatim translation. These two levels of access—one that is closer to the meaning of 

individual words, and one that is stylistically more palatable—may suggest that the two texts 

had different purposes, one inward-facing, and the other outward-facing.  

At that time, Laurent was preoccupied with preserving the Abenaki language “from the 

gradual alterations which are continually occurring from want, of course, of some proper work 

 
231 Centre d’Archives Régionales Séminaire de Nicolet, Fonds Henri Vassal, F249/J6/21/13 for Thomas 
Wawanolet’s translation, and F249/J6/21/13 for Joseph Laurent’s translation.  
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showing the grammatical principles upon which it is dependent” (Laurent 1884, 5). His efforts to 

maintain Abenaki literacy came at a time when Canadian education policies were hostile to 

Indigenous language learning (McCarthy and Nicholas 2014; Haque and Patrick, 2015).232 His 

1884 book, New Familiar Abenakis and English Dialogues, was thus written to instruct Abenaki 

people in the English language, while transmitting Abenaki narratives, geography, concepts, and 

intellectual history (Brooks 2008, 249-252; Wisecup 2017, 40-47; Audet 2011, 80). The book was 

a tool for cultural recovery, and it was also offered for sale to tourists alongside Abenaki baskets 

and other crafts, at Laurent’s summer encampment at Intervale, NH (Hume 1991, 107; Wisecup 

2017, 46).  

The Laurent and Wawanolet translations of the Chartres letter, in effect, reanimated 

discourse of seventeenth-century Abenaki relationships and concepts among nineteenth-

century Abenaki speakers. They show sharp contrasts with the moral and cultural biases in 

Vetromile’s 1866 translation. Wawanolet and Laurent apparently had no intentions to enter into 

scholarly debate or publication; their act of re-translation was primarily community-oriented. By 

translating from antiquated to modern forms of Abenaki, the two men appropriated this 

historical document and made it accessible and relevant to their own community. 

In 1882, Ovide Sicard de Carufel, then missionary at Odanak, provided another version 

in French to the historian Benjamin Sulte (Sulte 1886, 68-69).233 Building on Laurent and 

Wawanolet’s versions, Sicard de Carufel apparently aimed to improve the literary style of the 

previous “literal translations” (Sulte 1886, 68n3). While Sicard de Carufel’s version did not stir as 

far away from the original text as Vetromile, his missionary influence can be felt throughout; his 

alterations included addresses to Mary and Jesus that aligned with the conventions of liturgical 

registers.234 The fact that Sicard de Carufel preferred to edit the verbatim versions produced by 

prominent Abenaki speakers (rather than sending Wawanolet or Laurent’s translation directly to 

Sulte) illustrates his assumed position as a gate-keeper between scholarly historical discourse 

and Abenaki experts.  

The last version is an undated and unsigned manuscript held in the same folder at 

Nicolet Seminary archives.235 This translation includes the original text as published in Merlet 

(1858), a translation into modern Abenaki, and a French translation. It differs from the two 1881 

versions in that the modern Abenaki was written as a separate text rather than on alternating 

 
232 Laurent had been teaching in the Abenaki language at the catholic school of Odanak, but was 
disqualified in 1882 due to his lack of province-issued certificate (Audet 2011, 95-96). 
233 A manuscript of this text can also be seen at Centre d’Archives Régionales Séminaire de Nicolet, Fonds 
Henri Vassal, F249/J6/21/8. 
234 For instance, Wawanolet’s 1881 version proposes: “afin de vous aimer vous et votre fils jusqu’à notre 
mort,” while Sicard de Carufel proposes: “afin de vous aimer, votre Divin Fils et vous, jusqu’à l’heure de 
notre mort.” The use of capitals, the inversion between Mary and Jesus to reflect a hierarchy of Catholic 
more-than-human beings, and the conventional phrase “à l’heure de notre mort,” used in prayers to 
Mary, reflect the translator’s ecclesiastical training and how it influenced his stylistic choices. 
235 Referred to in subsequent notes as “Undated Nicolet version,” Centre d’Archives Régionales Séminaire 
de Nicolet, Fonds Henri Vassal, F249/J6/21/4. 
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lines. I was not able to conclusively match the handwriting, but the translator was likely a fluent 

Abenaki speaker.  

1691: Entering Mary’s Political Lineage 

 While theses translations present discrepancies, they follow the same basic pattern.  All 

the versions start with addressing Mary by calling her “mother,” and politely invite her to 

receive something: 

the best offer that we can make is that we give up our sins (Vetromile 1866, 169) 

à présent nous vous offrons ce que nous possédons de mieux (Thomas Wawanolet 
July 1881) 

now we offer you the best that we possess (Translation of the former by Lise Puyo) 

maintenant nous vous offrons ce que nous avons de plus précieux (Joseph Laurent 
July 1881) 

now we offer you the most precious thing we have (Translation of the former by Lise 
Puyo) 

daignez recevoir aujourd’hui nos dons les plus précieux. (Sicard de Carufel 1882) 

please deign to receive our most precious gifts today (Translation of the former by 
Lise Puyo) 

Permets-nous, très belle Marie notre Mère, de te présenter une parole que nous 
exprimerons le mieux possible (Undated Nicolet version) 

Allow us, most beautiful Mary our Mother, to present you with a speech that we will 
express as best as possible (Translation of the former by Lise Puyo). 

Vetromile’s version is the only one describing this gift in spiritual and moral terms, while the 

1881 translations both mention a valuable gift, without being this specific. The undated Nicolet 

version, however, proposed that what was presented was a speech, and the conceptual element 

of value was conveyed as an attempt to present this speech in the best possible way. 

The 1691 letter, in all of its translations, did not reference Chartres in particular, or the 

specific Virgin worshipped there, contrary to the Wendat letter from 1678. These omissions 

echo the strategy employed by the Abenaki when addressing saint Francis de Sales in Annecy, 

omitting any specific reference to the local context in which their belt and speech would be 

received. Addressing the Virgin Mary, the Abenaki seemed to focus on the Virgin that they 

locally knew, through their Christian training—which they described as minimal236—and through 

their existing diplomatic networks. 

 
236 Undated Nicolet version: “A la verité nous sommes peu instruits et nous ne connaissons pas encore les 
manières des Chrétiens instruits”; Laurent 1881: “Remarquez que nous ne connaissons encore rien. Que 
nous ne connaissons pas encore la vie des chrétiens”; Wawanolet 1881: “nous disions que nous ne 
connaissons pas encore la manière de vivre des chrétiens fidèles.” 
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Praying Kin, Praying to Kin 

To encourage Mary to receive this offering—of either a precious thing or a careful 

speech (or both)—the Abenaki made a reference to a preexisting relationship between Mary 

and another group, designated through kinship term, either “brothers,” (Laurent 1881 and 

undated Nicolet versions), “elder brothers” (Vetromile 1866 version), or “uncles” (Wawanolet 

1881 and Sicard de Carufel 1882 versions). Four of these versions translated that Mary had 

previously accepted and appreciated a gift from these kinsmen, drawing a parallel between 

Mary’s relation to the gift and her relation to the people who gave it to her.237 Vetromile’s 

version, perhaps led astray by the suggestion that these “elder brothers” were the canons of 

Chartres cathedral (Vetromile 1866, 169), introduced the notion of these kinsmen asking Mary 

for forgiveness of the Abenaki’s sins, which is absent from all of the remaining versions.  

The word representing this other group in the original manuscript is “Nesesissena8ak.” 

In Rasles’ Abenaki dictionary, “Nesis” is “my uncle,” “Nitsié” is “my brother,” “Tsesis” is “my 

elder brother” (Rasles and Pickering 1833, 498). In Laurent’s vocabulary, uncles are “Nnôjikw” 

for “my father’s brother” and “Nzasis” for “my mother’s brother,” while “my brother” is either 

“Nijia” or “Nidokan,” depending on the speaker’s gender (Laurent 1884, 21-22). Laurent 

translated Merlet’s “nesesissenaouak” (Merlet 1858, 23) into modern Abenaki as 

“nijiassisnawak,” “our brothers.” Wawanolet seemed to believe that “nesesissenaouak” 

described an uncle on the maternal side, translating the word as “our uncles.” In a nineteenth-

century context, these translation choices could also reflect nineteenth century understandings 

of historic alliances. Laurent could have been expressing Abenaki nationalist sentiments, or a 

desire to maintain Indigenous equality and solidarity in his own time. 

Based on the context of Chartres wampum diplomacy and the mention that these 

kinsmen had offered something to the Virgin at Chartres, I believe this other group is not the 

cathedral chapter (as Vetromile suggested), but the Wendat of Lorette, who in 1678 became the 

conceptual children of the Virgin Mary in her Chartres longhouse. The choice of “uncle” would 

fit the metaphorical language of the Wendat matrilineal system of alliance, where the mother’s 

brother was an authority figure, more so than a father (Cook 2015, 191; Steckley 2007, 75). In 

Algonquian societies, however, a mother’s brother would not have been as influential as a 

father or a grandfather; this relationship could define respected elders with relative seniority 

(Havard 2003, 368). Here, it is important to note that French colonial sources did not carefully 

record the diplomacy their Indigenous allies conducted with one another, and colonial archives 

often fail to mention the structures of leadership that organized these inter-Indigenous relations 

(Lozier 2018, 290-291).  

 
237 Undated Nicolet version: “Tu as beaucoup considéré nos frères, tu as beaucoup considéré ce qu’ils 
t’ont offert”; Laurent 1881: “déjà vous avez accepté nos frères vous avez accepté leur offrande”; 
Wawanolet 1881: “vous avez béni nos oncles vous avez béni leurs offrandes”; Sicard de Carufel 1882: 
“déjà vous avez béni nos oncles et accepté leur offrande”. Vetromile’s version proposes: “be willing that, 
through reverence to our elder brother, they may ask the forgiveness of our sins.” 
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Néssawakamighé was only a few kilometers away from the Wendat village of Lorette, so 

it is not inconceivable that kin relation existed between the two. One suggestive anecdote is 

recorded by Jacques Bigot in 1681, when an Abenaki girl died at the mission of Sillery. Her 

mother gave Bigot her daughter’s “handsome robe” and “one of the garments she wore,” “to be 

sent to Lorette, and to have the Hurons there pray to God for her” (Thwaites 1900, 62:39). As 

Muriel Clair remarked, this Abenaki woman did not choose Sillery’s church, which was closer; 

instead, she sought the Wendat’s mediation between herself, Catholic more-than-human 

beings, and the dead (Clair 2008, 391-392). Another clue can be found in the memory of a 

purple wampum belt sent to the church at Lorette by the Abenaki, bearing the words “Deiparæ: 

Abnaquæi D D” (Donated to the Mother of God by the Abenaki), written in white beads on a 

purple background. This belt was preserved in the Wendat church until a fire in 1862 (Lainey 

2004, 67-68).238 These accounts suggest that devotional ties between the Wendat of Lorette and 

the Abenaki on the Chaudière River developed based on perceived affinities between Wendat 

Christians and Catholic powers—worldly and otherworldly. 

In this context, the 1691 letter to Chartres provides interesting glimpses into inter-

Indigenous diplomacy around Québec City, something that is crucially missing from the colonial 

record. The kinship term “nesesissena8ak” offers a conceptual framework to better understand 

the solidarities between the two villages, before the establishment of the Seven Nation 

confederacy council fire at Kahnawake in the eighteenth century (Sawaya 2001, 49, 53). The 

translation as “mother’s brothers” could suggest that the Abenaki at Néssawakamighé 

recognized a status of elders for the Wendat of Lorette, within the Wendat kinship system. In 

that context, the Virgin Mary might have been the maternal line that the two groups shared, 

since the Wendat kept Mary’s house, and had established their bond with her through wampum 

diplomacy. 

Negotiating Positions and Relations 

While perhaps reflecting Indigenous political hierarchies, this choice of terms noted 

above could also play to the Abenaki’s advantage in their diplomacy with Chartres. The canons 

valued the fact that their Indigenous interlocutors were brand new Christians. The Wendat were 

ideal allies to advocate for the Chartrains’ admission into Heaven, according to the principle of 

Matthew 20:16 “So the last shall be first, and the first last.” As the Wendat’s nephews, the 

Abenaki could therefore position themselves as even more desirable diplomatic partners, 

belonging to the most recent generation of new Christians.  

 
238 This wampum belt in the drawing is not associated with any particular date. While the Abenaki perhaps 
made this gift after 1691, this wampum’s presence in the Wendat church does suggest that Lorette in 
Canada was also a site for religious diplomacy and points to political as well as devotional ties between 
the Wendat and the Abenaki.  
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This could explain the recurring theme of recent introduction to Christianity throughout 

the letter. Highlighting sentiments of embarrassment,239 and underlining their lack of 

knowledge,240 the Abenaki seemed to insist that Christianity remained foreign to their way of 

life, although the Jesuit Relations had documented the progress of their evangelization since 

before the 1670s. This situation was contrasted with a negative feeling associated, in various 

translations, with either a past life or life in another land. There was an effort “to overcome bad 

habits,” since “we were bad when we were on our land,” expressed regrets for “our past 

wickedness while we were still there,” and “our past sins.”241 This sentence, present in all 

versions of the corpus, may have been the one inspiring Vetromile to overstate this as a critique 

of Abenaki lifeways overall: “we feel ashamed of our bad conduct while we were in a state of a 

savage wild life” (Vetromile 1866, 170). This echoes the central point of the Abenaki letter to 

Annecy, which asked Saint Francis de Sales to facilitate repentence so the Abenaki could be 

rconnected with their kin. Beyond what this might indicate about Abenaki spirituality, this 

recurring motif underlines what the Abenaki thought they should mention when speaking to a 

foreign religious audience (here both the Virgin Mary and the Chartres cathedral chapter). 

Apart from the preexisting relationship with the Wendat, kinship metaphors in the letter 

primarily concern more-than-human-beings. Mary is addressed as “Mother” from the beginning. 

Jesus is referred to as:  

Maintenant nous écoutons ton fils qui est devenu notre parent par le baptême 
(Undated Nicolet version) 

Now we listen to your son, who has become our kin through baptism (Translation of 
the above by Lise Puyo) 

Maintenant nous obéissons à votre fils appartenant à lui par le baptême. (Laurent 
1881 final version)  

Now obey your son, belonging to him through baptism. (Translation of the above by 
Lise Puyo) 

Maintenant nous obéissons à votre fils nous sommes alliés à lui par notre baptême 
(Laurent 1881 word-for-word version)  

 
239 Wawanolet 1881: “nous désirons vous saluer et vous offrir quelque chose, aussi nous étions confus”; 
Laurent 1881: “nous avons pensé puisse-t-elle recevoir quelque offrande, mais ensuite nous avons été 
confus de nous avancez” 
240 Undated Nicolet version: “A la vérité nous sommes encore peu instruits et nous ne connaissons pas 
encore les manières des chrétiens instruits”; Wawanolet 1881: “nous disions que nous ne connaissons pas 
encore la manière de vivre des Chrétiens fidèles”; Laurent 1881: “Remarquez que nous ne connaissons 
encore rien. Que nous ne connaissons pas encore la vie des chrétiens”; Sicard de Carufel 1882: “Bien que 
encore peu instruits des mystères de la Foi, nous avons néanmoins l’assurance de vous être agréables, ô 
très sainte Vierge Marie !” 
241 In order: undated Nicolet version: “nous nous efforçons de chasser de nos terres nos anciennes et 
mauvaises habitudes”; Wawanolet 1881: “nous pensons que nous étions méchants lorsque nous étions 
sur notre terre”; Laurent 1881: “Maintenant nous regrettons notre méchanceté passée étant encore ici-
bas”; Sicard de Carufel 1882: “Nous regrettons amèrement nos péchés passés”; Vetromile 1866: “our bad 
conduct while we were in the state of our savage life.” 
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Now we obey your son we are allied with him through baptism. (Translation of the 
above by Lise Puyo)  

Laurent’s word-for-word and final versions therefore made the overlap between kinship, 

baptism and alliance explicit. Jesus was a diplomatic partner, a leader to be listened to and 

obeyed, and baptism was clearly articulated as a ritual aiming to establish kinship bonds 

between Jesus and Abenaki individuals. 

Laurent added: “we tell you that you are the father of our bodies.”242 The other 

translators expressed this idea in terms of consecration to Jesus. This could indicate how a term 

belonging to specific Catholic registers, like “consecration,” was conveyed and understood 

through the Abenaki language. In a Catholic lexicon, to consecrate a body is to give it to the 

divine, a semiotic action that had permeated Christian devotion for centuries. Abenaki uptakes 

of this concept focused not on gifting bodies, but on fathering bodies, using kinship and 

diplomatic relations to express this idea of spiritual bonds and belonging.  

While the 1678 Wendat speech insisted on Mary giving birth again, the Abenaki letter 

referenced Jesus’ presence in Mary’s womb as a metaphor for his presence in Abenaki hearts, 

asking him to come and live inside Abenaki hearts and bodies.243 These interwoven metaphors 

insisted on the creation of a Christian, transnational and transatlantic family network, while 

pointing to the complex levels of mediated relations meant to be enacted in this speech: 

Chartres appears implicitly as a mediator between the Abenaki and Mary, and Mary as a 

mediator with Jesus. At the same time, the Wendat of Lorette also play a role in this mediation, 

as the Abenaki’s uncles and the canons’ brothers. Chartres also played a role in the relationship 

between Lorette and Néssawakamighé: in sharing this diplomatic relation with this European 

sanctuary, the two Indigenous villages materialized their own alliance. 

Wampum References in the Letter  

Vetromile identified the 1691 gift as a wampum belt in his translation: “We offer 

ourselves to you for ever; and this wampoon, which we give to you for ever, be an everlasting 

token between us for ever” (Vetromile 1866, 171). The actual spelling used in the Chartres letter 

was: “sk8ans8” which, he explained, was equivalent to “skwonsu,” “an obsolete word for 

wampum” (Vetromile 1866, 171). All five translations of this letter equated “sk8ans8” with 

either wampum or collar, terms commonly associated with a wampum belt.244 

 
242 Laurent 1881, word-for-word version: “aussi nous vous disons vous êtes le père de nos corps” 
243 Undated Nicolet version: “Intercède pour nous auprès de ton Fils Jésus pour qu’il [] dans nos cœurs 
quelques grâces, lui qui t’a accordé tant de faveurs lorsqu’il était dans ton sein.” Wawanolet 1881: “Nous 
vous demandons, comme Jésus votre fils a bien voulu se faire une demeure dans votre sein. Qu’il veuille 
venir demeurer dans nos cœurs afin de vous aimer, vous et votre fils jusqu’à notre mort.” Laurent 1881: 
“Nous vous demandons une chose comme votre fils Jésus a bien voulu être dans votre corps soyez dans 
nos cœurs, que nous vous écoutions toujours avez zèle.” 
244 Undated Nicolet version: “Permets-nous maintenant de t’offrir quelque chose”; Wawanolet 1881: “à 
présent nous vous offrons ce que nous possédons de mieux”; Laurent 1881: “maintenant nous vous 
offrons ce que nous avons de plus précieux.” 
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Rasles’ dictionary defined sk8ans8 as “collier de porcelain ou il y a plus de noir qu de 

blan[c]” (a wampum belt with more purple than white beads), noting that those were better-

regarded than belts with mostly white beads, called 8anbighen sk8ans8 (Rasles and Pickering 

1833, 511). Since Bigot left no indication regarding the material construction of the 1691 belt, 

this linguistic clue offers a glimpse into its form. Just like the 1699 wampum belt still remaining 

in the cathedral today, the 1691 Abenaki belt to Chartres was predominantly purple. 

 The word sk8ans8 appears twice in the second half of the text. After telling Mary that 

the Abenaki have become Jesus’ kin through baptism, the orator used formulas of reported 

speech to tell Mary they offered their bodies to her, and that the belt represents this offering.245 

Just as the Abenaki mentioned their “uncles” as a means to favorably mediate their relationship 

with Mary, they mentioned another adopted kin member—Saint Francis de Sales—to mediate 

the Abenaki offering. Laurent’s version translated this as follows:  

 Que notre père Saint François de Sales, qui s’est donné à vous il y a longtemps 
intercède pour nous. Nous vous donnons également nos corps, que ce collier soit le 
gage perpétuel de ce que nous nous sommes donnés à vous. (Laurent 1881, final 
version) 

May our father saint Francis de Sales, who offered himself to you a long time ago, 
intercede for us. We too give our bodies, may this collar be the perpetual token that 
we gave ourselves to you. (Translation of the above by Lise Puyo) 

Qu’il intercède notre père Saint François de Sales lui qui, il y a longtemps vous a 
donné son corps Egalement nous vous donnons nos corps, ce collier qu’il soit le gage 
perpétuel que nous vous donnons nos corps. (Laurent 1881, word-for-word version)  

May he intercede our father Saint Francis de Sales, he who gave his body to you a 
long time ago Equally we give you our bodies, this collar may it be the perpetual 
token that we give our bodies to you. (Translation of the above by Lise Puyo) 

After this reference to their own spiritual kin network, the Abenaki asked Mary to ask Jesus to 

enter into Abenaki hearts. Here, the word “sk8ans8” appears again. Wawanolet’s translation 

was: “May he come dwell in our hearts so that we love you and your son until our death 

following the meaning of this wampum.”246 The unknown Nicolet author, using the same 

elements, proposed a slightly different translation: “May we always honor you like your Son! 

May this collar keep us in this engagement until our death!”247   

 
245 Undated Nicolet version: “Nous te disons que nous nous consacrons à toi … que ce collier soit un gage 
de cette consécration”; Wawanolet 1881: “Ce wampum signifie que nous nous offrons à vous pour 
toujours que toujours nous vous appartenons bonne Marie maîtresse des anges et des hommes”; Laurent 
1881: “Nous vous donnons également nos corps, que ce collier soit le gage perpétuel de ce que nous nous 
sommes donnés à vous.” 
246 Wawanolet 1881: “Qu’il veuille venir demeurer dans nos cœurs afin de vous aimer vous et votre fils 
jusqu’à notre mort. Suivant la signification de ce wampum.” 
247 Undated Nicolet version: “Puissions-nous toujours t’honorer comme ton Fils ! Que ce collier nous 
retienne dans cet engagement jusqu’à notre mort !!” 
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Building a Diplomatic Relation with Chartres 

 As mentioned, the archives at Chartres only possess the original Abenaki letter from 

1691, without any translation or letter from Bigot that would introduce the Abenaki village and 

their diplomatic endeavor to the canons of the cathedral. The cathedral chapter’s response to 

this gift is also missing from the archives. However, Bigot’s answer to the vicar general and head 

canon of the cathedral, dated January 27th 1692, remains in the files,248 and it was published in 

Merlet’s monograph (1858, 25-26). Bigot’s interlocutor was Louis Patin, the vicar general of 

Chartres and the brother-in-law to Jean Bouvart’s. Bouvart, in turn, was the brother of the Jesuit 

missionary Martin Bouvart, who was heavily involved in mediating the diplomatic wampum 

exchange between the Wendat of Lorette and Chartres cathedral.249 While the Abenaki 

mobilized existing diplomatic networks by referencing the Wendat, the Jesuits similarly 

mobilized their own social and kinship networks to secure powerful alliances. Bigot, in a sense, 

mirrored the Abenaki relations by turning to his own spiritual “brothers.” 

Bigot’s letter to Patin includes mention that the canons’ letter narrated “the manner in 

which our poor Savages’ present and Vow were received in your august Church.”250 This suggest 

that the Abenaki belt and letter were both received ceremoniously, when brought to “the 

Queen of Heaven’s altars”251 and that the canons were moved to pronounce vows of their own 

on behalf of the Abenaki. These vows, Bigot added, were “to obtain from the Holy Virgin a new 

fervor for this nation.”252 This suggests that the Abenaki’s diplomatic endeavor was a success: 

the canons transmitted their words to the Virgin and accepted the relationship the belt 

represented. This admission also points to the missionary’s own expectations.  

Essentializing hierarchy 

Bigot’s main goals were: “the protection of the Most Holy Virgin for these distant 

peoples,” “a new fervor,” and “to entirely win them [the Abenaki] over to Mary’s service.”253 

These goals reflect his strategy as a missionary rather than the religious alliance the Abenaki had 

hoped for. The Abenaki speech had been oriented toward local diplomacy and relationship-

building among Christian Indigenous nations in the Saint Lawrence River valley. Bigot’s priorities, 

however, involved maintaining and reinforcing Abenaki devotion towards the Virgin Mary, 

especially through the concept of servitude. The Jesuit apparently believed that Chartres’ 

 
248 Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir (AD 28), G445.  
249 André Sanfaçon, in his unpublished manuscript on devotional wampum belts, retraced this kinship 
network of ecclesiastical mediators. 
250 Jacques Bigot to Louis Patin, January 27th 1692: “le narré que vous avez pris la peine de me faire de la 
maniere dont on à receu dans vostre Auguste Eglise le present et le Vœu de nos pauvres Sauvages.” AD 
28, G445. 
251 Ibid.: “aux pieds des Autels de la Reyne du Ciel,” AD 28, G445. 
252 Ibid.: “les Vœux qu’on a faits en mesme temps pour cete nation, afin d’obtenir pour elle de la Ste 
Vierge une nouvelle ferveur.” AD 28, G445. 
253 ibid.: “j’attend tout apres cela de la Protection de la Tres Ste Vierge pour ces peuples eloignez;” “afin 
d’obtenir pour elle de la Ste Vierge une nouvelle ferveur;” “Vous allez par la les gaigner tout entierement 
au service de Marie.” AD 28, G445. 
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intervention, through correspondence and perhaps gift-giving, would serve as strong persuasion 

for the Abenaki to invest themselves into the “service” of Mary. 

This dovetails with the words the Abenaki used to position Mary in their letter: while 

emphasizing kinship metaphors, a political lexicon was also employed to describe the 

relationship between the Abenaki and Catholic saints. The word “sangheman8” was used three 

times in the Abenaki letter: twice to describe Mary, and once to describe saint Francis de Sales. 

Vetromile translated this as “the title of Governor or Governess,” adding that this was “the 

highest title the Indians can give” (Vetromile 1866, 170). In Rasles’ dictionary, the term 

“sangman” was translated in French as “Capitaine” (Rasles and Pickering 1833, 404). In 

seventeenth-century French, “Capitaine” was used as a general term to designate an army 

general and a chief, especially in a military and political context  (Furetière 1690). This position 

of existed in a specific social context of stratified class, where military leaders usually belonged 

to the nobility, who held privileges over the commoner class. The commoners’ role in society 

was to serve those who were essentialized as superior, and whose status was reinforced 

ideologically, judicially, and economically (Lemarchand 1969). This contrasts dramatically with 

Algonquian traditions, where consultation, deliberation, and accountability were essential for 

effective leadership (Brooks 2008, 139; Havard 2003, 368-369). 

Did Bigot equate religious devotion with political servitude? Did he see, in Chartres’ 

letter, an external validation for the political lexicon used in the Abenaki letter to describe the 

Virgin? In 1678, Chartres appeared as an interesting diplomatic partner to the Wendat due to its 

local history and devotional practice, but Chartres in 1691 appeared to be attractive to the 

Abenaki only because of its existing relation with Indigenous allies. These networks were 

mobilized by Bigot to transfer credence to Chartres’ words as they described the ways that 

Abenaki people should obey their “sangheman8” Mary.  

This illustrates one of the important roles that Christian international wampum 

diplomacy could have, from Bigot’s missionary perspective. Weaving Christianity with diplomatic 

rituals of wampum exchange could teach Indigenous societies (functioning with relational power 

structures and immediate accountability), about European conceptions of hierarchy. Building on 

Bigot’s description of Abenaki “docility,” the act of gifting wampum belts to more-than-human 

beings like saint Francis de Sales and the Virgin Mary could inscribe Abenaki lives into 

hierarchical Catholic spiritual life. As with the Abenaki speech to Annecy, where thoughts 

travelled from the Abenaki to saint Francis to God, this speech to Mary was a step in the process 

of submitting oneself to several layers of transcendental authority. In an Abenaki perspective, 

the meaning of “service” and the political implications of “sangheman8” would have been 

predicated upon reciprocal relations. But Bigot appears to have understood wampum diplomacy 

only as catholic “consecration,” giving oneself to God with a submission that echoed a subject’s 

submission to a sovereign. From this perspective, Jesuit-mediated wampum diplomacy was also 

a way to acculturate and discipline Indigenous bodies to European colonial rule.  
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Word Magic: Vincent Bigot’s 1692 Letter to Chartres 

 Back in Néssawakmighé, Jacques’ brother, Vincent Bigot, who had remained at the 

mission while Jacques was in France, received news of the successful diplomatic endeavor. 

Jacques sent a copy of Chartres’ letter, and Vincent wrote back to convey his own gratitude. His 

relatively short letter, dated October 7th 1692, was written at the mission (Merlet 1858, 27-

28).254 There are three main parts: first, Vincent Bigot voiced the Abenaki reception of the 

chapter’s letter; then, he underlined Chartres’ specificity, flattering its cathedral chapter; then, 

he discussed the logistics of transporting the canons’ present to the mission.  

 The overall register of this letter is ceremonial, aiming to emphatically convey respect. 

According to Vincent Bigot: “Nos chers Abnaquis ont été charmez de la lettre que vous leur avez 

fait l’honneur de leur écrire,” the Abenaki were “charmed” by the chapter’s letter.255  This was a 

strong term in the seventeenth century, conveying extraordinary surprise and pleasure, 

originally used to describe attachments resulting from witchcraft or supernatural intervention 

(Furetière 1690). Used here perhaps to match the over-the-top tone of the letter, this adjective 

was supported by evidence to prove that the Abenaki were pleased: 

Leurs gestes et leurs manières, quoyque sauvages, si vous aviez pu en être témoins, 
vous auroient persuadé de la sincérité de leur reconnoissance.256 

Their gestures and their manners, albeit Savage, had you been able to witness them, 
would have persuaded you of the sincerity of their gratitude. (Translation by Lise 
Puyo). 

Interestingly, Bigot only mentioned body language, rather than spoken words, which might 

indicate that he was not necessarily privy to the full extent of the Abenaki reaction. At the end 

of his letter, Bigot wrote that they were “impatiently waiting for the magnificent present that 

you are good enough to send them.”257 There, perhaps the Abenaki were used to deflect Bigot’s 

own eagerness to receive the promised counter-gift, a reliquary in the shape of the Holy Shift, 

similar to the one that was sent to the Wendat in 1680. This reliquary could be used to formally 

sanctify the altar in the mission church, which had, up to that point, been sanctified only with 

Indigenous materials (Clair 2008b, 464). Integrating European holy remains into Indigenous 

altars would have been perceived as an important milestone for the missionaries.   

 Bigot explained that he translated the canons’ letter into Abenaki to share it at the 

mission, giving a few insights into his translation process:  

 
254 The original can be seen at the Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G 445. 
255 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, October 7th 1692, AD28, G 445.  
256 Ibid., AD28, G 445. 
257 Ibid.: “Ils attendent avec impatience le magnifique présent, que vous avez la bonté de leur faire.” 
AD28, G 445. 
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Auparavant que de la tourner dans leur langue je l’ay lûë et reluë bien des fois, pour 
y puiser cet esprit de ferveur et de zèle, dont elle est animé, affin de le faire couleur, 
autant qu’il me seroit possible, dans la version que j’en voulois faire.258 

Before composing it [the chapter’s letter] in their language, I read and re-read it 
many times, to draw from it this spirit of fervor and zeal which animates it, in order 
to pour it, as much as I could, into the version I wanted to make. (Translation by Lise 
Puyo) 

Bigot’s water metaphor (“y puiser,” “faire couler”) is a poetic evocation of the craft of 

translation, where the translator draws from the well of the original text to pour it in a new 

container. The water in this image, is the text’s “spirit.” The canons’ letter was, in effect, 

charmed by having been “animated” with Christian “spirit,” which Bigot hoped to transfer in the 

Abenaki language, maintaining the power of the canons’ words. If words have powers to 

“charm,” then translating from French to Abenaki is a magical act. This extended metaphor—

mobilizing the semantic fields of magic (in a European frame of reference) and animacy (in an 

Abenaki frame of reference)—suggests that Bigot likely used this rhetoric when explaining 

Chartres’ letter to the Abenaki. Bending to local conventions, he translated his own belief in the 

power of words into images that would resonate within Abenaki ontology, suggesting a power 

dynamic in which Jesuits had to be culturally competent to advance their religious and political 

goals. 

Bigot also mentioned translating in the other direction, when he noted that the Abenaki, 

after receiving Chartres’ gifts, would “thank you themselves, and I will then only be their 

interpreter.”259 Here, Bigot positions the missionaries as mere intermediaries in Abenaki 

diplomacy. The adverb “only” downplays Bigot’s importance in this communication chain, 

suggesting that his translation from Abenaki to French would be as transparent as possible. 

Interestingly, this contradicts his previous method of “magical” translations based on the “spirit” 

of the source material rather than accuracy.  

Most of this brief letter was spent flattering the canons of Chartres cathedral. The litany 

of compliments reveals a specific knowledge of Chartres’ local tradition. He mentioned the 

inscription Virgini Parituræ, the local belief that Chartres was dedicated to the Virgin Mary 

before her birth, and the knowledge that a very important pilgrimage revolved around the relic 

of the Holy Shift housed inside the cathedral.260 Bigot’s kinship metaphors evoke the lexicon of 

Indigenous diplomacy, as he called the canons “the elder sons of the Holy Virgin.”261 While the 

Abenaki themselves did not see the canons in this light, Bigot named this relationship according 

to his preexisting knowledge of the sanctuary’s legend and the alliance built between Chartres 

and the Wendat. This suggests that he might have included this type of language in the 

presentation he made to the Abenaki council. 

 
258 Ibid., AD28, G 445. 
259 Ibid.: “ils vous en remercieront eux-même : et, je ne seray pour lors que leur interprete.” 
260 Idem. 
261 Ibid.: “des fils aînez de la Ste Vierge.” 
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 The 1692 letter from Vincent Bigot was the first written document to even distantly 

describe an Abenaki reaction to their successful diplomatic endeavor with the Virgin at Chartres. 

Bigot’s letter suggests that the missionaries viewed this process as the beginning of a diplomatic 

relation between the canons and the Abenaki. To both Vincent and Jacques Bigot, this was also 

the continuation of diplomacy between Jesuit missionaries and an important catholic sanctuary 

and pilgrimage site in France. When Vincent asked the canons to add him to their regular 

prayers, this aligned with common practices of religious exchanges, as discussed with the 

Annecy wampum belt. Building on Indigenous networks and on the exotic prestige of Indigenous 

Christians, missionaries expanded their network, catering to powerful sites and more-than-

human beings in different avatars. A gift from Chartres, in the form of a reliquary similar to the 

one sent to the Wendat in 1680, would be ideal to mark and materialize the mission’s acquired 

sacrality and prestige. 

Chartres’ Gift in Néssawakamighé, 1694 

Jacques Bigot returned to Canada in the spring of 1694, carrying the desired silver 

reliquary with him. He followed his brother Vincent’s instructions, having been advised to carry 

the gift himself rather than ship it, out of fear that the valuable reliquary would be seized by the 

English on its way to North America. On October 27th 1694, after he had rejoined his brother and 

the community at Néssawakamighé, Jacques Bigot wrote to the canons at Chartres, thanking 

them for the reliquary (Merlet 1858, 29-30).262 Bigot re-iterated the wisdom of his choice to 

transport it personally, observing that the reliquary had also safeguarded him against the 

dangers of the sea, highlighting the potency of Chartres’ gift.263  

In Bigot’s description, the Abenaki reaction was succinctly focused on “feelings of 

respect, devotion and tenderness,” a phrase he used twice in his text.264 This reception had two 

stages: the first reaction came from the Abenaki Christians who had travelled from 

Néssawakamighé to Québec city to meet Bigot as he disembarked from his ship. These 

emissaries “showed a special kind of joy” when they learned that he was bringing Chartres’ 

reliquary.265 The second reaction took place in Néssawakamighé, when Bigot placed the 

reliquary “in the most honorable place in our chapel.” Bigot mentioned a “ceremony” but 

provided no details, apart from the fact that it produced “feelings of tenderness and 

devotion.”266 Despite having been a “witness” to the Abenaki reactions, Bigot wrote: 

 
262 The original can be seen at the Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir (AD28), G 445. 
263 Jacques Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, October 27th 1694: “ie ne doutay point, qu’il me 
dûst estre comme une sauvegarde contre tous les dangers de la mere.” AD28, G445. 
264 Ibid.: “des sentimens de respect, de devotion et de tendresse, avec lesquels vostre pretieux don à esté 
receu par nos Abnaquis … les sentimens de tendresse et de dévotion qui accompagnérent cete 
Ceremonie.” AD28, G445. 
265 Ibid.: “firent paroitre une ioye toute particuliere lorsque ie leur dis que i’avois apporté avec moy le 
saint présent qu’ils attendoient avec tant d’impatience.” AD28, G445. 
266 Ibid.: “les sentimens de tendresse et de dévotion qui accompagnérent cete Ceremonie” AD28, G445. 
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Ce n’est plus moy maintenant qui vais vous parler, Messieurs, je ne suis que le 
secrétaire et l’interprète de nos fervents chrestiens qui veulent eux-mesme vous 
repondre.267 

it is no longer me who will speak to you, Sirs, I am only the secretary and interpreter 
for our fervent Christians who want to respond to you by themselves. (Translation by 
Lise Puyo) 

This restraint functions as a rhetorical device aiming to raise his correspondents’ expectations. 

Echoing Vincent Bigot’s positionality in his previous letter, Jacques portrayed himself as a mere 

“secretary and interpreter,” despite the obvious focus on his agency in this process. 

Bigot did, however, describe the process of creating the text he sent to the canons. This 

narrative contains valuable insight into the ways in which Indigenous letters were crafted and 

negotiated between missionaries and communities. Bigot’s first step was to transcribe what an 

Abenaki orator dictated to him.268 This speech was then read out loud at a council—and perhaps 

edited accordingly, as the French term “relue” (to re-read, to proofread) would suggest.269 This 

description aimed to paint the Abenaki text as the authentic expressions of a collective. If Bigot 

was following an existing procedure in Jesuit missions, this suggests that the Indigenous texts 

accompanying these wampum belts were indeed dictated by Indigenous individuals and 

reassessed collectively by Indigenous communities.  

However, the step of translating received no such Indigenous oversight. He insisted, “I 

will add the translation with all the fidelity that will be possible,”270 but made no mention of the 

assistance of any bilingual Abenaki individuals who could facilitate the transparency he seemed 

to wish for. Bigot described language barriers in grammatical terms, arguing that the way words 

are constructed in Abenaki prevented him from translating certain terms “in all their 

strength.”271 While the Abenaki text received community oversight, Bigot’s translation did not: 

he would be the sole operator entrusted with communicating the message “with all the fidelity” 

that he could muster.  

When Merlet published this letter in 1858, he noted that the Abenaki text Bigot 

mentioned no longer existed in Chartres archives, and hypothesized that it never reached the 

cathedral (Merlet 1858, 30). However, the catalog of relics, where two wampum belts were 

recorded, did document this second Abenaki letter reaching the chapter.272 The catalog 

indicates:  

 
267 Ibid., AD28, G445. 
268 Ibid.: “Je m’en vas donc vous faire une copie de ce qu’a dicté leur orateur” AD28, G445. 
269 Ibid.: “et qui leur à esté ensuite relue dans leur conseil.” AD28, G445. 
270 Ibid.: “J’y aiouteray l’interpretation avec toute la fidélité qui me sera Possible.” AD28, G445. 
271 Ibid.: “la fréquente composition des mots qui se trouvent en cete langue, et qui n’est point dans la 
nostre, ne permettant pas quelquefois qu’on les puisse rendre dans toute leur force.” AD28, G445. 
272 Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir (AD 28), G403, f°37v. 
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En fevrier 1695 la nation sauvage des abnaquis dans la nouvelle France envoya un 
remerciemt au Chapre sur un reliquaire qu’on leur avoit envoyé et a la fin du 
remerciemnt est leur vœu qu’ils font au service de la vierge de Chartres.273 

In February 1695 the savage nation of the Abenaki in New France sent thanks to the 
chapter for a reliquary that had been sent to them, and at the end of these thanks is 
the vow they make to serve the Virgin of Chartres. (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

This notice confirms that the canons received both the Abenaki letter and its translation, adding 

that the text was “translated into Latin.”274 This choice is noteworthy, as Bigot’s previous 

correspondence with Chartres had been mostly conducted in French. Latin, a lingua franca for 

ecclesiastics, but also the language used to say mass and administer the sacraments, could 

therefore carry the “strength” of a sacred language. By choosing this language, Bigot may have 

attempted to confer the most potency he could to the Abenaki speech. 

The 1694 Abenaki text and its Latin translation apparently disappeared from the church 

sometime before the 1850s, when Merlet became an archivist at Chartres. However, a copy 

survived at the Nicolet Seminary archives, in the same folder that holds the translations of the 

1691 letter.275 The manuscript is titled “Response from the Abenaki to the canons of Chartres 

when they received the reliquary chemise—1694.”276 This copy, unsigned and undated, was 

written by the same unknown individual who translated the 1691 Abenaki letter.277 With fuller 

translation, this text could reveal more details about the type of relationship the Abenaki at 

Néssawakamighé wanted to build with Chartres.  

At Chartres, the 1694 Abenaki letter was enthusiastically received and treated with 

honors. The text had been organized into two parts, one addressed to the canons to thank them 

for the reliquary, and the other described as “their vow they make to serve the Virgin of 

Chartres.”278 This insistence on service to the local Virgin dovetails with Bigot’s motivations, and 

seems to indicate that Chartres viewed this exchange as a diplomatic success. The original letter 

and its translation were, according to the relics catalog, “placed in a tin box painted with these 

words Votum Abnaquiorum and is at the end of the Huron belt.”279 This explains why Merlet and 

subsequent researchers thought that a “tin box” constituted the 1691 Abenaki gift. The catalog 

 
273 AD28, G403, f°37v. 
274 “En fevrier 1695 la nation sauvage des abnaquis dans la nouvelle France envoya un remerciemt au 
Chapre sur un reliquaire qu’on leur avoit envoyé et a la fin du remerciemnt est leur vœu qu’ils font au 
service de la vierge de Chartres.” AD28, G403, f°37v. 
275 Archives du séminaire de Nicolet, F249/J6/21/5. 
276 Original French: “Réponse des Abénakis aux Chanoines de Chartres à l’occasion de la réception de la 
chemise en reliquaire. 1694.” Archives du séminaire de Nicolet, F249/J6/21/5. 
277 This document at Nicolet seminary archives was not accompanied with any translation, which prevents 
me from providing an interpretation at this time.  
278 “un remerciemt au Chapre sur un reliquaire qu’on leur avoit envoyé et a la fin du remerciemnt est leur 
vœu qu’ils font au service de la vierge de Chartres.” AD28, G403, f°37v. This catalog was a place where the 
ecclesiastic writers at Chartres showed how they understood and perceived the reception of their gift.  
279 “Le tout mis dans une boite en fer blanc peint avec ces mots Votum Abnaquiorum et est au bout de la 
Ceinture des hurons.” AD28, G403, f°37v. 
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clearly links this box to the 1694 letter, and suggests that placing the letter and translation in a 

tin box was the canons’ initiative for preservation. The tin box could also evoke the silvery ex 

votos held up on the church walls. Some of these bright, reflective objects could be opened to 

receive a message addressed to the saint, expressing the thanks or demands made by the 

devotee. The box holding the Abenaki letter was placed above the reliquary of the Holy Shirt, 

close to the sacred substances able to fulfill wishes and perform miracles. It was also next to the 

Wendat wampum belt received in 1678, placing the two nations in conversation with one 

another through their relations with the Virgin at Chartres.  

Misplaced and Forgotten 

The relics catalog at Chartres records the 1694 letter (which arrived in February 1695), 

but there is no record of the wampum belt that preceded it. Nor does it record the commission 

of a reliquary in response to the Abenaki. This absence from the records seems peculiar, 

especially since the Wendat exchanges were so well-documented. While the Abenaki letter in its 

many translations confirms the existence of a 1691 belt, the treasury catalog made no mention 

of the 1691 exchange—material or documentary—even though it recorded the arrival and 

curation of the letter that followed that exchange. Mentions of Indigenous gifts only concerned 

the Wendat belt and its response in the 1670s and 1680s, the 1694 Abenaki letter, and the 

arrival of the second Abenaki wampum belt in 1700.280 There is also no mention of the first 

Abenaki belt in the 1700 publication, “Regarding the devotion of Savages from Canada to the 

Holy Virgin worshipped in the church of Chartres,”281 which was intended as a repository of the 

translated letters Indigenous villages had sent to the cathedral to accompany their “porcelain 

collars or belts” (De la Devotion 1700, i).  

This edited volume does, however, include Vincent Bigot’s October 1692 letter, where 

he thanked the chapter for receiving the 1691 belt and promising to send a reliquary in return 

(De la Devotion 1700, 31-35). The letter is described as thanks for “the Letter that the Chapter 

wrote to [the Abenaki] to insure them that the Church would pray for them, and make them 

hope for a gift of Relics” (De la Devotion 1700, 31).282 This not only erases the presence of the 

Abenaki belt in Chartres, it also creates the narrative that Chartres initiated the 1691 diplomatic 

event, which is incorrect. Bigot’s letter appears to have been included to contribute to the 

image of Chartres as a powerful and unparalleled sanctuary.283 

 
280 AD28, G340: booklet M pp.14, 39, 40; booklet K p.25. See also Médiathèque de Chartres, ms. SAEL 43-
15. Perhaps the records were already missing when ecclesiastics and researchers briefly inventoried the 
canons’ registers, before their destruction in a fire in 1944 
281 Original French: “De la Devotion des Sauvages de Canada envers la Sainte Vierge honorée en l’église de 
Chartres.” 
282 Original French: “Lettre de Remerciement du R.P. Bigot Jesuite, Mißionnaire envoyée de nouvelle 
France au Chapitre de Chartres, pour la Nation des Abnaquis, sur la Lettre que le Chapitre leur a écrite 
pour les assûrer des prieres de l’Eglise, & leur faire esperer un Present de Reliques.” 
283 The volume also includes Jacques Bigot’s September 1699 letter that accompanied the belt that is still 
at the cathedral. 
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Therefore, the 1700 publication was missing all the following documents: the Abenaki 

speech from 1691 and its translation; Jacques Bigot’s January 1692 response to Louis Patin 

thanking the canons for accepting the belt; and, most poignantly, Jacques Bigot’s October 1694 

letter where he recounted bringing the reliquary to the Abenaki, and included a speech in 

Abenaki and its translation in Latin, thanking the canons for their generosity. Although these last 

two documents had been fondly received and placed in a dedicated tin box next to the Wendat 

belt above the holiest reliquary in the church (and had only been there for five years), it seems 

that the ecclesiastics tasked with editing the letters from Indigenous diplomatic partners forgot 

knew nothing about them. 

This source and its missing documents might suggest that somehow, despite its recent 

arrival, the 1691 belt had already left Chartres cathedral, and the memory of the relationship it 

encoded had already faded. Despite the considerable material and diplomatic efforts involved in 

crafting and sending this wampum belt, the rapid material transformations from shell to paper, 

and the abrupt re-writing of a narrative that situated Chartres as the initiator of the relationship, 

attests to disruptive memory processes very early on in the existence of this belt.   

Memory Work and the Transformations of the 1691 Wampum Belt 

Although the 1691 Abenaki wampum belt seems to have disappeared soon after its 

ceremonial reception at Chartres cathedral, its multiple transformations illustrate how objects 

might survive in other forms, beyond their woven shell existence. Despite being erased from 

Chartres’ memory only a decade after its arrival, the 1691 belt continued to move its human 

partners in different directions throughout the centuries. Who was this belt in conversation 

with?  

As evidenced by the Bigots’ correspondence, the intentions encoded in this belt were 

closer to the Wendats’ 1678 belt sent to the Virgin Mary at Chartres than to its predecessor sent 

to Saint Francis at Annecy. Thanks to their relationships with Jesuit missionaries at the Wendat 

mission of Lorette, the Bigots at the Abenaki mission of Néssawakamighé on the Chaudière River 

could pursue another path to wampum diplomacy, after the failure at Annecy. In the Chartres 

canons in Paris, Jacques Bigot saw interlocutors who were already receptive to wampum 

diplomacy and would likely embrace Indigenous peoples as desirable allies. From the French 

perspective, this new alliance of Abenaki people with Mary— the “Queen of Heaven” and 

“Mistress of Angels and Men”—could serve a political purpose in addition to a religious one. The 

concept of servitude and consecration, inherited from centuries of European feudalism, could 

be taught to the Abenaki using wampum ceremonialism and metaphors. The transfers of agency 

at play in the 1684 letter to Saint Francis de Sales and the 1691 letter to the Virgin Mary reflect 

missionary teachings about hierarchy and transcendent authority that could be mirrored in the 

institution of the Catholic Church. To use Mother Superior Aimée-Bénigne de Lucinge’s 

expression, the Bigots hoped to ennmesh Abenaki converts in hierarchies aimed to craft 

Indigenous bodies into “servants” and “good folks.”  

Similar to the Annecy belt, the 1691 Chartres belt seems to have had very local stakes, 

aiming to connect Indigenous peoples with one another through the recourse to more-than-
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human beings. At Chartres, the Abenaki letter referenced the Virgin Mary’s existing relationship 

with the Wendat of Lorette in a speech where kinship titles only applied to the Virgin and her 

kin, including the Wendat. By weaving an alliance with the Virgin, the Abenaki positioned 

themselves in divine and Indigenous networks, solidifying an existing alliance between Lorette 

and Néssawamighé, and engaging in conversation with the 1678 Wendat belt already living 

inside the Cathedral.  

The 1691 Abenaki belt has continued to speak across time and space. Already erased in 

Chartres by the eighteenth century, the belt was nonetheless transformed into a textual artifact 

that travelled from Chartres to North America. In the scholarly community, following Merlet’s 

assessments, the belt was believed to be a tin box. Yet Abenaki language speakers and leaders 

at Odanak, interacting with the same source, clearly knew it as a belt evoked by the word 

sk8ans8 (transcribed but overlooked by Merlet). In its textual form, this belt played an 

important role in language revitalization and linguistic debates at Odanak, as evidenced by the 

multiple community-oriented translations now housed at the Nicolet seminary archives. In 

spectral form, the belt continues to resurface and recirculate in the Abenaki community. 

Memorialized materially through painting, it has been given a place of pride in present-day 

Odanak, participating through its visual presence to define a Catholicism that syncretically 

incorporates Abenaki traditions and beliefs. The 1691 Abenaki letter to Chartres was put to 

music in the 1980s and has been integrated into the repertoire sung during mass in the Saint 

Francis de Sales church at Odanak. 284  Still active in these new textual, pictorial, and musical 

forms, the 1691 Abenaki belt to Chartres seems to have been brought back to life, evoking 

profound local ties to Abenaki territory, and mediating new, intra-national relationships. 

Polishing the Chain: From the Abenaki to the Virgin Mother, Chartres, 
1699 

In September 1699, the Abenaki community at Néssawakamighé sent a second 

wampum belt to Chartres cathedral, one that still remains in its treasury today, and the only 

extant Abenaki belt in our corpus (fig.27). The canons at Chartres received it in January 1700 

with two letters, one from the missionary Vincent Bigot, and one in the Abenaki language with a 

French translation; both of these survive today. This finally gives us an opportunity to compare 

textual evidence with the material object it accompanied, and to propose an analysis of the 

potential transfers and co-production of meaning that might have occurred between shell and 

paper. 

 This case study explores the ways in which transfers of agency from human groups to 

material objects can be negotiated and sometimes compete in similar roles. The belt’s reception 

at Chartres, demonstrates that wampum was clearly considered as a representative of 

Indigenous bodies and polities, but there were also some important semantic and symbolic 

shifts, where ink and paper could, at times, override wampum agency. The 1699 wampum 

exchange was a success in that it yielded a valuable counter-gift and cemented a brotherly 

 
284 Interview with Therese Obomsawin, 24 July 2018. 
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relationship between the two communities, but the canons of Chartres represented these 

partnerships in a very different light to their own community. In an Abenaki context, this belt 

generated some of the most durable memorial and emotional connections to its community of 

origin over time. 

Abenaki Communities in Transition 

Between 1691 and 1699, the two instances of wampum diplomacy with Chartres, 

Abenaki warriors became central to French colonial defense and military organization in the 

colonies of New France and New England, which were then attempting to expand their claims 

over Indigenous Haudenosaunee and Algonkian territories. Abenaki military expertise and 

kinship networks made them crucial participants as allies in Franco-Iroquoian wars and Franco-

English wars. In March 1697, the Jesuits were granted a new piece of land for their Abenaki 

mission, again along the Chaudière River (Lozier 2018, 255). In January 1698, during a pause in 

conflicts between French and Iroquois peoples, Governor Frontenac left Wabanaki warriors in 

Acadia to negotiate their own peace with New England colonists.285 At the end of the second 

Anglo-Wabanaki war in January 1699, French officers feared that the newly found peace might 

inspire Wabanaki warriors to leave the Saint Lawrence River Valley and return to their 

traditional homelands in present-day northern New England (Charland 2006, 67; Lozier 2018, 

251). 

The Jesuits argued that there was still not enough space at the Abenaki mission on the 

Chaudière River, and planned to relocate at the mouth of Saint François River, where Sokoki and 

Loups communities had already been living for decades (Lozier 2018, 255; Day 1986, 12). While 

the Abenaki mission’s French name remained Saint François de Sales, this new village bore the 

Abenaki name of Arsikantegouk, the river of the empty cabin (Day 1981, 1; Charland 2006, 67). 

Its current name, Odanak (“the village”), was used from the nineteenth century onward (Day 

1981, 5; Charland 2006, 63) 

As with all of the land transactions in New France, the French deeds, in effect, gave 

Native people rights to their own land in limited parcels, under French governance. The land 

deed for Arsikantegouk was signed in August 1700, when the seigneuresse Marguerite Hertel 

gave the land to the “Sauvages Abenakis and Socokis and the Reverend Father Jacques Bigot of 

the Comp[any] of Jesus, missionary.” The highest colonial authorities were present at the 

signing, and this relocation was rationalized in strategic terms: “for the service of the King and 

 
285 The Peace of Ryswick in the Fall of 1697 marked the end of the Nine Years’ War between France, the 
Dutch Republic, and England, easing military tensions on North American fronts. 

Figure 27: The 1699 Abenaki wampum belt at Chartres cathedral, France. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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the advantages of the Colony,” in part as defense against Mohawk raids that had weakened the 

French position in the early 1690s (Day 1981, 1). The land was granted free of the rents and 

obligations usually required on French seigneuries in the Saint Lawrence River valley. Instead, 

Lady Hertel looked forward to privileged trading relations with her Indigenous neighbors (Lozier 

2018, 256; Maurault 1866, 278-81; Boily 2006, 191-197).286 

 The second Chartres belt exchange took place in 1699, during this transitional period: 

the belt was sent from the old mission site in Néssawakamighé, but the community at the new 

location of Arsikantegouk received Chartres’ counter-gift. Did the relationship with Chartres 

participate in creating a sense of continuity between the two places? Was this belt integral to 

Jesuit strategies of relocation and reformation of Abenaki communities in the Saint Lawrence 

River valley? Unfortunately, these years were not well covered in the Jesuit Relations. In 

Thwaites’ edition, there is a significant gap between Jacques Bigot’s 1684 relation (Thwaites 

1896, vol.63) and the letter he wrote in October 1699 (Thwaites 1896, vol.65). Although the 

date fits with the second Chartres belt, sent in late September, Jacques had already moved to 

Acadia to replace his brother Vincent, and his relation only focused on that region. He did not 

mention the Chartres belt or the relocated Saint Francis mission, as he had been absent since 

the summer (Thwaites 1896, 65: 87).  

Jacques Bigot’s next relation, dating from 1702, was written at Arsikantegouk (Bigot 

1865). Marking a sharp contrast with the “docile” and “soft” earlier years of his mission among 

the Abenaki, this year’s ethos seemed centered around battling alcoholism, and celebrating 

physical mortifications performed by Indigenous Christians (Bigot 1865, 11-14). As women were 

praised for refusing marriage, and individuals were praised for their sobriety, obedience, and 

humility, the community he described echoed the lives of European religious orders. Jacques 

Bigot’s relation did not make any mention of the diplomatic relationship with Chartres, but 

Vincent Bigot’s letter to one of the canons of the Cathedral, dated October 1702, indicates that 

Chartres’ counter-gift, a silver statue of the Virgin Mary, had been received at Arsikantegouk.  

Contextual information about this belt in the Jesuit records is scarce, which could simply 

point to missed opportunities—Jacques Bigot was away for the weaving of the Chartres belt, 

and his 1702 relation was written before Chartres’ present arrived. His lack of engagement with 

this second belt in the remaining correspondence seems to suggest a detachment from this 

project altogether.287 Perhaps, by 1699-1702, Christian wampum diplomacy had lost some of its 

novelty and prestige among Jesuit writers, at a time when Jesuit literary productions were 

shifting their focus towards Midwestern missions. 

 
286 BANQ-M, notary Antoine Adhémar, “Concession de terre située au haut de la seigneurie de St-François 
[…] aux Sauvages Abénakis et Sokokis,” 23 August 1700. 
287 The next Jacques Bigot Relation about the Abenaki community dates from 1710, and does not provide 
any additional information (Thwaites 1896, 66: 175-181). 
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Archival Evidence and the Making of the 1699 Belt 

The written record regarding this belt therefore mostly comes from its associated 

letters. Vincent Bigot, not Jacques, was the mediator of this second wampum diplomatic event, 

and as evidenced in his 1692 letter to Chartres, he was a more expansive and florid writer than 

his brother. A narrative begins to emerge from his initial letter to Chartres, dated from the 

Abenaki mission “near Quebec” (Néssawakamighé) on 25 September 1699. Sometimes in June 

or July 1699, Vincent Bigot stumbled upon a record of the Abenaki response to Chartres from 

1694, regarding the “holy association that unites them to you.”288 After encountering this 

Abenaki speech in the mission’s archives, Bigot was moved to “renew” this response, to “re-

send it to you, with a new present for the most Holy Virgin.”289 I used the passive form here to 

echo Bigot’s formulation: “la pensée me vint,” (the thought came to me), suggesting the 

external influence of the speech in shaping his own thought process. This leads to a question: 

were the 1699 Abenaki belt and letter reiterations of the 1691 belt and the 1694 speech? Bigot 

admitted that this new belt was his own initiative, with the explicit goal to “maintain their 

fervor” by reminding the Abenaki community of their on-going relationship with Chartres. Did 

Bigot feel a need to rekindle Abenaki devotion to the Virgin? Was there a momentary 

weakening of Catholic faith, around the time when plans to relocate might have prompted 

religious debates?  

The belt was made that summer, and first displayed at Néssawakamighé for nine days 

starting on August 15th 1699, and for another nine days starting on September 8th 1699. These 

dates correspond with specific events in the Catholic calendar. The Assumption, the moment 

when Mary’s body was taken to Heaven and disappeared from Earth, is celebrated on August 

15th. The physical disappearance of Mary’s human body implied that her only remaining relics 

would be bodily fluids (e.g., breast milk), or garments that had touched her body, notably the 

Holy Chemise that was the main relic at Chartres cathedral. September 8th corresponds to 

Mary’s birth, therefore connecting the belt with the boundaries of Mary’s life on Earth. 

This is the only seventeenth-century example of “polishing the chain” with one of these 

religious sanctuaries. The phrase “polishing the chain” is primarily used in Haudenosaunee 

wampum diplomacy as a metaphor for maintaining and sometimes redefining diplomatic 

relationships through new wampum exchange (Scott and Fletcher 2016, 170-171). It seems 

relevant to point out that all of the belts discussed in this corpus were one-off transactions: 

even though an Indigenous community might send different belts to the same more-than-

human entity, they were not sent to the same place or to the same human community. The 

second Abenaki belt to Chartres’ Virgin seems to be the only example of an object sent as a 

commitment to keep a relationship to a specific sanctuary alive. 

 
288 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699: “cette sainte association qui les 
unit à vous, cette sainte union que vous avez bien voulu contracter avec eux. Il y a trois ou quatre mois 
que, trouvant ici leur réponse à l’obligeante lettre, que vous leur avez fait l’honneur de leur écrire sur 
cela…” Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir (AD 28), G445. 
289 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699: “la pensée me vint de la 
renouveller et de vous la renvoyer, avec un nouveau présent pour la tres Sainte Vierge.” AD 28, G445. 
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Bigot suggested that the Abenaki “applauded” his idea to renew the alliance with 

Chartres, and that:  

ils ne pensèrent donc plus qu’à faire un collier de porcelaine le plus magnifique, 
disoient-ils, qui se fût jamais fait, et à fournir aux meilleurs ouvrières du village, que 
l’on choisissoit pour cela, tout ce qu’il faudroit pour le bien exécuter.290 

they thought of nothing else but make a porcelain collar, the most magnificent, they 
said, that had ever been made, and to supply everything needed to the best female 
artisans in the village, who were chosen for this, to execute it well. (Translation by 
Lise Puyo). 

While Bigot identified himself as the author of this idea, his use of reported speech (“they said,” 

“they thought”) suggests Abenaki collaboration in this endeavor. In a gesture reminiscent of his 

1692 letter to Chartres, Bigot portrayed himself as a minor actor, after his idea had been taken 

up by Abenaki community members. To the canons, he wrote that his only contributions would 

be to provide both the “French version” of the Abenaki speech, and a model for “the words that 

would be written” on the belt.291  Here, Bigot used the French verb “devoir” to convey the 

action; since that verb expresses necessity, the more precise translation is “the words that had 

to be written” on the belt. Bigot would do more than merely provide a Latin phrase on paper to 

be reproduced in white and purple shell beads, he would dictate what “had to be written,” 

thereby exerting considerable influence on the content of the communication between the 

Abenaki, the Virgin, and Chartres. With this admission, Bigot appeared to be a powerful 

mediator. 

Bigot, however, preferred to cast himself as a collaborator rather than a patron 

commissioning an artwork. His insistence on Abenaki enthusiasm (“it was such a general 

applause”), on Abenaki ownership of the project (“they thought of nothing else”), and on 

providing the artisans with supplies counterbalances his control over the written aspects of the 

process. This could create a neat boundary between what was written—Bigot’s realm—and 

what was materially made—Abenaki people’s realm. In our analysis of both written and material 

evidence, we should also remain attentive to the relationship between these two realms, and 

the different influences they could have on one another, to better understand how they 

contribute to one another’s efficacy. 

Materializing Thoughts, Representing Hearts: Paper and Shell at Odds 

The documents accompanying the 1699 Abenaki belt to Chartres are significantly longer 

than those relating to their 1691 predecessor.292 Here, I am citing from the original manuscripts 

housed in the Archives Départementales d’Eure-et-Loir in Chartres, France. The documents were 

neatly presented in two different paper booklets bound with colored thread (fig. 28). Bigot’s 

 
290 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699, AD 28, G445. 
291 Ibid.: “Pour ce qui est des parolles qui devoient y estre écrittes, je leur en donnai un modelle. Et c’est 
tout ce que j’ai pû contribuer de ma part avec la version Françoise” AD 28, G445. 
292 Their text can be found in Merlet’s 1858 publication, but due to errors of transcription, I am citing the 
originals, which survive at Chartres. 
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personal letter to the canons of Chartres cathedral, written over four pages, was bound with 

pastel blue thread. The other booklet, bound with deep red thread, contained the Abenaki 

speech with the French version written on the opposite page, totaling fourteen pages of text. 

This presentation contrasts with Jacques Bigot’s 1691 Abenaki letter to Chartres, which was 

written on a single piece of paper, with strike-throughs and inter-lined additions. Vincent Bigot’s 

textual objects, compiled in this booklet format, required more preparation; the use of specific 

page numbers and the relative lack of edits suggest that previous drafts were made before this 

final version. For clarity, I refer to these two different documents by the color of their binding: 

the blue-thread letter being Vincent Bigot’s, and the red-thread letter being the Abenaki speech. 

The Blue-Thread Letter 

Bigot’s blue-thread letter served as paratext for the Abenaki speech and its French 

translation, describing the ceremonies in which the new belt had been displayed at the mission. 

This description of performance could serve as a way to enhance interest in the object, placing it 

at the center of events amid a narrative of Christian devotion. Describing the artistic and musical 

abilities of the Abenaki choir, and enumerating the converts’ moral qualities, Bigot added a 

significant amount of contextual information, painting the setting so the canons could imagine 

the belt in its Indigenous situation. As Bigot explained, the belt had already been consecrated 

and used in religious spaces before its travel to Chartres. The community had “already offered 

it” to Mary, “placing it at the feet of the statue for two full novenas, during which, in addition to 

the extraordinary prayers we made for you, we sung the Inviolata with music at the end of the 

holy sacrifice of mass.”293 Bigot added that in between each novena, he led a special mass for 

 
293 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699: “Nous le lui avons déjà offert 
ici, le mettant aux pieds de la statuë, pendant deux neuvaines entières, durant lesquelles, outre les 

Figure 28: At the top: booklet bearing the 1699 Abenaki speech on the right page, opposite from its French 
translation on the left page, and bound with red thread. Photo by Lise Puyo. Bottom: Vincent Bigot’s letter to 
the canons of Chartres, bound with blue thread. Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir, G445. 
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the dead amongst the canons of Chartres, “to impress upon you that our gratitude will 

accompany you to the tomb, and even beyond the tomb, through our prayers and our vows.”294 

Acts of commissioning prayers and special ceremonies for one another were routinely 

exchanged between religious communities in Europe. Vincent Bigot thus depicted 

Néssawakamighé as a congregation, or perhaps even as an Indigenous religious order, much in 

the way that Jacques Bigot would describe Arsikantegouk on the Saint Francis River (Bigot 1865). 

This also illustrates the missionary’s conception of religious diplomacy. At the end of his letter, 

Vincent asked for a personal favor: to thank the Lord for having been called to the Abenaki 

mission and having worked there for almost twenty years. Using the kinship metaphors common 

to Catholicism and wampum diplomacy, Bigot proposed that the alliance between the canons 

and the Abenaki entailed a personal alliance with him: “Can you love, and be so tightly united 

with the children, without caring a little bit about their father and about their missionary?”295 

Interestingly, Vincent did not ask for any spiritual favor on Jacques’ behalf, although he had also 

been the director of the Abenaki mission. Why did Jacques never write about this belt? Were 

the two missionary brothers perhaps at odds on the topic of wampum diplomacy, or on the 

making of this particular belt? 

The Red-Thread Letter 

 The paper booklet bound with red thread also bears Vincent Bigot’s handwriting, in 

black ink now faded to brown. The title page bears a Latin epigraph: “Misimus renovare cum eis 

amicitiam et societatem pristinam.” This is a reference to a Biblical verse:  

Have nevertheless attempted to send us unto you for the renewing of brotherhood 
and friendship, lest we should become strangers unto you altogether: for there is a 
long time passed since ye sent unto us (1 Maccabees 12:10).  

This theme of renewed friendship reinforces, in Biblical speech, the purpose of the wampum 

belt and its associated speech. Perhaps in an effort of cultural and linguistic translation, Bigot 

expressed this notion with a text that would have been familiar and sacred to its addressees. 

Bigot titled the red-thread letter as: “Translation of the response from the Abenaki of saint 

Francis de Sales mission to the obliging letter and present they had received from the Dean and 

Canons of the most illustrious chapter of Chartres Cathedral.”296 Having been cast as a response 

to the reliquary (which was sent in response to the 1691 belt), this letter might contain part of 

the 1694 text that he had uncovered in the mission’s archives.  

 
prieres extraordinaires que l’on faisoit tous les jours pour vous, l’on chantoit l’Inviolata en musique à la fin 
du St. sacrifice de la messe.” AD 28, G445. 
294 Ibid.: “affin de vous marquer que nôtre reconnoissance vous acompagnera jusqu’au tombeau, et 
audela du tombeau même, par nos prieres et par nos vœux.” AD 28, G445. 
295 Ibid.: “Pouvez-vous aimer, et estre unis si étroitement avec les enfants, sans vous intéresser un peu 
pour leur pere et pour leur missionnaire ?” AD 28, G445. 
296 Vincent Bigot (translator) and Abenaki authors, 25 September 1699: “Version de la réponse des 
Abnaquis de la mission de St. François de Sales à l’obligeante lettre et au présent qu’ils avoient reçu de 
Messieurs le Doyen et Chanoines du tres Illustre chapitre de Notre Dame de Chartres.” AD 28, G445. 
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  The speech can be divided into two different addresses. First, there is a long letter 

addressed explicitly to the chapter, and second, there is a one and a half page address to the 

Virgin Mary. This was apparently a ritualized speech introduced at the mission a few years prior, 

and reiterated every year on Assumption day.297 Since this belt had first been offered to Mary at 

Néssawakamighé on Assumption Day, this is the speech that was uttered at that time. It carried 

the words of the letter to the Canons, as well as the speech to Mary. This contrasts with 

previous Abenaki belts in this chapter, which materialized speeches to more-than-human beings 

only. In 1699, the explicit goal was to maintain a relationship with both a human community and 

a more-than-human being, a goal that was only implicit in previous transatlantic diplomatic 

attempts.  

The speech to the canons, much longer than the Dedication to Mary, can be divided into 

four parts, addressing: the relationship that unites the Abenaki and the canons: Chartres’ gift; a 

response to Chartres’ 1692 letter; and a set of requests. My analysis focuses on French 

translation, which represents, negotiates, and perhaps constrains Indigenous agency in this 

diplomatic process. 

The first lines of the first part make it very clear that the canons, “Mary’s illustrious 

servants”298 are the primary interlocutors. The titles the canons should use for the Abenaki, and 

the Abenaki for the canons, are consistent with kinship metaphors conventionally used in 

wampum diplomacy. The canons are: “sanghemanmed8k8 tai ga nemitang8séd8k8,” which 

Bigot translated as “nos Seigneurs et nos pères,” in English “our Lords and fathers.”  

The term “sangheman,” as explained earlier, is an honorific typically translated in French 

as “capitaine” (Rasles and Pickering 1833, 404).299 In the 1691 letter, sangheman hinted at a 

growing connection between transcendent powers associated with Catholic more-than-humans 

and immanent powers associated with political leadership. Anchoring hierarchy in religious 

concepts by teaching the order of mediation was arguably a way to teach about political 

hierarchy that conformed to the ideology and political realities of the French feudal system. The 

Church, the largest landowner before the French Revolution, counted numerous ecclesiastics 

who doubled as lords commanding both tracts of lands and human bodies. The 1699 speech 

demonstrates that these teachings were bearing fruits, as the title associated with political 

leadership was applied to Frenchmen, despite their geographical distance. The term 

“nemitang8séd8k8,” “our fathers” (Rasles and Pickering 1833, 505) also denotes an Indigenous 

position of kinship superiority, casting Abenaki community members in the role of conceptual 

“children.” 

 
297 Ibid.: “Nous lui consacrâmes, il y a quelques années nôtre village, nos personnes et enfin tout ce que 
nous sommes. Nous lui renouvellons tous les ans cette donation le jour qu’elle fut portée au ciel en corps 
et en ame.” AD 28, G445. 
298 Ibid.: “nous vous saluons cent et cent fois, seigneurs, illustres serviteurs de Marie” AD 28, G445. 
299 In nineteenth-century translations, words such as “Governess” (Vetromile 1866, 170) and “Mistress” 
were also used to apply to the Virgin Mary. 
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Interestingly, the Abenaki orator hesitated with the term “brothers,” used by the canons 

in their letter to describe the Abenaki,300 in keeping with the title they had used for their 

Wendat diplomatic partners. Jesuit missionaries were apparently concerned that the canons 

would qualify Indigenous converts as siblings rather than children.301 The Abenaki had explicitly 

refused this brotherhood, arguing that it was their right to decide whether they would call the 

canons brothers.302 In this letter, however, Bigot suggests they considered themselves 

“unworthy” to be brothers, and “unworthy even to call you our Lords and our fathers.”303 The 

Abenaki further suggested that their language could not aptly describe the desired relationship. 

In a flourish that echoes Bigot’s literary style, the French translation implies that the Abenaki 

were looking for an even more “energetic” and deferential term to match “the greatness of our 

feelings.”304 The text then related strange musings about why such terms did not exist in the 

Abenaki language, wondering whether “no one has yet attempted to say in our language what 

we would like to say,” or whether the language itself “has no term capable to express the 

strength of our thoughts.”305 This textual performance of extreme humility, which overlaps with 

the description of Abenaki missions so far (Clair 2006, 366), is more than mere diplomatic 

flattery. The suggestion that the canons were even beyond “Lords and fathers” could also be a 

rhetorical tool to cater favors.  

This discussion over the strengths of the Abenaki language is peculiar. Why would the 

Abenaki comment on their own language? Bigot, in his blue-thread letter, did explain his choice 

to translate into French rather than Latin, arguing that “our language seemed to me more 

capable than Latin of [rendering] the turns of the Abenaki language.”306 In translation settings, 

the critique often bears on the absence of equivalent words that would seamlessly replace a 

word in the source language. The fact that the red-thread letter regretted the absence of a word 

or concept in the Abenaki language itself underlines the difficulty of using translation to 

communicate, and suggests an unfathomable disconnect. Neither brothers nor fathers, the 

canons mandated an uncharted relationship that had not, and perhaps could not, be 

conceptualized in Abenaki. And so, instead, the letter pleaded for a direct emotional connection: 

 
300 Ibid.: “quoique vous vouliez bien nous honorer de cette qualité” AD 28, G445 
301 While the Lorette missionaries mistranslated Chartres’ letter to assert the relationship they found 
more proper, it seems that the Bigot brothers translated Chartres’ responses accurately. However, their 
teachings might have impressed upon the Abenaki that the canons were on a different hierarchical 
footing.  
302 Vincent Bigot (translator) and Abenaki authors, 25 September 1699: “Car enfin il appartient bien à 
nous de vous appeler nos frères” AD 28, G445 
303 Ibid.: “comment, Illustres serviteurs dans la maison de Marie, serions-nous dignes de vous appeler nos 
frères, nous qui nous jugeons même indignes de vous nommer nos Seigneurs et nos pères ?” AD 28, G445 
304 ibid.: “Nous avoüons que nôtre langue ne nous en fournit point d’assez énergiques, pour peindre 
vivement à vos yeux la grandeur de nos sentiments” AD 28, G445 
305 Ibid.: “soit que peut être on ne se soit pas encore avisé de vouloir dire en nôtre langue ce que nous 
voudrions dire : soit qu’en effet elle n’ait pas eu de termes capables d’exprimer la force de nos pensées.” 
AD 28, G445 
306 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699: “nôtre langue me paroissant 
plus capable que la latine des tours de la langue Abnaquie.” AD 28, G445. 
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“Our lords and fathers, everything would be perfect, if instead of our weak words we could send 

you our own hearts.”307  

The second part of the letter uses this motif of displaced or travelling hearts to 

remember Chartres’ 1692 gift, an undescribed reliquary treasure, an “infinitely valuable je ne 

sais quoi.”308 The speech recounted the anxiety with which the reliquary had been awaited, 

recalling Jacques Bigots’ concerns about the sea voyage. When the Abenaki had learned about 

this incoming gift,  

tous nos regards et nos pensées se tournèrent toujours avec empressement du côté 
de la France… comme si dès ce moment nos cœurs eussent esté dans le lieu, ou lon 
gardoit le prétieux tresor que nous attendions avec impatience.309 

our every look and every thought turned towards France… as if starting from that 
moment our hearts were in the place, where the valuable treasure that we were 
impatiently waiting for was kept. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

On arrival, the Abenaki had spoken directly to the reliquary: “Welcome, illustrious gift from 

Mary’s elder sons, in which the kindness they have for us appears obviously, for us who are 

infinitely unworthy of it.”310  

The third part of the speech addressed the canons’ letter in a florid language that 

echoed Bigot’s personal style. Using negative interrogative sentences and hyperbolae, the text 

equated Chartres’ letter to “celestial discourse,” words coming from the heavens to “give [the 

Abenaki] spirit.” This phrase was sometimes used in Indigenous diplomacy to describe moving or 

thought-provoking speeches,311 underlining the animate status of words, even in their material 

form (Brooks 2008, xxii). In the text, the Abenaki made a vow to transmit these words to their 

descendants, to serve as their rule.312 The canons were placed as mediators between the 

Abenaki and Christian more-than-humans, receiving the same title as Saint Francis de Sales, 

called “émitang8sitsik Sangheman8i François de Sales.” Here, Bigot translated “Sangheman” as 

“father and patron”313 rather than “lord.”  

The letter’s last part concerned the Abenaki requests to the canons of Chartres. Having 

consecrated their village to Mary, the Abenaki added the text of this consecration to their 

 
307 Vincent Bigot (translator) and Abenaki authors, 25 September 1699: “Nos seigneurs et nos pères, tout 
iroit le mieux du monde, si ai lieu de nos foibles paroles nous pouvions vous envoyer nos cœurs mêmes” 
AD 28, G445. 
308 Ibid. “ce je ne sçai quoi d’infiniment prétieux … le prétieux trésor … notre prétieux trésor” AD 28, G445. 
309 Ibid., AD 28, G445. 
310 Ibid.: “Soyez donc le bienvenu, illustre don des fils aînez de Marie, dans lequel paroî tres évidemment 
la bonté qu’ils ont pour nous, nous qui en sommes infiniment indignes.” AD 28, G445. 
311 See, for instance, the letters from the Mohawks to Pope Gregory XVI in the following chapter for 
similar phrases. 
312 Vincent Bigot (translator) and Abenaki authors, 25 September 1699: “voilà ce que vous disent les 
Abnaquis, qui ont pour pere (et patron) Saint François de Sales.” AD 28, G445. 
313 Ibid.: “Nous les laisserons … à nos enfants, par héritage ; affin qu’en les entendant, et en se les redisant 
les uns aux autres ces paroles qui vous sont venuës du ciel, elles leur servent de règle et de conduite.” AD 
28, G445. 
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letter.314 They asked the canons to “present it to Mary” and to apply the red-thread booklet 

onto the reliquary of the Holy Chemise.315 This idea of contact with a sacred substance echoes 

the Catholic process of creating tertiary relics, by touching a relic or its reliquary. The Abenaki 

thus asked that the process applied to Chartres’ gift be reproduced with their letter. “Perhaps,” 

from this contact, “a new ardor will transpire to us, which will increase our love for our princess 

and yours.”316 The term “princess” for Mary again stresses the overlap between political and 

divine authority figures. This formulation also implies a spiritual connection between words and 

thoughts, where body parts (e.g., hearts) can serve as metonymy for Abenaki bodies and 

consciousness. Their materialized words act as an extension of Abenaki persons: a sacred 

substance touching these words would touch the Abenaki. 

The text then laid out what the Abenaki would do in exchange for this favor: pray to 

Mary on the canons’ behalf. This passage offered a complex performance of humility. The 

Abenaki repeated that they were “unworthy to be listened to,” but suggested that their “tight 

union” with the canons gave them the necessary dignity to be heard by the Virgin.317 This idea of 

becoming “one same thing” with the chapter seemed to contradict the initial refusal of the title 

of “brothers.” This passage momentarily positioned the canons as equals to the Abenaki, before 

reverting to calling them “our lords and fathers” again. 

Bigot reverted to the third person at the end of the letter, interjecting his external point 

of view: “here is what the Abenaki, who have saint Francis de Sales for father (and patron) tell 

you … You are hearing them all here, since this is their shared sentiment, and since they are 

speaking to you all together.”318 This performance of consensus echoes what previous letters 

from the Bigot brothers have revealed about the process of writing these documents, in 

consultation with a community council, consistent with modes of Indigenous leadership in the 

region. Only the very last sentence mentioned the wampum belt: “May this collar, attached to 

our words, strengthen them.”319 

 
314 Ibid.: “Nous faisons maintenant une pirère à nôtre Père, lui qui prent la peine de vous écrire nos foibles 
paroles : nous le prions de vouloir bien encor vous envoyer la Donation que nous avons faite à Marie.” AD 
28, G445. 
315 Ibid.: “nous vous demandons instamment une grace : ne nous la refusez pas : appliquez et faites 
toucher ce papier dans lequel est écrite cette donation que nous faisons à Marie ou vous applicates le 
prétieux don que vous nous envoyez.” AD 28, G445. 
316 Ibid.: “Peut-être que de la il transpirera jusqu’à nous une nouvelle ardeur, qui augmentera nôtre 
amour pour nôtre princesse et la vôtre.” AD 28, G445. 
317 Ibid.: “Comment donc, ne faisant plus q’une même chose avec des personnes si dignes d’estre 
exaucées, ne le serions-nous pas ? Ainsi, ne trouvant pas auparavant dans nous-mêmes de quoi 
reconnoître vos bienfaits à notre égard, vous suppléez à notre défaut, vous nous le fournissez, vous nous 
dignifiez par cette étroite union que vous faites de nous à vos personnes.” AD 28, G445. 
318 Ibid.: “Enfin voilà ce que vous disent les Abnaquis, qui ont pour pere (et patron) saint François de Sales 
... Vous les entendez tous ici, puisque c’est leur sentiment commun, et qu’ils vous parlent tous ensemble.” 
AD 28, G445. 
319 Ibid.: “Que ce collier, joint à nos paroles, les affermisse.” AD 28, G445. 
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The text of the annual donation to Mary directly followed the Abenaki speech, 

beginning with a long prayer that praises the Virgin, “the universal mistress of all things,” as the 

Abenaki’s “Lady and Queen” (“Sanghemansk8aïnang8sian”). By carrying her likeness or “image,” 

they asked her to “take possession of [their] person and of what [they] possessed,” making her 

“the mistress of [their] village” (“Kesanghemansk8aï-pems8ssareghé”). This describes the 

Catholic practice of procession, ritually carrying a sacred item or a miraculous statue through a 

secular landscape to reaffirm the boundaries of a sacred space (Leone 2014). Jesuit missionaries 

regularly used this technique of place-making to claim Indigenous territories, conceptualizing 

the sacred objects they used as “contaminants” that could profoundly re-order and re-define an 

existing landscape to better serve Catholic hierarchies (Pirotte 2016).  

 Processions also have prophylactic functions: the paraded sacred objects and 

synesthetic performances wield the power to repel bad influences and energies, a belief shared 

beyond Catholicism (Turner 1979). In the red-thread letter, the Virgin was called to eliminate 

“monsters of sins,” listed as “anger, disunion, slander, impurity, drunkenness.”320 These “sins” 

are all social pathologies that could be disruptive to the village, rather than individual failures to 

follow God’s law. Similarly, the “virtues” that Mary was asked to provide to the Abenaki were 

qualities that promoted a peaceful communal life: “softness, union, charity, docility.”321 Once 

again, this text displayed a performance of Abenaki self-mortification: they aligned themselves 

with “vileness” and “misery,” and described themselves as “disagreeable and deformed.”322  

The text also called for a more permanent form of writing, using images that echoed 

European epigraphy rather than Indigenous modes of materializing information: “Would to God 

that our words were engraved onto some very hard stone, so that they would never fade 

away!”323 This regret seems strange in a context where wampum belts, petroglyphs, bark-

etchings and other objects had long served the function described in this passage (Rassmussen 

2012). But this image also allowed the text to increase the stakes by arguing that, instead of 

being merely engraved in stone, these words were written and printed in human hearts, and 

would be transmitted through generations.324 

This long document therefore seems like a composite of different historical moments: 

the reception of the reliquary in 1694; the donation to Mary before 1699; and the moment 

when Bigot finalized the translation, in September 1699. This text, specifically the part 

accessible through translation, aimed to convey ideas of submission, self-deprecation, and 

kinship relations that were culturally unheard of. For the first time in their transatlantic 

 
320 Ibid.: “Que la colère, la séunion, la médisance, l’impureté, l’ivrognerie, que tout ce qu’il y a de 
monstres de péchez, dès le moment qu’ils sentiront les approches de votre illustre marche, prennent 
incontinent la fuite, et cessent leurs poursuites.” AD 28, G445. 
321 Ibid.: “la douceur, l’union, la charité, la docilité.” AD 28, G445. 
322 Ibid.: “nôtre bassesse et nôtre misère … quelque chose de désagréable et difforme.” AD 28, G445. 
323 Ibid.: “Plût à Dieu que nos paroles fussent gravées sur quelque pierre bien dure, afin qu’elles ne 
s’effaçassent jamais !” AD 28, G445. 
324 Ibid.: “peuvent-elles s’évanouir et se perdre, estant écrittes dans nos cœurs ? Les cœurs tendres de nos 
plus petits enfants en sont déjà imprimez. Ils les feront passer à nos descendans” AD 28, G445. 
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wampum diplomacy, the Abenaki community was explicitly addressing human interlocutors. The 

part of the speech addressed to the Virgin Mary herself was not only separate; it required 

special treatment to reach her ears once it arrived at its destination. 

This suggests a shift in conceptions of wampum power. In this long letter, the wampum 

belt was only mentioned once, and relegated to a subaltern role, to “strengthen” the words 

written in the paper booklet. The French verb Bigot used in translation is “affermir,” meaning to 

make solid and unwavering (Furetière 1690). The belt was therefore used as a materialization of 

spoken words, and as an attachment to ink and paper.325 However, in the red-thread speech, 

paper seemed to be the substance that could act as an extension of Abenaki hearts. The canons 

were asked to place the text, rather than the belt, on the reliquary of the Holy Chemise, and it 

was this contact that would have an impact on Abenaki consciousness across the ocean.326 From 

Bigot’s translation, it seems that Abenaki conceptions of object agency were now focused on the 

words materialized through ink and paper, rather than shell beads, to bear sacred and 

transformative powers. This could reflect a deeper uptake of Christian understandings, where 

written text can have sacred properties. By having been mentioned only at the end of the letter 

as a supporting materialization of speech, wampum, in this case, seemed to have been 

overpowered by paper. 

A Monument in Shell: the Materiality of the 1699 Abenaki Belt 

As the only seventeenth century religious Abenaki wampum belt still physically present, 

the 1699 wampum deserves close attention to better understand how it negotiated its own 

agency vis-à-vis the written words that seemed to qualify it as mere supporting material. Bigot, 

in his blue-thread letter, described wampum making as the main driver of the Abenaki response 

to Chartres. Abenaki community members are said to have had their minds set on “making a 

porcelain collar, the most magnificent, they said, that had ever been made,” selecting the best 

materials and the “best female artisans in the village” to accomplish that goal.327 Bigot 

reiterated a bodily theme from the red-thread text, claiming that the Virgin Mary would see in 

the belt “their hearts and all the feelings of love and tenderness that are inside of them.”328  

 As a monument in shell, this belt is considerably larger than the text that accompanied 

it, measuring 15.5 centimeters (six inches) by 194 centimeters (six feet, four inches) (Stéfani 

2002, 90). It is among the largest extant wampum belts, even larger in surface area than the 

1831 wampum belt from Oka/Kanesatake housed at the Vatican. It features 11,066 wampum 

beads, all quahog and whelk shells arranged in twenty-two rows (fig. 29). The warp is composed 

of extremely thin leather strands that almost disappear in between the rows. The edges are 

 
325 ibid. “Que ce collier, joint à nos paroles, les affermisse.” AD 28, G445. 
326 ibid.: “nous vous demandons instamment une grace : ne nous la refusez pas : appliquez et faites 
toucher ce papier dans lequel est écrite cette donation que nous faisons à Marie ou vous applicates le 
prétieux don que vous nous envoyez. Peut-être que de la il transpirera jusqu’à nous une nouvelle ardeur, 
qui augmentera nôtre amour pour nôtre princesse et la vôtre.” AD 28, G445. 
327 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699. AD 28, G445. 
328 Ibid.: “elle y verra parfaitement leurs cœurs et tous les sentimens d’amour et de tendresse dont ils 
sont pénétrez” AD 28, G445. 
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embellished with two braids of red porcupine quill, attached to the belt with sinew. The belt is 

predominantly purple, in alignment with its description in the Abenaki letter as “sk8ans8,” and 

the message is woven in as white beads. A 

row of white beads frames the text at the top 

and bottom, while two rows of white beads 

close the frame on the left and right sides.  

In white beads, the words suggested 

by Vincent Bigot read: MATRI VIRGINI 

ABNAQUÆI D.D., which translates as “Gift 

from the Abenaki to the Virgin Mother” 

(Lozier 2018, 251). Similarly to the 1684 

Annecy belt, two different languages were 

used to express the message: the object 

bears Latin words (the sacred language of the 

Church), while the paper booklet was written 

in Abenaki and translated into French (the 

two vernaculars). The artisan chose a font in 

all capitals, with serifs, perhaps following 

Bigot’s choice in the “model” he provided. 

Certain diagonals are rendered with two units 

of beads, resembling the strokes of quill 

calligraphy (see the letters A, V, M, and N). 

The text is centered, with two beads 

separating letters and frame, except for the 

tail of the letter Q, only separated by one row 

of beads from the bottom line of the frame. 

This regularity suggests considerable 

mathematical planning and mastery of 

wampum weaving, which would confirm that 

“the best workers” were entrusted with 

making this belt.  

Working with very thin warp strands also confirms that the weaver was a specialist. 

Missing beads show that weft threads were crossed inside each bead, requiring the artisan to 

weave the belt one bead at a time (fig. 30). The eleven thousand wampum beads suggest that 

this was a monumental endeavor. Beads in this particular belt are remarkably similar in size, and 

the purple beads are very dense in coloration (fig. 31). This suggests careful planning and 

selection, as well as privileged access to either shell harvesting sites or caches of beads of high 

quality. It would have been difficult to collect or process beads so far from the ocean, since 

Figure 29: Right end of the 1699 Abenaki wampum belt 
at Chartres cathedral, France. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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marine shells were typically worked fresh on site.329 The beads in this belt could, therefore, 

point to continued trade relationships between the Abenaki at Néssawakamighé and coastal 

Wabanaki kin on the ocean shore.   

As an example of mastery and control, this belt has 

been regularly compared to the 1678 Wendat belt at Chartres, 

which appears (based on modern aesthetics) to be less orderly. 

My interlocutors (both French and Abenaki) have used this 

Abenaki belt’s uniformity to argue that more thought and 

consideration was put into its making. Did the stylistic finesse of 

the Abenaki belt reflect the coincidental overlap of European 

and Abenaki aesthetic values? Was the apparent attention to 

European aesthetics a tactic to impress the belt’s audience in 

Chartres? In the absence of the other two Abenaki belts, and 

without a better understanding of seventeenth century Abenaki 

values, it is difficult to determine if the emphasis on aesthetic 

criteria reinforced national pride or spoke to European classical 

values of beauty and symmetry. 

Bigot, in his blue-thread letter, despite praising the 

magnificence of this belt, called it a “small present,” that was 

“only savage.”330 The Abenaki speech, recorded in the red-

thread letter, also downplayed the belt by denying it the role of 

receiving contact with a sacred reliquary, asking for their paper 

to receive this treatment instead. The belt, in effect, acted as a 

monument to human emotions and imagination. While words 

on paper seemed to place wampum in a subaltern role, the 

object itself has continually exerted a powerful effect on those who have been in its presence 

(see chapter 6). While the text spoke of Abenaki subservience, the belt shouted its nature as a 

masterpiece, demonstrating artisanal mastery over bead making, leatherwork, wampum 

weaving, porcupine quill dyeing, and braiding. The materials conveyed a deep attachment and 

continued ties to traditional Wabanaki homelands, evoking trade, exchange, and continued 

relations with Indigenous ecosystems, including the mollusks, deer, porcupines, and plants that 

made this belt possible.  

 
329 See “Mémoire concernant les Colliers de Porcelaine des Sauvages,” ca. 1726, NAF 2550, p.26-27, 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Yet, as the archaeologist Geneviève Treyvaud pointed out, mollusks 
could have been carried from the Atlantic coast to Néssawakamighé via the waterways, and kept fresh by 
keeping them submerged in baskets dragged behind canoes. Interview with Geneviève Treyvaud, 13 July 
2018. 
330 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699: “Je vous supplie donc, 
Messieurs … de vouloir bien encor offrir à la Sainte-Vierge ce petit présent. Quoiqu’il n’ait rien que de 
sauvage” AD 28, G445. 

Figure 30: Close-up of missing 
wampum beads in the 1699 
Abenaki wampum belt at Chartres 
cathedral, France. Photo by Lise 
Puyo. 
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The messages 

conveyed by material 

and paper were not 

the same. In a 

Catholic missionary 

system, where 

humility and self-

mortification  

were glorified, the 

Indigenous words 

(conveyed through 

Bigot’s translation) 

expressed unworthiness, weakness, and lowliness.331 Yet the belt itself belt could express power 

and pride. Paper and shell here seemed to signify and perform different roles and opposing 

ideas. The belt materialized worth in economic terms (due to wampum’s value in a diplomatic 

and economic system) but also in relational terms, expressing what words on paper could not.  

Honoring Beads, Capturing Words: the Belt’s Reception in Chartres 

How were these messages received and understood at Chartres? How were they 

communicated to their audience, and what effect did they have? Vincent Bigot wrote to the 

canons of Chartres on September 25th 1699, to announce the impending gift, and the belt and 

letters left the Abenaki community soon after. They reached Chartres cathedral on Wednesday, 

January 27th 1700.332 Historian André Sanfaçon’s transcriptions of the chapter’s registers—which 

Merlet inaccurately cited in his work (Merlet 1858, xv)—reveal insights into the belt’s reception. 

A man named Bouvart de Chauffours delivered the Abenaki belt inside an ornate bark box with 

the two letters.333 The Chartres register notes that one letter “expressed their [the Abenaki] 

common sentiment,” while the other was the “letter from father Bigot Jesuit missionary to 

these people.”334  

Upon reading the letters, the canons immediately ordered the wampum belt to be 

“unfolded on the Holy Reliquary for two novenas.”335 This decision is surprising, given that the 

Abenaki had asked for their letter to be placed onto the reliquary of the Holy Shift. The canons 

 
331 Vincent Bigot (translator) and Abenaki authors, 25 September 1699: “nous qui nous jugeons même 
indignes…” “nos foibles paroles” “nôtre bassesse et nôtre misère … quelque chose de désagréable et 
difforme.” AD 28, G445. 
332 The chapter’s ledgers from the period were severely damaged during the Second World War, but some 
traces remain. Médiathèque de Chartres, ms. 1009, II.4. 
333 Joseph Aubery to the canons of Chartres cathedral, undated c.a. 1749: “on l’enferma dans une boëste 
d’écorce travaillée autant délicatement qu’on le peut en cette matière” AD 28, G445. Once again, the 
Bouvart family, to which the Jesuit missionary Martin Bouvart stationed at the Wendat mission of Lorette 
belonged, served as a mediator to directly reach the assembly of canons at the cathedral. 
334 Médiathèque de Chartres, ms. 1009, II.4, 27 January 1700. 
335 Transcription by André Sanfaçon: “Messieurs les commis à l’œuvre pries de [desp]loyer lad. ceinture 
pendant deux neuvaine[s sur l]a Ste Chasse.” Médiathèque de Chartres, ms. 1009, II.4, 27 January 1700. 

Figure 31: The 1699 Abenaki wampum belt at Chartres cathedral features very 
dark quahog beads. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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gave that honor to the belt instead, placing it in contact with the container holding one of the 

last traces of Mary’s body, the chemise she was wearing when she became pregnant and when 

she gave birth to Christ. In Catholic doctrine, this converted the belt into a tertiary relic. While 

this short entry did not describe the discussions that surely greeted the belt’s arrival, the choice 

to honor exotic wampum beads rather than the paper speech suggest that the belt, in its 

monumental aspect, struck the canons’ imaginations. 

The decision to display the belt on the reliquary for two novenas echoes Bigot’s 

narrative of the belt’s making, when it was offered to Mary’s statue for two nine-day periods, 

starting on Assumption day and on the Virgin’s birthday. The first novena at Chartres included 

the festival of the Virgin’s Purification (February 2nd). The belt had thus, whether by design or 

serendipitous transport, reached its destination at a time of heightened devotion to Mary, the 

titular saint of the cathedral.  

On February 1st 1700, the chapter reconvened to further discuss their relationship with 

the Abenaki, and decided to “have a silver statue made of the Holy Virgin, weighing two marcs” 

(about 488g/1 lbs.). This statue was modeled after “the one that is in the chapel underground,” 

and was conceived as a gift “to the Abenaki church.”336 This wooden statue, believed to be the 

one worshipped by the druids on this site before the arrival of Christianity, held an important 

status as an ancestral object.337 It is notable that this counter-gift was also a copy of an artifact 

believed to have a sense of powerful agency in its community. The decision to have the statue 

covered in silver also points to its importance in Catholic material culture.  

On 9 March 1700, the dean of the cathedral commissioned the statue at a Parisian 

workshop, where the silversmiths suggested adding a throne made of ebony.338 This would 

increase the object’s stature, and the dark wood would provide an interesting contrast with the 

bright silver, in chromatic dualities that echoed wampum making. This timeline points to the 

canons’ prompt reaction: in only a few days, the nature of the counter-gift was decided, and 

only a month later, the object was commissioned. By November 20th, the statue had been sent 

and paid for.339  

 
336 Transcription by André Sanfaçon: “Chapitre a prie Messieurs de [l’œuvre de faire] faire une figure 
d’argent de la Sainte [Vierge, pesant] deux marcs sur le modèle de celle qui es[t en la chapelle] de 
Sousterre pour en faire present à l’Egl[ise des] Abnaquis.” Médiathèque de Chartres, ms. 1009, II.4, 1 
February 1700. 
337 Vaillant-Demiardhouin to Vincent Bigot, n.d. ca. Spring to Fall of 1700: “avant la naissance de N.S.J.C. 
cette image de N.D. de Chartres fut taillée & dédiée à la Vierge qui devoit enfanter et mise dans une 
grotte qui est a peu près dans la meme place où elle se voit aujourd’huy.” AD 28, G445. 
338 Transcription by Adolphe Lecoq of the 9 March 1700 entry: “Mr D’ormeville qui est à Paris a esté chez 
les orfevres pour faire travaille à l’Image de la Sainte Vierge pour en faire présent aux Abnaquis qu’elle 
aura neuf poulces de hauteur et pesera deux marcs, et qu’affin de la faire paroitre d’aventage. Ils croient 
qu’il la faut mettre dans une chaise de Bois en forme d’Ebène. Ce qui representera fort bien la figure de la 
vierge qui est dans la Chapelle de sousterre et que cela coustera 40 a 50 écus.” Médiathèque de Chartres, 
ms. SAEL 43-15, f°108v 
339 Transcription by Adolphe Lecoq of the 20 November 1700 entry: “Mr. fleury apporte une quittance de 
130# 10sols debourses en achat d’une Image de la Ste Vierge dont le chapitre a fait présent aux Abnaquis 
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Vaillant Demiardouin’s Letter 

Sometimes in the Spring of 1700, the canons of Chartres sent their response to the 

mission of Saint Francis de Sales.340 It was not written to the Abenaki as a group; it was 

addressed only to Vincent Bigot. Demiardouin, who had experienced missionary life in New 

France for himself, was reminded of the beauty of Abenaki religious chants, mentioned in 

Bigot’s letter. Demiardhouin had heard them in Montreal, while working as a Sulpician 

missionary at La Montagne. Although it appears that Bigot and Demiardhouin never met, their 

shared experience elicited a sense of solidarity, that made him the voice the chapter selected to 

honor the missionary, just as Bigot had requested. 

 Interestingly, Demiardhouin consistently called the Abenaki “our brothers,” an address 

that they had explicitly rejected in their red-thread speech. Speaking in the assembly’s name, he 

recounted that they had received the belt “with great satisfaction,” and “judged by this work 

that there was not anything savage in their mind and in their art.”341 This last sentence was a 

direct rebuke of Bigot’s deprecation.342 Remarkably, Demiardhouin’s letter made no specific 

reference to the red-thread letter, only to the wampum belt. He congratulated Bigot on “the 

progress that our Abenaki brothers are making in Christian perfection and piety,” and noted the 

canons’ joy to learn about “the wonderful progress that the all-mighty grace of Our Redeemer 

operates in his new follower’s minds and hearts.”343 

 He also focused on the material objects exchanged, describing how the belt had been 

“dedicated and consecrated” to Mary by the appropriate rituals. Demiardhouin assured the 

Abenaki that the Virgin had “accepted [the wampum belt] with as much pleasure as if it were 

their persons and their heart themselves.”344 In the red thread letter, the Abenaki had elected 

paper as the metonymy for their hearts and thoughts, but Demiardhouin and the canons saw 

the wampum belt as serving this purpose. He assured them that the belt was displayed publicly, 

and that its place on the reliquary was highly visible: “all the people from this city were 

delighted to see it and admired it.”345 The belt’s reception at Chartres was therefore a 

community event, involving laypeople, clerics, and divine entities joined in awe and delight in 

 
peuples de la nouvelle france.” Médiathèque de Chartres, ms. SAEL 43-15, f°113v. This should help give an 
estimated date for Vaillant Demiardouin’s letter to Vincent Bigot. 
 
341 Vaillant-Demiardhouin to Vincent Bigot, n.d. ca. Spring to Fall of 1700: “Nous avons reçeu M.T.R.P. 
avec beaucoup de satisfaction, le present que nos frères en JC nous ont envoie et nous avons jugé par cet 
ouvrage qu’il n’y avoit rien de sauvage dans leur esprit et dans leur art.” AD 28, G445. 
342 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699: “Je vous supplie donc, 
Messieurs … de vouloir bien encor offrir à la Sainte-Vierge ce petit présent. Quoiqu’il n’ait rien que de 
sauvage” AD 28, G445. 
343 Vaillant-Demiardhouin to Vincent Bigot, n.d. ca. Spring to Fall of 1700: “les progres merveilleux que la 
grâce toute puissante de N. Redempteur opere dans l’esprit et dans le cœur de ses nouveaux fideles,” AD 
28, G445. 
344 Ibid.: “Marie … qui ie massure l’aura accepté avec autant de plaisir que si c’étoit leurs personnes et leur 
cœur meme” AD 28, G445. 
345 Ibid.: “tous les peuples de cette ville ont esté ravis de le voir et l’ont admiré” AD 28, G445. 
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the contemplation of the Abenaki wampum belt. Shells rather than paper seemed to have 

captured the local imagination and warranted local admiration. 

 Demiardhouin’s letter also focused on the counter-gift, which the canons must have 

considered as a suitable equivalent to wampum: the silver reproduction of their miraculous 

statue. He explained the difference in materials between the two: “in our underground church, 

it is merely made of wood, while the one that we are sending you is made of silver and 

portable.”346 This mention seemed to suggest that, while the new statue would not have the 

same power as the original, it was valuable and easy to transport. He recounted the founding 

story of Chartres’ sanctuary, which was deeply linked, in his account, to the wooden statue in 

the underground chapel. This statue had been “carved before the birth of our Lord, and 

dedicated to the Virgin who shall give birth.”347 Demiardhouin, apparently a keen observer of 

material culture, noted that the Virgin’s eyes were closed while her son’s were open, and that it 

“seemed black and crude,” referring to the color of the wood and the statue’s medieval style.348 

These material features offered topics for “reflection” and teachings that he encouraged Bigot 

and Bouvart to bring to the Abenaki.  

Publishing “Signs of Submission” 

The 1700 letter sent by the canons (similar to the one sent to the Wendat in 1680) 

announced their counter-gift of a reliquary, and described the belts that was now “preserved in 

the church’s treasury.” The anonymous author described the Abenaki belt as “a fabric of 

porcelain beads,” and included notations on its dimensions and the Latin words it represented. 

The belt was admired as the result of “extraordinary work, being made of over eleven thousand 

beads like drilled cylinders.” Someone must have counted the beads, since neither of the 

documents that accompanied the belt mentioned this number. The author noted that “ten 

thousand are in black porcelain, which is this Nation’s gold, and the most valuable thing they 

have.”349 These material equivalences align with European understandings of both precious 

metal and wampum established in the sixteenth century (e.g. Cartier 1863, 24; Thwaites 1896, 

10: 20). The belt therefore warranted local admiration by its aesthetics as well as its quantifiable 

value translated into local systems. Materials and labor were both deemed worthy of praise and 

consideration. 

 
346 Ibid.: “nous avons jugé a propos de leur envoier la figure et l’image de cette incomparable vierge ad 
instar de la nostre quoique différente pour la matiere qui dans nostre église sousterraine est de bois 
seulement, au lieu que celle que nous leur envoions est d’argent et portatisve” AD 28, G445. 
347 Ibid.: “avant la naissance de N.S.J.C. cette image de N.D. de Chartres fut taillée & dédiée à la Vierge qui 
devoit enfanter” AD 28, G445. 
348 Ibid.: “cette figure a les yeux fermés & ceux de son fils ouverts, et elle paroit noir et grossiere,” AD 28, 
G445. 
349 “Black” was common term used for purple quahog beads; the darkest beads, coming from the oldest 
mollusks, are indeed so dense as to appear black (Bruchac 2018b). Also see Margaret M. Bruchac, 
“Wampum Matters: Notes on the Technology and Materiality of Historic Wampum Beads and Belts,” 
working draft, July 2018.  
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While the belt received special attention and honors, the canons also interacted with 

the texts that accompanied the shell beads. During the chapter’s February meeting, when they 

commissioned the silver statue, they also decided to “print the Abenaki letter,” adding it to the 

previous letters sent to the chapter from Indigenous missions.350 The printed compilation in the 

French National Library is titled: De la Devotion des Sauvages de Canada envers la Sainte Vierge 

Honorée en l’Eglise de Chartres (“Regarding the Savages of Canada’s Devotion to the Holy Virgin 

worshipped at Chartres’ church”).351 Published in 1700, this book includes the text of most of 

the letters sent by the Wendat and the Abenaki communities, their responses to the gifts 

Chartres sent in return, and additional letters from missionaries, the originals of which survive in 

the departmental archives in Chartres.  

This publication also provided socio-political interpretations. In the introductory text, all 

of the letters were summarized as “vows and consecration to the service of the Holy Virgin 

honored in Chartres’ church” which, according to the editor, put Indigenous persons 

“themselves, their children, their families, their village, and all of their belongings” under the 

Virgin’s “protection.” This echoes the political language employed by French and Savoyard 

clerics when considering the adoption of Catholic saints by Indigenous communities. If the 

magnificent Abenaki wampum belt was a “sign of their submission,” then it was evidence that 

Indigenous bodies and spirituality had been subdued and conquered by Catholic faith, 

specifically by the Virgin at Chartres. The wampum belts were, in this interpretation, presented 

as tokens of voluntary surrender, reinforcing Eurocentric hierarchies where the “Savages of 

Canada” had to be domesticated and subdued. Although the decision to publish this 

correspondence may have been envisioned as a way to foster kinship between distant places 

and disconnected people, the context silenced Indigenous voices and erased the possibility of an 

alliance among equals.  

This stands in dramatic contrast to the impression that the canons of Chartres cathedral 

gave in their answers to the Abenaki, especially in Demiardhouin’s letter. Their obvious 

reverence for Abenaki material culture, and their insistence on calling the Abenaki “brothers” 

rather than “children,” signaled, instead, an embrace of wampum diplomacy that could satisfy 

both parties to the relationship, meeting expectations of Christian ideals of universal kinship 

while also respecting Indigenous understandings of political kinship.  

Remembering the Belt at Arsikantegouk/Odanak 

Judging by Vincent Bigot’s response to Demiardhouin, dated 11 October 1702, the 

chapter’s gift and letter reached the Abenaki mission long after the silver statue of the Virgin 

was commissioned and expedited. By then, the mission had relocated to Arsikantegouk, 

apparently causing a rift in the community that had sent the belt to Chartres. Some chose to 

 
350 Transcription by André Sanfaçon: “lesd. Sieurs de l’œuvre priez de faire [imprimer la] Lettre desd. 
Abnaquis, et d’y joindre [les autres] qui ont esté cy devant escrites a la Compag[agnie.]” Médiathèque de 
Chartres, ms. 1009, II.4, 1 February 1700. 
351 The nineteenth-century scholars who failed to locate this publication incorrectly concluded that the 
project never materialized (e.g. Merlet 1858, xvi). 
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stay on the shores of Kik8ntegw (Chaudière River), and some moved with their missionaries to 

the Saint Francis River, close to Sorel and Trois-Rivières (Bacqueville de la Potherie 1722, 1:309). 

Bigot’s letter mostly engaged with Demiardouhin’s comments on the Abenaki’s musical abilities, 

and mentioned that he had written a separate letter to the canons.352 Bigot failed to mention 

the statue’s arrival at the Abenaki mission, or to discuss its potential impact. 

 In 1749, forty-nine years after Chartres sent the silver statue, Joseph Aubery, the Jesuit 

successor to the Bigot brothers (Jacques died in 1711 and Vincent in 1720), wrote another letter 

to the canons. In his letter, Aubery explained that he was a young priest when the silver statue 

reached the mission. According to the missionary, the Abenaki chiefs “on behalf of the entire 

mission” at Arsikantegouk wanted to “renew this union,” which was still alive in community 

memory through Chartres’ “presents displayed in the church.”353 In Aubery’s words, this 

initiative came from Abenaki leadership, and Aubery only acted as a spokesperson and 

“witness.”354 As evidence, Aubery wrote at the end of his letter four names he identified as 

“chiefs” – Michel Terrouërmant, Jérôme Atïéouando, Nicolas Ouaouanourouet, and Pierre-

Thomas Pépiouërtnet—as well as Joseph-Louis Mégouioïganbaouït, identified as cantor. Aubery 

wrote in French, but several of these Abenaki men were bilingual, and at least one was fluent in 

Abenaki, English, and French, so they could easily have assessed the translation.355 Still, the fact 

that these signatures are all in Aubery’s hand suggests that the performance of collaboration 

had changed by 1749, with several steps of the diplomatic process overlooked in this endeavor. 

While earlier accounts focused more intensely on women’s involvement in wampum-making, 

this letter seems to emphasize male positions and power. 

Aubery used indirect speech to report what Abenaki leadership told him: “If they had 

something valuable, they would send it like their letter,” dismissing the possibility of sending 

another wampum belt. The reasoning presented was: “porcelain, you already have one, and it 

would be useless.”356 This statement seems, on its face, surprising, if Aubery is suggesting that 

wampum would be of no use, or that a new belt was not warranted to “polish the chain.” But 

the political realities of the 1740s were dramatically different from those of the 1690s. The 

Abenaki at Odanak were still grappling with the chaos resulting from multiple war parties and 

influxes of refugees during King George’s War (1744-1748) (Day 1971; Calloway 1990). They 

 
352 Vincent Bigot to Vaillant-Demiardhouin, 11 October 1702: “apres m’estre donné l’honneur d’écrire à 
votre illustre Compagnie” AD 28, G445. According to Merlet (1858, 43), this letter was no longer part of 
the church’s archives in the nineteenth century. 
353 Joseph Aubery to the canons of Chartres cathedral, undated c.a. 1749: “C’est cette union que nos chefs 
au nom de toute la mission veulent à présent renouvelle ; il est vray que vos presents exposez dans 
l’église leur en rappellent continuellement la mémoire” AD 28, G445. 
354 Ibid.: “ils me demandent que je vous le témoigne.” AD 28, G445. 
355 Joseph-Louis Mégouioïganbaouït, for example, better known to history as Joseph Louis Gill, was the 
son of English captives Samuel Gill and Rosalie James. He was taught by Aubery as a child, educated at 
Dartmouth, and was fluent in Abenaki, French, and English (Charland 1979, 293-4 ; Maurault 1866, 346-
349). 
356 Joseph Aubery to the canons of Chartres cathedral, undated c.a. 1749: “de la porcelaine vous en avez 
déjà un, et il ne seroit d’aucune utilité.” AD 28, G445. 
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were also committed partners to the new Seven Nations alliance that linked all of the Catholic 

communities along the Saint Lawrence (Sawaya 2001). The Haudenosaunee were still sending 

wampum across to ocean to British military allies (Beauchamp 1901; Becker and Lainey 2004), 

but it was pointless to send Abenaki wampum to Chartres when it was needed for diplomatic 

relations close to home.   

Aubery asked that the canons “consider this letter as a very sincere and authentic mark 

of their hearts’ feelings.”357 This sentence echoes the 1699 red-thread letter, where ink and 

paper were trusted to carry the diplomatic requests of the Christian Abenaki community. 

Aubery mentioned the history of mismatched kinship terms:  

vostre illustre Compagnie voulut bien contracter une union d’adoption par laquelle 
elle regardoit la nation Abnakise du Canada comme ses frères, quoique les chefs de 
cette nation n’osant pas s’élever si haut, se contentassent et se trouvassent 
infiniment honorez et avantagez d’estre de cette illustre Compagnie les enfants358 

your illustrious company willfully contracted a union of adoption by which it 
considered the Abenaki nation of Canada as its brothers, although the leaders of this 
nation, daring not to elevate themselves so high, settled for, and were infinitely 
honored and favored, being the children of this illustrious company. (Translation by 
Lise Puyo) 

The letter therefore asked the canons of Chartres to “keep considering them [the Abenaki 

community] and keep helping them as their spiritual children.”359 The addition of the adjective 

“spiritual” underlines the metaphorical aspect of this bond, qualifying it and restraining it to the 

religious realm, following European concepts of separation between lay and sacred areas of life. 

Following this demand, Aubery reverted to the first person, explaining that he believed 

the alliance with Chartres was responsible for the community’s “considerable progress in the 

spirit of Christianity.”360 This alliance also enabled the Abenaki to become, according to him “the 

most faithful and most attached to both the service of God, and to the service of the King.”361 

This binary devotion to both religious powers and political powers aptly demonstrates the 

inextricable connection between the two in missionary teachings. As pointed out in the analyses 

of previous letters, the term “service” was first applied to more-than-human beings, such as 

Saint Francis de Sales and the Virgin Mary. These were defined with both kinship (“Father,” 

“Mother”) and political terms (“Sangheman”), participants in the ideological construction of a 

transcendent authority that applied to both souls and bodies. While the King expanded the 

French empire, Catholic saints were believed to do the same. As allies to the soldiers of New 

 
357 Ibid.: “ils vous prient donc que vous aïez la bonté de regarder cette lettre, comme une marque très 
sincère et authentique des sentiments de leurs cœurs” AD 28, G445. 
358 Ibid., AD 28, G445. 
359 Ibid.: “pour que vous, Monsieur, et tous les messieurs de vostre Compagnie les veuillent bien continuer 
de regarder et d’aider comme leurs enfants spirituels” AD 28, G445. 
360 Ibid.: “j’attribue à vos prières en partie, que toute cette nation en la mission où je suis, aye fait un 
progrès considerable dans l’esprit du Xnisme” AD 28, G445. 
361 Ibid.: “que ce soit la plus fidelle et attachée et au service de Dieu, et à celuy du Roy.” AD 28, G445. 
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France, the Abenaki had already proved their military worth; perhaps, with this letter, Abenaki 

leaders sought to remind the church of their religious worth. 

When Merlet published his study, he mentioned that the canons’ response to Aubery 

had not survived in the archives and had not been recorded (Merlet 1858, xviii). Similarly, André 

Sanfaçon’s research into the chapter’s ledgers showed that Aubery’s letter was not recorded in 

the canons’ assembly.362 My own research also failed to find any trace of the chapter’s response 

to this initiative. Did the lack of accompanying wampum hinder chances for this initiative to be 

reciprocated? There are no surviving records at Odanak that could answer this question, 

because ten years later, in October 1759, the Abenaki church and archives burned. When 

English Major Robert Roger led a deadly raid on Saint Francis de Sales mission, he and his men 

looted its treasury, including the reliquary received in 1694, and the silver statue offered in 1700 

(Bruchac 2006; Calloway 1990).  

However, the memory of the relationship with Chartres was not fully erased by this 

theft. In October of 1964, a family of New Yorkers gifted a replica of the silver statue to the 

Abenaki after attending a conference on the topic in the city. This anecdote is recorded below 

the small statue on display in Saint Francis church at Odanak, next to a photograph of the 1699 

wampum belt. 

 There are other modern materializations of national memory. In 2000, following a 

commission by the Band Council of the Abenaki Nation, the Abenaki artist Louise R. O’Bomsawin 

wove a new version of the 1699 wampum. She made a large belt, using very small black, blue, 

and white glass beads, which is on display in the Abenaki Museum at Odanak. The display itself, 

a wooden box with a glass front protecting the belt, is laid out on a red backing, reproducing the 

display of the original belt that early twentieth-century visitors to Chartres could see beneath 

the reliquary of the Holy Chemise (before the belts were boxed up and taken out of public 

sight). A photo of the original exhibition under the reliquary was displayed in tandem with 

O’Bomsawin’s work in 2017; this was later replaced with a close-up of wampum beads taken in 

a white, bright environment. A photo above the glass belt shows the artist in her studio, setting 

her loom with a myriad of threads, seed beads ready in containers, surrounded with previous 

works, colorful beaded bands with geometric motifs sometimes reminiscent of Plains or Great 

Lakes patterns. Due to the materials she used, the belt’s weave is significantly finer than the 

original, requiring a larger amount of beads, but it serves as a powerful reminder of a 

longstanding tradition of Abenaki artisans capable of creating masterpieces. 

Conclusion: Indigenous Networks of Memory 

Each of these three Abenaki belts illustrates a different understanding of the protocols 

and relationships needed to foster productive exchanges with European sanctuaries. The 1684 

wampum belt, sent from Msakkikkan to Saint Francis de Sales at Annency, addressed local 

Abenaki issues, but it yielded nothing in return. Excluded from the relationship between Saint 

Francis and the Christian Abenaki, the nuns from the Visitation convent did not significantly 

 
362 André Sanfaçon, title, unpublished manuscript. 
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engage with the material of wampum; instead, they (tepidly) reacted to words written with ink 

on paper. The transfers of agency seen in the belt to Saint Francis de Sales reflected attitudes of 

human disempowerment, relying on existing practices to carry thoughts through different 

bodies: beads, saints, and God.  

The 1691 belt, sent from Msakkikkan to the Virgin Mary, also re-negotiated positions 

within pre-existing relationships, building on Wendat and Jesuit networks established in the 

1670s. Jacques Bigot was also able to mediate these negotiations in person on French land. 

Although this belt disappeared fairly quickly from Chartres’ memory, it was remembered in 

several different ways by the Abenaki at Odanak.  

The 1699 belt, sent from Néssawakamighé and answered at Odanak, the most durable 

of the three, was created as a means to remember and renew the alliance between the two 

communities. The reciprocal relations were materialized on the Abenaki side by the silver 

reliquary received in 1694. This third belt, however, seems at odds with the paper text that 

accompanied it, wherein Abenaki converts claimed their direct subjection to a human European 

community. Vincent Bigot, in claiming that the Abenaki had rejected the title of “Brothers” in 

favor of calling the canons “Lords and fathers,” suggested that political and conceptual shifts 

had occurred in the Abenaki mission in less than two decades. By applying methods of religious 

colonialism used elsewhere in the Americas (e.g. Pagden 1982; Dickason 2001; Deslandres 2003; 

Castro 2007; Conover 2019), Jesuit missionaries attempted to use wampum and its semantics of 

diplomatic kinship to consolidate notions of European hierarchy, delegated agency, and 

transcendent authority. 

Missionary records documented the protocols governing the making of these wampum 

belts. Specialized female artisans wove them, and different artisans embellished them with 

porcupine quills. The speech that the wampum belts carried were decided during public 

assemblies, where missionaries wrote down the orators’ words. The council re-read the 

transcript, which the missionary then translated into French. While we saw places where 

missionaries seemed to inject their own style and perspective into their translation, we also saw 

that the fact that the original language remained had allowed for Abenaki orators to speak 

again, through time and space, to bilingual Abenaki leaders who were able to revisit their words 

centuries later.   

In these three exchanges of wampum, the translations of Abenaki speeches recorded a 

double overlapping vocabulary of kinship and political leadership. The concept of “service” 

(which, in Indigenous contexts, described the reciprocal relationships of collaboration that 

enable survival) was redefined to match the Christian concept of “consecration” (where bodies 

abandon their autonomy to subject themselves to domination by a higher power). In the first 

two letters, only non-human figures embodied this dominant position, but in the third one, the 

canons of Chartres received this authority as well, demonstrating the intertwining of spiritual 
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submission and colonialism.363 Aubery summarized this progress when he observed that he held 

Chartres responsible for keeping the Abenaki “most faithful and attached to both the service of 

God, and the service of the King.”364  

In this process, wampum was also seemingly disempowered, replaced by paper and ink 

as the metonymy of Abenaki thoughts and bodies. However, analysis of the reception of this 

belt at Chartres showed that shell beads themselves held the power to capture the attention 

and imagination of French clerics and laypeople, more than the paper booklets that came with 

them. The 1699 belt’s materiality asserted its own role as ambassador, contradicting the words 

that disqualified its power in interacting with the canons of Chartres cathedral. While the texts 

documented the progress of religiously-induced mental mortifications that served colonial 

goals, the wampum provided a place where self-worth and pride could be safely expressed. 

Demonstrations of Indigenous mastery in the trade and kin networks necessary to produce such 

a monumental object reflected the persistence of a world that the French had worked to exploit 

and subjugate.  

In their diachronic trajectories, the Abenaki belts at Chartres especially came to be used 

as evidence of this continuity. The Abenaki historians, political leaders, artists, and elders I spoke 

with shared their admiration and longing for the 1699 belt as a tangible connection with 

ancestors. These wampum belts have continued to speak to their kin in different ways, 

illustrating that their crossing of the Atlantic Ocean has not always been felt to be final. The 

memories of the 1691 wampum show that knowledge about this belt returned to the Saint 

Lawrence River valley from France in new material forms, reconnecting with Abenaki speakers 

while escaping the notice of French and Canadian scholars. Community members worked to 

materialize and remember the belts that had left, as they kept the counter-gifts that held the 

memory of their departure, and as memories of the belts returned in different media (e.g., 

painting, glass bead weaving, and photographs). These belts continue to mediate relationships 

with faith, history, and community, even in absentia. 

 
363 This progression gives more context to the shift in Bigot’s Relation from the Abenaki mission, insisting 
on performances of both physical and mental mortification. 
364 Joseph Aubery to the canons of Chartres cathedral, undated c.a. 1749: “que ce soit la plus fidelle et 
attachée et au service de Dieu, et à celuy du Roy.” AD 28, G445. 
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CHAPTER 5: Disharmonious Voices: The 1831 Lake of Two Mountains 
Wampum Belt 

 

Ten thousand Wampum Beads in the Vatican  

One of the largest extant historic wampum belts from North America was in the collections of 

the Museo Borgiano di Propaganda Fide, now part of Anima Mundi, the section of the Vatican 

Museums that hosts its collections from outside Europe (fig. 32). Entirely made of whelk and 

quahog shell beads woven on deerskin warp and linen weft, the belt depicts people, tools, 

religious objects, a building, and abstract figures (including lines, zig-zags, and a checkered 

pattern). This design stands in stark contrast with the seventeenth-century Abenaki and Huron-

Wendat wampum belts sent to the Virgin Mary and Saint Francis de Sales, where alternating 

colors were used to depict Latin words rather than figures. From a stylistic consideration alone, 

the Vatican wampum belt seems to stem from a different tradition or movement.  

This belt was constructed in 1831 at the Sulpician mission at Lac des Deux Montagnes in 

Quebec, Canada, a mixed community of Algonquin, Mohawk, and Nipissing Catholic converts 

better known to its Indigenous inhabitants as Lake of Two Mountains. The Mohawk name for 

the land beside the lake was Kanesatake, “at the bottom of the hill,” (Cuoq 1882, 10). The 

Algonquin and Nipissing people also knew this place as “Oka,” meaning “golden fish,” also used 

to describe the Lake of Two Mountains (McGregor 2004, 90). Reflecting the multi-national 

character of the community itself, this wampum belt carried a plurality of messages in the 

figures woven into it and in the letters – written in Algonquin, Mohawk, and French – that 

accompanied it.  

As explained in Chapter 3, the last known wampum belt sent to a Catholic sanctuary 

overseas was gifted to a French church by the Wendat of Jeune-Lorette (present-day Wendake, 

QC), and received at Saumur in 1717 (Lindsay 1900, 175-179). The belts sent between 1654 and 

1717 were all made by Wendat and Abenaki Christians in Jesuit mission villages. More than a 

century later, this 1831 belt was sent across the Atlantic Ocean from a Sulpician mission village, 

inhabited by families from several different tribal nations who had not engaged in transatlantic 

religious diplomacy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the intervening years, world 

powers had shifted dramatically; France lost control of New France (now Canada) to England, 

and the dominant colonial religion in the territory had shifted from Catholicism to 

Protestantism. 

Figure 32: The 1831 Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk wampum belt, inv. 107525, Vatican museum of Ethnology 
(Anima Mundi). Photo by Lise Puyo.  
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 This was an Indigenous-made wampum belt, woven to reflect and affect interactions among 

and between human communities, other-than-humans, and their surroundings. As we have 

seen throughout this work, wampum belts carry words and intentions in their beads. Whose 

hands they are in can determine the effect they will have and who they will work for. If they are 

diplomatic agents, their work is sometimes ambiguous; they may carry the intentions of 

communities whose interests sometimes align, and sometimes are at odds with one another. In 

previous cases, we have examined the relationship between paper and shell, between written 

words about and within wampum, and the complex discrepancies that can arise in those 

interstices. In the case of this belt, we have more data, and yet, even more questions. Why 

1831? Why the Lake of Two-Mountains? What were the interests of the Algonquin, the 

Mohawk, the Nipissing? What was the belt supposed to do? What, and who, were the forces 

involved in shaping this belt’s message, its reception in Rome, and its results? 

Considering Construction and Communities 

Entirely made of shell beads woven on deerskin warp and linen weft, this belt measures 

2.21 meters (7 feet, 3 inches) long, and features eleven rows of beads.365 Figures are composed 

using white beads on a purple background. From one end to the other (left to right on fig. 32), 

the belt depicts a series of figures, starting with four horizontal lines, an axe, an arrow, and a 

man holding a bow in one hand and a zigzag line in his other hand. The zigzag line continues on, 

to connect with two crossed arrows. At the center of the belt, two figures hold a Latin cross 

together; their grips meet on the same row, below the transversal bar of the cross. On one side 

of the cross, a male figure is holding an axe or a club towards the ground; his upper body 

displays a large open 

chest. On the other side, 

the figure person is 

wearing a long gown, 

signaling him as a Catholic 

priest or missionary. Next 

to the priest, Saint Peter’s 

keys are figured. The next 

symbols have been 

interpreted in various 

ways; it is likely that they 

represent the word 

“whompom” positioned 

upside down (Becker 

2006). A church is then 

depicted, followed by a 

checkered pattern at the 

far edge. 

 
365 For a museum conservator’s report, see: Pandozy and De Bonis 2017, 190-193. 

Figure 33: Pinches on leather warp next to non-pinched leather in the 1831 
wampum belt, inv. 107525, Anima Mundi, Vatican. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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My examination of this belt in the Vatican museum collections revealed that its makers 

had re-used materials from previous wampum belts. The warp strands left untied at each end 

clearly show the marks from a previous weave, where the leather was pinched together by warp 

threads grasping it (fig. 33). If these pinches were visible consistently across rows, this would 

suggest that beads are missing from the original pattern. Instead, these pinches are isolated, 

suggesting that the leather strands were reused from an earlier wampum belt.366 Across the 

length of the Vatican wampum belt, three locations show that several lengths of leather warps 

strands were overlaid and maintained in a line through a tight weave, the tension of the weft 

and beads holding them together to make the belt longer. This manipulation can be seen at the 

point where the bowman holds the zigzag line; between the man with the axe and the cross; 

and at the first letter of what appears to be the word “whompom.” The beads vary in size and 

condition, and a few beads are coated with red pigment, an indication that the beads were 

sourced from different pools, and perhaps recycled, as was often the case in wampum 

diplomacy (Lainey 2004, 76-78).  

The gaps created by a few 

missing beads made it possible to 

examine weaving techniques. In 

some parts of the belt, the weft 

strands cross inside the beads, 

suggesting it was woven one bead 

at a time; in other places, the 

weft strands run parallel inside 

the beads, allowing for a faster 

construction, one vertical row at 

a time (fig.34). Similarly, the 

crossing pattern of the weft at 

the selvage edges changes 

throughout the belt, sometimes 

crossing, and sometimes going 

directly into the next row. These 

features are somewhat unusual in 

wampum weaving, as I have 

usually observed one consistent 

weaving pattern being used 

throughout an entire belt. Here, 

these discrepancies could suggest 

 
366 These observations about weaving details that evidence the re-use of leather warp strands are one of 
the many details that Dr. Margaret Bruchac and her “Wampum Trail” team, including myself, have been 
noting and tracking on historic wampum belts in multiple museums. These details are rarely recorded in 
curatorial notes. See Margaret M. Bruchac, “Wampum Matters: Notes on the Technology and Materiality 
of Historic Wampum Beads and Belts,” working draft, July 2018. 

Figure 34: Different weaving patterns on the 1831 wampum belt, inv. 
107525, Anima Mundi, Vatican. On the left, weft threads are not crossed 
inside the beads; on the right, they are. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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that multiple makers wove the belt, or perhaps that one maker opted for different techniques at 

different moments in time, perhaps for time constraints. This composite materiality (reused 

leather, re-purposed shell beads sourced from different batches, and different weaving 

decisions) mirrors the multiple voices the belt was meant to carry, and the different interests it 

came to represent.  

The original documents sent alongside this wampum belt suggest that it was collectively 

gifted by Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk Christians at the Lake of Two Mountains. Two 

letters, one from the Algonquin and Nipissing, and one from the Mohawk, were translated into 

Italian and published in the Diario di Roma in 1832; these establish that the belt was a gift for 

Pope Gregory XVI.367 They provide the precise offering date of August 25th 1831, and include 

essential information regarding the intentions the belt was meant to carry to Rome. The Diario 

di Roma later published a description of the belt, giving valuable information on the 

contemporaneous reception of this exotic object at the Papal court in 1832.368 In response to 

this extraordinary gift, Gregory XVI wrote letters in Latin (Pizzorusso 2000, 258-260), and sent a 

crate of devotional gifts to the Lake of Two Mountains, including wax Agnus Dei, rosaries, and 

medals. These gifts were distributed at Kanesatake on July 2nd 1833, at a public ceremony that 

was described in a letter from the Superior of the Sulpicians of Montreal, Joseph-Vincent 

Quiblier. The letter, translated from French to Italian and published in the Diario di Roma in 

1833,369 gives a fascinating account of the display and performance of this newly established 

relation between the mission and the Pope.  

 The possibility that a single wampum belt might represent the will of three culturally 

and politically distinct nations living together is, in itself, somewhat unusual. It is also unusual 

that the missionaries sent two messages in two different Indigenous languages. Why was this 

necessary? What relationships between these two linguistic groups does the belt encode? A 

review of the scholarly literature suggests that several modern scholars have grappled with 

these same questions, and have devised differing interpretations of this object, while also 

pointing to the belt’s oddities compared to the other Indigenous wampum belts.  

The belt was largely forgotten in public memory until 1906, when David Bushnell 

described it as the “gem of the North American collection” at the Vatican museum (Bushnell 

1906, 250). Subsequent historians developed various hypotheses over its origin before Giovanni 

Pizzorusso found mentions of its arrival in Rome in the Diario di Roma, the newspaper of the 

Roman curia (Pizzorusso 2000). His publication of the 1832 and 1833 letters to and from 

Sulpician missionaries and Pope Gregory XVI (e.g., Pizzorusso 2000, 258-260) provided historians 

with rich chronology and context, but the stylistic figures depicted on the belt itself raised new 

questions.  

Marshall Becker, in his various articles about this belt, argued that it was a rare 

“Ecclesiastical-Convert” belt that served missionary, rather than Indigenous, goals (Becker 2001, 

 
367 Il Diario di Roma 12, February 11 1832, 3-7 
368 Il Diario di Roma 15, February 22 1832, 2-4 
369 Il Diario di Roma 81, October 9 1833, 2-8 
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363). He postulated that 1831 post-dated the supposed end of Indigenous political and official 

use of wampum in North America, and that the Vatican belt represented a “cultural revival 

stimulated by missionaries, rather than an expression of a viable aspect of traditional native 

culture” (Becker 2001, 404; repeated in Becker 2006, 118). This interpretation stands in 

contradiction to the rich documentation unearthed by Pizzorusso (2000), which attests to the 

continuities in Indigenous wampum diplomacy. Becker later re-published a transcript of the 

1831 Algonquin letter alongside Gregory XVI’s 1832 response, with English translations (Becker 

2019).370 

While Becker and others focused on the belt’s materiality, they failed to analyze the 

speeches or the local historical context, and did not engage with the Indigenous communities 

themselves. I suggest that this Vatican belt is a highly evocative object that forces one to rethink 

both the complexity and the specificity of wampum use over time. The belt’s apparent oddities 

call for a serious investigation into the local dynamics that prompted wampum diplomacy with 

the Holy See in the early nineteenth century. Why was this belt made, and what were the 

different actors, Indigenous and non-Indigenous, hoping to achieve with it? Whose interests was 

it supposed to represent, and whose interests did it end up serving? What effects did this belt 

have in Rome and in Canada? These questions can be answered, in part, by looking at primary 

sources beyond il Diario di Roma to provide hypotheses based on the political, religious, and 

economic context of the time. My in-depth archival research in Montreal, Québec City, Paris and 

Rome – in addition to interviews with Algonquin and Mohawk descendants of the historic 

mission – yielded a remarkable wealth of information regarding the origins, use, and misuses of 

this wampum belt.  

The Lake of Two Mountains wampum belt did not exist in a political vacuum. It was 

created on heavily contested land, during a period of intense diplomatic disputes, and mediated 

by a religious group that was fighting to maintain its influence in a changing world. Our 

understandings of the Lake of Two Mountains in August of 1831 must, therefore, be situated in 

a complex political context, by examining the relations among the Sulpicians, their religious and 

colonial hierarchy, and the Indigenous people from three different Indigenous nations living at 

the mission. This can illuminate the moment in which the belt was made. Through archival 

research, I have also recovered the identity and itinerary of a key participant in the process: 

Hyacinthe Deutz, the French agent who carried the wampum belt and letters to the Pope. This 

information, which was lacking in most of the other cases studied, provides new insights into 

the roles of liminal cultural brokers, and the mediation processes involved in transatlantic 

wampum exchanges.  

Another mediation process, as discussed in previous cases, is the missionaries’ input in 

translating Indigenous languages. My research has identified four different translations of the 

Algonquin letter sent alongside the belt, which present interesting discrepancies that further 

impact the reception and understanding of the belt’s mission. Furthermore, my consultations 

with Algonquin speakers (which no previous scholars have undertaken) highlighted the ways in 

 
370 Becker re-published the versions available in Cuoq 1893. 
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which this mediation silenced critical cultural performances and nuances. In the absence of 

Indigenous diplomats – especially when they have been replaced by a plurality of European 

mediators – wampum can become a token of an exotic Other. The historical evidence 

documenting the reception of this belt at the Vatican will demonstrate how the emotional 

impact the belt had on its recipient was co-opted and strayed away from its intended message. 

This cacophony of voices had rippling echoes that have carried well into the twenty-first 

century. 

The Sulpician Mission at the Lake of Two Mountains 

 The Sulpician society of Catholic priests was founded in 1641 by Jean-Jacques Olier in 

Paris, where he operated at the parish of Saint-Sulpice. Its primary focus was to train new 

priests who were committed to a life in community. The society was present in New France 

through investments first: Olier was one of the founding members of the Société Notre-Dame 

de Montréal, which ceded its possessions to the company of Saint-Sulpice in 1663. This transfer 

came with the mission of providing instruction to the colonists and Indigenous peoples, 

providing hospitals for the colony, and converting Indigenous peoples to Catholicism. The 

Sulpicians acquired seigniorial rights to Montreal and surrounding lands from the French Crown 

(Dickinson 2007).  

They engaged in missionary activities to the Mohawk and Algonquin, and these 

interactions, along with the mobility of Indigenous Christians in the Saint-Lawrence valley, 

created a series of mission villages in and near Montreal. First settled in 1675 at la Montagne in 

the outskirts of the city, the Sulpician mission relocated further away from Montreal, at the 

Sault-au-Récollet after 1693, and on the Ottawa River at the Lac des Deux-Montagnes between 

1717 and 1721 (Lozier 2014, 103). This location was a strategic stop on the routes connecting 

the Saint Lawrence to the Ottawa River; it was an important point to defend the city of Montreal 

in case of an invasion (McGregor 2004, 90). By 1791, Montreal was the second largest, but most 

populated, New France seigneurie after the Seminary of Quebec (Dickinson 2007, 180).  In 1727, 

a group of Nipissing and Algonquin people from Ile-aux-Tourtes joined the mission, which was 

separated in two villages along linguistic and cultural lines (Dessureault 1987, 157). The 

Algonquin and Nipissing used the Lake of Two Mountains mostly as a summer village between 

June and August, going back to their hunting grounds along the Ottawa River during the fall and 

winter to maintain relations with kin and provide supplies for the fur trade (McGregor 2004, 

109).  

Broken Promises at the Lake of Two Mountains 

 The mission’s 1721 founding is associated in both Mohawk and Algonquin oral traditions 

with deception on the part of the Sulpicians, who allegedly promised that the Indigenous 

peoples would have full possession of the land at Kanesatake, while they secured a title for 

themselves from the French Crown (Lepage 2009, 120-121). The Sulpicians had already 

implemented a similar strategy in 1702, when the procurator of Saint-Sulpice in Paris advised 

the superior of Saint-Sulpice in Montreal to “verbally grant” lands to Indigenous converts at 

Sault-au-Récollet, while retaining seigniorial title for the company of Saint Sulpice: 
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On peut leur réserver et accorder verbalement telles quantité de terres qu’on jugera 
à propos pour les défricher et les cultiver; Que si dans la suite ces sauvages quittent 
les dites terres soit pour transférer leurs habitations ailleurs ou autrement, il faudra 
que le Séminaire les reprenne de plein droit. (Magnien 1702, published in Boileau 
1991, 41).371 

We can set aside and grant them verbally some quantity of land that we will think 
adequate to clear and cultivate. If subsequently these savages leave said lands either 
to transfer their dwellings or otherwise, the Seminary [the Sulpicians] will have to 
take them back in full right. (Translated by Lise Puyo).  

By taking advantage of Indigenous agreements and practices, the Sulpicians manipulated 

Mohawk agricultural labor to fund their seminary (Boily 2006, 156). Meanwhile, the Sulpicians 

lobbied the Parisian Court and the Marine Council to secure the most favorable deeds in their 

name only, explicitly reminding their agents in Canada not to grant any land in writing to the 

Indigenous groups who served as a pretext to obtain such territories:  

Le Conseil nous a aussy accordé le Terrain que M. Gay demande au Lac des deux 
montagnes pour transférer la mission des sauvages, mais comme M. le gouverneur a 
cru quil suffisoit d’accorder pour cela trois lieues pour les sauvages et une demi lieue 
pour les missionnaires. . .le conseil a donné pour voir à Monsieur le gouverneur de 
faire la d. concession lors quil sera sur les lieux ; ainsi c’est à vous de la demander la 
plus ample et avantageuse que vous pourrez, et je crois quil faut tout mettre au nom 
de Messrs de St. Sulpice de Paris propriétaires de l’isle de Montréal à l’effet de 
transférer la d. mission sans rien demander ny mettre au nom des sauvages.” 
(Magnien 1716, published in Boileau 1991, 71-76, my emphasis)372   

The Council also granted us the land that Mr. Gay asked at the Lake of Two 
Mountains to transfer the savage mission, but since the governor thought it was 
sufficient to grant three leagues for the savages and a half league for the 
missionaries … the council asked Mr. the Governor to make said concession once he 
will be on site; therefore you have to ask for the largest and most advantageous 
concession you can, and I believe it should all be put in the name of the Messieurs of 
Saint Sulpice of Paris, owners of the island of Montreal, in order to transfer said 
mission without asking for or putting anything in the savages’ name. (Translation and 
emphasis by Lise Puyo) 

In 1717 and 1735, the Sulpicians secured a seigneurie that was about 500 square kilometers 

(193 square miles) (Dessureault 1987, 157). The mission’s domain was one-sixth of this area, 

about 75 to 80 square kilometers (29 to 30 square miles) (Dessureault 1987, 164). 

Competing Colonial Claims and Wampum Memories 

The Indigenous inhabitants, however, recalled the original oral agreement to seek a 

property title for themselves, and they periodically reminded colonial officials during diplomatic 

 
371 François Magnien, procurator of Saint-Sulpice in Paris, to François Vachon de Belmont, Paris, March 
24th 1702.  
372 François Magnien to abbot Chaumaux, Paris, June 6th 1716. 
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encounters. For example, on February 8th 1788, a Mohawk chief named Aughneeta spoke to Sir 

John Johnson, British Superintendent General and Inspector General of Indian Affairs, and 

showed a wampum belt (now housed at the McCord Museum in Montreal) that marked this 

agreement.373 This belt shows eight human figures holding hands, situated four each on either 

side of a cross, standing on a bar that is broken by the cross, and flanked by one dog at each 

end.  

As speaker for the Indigenous people at the Lake of Two Mountains, Aughneeta 

recounted the history of their relocations over time:  

our Priests (in conjunction with the Clergy of the Seminary of Montreal) told us […] 
that if we would consent to go and settle at the Lake of Two Mountains we should 
have a large Tract of Land for which we should have a Deed from the King of France 
as our Property to be vested in us and our Heirs forever and that we should not be 
molested again in our Habitations.374  

According to Aughneeta, this promise was the most convincing argument to those who agreed 

to relocate:  

Altho’ it was very inconvenient to us to be quitting our Houses and small clearings, 
yet the desire of having a fixed Property of our own induced us to comply, and we 
accordingly set out and took possession of the Land assigned to us.375  

He also explained how the Mohawk learned that they were not considered owners of 

their land under the French regime. Around 1780, when peasant tenures started to be 

distributed on the large seigneurie (Dessureault 1987, 158), Canadians wanting to settle at 

Kanesatake negotiated with the Mohawk to rent some fields. The local missionary, consulted 

during the transaction, argued against the proposed rent, and when the Mohawk refused to 

comply: “he told us not to insist on any Terms, for that the Land did not belong to us, no—not as 

much as the smallest shrub.”376 While the Canadians did eventually pay rent to the Mohawk for 

their cornfields, Aughneeta pointed out that the Priest’s comment “hung heavy on our minds 

and made us uneasy ever since.”377 

 Aughneeta also reminded John Johnson that during the Seven Years’ War, the Mohawk 

of the Lake had joined British forces before the surrender of Montreal. Like the other members 

of the Seven Nations Confederacy (including Kahnawake, the St. Francis Abenaki, and the 

Lorette Huron), they had been enticed to join the British cause to protect their lands against 

intrusions by American colonists (Blanchard 1983; MacLeod 2012). During a council with 

Johnson’s father, Sir William Johnson, at Oswegatchie, they had conditioned their alliance on 

 
373 This is the Two-Dog Wampum Belt, (museum inventory number M1904), sold by David Swann to David 
Ross McCord in February 1919 (Lainey 2022, 105-106) 
374 Library and Archives Canada, RG1-E1 (R10808-29-4-E, volume number 112, microfilm reel C-87), 
Quebec State minute books of the Executive Council, 1775-1791, p.329. 
375 Ibid. 
376 Ibid. 
377 Ibid. 
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the confirmation of their land title at the Lake of Two Mountains. However, when the British 

crown was asked to settle the dispute in 1788, it ruled in favor of the Sulpicians, who provided 

their titles granted by the King of France. The British government refused to provide a precedent 

in which wampum belts and oral tradition would be considered a stronger evidence of land 

ownership than European-issued paper documentation (Lainey 2013, 106-107). 

While it denied Indigenous peoples’ rights to the lands at the Lake of Two Mountains, 

the British crown also raised questions over the legality of the Sulpicians’ tenure. The attorney 

general James Monk’s strategy was to ask whether the Sulpicians were “a legally constituted 

Body of Ecclesiastics, vested with power to take and hold Estates in Mortmain, under the 

Government of the French King.”378 If the Sulpicians’ status did not match the legal definition of 

a Corporation able to hold land, “it would follow that, at the period of the Conquest of Canada, 

those Estates fell to the Crown of Great Britain.”379  

The Government argued that, at the time of the French capitulation in 1760, it was the 

congregation of Saint Sulpice in Paris, not Montreal, which legally owned the lands of Montreal 

and the Lake of Two Mountains. The treaty of peace between France and England did not make 

any provision “for the estates of a foreign ecclesiastical body, who at the conquest of the Colony 

were subjects of France, domiciled at Paris, and there must remain, subjects of the French King, 

incapable by the Laws of England to hold an estate in an English colony.”380 In conclusion, Monk 

ruled that the Sulpician properties were legally taken over by the English King at the English 

conquest of Canada.  

Monk promptly dismissed Indigenous claims in one sentence, suggesting that there was 

no documentation whatsoever: “with respect to the claim of Title by the Indians of the Lake of 

the two Mountains to the Fief of that Seigniory, whatever ideas they might have entertained of 

a Title, we cannot perceive any such right in them.”381 In contrast, he spent seven pages 

meticulously engaging with Sulpician arguments, since they had produced copies of the 

documents upon which they were basing their rationale. The Sulpicians and the English Attorney 

general shared cultural practices and references, where paper documentation and the workings 

of feudal rights could act as a common denominator where colonial domination was operated 

under a shared judicial system.  

This argument provided the basis for a dispute between the Sulpicians and the Crown 

that continued for several decades. It also illustrates the racial hierarchies of colonial 

domination: the Sulpician titles to the land were strong enough to override Indigenous claim, 

and yet too weak to resist domination by the English crown. Indigenous claims were summarily 

dismissed in courts. Although supported by oral tradition and material objects, their claims were 

seen as emanating from marginalized peoples considered to be inferior in their capacity for 

reasoning.  

 
378 Ibid., p.367. 
379 Ibid. p.368. 
380 Ibid., p.371 
381 Ibid, p.367. 
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As Jonathan Lainey explained in his research on the Two Dog wampum belt, wampum 

was denied the capacity to mediate the conflict, in part because there was no mention of it in 

the Sulpician archives (Lainey 2013, 104-107). This is hardly surprising, since the Sulpicians had 

asserted in 1702 that negotiations over land tenure would be documented differently, with 

agreements struck orally to avoid any paper trail: “On peut leur réserver et accorder 

verbalement telles quantité de terres qu’on jugera à propos pour les défricher et les cultiver” 

(cited in Boileau 1991, 41). Although these verbal agreements with Indigenous peoples were not 

recorded, colonial proceedings were well-documented in writing to serve as evidence that could 

suppress any future Indigenous claims.  

The Sulpicians underlined the fact that Indigenous peoples had made the wampum belt 

themselves,382 suggesting that any evidence not created by a European authority could be an 

illegitimate fabrication. By accepting a wampum belt, they were concerned that:  

les Sauvages peuvent encore actuellement faire des colliers entre eux, qui leur 
assurent pour eux et leurs Enfants la propriété de telle étendue de terre qu’il leur 
plaira adopter dans cette Province.383 

the Savages can still currently make belts among themselves, which insure for them 
and for their children the property of any land they will fancy adopting in the 
Province. (Translation by Lise Puyo).  

Highlighting the threat that any exercise of Indigenous sovereignty would present to colonial 

control, the Sulpicians suggested that accepting this wampum as proof of ownership might bring 

the colony back to a time when Indigenous peoples controlled the land, and when Europeans 

had to abide by Indigenous protocols for access. This background lays out a reference point to 

evaluate the position of the 1831 wampum belt sent from the Lake to the Vatican, and to 

investigate how it was expected to perform in an official European setting. 

The Sulpicians, the Bishop, the British Crown, and the Holy See (1820-1831) 

By the end of the eighteenth century, the status quo remained: Indigenous peoples 

claimed they owned the land at the Lake of Two Mountains based on wampum records, oral 

tradition, and practices of land-making. The Sulpicians claimed they owned the land, based on 

documents and land titles granted by the French King and by transfers of property from other 

companies. The British crown claimed they owned the land, based on the right of conquest and 

the fact that the Sulpicians were an ecclesiastical congregation established in Paris rather than 

Montreal. In courts, only the last two claims were ever seriously considered, with a certain 

advantage given to the English claim, since English lawmakers were empowered to set the rules 

by which this dispute would be settled.  

Contested Influence as Existential Threat 

Despite this challenge, the Sulpicians still held sway over Montreal and surrounding 

lands, where they had long been accustomed to ruling as seigneurs. The rights inherited from 

 
382 Ibid., pp.332, 384. 
383 Ibid., p.332, translated from French by Lise Puyo. 
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the French regime put the Sulpicians in a privileged position in Montreal, a district of the 

Archdiocese of Quebec where, by tradition, the Superior ruled as Vicar General, representative 

of the Archbishop’s authority (Dickinson 2007). In 1820, archbishop of Quebec Joseph-Octave 

Plessis nominated Jean-Jacques Lartigue as bishop of Telmesse, and head of the district of 

Montreal. The Superior of the Sulpicians, Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, saw this as a threat to his 

power and challenged the nomination on a technicality.384 The Sulpicians actively resisted 

Lartigue, refusing his entry in certain spaces and denying him the honors expected.  

Frustrated, the archbishop Plessis complained that Roux was behaving as though he 

viewed himself as an equal to the archbishop of Quebec rather than the inferior he was.385 On 

June 29th 1821, Plessis referred the dispute to the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of 

the Faith, or Propaganda Fide, in Rome.386 Founded in 1622 to oversee foreign missionary 

efforts, Propaganda Fide acted as a minister of foreign affairs to the Holy See, and as an 

intermediary between the Pope and Catholic clergy throughout the world. 

By 1825, when Plessis died and was replaced by archbishop Bernard-Claude Panet, the 

dispute between the Sulpicians and the archdiocese had increased in complexity. The Sulpicians 

added to their grievances a claim that the archbishop kept Sulpicians from recruiting new priests 

from France. The current generation of Sulpicians, most of whom had arrived in Canada in the 

1790s, had been refugees from the French Revolution. The British crown had banned the 

immigration of any new French priests, to prevent subjects from a hostile kingdom to settle in 

Canada (Paradis 1954a, 475-476). This ban caused deep anxiety to the Sulpicians, who were still 

grappling with British seizures of other ecclesiastic lands (Bédard 2009, 207). 

In 1822, another high-profile clergyman, the archbishop of Baltimore Ambrose 

Maréchal, proposed his view on the dispute to Propaganda Fide. He recognized the ban on 

French priests as a strategic British move; they were expecting the Sulpicians to die out without 

replacements. He argued that the archbishop of Quebec had a similar goal: destroy the 

Sulpicians and take their lands, first by nominating the bishop of Telmesse to control Montreal, 

and second, by preventing the Sulpicians from recruiting new members.387 By securing the 

support of an authoritative figure who was physically present in Rome, the Sulpicians of 

Montreal hoped to defend their interests by using reputable agents within their network to 

vouch for them. The Archbishop of Quebec rejected this analysis, arguing that conflating these 

different grievances was a red herring designed to influence Propaganda Fide in its 

 
384 Jean-Octave Plessis to Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, March 31, 1821. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, 26 CP E: 3-95. 
385 Letter from Jean-Octave Plessis to Jean-Jacques Lartigue, June 29, 1821. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, Registre des Lettres, volume 10, 245. 
386 Letter from Jean-Octave Plessis to Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, June 29, 1821. Archives de l’Archidiocèse 
de Québec, Registre des Lettres, volume 10, 243-244. 
387 Archivio Storico de Propaganda Fide, Scritture Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, vol.2, 
f°347r. 
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arbitration.388 These points of contention were constantly argued over during the subsequent 

years. The Roman Cardinals judging these matters were entirely dependent on reports from 

abroad to form an understanding of the situation in an area where they had no prior knowledge 

or experience.  

Trading for Influence in High Places 

The archival record of this long dispute highlights how fickle Propaganda Fide’s 

arbitrations could be. On January 31st 1826, Robert Gradwell (rector of the English college in 

Rome and agent of the Archbishop of Quebec at the Holy See), announced that the Cardinals of 

Propaganda Fide had ruled against the Sulpicians of Montreal, while taking seriously the 

concerns expressed by them.389 However, on March 26th, Propaganda Fide ruled in favor of the 

Sulpicians: the superior would keep his authority in Montreal, the bishop of Telmesse would not 

be able to hold honors in city churches, and the Sulpicians would be free to recruit new 

priests.390 This decision came as a great disappointment to the archbishop of Quebec, who 

noted that Propaganda Fide’s letter included “pompous” praises for the Sulpicians “it seems, to 

increase their advantage.”391 In 1826, a new prefect was appointed at the head of Propaganda 

Fide: Cardinal Mauro Cappellari, who later turned out to be a major figure in this wampum belt 

story. In November 1826, Cappellari revised the decision once again, and favored the archbishop 

of Quebec against the Sulpicians.392  

This reversal came despite the Sulpician Superior Roux’s presence in Rome, where he 

was preoccupied with a more materially pressing challenge. In early November, Roux had 

received a letter from Henry Bathurst, secretary of the colonies, announcing that the British 

Crown would sue the Sulpicians over their property titles, on the same grounds listed in the 

dispute between the Sulpicians and Indigenous peoples at the Lake of Two Mountains in 

1788.393 The Sulpicians, who had just suffered a defeat in Rome over the influence of a bishop 

on their lands, now risked losing those lands. Bathurst legally challenged the very existence of 

the Sulpicians of Montreal, who did not have a charter registered with the English government. 

Should the outcome of the lawsuit favor the English crown, Bathurst alluded to a possible 

 
388 Letter from Jean-Octave Plessis to Robert Gradwell, Dedember 17th 1822, in Archivio Storico de 
Propaganda Fide, Scritture Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, vol.2, f°367v. 
389 Robert Gradwell to Jean-Octave Plessis, January 31st 1826. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de Québec, 26 
CP. 
390 Cardinal Giulio Maria della Somaglia to Bernard-Claude Panet, March 26th 1826. Archives de 
l’Archidiocèse de Québec, Correspondance manuscrite de Rome, IV-8. 
391 Bernard-Claude Panet to Jean-Jacques Lartigue, May 27th 1826, in Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, Registre des Lettres vol. 12, p. 523. Translation by Lise Puyo. 
392 Robert Gradwell to Bernard-Claude Panet, November 23rd 1826. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, 26 CP C: 6-129. 
393 Lord Henry Bathurst to Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, October 24th 1826. Archivio Storico de Propaganda 
Fide, Scritture Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, vol.2, f°575-577. 
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“amicable arrangement” that might grant the Sulpicians a “large and liberal” compensation for 

their alienated lands.394  

The Archbishop of Quebec now feared that this lawsuit would create a precedent that 

could cause the loss of all real estate owned by the Catholic Church in Canada, and its takeover 

by Protestants.395 The Catholic clergy also feared Protestants would try their best to undermine 

Catholic religious practices and influence. Gradwell described the British claims as “bare-faced 

acts of oppression and robbery.”396 The irony in this statement is remarkable, given the history 

of the land disputes between the Sulpicians and Indigenous peoples at the Lake of Two 

Mountains. Now, two colonial nations were competing for Indigenous lands. Perhaps because of 

their own past dealings with Indigenous peoples over land ownership, the Sulpicians understood 

the gravity of their situation. Jean-Baptiste Thavenet, a French Sulpician who was then 

procurator in Paris, described Bathurst’s ultimatum as a “catastrophe,” the first step towards a 

large takeover of Catholic seigneuries in Canada. He argued that this would make the Church 

dependent on government subsidies, and without funding, the Catholic Church in Canada would 

eventually disappear.397  

In July 1827, Roux entered negotiations with the British government over potential 

compensations, should the Sulpicians consent to alienate their properties.398 By December, Roux 

was in London, seeking to negotiate the sale of Sulpician feudal rights to the British 

government.399 An internal document mentions that the authorization to negotiate was first to 

be secured from Rome, and only in the case of a refusal from the Holy See, the Archbishop of 

Quebec would be consulted to see whether he would consent to these negotiations.400 Helped 

by several high-ranking ecclesiastics and diplomats, Roux reached an agreement with Secretary 

of State William Huskisson “to cede the whole of the Seigneurial rights possessed or claimed” by 

the Sulpicians in and around Montreal. In exchange, the English government would allow the 

Sulpicians to register as a Corporation, and sign a treaty to provide “an annual pension equal to 

 
394 Ibid. Archivio Storico de Propaganda Fide, Scritture Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, 
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396 Robert Gradwell to Bernard-Claude Panet, January 26th 1828. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de Québec, 
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397 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Bernard-Claude Panet, March 15th 1827. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, 91 CM 1: 163a-194. 
398 Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux to Lord Henry Bathrurst, July 10th 1827. Archivio Storico de Propaganda Fide, 
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the amount of those rights, taken upon an average of the last seven years.”401 The Sulpicians, 

losing only their seigneurial rights, would retain ownership of their lands. There was also the 

possibility of future claims for financial assistance, tied to very specific conditions.402 

Sulpicians’ Rights, Episcopal Objections, and Papal Rulings 

Archbishop Bernard-Claude Panet, who had been deliberately kept outside of these 

negotiations, did not adhere to the Sulpicians’ agreement. He feared that it would set a 

precedent for other ecclesiastic communities in Canada to be threatened with similar lawsuits 

over their land tenure. Panet also remained skeptical of depending on British subventions that 

would eventually be contested and cancelled.403 If these came from the King himself and were 

not paid, the Church would have no legal recourse to claim them.404 In 1828, Panet organized a 

campaign to appeal on behalf of the Sulpicians at the English court, drafting a petition to be 

signed by the whole clergy of Lower Canada. To support this petition, Lartigue wrote a memo 

outlining reasons why the British government should not appropriate Sulpician properties. 

Lartigue suggested that the seminary’s long occupation of these lands should grant them 

property rights, as custom and practice.405 Ironically, this same argument could have also 

supported Indigenous claims over the Lake of Two Mountains.  

Lartigue also argued that, should the Sulpicians be expropriated, the Crown could not 

take over these lands, because: 

les Prêtres du séminaire de Montréal ne sont pas véritablement les propriétaires des 
biens de St Sulpice, qui ont été donnés à Dieu. . .qui appartiennent à l’Eglise 
Catholique du Canada.406  

the Priests from the seminary of Montreal are not the real owners of the properties 
of Saint Sulpice, which were given to God. . .which belong to the Catholic Church of 
Canada. (Translation by Lise Puyo.)  

The document seemed to be setting up a case to claim these lands for the Church as a whole, 

should the Sulpicians be defeated in court. Roux’s negotiation was also branded as illegitimate, 
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because the whole Sulpician community and the Archbishop did not consent to the 

agreement.407  

As one might expect, these entreaties made no reference to Indigenous peoples and 

their own claims to the lands in question. The Catholic Church, in effect, constructed itself as an 

oppressed minority defending its rights, at the expense of the Indigenous people who had been 

colonized for longer and were still at the bottom of local oppressive hierarchies. The Church also 

weaponized the influence it had on local French-speaking populations, making veiled threats of 

social unrest, while underlining the work it did to maintain French-Canadian loyalty to the British 

Crown.408 

 In 1829, the Archbishop of Quebec sent two agents to London to present the petition to 

the King and appeal the government’s decision. Using Lartigue’s arguments, they presented the 

issue as a religious concern, advocating for the protection of the King of England’s Catholic 

subjects. In the following year, the archbishop’s agents were asked to travel from London to 

Rome seeking to overturn Propaganda Fide’s decision to allow the Sulpicians to sell their 

seignieurial rights to the British crown. Pope Leo XVII had passed away, and the election of Pope 

Pius VIII presented new opportunities to appeal previous decisions. On March 20th, Cardinal 

Cappellari, prefect of Propaganta Fide, wrote to Roux to inform him that Propaganda Fide no 

longer supported his deal with the English government, after reading the petitions and meeting 

with the Archbishop’s men.409 

While this was undoubtedly a victory for the archbishop of Quebec’s diplomacy in 

Rome, the result for the Sulpicians was more complex. Putting a halt to Roux’s agreement with 

the British government meant the Sulpicians would retain their seigniorial rights onto their lands 

and continue to collect feudal rents without setting a precedent for the rest of the Catholic 

Church in Canada. Important changes were also taking place in Montreal: Roux’s health was 

declining, and the dispute between the archdiocese of Quebec and the Seminary of Montreal 

was still festering. The entire situation appeared to have defeated the Sulpicians’ efforts to 

control the narrative of their situation in Rome.  

A new Dawn for Sulpician Diplomacy in Rome 

In August 1830, Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, a French Sulpician, was elected vice-superior of 

the Seminary of Montreal. In December, after less than a year in power, Pope Pius VIII died. A 

few months later, in February 1831, Cardinal Cappellari, who had been the prefect of 
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Propaganda Fide overseeing the various decisions and rulings for the disputes between the 

Sulpicians and their adversaries, was elected as Pope Gregory XVI. 

These diplomatic power shifts inspired Jean-Baptiste Thavenet, the Sulpicians’ 

procurator, to leave Paris sometime after July 1830, and settle in Rome to become the 

Sulpicians’ agent on the ground (Bertrand 1900, 170).410 Thavenet was a former missionary at 

the Lake of Two Mountains with first-hand knowledge of the situation in Canada. With an agent 

in Rome, the Sulpicians’ strategy veered towards new demands. Thavenet’s impact on the 

archival record is considerable; judging from the vast correspondence he left behind, he was a 

very active agent, well-trained in rhetoric, a savvy and creative politician. His lobbying efforts to 

restore the Seminary of Montreal’s image in Rome focused on the archbishop of Quebec’s 

insistence on preventing French priests from joining the Sulpicians in Canada. Thavenet argued 

that the archbishop aimed to seize their properties after all the staff had died, echoing the 

Jesuits’ fate (Paradis 1954a).411 At the time the wampum belt was made at the Lake of Two 

Mountains, Thavenet was especially working on disproving a vitriolic memoir written by Panet, 

which had arrived in Rome in March 1831.412  

Thavenet was dedicated to rebranding the Seminary of Montreal as an oppressed group 

of priests, unjustly treated by the archdiocesan authorities. His lobbying efforts quickly bore 

fruits. He convinced Cardinal Pedicini, new Prefect of Propaganda Fide, that the Archbishop of 

Quebec had been impeding the Seminary’s recruiting efforts, and the Congregation issued a 

formal permission for the Sulpicians to recruit new priests from France.413 By February 1832, he 

was already negotiating to reverse Propaganda Fide’s decision regarding the agreement 

between the Sulpicians and the British government.414  

Thavenet’s enterprise extended beyond correspondence: he was apparently a charming 

guest to receive for dinner.415 The knowledge of the Algonquin language he had gained at the 

Lake of Two Mountains allowed him to befriend Cardinal Giuseppe Mezzofanti, the famed 

 
410 The July 1830 revolution in Paris, with the end of the Bourbon restoration and the advent of King Louis-
Philippe d’Orléans to the throne, might have also influenced his departure. 
411 See Thavenet’s letter to Pope Gregory XVI, 1831, and Thavenet’s letter to Bishop Robert Gradwell, 
Panet’s agent in Rome, December 20th 1831 in Scritti Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, vol. 
3, f°17-18 and f°70-76. Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Rome. 
412 Thavenet’s letter to Pope Gregory XVI, 1831, Scritti Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, vol. 
3, f°18r. Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Rome. 
413 See Bernard-Claude Panet to Robert Gradwell, January 11th 1832. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, Registre des Lettres vol. 14, pp.560-561. 
414 See Bernard-Claude Panet to Jean-Jacques Lartigue, February 16th 1832. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, Registre des Lettres vol. 15, p.15. 
415 See Cardinal Thomas Weld to Paul-Louis-Bernard Drach, no date (ca. 1833) : “Si Monsr Drach peut venir 
dinner demain Jeudi à une heure et demie après midi, avec le Cardl Weld il lui fera plaisir, mais s’il peut 
ammener avec lui le bon Abbé Thavénet, le plaisir sera beaucoup augmenté.” Archivio Storica della 
Propaganda Fide, Paolo Drach vol.4. See also Bishop Antonio Francesco Orioli’s letters in the same 
volume. 
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polyglot at Propaganda Fide,416 and Cardinal Angelo Mai, linguist and head librarian at the 

Vatican library (who would become prefect of Propaganda Fide in 1833). The Lake of Two 

Mountains wampum belt thus conveniently arrived in Rome at the very moment when it could 

be wielded and interpreted by a Sulpician agent who had personal experience with its 

community of origin. Thavenet could also potentially use it in his efforts to salvage the 

Sulpicians’ image in Rome.   

This overview served to place main colonial actors and their interests at the time the 

1831 wampum belt was woven. The Sulpicians were dedicated to their own interests, 

sometimes allying themselves with their adversaries (the British Crown or the archbishop of 

Quebec), depending on the advantages it would bring them in that particular moment. Before 

further exploring the Sulpicians’ use of the 1831 wampum belt in their diplomacy, it is important 

to shift our attention back to the Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk people at the Lake of Two 

Mountains. The Sulpicians’ opportunistic approach to diplomacy in their other disputes will 

illuminate their complex relations with the people at the Lake of Two Mountains. Beyond the 

Sulpicians’ goals, we will also consider the motives Indigenous Christians could have to weave 

and send this wampum belt to Pope Gregory XVI in 1831.  

The Relationship between the Sulpicians and Indigenous Nations at the Lake of 
Two Mountains (1800-1831) 

 The first half of the nineteenth century was regularly punctuated with disputes between 

Indigenous peoples at the Lake of Two Mountains and their Sulpician missionaries and 

landlords. Joseph Comte, procurator of the Seminary of Montreal from 1823 to 1864, allegedly 

said that one would “never take out of the Savages’ head the idea of becoming the masters of 

the seignieurie” (Cuoq 1898, 103).417 This was a recurring source of contention, even after the 

1788 ruling, as the British government asserted ownership by right of conquest. In 1807, the 

Kanesatake Mohawk submitted a petition to the King of England to obtain ownership of the 

lands they inhabited, but colonial officials rephrased this claim, asking for increased hunting 

territories instead (Gohier 2014, 215-216).  

While these appeals were taking place at the highest ranks of colonial hierarchies, local 

practices also challenged the Sulpicians’ land tenure and management. To maintain tight control 

of their seigneurie, the Sulpicians were expected to intervene whenever Indigenous tenants 

would negotiate land deeds with other settlers. For example, in 1815, Superior Jean-Henri-

Auguste Roux wrote to Superior François-Joseph-Michel Humbert: 

les Sauvages n’ont aucune propriété dans le village, que tous les fonds nous y 
appartiennent, qu’ils n’ont que la propriété des matériaux de bois des maisons qu’ils 
construisent ; qu’ainsi ils ne peuvent vendre que ces Matériaux à emporter ; qu’ils ne 

 
416 See Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, October 22nd 1843. Archives du Séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1 : 21.19.6-55. 
417 Original French : “Jamais, disait M. Comte, vous n’ôterez de la tête des Sauvages, l’idée de se rendre 
maîtres de la Seigneurie.”  
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peuvent que se loger, sans louer à personne ; qu’en conséquence ils ne peuvent pas 
plus vendre leur emplacement, qu’on ne peut vendre le bien d’autrui.418 

the Savages have no property in the village, all the real estate there belongs to us, 
they only are owners of the wooden materials of the houses they build; therefore 
they can only sell these materials to take away; they can only inhabit, without 
renting to anybody; therefore they cannot sell their plot any more than one can sell 
somebody else’s property. (Translated by Lise Puyo). 

In the same letter, Roux mentioned several court filings cancelling sales made by Indigenous 

peoples at the Lake to various settlers. This admission suggests that this was a recurring 

practice, which had to be closely monitored and relentlessly repressed.  

Divide and Conquer: Manipulating Indigenous Kinship and Credibility 

The missionaries also closely monitored kinship networks between Indigenous families 

living at the Lake of Two Mountains and their relatives in nearby territories. Indigenous 

inhabitants could only trade or sell their right to occupy their houses to individuals of their own 

nation and their own village. They were forbidden to even host Indigenous people from 

elsewhere (Dussureault 1987, 165). In practice, people did not necessarily follow these rules. In 

February 1818, a group of Kahnawake Mohawk people asked Humbert what to do with the 

house of their female relative who had lived and died at the Lake of Two Mountains. The 

missionary responded that they could not live in that house, because “it is against all custom 

that the Iroquois would live in the Algonquin village” and furthermore they could not move in 

because they were “foreign” to the mission.419 The fact that people at Kahnawake considered 

this Algonquin woman as kin blurred the neat ethnic divisions artificially maintained at the 

mission. In an attempt to re-order the situation, the missionary dictated that they could only 

rent or sell to Algonquin people living at the Lake, provided that the lease or bill of sale included 

a reminder that the Sulpicians were the sole owners of the land beneath the house.420 

Whenever leases were discussed in missionary correspondence, actors were reminded to add 

this stipulation to any written agreement: that the Seminary of Montreal was “the sole owner, 

having never conceded this land, that still belongs to it, and that it can take back whenever it 

wants without compensation.”421 

 
418 Auguste Roux to François-Joseph-Michel Humbert, January 2nd 1815. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-

Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
419 François-Joseph-Michel Humbert to Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, February 15th 1818: “Ils ne peuvent pas 
l’habiter Eux-mêmes, puisqu’Il Est hors de tout usage que les Iroquois se soient Etablis dans le village 
Algonkin [sic.] ; a bien plus forte raison ne le peuvent-Ils, Eux qui sont Etrangers à notre Mission. ” 
Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
 420 Ibid.: “nous Consentons qu’Ils la louent ou la vendent aux algonkins Eclusiv. à toute autre personne, 
pourvu qu’Ils Insèrent dans l’acte, qu’Ils la livrent à la manière des Sauvages de cette mission, c’Est à dire, 
sauf les droits du Semre, seul propriétaire dans les deux villages.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
421 Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux to François-Joseph-Michel Humbert, June 4th 1820: “Mettons la clause 
ordinaire ‘sous le bon plaisir du Séminaire, seul propriétaire n’ayant jamais concédé ce terrain, qui lui 
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 The Sulpicians’ discussions of these complaints point to various strategies to undermine 

their legitimacy, and highlight the control exerted over Indigenous inhabitants. During the war 

of 1812, for example, when the British Government summoned twenty-four Mohawk warriors 

from Lachine, all but three presented themselves without rifles, saying that the missionaries at 

the Lake held them as payment for burials and baptisms.422 In his correspondence, Roux tried to 

disprove such accusation by using character assassination, citing the long dispute over land. 

Roux insinuated that Mohawk people were duplicitous by nature (“Le caractère connu des 

Iroquois la rend au moins très suspecte”); hence, there was “no need to bring evidence” 

regarding what he believed to be spurious claims.423 Here, Roux’s argument rested on inherited 

stereotypes regarding Indigenous people in general, and perhaps Haudenosaunee people in 

particular. 

The Sulpician’s good character, in contrast, was described in great detail, especially their 

economic “selflessness” in managing the mission. Although, at first, Roux denied holding the 

rifles, his contradictory explanations highlighted a long-standing system of debts that could be 

partially recovered in goods. Roux acknowledged that this was indeed an “ancient practice,” 

used by neighboring missions and local merchants.424 He argued that this practice only applied 

“to the dead’s belongings.” The next phrase— “and rarely to the living’s”—was struck through, 

likely because it gave credibility to the Mohawk complaint. Roux then contradicted himself 

again, implying that this practice was routine, since the rifles were always returned when 

needed for hunting.425  

The Sulpicians’ main rebuttal was that the Mohawk warriors had sold their rifles on their 

own, and blamed their priests to conceal it. Roux claimed that Mohawk men at the neighboring 

mission of Kahnawake routinely sold their government-issued rifles, noting that “the Lake 

Iroquois are of the same race.”426 While kinship ties between the two missions were denied 

when it came to renting or owning property at the Lake, they were cited as evidence when they 

could prove guilt by association. 

 
appartient toujours, et qu’il peut reprendre quand il veut sans dédommagement.’” Archives du Séminaire 
de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
422 Ibid.. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
423 Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, Accusation des Iroquois envers les Prêtres d’Oka, 1813. Archives du 
Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
424 “Il est vrai qu’il existe un ancien usage de recevoir les effets des Sauvages en gage de leurs dettes. Mais 
cet usage n’est pas propre au Lac, il avoit lieu au Sault St Louis avant M. Rinfret. Cet usage n’est pas 
nouveau, mais immémorial. Cet usage est reçu par les marchands du Lac aussi bien que par les 
Prêtres.” Accusation des Iroquois envers les Prêtres d’Oka, 1813. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
425 “Cet usage n’empêche pas, qu’on ne les rende toujours lorsqu’ils sont à la chasse,” Accusation des 
Iroquois envers les Prêtres d’Oka, 1813. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
426 “Le vrai nœud de cette affaire, c’est que les Sauvages ont vendu leurs fusils ; et dans leur embarras, ils 
ont jetté la faute sur les Prêtres. On sait en effet que les Sauvages du Sault, depuis 2 ou 3 ans, ne cessent 
de vendre leurs fusils ; qu’un seul, sur le rapport de M. de Lorimier à M. Rinfret, en a vendu trois. Les 
Iroquois du Lac sont de la même race.” Accusation des Iroquois envers les Prêtres d’Oka, 1813. Archives 
du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
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The Superior also previously obtained confirmation that no Algonquin men had 

complained of losing their rifles. The memorandum therefore constructed a sharp opposition 

between Algonquin and Mohawk men at the Lake, preventing any impression of solidarity 

between the two Indigenous nations. Roux explained:  

L’Algonquin est plus franc, plus attaché au Roi, il a conservé ses fusils ; l’Iroquois est 
fourbe, peu solide pour la force. Il a vendu les siens, pour en avoir d’autres, et pour 
le cacher il a fabriqué l’imposture.427 

The Algonquin is more honest, more attached to the King, he kept his rifles; the 
Iroquois is deceitful, weaker in strength. He sold his [rifles], to obtain more, and to 
conceal it he fabricated this sham. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

In this passage, Roux simultaneously played on negative and positive stereotypes about 

Indigenous peoples, pitting the “Noble Savage” against the uncivilized and vicious “Savage” 

archetypes, common in literary representations (Sayre 1997). 

In conclusion, Roux advised the Government to drop the charges brought by the 

Mohawk. Following up on these accusations “would challenge the Missionaries with their 

Savages, it would weaken their influence over them, and would deprive the Government of the 

most powerful tool to make them march in the service of the King.”428 In other words, the 

Sulpician dominance over Indigenous people at the Lake of Two Mountains was a helpful device 

for social control, enabling them to manipulate allegiances and behaviors.  

Maintaining Control over Lands and Written Records 

Other disputes at the Lake highlight the Sulpician practices of selectively sharing their 

archives to suit their own needs and exert control whenever their land tenure was contested. In 

November 1817, Superior Humbert annexed a corner from a neighboring lot to increase a 

property he was developing. But as soon as a fence was put in, his neighbor, Miss Castongni, 

stepped out of the Algonquin Council house to protest that the corner belonged to the 

Algonquin.  

Humbert dismissed her and ordered his workers to carry on, but he later found a 1772 

letter documenting that the Algonquin had indeed purchased the use of this particular corner by 

paying thirty beaver pelts to François-Auguste Magon de Terlaye, a Sulpician missionary, for the 

right to square off a field for lacrosse games.429 Humbert decided not to mention this letter in 

his upcoming meetings with Algonquin leaders on the matter: 

 
427 Accusation des Iroquois envers les Prêtres d’Oka, 1813. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
428 “il est absolument impolitique de donner la moindre suite à une plainte de ce genre. C’est mettre les 
Missionnaires en cause avec leurs Sauvages, c’est affaiblir leur influence sur eux, et prive le Gouvt du plus 
puissant ressort pour les faire marcher au service du Roi.” Accusation des Iroquois envers les Prêtres 
d’Oka, 1813. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-72. 
429 Etienne Montgolfier to Henry Bathurst, July 8th 1772, cited in François-Joseph-Michel Humbert to 
Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, November 11th 1817. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, 
P1:21.18-25. 
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peut-Etre bien les Sauvages ne m’en parleront pas à présent ; peut-Etre n’En 
parleront-Ils que cet hiver, (Ils sont tous En Chasse) mais à coup sûr, Ils En parleront 
ce printems. En tout cas, Je leur ferai les observations que Je crois devoir leur faire : 
mais sans aucune mention de cette lettre.430 

Maybe the Savages won’t bring it up to me now; maybe will they only bring it up to 
this winter (they are all hunting), but to be sure they will bring it up to me in the 
Spring. In any case, I will tell them what I see fit to tell them: but I will make no 
mention of that letter. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

In this case, Humbert manipulated the written record even though he privately 

recognized it confirmed Algonquin oral history. His duplicity in controlling the written record 

aligned with the ritual exercise of writing into every lease that the Seminary was the sole owner 

of the land, should it ever be contested in court. But this anecdote shows that life in the mission 

was more complex, and that arrangements between Indigenous individuals and specific 

missionaries existed. Land use and ownership were negotiated through gift giving and 

relationship-building, until these arrangements no longer fit the Sulpicians’ agenda. 

Staff Turnover and Missionary Resentment 

By 1831, the mission at the Lake of Two Mountains had been plagued with decades of 

recurring disputes among the Sulpicians, the Mohawk and the Algonquin. Archival records 

suggest tight supervision and clerical resistance against Indigenous attempts to exert 

sovereignty through real estate deals, organized protests, sports, and appeals to higher colonial 

authorities. Some observers, though, characterized the early 1830s as a time of significant 

détente at the Lake. In his Notes for the History of the Lake of Two Mountains, Jean-André Cuoq 

attributed this amelioration to the 1830 erection of the Way of the Cross in the Lake’s church.431 

But, given that the missionary staff at Kanesatake had been completely renewed during the late 

1820s, the softening of relations may have been shaped by staff turnovers and the promise of 

new relationships. 

In 1827, Anthelme Malard, who had been a missionary to the Algonquin since 1794, was 

replaced by Charles Lefevbre de Bellefeuille. In 1828, Humbert left and Bellefeuille became the 

new Superior of the Sulpician mission. Flavien Durocher was recruited to help Bellefeuille 

minister to the Algonquin in 1829. Léonard Baveux arrived the same year as a new missionary to 

the Mohawk (Cuoq 1898). These recent arrivals might have encouraged various actors to 

establish new alliances and better relationships.  

New missionaries, who needed time to master the language, were also more reliant on 

maintaining good relations with key intermediaries in the community. Two Native women—

Charlotte de Rocheblave (ca. 1800-1873), a Metis woman born to Noel de Rocheblave, a French 

aristocrat and fur trader, and Nigans, an Ottawa woman (Chaput 1977, 55), both arrived in 

1813—proved to be essential aides in this endeavor. Charlotte knew how to speak, read and 

 
430 François-Joseph-Michel Humbert to Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, November 11th 1817. Archives du 
Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
431 Cuoq, “Notes Pour Servir à l’histoire de La Mission Du Lac-Des-Deux-Montagnes, 1721-1898,” 56–57. 
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write in French, English, Algonquin and Nipissing, which gave her a prominent position at the 

mission. Nigans and Charlotte both participated actively in church life. Charlotte spent a few 

years at a convent school, and her recurring signature in baptismal and wedding registers signal 

her as an important figure at the Lake (Chaput 1977, 56). Charlotte taught both Algonquin and 

Nipissing languages to Bellefeuille and Durocher, being able to yield the linguistic nuances of 

Algonquian languages as well as French (Chaput 1977, 57). By 1831, the year when the 

Algonquin letter accompanying the wampum belt was composed, Bellefeuille had undertaken 

five years of training in the language, and Durocher barely two years. Charlotte could have been 

an essential composer and translator. 

Other key personnel changes shifted relations at the Lake. In April of 1831, the Sulpician 

Superior Roux, who had consistently defended the Seminary’s interests and rejected Indigenous 

rights, passed away. When this news was announced at the Lake during mass, Léonard Baveux, 

missionary to the Mohawk, noted that “everyone seemed very sensitive to this event” (Cuoq 

1898, 57, translation by Lise Puyo). Algonquin and Mohawk people sung during the funeral 

service, and in the evening, “the male and female chiefs came on behalf of both nations [to] pay 

their respects of condolence” to Bellefeuille, Durocher, and Baveux (Cuoq 1898, 57, translation 

by Lise Puyo). After Roux’s death, Joseph-Vincent Quiblier took over as Superior of the 

Seminary. However, he was no advocate for Indigenous people: he believed that being a 

missionary at the Lake was a “tedious ministry, and sometimes offensive to nature,”432 and that 

“the Indians’ character must always raise concerns.”433 

The missionaries at the Lake were far from enthusiastic about their assignment. In 

September 1831 (one month after the wampum belt was made), Bellefeuille asked to be 

discharged, but he was kept in place due to a shortage of priests.434 Flavien Durocher wrote to 

Jacques-Guillaume Roque, Vicar General of Montreal, recounting his challenges at the Lake and 

his struggles with the language; he feared making mistakes in translating the Gospels and 

explaining theological concepts.435 Durocher also had difficulties keeping hunters from drinking 

when they were away from the mission, and he was overwhelmed with demands to administer 

baptism and officiate weddings to “infidel” men and women who did not know a single 

prayer.436 He also noted Indigenous religious plasticity, as some couples asked for a Catholic 

 
432 Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, November 27th 1832: “ce ministère pénible et quelquefois 
révoltant pour la nature.” Canada Contentieux/Relations avec Rome, Archives du séminaire de Saint-
Sulpice, Paris. 
433 Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, February 19th 1833: “mais le caractère des Indiens doit 
donner toujours des inquiétudes.” Canada Contentieux/Relations avec Rome, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
434 Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, September 14th 1831: “Mr. de Bellefeuille est très ennuyé 
de son emploi de Directeur ; il vient de m’écrire pour me demander de le décharger : mais je n’ai 
personne pour le remplacer.” Canada 98.I, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
435 See Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.19.6-55 for Jean-Baptiste Thavenet’s 
critiques of Durocher’s Algonquin catechisms.  
436 Flavien Durocher to Jacques-Guillaume Roque, June 13th 1830. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal, P1:21.29.2.07. 
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marriage before going back to Methodist practice.437 In September 1831, Durocher wrote that 

he wanted to leave both the Lake and the Sulpicians behind, to become a missionary in Upper 

Canada.438 These letters showcase the struggles of missionaries who failed in their attempts to 

control Indigenous minds and bodies. 

Mediating Indigenous Rapport with Higher Colonial Authorities 

 In the years leading up to 1831, the Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk from the Lake of 

Two-Mountains submitted many petitions to the British government, often written by the local 

government agent and interpreter, Dominique Ducharme, a fur trader and former soldier. 

Petitions sent during the summer of 1827 mostly concerned the conflict between the Algonquin 

and Mohawk regarding access to Algonquin hunting territories further west, along the Ottawa 

River. Separately or together, the nations called on the Governor to arbitrate their disputes, as 

would be customary in his diplomatic role of “Father.” Ducharme, identifiable by his phonetic 

spelling and chaotic handwriting, wrote three petitions in the month of August 1827.439 In 

September, Bellefeuille, newly arrived as a missionary to the Algonquin, lent his quill to the 

Algonquin cause, providing a well-crafted text denouncing the unjust Mohawk predation over 

Algonquin hunting grounds. It is crucial to note that he would have been heavily reliant on 

competent multilingual intermediaries like Charlotte de Rocheblave to access these types of 

diplomatic registers in the Algonquin language.  

Petition writing in this era, as a genre, took after European practices of prayer 

addressed to the Christian God, to the Virgin Mary and other Saints, to showcase the 

petitioner’s humility (Gohier 2014, 193). In his study of Indigenous petitions under the British 

regime in Canada, Maxime Gohier has pointed to the continuities between Indigenous 

diplomacy and petitions, through the use of oral performance as well as wampum gifting 

(Gohier 2014, 190). Missionaries and local government agents tended to perpetuate and even 

accentuate stereotypes in the texts they produced, in order to conform to governmental and 

colonial ideas about Indigenous people (Gohier 2014, 204). Sometimes, these stereotypes 

provoked the desired response. 

In a stunning follow-up to the 1827 petitions, the Sulpicians defended the ancestral 

nature of Algonquin land rights, and even admitted having seen corroborating documents: 

Quant aux titres des Algonquins, n’en eussent ils d’autres que celui d’une possession 
de temps immémoriale, telle qu’ils la peuvent aisément prouver . . . si outre cette 
possession, ils venoient à produire quelques papiers authentiques qui les 

 
437 Flavien Durocher to Jacques-Guillaume Roque, June 25th 1833. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal, P1:21.29.2.07. 
438 Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, September 14th 1831: “Mr. Durocher, chargé de la Mission 
Algonkine, ne se plaît que médiocrement. Il dit à haute voix, qu’il n’a pas fait vœu de rester toute sa vie au 
Séminaire : il brûle d’envie d’aller courir après les Sauvages du Haut-Canada.” Canada 98.I, Archives du 
séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
439 Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.20, bob. C-11004, for the Algonquin and Nipissing petition from 
Aug. 20th 1827: p.14675-14676; for the Mohawk petition from Aug. 22nd 1827: p.14180-14181; for all 
three nations’ petition from Aug. 30th 1827: p.14178-14179. 
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confirmassent dans cette paisible possession, tels que moi-même je leur en ai vu 
dans les mains. 440  

As for the titles of the Algonquins, if they had no other than that of a possession 
from time immemorial, such as they can easily prove . . . if, in addition to this 
possession, they came to produce some authentic papers which confirmed them in 
this peaceful possession, such as I myself have seen in their hands. (Translation by 
Lise Puyo)  

Recognizing this “possession from time immemorial,” the Government issued formal defenses 

of the right to hunt on Algonquin lands. Yet, such measures were poorly enforced and the 

problem resurfaced in 1828, with both Mohawk and white hunters trespassing and overhunting 

the game.441  

When colonial agents visited the Lake for the annual distribution of presents, tensions 

arose. In August 1828, the Algonquin had made new appeals to the Government to obtain lands 

from the King, and to dispute Bellefeuille, the new Superior of the mission. When Colonel 

Duncan Campbell Napier requested further information about their way of life at the Lake, 

Humbert dismissed the government decision as emanating from a “righteous man, it seems, but 

not well acquainted with the Savages’ duplicity yet.”442 Algonquin chiefs met in a series of 

Councils, where they drafted a formal complaint to the Secretary of the Indian Department in 

Montreal, portraying the Sulpicians “as their oppressors, rather than their benefactors.”443  

Humbert drafted a formal report to counter and dismiss Indigenous voices, and 

Bellefeuille responded to Napier by providing information on land productivity, demographic 

figures, and general insights from the mission.444 Bellefeuille’s interventions actually matched 

earlier strategies of damage control: positioning the Sulpicians as trustworthy and competent 

colonial collaborators in order to discredit Indigenous claims over the Lake of Two Mountains.  

The contrast between petitions written by Ducharme and those written by Bellefeuille 

provide valuable insights into Bellefeuille’s impact on the texts he produced on behalf of the 

Algonquin at the Lake. Bellefeuille’s training as a Sulpician priest in France explains his higher 

command over sophisticated written registers in French. In contrast, Ducharme’s petitions are 

often short, phonetically spelled, and went straight to the point. 

 
440 Charles de Bellefeuille to Duncan Napier, September 2, 1827: Library and Archives Canada, RG10, 
vol.20, p.14202-14205, bob. C-11004. 
441 Dominique Ducharme to Duncan Napier, January 13, 1828 : Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.20, 
p.14387-14388, bob. C-11004. 
442 François-Joseph-Michel Humbert to Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, August 4th 1828, Archives du Séminaire 
de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
443 Ibid.: “dans une suite de conseils où les chefs se sont Electrisés les uns les autres, ont fini par députer à 
Mr le Col. une complainte où, dans l’Espoir de mieux réussir à apitoyer sur le sort, Ils nous ont représentés 
comme leurs oppresseurs, plus-tôt que leurs bienfaiteurs.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal, P1:21.18-25. 
444 Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.20, p.14659-14668, bob. C-11004. 
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The best example of this difference between the two intermediaries is a petition written 

to Lord Aylmer in French on behalf of the Algonquin and Nipissing on June 19th 1831, barely two 

months before the wampum belt to the Pope was made.445 Bellefeuille’s contribution is a long 

text that performs humility and respect for its recipient while retaining the stylistic conventions 

of Indigenous diplomatic speeches. Ducharme’s version consists of a numbered list of four 

“paroles” or speeches, which evoke the colonial minutes recording wampum diplomacy, without 

giving any context or explanation. In these four points, the Algonquin and Nipissing asked the 

Governor for: agricultural material; the lands that were promised to them in exchange for their 

service in the war of 1812; a new cannon; and two flags representing the Algonquin and 

Nipissing nations, in replacement for the existing ones. These demands gestured towards 

sovereignty through assertions over land, economic and military independence, as well as 

adopting flags as symbols of national independence.  

On the previous day, June 18th 1831, the Mohawk chiefs had written a long petition to 

Governor Lord Aylmer.446 This petition was presented as a speech pronounced by Charles 

Kanawato, of the Bear clan, Mohawk chief at the Lake of Two Mountains. This speech was long 

and eloquent, filled with powerful images evocative of the metaphors used in traditional 

diplomacy. Based on my work in the Sulpician archives, I believe the handwriting corresponds to 

Léonard Baveux, missionary to the Mohawk. The petition asked Aylmer to provide a definitive 

answer to questions that had been lingering for years, with Kanawato regretting that: “I have 

never received a real answer, but only a few promises that never manifest.”447  

At the core of these demands stood authorizations to hunt, if not on Algonquin land, 

then somewhere else. Kanawato argued that in 1828, during a council meeting at Kahnawake, 

colonial agents had formally allowed Mohawk hunters to hunt anywhere they wished, before 

retracting this permission a month later. He recalled: “then we were told that to compensate us 

our father the governor would give us some land.”448  

After recapitulating the Mohawk situation at the Lake of Two Mountains, Kanawato 

repeated this point: “Rumor has it that someone wanted to give us some land, but at the 

condition that we would go inhabit it.”449 This condition, according to Kanawato, was “harsh,” 

and he announced that: 

 
445 Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32287-32291, bob. C-11030. 
446 Ibid. 
447 “tous les ans je fais au nom de ma nation des représentations et des demandes que je crois 
extremement justes, mais comme je n’ai jamais reçu de vraie réponse, mais seulement quelques 
promesses qui ne se réalisent pas.” Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32293, bob. C-11030. 
448 “Alors on nous dit que pour nous dédommager notre père le gouverneur voulait nous donner des 
terres.” Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32294, bob. C-11030. 
449 “Le bruit à couru que l’on voulait nous donner des terres, mais à condition que nous irions les habiter.” 
Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32295, bob. C-11030. 
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Jamais ni moi ni ma nation ne consentirons à quitter le Lace des deux Montagnes. Ce 
lieu nous est trop cher. Parce que c’est là que sont morts et enterrés nos ancêtres et 
nos pauvres.450 

I or my nation will never consent to leave the Lake of Two Mountains. This place is 
too dear to us. Because it is here that our ancestors and our poor died and are 
buried. (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

Kanawato’s articulation to his relationship with the land at the Lake of Two Mountains was 

deeply anchored in ancestral ties. His reference to the burial grounds also evoked cultural and 

ritual obligations that tied families to this specific land.  

In his discussion of Indigenous land tenure at the Lake, Kanawato emphasized the 

Sulpicians’ control, repeating the legal clauses that the Sulpicians had been repeating for 

decades:  

Tu le sais comme nous, Mon père, la terre que nous habitons aujourd’hui n’est pas à 
nous mais à nos pères missionnaires qui sans y être tenus veulent bien 
généreusement la partager de manière à nous en donner à chacun de nous pour que 
nous puissions semer differentes choses pour nous faire vivre, mais c’est toujours 
sous leur bon plaisir. 451 

You know as well as we do, Father, that the land we inhabit today is not ours but 
belongs to our fathers the missionaries who, although they do not have to, are 
willing to generously share it to give each of us enough to sow different things to 
survive, but it is always according to their good will. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

Kanawato drew attention to the fact that the “generosity” that allowed Mohawk families to 

grow corn was inextricably tied to the Sulpicians’ “bon plaisir” (“good will”), a precarious 

position. Describing their relationship with the Sulpicians, Kanawato added:  

Comment aussi, mon père, pourrions-nous nous séparer de nos pères missionnaires 
… je n’ai point d’expression pour te dire combien aussi nous les aimons et combien 
nous leur sommes attachés. Il semble qu’eux et nous, nous ne formons qu’une seule 
et même famille. 452 

And how, Father, could we break up with our missionary fathers … I have no 
expression to tell you how much we love them and how attached we are to them. It 
seems that we and them are one and the same family.” (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

This “affection” might have described positive interpersonal relations between Indigenous 

inhabitants and individual missionaries, but the situation—with Baveux as the petition’s scribe 

and translator—seems contrived. Perhaps this performance of attachment to the Sulpicians 

carried some level of irony, difficult to assess in French translation. Perhaps it reflected a will to 

 
450 Ibid. p.32295.  
451 Ibid., p.32294. 
452 Ibid., p.32295-6. 
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make Baveux understand the reciprocal responsibilities he held, as he had potentially been 

adopted into an Iroquoian clan.453  

Kanawato’s demand in this petition was that each family receive a tract of land “as close 

as possible to the Lake of Two Mountains,” with the possibility to rent it out, but not “sell or 

alienate at any time.”454 This clause seems to directly point to the unsatisfactory position the 

Mohawk found themselves in regarding land ownership at the Lake of Two Mountains. Having 

land that would belong to them, and that no one could alienate, even in the advent of dire 

economic need, would ensure maintaining a territory for the future. 

These missionary interventions might produce the impression that the Sulpicians were 

helping Indigenous causes better than Ducharme. The texts they produced were longer, written 

with a better command of the French language, and the writers gave the impression that their 

productions followed Indigenous speech patterns more closely. They had already mastered the 

diplomatic registers used in European courts, and knew how best to address figures of authority. 

However, they framed assertions of Indigenous demands within performances of subservience 

and harmony with the Sulpicians.  

These petitions could also point to some contradictions: at the time, the Sulpicians were 

eagerly fighting to preserve their ownership of their territory at the Lake of Two Mountains. In 

fact, the Algonquin and Mohawk 1831 land claims did not explicitly compete with the 

Sulpicians’: Algonquin claims concerned lands up the Ottawa river, while the Mohawk petition 

asked for specific plots outside of the Sulpicians’ seigneury. By signing onto these demands, the 

Sulpicians were not interfering with their own disputes. Instead, they emphasized to the 

Government their roles as essential intermediaries to manage and appease Indigenous people.  

These two petitions from June 1831 help to clarify the complex diplomatic negotiations 

at play, only two months before a wampum belt was woven to send to the Pope. The Algonquin 

and Nipissing on one side, and the Mohawk on the other, had presented competing claims for 

lands to Aylmer, requesting the Government to fulfill ancient and renewed promises. Enrolled as 

scribes, the missionaries injected what they viewed as proper registers, thereby reinforcing 

colonial hierarchies and power dynamics. As illustrated from the sources examined—private 

correspondence, petitions, reports—the relationships among the Sulpicians and the three 

groups of Indigenous people at the Lake of Two Mountains were, even at their best, unsteady 

and ambiguous. In the years leading up to the summer of 1831, all three Indigenous groups had 

become increasingly politically active, engaging the missionaries in diplomatic action on their 

 
453 In his 1882 treatise on the Mohawk language, Cuoq listed some of the Mohawk names that Sulpician 
missionaries received and resuscitated during their tenure, indicating that they would have been adopted 
into specific clans and families; interestingly, he did not mention Baveux’s name (Cuoq 1882, 212-215). 
454 “Je Demande pour ma nation un lopin de terre … que ce lopin de terre soit le plus proche du Lac des 
deux Montagnes. Que tu le fasses distribuer par famille… qui aura la faculté de faire valoir sa portion, ou 
la louer … avec la condition expresse qu’aucun Sauvage, en aucun temps ni en aucun cas ne pourra vendre 
ni aliener aucune portion de ce lopin de terre.” Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32296, bob. 
C-11030. 
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behalf despite a decade of recurring disputes. The wampum belt that was made and sent to 

Gregory XVI on August 25th 1831 must, therefore, be understood within this trend. 

August 1831: a Wampum Belt for the Pope 

 The 1831 wampum belt still exists in the Vatican Museums collections today. During my 

archival research, I found it mentioned in various documents, from contemporaneous 

correspondence, newspaper articles, and copies of the speeches that travelled with it. The 

starting point in this investigation was a history of the Lake of Two Mountains, written in 1898 

by Jean-André Cuoq, missionary and linguist of the Algonquin language. Cuoq was seemingly 

writing his history from Sulpician documents that have since disappeared from the Lake of Two 

Mountains archives, but his document is the only one that describes the circumstances in which 

the wampum belt was created at the Lake of Two Mountains. This description, although it was 

created more than sixty years after the events, provides us with a precious glimpse into the 

original event that started off this transatlantic diplomatic endeavor.  

In late August 1831, Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, the Superior of the Sulpicians, made an 

official visit to the Lake of Two Mountains. He brought a guest, Hyacinthe Deutz, who danced 

with the Native inhabitants and was said to have been “incorporated in their nation” during a 

feast offered by Quiblier “in his honor” (Cuoq 1898, 60). At this occasion, Indigenous leaders 

were encouraged to write to Rome: 

Comme M. Deutz devait retourner bientôt en Europe et se rendre à Rome, on profita 
de cette heureuse occasion pour engager les Sauvages à écrire au Souverain Pontife; 
Un grand collier diplomatique fut préparé par les Algonquins et les Nipissingues pour 
être envoyés à Sa Sainteté avec un discours algonquin-français qui explique ce collier 
lequel est censé renfermer la pensée des Sauvages . . . De leur côté, les Iroquois 
écrivirent une lettre en leur langue, mais sans y joindre ni collier ni présent d’aucune 
sorte. (Cuoq 1898, 60-61) 

Since Mr. Deutz soon had to go back to Europe and visit Rome, this happy 
opportunity was seized to have the Savages write to the Sovereign Pontiff; A large 
diplomatic collar was prepared by the Algonquins and Nipissings to be sent to His 
Holiness with an Algonquin-French speech that explains this collar, which is 
supposed to contain the thoughts of the Savages . . .  the Iroquois wrote a letter in 
their language, but without attaching any collar or any type of present. (Translation 
by Lise Puyo)  

The official and diplomatic nature of this particular gathering is evident in the communal feast, 

which included dances, speeches, and wampum-gifting. The narrative also underlined a slight 

discrepancy between what was asked of the Indigenous inhabitants at the Lake—only to write 

to the Pope—and what they did: weave a large wampum belt, explicitly described in Cuoq’s 

words as a “diplomatic” object. 
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 This feast and ceremony seemed exceptional to greet an ecclesiastic guest. By 

comparison, when the bishop of Boston had visited the Lake of Two Mountains only twelve days 

prior, no such feast was held for him.455 Who was Quiblier’s guest, Hyacinthe Deutz? What made 

him worthy of a feast, and why did he receive the honor of being adopted or “incorporated into” 

Indigenous nations at the Lake (Cuoq 1898, 60)? In the Sulpician archives in Paris, the 1831 copy 

of the Algonquin speech to Pope Gregory XVI confirms Cuoq’s narrative, by mentioning that the 

wampum belt and speech carrier was “Mr. Hyacinthe Deutz” (fig. 35).456 Before engaging with 

the belt’s multiple messages in detail, it seems necessary to introduce Deutz and explain how his 

relations placed him at the center of this event of transatlantic diplomacy, between the 

Sulpicians and the Indigenous peoples at the Lake of Two-Mountains, and Pope Gregory XVI in 

Rome. The records of Deutz’s travels, from the Lake of Two-Mountains to Rome, provide 

evidence of the Sulpicians’ involvement in Indigenous diplomacy. Then, the documents provided 

with the belts and their 

different translations 

elucidate the belt’s 

complex messaging. 

Taken together, the 

relationships among the 

emissary, the written 

words he carried, and 

the materiality of the 

belt itself illuminate how 

this object could 

communicate with the 

Pope on both 

intellectual and affective 

levels.  

Hyacinthe Deutz, 
the Providential Agent 

Hyacinthe Deutz (named Simon at birth) was the son of Emmanuel Deutz, the Chief 

Rabbi of France.457 He converted to Catholicism in Rome in 1828, following in the footsteps of 

his brother-in-law, Paul-Louis-Bernard (formerly David) Drach, former rabbi and scholar of 

 
455 Memoirs of Boston Diocese vol. I, p.164-165. Archdiocese of Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 
456 Letter from the Algonquin and Nipissing to Pope Gregory XVI, August 25th 1831 : “Le porteur du collier 
et du discours fut M. Hyacinthe Deutz.” Ms 1209, archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
457 Simon Deutz is a notorious figure in French history, due to his 1832 involvement in the Duchess de 
Berry affair, where he acted as a double agent between the Duchess, who was plotting a coup in France, 
and the French police. For studies of the Deutz-Du Berry affair, see Szajikowski 1965, Caron 2019, and 
Samuels 2020. Deutz’ tarnished reputation, which Cuoq referenced in his work, may have had an impact 
on the archival record. I could not find any of Deutz’s letters in the various archives I visited, although his 
correspondents acknowledged receiving letters from him. I wondered if people like Quiblier, Thavenet, 
Drach, or even Cappellari, had “purged” their records after hearing of Deutz’s disgrace.  

Figure 35: Mention of the translators of the Algonquin speech and of Deutz as 
carrier of the 1831 wampum belt, ms 1209, archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Paris, France. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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oriental languages.458 Despite the suspicions concerning his conversion, Deutz occupied a 

privileged position in a network of relations that interested the Sulpicians, before his trip to 

North America. 

As the son of France’s chief rabbi, Deutz was a prized convert for the Catholic Church. 

He was promptly surrounded by powerful mentors in Paris and Rome, even though they were 

sometimes suspicious of his motives and doubted the strength of his faith. Hyacinthe-Louis de 

Quélen, archbishop of Paris, after whom Deutz took his Christian name, was the first high-

ranking member of the clergy to direct Deutz toward the Catholic faith (Drach 1828, 14). The 

baptisms of new converts were usually public and spectacular events in Rome, performed either 

by the Pope or by a cardinal, to whom it brought social prestige (Caffiero 2017, 262). Deutz was 

baptized by the French ambassador to the Holy See, Cardinal Joachim d’Isoard, and confirmed 

by Pietro Ostini, Nuncio to the Swiss Confederation, who later introduced Deutz to Pope Leo XII 

(Drach 1828, 30). Antonio Francesco Orioli, one of Deutz’s protectors in Rome, had very positive 

things to say about him, with the caveat that Deutz was somewhat inconsistent.459 

Converting was no easy decision: Deutz feared being socially ostracized, cut off from his 

family and previous support networks; Drach had experienced profound rifts in his family 

(including harassment from Deutz), when he converted (Landau 2005, 218-220). Marina 

Caffiero, in her study on forced Jewish conversions in Rome, noted how conversion, which 

required condemning previous actions, beliefs, and relationships, destabilized and fragmented 

identity (Caffiero 2017, 287). Jewish converts in Rome were placed in liminal social spaces, 

expected to act as mediators between Jewish and Christian communities, enjoying privilege but 

also living under suspicion (Caffiero 2017, 289). After his baptism, Deutz became an advocate for 

the local Jewish community in Rome, and under Pope Pious VIII, he became the secretary of a 

commission on the topic, presided over by Cardinal Mauro Cappellari, then Prefect of 

Propaganda Fide. Deutz described Cappellari as his protector and friend, but he also viewed him 

as an enemy to the “Israelites” (Deutz 1835, 9-10). Cappellari wanted Deutz to “use his 

knowledge of the hebraic language to the profit of the Religion,” not to use his network for the 

profit of the Jewish community.460 When Deutz’s advocacy and diplomacy failed, he decided to 

leave Rome, despite the protestations of his ecclesiastical protectors (Deutz 1835, 12). In a letter 

to Drach, Deutz admitted that he “might have displeased” Cappellari by leaving, alluding to a 

potentially serious falling out (Morel 1836, 134).461  

 
458 To learn more about the relationship between the two brothers-in-law, see Landau 2005.  
459 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, August 30th 1831: “Ce M. Deutz, jeune homme de 32 ans, 
dont le R.P. Orioli m’a dit beaucoup de bien, à un peu d’inconstance près” Canada 80, Archives du 
séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
460 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, February 4-6th 1832: “le Cl. Capellari, qui lui vouloit 
beaucoup de bien, se proposait de le retenir à Rome pour faire tourner au profit de la Religion ses 
connaissances de la langue hébraïque” Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
461 Hyacinthe Deutz to Paul Drach, Torino, January 6th 1832 (in Morel 1836, 134). Also see Jean-Baptiste 
Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 4-6th February 1832: “Le Cl. mécontent se détourna de lui, et ne voulut plus 
en entendre parler.” Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. Later sources suggested 
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In July 1830, Deutz embarked for New York City from the French port of Marseille. The 

same month, the July revolution put an end to the Bourbon restoration in France and to Charles 

X’s reign, and Louis-Philippe became King (Pilbeam 1991). Paul Drach, who had been a librarian 

for the Duc de Bordeaux,462 fled France and went to Rome, where he became the librarian of 

Propaganda Fide, then headed by Cardinal Cappellari (Landau 2014, 51-53). According to Jean-

Baptiste Thavenet, Cappellari had welcomed Drach because “he found in him everything he had 

lost in Mr. Deutz.”463  

In 1831, thirty-two-year-old Deutz464 was a promising young man, interestingly 

positioned vis-à-vis influential Roman cardinals, the congregation of Propaganda Fide, and the 

Pope, thanks to his high-profile conversion in Rome (Drach 1828). His former protector, Cardinal 

Cappellari, became Pope Gregory XVI in February 1831, and his brother-in-law Drach was a 

respected scholar at Propaganda Fide. Drach was also well-known to Thavenet, the Sulpician 

who was now acting as a lobbyist in Rome, since both men lived at the convent of Saint 

Apostles.465  

In the summer of 1831, Thavenet wrote a confidential note to Quiblier, the superior of 

the Sulpicians in Montreal, to notify him that Deutz was en route to Canada, and to caution him 

that Drach and Deutz were both friends of Pope Gregory XVI: 

Voici une circonstance qui doit être favorable ou à nos Messieurs, ou à leurs 
ennemis, selon qu’ils sauront en profiter. M. Drach et M. Deutz … se sont mis si avant 
dans son amitié, qu’il les admettait souvent à sa table. . . Si les Evêques savent qu’il 
est estimé et aimé du Pape, ils se serviront de sa plume pour décrier le Séminaire 
auprès du St. Siège.466 

Here is a circumstance that should either be profitable to our Gentlemen, or to their 
enemies, according to which will know how to take advantage of it . . . Mr. Drach and 
Mr. Deutz . . . got so far into his [Gregory XVI’s] friendship that he often admitted 
them to his table . . . If the Bishops know that he is esteemed and loved by the Pope, 
they will use his pen to decry the Seminary at the Holy See. (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

Thavenet feared that the archbishop of Quebec or the bishop of Telmesse (the two enemies of 

the Sulpicians) might use Deutz to sway the Pope in their favor. Thavenet thus encouraged 

Quiblier to “show Mr. Deutz a honorable hospitality, and to give him some employment at the 

 
that Deutz left Rome due to a love affair (Morel 1836, 107), and that his protectors were happy to see him 
leave (Morel 1836, 104-105). 
462 Henri, Duc de Bordeaux, was the son of the Duchesse de Berry, who Deutz helped arrest in 1832. 
463 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 4-6th February 1832: “M. Drach étant venu, par là-dessus, à 
Rome, le Cl. a trouvé en lui tout ce qu’il avait perdu dans M. Deutz.” Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
464 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, August 30th 1831. Canada 80, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
465 Drach’s papers in Rome record a genuine friendship with Thavenet, especially after 1833. See Paolo 
Drach, Vol.4, Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Rome. 
466 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, August 30th 1831. Canada 80, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
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college.”467 This letter explicitly shows that the Sulpicians in Montreal were only interested in 

Deutz because of his relations. His brother-in-law at Propaganda Fide was mentioned, but it was 

his relationship to Pope Gregory XVI (formerly Cardinal Cappellari) that made Deutz a desirable 

agent.  

Great minds must have thought alike, because Thavenet’s letter was dated a few days 

after Quiblier brought Deutz to the Lake of Two Mountains, showing that the Superior in 

Montreal had already identified Deutz as a potential asset. When Deutz returned from North 

America and had his audience with the Pope, Thavenet recorded the public favors that Gregory 

XVI bestowed upon him, and concluded: “this young man will be, I hope, very useful to the 

seminary of Montreal.”468 Quiblier later wrote: “I plan on maintaining an acquaintance that can 

be very useful to us.”469 

Looking for a Cause: Deutz in North America 

In his own manuscripts and publications, Deutz recorded very few details of the trip to 

North America he took from July 1830 to September 1831. T.Y. Morel’s 1836 book, citing two 

letters Deutz wrote to Drach from Boston, elucidates Deutz’s itinerary and activities.470 Deutz 

arrived in Boston in early fall 1830, and resided with Bishop Benedict Fenwick.471 When Fenwick 

received a request from Propaganda Fide to draft a report on his diocese, Deutz assisted in 

composing a reply in French. The report, signed by both Fenwick and Deutz, was the only North 

American document I found in Deutz’s handwriting.472  

Deutz apparently refused an offer from the Jesuits at Georgetown to stay with them and 

teach French to their students. By March 26th, 1831, he had written twice to the Pope, asking for 

funds to establish a Catholic press, or to join his former protector Pietro Orsini in Brazil (Morel 

1836, 109-110). On June 18th 1831, Deutz wrote to Drach that he would soon be leaving for 

 
467 Ibid.: “Dans cette crainte j’ai écrit à M. Quiblier de donner à M. Deutz une hospitalité honorable, et de 
l’employer au collège.” Canada 80, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. I could not find these 
letters at the Sulpician archives in Montreal, suggesting a documentary “purge” after Deutz’s demise. 
468 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 4-6th February 1832: “M. Drach m’apprend q’aujourd’hui, 
anniversaire de l’inauguration du Pape, S.S. ayant aperçu, de son trône, M. Deutz qui se trouvait à la gr. 
messe, dans la chapelle Sistine, lui a envoyé un prélat pour le faire placer honorablement. Ce j.h. sera, 
j’espère, fort utile au sémin. de Montréal.”Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
469  Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, June 5th 1832: “Je me propose d’entretenir une 
connoissance qui peut nous être très utile.” Canada Contentieux Relations avec Rome, Archives du 
séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
470 This book, published as a response to Deutz’s 1835 justification for cooperating with the police against 
the Duchess de Berry, is a polemical document aiming to further ruin Deutz’s reputation, painting him as a 
liar. Although the author’s bias against Deutz makes this a dubious source, the book cites extracts from 
letters that Deutz sent to Drach that were precisely dated, and offered for consultation for readers who 
wanted to establish their authenticity. Here, I use this information rather than Morel’s opinions on Deutz, 
in tandem with additional archival research.  
471 Memoirs of Boston Diocese vol.I, p.173. Archdiocese of Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 
472 The final version of this report was signed on May 16th 1831, and can be read in Scritti Riferite nei 
Congressi, America Centrale, vol.10, pp.614-623. Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Rome. An earlier 
draft with Fenwick’s remarks can be seen at the Archdiocese of Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 
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Canada, since Bishop Fenwick could not find him any employment (Morel 1838, 111). 

Thavenet’s letter to Quiblier indicates that Deutz was in Montreal by the beginning of July.473  

Morel later suggested that Deutz went to Canada primarily to seek money, and that the 

Sulpicians of Montreal gave him “fifteen hundred pounds” for his trip back (Morel 1836, 113), 

but this claim is not substantiated in Deutz’s letters to Drach.474 The Sulpician archives in 

Montreal have preserved their accounting ledgers from 1831, but none of them mention Deutz 

or indicate such a large sum being spent at a single time or given to any single person.  

Deutz did, however, receive favorable treatment in Montreal. Quiblier housed Deutz 

with the Sulpicians: “This young man spent a few weeks in Montreal; I did him a favor,” wrote 

Quiblier to Carrière in September 1831.475 During his stay in Montreal, Deutz was also invited to 

dinners with Jean-Jacques Lartigue, the bishop of Telmesse. Swayed in the Sulpicians’ favor, 

Deutz repeated compromising conversations that happened around the bishop’s dinner table, 

making Lartigue appear critical of the Pope and of the clergy’s administration in Rome.476  

Deutz appears to have enjoyed his liminal state of being, able to move in-between 

opposing groups, advocating for one or the other. In Rome, he had put himself in this position 

between Catholic and Jewish people; in Montreal, he positioned himself between the Sulpicians 

and the bishop of Telmesse, while the Sulpicians groomed him to become an agent to better 

their relations with the Pope.477 His meeting with the Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk at the 

Lake of Two Mountains seems to have followed a similar trend. He was once again placed 

between conflicting groups, and ended up mediating yet another relationship by carrying 

another liminal being: a wampum belt. 

Two contemporaneous archival documents confirm Deutz was the emissary who carried 

the wampum belt to the Vatican. The Algonquin speech originally attached to the Vatican 

wampum belt (as evidenced in a copy now preserved in the Sulpician archives in Paris) 

mentions: “the carrier of the belt and letters was Mr. Hyacinthe Deutz.”478 In a letter written on 

 
473 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, August 30th 1831: “il a passé au Canada au commencement 
de juillet.” Canada 80, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
474 This suggestion of a large payment appears to have been formulated in line with anti-Semitic tropes 
that were meant to echo Deutz’ treason of the Duchesse de Berry for five hundred pounds, or perhaps 
this information was secured from a source who saw Deutz upon his return to Rome. Fifteen hundred 
pounds was, for comparison, the annual revenue from the combined sales of fruits and wood on Sulpician 
lands. 
475 Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, September 14th 1831. Canada 98.I, Archives du séminaire 
de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. On August 7th 1831, during the Bishop of Boston’s visit in Montreal, Deutz was 
already at the seminary: “After Vespers saw Mr Charles Hyacinthe Deutz who had spent the winter with 
me in Boston,” Memoirs of Boston Diocese vol.I, p.163. Archdiocese of Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 
476 Ibid.. Canada 98.I, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
477 This position of go-between, spy, or double agent, seem to have repeated itself throughout Deutz’s 
life, including in his later involvement with the Duchess de Berry and the French police. 
478  “Le porteur du Discours et du collier fut M. Hyacinthe Deutz.” Ms 1209, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
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February 14th 1832, Thavenet told Carrière: “the Pope wants the explanation of the symbolic 

collar that Mr. Deutz brought him from the Lake of Two-Mountains.”479  

There is also a Mohawk canticle, kept in Thavenet’s papers in Rome,480 written for “Mr 

Hyacinte d’Heutz” by Léonard Baveux, the missionary for the Mohawk at the Lake of Two 

Mountains, on August 24th 1831. This adds another layer to Deutz’s participation in the August 

feast at the Lake. The document presents both Mohawk and French versions of the canticle, side 

by side, with notations to recognize some words and indications on how to pronounce specific 

consonants. If this was intended to help the reader properly sing, this strongly suggests Deutz 

sang at church with the Mohawk converts, in their language. This adds to Cuoq’s indication that 

Deutz “danced” with Indigenous inhabitants and was “incorporated in their nation,” if he also 

took part in their songs and shared the same words, shared the same mind, in Haudenosaunee 

conceptions. 

Quiblier’s surviving correspondence with Carrière and Thavenet includes one letter 

dating from three days before he and Deutz went to the Lake of Two-Mountains, and another 

letter a month later. Neither mentions their visit to the Lake, when the wampum belt was given 

to Deutz. Cuoq’s account underlined that it was Deutz’s presence that created an opportunity to 

send a message to the Pope: “since Mr. Deutz had to go back to Europe soon and go back to 

Rome” (Cuoq 1898, 60).481  

For the Sulpicians, Deutz was ideally situated in networks that could potentially help in 

their diplomatic efforts in Rome. For Indigenous nations at the Lake, Deutz could also have been 

perceived as a diplomat, a close friend of the new Pope. Perhaps, from his experience 

advocating for the Jewish community in Rome, he would have been sensitive to feelings of 

injustice and perceptive to the situation of the three nations at the Lake in a subaltern position. 

He could have represented a way for Indigenous nations to establish a connection with the Pope 

through an agent who was not a Sulpician, and not even a priest.  

Admittedly, the archival record lacks crucial information to better understand what that 

meeting between Deutz and the Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk leadership at the Lake really 

meant for all the parties involved. From the dates on the Algonquin letter and the Mohawk 

canticle, Deutz apparently spent only two days at the Lake of Two Mountains: August 24th and 

25th 1831. His short stay there was disproportionately represented by the material evidence he 

carried to bear witness of this encounter. He travelled back to Rome as a trusted emissary, 

carrying a significant amount of Indigenous-related material in his luggage: the wampum belt, 

 
479 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, February 14th 1832: “Le Pape voudrait avoir l’explication du 
collier symbolique que M. Deutz lui a apporté du Lac-des-deux-Montagnes.” Canada 81, Archives du 
séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
480 SS. Apostoli 16, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Rome. 
481 Although Cuoq apparently collected information from either documents or witnesses to the 1831 
encounter with Deutz at Lake of Two Mountains, I could not find any contemporaneous account written 
in the 1830s.  
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the letters in Algonquin and in Mohawk with their French translations, a pair of moccasins, the 

Mohawk canticle, and catechisms written in Algonquin. 

The Belt travels to Rome, in Secret or simply Indifference? 

This overview of the political context, weighed alongside the archival record, supports 

the idea that the making of the belt temporally coincides with various diplomatic efforts by the 

Sulpicians to secure political, financial, and spiritual control over the lands they owned in and 

around Montreal. Securing powerful advocates with privileged access to the Pope was central to 

these efforts, and using Deutz as an agent was very explicitly articulated as a strategy to gain 

more influence in the papal chambers. Does this, however, align with Marshall Becker’s claim 

that the Lake of Two Mountains wampum belt was “stimulated by missionaries, rather than 

reflecting a viable aspect of traditional native culture” (Becker 2006, 118)? Did the missionaries 

manipulate the Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk into weaving this belt to advocate for the 

Sulpicians? An examination of the belt’s travels from the Lake of Two Mountains to Rome–while 

focusing on precautions taken by Canadian clergy to prepare Deutz’s arrival and presentation to 

the Pope–might provide further insights into this question.   

Patchy Archives 

Amongst all of the letters, publications, and other documents I have consulted written 

by or about Deutz, there is barely any mention that he was carrying a monumental wampum 

belt featuring ten thousand shell beads, an object over two meters long (six feet six inches). 

Since Morel had described Deutz as self-aggrandizing and ambitious, why did he not take the 

opportunity to boast about his role as an agent for Indigenous peoples or for the Sulpicians? 

Deutz was travelling at a time of renewed European interest for North American Indigenous 

cultures and material productions, and he could have used his adventures as a way to gain social 

prestige.  

In his 1835 publication defending his decision regarding the Duchesse de Berry, Deutz 

explained that it was Cappellari’s election to the pontifical throne that motivated his return. 

Deutz argued he was eager to discuss his projects to improve living conditions for Jewish people 

in Rome (Deutz 1835, 14), even though he had identified Cappellari as the main obstacle against 

them in the past. He had written several letters to Cappellari (now Pope Gregory XVI), sharing 

his desire to travel back to Rome, but the Pope allegedly asked Drach to tell Deutz not to return 

(Morel 1836, 133-134).482 If Deutz and Cappellari had had a falling out when Deutz left Rome in 

1830, the wampum belt and letters could have provided him with a formidable pretext to meet 

with the Pope and regain his favor. 

 Deutz left Montreal in the first half of September 1831. He passed through Boston and 

left there on September 19th to travel to New York City.483 Traveling by ship, he arrived in 

 
482  This is confirmed by Jean-Baptiste Thavenet in his letter to Joseph Carrière, 4-6th February 1832, 
Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
483 Memoirs of Boston Diocese vol.I, p.173. Archdiocese of Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 
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London, where his sister lived, in November.484 There, he met his godfather’s brother, Eugène 

de Montmorency, and was introduced into circles of French aristocrats in exile (all were 

supporters of the Bourbon line of succession to the French throne). Deutz was tasked to 

accompany the wife and daughter of the Comte de Bourmont, another exiled aristocrat, on their 

trip to Genoa, Italy (Deutz 1835, 16; Morel 1836, 113). Given the fraught political situation, their 

itinerary avoided France.  

On his way, Deutz wrote a letter to Drach from Cologne, Germany, on December 2nd 

1831. This was apparently the first letter Deutz had written since returning to Europe (Morel 

1836, 114). Morel’s extracts from this letter and another, sent from Geneva at the end of 

December, make no mention of his unusual cargo. Instead, Deutz mysteriously hinted that 

people were “impatiently waiting” for him in Rome (Morel 1836, 115). Morel, who seemed 

unaware of the wampum belt’s existence, took this as another opportunity to paint Deutz as a 

self-aggrandizing liar. But indeed, since Deutz was carrying ten thousand wampum beads and 

two letters to the Pope, it would have been urgent for him to reach his destination. 

The surviving correspondence between Quiblier and Thavenet at the Sulpician Archives 

in Montreal does not mention this wampum belt at all while it was in Deutz’s hands. No letter 

survives where Quiblier would have alerted Thavenet to Deutz’s cargo. There are no letters from 

Deutz and no mention of the wampum belt in Drach’s papers at Propaganda Fide. Deutz 

apparently never wrote his brother-in-law that he was travelling with such a valuable object. 

Nor had Bishop Fenwick’s journals made note of the wampum belt when Deutz was in Boston. 

This lack of documentation could simply reflect losses in the archival record. It could also be that 

Deutz did not want to make this public. Was his carrying of this belt simply an expedient way to 

travel back to Rome and mend his fraught relationship with Cappellari? Did he consider this 

episode as a mundane assignment? When Deutz published his narrative in 1835, he painted 

himself as a defender of noble causes, fighting for justice and liberty. Why, then, did he fail to 

mention this successful mission? 

 Looking at correspondence sent and received by the archbishop of Quebec and the 

bishop of Telmesse, it is clear that the Canadian clergy never discussed, in writing, their 

potential knowledge of the belt leaving the Lake of Two Mountains to reach Pope Gregory XVI. 

In February 1834, Thomas Maguire, the Archbishop of Quebec’s agent in Rome, wrote a long 

memo to cardinal Angelo Mai, secretary of Propaganda Fide, attempting to summarize all of the 

disputes the Archbishops had had with the Sulpicians for almost fifteen years. In this letter, he 

briefly mentioned the Lake of Two Mountains, underlining that the gifts that the Pope sent (in 

response to the wampum belt) had come as a complete surprise to the local clergy: 

une très-petite bourgade d’Indiens, près de Montréal qui a pour le dire en passant 
étonné le Canada ces années dernières par ses relations avec Rome.485 

 
484 Notes de S.D., p.1, Archives Nationales, Paris, F/7/12173 n°193 
485 Thomas Maguire to Angelo Mai, February 4th 1834, Scritture Rifertire nei Congressi, America 
Settentrionale vol.3, f°251v, Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Rome. 
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a very small Indian village, near Montreal which has, by the way, stunned Canada 
during these latest years by its relationship with Rome. (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

If the village’s relations with the Pope had “stunned” the Canadian clergy, it might suggest that 

they had no idea that the Indigenous people at the Lake of Two Mountains had sent out this 

diplomatic wampum belt. Was its existence purposefully kept a secret? Was Deutz told not to 

share the nature and purpose of his precious cargo? On a material level, it seems prudent not to 

disclose that one is in possession of a valuable object while travelling across several countries. 

Morel’s remarkably specific allegation that the Sulpicians gave Deutz 1,500 pounds for his return 

to Rome (Morel 1836, 113) could then take on another meaning: since the belt contained ten 

thousand wampum beads, could this sum correspond to its estimated value?  

Secrecy makes sense, given the opposition between the Sulpicians of Montreal and the 

archdiocese of Quebec, and the fact that biased representations of the situation on the ground 

could be critical to secure favorable decisions from Propaganda Fide. By keeping the belt a 

secret, at least for the duration of its travels, the Sulpicians could retain an advantage on their 

adversaries, who could not counter this diplomatic attempt with a narrative of their own, 

especially regarding the relationship between Sulpician missionaries and Indigenous peoples at 

the Lake. 

February 1832: the Belt and Deutz Arrive in Rome 

 Mentions of Deutz’s correspondence with the Count de Bourmont pinpoints that Deutz 

reached Rome in early February 1832, and that by February 10th, he had had a meeting with 

Pope Gregory XVI (Deutz 1835, 19-20). I can confirm this claim, thanks to the letter Thavenet 

sent to Carrière, chronicling Deutz’s arrival in Rome on February 4th 1832. Upon meeting Deutz 

for the first time, Thavenet described him as “a very interesting young man,” and announced 

that Deutz had already obtained a private audience with Gregory XVI for the next day. Among all 

the remarks Thavenet made about Deutz and his life, he noted his standing with the Sulpicians 

against the Bishop of Telmesse:  

M. Deutz est arrivé aujourd’hui à Rome. Il fait un grand éloge de M. Quiblier et de M. 
Baile. Il a une bien mauvaise idée de Mr. Lartigue. Il le regarde comme un 
révolutionnaire, et croit que le Canada ne tardera pas à secouer le joug des Anglais, 
que les Canadiens chasseront les Sulpiciens, et que la Religion court les plus grands 
risques.486  

Mr. Deutz arrived in Rome today. He greatly praises Mr. Quiblier and Mr. Baile. He 
has a poor opinion of Mr. Lartigue. He regards him as a revolutionary, and believes 
that Canada will soon shake off the yoke of the English, that Canadians will drive the 
Sulpicians out, and that the Religion is greatly at risk. (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

The next day, February 5th, Deutz had a private audience with Gregory XVI, briefly 

recounted by Thavenet in his letter (Thavenet was not present). Thavenet did not mention the 

 
486 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 4-6th February 1832. Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
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wampum belt; instead, he focused on documenting the special bond connecting Deutz and the 

Pope:  

Le Bon Pape a reçu Deutz comme le bon père de la parabole de l’enfant prodigue. Il a 
versé sur lui des larmes de joie … lui a fait prendre dans son cabinet, de la limonade 
et autre petites friandises.487  

The Good Pope received Deutz like the good father from the parable of the prodigal 
son. He shed tears of joy on him … brought him into his office to have some 
lemonade and other treats. (Translation by Lise Puyo)  

In his account of this meeting, Thavenet insisted on how this connection could benefit the 

Sulpicians, noting that the Pope “was enchanted with everything he [Deutz] said about the 

Sulpicians, and showed a lot of discontent towards the bishop of Telmesse.”488 According to 

Thavenet, Gregory XVI asked a lot about Canada, and wanted to discuss it further in future 

meetings with Deutz.  

On February 6th, Thavenet wrote about Deutz: “this young man will be, I hope, very 

useful to the seminary of Montreal.”489 Deutz also mentioned that the Pope would “respond to 

Mr. Quiblier with a brief,”490 suggesting that he was better informed than Thavenet of the 

correspondence between Rome and Montreal in this particular instance. This also indicates that 

Deutz gave Quiblier’s letter to the pope during his meeting, alongside the Algonquin and 

Mohawk letters, and arguably, alongside with the wampum belt. 

On February 11th 1832, the Diario di Roma, the official newspaper of the Vatican, 

published a translation in Italian of the two speeches in Algonquin and in Mohawk that had 

accompanied the wampum belt (Pizzorusso 2000, 247-249). This confirms that Deutz gave the 

wampum belt and its associated documents to the Pope during his audience on February 5th 

1832. 

Although Thavenet was diligent about noting Deutz’s good standing with the Pope, he 

made no mention of any Indigenous materials until February 14th 1832, when he wrote to 

Carrière:  

Le Pape voudrait avoir l’explication du collier symbolique que M. Deutz lui a apporté 
du Lac-des-deux-montagnes. Veuillez en informer M. Quiblier.491 

the Pope would like to have the explanation of the symbolic collar that Mr. Deutz 
brought him from the Lake of Two-Mountains. Please inform Mr. Quiblier. 
(Translation by Lise Puyo).  

 
487 Ibid. 
488 Ibid. 
489 Ibid. 
490 Ibid.: “6. fév. M. Deutz vient de me dire que le Pape lui a dit qu’il répondrait à M. Quiblier par un bref.” 
491 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 14 February 1832. Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
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This short comment confirmed that the Pope had received the belt directly from Deutz and 

engaged with it; it had sparked reflection and curiosity, so much so that he asked for further 

interpretations of the figures on the “symbolic collar.” Thavenet’s request to inform Quiblier 

seems to imply that he did not have enough information on the wampum belt, and needed 

Quiblier’s assistance to fulfill the Pope’s request. It is all the more interesting, since the Pope 

had received the two letters and speeches that explained what the wampum belt was meant to 

say: it is as though the Pope expected the object to mean something other, something more 

than the letters.  

On February 22nd, the Diario di Roma published the description of the belt and proposed 

an interpretation of the figures drawn with alternating white and purple shell beads. Thavenet 

made no mention of contributing to this interpretation. Deutz, who left Rome at the end of 

March 1832,492 may have contributed to this reading, as he was present at the ceremony when 

Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk orators gifted the wampum belt to the Pope. Letters took 

several months to travel from Rome to Montreal. With the Diario article published only a week 

after Thavenet asked for an explanation of the symbols on the belt, it seems likely that someone 

provided this explanation directly in Rome, without any input from the Sulpicians in Montreal.  

Thavenet did not describe the belt; he did not mention seeing it in his correspondence 

either, although it has remained quite complete for the month of February 1832 at the Sulpician 

archives in Paris. This could suggest that Deutz was once again the agent articulating Indigenous 

ideas to the pope, through the mediation of his own recollection and of missionary translations, 

as we will discuss below. 

Unfortunately, the letters from Carrière preserved at the Sulpician archives in Paris are 

missing between January and April 1832, making it more difficult to assess the level of the 

Sulpicians’ knowledge and involvement in these Indigenous gifts to the pope. The pope’s May 

1832 response to Quiblier offers interesting clues regarding Sulpician and Indigenous agency in 

this wampum exchange:  

Perjucundae extiterunt Nobis litterae quas ab Algonquiis, Nipisingiis, et Iroquiis 
reddendas curastis testes sincerae ac filialis ipsorum in Nos fidei et pietatis, 
summeque gratum fuit munus torquis calceorumque affabre ex Regionis usu 
elaboratum.493 

The letter that you have cared to send us from the region of the Algonquins, 
Nipissings, and Iroquois was very pleasing to us, as well as the gift of the collar and 
shoes made according to these regions’ customs. (Translation from Latin to French 
by Daniel Blanchard, from French to English by Lise Puyo)  

The pope’s address interestingly placed the Sulpician in “the region of the Algonquin, Nipissings, 

and Iroquois,” rather than the other way around. At the mission, the Sulpicians had made a 

 
492 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 23 March 1832. Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-
Sulpice, Paris. 
493 Gregory XVI to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, 1 May 1832. Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, 
8A.3.17.33-34. 
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stubborn practice to assert their ownership over Indigenous land, but this mention of regional 

belongings recognized that Quiblier had written on Indigenous territory. Additionally, the pope 

wrote that the wampum belt and moccasins were gifted “according to these regions’ customs,” 

not following Sulpician orders.  

In a correspondence that otherwise made no secret of questionable machinations to 

secure influence and power, it seems odd that the Sulpicians would have sought to disguise and 

cover their initiative to appropriate Indigenous diplomacy and patrimony to support their 

agenda in Rome. The same month, Thavenet, Carrière and Quiblier freely exchanged about an 

upcoming endorsement coming from the bishop of Boston, and discussed explicitly how they 

planned on using Deutz to gain more influence on the Pope. In my opinion, Thavenet’s letter 

reveals that the wampum belt came without a Sulpician-sanctioned explanation, and the rest of 

the correspondence also suggests it came unannounced. 

 This lack of preparation and interest could suggest that Sulpician and Indigenous 

initiatives were not as neatly aligned as Cuoq suggested in his 1898 text, written six decades 

later, when he asserted that Indigenous leaders “were encouraged to write to the sovereign 

pontiff” (Cuoq 1898, 60). Examinations of the records of Quiblier, Carrière and Thavenet at the 

archives of Saint-Sulpice in Paris yielded no evidence supporting the hypothesis that the 

Sulpicians kept the belt secret on purpose. The Sulpician agent in Rome, Thavenet, did not even 

seem to know what the belt meant, and did not comment on its presence in Rome, even though 

he often congratulated or scolded other Sulpicians for their participation in various diplomatic 

efforts. Instead, it seems like the wampum belt was far more of an Indigenous initiative than 

previously reported. And it seems that Deutz was a far more influential intermediary than the 

Sulpicians (Quiblier and Thavenet especially). 

“It will speak to you, and this is what it tells you.” The Belt’s Multiple Messages 

 After establishing the available information on the context in which the belt was 

fashioned and reached Rome, we have painted a picture that brought us far from the material 

itself. The questions the belt raises—why 1831? Why the Lake of Two-Mountains? What was the 

belt supposed to do?—called for an assessment of the forces that would be involved in shaping 

the belt’s message. The time has now come to examine this message, or the plurality of 

messages that the belt carries. In previous cases, we have examined the relationship between 

paper and shell, between written words about and within wampum, and the complex 

discrepancies that can arise in those interstices.  

 The Vatican wampum belt adds a layer of complexity to this already challenging project, 

by having two main pieces of writing to voice the belt’s purpose. Three Indigenous groups are 

listed as speaking through it: the Algonquin and Nipissing, who signed one letter together in 

Algonquin, and the Mohawk, who signed a separate letter.  

The Algonquin Letter 

Two contemporaneous manuscripts remain for the Algonquin letter: one copy of the 

letter in both Algonquin and French sent to the Pope, preserved at the Sulpician Archives in 
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Paris, and a much more hesitant draft of the same letter, preserved at McGill University archives 

in Montreal.494 Jean-André Cuoq later published his own French translation of the Algonquin 

letter in his linguistic work Anotc Kekon (Cuoq 1893, 159). These three versions in French 

present slight variations, are discussed below.  

 I am not a speaker of Algonquin, but during consultation in October 2019 with 

Algonquin-speaking experts Frederick, Verna, and Sheldon McGregor from the Kitigan Zibi 

Anishinaabeg First Nation in Maniwaki, Quebec. In December 2021, I was fortunate enough to 

receive further linguistic insights from Dr. Alan Corbiere. Their perspective helped me better 

understand the merits, accuracy, and philosophical implications of each of the versions. The 

Algonquin text will be found in annex for Algonquin speakers to appreciate in its entirety. As a 

native French speaker and a reader of Italian, I noticed changes from one version to another 

that merit some analysis. I do not mean to suggest that any one of the translations discussed 

below is more accurate than another. Instead, I intend to examine the consequences of the 

interpretive decisions the missionaries made in the nineteenth century.  

As this present discussion is held in English, I start by yet another translation, this time 

in English, of these two letters. I realize the added layer of mediation, but I believe it is 

necessary to discuss the spoken intentions of the Vatican wampum belt in this present context. 

These present English translations are flawed, as they are not new translations based on the 

original Indigenous texts. Instead, they are translations of translations, based, for the first letter, 

on the three French and the Italian versions, and on the sole Italian version for the second 

letter. However, the discussion of the variations between these different propositions will 

provide the reader with a better understanding and several alternatives in English, including 

some that arose from consultation with Algonquin speakers, and translate the Algonquin 

language, rather than French or Italian. My commentary here focuses on variations in 

translation, as they give different understandings of the belt’s meaning and mediate the agency 

of wampum to its non-Indigenous audience.  

Mon Père, 

Tes enfants Algonquins et Nipissings te saluent respectueusement et t’envoyent ce 
collier. C’est là leur parole ; et voici ce qu’elle te dit. Tandis que je vivoit errant dans 
les bois, je ne connoissois que ma hache, ma flèche et mon arc. Quel pouvoit être le 
grand Etre, quel pouvoit être son nom, je l’ignorois. Néanmoins sans le connoître, je 
croyois intérieurement en lui.  

Toi, le Vicaire de Jésus-Christ sur la terre, toi le gardien de tous les fidèles c’est toi qui 
m’as appris à le connoitre. C’est toi qui m’a envoyé la robe noire tu lui as dit : ‘Vois 
l’indien ; c’est là mon enfant ; vole à son secours ; introduis-le dans la maison de la 
prière ; apprends-lui que Marie le regarde comme son fils, et qu’il doit l’honorer 
comme Sa mère ; nourris-le du pain céleste qui est le corps de Jésus-Christ ; ouvre-lui 

 
494 N.O. Greene. Correspondence. 1831?-1857. MS317. 1, McGill University Archives, Montreal. I would 
like to express all my gratitude to Jonathan Lainey for pointing this document to me in the early stages of 
this research. 
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la porte du Ciel.’ J’ai écouté la Robe noire que tu m’as envoyé. Voilà ce que te dit ma 
parole. 

Tu es mon père ; je n’en reconnoitrai jamais d’autre. Si jamais mes arrière-petits fils 
t’oublient et s’égarent montre leur ce collier, et aussitôt ils reviendront à toi. Chaque 
jour je prie pour toi ; daigne me donner ta bénédiction.495 

Father, 

Your Algonquian and Nipissing children salute you respectfully, and send you this 
collar. It will speak to you, and this is what it tells you: While I lived wandering in the 
woods, I only knew my axe, my arrow, and my bow. Who this Great Being was, what 
his name was, I didn’t know. And yet, even without knowing him, inside of me I 
believed in him. 

You, Vicar of Jesus Christ on earth, you, custodian of all the faithful, you taught me to 
know him; you have sent me the man in the black robe: you told him “Go on the 
Indian’s trail; he is my son; fly to his rescue; introduce him to the house of prayer, 
teach him that Mary considers him like her son, that he must honor her like his 
mother; there, feed him the heavenly bread that is the body of Jesus Christ; open to 
him the gate of Heaven.” 

Father, I have listened to the black robe whom you had sent me, this is what my 
speech tells you. You are my father: I will never recognize any other. If my grand sons 
ever forget you and lose their way, show them this collar, and they will immediately 
come back to you. I pray for you every day; may you deign giving me your blessing in 
return. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

Paratext  

The notion of paratext, coined by literary theorist Gérard Genette (1987), designates the textual 

materials surrounding a main published text, for instance, mentions of its author, editor 

foreword, illustrations, etc. Genette theorized this textual material as liminal zones, between 

the work and its reader, which considerably influences a text’s reception. In the case of the 

Algonquin letter to Gregory XVI, the paratext includes precious historical detail—Deutz as the 

belt’s carrier, for instance—in addition to various mentions of authorship through signatures 

and translation credits.  

The version at the Sulpician Archives in Paris mentions the name of the four chiefs who 

signed the letter: Pierre Louis Constant Pinesi, Algonquin Great-Chief, François Papino Nipissing 

Great-chief, Jean Baptiste Kikons, and Simon Cha8anasiketch.496 The Algonquin petition from 

June 1831 discussed earlier offers a reference to assess whether the same political actors were 

involved with colonial diplomacy as with the Holy See. In June, eleven people signed the petition 

to Lord Aylmer. The names that match those on the August 25th letter are: Papinno, Constant 

Pinesi, and Japatist Kigons.497 This suggests a relative continuity in the Algonquin political actors 

 
495 Ms1209, Pièce 5, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
496  Ibid. 
497  Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32289, bob. C-11030. 
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at the Lake of Two Mountains, but also raises the question of a relatively decreased 

engagement, compared to the June petition.  

The Paris version also includes the following piece of information: “Composé et traduit 

par les missones (M. de Bellefeuille & M. Durocher),” indicating that both Bellefeuille and 

Durocher, the missionaries to the Algonquin, were responsible for the speech’s translation and 

“composition.”498 The version held at McGill University archives does resemble Durocher’s 

handwriting, and knowing the difficulties he had learning the Algonquin language, it would give 

a plausible explanation to account for the number of strikethroughs and alternative word 

choices. Cuoq’s version gives the impression of being at times more literal, as it was his purpose 

in his linguistic mélanges Anotc Kekon (1893). The Diario di Roma article was published 

anonymously, so it is challenging to speculate on its author’s identity. As will appear more 

clearly below, the Diario di Roma version of the Algonquin letter follows the Paris version quite 

closely.  

Negotiating Agency 

A striking aspect of the Algonquin letter is the complex stylistic work done with reported 

speech. The letter has several speakers within: it starts with greetings from two nations living at 

the Lake, the Algonquin and the Nipissing, it shifts to the belt’s speech written in the first 

person, it cites the Pope’s speech to the missionaries, and resumes to the belt’s or the people’s 

speech.  

All four versions have a different take on the second sentence, which starts off the belt’s 

speech (strikethroughs are noted as they appear in the manuscript):  

Mi eji-nagwatinik ot animittagusiwiniwa.499 

C’est là notre leur parole, et voici ce qu’elle de dit[ra] (McGill University version)500 

This is our their speech, and here is what it will tells you. (Translation of the above by 
Lise Puyo)  

C’est là leur parole, et voici ce qu’elle te dit (Paris version)501 

This here is their speech, and here is what it tells you (Translation of the above by 
Lise Puyo) 

Voici comment est figurée leur parole (Cuoq 1893, 159) 

Here is how their speech is represented (Translation of the above by Lise Puyo) 

The translator of the McGill version hesitated between the first and third person plural, and the 

other two French versions opt for the third person, creating a stronger contrast between the 

first two sentences and the following, where a first person singular is adopted. Who is saying 

these first two sentences, then? Are the Algonquin and Nipissing collectively speaking in the 

 
498 Ms1209, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
499 Ibid. 
500  N.O. Greene. Correspondence. 1831?-1857. MS317. 1, McGill University Archives, Montreal. 
501 Ms1209, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
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third person? Are the missionaries speaking to describe the context in which this speech takes 

place? It seems remarkable that the collective “we” was purposefully discarded, instead 

transferring all the strength of a subjective speech to the rest of the letter, where the speaker is 

a single entity expressing themselves in the first person. 

All four versions have a different way of representing this mechanism. The McGill 

version builds on the previous sentence “Your Algonquin and Nipissing children salute you 

respectfully and send you this belt,” to turn the object into discourse: “This is our their speech, 

and here is what it will tells you.” In French, the word parole, which means both “speech” and 

“word,” has historically been used interchangeably with collier or ceinture, words meaning 

wampum belt. It conveys that wampum and discourse are one and the same, and that the 

material embodies the words spoken at that event and in the letter.  

Cuoq’s version, which otherwise has formulations that may feel quite literal to a French 

audience, proposes a solution that spells out the mechanism at play. He starts with the same 

idea of greetings, but does not refer to the belt in its materiality: his version does not feature 

the term “collier” or “ceinture,” only the word “parole.” The second sentence in his version is 

therefore: “Here is how their speech is represented,” with a colon that introduces the speech in 

the first person. Cuoq’s version therefore seems to take an external point of view in those 

introductory sentences, where the mechanism through which the wampum belt expresses ideas 

is through figurative representation.  

The Italian version uses the same structure as the McGill and Paris versions: “I tuoi figli 

Algonchini, e Nipislingi ti salutano rispettosamente, e t’inviano questa Collana.”502 The first 

sentence ends with “Collana,” the translation of the French “collier,” which is picked up in the 

following sentence as a demonstrative pronoun. In this version, contrary to the Paris one, the 

noun “Collana” is the subject of a verb conjugated in the future tense: “Questa ti parlerà, ed 

ecco quel che ti dice”503 (“It will speak to you, and here is what it tells you”). In this version, the 

material speaks for itself. In French, it is slightly redundant to write “here is their speech, and 

this is what it tells you,” but the transition to a material object to the word “speech” ensures 

that the object is only animated inasmuch as it represents speech. The Italian version goes a 

step further by making the object an actor and subject of the verb: the speech transcribed in the 

letter is, in this rendition, the belt’s speech, and the first person refers to the belt, who speaks 

on behalf of the two nations.  

The McGill version has the same intuition. The sentence I translated as: “I have listened 

to the man in the black robe whom you had sent me, this is what my speech tells you” is based 

on the three French versions.504 The McGill version, however, had: “here is what the belt tells 

 
502  Diario di Roma, 12, February 11th 1832, p.3 
503  Ibid., pp.3-4 
504 Paris version : “J’ai écouté la Robe noire que tu m’as envoyé. Voilà ce que te dit ma parole.”; Cuoq’s 
version : “Mon père, vraiment j’ai accompli ce que m’a dit la robe-noire que tu as ainsi commissionné, 
c’est ce que dit ma parole” 
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you” before being struck to and replaced with: “here is what my speech tells you.”505 The Italian 

version has “and here is what I tell you,”506 building off the idea that the speaker is the belt 

itself, acting as an agent on behalf of two nations. 

Temporal Hesitations 

The different versions carry another hesitation, regarding the temporality in which the 

speech occurs. In the second sentence, the McGill version hesitated between the future and 

present tense, the solution adopted in the Paris and the Cuoq versions. This choice either takes 

into account the temporality of the exchange between interlocutors: at time of writing, the 

Pope would read this in the future, but at time of reading, it would refer to the then present 

moment of encounter with the belt. The Italian version uses both future and present tenses: the 

belt “will speak” and “says” the speech. In French, the present tense has, like in many other 

languages, the value of both describing an event as it is occurring, but also as something that 

holds regardless of time. This might suggest that the discourse held in the Vatican belt is 

considered fixed, and that it shall be the same at each reading, as is suggested at the end of the 

letter where future actions of the belt are considered.  

The last paragraph evokes a long-term relationship, which stretches indefinitely into the 

future. The four versions align on the first movement: they translate “You are my Father,”507 

while Cuoq’s version is more specific with “You who are my main spiritual father.” Cuoq’s 

version strays away from the three other and their translation: “I will never recognize any 

other.”508 Once again, Cuoq adds a layer of precision with: “I will always listen to you, I will never 

part from you.”509  

The contemporaneous translations (McGill University, Paris, Diario di Roma) thus 

insisted on an exclusive fidelity to the Pope, in a context where Protestant churches were 

increasingly competing with the Catholic clergy in their missions. The term “Father,” a political 

title in wampum discourse, was used deliberately to reassure the pope that the belt and the two 

nations it represented were pledging allegiance to him alone. Cuoq’s version is more nuanced: 

the pope is the “main spiritual father,” two adjectives that situate the pope’s role within an 

existing network of relationships. Alan Corbiere noted that he had seen other Algonquin 

documents where orators used specific titles such as “spiritual father” to refer to their priests, 

and Cuoq’s decision might reflect such titles.510 While the three contemporaneous versions 

focus on the idea of recognition, Cuoq’s translation fleshes out what this relationship consists in: 

 
505 “J’ai écouté la robe noire que tu m’as envoyé, et j’ai dit à moi-même : Il voilà, mon Père, ce que te dit 
le Collier ma parole. ” N.O. Greene. Correspondence. 1831?-1857. MS317. 1, McGill University Archives, 
Montreal. 
506 “ed ecco quel che ti dico” Diario di Roma, 12, February 11th 1832, p.4 
507 McGill and Paris versions : “Tu es mon père”; Cuoq’s version : “Toi qui es mon principal père spirituel”; 
Italian version : “tu sei il padre mio” 
508 McGill and Paris versions “je n’en reconnoitrai jamais d’autre”; Italian version : “non ne conoscerò mai 
alcun altro.” 
509 Cuoq’s version: “toujours je t’écouterai, jamais je ne me séparerai de toi.”  
510 Alan Corbiere, personal communication, 5 December 2021. 
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taking the pope’s council (“I will always listen to you”), and remain within this relationship (“I 

will never part from you”), which is a very different promise from “I will never recognize any 

other.”  

The letter also addressed the way it should be used in the future, by anticipating a break 

in this relationship. Both the earlier draft at McGill University and the Italian version proposed a 

more gender-neutral term to describe those who will come after the Algonquin and Nipissing 

entering this relationship,511 but the final McGill, Paris, and Cuoq’s versions all mention male 

descendants. Here, it seems interesting to note that, if we follow our previous hypothesis that 

the main speaker was the belt itself, the belt spoke not only as a representative but also as a 

member of the two communities it is speaking for. It referred to its human descendants, placing 

it in a kinship network like any other Algonquin or Nipissing individual.  

The belt’s speech imagines the future possibility for this relationship to disintegrate. 

Once again, Cuoq’s version is different from the three contemporaneous ones, which agree that 

such break would manifest as forgetting about the pope and losing their way.512 For Cuoq, this 

hypothetical break would not come from a lack of memory, but from an active refusal to listen 

to the pope.513 The solution to that hypothetical problem is the same in all four versions: it 

consists in showing the belt. The three contemporaneous versions all refer to the material 

object with “collier” and “collana.”514 Cuoq’s version, which prefers using the term “parole,” 

adds a possessive that is not in the other three versions: “this speech of mine.”515  

Cuoq envisions the result of showing the belt to descendants differently. In his version, 

showing the belt would entail that the grandsons would “immediately repent to obey you 

again.”516 The three contemporaneous versions do not mention this notion of obedience, 

instead they describe the result of showing the belt in a more polysemic way: “they will 

immediately come back to you.”517 “Coming back” to a diplomatic interlocutor could leave some 

room for negotiation. It evokes the name of wampum strings that are supposed to “pull the 

arm” or “lead by the arm” to call a group to a council meeting (Michelson 1991, 112). The 

hypothetical scenario at the end of the letter called for a future meeting, which could potentially 

result in a reassessment of the relationship. In wampum diplomacy, this periodic recasting of 

diplomatic relationships could be expressed through the metaphor of “polishing the chain” 

(Scott and Fletcher 2016, 170-171). The phrase that could also evoke the physical act of 

polishing a wampum belt by passing it around for diplomatic partners to touch and ponder the 

relation it encapsulates. Cuoq’s version eliminates this ambiguity. 

 
511 McGill: “Si jamais mes petits enfants arriere petits fils”; Italian version “Se mai i miei posteri” 
512 McGill: “Si jamais mes petits enfants arriere petits fils t’oublient et s’égarent”; Paris “Si jamais mes 
arrière-petits fils t’oublient et s’égarent”; Italian version “Se mai i miei posteri tu obbliassero e 
traviassero” 
513 “Si par cas, plus tard, mes petits-fils refusaient de t’écouter” Cuoq 1893, 59. 
514 McGill and Paris versions: “montre leur ce collier”; Italian version: “tu mostra loro questa Collana” 
515 “tu n’auras qu’à leur montrer cette mienne parole” Cuoq 1893, 59.  
516 “aussitôt ils se repentiront de rechef encore pour qu’ils t’obéissent” Cuoq 1893, 59.  
517 McGill and Paris versions: “aussitôt ils reviendront à toi”; Italian version: “essi subito ritorneranno a te” 
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Representing the Self and the Other 

The central narrative of this letter, featured between the two mentions explicating what 

the belt or speech is about (second sentence and first sentence of the last paragraph), focuses 

on past events. The speaker, using the singular form of the first person, recounts a time when 

the speaker, standing in for the Algonquin and Nipissing at the Lake, did not know what it calls 

“the Great Spirit.” This state of ignorance is associated with knowledge of certain types of 

objects, namely the axe, arrow, and bow, which are all depicted on the wampum belt in the 

same order. All versions keep this word order, and Cuoq’s version places the objects first in the 

sentence.518 To a European audience, these objects would read as instruments of war—a 

prominent theme in the Mohawk letter—and would be associated with masculinity.  

The time associated with these objects is described differently. The three 

contemporaneous versions evoke a time of “wandering in the woods,” referring to Algonquin 

use of hunting territories as “nomadism.” The French and Italian term for wandering519 also has 

moral connotations: it gave the English verb “to err,” and these three versions therefore 

propose a reading of nomadism as an incomplete on unsatisfactory lifestyle. This of course 

dovetails with Christian missionaries’ efforts to sedentarize the peoples they wanted to 

evangelize, but it also echoes contemporaneous narratives of linear human development, a 

theme we will come back to shortly. The Diario di Roma’s follow-up article describing the belt 

associates this mention of a nomadic lifestyle with the zigzag line depicted on the belt, 

described as a “tortuous path.”520 A “path” is a convention used in wampum diplomacy, 

generally to interpret lines that go along the length of the belt, whether they are straight or 

crooked (Corbiere 2014, 55).  

Cuoq’s translation of the passage evoking a nomadic lifestyle in the other versions, is 

once again different. In his version, the axe, arrow and bow are associated with a time “when I 

lived as a beast.”521 To a nineteenth-century European readership, this comparison is 

straightforwardly disparaging. Human beings placed at the pinnacle of creation, nonhuman 

animals were considered inferior and “animal instincts” in humans were considered dangerous. 

This specist ideology also applied to racialized humans, who were to be policed along specist 

lines (Peterson 2013). The word Cuoq chose in his translation is not “animal” but “beast,” a term 

that served as a socio-political category to describe undomesticated and therefore threatening 

or unruly animals.522 “Beast,” in a Christian context, is also the force of evil that followers must 

resist to live a righteous life.  

 
518 “Ma hache, ma flèche et mon arc, voilà seulement ce que je connaissais” » Cuoq 1893, 159.  
519 McGill and Paris versions: “Tandis que je vivois errant dans les bois”; Italian version: « Mentre io viveva 
errante pe’ boschi” 
520 “è segnato un lungo cammino tortuoso, o ciò dimostra la primiera vita errante di quelle Tribù.” Diario 
di Roma, 15, February 22nd 1832, pp.2-3 
521 “Ma hache, ma flèche et mon arc, voilà seulement ce que je connaissais, alors qu’en bête ainsi je vis.” 
Cuoq 1893, 159. 
522 Cuoq translates the word “awesinsing,” which he translated in his algonquin dictionary as “like a 
beast,” with the same connotations. See Cuoq 1886, 73.  
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However, considering Algonquian nindoodemag—extended kinship networks derived 

from nonhuman ancestors—might add another layer to this reading (Bohaker 2006). Jean-

Baptiste Thavenet had noted similar ideas in his gloss of the Algonquin word “Ote,” which 

means both village and family (Cuoq 1886, 312-313). Despite perhaps unsophisticated attempts 

to explain the notion, he understood that Algonquin families related to other-than-human 

ancestry, and that these ties could span across space and time. Thavenet noted that at the 

beginning of the nineteenth century, this word had taken on the primary meaning of “mark,” as 

in “signature,” referring to the animals as symbols perhaps echoing European coats-of-arms. The 

Algonquin great-chief signing this letter is Pierre Louis Constant Pinesi, which means “large 

bird,” (Cuoq 1886, 343) and another signatory, Jean Baptiste Kikons, bears a name that means 

“fish” (Cuoq 1886, 164). Living “as a beast” might then describe living according to ancestors’ 

principles transmitted through generations. 

Algonquin speakers mentioned the phrase “you live like the otter,” an expression that 

used to describe an individual’s independence and knowledge to live in the woods, and that was 

later turned into an insult to describe the poor.523 The phrase that Cuoq translated as “when I 

lived as a beast,” was actually a way of acknowledging all the animal creation that gave life to 

the speaker, or, more exactly, “that guides my well-being.”524 This acknowledgement came after 

stating: “I will always study… my axe, my bow,” which was described as “very poetic to the 

Algonquin male.”525  

This passage, which the missionaries translated as an evocation of a past way of life, 

confined to a time before their adoption of the Catholic faith, was understood very differently 

during consultation with Algonquin speakers, who identified that the tense associated with this 

evocation was not the past, but rather the present. This dramatically reframes the intention of 

this passage, and of the entire letter: “it’s the bold way of saying ‘this is who I am.’”526 The 

attributes of Algonquin masculinity, the axe, bow, and arrow, are used to evoke a system of 

Indigenous knowledge tied to a specific setting. The letter and the belt are therefore to be 

understood as self-representation that was “lost in translation.”527  

Crafting Authenticity and Conformity 

Elsewhere, these evocations of Indigenous registers help provide an exotic impression to 

French and Italian readers. All foreign versions align to translate the idea that the speaker 

evokes a state of ignorance of the “Great Being” or “Great Spirit,”528 a translation of “Kije-

Manito” in the Algonquin text. As Alan Corbiere pointed out to me, this translation might be an 

oversimplification: “Kitchi-manidoo” was used for Great Spirit, while “Gizhe-manidoo,” which 

 
523 Sheldon McGregor, interview, October 26 2019. 
524 Verna and Frederick McGregor, interview, October 26 2019. 
525 Sheldon McGregor, interview, October 26 2019. 
526 Sheldon McGregor, interview, October 26 2019. 
527 Verna McGregor, interview, October 26 2019. 
528 Paris and McGill versions: “Grand Etre”; Cuoq Version: “Grand Esprit”; Italian Version: “grand’Essere.” 
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sounds closer to the Algonquin text, was used for a loving, benevolent, guardian spirit, evoking 

“the solicitude of a parent toward its offspring” (Warren 1984, 64).529 

Similarly, “Black Robe” used as a noun to designate a missionary, is a literal translation 

of “Mekatewikonayetc” (Cuoq 1886, 212). Here, the social uses of “foreignizing” (Venuti 1993) a 

translation might be called into question. Were the Sulpician translators concerned with 

accuracy, or were they strategically using the exotic flair these phrases would add to the 

encounter with the Pope? The Paris version, a copy from the one that accompanied the belt to 

Rome, has underlined the term “Robe noire” as a means to italicize it, as a phrase borrowed 

from another dialect would be following contemporaneous manuscript conventions. Remaining 

faithful to these details could convey not only the translator’s integrity as a linguist, but also the 

authenticity of the discourse, less likely to be suspected of edits.  

The idea that some preexisting Indigenous beliefs were compatible with monotheism 

would also have echoed Jesuit accounts from North America, especially their work with 

Algonquin peoples in the seventeenth century. The letter focuses on the process through which 

the speaker came to know about the “Kije Manito,” by quoting the Pope’s speech to his 

missionaries. This speech starts with establishing a direct kinship between the Pope and a single 

Indigenous figure standing in for all,530 and between the Virgin Mary and this same figure. The 

contemporaneous versions are more straightforward with the connection between the 

Indigenous stand-in and the Pope, using “he is my child,” rather than “I consider him as my 

child,” like in Cuoq’s version.531 The relationship with Mary is predicated upon Mary’s 

perception: “Mary considers him like his child,” and upon the missionaries’ oral teachings “teach 

him that Mary considers him like his child and that in return he must honor her like his 

mother.”532  

In this narrative, the speaker underlined that these networks of reciprocal relations 

based on kinship came from the Pope’s initiative, outlined in a speech. He was the one to 

delegate his envoys and to call the terms of the relationship, one where he would be a father to 

Indigenous children, which in terms of Indigenous diplomacy included responsibilities to provide 

and protect. This theme comes up in the letter with the mention of the Eucharist, framed as an 

act of providing food to the newly converts.533 Similarly, the phrases “introduce him to the 

house of prayer” and “open to him the gate of Heaven” could be interpreted as an effort to 

 
529 Alan Corbiere, personal communication, 5 December 2021. 
530 “Anicinabe” in the original, is a singular, translated in “l’Indien” and “Indiano.” This term designates 
human beings, especially Indigenous ones, as opposed to “Omamiwinini,” the term the Algonquin at 
Kanesatake used for themselves. See Cuoq 1886, 48.  
531 McGill and Paris versions: “c’est là mon enfant”; Italian version: “dell’Indiano; quegli è moi figlio”; Cuoq 
“comme mon enfant je l’estime.”  
532 Paris version: “apprends-lui que Marie le regarde comme son fils et qu’il doit l’honorer comme sa 
mère”; Cuoq’s version: “la glorieuse Marie l’estimant comme son enfant, en retour comme sa mère pour 
qu’il l’honore exhorte-le. ” 
533 McGill version: “nourris-le du pain qui vient du Ciel céleste”; Paris version: “nourris-le du pain céleste”; 
Cuoq’s version: “donne-lui à manger la nourriture du ciel qui est venue” 
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provide shelter—albeit spiritually and after death—in another indication of his role as a father 

figure.  

The speech concludes with a renewed address to the Pope, and the declaration that the 

speaker has done what the missionaries asked. Cuoq’s version proposes: “I have accomplished 

what the black robe told me whom you had commissioned, this is what my speech says.” The 

contemporaneous versions are slightly less explicit, with “I have listened to the black Robe who 

you have sent me. This is what my speech tells you.”534 This reference to conforming to 

demands strongly echoes the language used in the June 1831 petition to Lord Aylmer, also 

translated by Bellefeuille. There, before formulating explicit demands for land, the Algonquin 

said—in Bellefeuille’s words: “We have obeyed to the King our father when he said: my children, 

let us go, let us go fight my enemies.”535  

The elements of Christianization outlined in the letter are: going to church; honoring the 

Virgin Mary like a mother; and taking the Eucharist. Contemporaneous documents do highlight 

that despite all the tensions that could exist between the Indigenous people at the Lake of Two 

Mountains and the Sulpicians, mass was well attended. In a letter from May 1830, for instance, 

while missionary Flavien Durocher complained about some of his flock’s ignorance and 

unruliness, he did note that the Algonquin attended mass and evening prayers eagerly and 

regularly.536 The Bishop of Boston made similar remarks during his trip to the Lake of Two 

Mountains in August 1831.537 Indigenous practice of Catholicism therefore followed specific 

priorities and elevated certain practices above others, as outlined in the 1831 letter.   

Uncertain Kinship 

The main message of the belt, according to the translations of Algonquin letter, is 

therefore a confirmation that the people the belt spoke for conformed to the Pope’s orders and 

adapted to this relationship that was bestowed upon them. However, the missionaries’ situation 

in this relationship between the Pope and the people at the Lake of Two Mountains was not 

clearly outlined. In the June 1831 petition to Lord Aylmer, the Algonquin refer to the 

missionaries as: “our fathers who wear black.”538 The August 1831 letter to the Pope, however, 

only mentions them as “Black Robes” without any kinship term. In translation, the Pope is the 

only figure who receives the title of Father. Were missionaries worried that the Pope would take 

 
534 McGill version: “J’ai écouté la robe noire que tu m’as envoyé, et j’ai dit à moi-même : Il voilà, mon 
Père, ce que te dit le Collier ma parole”; Paris version: “J’ai écouté la Robe noire que tu m’as envoyé. Voilà 
ce que te dit ma parole.” 
535 “Nous avons obéi au Roi notre père lorsqu’il nous a dit : mes enfans, allon, allons combattre mes 
ennemis.” Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32288, bob.C-11030. 
536 Flavien Durocher to Jacques-Guillaume Roque, May 26th 1830: “Malgré toutes les difficultés je ne 
laisse pas d’etre consolé : leur foi et leur empressement a se rendre à la messe et à la prière du soir a 
quelque chose de bien propre à consoler. ” Archives du Séminaire de Saint Sulpice, Montreal, 
P1 :21.29.2.07 
537 See esp. the entry for August 13th 1831 in Memoirs of Boston Diocese vol.I, p.165. Archdiocese of 
Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 
538 “nos pères Les habillés de noir” Library and Archives Canada, RG10, vol.83, p.32287, bob. C-11030 
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offense if others than him were described with that title? In the June 1831 petitions, the 

missionaries, Lord Aylmer, and the King were all called “Father,” apparently without causing any 

crime of lèse-majesté.  

If the main message is “I have accomplished what the black robe told me whom you had 

commissioned,” what does it mean for the Black Robes? If their mission was successfully 

accomplished, what more could they have to do at the Lake? This seems to be confirmed in the 

last paragraph, which reaffirms the direct relationship between the speaker and the Pope: “You 

are my father,” with another omission of what exactly that made the missionaries in this 

triangle. The belt was offered as insurance for the future, which could potentially make the 

missionaries expendable: the Pope, highlighted as the main interlocutor in this speech, would 

have a direct means of interacting with his diplomatic children and would be empowered to call 

on them if they ever strayed from their promise.  

The belt’s speech could therefore be interpreted in very different ways, which is 

emphasized by the leather strands left untied at each end of the belt, often a sign that the 

message is left open. It could be an assessment of the situation at the Lake of Two Mountains 

and how it would remain the same in the future, or a request for this situation to change. 

Understood in translation, the belt recounts the meeting of the missionaries, how their 

teachings changed ancestral ways of life, and how it shall remain for generations to come. But 

upon closer examination, the belt’s speech also focuses on how the missionary work is over, and 

opens the possibility for a more direct relationship between the Lake of Two Mountains and 

Rome. In this relation, the Sulpicians’ position is not clearly defined, and even written out of the 

speech, as it is the Pope who receives the authority to exert future spiritual control through the 

belt.  

The Mohawk Letter 

While the previous analysis might already give a complex image of the belt’s speech, it 

bears repeating that another speech was associated with it. This second iteration was in 

Mohawk, translated into French by Léonard Baveux, missionary to the Mohawk at the Lake of 

Two Mountains. This document is currently misplaced. I did not find any extent copy of the 

original letter, and the only version known to me at time of writing is the Italian translation 

published in the Diario di Roma. It would have probably resembled the Algonquin speech 

housed at the Sulpician Archives in Paris, with both languages arranged as two columns facing 

one another. At time of writing, this text only remains in Italian translation, published in the 

Diario di Roma on February 11th 1832, along with the translation of the Algonquin speech. It 

seems obvious that this text was not translated from Mohawk to Italian, but rather from the 

French translation into Italian. While it could be proposed that Thavenet could have played a 

role in reinterpreting the Algonquin text—although his correspondence does not even suggest 

it—he could not read Mohawk, as he confessed in a letter in 1833.539  

 
539 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, December 11-12 1833: “Je lui ai fait observ. q. je ne sais p. 
l’iroquois.” Canada 82, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
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My English translation is three times removed from the original Mohawk text: one 

translation into French (currently unavailable), one translation into Italian from the French 

(published in the Diario di Roma), and one translation into English entirely based on the Italian. 

Despite these limitations, this document is an important piece of the puzzle. Cuoq mentioned in 

his Notes that the Mohawk only contributed this letter to the exchange with the pope (Cuoq 

1898, 60-61), and the text adds more explanation on that front. In the absence of original 

materials, my analysis of this text will only grapple with themes and motifs, comparing it to the 

translations of the Algonquin letter.  

I tuoi figli, i selvaggi Irochesi del Lago delle due Montagne, ti salutano col più 
profondo rispetto. Ammira il gran potere della Religione! Una volta noi eravamo 
dediti ad ogni sorta di cr[?]lti: noi non avevamo attaccamento che per noi stessi, e 
disprezzo per gli altri uomini: noi non potevamo mai aver pace. Gli Algonchini erano 
nostri nemici; oggi sono essi i nostri fratelli. La Religione ci ha uniti, e ci fa godere 
della pace. Noi abitiamo lo stesso villaggio: noi preghiamo in una stessa Chiesa; noi 
abbiamo lo stesso padre in Cielo, questi è dio: noi abbiamo la stessa Madre che ci 
protege, questa è Maria: noi abbiamo lo stesso Padre sulla Terra, e questo sei tu, 
Padre Santissimo. Noi abbiamo gli stessi istruttori in veste nera, e tu ce gli hai 
mandati: noi abbiamo la stessa fede per condurci al Cielo. Così la nostra parola, la 
nostra collana è la stessa con nella dei nostri fratelli gli Algonchini, e tu vi scorgerai il 
nostro pensar comune. Leggendo le loro parole tu leggerai le nostre. 

Santissimo Padre; tu vi vedrai la gioja che noi proviamo nel fondo del nostro cuore in 
questa occasione, nella quale ci è date di farti conoscere quanto noi ti rispettiamo, 
quanto ti amiamo. Santissimo Padre, tu saprai che due volte il giorno noi ci riuniamo 
in Chiesa onde pregare per te con tutto il cuor nostro. Padre Santissimo, noi ci 
prostriamo innanzi a te, noi baciamo i tuoi piedi domandandoti la tua santa 
benedizione. (Diario di Roma 02/11/1832, 5-7)  

Your children, the Iroquois savages from the Lake of Two Mountains, greet you with 
the deepest respect. Admire the great power of Religion! Once we were dedicated to 
all kinds of worships: we did not have any attachment but to ourselves, and we had 
disdain for other men: we could never have peace. The Algonquin were our enemies; 
today they have become our brothers. Religion has united us, and permitted us to 
have peace. We live in the same village: we pray in the same church; we have the 
same father in Heaven, that is God: we have the same Mother who protects us, that 
is Mary: we have the same Father on earth, that is you, Holy Father. We have the 
same teachers in black robes, and you sent them to us: we have the same faith to 
lead us to Heaven. This is our speech, our collar is the same as in the one of our 
Algonquin brothers, and you will see in it our shared thinking. Reading their words 
you will read ours. 

Holy Father; you will see the joy that we feel in the bottom of our heart on this 
occasion, in which it was given to us to let you know how much we respect you, as 
much we love you. Holy Father, you will know that twice a day here we gather in 
Church in order to pray for you with all our heart. Holy Father, we bow down before 
you, we kiss your feet asking you for your sacred blessing. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 
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 The main theme of the translation of the Mohawk letter seems to be peace and unity, 

especially with the Algonquin. Like the previous translations, it gives a narrative of change that is 

centered on Christianization, this time focusing on the impact it had on international relations. 

“We did not have any attachment but to ourselves, and we had disdain for other men,” might 

refer to a time, when the Mohawk where only considering other Haudenosaunee peoples as kin. 

“Ourselves” here could also be “our own.” Joining Christianity, more specifically Catholicism, 

meant expanding kinship to the Algonquin, former opponents in military campaigns. Here, the 

European ecclesiastic audience might have appreciated the use of the phrase “Religion has 

united us,” since it calls back to the Latin etymology of “religion”: religare, connecting, uniting, 

tying.  

 Explaining the concrete modality of this new kinship, the speakers employed an 

anaphora, using the same construction at the beginning of a series of propositions: “we have 

the same” village, house of prayer, mother, fathers, teachers, and faith. It seems interesting to 

note this insistence on brotherhood with the Algonquin, in light of previous discussions 

regarding life at the Lake of Two Mountains. The Sulpicians were very strict about separating the 

two Nations, who lived in two villages on each side of the missionaries’ house and church. As we 

saw, they did not allow Mohawk people to rent houses in the Algonquin village and vice-versa. 

During the rifles crisis, Roux also used divisions against the two nations to neuter the protest, 

and pit them against each other in his letter to the British government. In this diplomatic 

context, however, unity between the two nations was tied to representations of the Catholic 

religion as universal, a force for peace and shared sense of kin. 

The 1828 petitions to the British government regarding Mohawk uses of Algonquin 

hunting grounds further highlighted the tensions that existed between the two groups, who 

were competing for resources and political support. As seen earlier, the Algonquin and 

Bellefeuille were strongly opposed to Mohawk predation onto their territories, which suggests 

that the diplomatic status of “brothers” involving shared resources (Lytwyn 1997) was being 

contested. In the June 1831 petition, the Mohawk speaker Charles Kanawato did refer to his 

“brothers the other savages” to underline the unfair situation of the Mohawk at the Lake of Two 

Mountains, who, contrary to neighboring communities, did not have official ownership of the 

land or specially designated hunting grounds. As underlined comparing the Algonquin June 1831 

petition to the 1831 letter to the Pope, no explicit demand seems to be articulated in the 

Mohawk letter either. 

The anaphora enumerating what the Mohawk and Algonquin have in common as 

evidence of their brotherhood results in sharing the same speech, the same mind, and the same 

wampum belt: “Così la nostra parola, la nostra collana è la stessa con nella dei nostri fratelli gli 

Algonchini, e tu vi scorgerai il nostro pensar comune” (“This is our speech, our collar is the same 

as in the one of our Algonquin brothers, and you will see in it our shared thinking”). This 

formulation seems to confirm Cuoq’s Notes, in that the Vatican wampum belt is primarily an 

Algonquin belt, but apparently made in consultation and collaboration with the Mohawk who 

shared its message. It might also be significant to note that the Mohawk letter used the first 

person in plural form, whereas the Algonquin letter, despite identifying two signatory groups, 
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used the first person in the singular form. “Reading their words you will read ours,” and indeed, 

the two speeches have a lot in common.  

 For instance, this letter echoes the previous one in that it does not assign any particular 

kinship term to the missionaries. They are “instruttori,” “teachers,” rather than brothers, 

fathers, or uncles. The Mohawk mention that the pope mandated and sent these teachers, 

which was also an element of the Algonquin letter. There seems to be a shared effort to foster a 

direct relationship with the pope, in which the missionaries are the pope’s subordinates, 

without being included in kinship networks with him, as it would mean that they would also be 

included into Indigenous networks as well. As wampum is generally used to define relationships 

between different groups through kinship metaphors, it is interesting to note that this 

vocabulary is only used to define the relations between the Algonquin, the Mohawk, God, Mary, 

and the Pope.  

Similar to the Algonquin letter, the missionaries’ intervention onto the general register 

seems noticeable in the translation of the Mohawk text. The last sentence denotes a very 

specific knowledge of the conventions of papal etiquette: contemporaneous letters written by 

the Sulpicians to the Pope end with the same formula, with the authors prostrating themselves, 

kissing the pope’s feet, and asking for his blessing. According to Chief Nelson at Kanesatake, 

kissing someone’s feet was not diplomatic Mohawk practice. This show of utmost submission 

was probably added by Baveux, who, as a cultural intermediary and missionary, injected what 

he believed would make the Pope more likely to receive the letter favorably, based on his 

knowledge of Catholic protocols.  

Words and Figures 

 Upon reception in Rome in early February 1832, the belt was interpreted in close 

reading with the two letters, especially the Algonquin one. In issue 15 of the Diario di Roma, 

from February 22nd 1832, an anonymous article was published, “inserting a description of the 

collar.”540 There is no mention of the belt having been presented anywhere beside Gregory XVI’s 

private chambers: the second article does not mention where it could be seen or if it was 

available for examination. The word-artifact presented in the Diario di Roma therefore served as 

public display, where material forms were translated into words on paper, pointing to the ways 

in which local priests conceived of wampum.  

The description focused exclusively on the figures drawn in white beads in opposition to 

the purple field, calling them “segni” (signs), like a form of pictorial writing. These colors were 

not mentioned in the publication, nor the ways in which these figures are represented, leaving 

readers to fill in with their imagination: if this was a “collar” (collana), the “signs” depicted on it 

could have been drawn or embroidered onto it. For the writer, this was apparently 

inconsequential, as the signs mattered more than the object’s materiality. The person writing 

this description had examined the belt carefully, and was also very familiar with the content of 

 
540 Diario di Roma, no15, February 22nd 1832, pp.2-4. “inserendo qui la descrizione della Collana” 
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the two letters. It seems that in this article, the author considered wampum as another 

language, another form of writing, a conception shared by many.541  

 His description also followed the belt as one would read a European script: it proceeds 

from left to right, which also overlaps with the chronology of events recounted in the Algonquin 

letter. The description starts with the four horizontal white lines at the left extremity, 

interpreted as “the huts where the Algonquin, Nipissing, and Iroquois used to live before their 

conversion to the Catholic faith.”542 The term “huts” here is used to translate the Italian 

“capanne,” which is a cognate of the French “cabane,” a term commonly used since the 

seventeenth century to describe traditional Indigenous dwellings. Contemporaneous sources 

mention that in 1831, Mohawk and Algonquin at the Lake of Two Mountains lived in individual 

European-style houses,543 which might explain why this sign is associated with the past in the 

Diario di Roma description.  

At the center of the belt, a Latin cross runs across its whole width is rendered in white 

beads. While both figures, the Indigenous man with his axe or club lowered, and the missionary 

in his long robe, are both holding the cross, it also separates them. The two halves of the belt 

are culturally and geographically themed: on the left, Indigenous-related imagery (fig. 36), and 

on the right, European-related imagery. This overlaps with the geographic position of the sender 

and receivers, with Europe being East of America. 

One can also consider, beside the vertical divide of the cross, a horizontal divide. Becker 

proposed that the symbols between St Peter’s keys and the church, which the Diario di Roma 

author could not really decipher, are actually the letters of the word “whompom” written 

upside down (Becker 2006, 96-97) (fig. 37). While Becker assumed the fact that the text was not 

in the same orientation as the figures was due to the error of illiterate makers (Becker 2006, 97), 

I believe that by taking their work seriously instead of dismissing it without further 

 
541 The relationship between wampum and writing are discussed in Chapter 2, but on this topic, see e.g.: 
Haas 2007, Hill 2012, Rasmussen 2012, Havard 2022.  
542 Diario di Roma: “le capanne dove già dimoravano le Tribù Algonchina, Nipislingia, ed Irochese prima 
loro conversione alla Fede Cattolica” 
543 E.g.: “I took a walk through the town and visited some of the houses. These were all well built and 
convenient. Only one family resided in each.” Memoirs of Boston Diocese vol.I, p.165. Archdiocese of 
Boston Archives, Braintree, MA. 

Figure 36: Left side of the 1831 wampum belt, inv. 107525, Anima Mundi, Vatican. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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interrogation, one could think more about the multiple ways in which this belt was expected to 

perform in space. This apparent aberration should prompt the question: how was this belt 

supposed to be presented?  

During 

consultation at 

the Vatican 

Museum of 

Ethnology, I 

asked the 

conservators 

who were with 

me if they could 

briefly lift the object so I could examine a detail on the other side (Fig. 38). Object safety 

standards in museums ensure that the item must be completely stable when lifted, in order to 

prevent breakage and to support weak areas that would not withstand uneven pressure. Three 

conservators were needed to lift the belt properly and safely. Having witnessed this event, I 

immediately thought that the length was not solely a marker of monumental sacrifice, it was 

also a way to include a representative of the three Indigenous nations speaking through this 

belt. This brings to consider how the belt was intended to be used in three dimensions. If three 

people are needed to 

securely carry it once it 

is unfolded, did it also 

matter which side of 

the belt was facing its 

carriers? The fact that 

the text is upside 

down can draw a limit 

in space between 

people who stand on 

one side of the belt, 

“reading” the figures, 

and people who stand 

on the other side, 

reading the word 

“whompom.” This 

separation would repeat and reinforce the separation represented on the belt, with the belt 

itself acting as a boundary between two worlds and their cultural references. 

Why would the word “whompom” be written in beads, incorporated into the belt? 

Working on Kanesatake lexicon and dialect from the last decades of the nineteenth century, 

Cuoq noted that “Kahionni” was the Mohawk word for wampum belt (Cuoq 1882, 160). In 

Figure 38: The word "whompom" spelled upside-down compared to the church and human 
figures on the 1831 wampum belt, inv. 107525, Anima Mundi, Vatican. Photo by Lise Puyo. 

Figure 37: Three conservators lifting the 1831 wampum belt in the storage room at 
Anima Mundi, Vatican. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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Algonquin, wampum beads are described in his lexicon by the word “Mikis,” while wampum 

belts are “Mikisapikan” (Cuoq 1886, 220-221). “Porcelaine” was the word more commonly used 

in French, although Cuoq also used “wampum” in the 1880s, as a term mostly used by English-

speaking scholars. Becker noted that the word was used with a “wompom” spelling in English as 

early as 1705 (Becker 2006, 97). “Whompom” of course evoked the Algonquian word 

“wampumpeag” designating a white bead (Hewitt 1910, 904). Perhaps this choice of word 

reflected a local Algonquian lingua franca, where linguistically diverse communities could 

recognize certain words across languages. “Wampum” was perhaps a widely understood trade 

term, spelled here with hints at a local accent. In any case, the language and spelling choices 

seem to suggest this word was neither intended for a local audience (Algonquin, Nipissing, or 

Mohawk) nor for a French-speaking audience, but rather for an audience outside of the Lake of 

Two Mountains, such as the pope.  

This could also contribute to explain the placement of the word within the belt: it is on 

the ecclesiastical and European side of the belt, 

flanked by the figure of a church and by two keys 

crossed (fig. 39). Called the keys of Peter,544 they 

have been used as a heraldic symbol for the Holy 

See since the 1300s (Pastoureau 2002, 891), 

found on the pope’s coat-of-arms. They are 

conventionally represented with the handles at 

the bottom, so they are in the same orientation 

as the text. However, when looking at the keys 

from the other side of the belt, their orientation 

is helpful to create symmetry with the crossed 

arrows with their head towards the ground. The 

keys therefore require considering the use of the 

belt in performance, and could signal that the 

object was supposed to be “read” by people on 

both sides of it. 

The redundancy of writing the 

substance’s name into the substance itself (“whompom”) remains puzzling. In the face of a large 

number of possibilities, I will attempt to propose hypotheses that take this feature seriously. 

This question appeared during a conversation with the curator of the Vatican Museum of 

Ethnology, Father Nicola Mapelli. Based on his experience of the collections, the fact that the 

name of the substance was written in the substance itself reminded him of an object from the 

museum’s Polynesian collections. This was a wooden statue, on the base of which the word 

“wood” had been carved in the local language. Father Mapelli explained that this was part of the 

 
544 In reference to Matthew 16:18-19: “You are Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church, and the 
gates of hell shall not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever 
you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.”  

Figure 39: Saint Peter's keys, shown as they appear on 
the 1831 wampum belt when human figures are in 
their correct orientation. Saint Peter's keys are usually 
depicted with their handles at the bottom. Photo by 
Lise Puyo. 
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evangelical process among this people, as a reminder not to worship the statue in and of itself. 

The carved word served to re-socialize the material as mere inanimate wood. Something similar 

could be at play in this wampum belt. 

There might also be a connection with the Algonquin letter. I have examined how the 

translations grappled with describing the relationship between object and speech. The 

contemporaneous French versions established an equivalence between “collar” and “speech,” 

the Italian version has the collar speaking directly, and Cuoq’s version only mentions “speech” 

without ever referencing the materiality or object-ness of the belt. My understanding is that 

Cuoq mainly focused on translating the term “animitagosiwin,” which is the only word that 

appears in each sentence where the speech is mentioned. The suffix –win indicates that this is a 

substantive created from a verb (Cuoq 1891, 88-89), in this case the verb “tagos,i,” meaning “to 

be heard, to be in one’s ear” (Cuoq 1886, 377). The prefix anim- can mean “wind,” but also 

“difficult, painful, expensive, precious.” The verb “animitagos,i,” combining the two therefore 

means, according to Cuoq, “to be important to one’s ear,” which by extension means “to speak, 

to make a speech” (Cuoq 1886, 49). The substantive is the product of this action, “the thing that 

is important/precious to one’s ear,” which Cuoq translates more straightforwardly by “speech” 

(Cuoq 1886, 49).545  

Writing the word “whompom” into the belt might help to convey this idea that the 

material itself is “the thing that is precious to one’s ear.” Speech and wampum, although they 

might be considered as two different things—sound waves going through the air and shell 

beads—are connected like sound waves and signs on paper. Here, the material is assembled to 

express itself to a foreign audience.  

Exoticism and Diplomacy: the 1831 Wampum Belt in Rome 

 It should now be obvious that the question of the belt’s intentions calls for a layered 

answer. It carried the words of three different communities, in multiple languages, but it was 

also invested with the aspirations of the Sulpicians, who were hoping to use it to tell a different 

story about themselves in Rome, and the personal aspirations of Hyacinthe Deutz, who likely 

viewed it as a way to regain the favor of his former protector. As we saw in our summary of the 

Sulpicians’ strategies in Rome, the most efficient way to have one’s interests well represented in 

Rome was to have an agent on the ground who could negotiate and seduce powerful people on 

one’s behalf. This was the role of the Vatican wampum belt. Its speech was seductive, as it 

spoke to the tremendous success of the pope’s efforts to create kinship between him and the 

Lake of Two Mountains. But, as we saw, it also opened for further dialogue, especially as the 

status of the missionaries were not set in diplomatic kinship terms, and as the Algonquin letter 

ended with a path for a future meeting around the belt. The letters were to ensure that 

Indigenous voices could talk through the belt themselves, that the belt was indeed an 

Indigenous agent, operating within the tight constraints of missionary monitoring and 

translating. 

 
545 “Animitagosiwin, parole, discours.”  
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In Rome, however, we saw that narratives were easily bent to fit different agendas. 

Thavenet was battling the effect of the archbishop of Quebec’s memoranda that had been 

received in Rome during the spring of 1831, with methodical rebuttals.546 The wampum belt, 

however, would convey different arguments. Contrary to Thavenet’s efforts to engage with 

technicalities and battle on words to create suspicion over the archbishop of Quebec, the 

wampum belt could speak to the heart. Its length and number of beads could convey to a 

European audience the “extraordinary labor”547 motivated by Catholic faith, itself a direct result 

of the Sulpicians’ missionary work. Coming from an exotic group external to the disputes (to the 

extent of the pope’s knowledge), this proof of the missionaries’ efficiency acted as a poignant 

letter of recommendation for the Sulpicians, and the foreignness of its authors added to its 

prestige. Because it was sent on behalf of three “nations,” it promised large numbers of 

converts, reflected in the thousands of beads. 

The Pope’s Response to the Belt 

 My overview of the disputes between the Sulpicians of Montreal and the Archbishop of 

Quebec revealed that, in early 1832, Thavenet was attempting to revoke the decision that 

Cardinal Cappellari had made when he was the prefect of Propaganda Fide, that is, revoking the 

Sulpicians’ authorization to negotiate with the British government over selling their seigniorial 

rights. This effort aimed to return back to the Government’s previous agreement, since the one 

proposed to Quiblier at the end of 1831 asked for the alienation of seigniorial rights and lands 

altogether. Thavenet believed that, in a context of societal changes, renouncing seigniorial rights 

that would one day or another be reformed, was less of a liability than selling all of the 

Seminary’s actual properties.548 In March 1832, Quiblier, the Superior of the Sulpicians, and 

Bellefeuille, the Superior of the Lake of Two Mountains, entered in new negotiations over this 

question with the British Government in Quebec City, without notifying the archbishop.549 He 

later learned that the Sulpicians were considering a new agreement, exchanging their seigniorial 

rights and lands in and around Montreal against lands elsewhere in Canada.550  

 The belt arrived with Hyancinthe Deutz on February 4th 1832, and was seemingly 

presented to the Pope during Deutz’s private audience on February 5th. As discussed earlier, 

Thavenet noted that the Pope was very interested in Canada and wanted to see Deutz again to 

discuss the topic further. Thavenet might have thought that “Canada” meant the disputes 

between the Sulpicians, the British Crown, and the bishops. In subsequent letters, however, it 

becomes clear that Gregory XVI had become infatuated with Indigenous issues. On February 

 
546 See Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Scritti Riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale vol.3, 
f°17-18, and f°70-76. 
547 Diario di Roma no15, p.3: “di straordinario lavoro.” 
548 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, February 21st 1832. Archives du Séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.19.9-55. 
549 See Bernard-Claude Panet to Jean-Jacques Lartigue, March 23rd 1832. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, Registre des Lettres vol. 15, p.49. 
550 See Bernard-Claude Panet to Norbert Provencher, April 14th 1832. Archives de l’Archidiocèse de 
Québec, Registre des Lettres vol. 15, pp.65-66. 
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14th, Thavenet wrote that the Pope himself had required more information on the belt.551 At the 

time, Thavenet also became insistent on receiving the catechisms and Algonquin materials used 

at the Lake of Two Mountains, to present them to the Holy See. Deutz had travelled with such 

texts, for which the Pope expressed great interest and curiosity. When Deutz departed from 

Rome in March 1832, the Pope lost his main interlocutor regarding Indigenous peoples in 

Canada. Thavenet soon took his place. 

Gregory XVI’s Letter to the Lake of Two Mountains 

 On May 1st 1832, Gregory XVI wrote his response to the wampum belt, in the form of 

two separate letters, one to Quiblier, and one to the Indigenous chiefs who had signed the 

letters he had received.552 He wrote to both in Latin, as was customary in official 

correspondence from the Holy See. His letter to Quiblier congratulated him and the missionaries 

for their good work, and ensured him of his upcoming support: “we ourselves will not tolerate 

our support to fail you when you need it.” Indeed, on June 2nd, Propaganda Fide overturned its 

previous decisions, and allowed the Sulpicians to negotiate with the British government.553 The 

pope also mentioned that he had sent “sacred gifts that you will have to share amongst 

yourselves,” for which he gave instructions to Quiblier: “after having accurately translated [our 

letter] into the local language you could read it publicly to the chiefs and to the common 

people.” These guidelines ensured that this response would be a proper diplomatic event, with 

all the necessary decorum. 

 Gregory XVI’s response to the chiefs is an interesting document to better understand 

the effect the belt had on his receiver. I propose this English translation, based on a translation 

from Latin to French by Dr. Daniel Blanchard, and used with permission: 

To his beloved sons the chiefs and other members of the Algonquian, Nipissing, and 
Iroquois tribes in the Indies,  

Pope Gregory XVI. 

Beloved sons, apostolic greetings and blessing. We have gladly received the letter 
you have sent me, filled with very sweet sentiments towards me, as well as the collar 
and the shoes elegantly painted according to your peoples’ custom, and shedding 
tears of joy we have blessed the Father of all consolation, who wanted this 
consolation from far away lands to be brought to us, who wept over the perils that 
affected the Religion and the state. We have read it many times with joy, noticing 
which faith, piety, and religion you spoke to your Father with, and considering the 
Lord’s ways, which are mercy and truth, we have seen the exaltation of the soul and 
the words of salvation and faith with which you say you were ripped from the 
darkness’ power, and brought by God’s singular blessing into his Son’s kingdom of 

 
551 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, February 14th 1832, Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
552 Copies of these letters can be seen at the Sulpician Archives in Montreal, C.49-50 33-8A.1.17.33, and at 
the Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide in Rome, Scritture Riferite nei Congressi, America 
Settentrionale, vol.3, f°86-90. Their English translation can be read in Annex. 
553 Carlo Maria Pedicini to Bernard-Claude Panet, June 2nd 1832, Archives de l’archidiocèse de Québec. 
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love. Although we are separated from you by a very long distance, we have flown 
towards you in spirit, and while holding you on the fatherly bosom, we write this 
letter, which we entrust to these excellent men who have the custody of your souls, 
to explain it to you and be the interpreters of our thought and our emissaries. 
Persevere, dear sons, who we congratulate for having received the grace of adoption 
in ever increasing numbers, persevere on the paths of justice and truth on which 
your are engaged, because you will obtain the reward of eternal life, which God 
destines to those who love him. Called to Christ’s admirable light, prepared in the 
blessings of softness, then nourished with Christ’s body and blood through the 
miracle of divine love, strengthen your souls by stomping on the schemes of our 
common enemy the devil, who is always looking for souls to devour, and never allow 
to be put back under the yoke of this servitude, which the holy love of Christ freed 
you from, by no seduction of desires, by no suggestion and fraud of wicked men, or 
finally by no human reasoning.  

Sons, we know and we weep while saying it, that everywhere dangers threaten you: 
we know as well that everywhere the godless are uniting against Religion, and that 
every day the attack on decency, modesty, discipline, and justice intensifies. But fear 
not, you, the small flock, which Jesus saved with his blood. We see that you are 
already well aware of the place where you need to seek relief, and where you should 
seek a safe rest away from all danger. Promptly flee where all hope for life comes 
from, towards Mary, who is a tower, and all the forts’ protection. Take weapons and 
shields there, not the ones of this world, that rust corrupts, that the enemy shatters, 
and that fire consumes, but spiritual weapons, with which you can vigorously lead 
the Lord’s battles, and be victorious over the world. We end this letter yet without 
ever ceasing to humbly and constantly pray God the bearer of all good, so that, by 
the supplication of the Virgin Mary, who is Mother, Mistress, Queen, and salutary 
protector, he accomplishes himself the work he started within you, by always 
keeping you within a single faith, and a single piety of actions. We therefore send 
you a few religious offerings, prayer crowns, crosses, medals, small icons and 
candles, images of the Agnus Dei, every one of which was granted with the graces of 
indulgences, not only to enhance your protection as well as your enthusiasm to 
practice divine worship, but also so that by this gesture you receive an evidence of 
our thought towards you. Praying that everything will be prosperous and happy for 
you and that you will obtain the plenitude of divine help, with which you will 
progress from virtue to virtue and will elevate more each day in your hearts, we send 
you with plenty of love the apostolic blessing, harbinger of great prosperity, beloved 
Sons, as well as to the members of your tribes. 

Made in Rome in St Peter’s basilica on May 1st 1832, 2d year of our pontificate. 

Gregory XVI insists here on an emotional response to the words brought by the belt and 

letters, as he mentions his “tears of joy,” but also his tears of fear of the “dangers” that his sons 

may be facing. Throughout the letter, he embodied the ethos of a loving father: “while holding 

you in the fatherly bosom, we write this letter.” This father was also at odds with the changing 

times. Gregory XVI, a conservative pope, had many anxieties about the advent of secularism, the 

drive towards democracy and towards a more liberal society in Europe (Coppa 2014, 75). This 
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demonstration of Indigenous Catholicism came as a “consolation,” in contrast to the decreasing 

influence of the Church he was witnessing closer to him. This “consolation” also strikes an echo 

with one of wampum’s main uses to soothe the mind in condolence rituals that he likely did not 

know about. During his papacy, Gregory XVI placed his hopes for the Church outside of Europe, 

revitalizing missionary efforts, including in North America (Coppa 2014, 77).  

These anxieties transpired in the letter: “every day the attack on decency, modesty, 

discipline, and justice intensifies.” In response, Gregory XVI borrowed the mentions of weaponry 

from the wampum belt and associated letters, urging his sons in religion to “take weapons and 

shields,” “not the ones of this world, that rust corrupts, that the enemy shatters, and that fire 

consume, but spiritual weapons,” to “be victorious over the world.” While the two Indigenous 

letters placed war in the past, Gregory XVI envisioned war in the future. The faceless enemy’s 

weapons were the “seduction of desires,” the “suggestion and fraud of wicked men,” and 

“human reasoning.” Against these forces, he suggested Indigenous men to “flee […] towards 

Mary, who is a tower, and all the forts’ protection.” The Virgin Mary, turned into a house by this 

metaphor, was the place where they should get the spiritual weapons needed to fight the 

modern world. The use of the Virgin as a house is also interesting given our analysis of Mary as a 

clan mother and a territorial anchor in seventeenth-century Wendat wampum diplomacy across 

the Atlantic (see Chapter 3). 

In addition, the pope sent material objects “to enhance your protection as well as your 

enthusiasm for divine worship.” These devotional objects, “prayer crowns [rosaries], crosses, 

medals, small icons and candles, images of the Agnus Dei,” perhaps lack the monumental aspect 

of the wampum belt for which they are acting as counter-gifts. They were objects to be 

individually distributed at the Lake of Two Mountains, rather than a single object to be 

communally owned. However, they were imbued with special powers: the pope’s indulgences. 

The pope has the power to reduce someone’s time in Purgatory through this means, by granting 

indulgences to living or dead people, material objects, actions, and words (Hilgers 1897).  

It is important here to mention that Sulpician missionaries working on the Algonquin 

language at the Lake of Two Mountains had to create Algonquin words for all the Christian 

notions they were attempting to teach them. Cuoq explained that they used the verb “aiamie,” 

meaning “s/he is praying,” to create words like “aiamie-masinaigan” (prayer book, the Bible, but 

also religious images) (Cuoq 1886, 207) and “aiamie-minan” (rosary, literally prayer 

fruits/seeds).554 He also mentioned that many of these words had been created into the animate 

grammatical class, including “ostiwin” (host), “okanistiwin” (eucharist) (Cuoq 1891, 90), as well 

as words designating crosses, medals, and images (Cuoq 1891, 89).555 Through the medium of 

Algonquin grammar and their understanding of Algonquin ontology, the missionaries could 

express their own beliefs in the power of these objects they held as sacred. In this letter’s 

Algonquin translation, most of the pope’s gifts are expressed with the animate grammatical 

 
554 Cuoq explained that in 1886, the word for rosary was increasingly used in the animate grammatical 
class. (Cuoq 1886, 21, see also 223.) 
555 “plusieurs objets honorés d'un culte religieux, comme croix, médailles, images”  
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category (Cuoq 1893, 161). Responding with animate objects was perhaps a way to match the 

potency of the wampum belt in a Catholic perspective. 

The 1831 Wampum Belt’s Diplomatic Effects  

Preparing these gifts took a few months, and the letters were sent before the objects 

were. Thavenet, who had never had a private audience with the Pope, replaced Deutz as his 

main interlocutor on Indigenous topics. On August 7th 1832, Thavenet was invited for his first 

audience.556 The main reason was so he could see the presents the Pope had prepared for the 

Lake of Two Mountains. After discussing the logistics, Thavenet pivoted to lobby for the 

Sulpicians on two main issues: the ability to recruit French priests, and the agreement with the 

British government. Thavenet noted that after he spoke about these political matters, the Pope 

remained silent, and suddenly changed the topic, asking him: “do you know that some Savages 

have arrived here?” before talking about them with great enthusiasm.557 In every audience 

Thavenet had with Gregory XVI afterwards, the Pope would talk about Indigenous topics, and 

Thavenet took the opportunity to defend the Sulpicians’ position in various political disputes. 

Thavenet never seemed to acknowledge or even realize that the 1831 wampum belt 

was the main reason why he gained access to the Pope’s chambers. His first audience was the 

direct result of Indigenous diplomacy, with the Pope feeling compelled to respond to the Lake of 

Two Mountains with letters and material gifts, conforming to Indigenous protocols he might not 

have known about. As a representative of the Sulpicians and in the absence of Deutz, Thavenet 

was the only intermediary he could turn to in order to ensure that these gifts reached their 

destination. This was the Sulpicians’ main co-optation of Indigenous diplomacy for their own 

gains. While they might have disregarded the wampum belt when it was travelling and perhaps 

when it was made, the result for their Roman diplomacy was unmatched.  

The pope’s presents left Rome at the end of October 1832.558 After transiting through 

New York, they reached Montreal around February 1833. In preparation for their arrival, 

Thavenet wrote to Quiblier some guidelines to properly pay respects to the pope. He suggested 

Quiblier write a letter of thanks, and have the Algonquin and Mohawk write one as well in their 

language, insisting that “they write it themselves, and that the missionaries send me a copy with 

the translation.”559  

 
556 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 3-7th August 1832. Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
557 Ibid. “il a gardé quelques instans, le Silence, puis, le rompant tout-à-coup, il m’a dit, en changeant de 
propos, savez-vous qu’il nous est arrivé des sauvages ? et il m’a parlé d’eux avec un grand épanchement.” 
Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
558 Ibid. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal. P1 :21.72-02 
559 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier or Joseph Carrière, January 29th 1833. “M. Quiblier 
vous annoncera leur arrivée, et écrira au Pape une lettre de remerciemens. Il serait bon que les Iroquois 
et les Algonquins en écrivissent aussi une dans chaque langue, qu’ils l’écrivissent eux-mêmes, et que les 
missionnaires m’en envoyassent une copie avec la traduction.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Montreal. P1 :21.19.9-55. 
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The same month the presents left Rome, the Archbishop of Quebec, Bernard-Claude 

Panet, left the administration of the archdiocese to his coadjutor Joseph Signaÿ. Among his first 

letters to the Sulpicians, Signaÿ started complaining about Thavenet’s presence and efficacy in 

Rome, pressuring the Sulpician administration to dismiss him from his functions as agent. 

Signaÿ’s accession to the episcopal throne in January 1833 started another dispute in the 

already complex relationship between the Sulpicians and the Archdiocese: Thavenet contested 

the nomination of Signaÿ’s coadjutor, Pierre-Flavien Turgeon, on the grounds that Turgeon was 

an adversary to the Sulpicians. On February 24th, 1833, following Thavenet’s reservations, 

Propaganda Fide proposed a pro-Sulpician coadjutor instead, which provoked large amounts of 

letters between the Holy See, the archdiocese, and the British government.560 This piece of 

intrigue serves to illustrate that at this point, Thavenet’s influence in Rome was so considerable 

that he could suggest the name of the next archbishop of Quebec. And it is important to repeat 

that the Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk wampum belt was the only reason why Thavenet 

had his first private audience with the Pope. It was Thavenet’s knowledge of the Algonquin 

language and his perceived expertise on Algonquin issues that had granted him further 

audiences and the pope’s favor. 

July 2nd 1833: the Pope’s Words at the Lake of Two Mountains 

In early June 1833, Quiblier sent one of the Pope’s Agnus Dei to the bishop of Telmesse, 

Jean-Jacques Lartigue, who had been at the beginning of the whole set of disputes between the 

Sulpicians in Montreal and the Archbishops in Quebec City.561 Lartigue’s letter thanking Quiblier 

is the only trace I could find of this exchange. Since Quiblier’s note did not survive in the 

Archives de la Chancellerie in Montreal, it seems difficult to ascertain whether Quiblier 

explained how he came across this Agnus Dei charged with the pope’s blessing and indulgences. 

If he did, Lartigue made no note of his in his short response. Quiblier’s choice to give away one 

of these gifts before he distributed them at the Lake of Two Mountains shows how the pope’s 

diplomatic presents to the Indigenous people at the Lake were also used to serve the Sulpicians’ 

ecclesiastical diplomacy in the Montreal region 

On July 2nd, Quiblier held a ceremony at the Lake of Two Mountains to read the pope’s 

letters and distribute his presents. He described this ceremony in a letter he sent to the Superior 

of Saint Sulpice in Paris, and Thavenet received it on September 28th, 1833.562 In this letter, 

Quiblier explained his choice for a date: it marked the day of the Visitation, when the Virgin 

Mary visited her cousin’s house to tell her she was pregnant with Christ. Quiblier knew “that His 

Holiness has a tender devotion towards the most Holy Virgin,” who was the mission’ saint 

 
560 See “Coadjuteur de Québec en 1833,” Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Scritti riferite nei 
Congressi, America Settentrionale vol.3, f°131-132. 
561 Jean-Jacques Lartigue to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, June 8th 1833. Archives du Séminaire de Saint-
Sulpice, Montreal. P1 :21.3.5-11 
562 Joseph-Vincent Quiblier to Joseph Carrière, 22 July 1833, Canada 98.II, Archives du séminaire de Saint-
Sulpice, Paris. See the copy at Archivio Storico della Propaganda Fide, Scritti riferite nei Congressi, America 
Settentrionale, vol.3, f°169. 
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patron.563 Perhaps more importantly to Quiblier, this summer day would ensure that almost all 

the Algonquin inhabitants of the mission would be at the village rather than in their hunting 

territories.564  

According to Quiblier’s description, the day before the ceremony was devoted to 

unwrapping the pope’s gifts and displaying them on an angled table, so that everyone in the 

nave could see them.565 The ceremony started at eight in the morning, with the whole 

Indigenous community present, including infants.566 The pope’s letter was read in both 

Algonquin in Mohawk, and listened to “with striking respect.”567 Quiblier, wearing his cope and 

assisted by seven priests, distributed the gifts. Meanwhile, hymns in Algonquin and Mohawk 

were sung during the distribution, and one cannon salute was shot for each chief at the moment 

they received their gift. Quiblier described that the inhabitants were on their knees when 

receiving their gift, which they kissed upon receiving. 

This was a full day of singing: Quiblier recounted that the distribution lasted for two 

hours, followed by a solemn mass for the pope. In the afternoon, more chants, including the Te 

Deum, the Ave Maria and benediction of the Holy Sacrament. More prayers for the pope 

followed, and the Superior of the Sulpicians provided a feast in the name of the pope for both 

villages afterwards. He established that each year, on July 2nd, Kanesatake would hold a mass for 

the pope, “to which the tribes shall be summoned, and before which one would read publicly 

the translation of His Holiness’ letters.”  

This long ceremony, playing on intense sensorial stimulation, especially visual and 

auditory, was not only meant for the Indigenous inhabitants of the Lake of Two Mountains. 

Quiblier mentioned that “the spectators were astonished,”568 by the piety with which these 

presents were received. His vagueness begs the question: which spectators? The euro-Canadian 

merchants and farmers who lived at and around the Lake? The priests? Quiblier did mention 

that their lawyer Andrew Stuart had accepted to stop on his way to Upper Canada “to witness 

the ceremony.” This public event therefore seemed to serve several purposes at the same time: 

it was a diplomatic recognition, but also a public demonstration of catholic evangelism, where 

Indigenous piety was put on display.  

Stuart’s reaction is described in a full paragraph in Quiblier’s letter, who mentioned that 

he was a protestant: “he asked to read the letter, he read it several times, he was delighted to 

 
563 “Je sais que sa Sainteté a une tendre dévotion envers la très Sainte Vierge ; elle est la Patrone [sic.] de 
St Sulpice et de la Mission du Lac” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. For further discussion of 
the Visitation and its relevance to wampum diplomacy, see the 1671 wampum belt in chapter 3. 
564 “Tous les Sauvages, à peu près, étaient de retour de la chasse.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, 
Paris. 
565 “Les présens avaient été développés et placés avec beaucoup de gout sur une longue table, à l’entrée 
du Sanctuaire. La table formait un angle d’inclinaison, et présentait à toute la nef un coup d’œil 
ravissant.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
566 “Tous les Sauvages étaient présens, même sugentes ubera.” 
567 “Les paroles de Sa Sainteté ont été écoutées avec un respect frappant” 
568 “Les spectateurs n’en revenaient pas d’étonnement” 
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the point of emotion: he could not stop talking about it afterwards.”569 This emotion was 

recorded to underline the success of this operation. A White man, a Protestant, and a lawyer, 

was almost moved to tears by this display of a fatherly relationship between the pope and the 

three nations at the Lake of Two Mountains. The sentence put the pope’s words at the origin of 

Stuart’s emotion, the link between words on paper and their effect at a ceremony where such 

respect and piety were being deployed. This mention of the efficacy of these words could of 

course be a compliment aimed at the pope, in a context where Protestants were competing 

with Catholics for Indigenous souls. Stuart’s presence, explicitly to bear witness to the 

ceremony, seems to add another degree of authenticity to Quiblier’s account. If the wampum 

belt was supposed to demonstrate to the pope that the Sulpicians were excellent missionaries, 

the gift distribution seemed to have a similar function in Canada.  

Not a single member of the episcopal clergy was present at the event, however. Neither 

Jean-Jacques Lartigue nor Joseph Signaÿ mentioned this ceremony in their correspondence, at a 

time when tensions between Signaÿ and the Sulpicians were high. If this ceremony was meant 

to display Indigenous attachments to Catholicism, and to underline a direct relationship 

between the pope and the Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk at the Lake, this was a somewhat 

discreet operation vis-à-vis the ecclesiastical hierarchy. This could be explained by Thavenet’s 

note on the day the Pope received the belt: “I believe that, the more kindness the Pope will 

show us, the more jealous Canadians will be.”570 Through the Algonquin, Nipissing and 

Mohawk’s direct relationship with the pope, the Sulpicians were celebrating theirs.  

Signaÿ’s letters from the spring and summer of 1833 relentlessly condemned this direct 

relationship and undue influence the Sulpicians had in Rome, by blaming Thavenet in 

particular.571 The only mention I could find of the distribution by a member of the diocesan 

clergy was in Thomas Maguire’s letter to the Prefect of Propaganda Fide Angelo Maï in February 

1834, where he insisted on the fact that the Lake of Two Mountains was a very small village of 

less that 1,000 inhabitants, and that it had “stunned Canada these latest years by its relationship 

with Rome.”572 This off-handed comment seems to indicate that the event was later publicized, 

 
569 “Mr Stuart, notre avocat de Québec, protestant, montait au haut Canada. Il à bien voulu s’arrêter pour 
être témoin de la cérémonie. Il a tout vu, il a demandé à lire la lettre, il l’a lue plusieurs fois, il a été ravi 
jusqu’à l’attendrissement : il ne cessait d’en parler ensuite et s’est montré très généreux avec les pauvres 
de chaque nation.” 
570  Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, 4-6 february 1832, “je crois que, plus le Pape nous 
témoignera de bienveillance, plus les Canadiens en seront jaloux.” Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
571 See e.g. Joseph Signaÿ to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, August 14th 1833: “le prétexte qu’on attribue ainsi 
gratuitement à la Cour de Rome, n’est qu’un palliatif à l’aide duquel on s’efforce de dérober à la 
connaissance du clergé et du peuple de ce pays, certaines démarches sourdes, et certaines intrigues 
entammées déjà depuis longtemps auprès de la Propagande, par des agents de la maison de S. Sulpice. 
[…] Vous ne devez pas non plus balancer à désapprouver ouvertement l’agence de celui ou de ceux qui 
ont intrigué si indiscrètement, si imprudemment, et de suite, d’une manière si préjudiciable au bien de la 
religion dans ce pays.” Archives de l’Archidiocèse de Québec, Registre des Lettres vol.15, pp.423-425. 
572 Tomas Maguire to Angelo Mai, February 4th 1834: “une très-petite bourgade d’Indiens, près de 
Montréal, (qui, pour le dire en passant, a étonné le Canada ces années dernières par ses relations avec 
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but hardly fathomable for the rest of the country. We have examined how discreet Hyacinthe 

Deutz had been while carrying the wampum belt, and how few traces the belt had left of its 

travels. Therefore, one of the reasons why this ceremony might have been surprising was that 

this display of papal generosity came off as unmotivated. Without knowing about the wampum 

belt, the election of this small Sulpician mission could seem difficult to understand, and yet 

another proof of the Sulpicians’ disproportionate influence in Rome. 

The ceremony displayed a sense of unity around Catholic faith at the mission, and from 

this Sulpician perspective seemed to have been successful in repairing the bond between the 

missionaries and Indigenous inhabitants. The pope’s letter had re-established them as “the 

interpreters of our thoughts and our emissaries,” maintaining the hierarchical status quo at the 

mission. While Quiblier recorded the great respect with which the pope’s words were listened 

to, it did not ensure that the mission was entirely pacified. Flavien Durocher mentioned that 

later that month, the Algonquin chiefs had decided to write to the British government again 

regarding “the lands they have been requesting for a long time.”573 The petition mentioned that 

if the governor failed to give them lands that they would own, they would “cease to consider 

him like their father and he should cease to consider them like his children.”574 The political 

consequences were explicit: “they will no longer obey him in war and they will return their 

medals.”575  

The Algonquin chiefs explained as a side note that their situation regarding land was 

dire, since “their missionaries were conceding the little land they had at the lake.”576 This aligns 

with Sulpician land management at the Lake of Two Mountains, where they were increasingly 

renting out lands to euro-Canadian settlers since 1821 (Dussureault 1987, 210). This last quote 

was underlined in Durocher’s letter, perhaps to point to the potentially damaging effect this 

could have on the ongoing negotiations between the Sulpicians and their lands. Indeed, the new 

agreement proposed by the minister of colonies mentioned taking over both the Sulpicians’ 

seigniorial rights and their real estate. If the Algonquin argued that the missionaries were 

mismanaging the land dedicated to the mission, the British government could make even better 

arguments for appropriating it. Durocher mentioned that this diplomatic endeavor was quickly 

disciplined: “having been warned on time, we successfully made them write another request, 

 
Rome) et dont la population se monte à peine à 1,000 (mille) âmes.” Archivio Storico della Propaganda 
Fide, Scritti riferite nei Congressi, America Settentrionale, vol.3, f°251v. 
573 Flavien Durocher to Jacques-Guillaume Roque, July 29th 1833: “Mes chefs s’étoient mis en tete 
d’ecrire au gouverneur au sujet de terres qu’ils demandent depuis longtemps” Archives du Séminaire de 
Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.29.2.07. 
574 Ibid.: “s’il ne leur accordoit pas ce qu’ils demandoient il cesseroient de le regarder comme leur père et 
qu’il devoir cesser de les regarder comme ses enfans” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, 
P1:21.29.2.07. 
575 Ibid.: “ils ne lui obeiroient plus dans la guerre et qu’ils lui remettroient leurs médailles” Archives du 
Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.29.2.07. 
576 Ibid.: “et qu’ils etoient d’autant plus dignes de pitié que leurs missionnaires concedoient le peu de 
terre qu’ils avoient au lac.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.29.2.07. 
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more reasonable and more truthful.”577 This moment still illustrates that the diplomatic 

exchange with the pope did not solve the problems between the Indigenous nations at the Lake 

of Two Mountains and their missionaries.  

The news of the gift’s distribution gained Thavenet another private audience with the 

Pope, where he once again pivoted from Indigenous topics to sway the Sulpician disputes with 

the archbishop of Quebec. Similar to earlier stages of this diplomatic exchange, an Italian 

translation of Quiblier’s letter was published in the Diario di Roma in October 1833, on the 

Pope’s order.578 Thavenet’s letters document the Pope’s reaction to receiving this description: 

he was “overjoyed”; he read the letter several times, gaining great “consolation” in Indigenous 

piety.579   

September 26th 1833: The Chiefs’ Response to Gregory XVI 

Quiblier had mentioned he was waiting for the chiefs’ response to send them to the 

Pope. Thavenet wrote back that he was waiting for these letters impatiently.580 Between July 

and September 1833, Signaÿ’s campaign against Thavenet had been intensifying over the two 

main disputes: the agreement between the British government and the Sulpicians over their 

lands, and the fact that Thavenet had ensured that Turgeon’s nomination to the position of 

coadjutor would be tied to his support to the Sulpicians. On September 17th, Signaÿ sent his own 

agent to Rome, Thomas Maguire, to lobby in his favor on these two fronts, and secure from the 

Holy See the creation of the diocese of Montreal, with Lartigue as its bishop. Only a week later, 

on September 26th, Quiblier compiled the speeches from the Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk 

chiefs thanking the pope for his presents. Giovanni Pizzorusso, who re-discovered these articles, 

did not mention that the chiefs’ responses were ever published in this newspaper, but Thavenet 

did eventually receive them and presented them to the Pope. A copy of the two letters in 

Algonquin and in Mohawk with their Latin translation can be seen in Thavenet’s linguistics 

papers at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Rome, where they remain with his preparatory 

work for his grammar of the Algonquin language.581 They are available in annex, in their original 

Indigenous language, in Latin, and in English.582 

 
577 Flavien Durocher to Jacques-Guillaume Roque, July 29th 1833: “ayant été avertis à tems nous avons 
reussi à leur faire dresser une autre requête plus raisonnable et plus conforme à la vérité.” Archives du 
Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, P1:21.29.2.07. 
578 Diario di Roma, October 9th 1833, pp.2-9. 
579 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 29-30 September 1833: “Le S.P. est enchanté, enchanté de 
la distribution de ses présens. Il en a lu et relu toute la description. Quelle foi, disait-il, qele piété dans ces 
gens-là ! Qle consolation pour moi.” Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sumpice, Paris. 
580 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, September 28th 1833: “J’ai reçu il y a une heure la 
description que vous avez faite de la distribution des présens du Pape. J’en suis enchanté. Elle est fort 
bien faite. Je la fais copier, et demain elle sera présentée à Sa Sainteté. J’attends avec impatience les 
lettres de remerciemens que vous faites espérer.” Archives du Séminaire de Saint Sulpice, Montreal, 
P1 :21.19.9-55 
581 Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, SS. Apostoli 16. I would like to express my gratitude to Giovanni 
Pizzorusso who indicated this source to me. 
582 Latin to English translation by Dr. Pietro D’Agostino, used with permission. 
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The Pope received these speeches on December 11th 1833, and was apparently 

disappointed. He observed that the Latin translation was “in European style,” which could not 

provide the excitement of the previous encounter.583 He asked for a literal translation “to hear 

them speak in their barbaric language.”584 This mention seems to point both to the choice of 

language—Latin rather than French—and register—extremely respectful. The wish to hear the 

vernacular text brings back to previous considerations regarding the translation of exotic-

sounding phrases. It also points to the mode of communication and context of reception for this 

new interaction. 

This time around, the mode of communication chosen by Indigenous peoples at the 

Lake was exclusively through writing. No wampum belt or material gift accompanied the two 

speeches. The Algonquin letter mentioned explicitly that this was a question that was debated: 

“What can we give You in return for what You have given us?” And in the face of the Pope’s 

presents, only immaterial gifts could be promised:  

Paterm omnipotentem ut vota tua impleat sæpissimè in precibus nostris 
efflagitabimus, deprecabimurque ut, auxiliante Mariâ matre Jesûs, felicitatem summi 
Numinis æternam et assequaris et videas.585 

We will often ask the almighty Father in our prayers to fulfil Your wishes. We will also 
pray that, with the help of Mary the Mother of Jesus, You may obtain and see the 
everlasting joy of the great Being. (Translation from Latin by Pietro D’Agostino) 

Similarly, the Mohawk letter only expressed their thanks, and prayers that Mary and Jesus “may 

fulfil your wishes.” The fact that there was no object to mediate this relationship means that the 

Pope felt like seeing and holding the 1831 wampum belt might have been akin to “hearing them 

speak in their barbaric language.” The letters alone did not have the same impact, reinforcing 

once more the idea that wampum belts were diplomatic agents in their own right, who could 

“speak” to their recipients through their materiality and symbols. 

The pope’s remark, that the two speeches did not spark the same excitement in him as 

the first ones, also points that the situation had changed. In the 1831 event and its February 

1832 reception, the belt and speeches were mediated by Hyacinthe Deutz, someone who had a 

previous relationship with the Pope. Since his departure from Rome, Thavenet had replaced 

Deutz as mediator, and as we have examined, often took advantage of his privileged access to 

pivot the conversation away from Indigenous topics and towards the Sulpicians’ numerous 

disputes. The Pope doubts over the Latin translation could therefore point to the Pope’s 

suspicion that the missionaries had too strong of an influence over the final text. The fact that 

 
583 The word Thavenet used in his letter was “piq.” which I believe is an abbreviation of “piquant,” a 
French adjective qualifying something that sparks interest and attention due to its unique, original, or 
curious features.  
584 Jean-Baptiste Thavenet to Joseph Carrière, 11-12 December 1833: “Ce qi n. plairait, ce serait de les 
entendre parler dans l. langage barb.” Canada 81, Archives du séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, Paris. 
585 S.S. Apostoli 16, XXIX. Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Rome. 
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he asked for a literal translation signalled that he believed the relationship had been overly 

mediated. 

This regret seems to be shared by Indigenous leaders. While the two speeches express 

gratitude for the Pope’s gifts and letters, they both state disappointment for the Pope’s 

absence. The Algonquin letter pointed to the discrepancy between a letter and physical 

presence:  

Verè felices nos qui nunc tuas voces excepimus ! jam hoc unum ad felicitatem 
tuorum filiorum deest, ut te ipsum palàm conspiciant. Dùm tuæ ad nos recitarentur 
litteræ, totis oculis identidem prospiciebamus quasi te ipsum visuri ; in vanum 
autem586 

Truly glad are we of having now heard Your voice! The only thing missing to the 
happiness of Your sons, is to see you in person. While Your letters were declaimed 
unto us, we observed repeatedly, as if we expected to see You in person, but in vain. 
(Translation by Pietro D’Agostino)  

The pope’s voice lacked a material form: a wampum belt, or a proper representative, a body for 

his “voice” to emanate from and remain after the words were spoken. The Mohawk letter 

echoes this sentiment: “The only thing we lack, is to see You in person.” Interestingly, this 

disappointment echoed the Pope’s dissatisfaction with an overly mediated interaction: on both 

sides, diplomatic interlocutors regretted not being able to interact directly with one another. 

While the Pope focused on the auditory experience—asking to hear the “barbaric language” 

instead of polished Latin—Indigenous leaders at the Lake focused on visual needs that were not 

fulfilled. Does this suggest that one of the wampum belt’s intended effects was to summon the 

Pope to the Lake of Two Mountains?  

These letters, ultimately, were not published in the Diario di Roma and I could not find 

whether Thavenet had ever wrote the literal translation, that he had been commissioned to 

produce. Instead, he focused on a new Algonquin version of the Bible to counter a Protestant 

translation that Canadian missionaries were circulating in the Great Lakes region. This 

disappointment shared by both diplomatic partners over a relationship that was too distant, too 

abstract, overly intercepted by the Sulpicians, and not sensorial enough, seems to have ended 

the diplomatic exchange there. 

Conclusion: Polyphonic Objects and Manipulated Agents 

 This chapter has recovered vast parcels of the Lake of Two Mountain wampum belt’s 

history. Beyond the Diario di Roma articles found by Pizzorusso (2000) and beyond Becker’s 

hasty conclusion that the belt was a missionary endeavor more than an Indigenous one, the 

archives recovered and presented here have unraveled a complex history that contradicts this 

claim. While the belt’s oddity was striking at the beginning of this chapter, the various processes 

of encoding relations and representing communities in wampum materiality, in conjunction and 

 
586 S.S. Apostoli 16, XXIX. Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Rome. 
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simultaneously in tension with written materials associated with it, have echoed with Wendat 

and Abenaki belts examined in previous chapters.  

At the beginning of this chapter, the question of date and location were at the forefront 

of my investigation: Why the Lake of Two Mountains? Why 1831? I have shown that in the 

Summer of 1831, the Algonquin, Nipissing and Mohawk chiefs were deeply involved in 

diplomatic reassessments of their relationships with colonial powers, as exhibited by the two 

petitions to Lord Aylmer in June 1831. To voice their claims, they relied on the mediation of 

Sulpician missionaries, who acted as intermediaries and translators with their own agenda. 

When Hyacinthe Deutz, who presented himself as a close friend of the new Pope, visited the 

Lake of Two Mountains in August 1831, he created an opportunity to send a message to the 

Holy See. Indigenous leaders at the Lake wanted to use his connections to make their story 

heard in the papal chambers. While the Sulpicians wanted to manipulate Deutz, the Indigenous 

leaders at the Lake adopted him and sent him off with an agent of their own, who would 

represent them and speak for them: a wampum belt, articulating their identity, their 

attachment to their lands and traditional systems of existing. 

The Lake of Two Mountains belt therefore encodes very complex relations. This was 

primarily an Algonquin object, but through the letters, it came to carry the voices of the 

Nipissing and Mohawk leadership as well. While the Algonquian-speaking groups at the Lake 

were engaged in separate negotiations for lands with the colonial government, the belt that 

went to Rome encoded a punctual sense of solidarity, a shared life and shared condition at the 

Lake. The other relation represented in this belt concerns the link between the missionaries and 

Indigenous peoples at the Lake. The belt, in its materiality, signaled a separation between the 

two, standing on each side of the central cross that goes all across the width of the belt. It also 

signaled a separation between groups standing on opposite side of the belt itself, with signs 

oriented for an audience watching the belt while facing one another. The fact that the letters to 

the head of the Church did not refer to the missionaries as “Fathers” seemed to signal that this 

relationship was up for re-negotiation.  

The lack of preparation or knowledge about the wampum belt’s arrival in Rome 

suggested that the Sulpicians were far less involved in this transatlantic diplomatic process than 

I initially thought. Influenced by Becker’s claim that the belt was a missionary construct rather 

than an Indigenous initiative, I believed that the Sulpicians had wanted to use the belt to their 

advantage in order to mend their relationship with Gregory XVI, who had not been favorable to 

their disputes when he was prefect of Propaganda Fide. However, Thavenet’s lack of awareness 

regarding the belt, contrasted with his acute awareness of Deutz’s position, suggested that the 

Sulpicians had not envisioned the tremendous effect the belt would have on their Roman 

diplomacy. Their lack of knowledge and interest in this object seems to indicate that the 

wampum belt aimed to create a bond between the Indigenous groups and the pope, through 

Deutz’s intervention, mediation, and interpretation.  

The missionaries were still instrumental in mediating the belt’s message to the Pope 

through translation. While the translations might have accurately followed lexical equivalences 
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between Algonquin and French, important information encoded in register and tenses were 

obscured to fit a narrative the missionaries knew would be positively received. In February 1832, 

the wampum belt had a profound emotional effect on Gregory XVI. He became fascinated with 

North American Indigenous Catholics, as he engaged with the exotic materiality of the belt and 

the foreign concepts he could grasp through Indigenous languages. The wampum belt, the 

letters (in Indigenous language and in translation), and the embodied memories of his protégé 

Hyancinthe Deutz, formed a powerful means of representation that enraptured the pope. 

His diplomatic response to the belt was, as my research showed, the sole reason why 

Thavenet was granted private access to the Pope. This was the Sulpicians’ main act of co-opting 

this belt for their diplomatic purposes. With each chance he got, Thavenet redirected the pope’s 

interest in Indigenous issues to bring up the numerous disputes the Sulpicians faced in Canada. 

From this privileged position, the Sulpicians could lobby more efficiently to maintain control 

over their lands, including the Lake of Two Mountains. Thavenet’s position as expert on 

Algonquin linguistics and customs allowed him to trade influence with Roman intellectuals who 

were in strategic political positions. He appropriated the exotic prestige and interest that the 

wampum belt had introduced in the Vatican, and used this as social capital to invest in the 

Sulpicians’ favor.   

This wampum belt, perhaps echoing Deutz’s fate, ended up as a manipulated agent. It 

was imbued with many voices and carried the intentions of many actors, not all of them 

Indigenous. It worked in Deutz’s and the Sulpicians’ favor rather than advanced Indigenous 

causes at the Holy See. In this betrayal of the belt’s intention, it seems poetic to muse about the 

later fates of those involved: in 1835, Deutz was persecuted and ostracized for being a traitor 

and a spy; in 1840, Thavenet was disavowed as Sulpician agent and sued for mismanaging 

community assets (Paradis 1954b, 18). The wampum belt reached the Vatican collections, 

separated from the letters explicating its purpose, and became a silent and mysterious 

ethnographic object, in a process familiar to those studying North American materials in 

museums (Bruchac 2018b, 73-75).  

Still an active diplomatic agent, albeit an ambiguous one, the Lake of Two Mountains 

wampum belt illustrates the multiple effects wampum belts can have when they are sent 

without Indigenous mediators. This case demonstrates how cultural mediators can take 

advantage of the emotional and affective reactions the object creates in human consciousness. 

The archival richness linked to this particular belt revealed the crucial roles cultural brokers can 

play in these transatlantic, wampum-mediated relations, even beyond their involvement on 

textual mediations. As a materialization of speech and embodied relations, wampum exchange 

can adapt to these fluid networks and polyphonic voices, being sometimes co-opted for dubious 

goals. 
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CHAPTER 6: The Long Diplomatic Lives of the Chartres Wampum Belts: 
Relating through Time and Space 

  

In this chapter, I examine some of the ways in which people have related to these 

wampum belts, understood as a creative movement between shell and paper. In Chapter 4, I  

discussed how some documents pertaining to Abenaki wampum belts have made their way back 

to Indigenous communities, especially through the circulation of scholarly publications and re-

translation of historical documents. In this chapter, however, I focus on human movements 

towards the wampum belts and their associated papers: who were the people who had the 

chance to reconnect with these wampum belts after their initial travels? Were they descendants 

of those who sent those objects? What were their emotional responses to these wampum 

belts?  

In this discussion of memory and of the activity of wampum belts beyond their original 

exchange, I focus on the 1678 Wendat and 1699 Abenaki belts that did remain in Chartres’ 

treasury. If these two belts were agents sent to mediate seventeenth-century relationships, are 

they still active? This question requires an investigation in the longue-durée. Since they are 

among the only ones that survived in their intended place of destination, I examine the 

relationships they helped mediate after their seventeenth-century voyage, focusing on events of 

re-engagements in the nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first centuries. Who interacted with 

these wampum belts, and which communities did they connect at these different imes?  

In Chapter 2, I discussed the periodical re-reading of wampum belts held in Indigenous 

communities as a way to remember and reaffirm relations with kin. The concept of “Polishing 

the Chain,” inherited from the metaphors of wampum diplomacy, evokes the practice of 

revisiting an alliance regularly, in order to strengthen the bonds between two nations and 

ensure that all parties were held accountable for their responsibilities towards one another 

(Scott and Fletcher 2016; Corbiere 2019, 187-188). The periodical re-reading of wampum belts 

and the exchange of new gifts in order to polish the chain between allies is therefore profoundly 

embedded in the traditions of wampum diplomacy. As such, it should not be particularly 

surprising that the Chartres wampum belts prompted events of re-reading after their arrival.  

The Chartres case is exceptionally rich, as it documents emotional engagement with the 

wampum belts as well as with paper-and-ink speeches and their translations. Because of this, I 

have preferred this case rather than the troubled interpretations of the 1831 wampum belt at 

the Vatican, where its disconnection from the paper traces of its message led to confusions and 

more creative ways to enroll the belt in modern diplomatic endeavors. However, the co-

presence of shell and paper in the Chartres case did not prevent historical actors to bend the 

wampum belts’ legacies to new ends. 

The long diplomatic lives of the Chartres wampum belts are characterized by periods of 

contraction and periods of expansion, to follow Deborah Doxtator’s conceptual model 

highlighted in Chapter 3. They went through periods of dormancy, where only cathedral staff 
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and the local community at Chartres experienced their presence at the sanctuary. They also 

went through several events of “discovery,” where their encounters with specific people 

triggered new relations or new circulations outside of the cathedral walls, as publications, 

photographs, or even physical travels. This discussion will focus on the bishop of Montreal 

Ignace Bourget’s visit to Chartres in 1841; the visit of University of Pennsylvania Museum 

director George B. Gordon in 1921; and the visit of the Introspect project research team in 2017. 

These three events illustrate how people continued to relate to the Chartres wampum belts, 

their associated papers, and the diplomatic, scholarly, and emotional relations they helped 

mediate over three centuries. Finally, I will highlight some of the discussions about the future of 

these relations that might arise when those wampum belts’ absence is noticeable. This section 

will bring forth some of my interlocutors’ perspectives on the wampum belts’ sense of place and 

community of belonging. 

Redirecting Emotional Attachments to Wampum Belts’ in the 19th 
Century 

The continued presence of the Chartres wampum belts and their associated written 

materials explains why they have generated a large body of scholarship. We have seen in 

Chapters 3 and 4 that the canons of the cathedral published some of the correspondence that 

they had received from Wendat and Abenaki Christians and their missionaries (De la Dévotion 

1700). In the mid-nineteenth century, two historians from Chartres re-discovered these letters 

in the archives and offered a new publication. Jules Doublet de Boisthibault’s edition (1857) 

included a short introduction that placed the Wendat and Abenaki wampum belts in the context 

of the cathedral’s many treasures, and the letters were shared for their historical interest to the 

understanding of the Jesuits’ missionary work in foreign countries. The following year, the 

archivist Lucien Merlet (1858) published the same materials, adding the original versions of 

Wendat and Abenaki letters—when they were not too long—before their French translation. His 

introduction offered a history of the correspondence between the Jesuits and the canons of the 

cathedral, with additional information gleaned from the cathedral’s archives. As we have seen in 

Chapter 4, the circulation of Merlet’s publication was influential in recovering additional 

memory of transatlantic wampum belts in North America. With access to texts in the original 

Abenaki language, Abenaki leaders at Odanak were able to transmit and interpret their 

seventeenth-century history.  

 Merlet also paid attention to the wampum belts’ contemporaneous effects, by 

mentioning the impact they had on Bishop of Montreal Ignace Bourget during his 1841 visit to 

Chartres cathedral. Ignace Bourget was a background character in the ecclesiastic intrigues 

examined in Chapter 5. In 1821, he became a priest and was appointed secretary to Jean-

Jacques Lartigue who was the bishop of Telmesse and representative of the archbishop of 

Quebec in Montreal. Lartigue’s appointment irritated the Sulpicians who worked relentlessly to 

resist his authority on what their considered to be their territory. After decades of acrimonious 

disputes, Pope Gregory XVI created the diocese of Montreal in 1836, with Lartigue as its first 

bishop. Despite Sulpician protestations, Ignace Bourget took over as bishop of Montreal after his 

mentor’s death, in 1840 (Sylvain 2003). From May to September 1841, Bourget took a trip to 
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Europe to recruit priests and missionaries for his diocese. During this trip, he paid a visit to 

Chartres cathedral, where he saw the two wampum belts sent by the Wendat of Lorette in 1678 

(see Chapter 3) and the Abenaki of Néssawakhamigué in 1699 (see Chapter 4). 

 As I discuss below, two vastly different accounts of this encounter between the bishop 

and the wampum belts exist. In one, the bishop is said to have had a profoundly emotional 

experience. In the other, the bishop seems to have remained rather indifferent to the two belts. 

Why does this discrepancy matter? It offers an interesting case to examine the agency of these 

powerful objects: did the belts perform as diplomatic agents once more, during this event of re-

acquaintance? What effects did they have on specific individuals, and how did their emotional 

attachments lead to new diplomatic alliances? This research suggests that the narrative of 

emotional discovery was a result of Edouard Pie’s perception, a priest at Chartres cathedral who 

had deep knowledge of the wampum belts and their history. The meeting between Pie, Bourget, 

and the wampum belts had political consequences, in that Chartres and Montreal cathedral 

entered in a strong partnership based on the supposed historical connection between them that 

the wampum belts represented. However, this endeavor was based on a misunderstanding 

fueled by Pie’s wish to reconnect with the wampum belts’ original makers. This case illustrates 

how emotional attachments to wampum were able to drive new relations, albeit misdirected or 

reoriented to serve new actors and communities. 

A Scholar’s Retrospective Account of Meaningful Encounter  

Merlet’s 1858 monograph, published seventeen years after Bourget’s visit, gives a 

striking account of the bishop’s encounter with the two wampum belts in the treasury of 

Chartres cathedral: 

de quel étonnement ne fut-il pas saisi en voyant, à trois mille lieues de son diocèse, 
des ouvrages de ses chers Sauvages, qu’il reconnut aussitôt. On lui montra alors 
l’original des lettres écrites par les missionnaires ses prédécesseurs, et le vénérable 
prélat, profondément ému de trouver des preuves aussi sensibles de la piété de ses 
devanciers, pria qu’on lui fit des copies, en langue huronne et abnaquise, des vœux 
de ces peuplades à Notre-Dame de Chartres (Merlet 1858, xix) 

he was astonished when he saw, three thousand leagues away from his diocese, 
some works by his dear Savages, which he immediately recognized. Then, he was 
shown the original letters written by his predecessors the missionaries, and the 
venerable prelate, deeply moved to find such compelling evidence of his forbearers’ 
piety, asked for copies to be made of these peoples’ vows to Our Lady of Chartres, in 
the Huron and Abenaki language (Translated by Lise Puyo). 

Merlet’s account insisted on Bourget’s emotional response to the wampum belts: he was 

“astonished” upon seeing them, he recognized the objects “immediately” as wampum belts, and 

he was “deeply moved” upon reading the associated correspondence. Merlet’s narrative 

depicted Bourget connecting with the two wampum belts and through them, with the past and 

with those whom he called the people of “his diocese,” and his “predecessors”—Wendat and 

Abenaki Christians on the one hand, and seventeenth-century Jesuit missionaries on the other.  
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Merlet used a possessive to describe the relationship between seventeenth-century 

Indigenous Christians and Bourget: “ses chers Sauvages,” “his dear Savages.” Merlet might have 

used this possessive pronoun to mean that as a bishop, Bourget would have considered 

Indigenous people in Canada as his flock. However, it is important to note that Ignace Bourget 

was not the bishop for the Wendat of Lorette nor the Abenaki of Néssawakhamigué and 

Odanak. In the seventeenth century, both were under the episcopal jurisdiction of the bishop of 

Québec. The diocese of Montreal was established in 1836, but Lorette-Wendake and Saint 

Francis-Odanak were outside of its jurisdiction, and still part of the archdiocese of Québec. At 

the time of Bourget’s visit, the archbishop of Québec was Joseph Signaÿ. This slight 

approximation might raise questions on the type of new relationships the wampum belts 

apparently prompted in the 1840s, between the canons of Chartres cathedral, the bishop of 

Montreal, and the Wendat and Abenaki villages. 

The Bishop’s Account of Seeing the Chartres Wampum Belts 

 Merlet’s narrative must be critically examined, and compared to a closer source. During 

his trip to Europe, Ignace Bourget kept a correspondence with his secretary back in Montreal. In 

a letter dated from June 20th 1841, the bishop gave his own perspective on his visit to Chartres 

cathedral.587 He had travelled there from Paris, accompanied by a Sulpician priest. In his letter, 

Bourget used 1,800 words to narrate his visit to Chartres. The description of the local Virgin, its 

legendary origins, the history of the Celtic cult, and the description of devotional practices 

towards her made the largest portion of Bourget’s account (about 865 words). In comparison, 

the encounter with the wampum belts and letters was the shortest topic Bourget discussed in 

his narrative, with only 113 words: 

Il y a dans les archives de l’Evêché une correspondance entre les Chanoines de cette 
ville et les Jésuites du Canada, où il est question de consacrer à N.D. de Chartres les 
Sauvages Hurons et Abénaquis, et aussi les actes de cette consécration avec les 
présens de ces Sauvages nouvellement convertis, lesquels consistent en deux 
ceintures de rassades dont le travail n’approche pas de celui de nos Iroquois et 
autres femmes Sauvages : ce qui prouve qu’il y a chez elles avancement dans les arts. 
Un brave Prêtre de l’Evêché, nommé Mr Pie, doit me faire copier toutes ces pièces, 
qui seront curieuses en Canada et mériteront place dans les Mélanges Religieux.588 

In the diocesan archives, there is a correspondence between the canons of this city 
and the Jesuits of Canada, relating to consecrating the Huron and Abenaki Savages to 
Our Lady of Chartres, there are also the consecration texts with the presents from 
these newly converted Savages, which consist in two belts of glass beads [rassades]. 
This work does not come close to that of our Iroquois and other Savage women: this 
proves that there is progress in their arts. A good priest of the diocese, named Mr. 
Pie, is to make me some copies of all of these documents, which will be curious in 
Canada and will deserve a spot in the Mélanges Religieux. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

 
587 Bourget to his secretary, June 20th 1841. 901.054, Archives de la Chancellerie de Montréal. 
588 Idem. 
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 This passage suggests that, contrary to Merlet’s depiction, Bourget was not “deeply 

moved” by his encounter with two wampum belts inside the cathedral. He did not even 

“immediately” identify what they were. He misidentified the wampum beads as “rassades,” 

which usually describes glass beads, rather than shell beads (Otto 2017, 9). This confusion 

continued as he compared wampum belts to other types of Haudenosaunee beadwork. Bourget 

was likely referencing the virtuosic embellishment of various objects with glass beads, a key 

element to the economic and cultural survival of Indigenous women in the Northeast through 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Hill 1996; Phillips 1998). Bourget’s remark that 

beadwork produced for the tourist market was artistically more advanced than the two 

wampum belts at Chartres conveys his evolutionist understanding of cultural change. Bourget’s 

perception of wampum as an inferior art form suggests that he had shown no real interest in the 

two belts. If anything, the two wampum belts apparently failed to impress him. 

It is unclear from this passage, whether or not Bourget actually read any of the letters 

that accompanied them. Casting their content as simple acts of “consecration,” he understood 

these wampum belts as routine acts of devotion. His phrasing also focuses on the Jesuits’ 

initiatives in this process, as though missionaries and canons of Chartres had both collided to 

“consecrate” the Wendat and Abenaki to the Virgin of Chartres. This serves to illustrate some of 

the limitations of the “ex voto” category that I had highlighted in Chapter 2: once these belts 

have been understood within this framework, it is apparently easy to deny Indigenous agency, 

and completely overlook the significance of wampum ceremonialism. In addition, Bourget’s 

detachment stands in contrast to Merlet’s account, in that the bishop did not share any musings 

about the Jesuits being his predecessors or spiritual ancestors. 

Bourget’s inability to identify shell wampum beads and his comparison to supposedly 

better Haudenosaunee beadwork would also indicate that he had little to no knowledge of 

Indigenous wampum diplomacy, and that he lacked the cultural context to appreciate the belts’ 

significance. Although he was a contemporary of the 1831 wampum belt sent to Gregory XVI, 

my research has shown that the episcopal clergy had no clue that wampum belt had been made 

and gifted to the Pope (see Chapter 5). In the first half of the nineteenth century in Canada, 

wampum diplomacy was more often conducted between Indigenous nations and the British 

colonial government (Gohier 2014, 190; Corbiere 2019). This marks a contrast with the 

seventeenth century, when Catholic priests often served as interpreters and intermediaries 

between Indigenous and European nations. As such, they were trained to participate in 

Indigenous diplomacy. The nineteenth century episcopal clergy apparently lacked this training, 

reflecting profound shifts in priorities and hierarchies after the British conquest of Canada. 

Bourget’s ignorance also illustrates the differences in skill and training between priests geared 

towards the administration of a diocese—envisioned as a community of Catholics of European 

decent—and missionaries to Indigenous peoples, who had to learn Indigenous languages and 

customs in order to perform their duties. 

 Bourget’s mention of “our Iroquois and other Savage women” suggests that he was 

aware that Lorette and Odanak were not part of his own diocese. The use of the possessive 

pronoun “our” could suggest a paternalistic sense of closer proximity with Haudenosaunee 
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people when compared to Wendat and Abenaki people. The mission villages set in the diocese 

of Montreal included Kahnawake, Akwesasne, and Kanesatake, multi-ethnic communities that 

were comprised of a majority of Haudenosaunee people.589 Bourget might have been keen on 

recognizing the work of the Indigenous artists he felt were part of his territory, while 

downplaying the works of those that he found more foreign, because they were not under his 

spiritual jurisdiction. 

 In his letter, Bourget did not share any sense of surprise or astonishment following this 

serendipitous encounter. Instead, he used the term “curious,” employed in French in this 

context to describe something rare and interesting (Landais 1844, 154). He used the adjective to 

qualify the letters accompanying the belts, which he considered publishing in the Catholic 

newspaper he had recently established in Montreal, the Mélanges Religieux (Lemieux 1969). 

Besides this adjective and the dismissive comment about the wampum belts’ artistry, he did not 

share any personal opinion about the wampum belts, or any particularly positive emotion. 

Edouard Pie: a Wampum Custodian Yearning for Reconnection 

 Then, why did Merlet describe Bourget’s encounter as such an emotional moment in his 

1858 monograph? Bourget mentioned the name of the priest who told him about the belts and 

letters: Edouard Pie, who was the honorary canon of Chartres Cathedral at the time. Merlet’s 

monograph was dedicated to Pie, who had become the bishop of Poitiers in 1849. “This very 

work that we are trying to produce today, we had once hoped to see it flow from your 

compelling quill,” Merlet wrote to Pie in the dedication, suggesting that Pie was the first to have 

the idea of re-publishing the Wendat and Abenaki letters to Chartres (Merlet 1858, vi, 

translation by Lise Puyo).590 

 Edouard Pie therefore seems to have been an important mediator in this particular 

encounter. After Bourget returned to Montreal, Pie wrote him with his deepest regret that he 

had not been informed of the Bishop’s schedule, otherwise he could have sent him off with a 

series of gifts that were supposed to make his pilgrimage to Chartres “so precious and 

memorable.”591 The list of gifts was as follows: 

1° Un Reliquaire, en forme de chemisette, renfermant de la Ste Chemise de N.D., du 
chef de Ste Anne, et des Reliques de deux des Corps Sts de notre Eglise. 

2° Deux dossiers contenant la copie du vœu de vos chers hurons et des Abnaquis à 
N.D. de Chartres, et toute la correspondance concernant cette touchante 
confraternité, établie il y a près de deux siècles, entre deux églises, l’une naissante 

 
589 Kanehsatà:ke, also known as Oka and the Lake of Two Mountains, was a multi-ethnic community 
comprised of Algonquin, Nipissing, and Mohawk people, under the tutelage of Sulpician missionaries, as 
discussed in depth in Chapter 5. Akwesasne (Saint Regis) and Kahnawake (Sault Saint Louis) are 
predominantly Mohawk communities, and they are former Jesuit missions. 
590 Original French: “L’œuvre même que nous tentons aujourd’hui, nous avions un instant espéré la voir 
sortir de votre plume éloquente.” (Merlet 1858, vi). 
591 Translation by Lise Puyo. Edouard Pie to Ignace Bourget, December 5th 1841. 165.106, Archives de la 
Chancellerie de Montréal. 
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alors et qui maintenant a grandi, l’autre déjà des plus antiques, et comme disent nos 
archives multi mater, nulli filia. 

3° à ces pièces, je joins une lettre à vos chers diocésains spécialement les hurons et 
Abnaquis, au nom de l’Eglise de Chartres, de la part de laquelle je renouvelle avec 
eux l’antique alliance et fraternité, leur envoyant à cet effet le petit gage dont je 
vous ai parlé plus haut.592  

1° A reliquary in the shape of a small chemise, containing some of Our Lady’s Holy 
Chemise, some of saint Anne’s head, and some relics from two of our church’s holy 
bodies. 

2° Two folders containing the copy of your dear Huron and Abenaki’s vow to Our 
Lady of Chartres, and all the correspondence regarding this touching confraternity, 
established about two centuries ago, between two churches, one then infant and 
who has grown, and the other already amongst the most ancient, and as our archives 
say: multi mater, nulli filia [mother to many, daughter to none]. 

3° I am adding to these documents, a letter to your beloved diocesan flock, especially 
the Huron and Abenaki, in the name of the Church of Chartres, from whom I renew 
the antique alliance and fraternity, sending them to that effect the small gift I 
mentioned earlier. (Translated by Lise Puyo). 

 These gifts mirrored seventeenth-century exchanges, as they contained a material 

object and written documents. The object, a reliquary in a similar shape to the one sent by the 

canons to the Wendat of Lorette in 1680 and to the Abenaki in 1691, was supposed to renew 

the relationship between Chartres, the Wendat, and the Abenaki. Interestingly, the reliquary 

contained a piece of the Holy Chemise, the most powerful relic at Chartres, which the 1680 

reliquary did not. In his 1841 letter to his secretary, Bourget had mentioned in passing: “I will 

bring a piece of this valuable relic with me to Montreal,” but he did not mention under which 

circumstances.593  

Pie’s letter shows that the existing relationship between Chartres, the Wendat, and the 

Abenaki was the reason why Bourget received such a gift. Pie called that relationship 

“fraternité” (brotherhood), borrowing from the kinship metaphors used in the seventeenth 

century letters, where the canons of Chartres embraced both communities as “brothers.” Pie 

wrote the public letter he had promised in this gift list on the feast of the Annunciation, March 

25th 1842. This date echoes the words woven into the Wendat wampum belt, referencing Mary’s 

maternity in Latin words and in round glass beads. He called his interlocutors “beloved brothers” 

throughout the body of the text, to acknowledge and rekindle the previous relationship, and 

addressed the letter “to the clergy and believers of the diocese of Montreal, especially our 

brothers the Hurons and the Abnaquis.”594 

 
592 Edouard Pie to Ignace Bourget, December 5th 1841. 165.106, Archives de la Chancellerie de Montréal. 
593 “j’emporterai avec moi à Montréal une parcelle de cette précieuse Relique.” Bourget to his secretary, 
June 20th 1841. 901.054, Archives de la Chancellerie de Montréal. 
594 Edouard Pie to the diocese of Montreal, March 25th 1842. 901.008, Archives de la Chancellerie de 
Montréal. 
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Pie was apparently convinced that Ignace Bourget was the bishop of Lorette and 

Odanak, since he also referenced that relationship explicitly in the list cited above: “your 

beloved diocesan flock, especially the Huron and Abenaki.” However, this attribution was based 

on a misunderstanding. Pie was seemingly not aware that the Wendat of Lorette and the 

Abenaki of Odanak belonged to another diocese, and Bourget apparently never clarified the 

situation. In the same 1841 letter, Pie proposed to appoint a representative of Montreal among 

the canons of Chartres cathedral, whose main function would be to “pray for the diocesan flock 

of Montreal, especially the Huron and the Abnaquis, and to present them to Our Lady of 

Chartres, like children to their mother.”595 The canons of Montreal cathedral would also appoint 

an honorary canon of Chartres. The two representatives, in Pie’s idea, would continue the 

correspondence that the Jesuit missionaries and Indigenous diplomats had shared with the 

cathedral. There, human agents were supplemented to the objects and letters, as a 

commitment to a longstanding relationship of devotion.  

These elements suggest that through this relationship with Montreal, Pie wanted to 

reconnect Chartres to the Wendat and Abenaki. He wanted to re-circulate the words and 

speeches of the original alliance, in an event comparable to the periodic re-reading of wampum. 

Perhaps he had gathered this tradition from the eighteenth century Abenaki letters that aimed 

to revisit this alliance, or perhaps the wampum belts’ presence had elicited this desire for 

reconnection. 

The emotional dimension of this relationship surfaced in Pie’s letters. In his 1841 letter 

to Bourget, Pie mentioned reading the seventeenth-century Wendat and Abenaki letters to the 

bishop of Chartres. Pie wrote that the bishop of Chartres “was moved to tears” upon hearing 

them, and vigorously approved of the renewed alliance. In Pie’s account, the bishop of Chartres 

anticipated “the sweet joy that they [the Indigenous letters] will bring you and your flock.”596  

Interestingly, in this interaction between Pie and the bishop of Chartres, Pie seemed to 

take on the role of a wampum keeper, tasked with the periodical unfolding and reading of the 

wampum belts in the treasury. He mentioned that he read the letters out loud to the bishop, 

eliciting a strong emotional reaction, which both men anticipated would be shared in North 

America upon reading these letters again. Pie understood that the wampum belts and the 

associated speeches were the repositories of Indigenous voices, which he found compelling and 

moving, even across the Atlantic, and even two centuries later. He understood that the 

wampum belts enacted and embodied kin relations between Chartres, Lorette, and Odanak. He 

and the bishop of Chartres believed that Wendat and Abenaki people would be similarly moved 

and interested in these voices, which they hoped could be heard again on the other side of the 

Ocean, two centuries later. 

 
595 Translation by Lise Puyo. Edouard Pie to Ignace Bourget, December 5th 1841. 165.106, Archives de la 
Chancellerie de Montréal. 
596 Translation by Lise Puyo. Edouard Pie to Ignace Bourget, December 5th 1841. 165.106, Archives de la 
Chancellerie de Montréal. Original French: “Il se réjouit dans la pensée de la douce joie qu’elles vous 
causeront et à votre troupeau.” 
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In his March 1842 letter to the diocese of Montreal (which, in Pie’s misunderstanding, 

included Lorette and Odanak), Pie narrated Bourget’s visit to Chartres from his perspective, 

using an emphatic style that highlighted the emotional aspect of this encounter: 

Avec quel attendrissement, oh ! frères très chers, votre bien aimé et très vénérable 
Père, à son voyage dans notre France, a vu dans le Trésor de notre Eglise ces 
touchants objets [the wampum belts], et la consécration en langue huronne qui les 
accompagne ! Quelle ineffable joie pour son cœur de rencontrer en quelque sorte 
ses chers néophytes aux pieds de la Dame de Chartres qui n’avait par cesse de garder 
le souvenir de leur affiliation ! Ô surprise inespérée de trouver une fraternité déjà 
depuis long tems établie, là où il venait, mû par sa propre piété, et pensant bien 
apporter le premier à la sainte Dame l’hommage de ses enfants d’outre-mer ! ô mille 
fois heureuse et admirable communion des saints dans l’Eglise Catholique, combien 
de douces jouissances et de merveilles inattendues … !597 

With what affection, oh! most beloved brothers, your venerable and beloved Father 
saw during his trip to France these touching objects [the wampum belts] and the 
consecration in the Huron language that accompany them in the Treasury of our 
Church! What an ineffable joy for his heart to meet, in a way, his dear neophytes at 
the Lady of Chartres’ feet, who had never ceased to keep the memory of their 
affiliation! O unexpected surprise, to find a fraternity established here for a long 
time, where he came to, moved by his own piety, and thinking he would be the first 
of her children from overseas to bring homage to the Blessed Lady! O admirable and 
a thousand times-blessed communion of saints in the Catholic Church, how many 
sweet pleasures and unexpected wonders…! (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 I have examined Bourget’s letter to his secretary in 1841 and his own representation of 

events. Pie’s narrative describes a dramatically different picture of Bourget’s reaction to seeing 

the wampum belts in the crypt: he reports that Bourget was surprised to discover that Canadian 

peoples had preceded him at Chartres. He also mentioned, his being moved by the wampum 

belts, “these touching objects,” his “ineffable joy” and “surprise” to find an existing alliance. All 

these profound reflections on the belts’ meaning were lacking from Bourget’s letter, where he 

seemed rather unimpressed with their aesthetic features, and merely found the Wendat and 

Abenaki letters “curious.” The discrepancy between these two accounts could suggest that Pie 

was projecting his own emotional attachment to the wampum belts onto Bourget and that the 

two churchmen had very different understandings of the relationships they represented.  

This might explain why Merlet published in 1858 a version of Bourget’s visit that was 

heavily influenced by Pie’s perspective, with Bourget stunned by the wampum belts, which he 

supposedly recognized immediately, and deeply moved upon reading the correspondence that 

accompanied them. Rather than an accurate depiction of Bourget’s meeting with the belts, this 

narrative gives insights into Pie’s intimate connection with them and the meaningful encounter 

he anticipated a Canadian bishop to have with them. 

 
597 Edouard Pie to the diocese of Montreal, March 25th 1842. 901.008, Archives de la Chancellerie de 
Montréal. 
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Pie repeatedly asked Bourget to send him copies of any seventeenth or eighteenth-

century documents that would complement Chartres’ archives, and asked for copies of an 

upcoming publication of the Indigenous letters in the Mélanges Religieux.598 The Covid-19 

pandemic prevented me from revisiting all the issues from the year 1842 onward to see if the 

Wendat and Abenaki letters had ever been published in the newspaper. The pandemic also 

prevented me from visiting the archives at Wendake and Odanak to see if Bourget ever shared 

Pie’s words and the Wendat and Abenaki ancestors’ speeches with these communities. My 

hypothesis is that Bourget never did, because of his apparent lack of interest and Pie’s repeated 

requests, but I could be wrong. Rather than Bourget’s circulation of the texts, it seems that it 

was Merlet’s 1858 monograph circulating in Odanak in the 1880s that enabled Joseph Laurent 

and Thomas Wawanolet to re-translate the Abenaki speech from 1691, and recover the memory 

of a lost wampum belt for their community (see Chapter 4).  

Misdirected Diplomatic Endeavors 

The existence and permanence of the two wampum belts at Chartres therefore 

prompted a new diplomatic exchange, where Edouard Pie—de facto wampum keeper at 

Chartres—recruited the bishop of Montreal as a serendipitous agent to bring gifts and letters to 

the Wendat and Abenaki in the 1840s. Bourget represented a potential connection to the 

original people who contracted this alliance, due to being from Canada, and, in Pie’s 

misunderstanding, due to being the Wendat and Abenaki’s bishop (which Bourget was not). The 

gifts of relics and public letters addressed to Indigenous Christians therefore went to the wrong 

religious district. Montreal, rather than Lorette and Odanak, gained permanent representation 

amongst the canons of Chartres cathedral, and Chartres gained representation in Montreal. 

While Pie apparently thought he was renewing the original alliance, his lack of geographical 

knowledge prevented him from seeing that he was actually contracting a new one between 

Chartres and Montreal.  

This new alliance left out its original actors: Wendat and Abenaki Christians. Bourget, by 

maintaining the confusion between Montreal and Québec, profited off the emotional power the 

belts and letters yielded, to secure precious relics and a privileged position in Chartres’ networks 

of prayers. This redirection evokes the ambiguous success of the Lake of Two Mountains 

wampum belt, which was able to capture the Pope’s interest, imagination, and emotional 

attachment, but was later coopted by Sulpician actors who used this connection to advance 

their own interests.  

In Chartres, the wampum belts were seemingly still active in the first half of the 

nineteenth century as they were still able to change the emotional state of some humans 

around them, and voice the relationships they embodied thanks to their associated speeches. 

Rather than Ignace Bourget’s supposed “astonishment” seeing the wampum belts, it was 

 
598 See Edouard Pie to Ignace Bourget, May 12th 1842; and Pie to Bourget, no date, identified in the 
archives as c.a. 1843. In this letter, Pie mentioned that Bourget had mentioned he had the intention of 
publishing the letters in the Mélanges, but that he had not done it yet. 165.106, Archives de la 
Chancellerie de Montréal. 
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Edouard Pie’s emotional attachment to them that directed the 1841 diplomatic event. His 

letters suggest that he, more so than Bourget, had a special relationship with these “touching 

objects” and the relationships they materialized. This encounter with the bishop of Montreal 

prompted new material, spiritual, and intellectual exchanges. As seen in the dedication of 

Merlet’s book, it was Pie’s personal connection to the wampum belts and his knowledge of the 

associated correspondence that prompted Merlet’s interest and publication, which in turn 

enabled the wide circulation of these documents in francophone circles. The publication was a 

major reference point for generations of scholars, including Joseph Laurent and Thomas 

Wananolet in the 1880s, Lionel Lindsay at the turn of the century, and throughout the twentieth 

and twenty-first centuries (Farabee 1922; Gobillot 1957; Sanfaçon 1996; Clair 2008b).  

Remarkable Encounters: Photographing Chartres Wampum Belts in the 
20th Century 

 Almost a century after Bourget’s visit, a similar event of wampum reading took place at 

Chartres cathedral, this time involving English-speaking scholars who did not necessarily know 

about Wendat and Abenaki transatlantic wampum diplomacy. In the summer of 1921, George 

Byron Gordon, the director of the University of Pennsylvania Museum was visiting Europe. 

Accompanied with Léon Legrain, a French ecclesiastic who was just appointed as a new curator 

of Assyriology at the University Museum, Gordon traveled from Paris to Chartres to visit the 

famous cathedral. Gordon, who had several wampum belts in his museum collection, 

encountered the two Chartres wampum belts without any warning or preparation.  

 I did not find an equivalent to Ignace Bourget’s letter to chronicle Gordon’s visit and 

meeting with the wampum belts. A letter dated from September 23rd, 1921 indicated that 

Gordon had enquired about the belts’ history to the Catholic Institute of Paris. His 

correspondent there shared a bibliography including Doubelt de Boisthibault and Merlet’s 

monographs, and tried to set up a meeting to discuss it further. The letter indicates that Gordon 

did not initially follow up on these exchanges, as he was travelling to Constantinople, Smyrna, 

Marseille, and London.599 After his return to Philadelphia in October 1921, Gordon wrote to 

Léon Legrain in order to revisit these exchanges and solve the mystery of the Chartres wampum 

belts: 

I have often recalled our visit together to Chartres and it is curious how certain small 
details stick in one’s mind. The two Indian wampum belts stick in my mind because 
of the surprise they gave me and I have been wondering whether you have been able 
to find out their date. It is a matter about which I am very curious.600 

Interestingly, seeing these wampum belts was one of the rare details of Gordon’s months-long 

international trip that impressed him to such an extent that he followed up on it in his 

correspondence. His interest was based on intellectual curiosity, as Gordon inquired about the 

 
599 Letter from M. Langlois, September 23, 1921. “Notes on 17th century Huron Wampum Belts,” William 
C. Farabee papers, American Section, Penn Museum Archives. 
600 G B. Gordon to Léon Legrain, October 21 1921. Gordon’s letter books #29, letter #478, Penn Museum 
Archives. 
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belts’ date of manufacture. As a museum director managing a large collection of antiques, 

Gordon was perhaps hoping to evaluate the significance of the Chartres belts compared to 

wampum objects that he had seen or was housing in his museum.  

Margaret Bruchac (2018b) has published a fascinating account of the collecting of 

wampum belts by Frank Speck in 1913, including their transport to Philadelphia, where the 

University Museum was then housing additional wampum belts acquired by George Gustav 

Heye of the Heye Foundation/Museum of the American Indian. In 1913, when Speck saw the 

wampum belts he was about to purchase in Temiskaming, Ontario, he wrote to Edward Sapir: “It 

nearly knocked me over to see those belts” (cited in Bruchac 2018b, 76). Interestingly, Gordon 

seemed to have a comparable emotional response when he saw the Wendat and Abenaki belts 

in Chartres cathedral: “the two Indian wampum belts stick in my mind because of the surprise 

they gave me.” In 1920, one year before Gordon’s trip to Chartres, the University Museum 

acquired a different wampum belt representing two squares connected by a line on a white 

background (Farabee 1920, fig.50; Penn Museum inv. NA9143). The article announcing this new 

acquisition mentioned that:  

It is to be regretted that the exact history of this belt has been lost. The same regret 
may be expressed for the loss of the complete history of practically all wampum 
belts. (Farabee 1920, 80). 

Gordon’s encounter with the wampum belts at Chartres could also provide a test of Farabee’s 

theory, regarding the apparent impossibility to recover wampum belts’ specific history. As 

Bruchac theorized, this scholarly casting of wampum as inherently mysterious also served 

museums and scholars as justifications for them as they were removing wampum from 

Indigenous communities (Bruchac 2018b, 91-92). 

In the correspondence I consulted at the Penn Museum Archives, Gordon never 

enquired about buying the two Chartres wampum belts. It would not have been overly 

surprising if he had: in the early twentieth century, American collectors and museums routinely 

acquired church objects and architecture in France (Brugeat 2018). Instead, Gordon seemed 

interested in the belts’ value as a comparative standard to be contrasted with the wampum 

belts held in the University Museum, which were decontextualized, and thus believed to have 

lost their history. 

In France, Léon Legrain commissioned the first photographs of the two wampum belts in 

Chartres, and sent Gordon a copy of Merlet’s 1858 monograph, in preparation for an article in 

an American journal.601 William Curtis Farabee, the curator of American Archaeology and 

Ethnology, wrote the piece (without citing Merlet’s monograph), published in the University 

Museum journal (Farabee 1922).602 This article introduced the Chartres wampum belts to a 

 
601 Léon Legrain to G.B. Gordon, October 31 1921. Office of the Director, Correspondance, Gordon-Legrain 
1919-1921, Penn Museum Archives. 
602 Merlet’s influence is undeniable in the erroneous 1676 date attributed to the Wendat wampum belt 
(Farabee 1922, 48), a mistake I have also reproduced in my early work on this belt. 
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modern audience of American anthropologists, and Farabee’s article described Gordon’s 

meeting with the belts as a “discovery” (Farabee 1922, 46).  

The article included photographs of the two belts on display in the crypt, in the chapel 

dedicated to Saint Savinien, next to the Virgin’s altar, where Celtic druids were believed to 

worship (Guéneubault 1857, 622; Farabee 1922, 46). This indicates that the belts were 

accessible to the public, and placed in a highly significant space, next to the specific avatar of the 

Virgin to which they were destined. The two belts hung inside a wooden frame, maintained by 

metal pins and textile ribbons (Farabee 1922, fig.21). The photographs documented areas of 

missing beads that correspond to the damage I first observed in 2015, indicating that the belts’ 

state remained remarkably stable throughout the twentieth century. 

Rather than a “discovery,” I consider this event as an “apparition” in the meeting of the 

belts with a sensitive receptor, someone who had enough knowledge to recognize the 

significance of those two wampum belts and enough desire to share and publicize their 

presence. The wampum belts were visible to pilgrims and visitors, but Gordon experienced his 

own encounter as a revelation of something that he had ignored, a surprising presence made 

known suddenly, to which he needed an explanation and more information. Gordon did not 

make any mention of meeting with anyone at Chartres who had enough knowledge to 

contextualize these belts for him. He experienced them without human mediators, and was 

moved enough by them to enquire about them a few months after his visit: “The two Indian 

wampum belts stick in my mind because of the surprise they gave me.”603 This encounter 

prompted another “re-reading” of the two wampum belts, through the publication of their 

photographs and a summary of their associated speeches, with an English translation of the 

Wendat letter.  

Although this encounter did not lead to any diplomatic relations between Chartres and 

North America, it echoes the 1840s encounter in interesting ways. In both instances, meeting 

with the belts was framed within emotional lexicons. Pie saw surprise and joy in Bourget, and he 

moved the bishop of Chartres to tears upon reading him the French translation of Indigenous 

speeches. Gordon expressed surprise and curiosity upon seeing the wampum belts. Both Pie and 

Gordon recruited an intermediary to present the belts to a wider audience. Pie saw in Bourget a 

way to reach nineteenth-century Wendat and Abenaki people, and Gordon tasked Farabee with 

presenting the two belts to the American academic community. Both events expanded the 

wampum belts’ circle of influence. Through their reproduction in the printing press, they were 

able to travel again in North America, to encounter new eyes and minds that they might touch 

and move. Through this circulation, they did find their original communities: the words of 

Wendat and Abenaki ancestors travelled back to nineteenth and twentieth-century 

communities, and their presence in Chartres became common knowledge amongst wampum 

scholars and specialists. 

 
603 G B. Gordon to Léon Legrain, October 21 1921. Gordon’s letter books #29, letter #478, Penn Museum 
Archives. 
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Polishing the Chain: Visiting the Chartres Wampum Belts in the 21st 
Century 

 Between 2017 and 2019, when I asked questions about the Chartres wampum belts at 

Wendake and Odanak, a few people shared stories of seeing these belts in person, whether they 

had seen them in North America, or travelled to Chartres with the express goal of visiting 

them.604 Manon Sioui, Wendat artist from Wendake, also shared that she saw the two wampum 

belts on display at the Musée du Nouveau Monde in La Rochelle, France. This was a very solemn 

and emotional moment for her, thinking—as a wampum weaver herself—of the hours of work 

that it took to weave the belts, and embellish them with porcupine quill.605 In the twenty-first 

century, two main events seem to have elicited emotional relations and connections between 

the wampum belts and the descendants of those who wove the beads and spoken the words 

written on paper.  

The wampum belts travelled to North America in 2008 and 2009, for two exhibitions in 

Canada and the United States. Their first stop was at the Pointe-à-Callières museum in 

Montreal, QC, where they were exhibited for the “France, Nouvelle-France” exhibition, from 

May 21 to October 12, 2008. At that time, Nicole Obomsawin, Abenaki historian, head of the 

Musée des Abénakis in Odanak, who had already visited the Chartres wampum belts twice in 

the 1970s and 1980s, was invited to the opening. With permission from the museum, she 

organized a bus trip from Odanak to Montreal to visit the Abenaki belt, with the chief, elders, 

and who in the community was interested, in order to perform a ceremony in front of the belt. 

They sung to the belt in Abenaki, including the Abenaki national anthem: 

Ca a été un moment important […] moi j’étais contente de la voir là, tu sais, moi je 
l’avais déjà vue, mais pour les gens qui ont toujours… en avaient juste entendu 
parler, puis qui avaient vu que des reproductions, ben, de la voir en vrai, tu sais tu dis 
ça c’est la vraie, qui est partie, que nos ancêtres ont remis, en tout cas, que ça vient 
de chez nous là, c’est… je pense que les gens sont, ceux qui sont venus il y en a qui 
étaient assez vieux, parce qu’il y avait des jeunes aussi mais pour ceux qui étaient 
assez vieux c’est des choses dont ils se souviennent, ils se souviennent de ce voyage-
là. (Interview with Nicole Obomsawin, 12 July 2018). 

It was an important moment […] me, I was happy to see it [the wampum belt] there, 
you know, I had already seen it, but for people who had always… who had just heard 
about it, and who had only seen reproductions, well, to see it in real life, you know, 
you tell yourself, it’s the real one, the one that left, the one that our ancestors gave, 
or that it comes from our home, it’s… I think that people are, those who came, some 
of them were old enough, because there was young people too, but for those who 
were old enough, those are things they remember. They remember this trip. 
(Translation by Lise Puyo). 

 
604 Interview with Florence Benedict, 12 July 2018; interview with Nicole Obomsawin, 12 July 2018 ; 
interview with Michel Savard, 1 August 2018. 
605 Interview with Manon Sioui, 2 August 2018.  
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The two Chartres wampum belts were later displayed at the Shelburne Museum in 

Shelburne, Vermont, in the summer of 2009. This date corresponded to the celebrations of 

Samuel de Champlain’s 400th anniversary of arrival in the region. Displayed in a glass case on the 

red cloth backing they were still sewn on in 2018, the two belts appeared in a space that was 

traditionally part of Abenaki homelands, on the shores of Betobakw (Lake Champlain) (Brooks 

2008, map 4). My own advisor, Dr. Bruchac, saw them there for the first time. It shows how the 

Abenaki belt, despite being entangled in celebrations of colonial history, was able to visit 

relatives in the hinterland that would have been in communication with the communities at 

Néssawakhamigué and Odanak. The wooden crates were made for these two events. 

 During my research I also became aware of a recent international research project 

called Introspect. A collaboration between software engineers and archaeologists, the project 

involved French and Canadian universities, research laboratories, and medical-grade scanning 

equipment, to analyze historical artifacts. In 2017, Introspect partnered with the Huron-Wendat 

and the Abenaki nations to conduct CTI scans and 3D reconstruction of the Chartres wampum 

belts. A representative of each nation: Stéphane Picard, then archivist of the Huron-Wendat 

nation, and Florence Benedict, council woman of the Abenaki nation, joined the archaeologists 

Genevieve Treyvaud and Marie-Anne Paradis from Université Laval, on a trip to France, where 

the wampum belts would be processed for analysis at the University of Rennes.  

 I did not take part in this research project, but I was interested in the emotional impact 

that this trip might have had on the human actors who met the wampum belts at that time. I 

interviewed the four participants I named above, and conducted complementary interviews at 

Chartres, including with Father Emmanuel Blondeau, the priest who received the delegation, 

and Cécile Figliuzzi, archivist at the Archives Départmentales d’Eure-et-Loir, who facilitated 

access to the written documents associated with the wampum belts.  

 Several themes became salient when conversing about the wampum belts as ways of 

relating through time, space, and cultural differences. First, in keeping with the first half of this 

chapter, I want to examine the conditions of possibility for such meeting to take place, and the 

difficulties of access. Then, I want to relate what my interlocutors shared about the significance 

of this event, which Florence Benedict called “the most beautiful trip of my life,” one that “even 

transformed … into a spiritual quest.”606 While meeting with the belts provided a strong sense of 

connection with ancestors, the belts’ first travels and their permanence in Chartres cathedral 

also materialized an alliance with France. This alliance was explicitly articulated and materialized 

through new, eloquent and symbolic gifts, that I will describe and discuss. 

“It nearly didn’t happen”: the material obstacles to access 

 I do not claim to know the behind the scenes of the Introspect wampum project, but I 

was interested when Florence shared some of the roadblocks that made the project nearly 

impossible. To me, they highlighted the logistical difficulties in pulling off such an ambitious 

 
606 Interview with Florence Benedict, 12 July 2018. Translation by Lise Puyo. Original French: “c’est le plus 
beau voyage de ma vie. Ca c’est transformé je te dirais même, en quête spirituelle.”  
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research plan—moving the Chartres belts from the cathedral to the scanning equipment at the 

University of Rennes—and the consequences it might have had on the Indigenous diplomats 

sent to represent their nation at the wampum belts’ sides. 

Ca a failli pas se réaliser par exemple les wampums parce que ça coûtait très très 
cher d’assurance. Pour pouvoir sortir la ceinture les gens de l’université nous ont dit, 
au départ juste pour aller la chercher il aurait fallu être assuré pour un million à peu 
près. Puis on a dit nous on avait pas les moyens, l’université, de s’assurer, parce qu’il 
fallait avoir des gardes en permanence vingt-quatre heures sur vingt-quatre avec la 
ceinture. Ils ont dit qu’est-ce qu’on fait tu sais… Finalement, par le musée, y a 
quelqu’un je me souviens plus c’est qui qui a eu la brillante idée dire eh on va 
appeler au musée et on va demander si ça peut aller parce qu’à tous les jours là ils 
amenaient la ceinture à l’université pour l’analyse et ils devaient la retourner le soir. 
Ca s’est fait comme ça sur environ dix jours. Mais c’est à cause de ça que ça a pu être 
réalisable parce que sinon c’était une question de sous si ça n’aurait pas marché tu 
sais. (Interview with Florence Benedict, 12 July 2018) 

It nearly didn’t happen the wampums for instance, because it was very very 
expensive in insurance. The people from the university told us, to be able to take the 
belt out, just to go and fetch it we would have needed about a million in insurance. 
Then we said we couldn’t afford it, the university, to get that insurance, because we 
needed constant twenty-four hours security guards with the belt. They said you 
know, what are we going to do… Eventually, through the museum, someone said, I 
don’t remember who had the brilliant idea to say: hey, let’s call the museum and ask 
if it’s all right if we bring the belt everyday to the university for analysis, and take it 
back there for the night. That’s what we did for about ten days. But it’s because of it 
that it was feasible, because otherwise if it didn’t work out it was only a money 
question, you know. (Translated by Lise Puyo) 

In this case, the complexity of insuring the two wampum belts for about a million euros 

was a significant roadblock to the project moving forward. It remains a significant problem when 

discussing the loan of significant cultural patrimony from museums to Indigenous communities. 

In this case, insurance fees were also compounded with safety fees, as Florence mentioned 

having to post security guards with the belts at all time. In this case, the resolution came from 

asking for the Musée des Beaux-Arts de Rennes to help in negotiating the insurance fee and 

providing a safe space for the belts when they were not actively studied.  

 Transporting the wampum belts to another location therefore required travel and 

lodging expenses that far exceeded the cost of lodging humans. This type of cost could only be 

taken on by institutions that were used to housing priceless items of cultural patrimony, such as 

museums. Without this intervention, the project, and the delegation’s visit, could not have 

taken place. 

Touching wampum belts, jumping through history 

 The trip itself had two main locations: the first one in Rennes, where the Introspect 

team performed the required scans to see the belts in their complete intimacy, analyzed the 

density and uniformity of the beads, saw through X rays the weaving patterns, and conducted 
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further scientific analysis, between Rennes University and the Rennes Museum. The second part 

of the trip was about escorting the two wampum belts back to Chartres cathedral, meeting their 

custodians, and seeing the associated letters at the Archives départementales d’Eure-et-Loir. 

Florence Benedict and Stéphane Picard’s first meeting with the two Chartres belts therefore 

took place at Rennes museum, as Florence recounted: 

Puis on est arrivés […], puis c’est le lendemain qu’on a été voir les wampums au 
musée de Rennes. Puis ça a été vraiment un moment… historique, quelque part là. Je 
sais que d’autres de ma communauté ont déjà vu le wampum. Mais de les voir… ils 
étaient dans des coffres de bois puis ils les ont alignés tous les deux parce que j’avais 
mon collègue qui avait une ceinture aussi des Hurons, des Wendat, donc ça a été 
vraiment un peu cérémoniel, tu sais on s’est agenouillés tous les deux. Puis à un 
moment donné les gens de l’université ont enlevé les couvertures, puis ça a été 
vraiment un moment là j’ai… j’en parle puis j’ai encore des larmes, tu sais c’est 
vraiment là tu sais tu te dis là… puis là c’est à ce moment-là qu’on a posé les mains 
chacun sur le nôtre là, puis ça a été vraiment comme un… ça me chantait comme un 
espèce de… d’énergie là qui… je me disais ouah, c’est magane (Interview with 
Florence Benedict, 12 July 2018) 

Then we arrived […], and it’s the next day that we went to see the wampums at the 
Rennes museum. It was really a… historical moment, in a way. I know that other 
people from my community had seen the wampum already. But to see them… they 
were in wooden crates then they aligned both of them because I had my colleague 
who also had a belt from the Wendat, so it really was kind of ceremonial, you know, 
we both kneeled down. Then at a certain point the people from the university lifted 
the covers, and that was really a moment there I… I’m talking about it and I still have 
tears, you know it’s really then you know, you tell yourself then… and that’s at that 
moment that we placed our hands each on ours, and it was really like a… it sang to 
me like a sort of… of energy, there, that… I said to myself woah, it’s magane 
(Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 Stéphane Picard also talked about a solemn moment of connection, especially with the 

Wendat women who had woven the belt, in his account of the same event. Just like Florence, he 

described the event as historical, although he was aware that he was not the first person from 

his nation to ever see the belt. However, the exceptional closeness, and the solemn and official 

setting of this encounter lent a form of gravitas to that moment. In his recollection, Stéphane 

mentioned that this moment was a means to connect with his ancestors, especially through 

imagination:  

c’est un moment que je dirais qui était « historique » entre guillemets parce que je 
sais pas ça fait combien de temps qu’une personne pouvait être aussi près du 
wampum depuis mes ancêtres, c’est le lien avec le passé, je trouve, qui était 
vraiment important de s’arrêter quelques minutes puis de penser aux gens vraiment 
à ça moi en tant qu’individu j’ai réfléchi au nom de ma nation mais aussi en pensant 
le but, l’accomplissement des heures de travail qui était fait, puis j’imaginais les 
dames en train de réaliser ou je sais pas, j’imaginais les personnes en train de le faire 
en étant si près du wampum c’est à ce moment-là que je trouvais vraiment 
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important, parce que les heures de travail qui ont été mises ça prouve l’importance 
pour les gens de ma nation qui évidemment en ont fait beaucoup de wampums à 
cette époque-là mais qui en fassent un en particulier avec message en latin écrit 
pour le catholicisme… ils trouvaient, évidemment c’était important à cette époque-là 
et encore aujourd’hui parce que juste de voir le travail effectué c’est comme un 
trésor, c’est un objet d’art (Interview with Stéphane Picard, 1 August 2018). 

This moment was quote on quote “historical” I would say, because I don’t know how 
long it’s been since a person was able to be so close to the wampum belt, since my 
ancestors. It’s the link to the past, I find, that was really important, to stop for a few 
minutes and to think about the people. Truly, I thought about this me as an 
individual in the name of my nation, but also thinking about the goal, about the 
hours of work that went into it; then I imagined the ladies as they were weaving it, or 
I don’t know, I imagined the people as they were making it since I was so close to the 
wampum. It’s at that moment that I found it very important, because of the hours of 
work that went into it proved the importance to people from my nation, who of 
course made plenty of wampum around that time, but to make one with a Latin 
message written to Catholicism… They obviously found it important at that time, and 
still today because just seeing the work that was done, it’s like a treasure, it’s a work 
of art. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

Stéphane’s narrative focused on active thinking, from the materiality of the wampum belt, to 

the experience of his Wendat ancestors weaving the belt. The hours of work and myriads of 

decisions that went into the weaving of this particular belt commanded respect, attention, and 

reverence. The wampum belt was a “treasure” and a “work of art,” the manifestation of skilled 

Wendat hands and their participation in Catholic devotion. 

Stéphane and Florence showed me photos of the event on their phone, where I saw 

them kneeling in front of the two belts, their hand softly placed upon the woven beads. During 

our interview, Florence’s eyes filled with tears as she recounted this first meeting and this 

meaningful contact. I was also moved. It reminded me of a very similar image my colleagues 

from the Wampum Trail team had shared with me. In 2015, during the Kaianerasere’Kówa, the 

recitation of the Great Law of Peace at Akwesasne, Haudenosaunee elders had retrieved the 

historic wampum belts of the Confederacy, repatriated from various museum collections. The 

belts taken out for the recitation, and laid down on tables in front of the stage for attendees to 

see them up close. There, my colleagues witnessed a similar gesture that Florence described to 

me: a gentle hand contact with the woven beads (Mach 2015). The importance of physical 

contact also reminded me of Nicole Obomsawin’s experience holding the wampum belt during 

one of her visits to Chartres: 

En la prenant, ça donnait un autre… une autre émotion, de la prendre. Tu sais, on 
s’est dit il y a quelqu’un qui l’a pris, probablement plus qu’une personne, pour la 
remettre. Puis là moi je l’avais dans mes mains, puis je me disais : tu sais, je sais pas 
si c’est des gens dont je porte les gènes, tu sais il y a aussi ça, qui ont touché à cette 
ceinture-là quand elle a été faite et quand elle a été remise. C’est un peu ça, si tu 
veux. Et puis après ça, ben on analyse et puis on détaille, on regarde les perles tu 
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sais, mais avant, c’est juste l’émotion. (Interview with Nicole Obomsawin, 12 July 
2018). 

Holding it, it gave a different… different emotion, to hold it. You know, we told 
ourselves, there is someone who held it, probably more than one person, to give it 
away. And there I was, I had it in my hands, and I was saying to myself: you know, I 
don’t know if those are the people whose genes I carry, you know there’s that too, 
who touched this specific belt when it was made and when it was given. It’s 
something like that, if you want. And then after that, well, we analyze and we look in 
detail, we look at the beads, but before that, it’s only emotion. (Translated by Lise 
Puyo) 

 I asked Florence what it meant for her to gently place her hand onto the Abenaki belt.. 

She replied: 

C’est être connectée directement avec mes ancêtres. Pour moi c’était ça, d’être 
connectée directement avec eux. Tu sais, c’était ça. C’était ça que je ressentais, c’est 
comme ça que ça s’est passé, puis c’est là qu’il y a une vague d’émotions tu sais qui, 
et puis même encore tu sais j’en parle, puis je me souviens tu sais. […] Oui c’était 
vraiment un bond dans l’histoire et puis c’était d’être connectée avec ma gang, avec 
mes ancêtres, avec le passé aussi. Puis on dirait que ça devient encore plus concret 
tu sais, ouah, c’est vrai qu’ils ont fait partie de l’histoire, ils ont fait partie de… puis 
on est encore là après toutes ces années. (Interview with Florence Benedict, 12 July 
2018) 

It was about being directly connected to my ancestors. For me that’s what it was, to 
be connected to them directly. You know, that’s what it was. That’s what I was 
feeling, that’s how it happened, then that’s there that there is a wave of emotion 
you know that—and even now still when I’m talking about it—and I remember you 
know […] Yes, it was really a jump through history, and it was being connected to my 
gang, to my ancestors, to the past as well. Then, it’s like it becomes more concrete 
you know, woah, it’s true that they were part of history, they were part of… and 
we’re still here after all these years. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 The permanence of these two wampum belts and their history was life affirming. It 

confirmed in a profound way that the Abenaki nation existed then, and still exists now, despite 

efforts from settler colonial governments to erase its language, culture, and political institutions. 

A proof of the Abenaki’s existence, the 1699 wampum belt was a protection against oblivion: 

Ici aujourd’hui quand je pense à ce wampum-là c’est vraiment, ça montre encore 
qu’on était là. Tu sais si un jour on disparaît, ben là on a existé. On est encore là 
après toutes ces guerres, après tous les bouleversement, tout ça, ça montre 
vraiment notre passage. On était là, c’est vraiment ça. (Interview with Florence 
Benedict, 12 July 2018) 

Here and now when I think about this particular wampum, it’s really about, it shows 
that we were here. You know, if we disappear one day, well here: we existed. We’re 
still here after all these wars, after all the turmoil, all of that, we truly show our 
passage. We were here, that’s truly it. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 
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 This emotional connection is a profound aspect of these wampum belts, a variation on 

the themes of surprise, fascination, and deep emotional turmoil that they have caused 

throughout the centuries over their long diplomatic lives. Here, though, the connection made 

sense on a patrimonial and ancestral level. The materiality of the Abenaki belt, and the mastery 

of its makers, which we have noted in Chapter 4, functioned as a powerful vector of pride, 

amazement, and connection to the past. When in 1699, Abenaki women set out to weave “the 

most magnificent” wampum belt “that had ever been made,”607 they also created a monument 

that would speak to their descendants centuries later. This monumental belt had strived to 

connect with the community throughout the centuries through its regular emotional interaction 

with various human agents.  

 For Stéphane, the Introspect project would, in lieu of repatriation, lead to a 3D 

reconstruction of the Chartres wampum belt that could be on display at the Huron-Wendat 

Museum in Wendake, and would yield insight that would interest and help contemporary 

wampum weavers: 

Y a des gens qui s’intéressent à ça qui font de l’artisanat aujourd’hui, même s’ils ne 
connaissent pas forcément les wampums de Chartres ça doit servir à ça, ça va servir 
à savoir quelles fibres étaient utilisées animales, végétales etc., qu’en présentant les 
rapports aux gens ben les gens vont voir quelles techniques étaient utilisées à cette 
époque-là puis ça va peut-être pouvoir continuer la tradition avec les gens qui font 
de l’artisanat aujourd’hui, des gens qui sont intéressés par ça. C’était un peu le but 
atteint de ma visite là-bas aussi en faisant ça. […] Pour le musée, ben évidemment 
sans faire une rapatriation, ben au moins au niveau technologique je pense qu’on va 
être capable de le refaire en 3D. (Interview with Stéphane Picard, August 1 2018) 

There are people who are interested in this, who are artisans today, even if they 
don’t necessarily know about the Chartres wampums, it must be used to that end, it 
will be useful to know which fibers were used, animal, plant, etc. By sharing the 
research report with people, people will see which techniques were used at the time, 
and it will maybe carry on the tradition with artisans today, with people who are 
interested in this. It was sort of the goal of my visit there too, to do that. […] For the 
museum, well, obviously without doing repatriation, well at least at a technological 
level I think we’ll be able to make it again in 3D. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 In all cases, the Chartres belts’ legacy was articulated as a profound way to connect with 

ancestors, with the people who woven and gifted these belts in the seventeenth century, but 

also within a contemporary setting. They spoke to continued Indigenous presence, and could 

trigger new revivals of various artisanal traditions. Another important aspect of the delegation’s 

visit to Chartres was also the ability to revisit traditional wampum diplomacy. Accompanying the 

two wampum belts back to Chartres cathedral, Florence and Stéphane were revisiting their 

nation’s relationship with that particular place. 

 
607 Vincent Bigot to the canons of Chartres cathedral, 25 September 1699. Translation by Lise Puyo. AD 28, 
G445. 
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Renewing friendships, continuing wampum diplomacy  

 This sense of connection appeared in our discussions as renewal and continuity of 

diplomatic traditions and partnership. The solemnity of meeting with the Chartres wampum 

belts also came from the fact that both Stéphane and Florence were representatives of their 

nation, and that their presence had a political and diplomatic function as well. Accompanying 

the two wampum belts back to Chartres after analysis in Rennes, the team met with Father 

Emmanuel Blondeau, rector of Chartres cathedral, for a ceremony in traditional regalia. This 

solemn meeting evoked past ceremonies of diplomatic wampum exchange, and was meant to 

commemorate and rekindle the relationship between the three communities: 

y a eu vraiment une cérémonie de remise, d’échange, un peu comme avec un 
wampum quand ça servait de monnaie d’échange où on voulait représenter un lien, 
donc ça s’est fait dans cette continuité-là quand même, on a remis une lettre qui 
faisait état d’une capsule temporelle. On a pensé à ça on en avait discuté avec 
Geneviève Treyvaud l’archéologue aussi, signée par le grand chef on a pensé à ce 
moment-là officiellement la nation en 2017 en novembre pour déposer le wampum 
puis qu’on continuait l’amitié etc. Donc oui au niveau politique ça s’est perpétué 
même si j’étais pas chef j’étais là en tant que Wendat en premier mais aussi en tant 
qu’employé de la nation, on a perduré quand même aujourd’hui. (Interview with 
Stéphane Picard, 1 August 2018).  

There really was a gifting, an exchange ceremony, a little bit like with a wampum belt 
back when it was an exchange token where we wanted to represent a relationship. 
So it was still done in this continuity, we gave a letter that served as a time capsule. 
We had thought about this and talked about it with Geneviève Treyvaud the 
archaeologist. It was signed by the great chief, and we thought about, at that 
moment, the nation in November 2017 officially, to deposit the wampum belt and 
that we continued the friendship etc. So yes, at the political level it was perpetuated, 
even though I wasn’t a chief I was there as Wendat first of all, but also as a national 
employee, still, we kept on until today. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 The ceremony at Chartres was therefore an official, national, and diplomatic affair, with 

Stéphane Picard as an ambassador standing in for his nation. Similarly to Florence’s earlier 

remarks about her meeting with the wampum belt underlining the survival of the Abenaki 

nation at Odanak, Stéphane’s presence in this capacity materialized the permanence of the 

Huron-Wendat nation as a political entity. The ability to perform this ceremony conveyed this 

added significance of materializing and showcasing the Wendat nation’s existence, in continuity 

with the Latin “HVRONUM” spelled on the 1678 wampum belt. If France and the Chartres clergy 

were still standing as institutions, so was the Huron-Wendat nation.  

 Early on in our conversation, Stéphane had insisted on stories of loss and wampum 

dispossession at the Wendat community, and why, as a result, he had not learned about the 

Chartres wampum belt through oral tradition, but rather through scholarly sources. He had 

deplored the decreased relevance of wampum ceremonialism in the early twentieth century, 

which coincided to the moment when the last wampum belts in the community were sold to 

Canadian collector David Ross McCord. We talked about the difference with the Abenaki case, 
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where Florence had shared that she had known about the Chartres belt since she was a child, 

and knew about the religious chant that had been adapted from the letter accompanying 

wampum gifts to Chartres. Yet, when talking about the ceremony at Chartres cathedral in 

November 2017, Stéphane told me: 

Tu sais tantôt je disais que ça s’est perdu mais ça s’est fait comme dans le renouveau 
ce que j’ai accompli là-bas dans ce sens-là, parce que on a quand même fait une 
cérémonie religieuse, oui, mais en tout cas une cérémonie de partage, d’échange 
d’un cadeau, eux nous en a remis un aussi. (Interview with Stéphane Picard, 1 August 
2018).  

You know earlier I was saying that it was lost, but what I’ve accomplished over there, 
this was done as a renewal in that sense, because we still did a religious ceremony, 
yes, but in any case it was a ceremony of sharing, of gift exchange, and they too gave 
us a present. (Translation by Lise Puyo) 

 In the face of the felt decline of wampum ceremonialism at Wendake during the 

twentieth century, the meeting with the Chartres wampum belt also offered the possibility to 

reconnect with those ceremonies in the twenty-first century. The ceremony at Chartres allowed 

for a performance of gift exchange that was central to Wendat sociocultural existence in the 

seventeenth century. The 1678 wampum belt, a witness to seventeenth-century wampum 

ceremonialism, also prompted twenty-first century wampum ceremonialism, in the exchange of 

material gifts, letters, and speeches, from the Indigenous and French sides. The connection 

through history was therefore also that of a renewal dealing with traumatic loss. 

 In Florence’s perspective, the 1699 wampum belt materialized an alliance with France 

that she felt was still ongoing during her visit, through the care that she and the historical 

objects had received: 

Et ce que ça démontre aussi, c’est une alliance avec les Français, c’est pas juste de 
l’histoire, c’est vrai, tu sais, c’est concret. Pour moi ça faisait juste être encore plus 
concret cette alliance. […] on a eu affaire à des gens très respectueux, c’est ça qui est 
vraiment très apprécié. C’était pas un show. Tu sais, c’était pas… Ils nous 
demandaient, est-ce que ça vous dérange si… et on disait, et ils disaient ok c’est 
correct ça on le montrera pas. J’ai senti, ils aiment toujours les autochtones et les 
voir aussi. C’était bien. C’était bien aussi les documents, on est allés aux archives, 
puis de voir vraiment les documents vraiment anciens, rédigés par les prêtres, puis 
on a des documents rédigés en Abénaki aussi, c’est vraiment fort. (Interview with 
Florence Benedict, 12 July 2018) 

And what it shows, also, is an alliance with the French, it’s not just history, it’s true 
you know, it’s concrete. To me, it made this alliance even more concrete. […] we 
dealt with very respectful people, and that was very much appreciated. It wasn’t a 
show. You know, it wasn’t… They asked us: do you mind if… and we would say, and 
they responded, ok it’s all right, we won’t show that. I felt like they still like 
Indigenous people, and seeing us too. It was good. The documents were good too, 
we went to the archives, and to see the very ancient document, written by priests, 
and written in Abenaki too, it’s really powerful. (Translated by Lise Puyo). 
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 The renewed friendship with the stewards of Abenaki and Wendat cultural patrimony 

translated through acts of hospitality, protection, and care. Florence was especially referring to 

the role that the people at Chartres played in reining in a television crew working on a short 

news film documenting the delegation’s visit. The moments of negotiating consent and 

respecting Florence and Stéphane’s wishes and privacy, were concrete moments when the 

friendship took form, outside of the solemn ceremony. 

 At the time of our conversation, I failed to consider another friendship and its political 

implications. In Chapter 4, I showed that the 1691 Abenaki belt referred to “Uncles” or 

“Brothers” who have already entered a relationship with the Virgin Mary. I have hypothesized 

that the Abenaki wampum gifts also memorialized a relationship between Abenaki and Wendat 

Christians in the Saint Lawrence River valley. Travelling together and experiencing intense 

feelings of connection with ancestors, the Wendat and Abenaki ambassadors might have also 

renewed cross-Indigenous friendship and alliance throughout the whole process. However, in 

these conversations, we mostly talked about the exchange between Chartres and the two 

nations separately.  

 The 2017 visit was therefore an occasion to revisit, re-experience and redefine the 

relationship between Chartres, the Huron-Wendat, and the Abenaki nations. In renewed 

ceremonies of gift exchange, performed in traditional regalia at the cathedral, the actors were 

able to make speeches and exchange presents, following Indigenous diplomatic proceedings. 

Polishing the Chain with eloquent gifts 

The Huron-Wendat nation gifted a small wampum belt of five rows made in November 

2017 by Manon Sioui, and a sheet of paper with national letterhead, representing two wampum 

belts, and bearing Stéphane Picard and Konrad Sioui’s signatures (fig. 40). The Abenaki Council 

gifted two red felt pouches containing tobacco, a hand-woven black ash basket, and a bark and 

leather binder, 

embellished with 

a braid of sweet 

grass and a bird 

feather. The first 

page in the binder 

was the Mâli 

Nigawesna prayer 

and its translation 

into French, as 

well as the 

following 

explanatory text:  

Cette prière 
a été composée à l’époque de la confection du wampum en l’honneur de l’objet, de 
notre alliance et de la Vierge Marie. Cette prière de langue Abénakise s’est transmise 

Figure 40: Gifts from the Abenaki Nation of Odanak and from the Huron-Wendat nation 
presented to Chartres cathedral in 2017. From left to right: Manon Sioui’s wampum belt; the 
Abenaki binder holding song lyrics and a letter; a bark sheath containing the Huron-Wendat 
council letter. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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depuis et a été adaptée en chant par la communauté d’Odanak au courant des 
années 1970. Elle est toujours chantée au sein de la Nation en gage de mémoire et 
de pérennité. Nous pensons que cette chanson fut une traduction Abénakise de 
l’Inviolata qui avait, selon les dires du père Jacques Bigot, été chantée durant neuf 
jours pour bénir et consacrer le wampum. 

This prayer was composed at the time of the wampum belt’s creation, in its honor, in 
our alliance’s honor, and in the Virgin Mary’s honor. This prayer in the Abenaki 
language was transmitted and adapted into a song by the Odanak community in the 
1970s. It is still sung in our Nation as a token of memory and continuity. We think 
that this song was an Abenaki translation of the Inviolata, which was sung for nine 
days to bless and consecrate this wampum belt, according to Father Jacques Bigot. 
(Translation by Lise Puyo) 

The themes of continuity and survival were also central to the four-page text that followed, 

signed by the Council of the Abenaki nation to the readers at Chartres. There, the Council 

reinterprets the wampum belt and its significance for contemporary and future readers. For the 

Council, the wampum belt is “a material testament to the long history of mobility and migration 

that precedes us,” it symbolizes “the adaptability that our Nation showed during its history,” 

and “a token of our Nation’s continuity” in the face of Canadian assimilation policies starting at 

the end of the nineteenth century (translation by Lise Puyo). Going explicitly against the 

representation that Abenaki people were in a state of submission to their Jesuit missionaries 

and to the Virgin Mary, the text insists on showcasing Abenaki people as conscious agents of 

their own history:  

Par l’octroi ritualisé de ce don, les W8banakiak n’ont pas simplement montré leur 
allégeance à la figure de la Vierge Marie, ils ont aussi valorisé et enchâssé leurs 
normes juridiques et politiques au sein de l’Eglise catholique à une époque charnière 
de leur histoire. 

Through this ritual gift, W8banakiak people did not merely show their allegiance to 
the figure of the Virgin Mary; they also valorized and embedded their judicial and 
political norms inside the Catholic Church at a pivotal period of their history. 
(Translation by Lise Puyo) 

This text echoed the speeches sent in the seventeenth century, although the articulation 

of political independence, agency and pride did not hide behind ecclesiastic epistolary norms. A 

stunning polishing of the chain, this awikhigan restitutes Abenaki speech and self-

representation, even in its materiality. Awikhigan, the combination of awik- (to draw, to mark, 

to write) and –igan (a tool, an instrument), is the Abenaki word for inscriptions on birch bark, 

maps, letters, drawings, books, and anything that is able to contain and transmit words within 

human consciousness (Brooks 2008, xxi-xxvi). The three-hooked binder, fashioned in birch bark 

and sweet grass pays homage to traditional awikhiganal, in addition to the printed pages, 

bearing a birch bark patterned header above the printed text (fig. 40). Significant both as object 

and as text, this gift powerfully echoes the wampum belts. 
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In return, Father Blondeau gifted embroidered 

panels depicting scenes from Chartres cathedral’s 

famous stained-glass windows, embroidered by local 

artist Monique Jacrot (fig.41). During my interviews 

with the artists Manon Sioui and Monique Jacrot, I was 

intrigued by the similarity of their involvement in this 

exchange: neither of them knew beforehand that their 

artistic production would be used in this particular 

diplomatic exchange. Their creations were simply 

available around the people who made the decision to 

circulate them, and believed to be relevant and 

significant to fulfill this goal.  

Manon Sioui shared that she only learned after 

the fact that her wampum band had been gifted to 

Chartres, and that she would have liked to produce a piece that was more directly designed for 

that purpose. The wampum belt she had made was part of the Huron-Wendat Council’s annual 

commission to her, made to gift to and thank council workers after twenty-five years of service. 

This information put into perspective what Stéphane had told me about wampum 

ceremonialism at Wendake: if thanking national employees with a wampum belt was common 

practice, it meant that wampum gifting was still an ongoing, renewed tradition within the 

Huron-Wendat nation. Perhaps the removal of historical wampum belts from the Wendat 

community might have cast such a sense of irremediable loss that it was still the first sentiment 

to be shared with outside researchers investigating historic wampum belts like me, rather than 

the current and new 

exchange of wampum 

within the community.  

Manon explained 

that she had designed the 

patterns with the Council 

employee in mind, with a 

white background and 

purple motifs. According to 

her, the twelve triangles 

represented twelve Wendat 

clans, with their summit 

oriented towards a central 

square (fig. 42). That square, 

she explained, stood for the 

Figure 41: Embroidery of Noah’s Ark glass 
window at Chartres cathedral by Monique 
Jacrot. Huron-Wendat Museum, 
Wendake, Quebec. Photo by Lise Puyo. 

Figure 42: Manon Sioui's wampum belt titled “le Chemin des Hommes,” gifted 
at Chartres cathedral in 2017. Photo by Lise Puyo. 
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Nation, a motif that she used in reference to Zacharie Vincent’s wampum belt. Inside the 

square, a single purple bead represented the employee being honored with this belt.608  

A symbol of belonging and inclusion, this wampum belt, despite the fact it was not 

made specifically for Chartres, strangely fit the situation. With its message and symbols, it 

acknowledged and commemorated the service of the 1678 wampum belt, and reaffirmed its 

connection to the Huron-Wendat nation at Wendake, and to its matrilineal clans. While their 

connection was serendipitous, the two wampum belts still had significant messages for one 

another. 

Monique Jacrot is the artist who made the embroidered panels that Father Emmanuel 

Blondeau gifted to the Wendat and Abenaki ambassadors on their visit to Chartres cathedral. 

Just like Manon, Monique had not been told that her work would serve that purpose, and was 

reportedly frustrated not to have been in the position to prepare something specifically for the 

occasion.609 Her embroidered panels, mostly realized in a satin stitch depicting scenes from the 

cathedral stained glass windows, were usually commissions for specific priests and occasions. 

She told me that she knew that one of the embroideries that left that day depicted the biblical 

story of the prodigal son. I saw at the Huron-Wendat museum that the second one depicted 

Noah’s ark.610 Once again, I was surprised at the eloquence of these supposedly randomly 

chosen themes. The parable of the prodigal son contains the story of a man’s celebrated return 

to his family after a long and painful separation. Meanwhile, the embroidered panel gifted to 

the Wendat depicted a large boat with a colorful roof voyaging overseas, depicted as zigzagging 

lines. Inside the cathedral, Noah’s window is comprised of over twenty different scenes, and yet 

the one that was chosen to cross the Ocean was the one depicting a sea voyage. Despite its 

fairly serendipitous selection, just like with Manon’s wampum belt, the embroidered panel 

interestingly spoke to the circumstances of a long overseas voyage, echoing the ones the belts 

took in the seventeenth century, and the one the ambassadors took in the twenty-first century.  

In the case of Manon’s wampum belt and Monique’s embroideries, the actors 

exchanging gifts did not intend to signify more than their willingness to exchange gifts and 

accomplish ancient rituals. Yet, the objects they hastily selected were able enter in dialogue 

with one another: they spoke of community belonging, overseas voyages, and returns to one’s 

family. The Abenaki gift was even more eloquent, as a modern awikhigan capable of addressing 

the wampum belt’s continued importance and legacy within the Odanak community.  

Following ancestral protocols of diplomatic gift exchange, the 2017 visit to the Chartres 

wampum belts was a true “Polishing of the Chain” of alliance, conducted directly by Indigenous 

ambassadors coming to a French catholic sanctuary. Woven into the fabric of a scientific 

research project, this visit was also a political and patrimonial endeavor, as Canadian and French 

researchers built into their budget the means to make such meetings happen. This powerful and 

solemn visit re-examined the meaning of the Chartres belts while renewing connections and 

 
608 Interview with Manon Sioui, 2 August 2018. 
609 Interview with Emmanuel Blondeau, 12 September 2018. 
610 Interview with Monique Jacrot, 6 November 2018. 
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relations between the ambassadors and their ancestors, and between the clergy at Chartres and 

their Wendat and Abenaki partners. Just as in the seventeenth century, the transatlantic 

wampum belts were powerful and meaningful both in Indigenous and in European contexts. 

 

The Chartres wampum belts and their distributed agents 

The long diplomatic lives of the Chartres wampum belts illustrate the new and old 

relationships the two wampum belts helped mediate. Moving to an object-centric perspective, 

one can perhaps say that the two wampum belts recruited human actors through visual and 

emotional connections, with the intent to circulate once again. With the help of enthralled 

human agents, the wampum belts circulated again through various media, where they could in 

turn touch and move diverse communities from afar. 

Edouard Pie, in his enamored fascination with the two belts, latched on to Ignace 

Bourget to try and reconnect with the Wendat and Abenaki communities, which he believed 

belonged to Bourget’s diocese. Instead, gift and diplomatic exchanges with Montreal only 

seemed to benefit the two cathedrals. It was also Pie’s passion that inspired Lucien Merlet’s 

1858 monograph, which circulated to the Abenaki and Wendat communities, and from which 

Joseph Laurent and Thomas Wawanolet re-translated the 1691 Abenaki letter, and which helped 

Lionel Lindsay in his 1900 monograph, where he listed all the Wendat wampum belts that were 

sent across the Atlantic Ocean. Similar scholarly enrapture can be seen during G.B. Gordon’s 

encounter in the crypt, which produced photographs of the belts and their further circulation in 

North America. Their charismatic presence continued to impact human consciousness in the 

twentieth and twenty-first century, when the Mâli Nigawesna prayer was turned into a chant, 

when Abenaki and Wendat individuals travelled to France to visit them, and prompting renewed 

scholarly interest that enabled an official diplomatic visit in 2017.  

The two wampum belts at Chartres have remained active in their role of representing 

powerful sociocultural entities, and of mediating relationships. They have inspired generations 

of custodians and bystanders to reconnect them with their community in some capacity, first 

through writing, then through print, photographs, in-person visits, and now high-tech digital 

imagery. In each case, it was the visual dialogue with the objects that caused the initial spark to 

venture out and transform emotional encounters into circulating media. Not everyone was 

receptive to their visual modes of communication, as evidenced by the long periods of 

dormancy in-between each of these “re-discoveries,” and by Ignace Bourget’s relative 

indifference to the two wampum belts. The meeting between these objects and particular 

minds who could form meaningful connections with them was essential to these events of re-

circulation. This pattern itself is hardly surprising, when compared to the traditional 

custodianship of wampum in Indigenous communities. In longhouses too, the belts went 

between dormant and active periods, ritually re-activated and re-interpreted to a community. 

This series of events might illustrate that the Chartres wampum belts somehow taught some of 

their custodians how to be wampum keepers, by remembering and re-telling the speeches that 

the wampum belts held. The involvement of scholars in this practice, especially the ever-present 
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Merlet monograph, illustrates how Wendat and Abenaki words were re-iterated in different 

times and different spaces.  

While the mediated versions of the Chartres belts circulated and prompted desires and 

plans to visit them, we have seen that this moment of in-person meeting was, in each case, the 

one that was considered as most meaningful, most impactful, and most emotional. The woven 

beads attest to the ancestral hands that handled leather, twine, porcupine quills, wampum, and 

glass. In narratives of the 2017 visit, the physical contact with the object was framed as a life-

affirming jump through history, a vibrant attestation of existence and political resilience. 

Stéphane and Florence also both highlighted how lucky they felt to have been present for such 

an historic event. The in-person experience of meaningful meeting with a historic wampum belt 

remained rare: Stéphane had told me of the other time he was able to handle a historic Wendat 

wampum belt, thanks to a loan from the McCord Museum to the Huron-Wendat Museum.611 

For most Indigenous people, in-person visits with historical wampum belts are the exception 

rather than the norm. 

Discussing wampum absences 

 In this chapter, I have touched on some of the paths and obstacles to in-person 

meetings with historic wampum belts. The Chartres wampum belts case illustrate the ways in 

which face-to-face encounters with the belts often led to the creation of mediated versions of 

these belts that circulated beyond the humans meeting with the belts in person. Those meetings 

transformed into narratives, letters, printed accounts, scholarly publications, photographs, and 

oral traditions. Additionally, they often led to further circulations of narratives and re-printing, 

re-telling, and re-speaking of the words uttered at the 1678, 1691, and 1699 events of wampum 

diplomacy. In this chapter and in Chapter 4, the Chartres wampum belts have shown that 

engaging with print, manuscripts, and photographs also yielded powerful attachments and 

memory processes.  

Through pictures of the wampum belts and their associated documents, my own visits 

had produced mediated forms of existence beyond the gallery and storage walls. Close-ups of 

beads, of thin lines in inventories, of brown seventeenth-century ink on grainy paper were the 

digital traces of my encounters that met the eyes of wampum keepers, language experts, artists, 

historians, curators and scholars throughout my travels. They helped us relate to one another, 

as we spoke about the belts, their meaning, and their history, but they did not create the 

“historic moment” and “jump through history” that Florence Benedict and Stéphane Picard 

described upon meeting the Chartres wampum belts at the Rennes Art Museum. 

When I asked about my interlocutors’ desires regarding the wampum belts’ 

whereabouts, I assumed that they would not mind them being away. I anticipated that the belts’ 

ties to the Catholic Church would have made them irrelevant to contemporary Indigenous 

concerns. The Christian transatlantic belts, I thought, were clearly sent voluntarily, so perhaps 

there would be no need for Indigenous people today to see them return. 

 
611 Interview with Stéphane Picard, 1 August 2018. 
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When Florence Benedict was asked whether she would like to see the 1699 Abenaki belt 

in the community at Odanak, she told me: 

C’est sûr. Mais dans un endroit vraiment très sécurisé, très sécuritaire. Tu sais c’est 
vraiment… les précautions qu’ils prennent c’est vraiment ce qu’il faut faire. Tu sais 
c’est, oui si ça serait fun de l’avoir au musée, mais il faudrait tout l’attirail de sécurité, 
faudrait vraiment comme presque des gardes et tout ça là, puis je me dis, c’est sûr 
que j’aimerais qu’elle soit ici. Mais pour le moment c’est correct qu’elle soit là-bas. 
(Interview with Florence Benedict, 12 July 2018) 

Of course. But in a very secure, very safe place. You know it’s really… The 
precautions that they take, that’s what needs to be done. You know, yes it would be 
fun to have it at the museum, but we would need all the safety apparatus, we would 
need guards and all that, and then I say to myself, of course I’d like for it to be here. 
But for now, it’s all right that it’s there. (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

Florence said “c’est sûr,” as though it was the most obvious answer. Her caveats about security 

might have echoed painful experiences of loss of patrimony to theft, as it had happened at 

Wendake with a silver reliquary, and at Kahnawake with a 1677 wampum belt displayed in the 

church (New York Times 1923).  

I later heard more about Abenaki desires to see the Chartres wampum belt come home. 

While discussing the emotions that meeting the belts at Chartres had triggered in her, Nicole 

Obomsawin mentioned that sadness was one of them: 

Tu sais sinon à un moment donné j’ai ressenti un peu de tristesse. Un peu de 
tristesse parce que je me disais, il me semble qu’elle devrait être chez nous. [Elle rit.] 
Donc, tu sais, c’était comme : « pourquoi qu’elle est en Europe, qu’elle est 
en France ? » enfin, pourquoi je sais là mais je veux dire, il me semble qu’elle devrait 
être ici. (Interview with Nicole Obomsawin, 12 July 2018). 

You know otherwise at some point I felt a little bit of sadness. A little bit of sadness 
because I said to myself, I think she [the belt] should be back with us. [She laughs.] 
So you know, it was like: “Why is she in Europe, why is she in France?” Well, I know 
why, but I mean, I think she should be here. (Translated by Lise Puyo). 

I asked a follow-up question about this feeling that the Chartres belt should return to the 

community, as it went against my previous assumptions and anticipations regarding peoples’ 

desires for the transatlantic Christian belts. Just like Florence, when I asked if the belt would be 

better in the community, Nicole replied with a “ben oui,” that underlined how obvious the 

answer was to her. She recalled her career at the Abenaki Museum and its trajectory from a 

small community museum to a state of the art institution with climate controlled storage rooms, 

and all the long and hard work that went into gaining these spaces, specifically to house 

repatriated historical objects. The infrastructure was now there to welcome the Chartres belt, if 

the belt were ever to return.  

D’un autre côté y’a ma fille qui est bien critique qui dit, ben oui mais, on l’a donnée. 
Tu sais, un don, c’est un don, tu sais, Indian giver… [elle rit] tu donnes, puis tu 
reprends ? Mais… éventuellement, je sais pas ce que les pères vont en faire, mais ça 
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va peut-être s’en aller avec d’autres… je sais pas là, tu sais ? on sait pas l’avenir. Puis 
je sais pas si c’est comme chez nous mais, les pères ils vieillissent, puis y a pas de 
relève. En tout cas, moi je me dis, nous on est prêts. On a ce qu’il faut. On pourrait lui 
faire une place importante… en tout cas, il me semble qu’elle serait bien, revenue 
chez nous. Elle serait revenue chez elle. (Interview with Nicole Obomsawin, 12 July 
2018). 

On the other hand, there’s my daughter who is very critical, who says, well sure but 
we gave it [the belt] away. You know, a gift is a gift, you know “Indian giver…” [she 
laughs] you give away, and then you take back? But… at the end of the day, I don’t 
know what the fathers will do with it, but it might leave with other… I don’t know, 
you know? We don’t know the future. And I don’t know if over there is the same as 
here, but the fathers are getting old, and there’s no one who’s taking over. In any 
case, I say: we’re ready. We have what it takes. We could make an important place 
for her [the belt], in any case I think she would be good, back with us. She would be 
back home.612 (Translation by Lise Puyo). 

 Within Nicole’s account was already a depiction of a diversity of opinions about 

repatriation of the given wampum belts within Indigenous communities. Her remarks about not 

knowing the future rings particularly true after Notre Dame de Paris’ fire in 2019, and the 

Sulpicians of Montreal closing down their archives in 2020.613 During my research, Chartres had 

been working towards the renovation of the treasury, which would give safe and climate-stable 

conditions to display the two wampum belts. While keeping the belts close to the Virgin was a 

reason articulated to me to explain why they were in the cathedral rather that in the museum 

next door, the conditions I’ve seen them in were not necessarily as “safe” as Nicole described 

when working to bring the Abenaki Museum to international standards. “Safety” would not be 

the reason why the belts would stay in Chartres, in this case. 

 In May 2019, I went to Kanesatake to report on my work on the 1831 wampum belt at 

the Vatican. There, I was able to share my research with Chief Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson and 

Dean Ottawa. Chief Nelson’s perspective had evolved since our first conversations in 2014, 

when he was cautious of having wampum belts return when they carried alliances, especially 

with the Church, which no longer rang true to Indigenous nations. His perspective had changed; 

perhaps as he saw the healing that wampum repatriation had brought to his community since 

repatriation events in 2014 and 2017 (Bruchac 2018b, 96-98). When we discussed the 1831 

wampum belt case, his perspective was straightforward: 

So, all in all, the reality is, for me, is that these [pointing at the wampum belt on my 
laptop screen] are our people that need to come back where they belong. As soon as 
possible. And I know it’s not gonna happen in my lifetime, but at least, it needs to be 

 
612 I have used the pronoun “she” towards the end of this quote to convey Nicole’s way of humanizing the 
wampum belt and thinking about the belt’s well being. In French, Nicole used the female pronoun “elle” 
throughout, matching the feminine gender of the noun “ceinture.”  
613 On the Sulpicians archives closing in 2020, see Chouinard 2020 and Nadeau 2020. In 2022, the 
Sulpician archives reopened with new staff and a new dynamic, focused on digitizing and sharing their 
collections with the public (Fannie Dionne, personal communication, 18 March 2022). 
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put out there that this is what’s happening. (Interview with Chief Tehanakarine Curtis 
Nelson and Dean Ottawa, 30 May 2019)  

This was not the first time that I heard Chief Nelson referring to historic wampum belts as 

ancestors who he and his community related to. In previous interviews together, he had also 

described wampum as alive, just like other important cultural beings, like the medicine or false-

face masks, another type of sacred museum holdings often subject to repatriation, at least in 

North America. Relating to objects as kin is no surprise to anyone working on Indigenous 

material culture, especially as embedded in contemporary struggles to access, relate to, rebury, 

and culturally adequately care for those animate objects and non-human persons (Bruchac 

2022; Colwell 2017; Matthews 2016; Peers and Brown 2016). 

 Chief Nelson’s idea was not to avoid Christian wampum belts: instead, their return could 

be a powerful way to address and heal some of the violence Indigenous people suffered at the 

hand of individual missionaries, priests, and institutions that fought to extinguish their cultural 

practices, and to atone for their active participation in violent colonial processes: 

Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson: “They’ll [the Church] never acknowledge the fact that 
the taking of the lands here was wrong. And they know it’s wrong, but they won’t 
acknowledge that. So they really need to give our belts back. And the very least, give 
it back to the people where it belongs.”  

Dean Ottawa: “Yeah. That would be a good step to diplomacy and making things 
right again. For us.” 

Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson: “Real reconciliation, that’s where it would start.” 
(Interview with Chief Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson and Dean Ottawa, 30 May 2019) 

 The 1831 wampum belt, especially, through its relation to the Sulpicians, the Pope, and 

the three Indigenous groups living at the Lake of Two-Mountains, was indeed created on 

misappropriated and contested land (see Chapter 5). For Chief Nelson, the belt was sent as a 

question to Gregory XVI, meant to travel and eventually to return. About the moccasins that 

were gifted alongside the belt to the Pope, Chief Nelson said: “you know why they sent the 

moccasins? […] It means, we’re gonna send you these so you can walk our answer home.”614  

 
614 Interview with Chief Tehanakarine Curtis Nelson and Dean Ottawa, 30 May 2019. 
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion 

 

The theme of relations has been central to this project. Wampum belts are tools to 

mediate relationships between groups of people and other-than-human beings: they articulate 

who they are to one another, and they embody these relationships. This dissertation has 

examined the agency of nine Indigenous Christian wampum bets that crossed the Ocean with 

letters carrying their message and explaining their purpose. Five of the wampum belts studied 

came from the Wendat at their different villages around Quebec City, Canada: a 1654 belt sent 

to the Congregation of the Professed House in Paris; a 1671 belt sent to Notre-Dame de Foy; a 

1673 belt sent to the Holy House of Loreto; a 1678 belt sent to Chartres Cathedral; and a 1716 

belt sent to Notre-Dame des Ardilliers. Three of these wampum belts came from the Abenaki 

nation settled on the Chaudière River near Québec City (now located on the Saint Francis River 

in present-day Quebec, Canada): a 1684 belt sent to Saint Francis de Sales at Annecy; a 1691 

belt sent to the Virgin of Chartres; and a 1699 belt sent to Chartres. The last belt in this study, 

from the Mohawk, Algonquin, and Nipissing community at the Lake of Two Mountains (near 

present-day Montreal, Quebec, Canada), was sent to the Vatican in 1831. 

 This dissertation aimed to, in a sense, “indigenize” our understandings of Christian 

wampum belts. It has opened new avenues of understanding the wampum belts that were sent 

to Catholic sanctuaries in Europe. Rather than missionary inventions imposed upon Indigenous 

Christians, these objects were Indigenous creations, used to materialize new groups, establish 

new territories, and make new allies within established Indigenous diplomatic ceremonialism. 

Between shell and paper, Indigenous weavers and orators negotiated relationships to more-

than-human beings, to their human attendants, and to the lands where they wove these belts. 

Shell and paper received agency from spoken words, and acted as diplomatic agents, impacting 

the minds of European clerics with no prior knowledge of wampum ceremonialism. In the 

locales where shell and paper have remained side by side, these wampum belts have been able 

to mediate more relationships that the ones they were first meant for. Today, the transatlantic 

Christian wampum belts that remain still act to mediate relationships between Indigenous 

people and their ancestors. 

In this conclusion, I discuss my findings in relation to the research questions that guided 

me throughout these historical case studies. If wampum belts are agentive objects, what were 

they supposed to do in these Christian settings? What effects did they have on the communities 

who made them? Who were they for, and which relationships did they help mediate? What are 

these wampum belts doing now, how is their presence and/or absence being felt and negotiated 

in descendant communities, on the sending and receiving ends of the original exchange? This 

work has uncovered some of the ways in which agency circulated from human will, to speech, to 

material objects, and back to people.  
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Reconsidering Agency and Meaning 

This research relied on multidisciplinary methodologies, using material analysis melded 

with textual critique of archival documents through ethnolinguistic insights and interviews. It 

focused on a community of objects, and on the humans who related to them and to one another 

through them in the longue durée. As such, this dissertation contributes to object-centered 

studies, demonstrating once more the fertility of mixed methods to investigate material 

meanings held in material networks. By focusing on these diplomatic objects, I engaged in an 

anthropological study of a human group that crossed time, space, languages, and ethnic 

identities, while united in their rapport with and through these objects. This perspective may be 

helpful for museum studies, as museums grapple with the concept of “communities,” whether 

they are “source communities” or communities served by the museum. Looking as objects as 

potential centers that create communities help us understand the relations different 

stakeholders may hold to the object and with one another. This perspective could also find 

useful applications in political anthropology, by looking at objects as they organize and move 

through various networks of power over time and space. 

My primary focus was on transatlantic Christian wampum belts first and foremost. This 

study offers a rich case for comparison, as it highlights protocols that were repeated over almost 

two centuries. While it provides researchers with the most information on Christian wampum 

use since Muriel Clair’s 2008 dissertation, I believe that it is only a subset of a larger 

investigation into the relationship between Christianity and wampum ceremonialism. More 

research is needed to fully understand how wampum was interpreted and used to teach on the 

one hand, and appropriate on the other hand, Catholic practices and beliefs in the seventeenth 

to nineteenth centuries.615 Other avenues for possible further research include an investigation 

into other wampum belts that may have purposefully travelled to Europe without Indigenous 

orators. Did they use alphabetic scripts in the same way? Did they rely on materials to speak for 

itself? Did they enroll non-Indigenous brokers, like Hyancinthe Deutz in 1831?  

My primary finding is this: Christian wampum belts are best understood by reframing 

them within a relational paradigm that corresponds to their traditional use. Christian belts, just 

like their non-Christian counterparts, were exchanged to define the relationships and 

responsibilities that connected different groups of people. While transatlantic Christian 

wampum belts showed some significant innovations in ceremonial practices, these innovations 

must also be contextualized in the landscape of seventeenth-century wampum use. These belts 

were not merely “devotional,” they had local and international diplomatic purposes. They 

 
615 This study is as complete as I could achieve with the funding and time that I had. I was not able to 

conduct research into the primary sources at Loreto, Italy, and in other Italian archives outside of Rome 
that might have held some of Thavenet’s correspondence or Bonanni’s papers. I was also unable to 
thoroughly pursue some of the leads I uncovered during my work, such as the potential links between the 
1716 Wendat wampum belt at Saumur and the Christian Wendat belt at the Quai Branly-Jacques Chirac 
Museum. 
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revealed Indigenous appropriations of Catholic mythology and spirituality, and they tell a new 

story of Indigenous political strategies within Catholic alliances. 

 This dissertation examined the agency of objects and alphabetic script as 

complementary and competing carriers of meaning. It examined processes of representation 

and delegation of agency from a political body to words materialized in different ways, with 

different effects. Beyond wampum studies, this ethnologically situated case contributes to 

anthropological investigations of the roles humans delegate to their material creations. By 

centering objects, this work has attempted to explain how non-human agency also came to lend 

power to these objects, as results from long-standing relationships to specific places. This 

project situates itself within classical studies of more-than-human agency transferred to 

material things. Here, human actors appropriated the power of more-than-human utterances, 

to address more-than-human beings and obtain what they wanted from them: an ever-

generating community, lands to live on, and a network of allies.  

Scholars of representational art (e.g., Alfred Gell, in Art and Agency, 1998) suggest that 

art objects derive their power from the more-than-human prototypes they aim to represent, 

who arer then made to act through their interaction between human receptors (artists or 

spectators) and the object. In his provocative question: What do Pictures Want?, W. J. T. 

Mitchell takes seriously the hold that representational art seems to have on human 

consciousness (Mitchell 2004). This interest in representation, especially in Gell’s case, focused 

on the relation between a prototype and its representation, where the prototype was a 

powerful entity, a god of some kind, which lent some of its power to the object as an 

ambassador, or a representative (Gell 1998, 98). Gell’s theory does not, however, effectively 

account for the distribution of agency in wampum diplomacy.  

The wampum belts studied here are not representating a single powerful prototype: 

they do not gain power because they represent a god or a force of nature. Instead, they stand 

for something far more human: they were woven to represent a council’s speech, they stand 

and derive their power from community decision making. They materialize words spoken in the 

past by a group of people assembled to speak to human and more-than-human beings. This 

connection between object and speech has led scholars to repeatedly compare wampum with 

writing, rather than with pictorial representations. However, going back to Lisa Brook’s analysis 

of the Abenaki word awikhigan, writing, mapping, and drawing are eventually the same 

concept, various means of storing information outside of the human body, which can later be 

retrieved through sensorial interaction, through vision, hearing, touch, and cognition (Brooks 

2008, xxi-xxvi).  

Transfers of Agency: Indigenous Continuities and Innovations 

After reviewing missionary and Indigenous descriptions of the process that birthed 

these transatlantic Christian wampum belts into being, it becomes clear that these belts were 

the results of council meetings, described as “assemblies” or collective “conspiring.” 

Missionaries sometimes waited for months for men to come back from their hunting territories 

so these public meeting could take places. These indications suggest that these gifts were not 
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the result of secret machinations: instead, they were carefully prepared and reflected upon in 

the village. They embodied a collective consensus, spoken by an orator, just like in the 

diplomatic meetings described in chapter 2. These transatlantic Christian wampum belts 

therefore gained their agency through representation of a political body speaking requests, and 

describing relations. This process was at the foundation of their social efficacy. Before the belts 

even left their village, they were deployed in performed political protocols that warranted 

collective participation. As such, they perhaps had “healing” properties, as discussed in the case 

of the 1716 Wendat wampum belt to Saumur. 

The descriptions analyzed in chapters 3 and 4 showed that wampum-making and 

wampum diplomacy were not exclusively male activities; collaborative processes were involved 

between individual women who gifted beads, wove wampum, and sometimes initiated Christian 

wampum diplomacy. Female leaders like the Wendat matron Marie Oendraka or the Abenaki 

weaver Jeanne the Elder were driving forces behind these transatlantic wampum belts. The 

attached speeches and letters tended to highlight the male participations to these processes, by 

(sometimes) including signatures of the chiefs and orators whose words were materialized in 

the beads that women had assembled.  

The process of delegation of power therefore followed two routes: a material route, 

where shell beads were collected and woven together by women, and an oral or spoken route. 

These two routes are mirrors of the same processes. Words and thoughts were collected by 

male orators and crafted into a coherent and powerful speech; beads were imbued with 

thoughts and words, before being assembled in the right order into a powerful wampum belt. 

The weavers also spoke through the beads, through their material choices in the weaving 

process, and also by weaving alphabetic script themselves. The documents and wampum belts 

analyzed illustrate this active participation in the process, which effectively counters any 

suggestion that these wampum belts were merely missionary inventions. The review of the 

materials shows that Indigenous actors were drivers of the many innovations these transatlantic 

Christian wampum belts brought forth. 

This study of remote wampum diplomacy shows that wampum belts acted through 

representation and delegation. A wampum belt embodies voices or “paroles,” spoken decisions 

of the council, voiced by their orator, and voices are also conjured through prosopopoeia, the 

figure of speech in which an absent person is represented as speaking. Examples of 

prosopopoeia in these case studies included: Wendat orators speaking for the Gentlemen in 

Paris; Wendat wampum belts spelling dialogues spoken in the Gospels in alternating white and 

purple beads; the Abenaki speech voicing saint Francis de Sales’ and God’s thoughts; and the 

Algonquin orators at the Lake of Two Mountains embedding the Pope’s speech into their 

message. Prosopopoeia enabled Indigenous people and their diplomatic partners to 

performatively share “one voice” and “one mind,” inviting their partners to join them into a 

community of thoughts. Sharing “one mind” was one way to reach the desired alliance, where 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous wills could converge. 
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Creative Strategies in Materializing Spoken Words 

The transatlantic Christian wampum belts were innovations in that alphabetic 

transcripts carried the orator’s speech rather than the orator physically carrying the wampum 

belt. These transcripts were also an innovation from a European standpoint. Compared to the 

translations of speeches produced for political and diplomatic minutes, the letters 

accompanying Christian wampum belts suggested a more collaborative process of translation. In 

some cases, Indigenous councils summoned Jesuit scribes to transcribe their orator’s speech. 

There were also instances when bilingual Wendat orators supplemented missionary 

translations. Jesuit scribes sometimes read their transcript back to Abenaki councils, while 

reflecting on their translation methods. The timeline and topology of these translations allowed 

for much more oversight and Indigenous input than in regular diplomatic meetings. The will to 

include the transcript in the original Indigenous language (a textual embodiement of the orator’s 

words, speaking for the council), in addition to the translation, also attest to greater Indigenous 

involvements in archival production than was common in other diplomatic settings. 

Wampum belts were entrusted to speak in Europe through these paper texts, but their 

materiality was also eloquent. From 1654 to 1673, these particular Wendat wampum belts were 

intentionally designed to appropriate more-than-human utterances. They all cited dialogues 

relating to the Virgin Mary becoming a mother in the Gospel (the Annunciation and the 

Visitation), and they registered the process through which the Wendat community moved closer 

and closer to Mary. The three speakers represented through these beads were: the angel who 

greeted her, the cousin who welcomed her in her home, and finally Mary herself speaking in her 

own house. Those utterances held great power in Christian contexts and also in the kinship 

metaphors of Indigenous diplomacy. They related to important events from a diplomatic 

standpoint. For example, the Angel greeted Mary with the kinds of salutations an Indigenous 

ambassador might use. Elizabeth, who was Mary’s cousin, similarly greeted her in her house, 

evoking clan relatives visiting each other through vast territories. The 1673 wampum belt 

evoked Mary’s own voice, repeating the words she spoke on accepting the role of Jesus’ 

mother; by becoming God’s “servant,” she became “Queen” through her sacred motherhood. 

Starting from 1678, Christian transatlantic wampum belts used different texts that 

indicated where they came from and the persons they were addressed to. The 1678 Wendat 

belt to Chartres spelled “HVRONVM” (signaling the Latin “Huronum” for Wendat territory) in 

purple shell beads. In 1684 and 1699, the Abenaki followed the same practice by inscribing their 

own ethnic identity into shell. These design choices not only signaled where the belts originated; 

they also served as important identifiers centuries later, when wampum belts were removed 

from their previous context (such as the Wendat Christian belt at the Quai Branly Museum), or 

when curators failed to maintain connections with the communities of origin.616  

 
616 The absence of such identity markers on the 1831 wampum belt at the Vatican caused confusion after 
it was separated from its written record. Scholars misattributed it until Giovanni Pizzorusso’s rediscovery 
of the Diario di Roma articles that linked this belt to the Lake of Two Mountains. 
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Materiality was also significant beyond the obvious markers of text written with beads. 

The materials used to make wampum belts spoke of relationships with land and other beings: 

plants, deer, mollusks, and the active networks necessary to unite them in one location. The 

uniformity in bead size, and the remarkably dark purple quahog beads used in the 1699 Abenaki 

belt, for example, suggested that community members had access to healthy shell fisheries and 

high-quality materials being produced in territories along the Atlantic coast and the Saint 

Lawrence. All of the beads in this belt appear to have been collected and carved around the 

same time. Two of the Wendat belts, in contrast, contain irregular beads of uneven coloring and 

size and condition. This reflects village practices of collecting beads from multiple individual 

contributors. Beads were slowly accumulated over time and kept in the “achennonk aon,” the 

public treasury. The 1831 wampum belt from Lake of Two Mountains shows a similar 

distribution of uneven and irregular beads, and re-used materials. This suggests a long 

diplomatic history at this village, where material components from other wampum belts could 

be taken apart and re-purposed to compose a message to the Pope that explicitly addressed 

their past relationship. 

Other material innovations in these Christian wampum belts added new layers of 

meaning. In the 1678 Wendat belt, glass beads resembling rosary beads carried the words of the 

Annunciation, reinforcing the theme of the wampum belt by asking Mary to become a mother 

once more, and to continue to be a mother for each generation. Most of the previous 

transatlantic wampum belts were uni-directional; readers/recipients were expected to stand 

together on the same side of the belt to be able to read its message. This enacted the unity and 

alliance spoken in the associated speeches; by standing in the same spot vis-à-vis the belt, 

senders and recipients would say the same words and share “one mind.” In the 1831 Lake of 

Two Mountains wampum belt, however, the different orientations of the signs suggest that this 

object was designed to be multi-directional; people were expected to stand on either side of the 

belt, so that each would see something relevant to them. The theme of separation was 

seemingly built into the design, with its double orientation suggesting two groups standing on 

either side of the belt laid flat. This echoed the symmetrical ordering of the symbols on the belt, 

on each side of the central cross.  

Reorganizing Relationships Between Peoples and Lands 

What were these Christian wampum belts meant to do? I have argued that they meant 

to reorganize relationships through alliances with more-than-human beings and their human 

kin. My analysis of the themes, lexicons, and different versions of these translations uncovered 

that the Christian transatlantic wampum belts were even potentially subversive. In 1831, 

Algonquin orators refrained from using kinship terms to describe their Sulpician missionaries 

and explained that their original mission was over. This might have called for a reassessment of 

this long relationship that had brought much frustration and complaints from the Indigenous 

groups living at the Lake of Two Mountains.  

Another example of this subversive potential came from the Wendat Christian wampum 

cases. By casting the Virgin Mary as a Wendat mother at the head of a clan, the Wendat group 
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near Québec City aimed to ascend to the status of siblings with powerful groups in Europe, like 

the Gentlemen of Notre-Dame congregation in Paris and the canons of Chartres cathedral. With 

Mary as a clan mother, the Wendat could also use wampum diplomacy to claim territories in 

ways that aligned simultaneously with Wendat practices and with Christian beliefs. In 1673, the 

Wendat community creatively interpreted the colonial practices of recognizing a sovereign and 

paying taxes to that sovereign in exchange for living on their land. With the Virgin Mary as that 

sovereign, the Christian Wendat community might have hoped to secure new ancestral lands 

granted by a benevolent mother, or by a more-than-human clan ancestor.  

This logic seemingly helped to foster diplomatic alliances with other Christian villages in 

the Saint Lawrence River Valley, as we have seen with the first Abenaki belt to Chartres. After 

their failure to establish an alliance with the Visitandines at Annecy in 1684, the Abenaki 

reached out to Chartres and used the Wendat of Lorette, whom they called uncles, as a 

reference. The Wendat therefore opened their networks of Christian alliances to their 

Indigenous allies, which secured them precious spiritual gifts in the form of silver reliquaries and 

statues. By having duplicated Mary’s house and organized their territory around Mary’s village, 

the Wendat seemingly held a powerful spot in Christian Indigenous alliances, lending wampum 

belts to other mission villages to establish their council fire.  

Missionary and Ecclesiastical Agency 

Meanwhile, though, Jesuit and Sulpician missionaries registered these Indigenous 

Christian lands in their own names on colonial paperwork. The wampum archives constituted in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and preserved in European churches for a period of 

time, might therefore present a counterpoint to these deeds. They illustrate with additional 

precision the missionary practice of promising one thing to Indigenous partners, and writing 

another down in colonial archives. These opportunistic moments of co-optation show some of 

the limits of these wampum belts’ agency throughout the colonial period. While we started our 

enquiries by focusing on the related agencies of shell and paper in these exchanges, we have 

uncovered other ways in which paper limited these wampum belts’ agency. Paratexts, faulty 

titles, contradictory accounts, and erasure of Indigenous agency in competing manuscripts did 

far more to stifle the long-term effects of these wampum belts than the paper letters that held 

the transcribed words of Indigenous leaders. 

While this dissertation has revealed more Indigenous initiative in these processes than 

previously acknowledged, missionary agency in these exchanges is also undeniable. Chosen 

sanctuaries, while selected for specific reasons in Indigenous contexts, overlapped with the 

personal networks of specific missionaries. Jesuit and Sulpician translators injected their own 

epistolary rules and interpretations into their translations. Missionaries were quick to publicly 

claim initiative for these wampum belts, cast as evangelization successes and proof of 

Indigenous entry into feudal bonds of service. Chartres’ relics catalog and Chartres’ 1700 

publication both illustrate the duality of the chapter’s responses: on the one hand, the canons 

accepted Wendat and Abenaki Christians as their “brothers,” but on the other hand, they 

thought that their relics had “taken possession” of Indigenous lands, and publicly described the 
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wampum belts as “signs of submission.” Even though these moments of diversion downplayed 

Indigenous agency, they built on the agency of the wampum belts and texts themselves, as long 

as these powerful objets served the interests of the people who strived to appropriate their 

effects. 

The Effects of Wampum Belts on their Recipients and Custodians 

The wampum belts had means to speak for themselves, and it was their material aspect 

that captivated their European audiences. The clergy of Notre-Dame de Foy organized a 

theatrical procession involving all the local powers to carry and show the Wendat wampum belt; 

the canons of Chartres cathedral responded enthusiastically, calling Indigenous people 

“brothers” and sending them expensive and significant reliquaries; Pope Gregory XVI became 

captivated with Indigenous issues and tried to reproduce the magic of his first meeting with the 

wampum belt he had received; Edouard Pie was so emotionally invested in the Chartres 

wampum belts that he sought to rekindle the relations they materialized, and urged Lucien 

Merlet to re-publish the letters associated with them. The material undoubtedly had an impact 

on the emotional states of most of their human recipients, regardless of their knowledge of 

wampum ceremonialism in North America. The physicality of the belts and their purpose to 

carry Christian speeches from distant lands were sufficient factors to move many clergy 

members. In 1833, when Gregory XVI received only letters from the Lake of Two Mountains, he 

lamented the fact that he could no longer hear the people themselves, as though the wampum 

belt he had received with letters the year prior had given him this feeling of a more direct 

connection.  

Both shell and paper materialized speech, but people related differently to each 

medium. In 1700, when Chartres received the second Abenaki wampum belt, the canons placed 

the belt on their sacred reliquary, rather than the paper booklet like the Abenaki speech had 

requested. While paper recorded the specific utterances of the ambassadors, shell materialized 

them in a more tangible, physically impressive, and emotionally impactful way. Paper speeches 

explained what the wampum belts meant, their purpose and the council’s requests. The 

wampum belts, as we have seen, were speaking different words, either repeating sacred 

utterances, speaking the names of those they aimed to bind together, or spelling what they 

were (“VOTVM,” “whompom,” etc.). Their materiality spoke of Indigenous women’s hands 

weaving marine shell beads and gathering coloring agents together to carry words of power, 

men hunting deer, trapping porcupines, tanning hides, and preparing speeches. They spoke of 

communities and groups; they spoke of systems that sustained and united whole villages. These 

were the ways that they materialized commitments and lent credibility to the paper words 

accompanying them. 
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The Wampum Belts Mediated Relationships Beyond their Original 
Exchange 

Some clergymen took advantage of the wampum belts’ efficacy for their own benefit. 

Previous studies highlighted these aspects when discussing devotional wampum belts as a 

means to acquire relics to bolster chapels in New France (e.g. Sanfaçon 1996; Clair 2008b; 

2009a). This dissertation has revealed additional appropriations of the diplomatic momentum 

triggered by wampum exchange. The stories of Jean-Baptiste Thavenet in Rome and Ignace 

Bourget in Chartres illustrated how men who were unimpressed with wampum used their 

interlocutors’ fascination with these objects and the communities they represented. Thavenet 

used the diplomatic ceremonies triggered by the 1831 wampum belt to secure access to the 

Papal chambers in order to lobby for the Sulpicians of Montreal. Bourget posed as the bishop of 

the Wendat and Abenaki, and obtained prestigious relics and permanent representation at 

Chartres cathedral. These examples showed that wampum belts did act as diplomatic agents, 

but that the alliances they helped negotiate sometimes strayed far from their original goals.  

The latter example also demonstrated that wampum presence continued to foster 

diplomatic relations long after the original exchange event. The question of wampum belts’ 

continued activity focused on two cases at Chartres Cathedral, where shell and paper continued 

to exist side by side, in their intended place of destination. There, we have seen them facilitate 

relations across space (between Chartres and Montreal cathedrals, for instance), but also across 

time. They helped Indigenous people achieve emotional connections to their ancestors, 

especially through materiality. The stories woven in shell beads, plant fibers, and deer hide bore 

witness to generational and cultural continuity despite colonial damages due to epidemics, 

dispossessions, and forced assimilation attempts. Described as “life-changing,” these meetings 

with objects from the past highlighted Indigenous longings for meaningful co-presence with 

these wampum belts. 

Some scholars have taken a cynical approach to Indigenous feelings of longing for their 

wampum belts, by implying that wampum ceremonialism is a dead tradition (e.g., Fenton 1971; 

Becker 2002). But thinking of wampum as a material connection to the hands, words, gestures, 

and bodies of ancestors, and thinking of wampum belts as kin, helps in understanding the 

longing that transpires in the words of Indigenous people who feel that the belts, even though 

they were gifted long ago, would be better back “home.” Even the act of relating to 

dematerialized images on a computer screen seemed to bring back the pain of knowing that a 

significant belt, a powerful connection to one’s kin, was so far away, inaccessible to the its 

community of origin. In relation to other traumas of dispossession, the distance between these 

communities and these belts could feel like exile. Relating with wampum belts through 

computerized images seemed to bring bittersweet emotions: excitement, interest, awe, but also 

sadness, frustration, and longing. For those individuals who had the opportunity to see these 

belts In person, the belts highlighted life-affirming sensations of belonging to a community of 

people who were all related, using the belt to connect with one another. Whather acting as links 

to kin, or as kin themselves, the wampum belts were believed to have profound, vibrant, and 

pressing things to say to the descendants of those who made them. 
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The intentions that went into the making of the belts, and the transcribing of their 

associated speeches, already held the world-altering power of its proposals: for the Virgin Mary 

to be a mother to the Wendat—with its political and territorial consequences derived from 

Wendat matrilineal clans—and for the Virgin Mary to be a mother to the Wendat’s nephews, 

the Abenaki—with its political consequences in the Saint Lawrence River Valley. The agency of 

the Chartres belts derived less from the more-than-human entity they were addressed to, than 

from the human polities they came from, represented in woven shells, in Latin writing, in 

Indigenous languages and in French in ink on paper.  

The two wampum belts acted and captured human consciousness as materialization of 

powerful, performative speech, more so than pictorial representation of a single powerful 

person. In this case, the wampum belts engaged in visual dialogues with human agents, 

prompting them to imagine the communities they came from, and the context that birthed 

them into being, resulting in their stunning presence at the cathedral. During their visit to 

Chartres in 2017, Stéphane Picard (Huron-Wendat) and Florence Benedict (Abenaki) were less 

interested in the Virgin Mary than in her children. By asking the Virgin Mary of Chartres to be an 

ever-birthing mother, those ancestral Wendat and Abenaki Christians represented the intention 

that there would be ever-renewing generations of Wendat and Abenaki children, who would 

survive, against incredible odds, into the present day. The materiality of these wampum belts 

unites the past hands of those who wove the beads, to the living hands delicately laid on these 

beads, centuries later. 
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